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SOPOKAEOYS 

1QN 

For the title see p. 23. 

319 : 
.Y >] A 5 ~ 4 4 4 

7 POS avdpos eo OX\ov TavTa Vevvaiws pépew. 

319 Orion flor. 7. to p. 51, 29 Zo- 
goxréous"Iwvos. ‘mpds...péperv.’ 

Nauck favours F. W. Schmidt’s pro- 
posal to write éc@\o0d mpds davdpés, and 
quotes in its support Choricius Gaz. p. 17 
€gOrod yap avdpds, 7 Tpaywdia gpnolv, 
amavTa pépew kad@s. Emphasis certainly 
seems to require that order: cf. 4z. 1071 
kairot Kako mpds dvdpos dvdpa dSynudrny 
| undev Oixacoby xré. Eur. fr. 28. Schmidt 
adds a long list of examples. But the 
reverse order is natural and correct in fr. 
79, where see n. for mpéds c. gen. in this 
sense. The sentiment is adapted from 
the current proverbial philosophy: cf. 
Theogn. 657 undev dyav xadXerotow acd 
ppéva...émel @or’ advdpds mdavra pépew 
aya0od. Pind. Pyth. 3. 82 Ta wey uv 
(sczl. mhuara) | od SivayTar vA Kbonw 
éperv, | GAN’ dyafoi. Hence Herond. 
3. 39 yuvaikds €ore Kpnyins pépew madvTa. 
Eur. fr. 98 G\N eb gépew xp cupdopas 
Tov evyevj. Antiphan. fr. 281, 11 125 K. 
Ta TUXNS pépew det yvnolws Tov evyer7. 
Menand. fr. 205, 111 59 K. ré y’ dd ris 
Tixns pépew Set ywnoiws Tov ev-yev7. 

I transcribe the following from Nauck : 

‘Sophoclem imitatus videtur Menander: 
kal Taya0a kal Ta Kaka det mralovra 
(1. uvoavra) yevvaiws pépew Com. 4 p. 264 
[fr. 672, 111 195 K.]. dvdpds Ta mpoort- 
mTovTa ‘yevvaiws pépew Com. 4. p. 293 
[fr. 771, I11 215 K.=Men. mon. 13}. 
Menandri vestigia legerunt multi: xpi 
yap Ta ouuminrovta yevvaiws épew 
Nicetas Eugen. 9, 142. Ta 6¢ cupBai- 
vovra avdpiyevvalws det pépew Vita Aesopi, 
p. 46, 10. Ta mpoomimrovTa...yevvaiws 
gépovres Dicaearchus q. d. Descr. Graeciae 
30 in Muelleri Geogr. min. 1. p. 105. 
yevvaiws pépovres Ta Tpoonimrovra Hip- 
parch. Stob. flor. 108, 81 p. 391 [IV 
p- 982, 1, Hense]. eldeinvy vyevvaiws 
pépew Ta mpoorirtrovta~ Euseb. Stob. 
flor. 1, 85 p. 51 [III p. 53, 3 Hensel]. 
dre det yevvalws pépew Ta mpoorlrrovra 
Stob. flor. 108 inscr. éreipairo pev pépey 
Ta ouuBalvovta yevvaiws Charit. 5, 9, 8 
Pp. 102, 19. det yevvalws Ta cupBalvorra 
gépevw schel. B 77. Q 49. hépew ra 
cupBaivovra yevvalws éxphv (fort. ce 
xpn) Sent. septem sap. (quas_ edidit 
Woelfflin) v. 236.’ 

320 
> x 4 > “A 

ev Avs KyTois apovobat 
/ > , »” 

povov evdaipovas oABous 
320. 

320 Stob. flor. 103. 10 (= IV p. 904, 
6 Hense) Zogoxdéovs “Iwvos. ‘év... 

US. 
There does not appear to be any 

necessity for changing the text. Cer- 

Py 11. 

1 xdmoas coni. M. Schmidt 2 podvov A 

tainly there is no probability in such wild 
conjectures as Heimsoeth’s év Atos xmas 
dpovor povvoy avdpes SAB, and Weck 
lein’s év Atds Kdows dpémrecPar poivor 
dvdpds 6dBlov, or in R. Ellis’s dpotra 

I 



2 ZOPOKAEOY2 

podvov evdaiuwv oBds, which Campbell 
rashly adopts. Even if dpovc@ac were 
indefensible, Bergk’s dpvec@au (2.e. év Atos 
Khoi. <yap €or’ > daptverOat | wodvor edai- 
wvas d\Bous: see his AZ. Schriften, i 
712) would be no improvement. Die- 
terich (JVekyia, p. 21) suggested evdat- 
fovos oAxKous, 7.e. ‘only the blest may 
plough’; but furrows are out of place 
in a garden. 
Ass xyots probably refers to the 

garden of the Hesperides, also known as 
the garden of Hera (Callim. 2. Art. 164, 
Pherecyd. fr. 33a [/HG 1 79]), or the 
garden of Oceanus (Ar. Mud. 271 ’Qxea- 
voU warpos év Kimo iepov xopov iorare 
Nvypdats). This was by some authorities 
placed in the extreme north (see on fr. 
956), but most commonly in the west 
beyond the stream of Oceanus. Here 
were grown the golden apples which 
Ge presented to Hera on the occasion of 
her marriage with Zeus: Pherecyd. /.c. 
(Eratosth. cazast. 3) bre éyapuetro 4 “Hpa 
brd Ads, pepbvTwy abry T&v Oedv SHpa, 
tiv Tqv édOeiv pépovoay ra xpioea uHda* 

idotoay dé riv"Hpav Oavudoat, kal elzreiv 
katagpuretoat els Tov tev Bedr 
Kimov, bs mw mapa t@”Arhayvtt. The 
spaced words serve to illustrate the 
present passage, more particularly if we 
suppose that the apples were treated by 
Sophocles as symbolical of happiness. 
Cf. Eur. Hipp. 750 Ww’ 6rBi6dwpos abéer 
fabéa | xOwv evdamoviay Oeoits. Thus 
dpoto bar is equivalent to puTeverPar or 
omelpecOa : cf. Plat. Phaedr. 276. B orov- 
57 Oépous els "Addvidos Kihrous apdv (sc. 
omépuata). In Pind. Pyth. 9. 53 Atds 
éfoxov mori Kamov refers to the precinct 
of Ammon in Libya.—éABovs: the plural 
is also found in Bacchyl. 3. 22 @edv, Oedv 
Tis ayAaiférw, 6 yap dpicros d6\Bwr. 
Similarly Eur. fr. 137 trav yap mdotrwv 
68° dpioros | yevvaiov éxos evpeiv. The 
metre is ionic: 
ee ee 

For the introduction of feet with an 
irrational long syllable see Aesch. Sup/i. 
1032, 1040, Ar. Kaz. 328, Thesm. 117 f. 

321 

KELLO@VOS [LEV 
Bovarddas avdas <yepoever > 

321. 

321 MHesych. IV p. 283 xepoever 
ou €t 

LogoxrA7yjs fom. Keluevos pwev Bovorddas 
avras érl xépaou } dia YerpOv exer 7 ot rws 
(amAGs conj. Blaydes) éuBarevder. The 
name of the play was read by Musurus 
as “Iw, and M. Schmidt suggested 
Livwvt; but Dindorf’s view that Oive? 
was intended by the corrector deserves 
consideration (see Nauck on Eur. fr. 407). 

1  Xepavos. In the winter season 
the herds graze in the home meadows or 
shelter in the byres, but in the summer 
they are driven away to range over the 
hills. » H. defends his brilliant emendation 
by quoting O. 7. 1138 (the shepherd 
brings his flocks down from the moun- 
tains in September) xyecudva!d 4bn raud 
7 els €maun’ éyw.| Hravvov ovrds 7’ és Ta 
Aatov cra@ud. Dion Chrys. 7. 13 rére 
pev On €& avdyKns av’Tod KaTepeivapuer, 
ovumep érUXomEv Tas Bots ExovTes Kai Tivas 
oKnvas wemonpévor Kal avrAHv bia EvAwY ov 
peyarnv ovde loxupdy, uboxwv evecev, ws 

1 xeuua@vos H.: Kxeluevos cod. 2 xepoever add. Dindorf 

av oluac mpds avr mov 7rd Oépos. Tov 
Mev yap xeudvos év Trois medias évéwouer,, 
voun ixkavinv éxovres kai tmoddv xudOv atro- ° 
Kelwevov* Tov dé Oépous dwrnravvouer els Ta 

opn. . 
2 xepoete. The text of Hesychius 

is corrupt or defective, but it seems 
certain that yepoevec must have been 
used by Sophocles in the passage cited. 
I agree therefore with Dindorf in thinking 
that it dropped out after av’Ads, but not 
in assuming the loss of other words as 
well. xepoevew is a rare word, but the 
sense in which Sophocles was most 
likely to employ it is ‘zo be on dry 
land’: so Eur. fr. 636, 3 Tv maida xep- 
gevew wdpos (Dobree’s correction seems 
certain). Plut.. so//. an. 33 p. 9828 
ermavew d€ uh Suvauévyn unde xepoevew. 
The acc. avdAds would then resemble Phz/. 
144 TOTov...dvTwa Ketrat, Eur. Suppl. 987 
tt wor’ aldepiay éornke wérpay; and other 
instances quoted by Kuehner-Gerth 1 
314. Since, however, Philostr. iun, 
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imag. 12 Td Kiros ws Xepredoov wpunke, 
can be adduced in support of the meaning 
‘to come to land,’ we must not exclude 
the possibility that avAds was acc. ¢er- 
minz. HH. was inclined to regard émi 
xéprov as a remnant of the Sophoclean 
text, and consequently to read mepixepoever 
or émixepoever (so Toup). But this would 
not agree with the lemma of Hesychius, 
and I should prefer to suppose the words 
to be part of the explanation, qualifying 

a verb—oixet or Baivec—which has dis- 
appeared. The gloss da xewpav exer is 
due to the fact that yépoos was some- 
times derived from yelp: LEtym. M. 
p. 809, 7 xépoos, H yh, €& Hs ore Epo 
mpocamresGar. Thus Hesychius would 
have given three renderings of the verb, 
‘dwells on dry land, or manages, or 
merely treads.’ Welcker proposed fov- 
grddos avAjs ere xepseve, and Ellendt 
made the same suggestion. 

322 
oy, 
a&éaTous 

322 Hesych.I p. 220 afécrous: tpa- 
y 

xelas. LopokAjs ov. 
The name of the play was conjectured 

to be Ziwve by Musurus, and “Iw by 
Schow, whom Nauck follows. M. 
Schmidt urges that the position of the 

otherwise unknown, although it might 
have covered a reference to the ’Adééav- 
dpos. Dindorf agreed with Musurus. 

The word occurs again in O.C. 19. 
The gender of the gloss perhaps indicates 
that the substantive to be supplied is 
TETPAS. 

accent points to Olyévy: but that title is 

KAMIKOI 

Herodotus (7. 169, 170) refers to the story of the violent 
death of Minos at Camicus when he went to Sicily in his search 
for Daedalus, but gives no details. For these we have to go to 
other authorities. / 

After the death of his son Icarus, Daedalus continued his 
flight and arrived safely at Camicus, where he was received by 
the Sicanian king Cocalus, and soon became a welcome inmate 
of his household. Meanwhile Minos pursued him relentlessly, 
and in every place to which he came produced a spiral shell, 
promising a large reward to anyone who should succeed in 
threading it; for he thought that in this way he would discover 
Daedalus. When he showed the shell to Cocalus, in whose 
palace Daedalus was concealed, the king undertook to perform 
the task and afterwards gave the shell to Daedalus. Daedalus 
bored a hole in the shell, and fastening a thread to an ant waited 
until the ant had passed from one end to the other. Minos, 
finding his puzzle solved, felt sure that no one but Daedalus 
possessed the necessary cunning, and at once demanded his 
surrender. Cocalus promised to comply with his wishes, and 
offered him the usual hospitalities of the age. Daedalus, how- 
ever, had so endeared himself to the king’s daughters by his 
artistic skill that they determined to prevent the surrender 

I-—2 
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of their favourite to his enemy, and contrived the death of Minos 
by pouring boiling pitch over him when they attended him in 
the bath. Such is the version of Zenob. 4. 92 (Paroem. I 112), 
which is practically identical with Apollod. epz¢. 1. 13—15, with 
the exception that Apollodorus mentions another account sub- 
stituting boiling water for the pitch. The latter alternative, as we 
learn from schol. Hom. B 145, was derived from Philostephanus 
(FHG tl 31) and Callimachus in the Aitia (fr. 5 Sch.), and 
through Callimachus no doubt passed to Ovid (/é: 290). An 
additional detail is mentioned by schol. Pind. Wem. 4. 95 (59), 
where Daedalus is said to have invented a contrivance for 
carrying the water through a pipe in the roof so as to fall on 
Minos’s head. The agency of the daughters, but without any 
detailed explanation of their treachery, is recorded also by 
Hygin. fad. 44, Conon 25, Pausan. 7. 4. 6%, and schol. Pind. 
Pyth. 6. 5. Diodorus, who as usual converts the myth into a 
semblance of history, makes Daedalus the engineer of Cocalus, 
who constructs for him an impregnable fortress. Minos then 
invades Sicily, but Cocalus entraps him by proposing a friendly 
conference, and then suffocates him with the steam of the bath- 
room (4. 78, 79). But long before his time Cocalus and the 
invasion of Minos had become a part of the stock-in-trade of 
the historians as an indispensable element in the narrative of the 
Greek colonization of Sicily: see Philistus fr. 1 (#HG 1 185), 
Arist. pol, 2. 10. 12715 39, Strabo 273, 279, Diod. 12. 71, Heraclid. 
Pont. 29 (HG II 220). 

Fr. 324 leaves no doubt that the story of Sophocles was the 
same as that which is preserved in Apollodorus. Wagner (£7zz. 
Vat. p. 132) inferred that Apollodorus derived his material from 
the wo8ecrs Of Sophocles’ play?, and the conclusion would be 
much more convincing than it is, if there were better reasons 
than those given by Nauck for assigning fr. 325 to Sophocles, 
But whether boiling pitch or some other instrument was em- 
ployed by the daughters in compassing the destruction of Minos 
matters little; in other respects, the main features of the plot 
are securely fixed by the general agreement of the authorities. 

The play was possibly known also by the alternative title 
Minos, to which there is a solitary reference by Clement of 
Alexandria (fr.407). The usual title, wrongly altered to Kayixcos 
by Brunck, indicates that the chorus consisted of citizens of 
Camicus, one of the few places in Sicily which are definitely 
known as Sicanian settlements. The site is usually located in 
the neighbourhood of Agrigentum between that town and Minoa, 

1 Inycus is mentioned in place of Camicus: but see ro. 17. 4. 
* He is followed by Robert in Pauly-Wissowa IV 2001. 
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but, according to more recent researches, it was further to the 
north, among the mountains which rise inland above the baths 
of Selinus}. 

The story was exploited by the Dorians of Crete as a justifi- 
cation for their colonizing movement, in the course of which 
they occupied the south coast of Sicily, and it may therefore 
be dated at least as early as the foundation of Gela in 680. 
Recently, however, an attempt has been made by Bethe? to 
show that the story of the tragic death of Minos at Camicus 
contains a substratuin of historical truth, representing the emi- 
gration to Sicily of fragments of the Kefti people from Crete, 
which may be assumed to have taken place about 1200 B.C. 
The legend is confirmed by the archaeological discoveries of 
Minoan pottery in Sicily, and by the names Daidalion and 
Minoa given to pre-Hellenic settlements. 

323 
» > hh Pets opvifos AAP era@vupos 

mépoukos ev KNewots “APnvaiwy mayors. 
323 Athen. 388F roi dé dvduaros 

(sc. mépiié) adr&v evi cvoréddovor Ti 
péonv cu\NaBjv...modd 5é Eore TO Exrews- 
pevov mapa rots Arrixots. LodpoxAs Kam- 
kots ‘ 8pvios...mdyous.” Phot. /ex. p. 413, 
11 (= Suid. s.v.), Ilépdixos iepdv* mapa 
™ dxpordva. Evmadduw yap éyévovro 
maides Aaldadros cal Ilépiré, ns vids Kadds 
(Kadds Suid.), @ P0ovycas 6 Aaldados 
Ths Téxvns Eppipev abrov Kara THs axpomé- 

~ News’ df’ @ H MlépduE Eauriv avjprycer’ 
"AOnvaia 5é abriv ériunoavy. Lodoxd7s 
6€ év Kautxots (kwutxots codd.: Porson 
wished to make the same correction in 
schol. Ant. 328) rov bard Aadddov avacpe- 
Gévra Iépéixa elvac rotvoua. 

Daedalus, according to one of the 
stories told in connexion with him, was 
an Athenian who was obliged to go into 
exile, having been condemned for homi- 
cide by the council of the Areopagus. 
This was his reason for seeking the court 
of Minos. The murder was committed 
thus: his sister’s son Talos (Hellanicus 
[“#HG 1 56] ap. schol. Eur. Or. 1648, 
al.), or Calos (Pausan. 1. 21. 4. al.), 

. was his rival in ingenuity, and had in- 
vented the saw by observation of a snake’s 
jawbone; Daedalus was jealous, and 

fearing to be put in the shade threw him 
over the cliffs of the Acropolis. Ac- 
cording to Apollodorus (3. 214) and 
others, Perdix was the sister of Daedalus, 
who hanged herself in grief for her son’s 
death (Phot. Suid. /7.c.). Other authori- 
ties (Ov. Met. 8. 255, Hygin. fad. 39, 
244, 274, Serv. on Verg. Georg. I. 143, 
Aen. 6. 14, schol. Ov. 7. 498) agree 
with Sophocles in giving the name Perdix 
to the nephew himself. It is not clear 
whether Ilépécxos iepdv and rdgos Tédw 
(Lucian Pésc. 42) were one and the same 
spot, but the account of Pausanias shows 
that the grave of Talos was, as we should 
expect, close to the foot of the Acropolis. 

Robert in Pauly-Wissowa Iv 1997 finds 
it difficult to understand how Sophocles 
was able to ignore the tradition attaching 

.to the grave of Talos, or to re-christen 
the site ; and similar doubts are expressed 
by Gruppe in Bursian’s Jahresb. CXXXVII 
619, criticizing Holland’s attempt (Dze 
Sage von Daidalos, Leipzig 1902) to show 
that Calos rather than Talos was the 
name known to the version of the legend 
adopted by Hellanicus. The evidence is 
insufficient for the solution of such prob- 
lems ; but it is possible that contradictory 

1 Freeman, Sicz/y, I 112. 
2 Rhein. Mus. LXV (1910) 200—232. 
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stories were connected with the two 
sanctuaries, and were already current in 
Sophocles’ time. We cannot even safely 
assert that in Sophocles the invention of 
the saw was suggested to Perdix by the 
backbone of a fish, as Holland infers 
from the accounts of Ovid and the others 
whom he supposes to derive from Sopho- 
cles; for the incident formed no part of » 
the action of the play, and probably only 
received a brief mention in the course of 
a narrative speech. Welcker (p. 433) 
plausibly suggests that Minos recalled to 
Daedalus the help he had received in his 
earlier trouble. 

1. Holland’s proposal to read érw- 
vupov, with xraywy following the quotation 
and qualified by év...adyous, appears to 
me highly probable. #A@* thus means 
‘came to Crete.’ Meineke had sug- 
gested jv & éravupos (jv Blaydes).—For 
Krewots ’AOnvaiwy Nauck conj. KkAe- 
voto. Kexpomid@v, Mekler xXewotor. Onoe- 
dav. Blaydes also proposed Ilépié rus 
for mépéixos. For the absence of caesura 
see Jebb on Az. 855, but without the 
context we cannot judge of the degree of 
emphasis intended.—dpviBos. ..épSikos: 
for the apposition of species to genus see 
on Eur. He/. 19. 

324 
c , 4, “A 4 ¥ 

ahias otpaByhov thade, TéKvov, El TWA 
duvaipe?” evpety, <ds Sueipevev divov > 

324, 2 ds dielpecey Nivoy supplevit Nauck 

324 Athen. 86D ray orpaBjrwy 
pynuovever Kai DopoxrAys év Kaucxots otrws 
‘adlas...edpeiv.’ 

The allusion to the shell-fish called 
otpdByXos is made clear by the narrative 
of Apollod. efzt. 1. 14 Aaldadrov dé 
édiwke Mivws xal Kad? éxdorny xwpay 
épevvav éxdurge xdxdov, Kal moddw émrny- 
yer Swoew pucOdv TH Sid TOD KoxALov 
Nwov delpayte (dtelpEavTe cod., dielEavTe 
Zenob.: corr. Valckenaer), 6:4 Tovrov 
vouifwv eipjoew Aaldadov. €dOcov dé eis 
Kdyuxov rijs Zixedlas mapa Kwxadov, rap’ 
@ Aaldanos éxptrrero, delxvuct Tov Koxdlav. 
5 d€ AaBav éwnyyédreTo Stelpew (SrelpEew 
cod., diépgev Zenob.: corr. Valckenaer) 
kal Aadddw dldwow' 6 dé eEdas wdpunkos 
Aivov kal Tphoas Tov KoxNlav elace du’ adTod 
dieNOeiv. AaBav dé Mivws 7d Alvov drecp- 
pévov (dterpypévov cod., derpyacpévov 
Zenob.: corr. Valckenaer) 7o@ero évra 
map’ éxelvw Aaldador, cal bOéws amryret. 
Kwxaros 6¢ vrocxduevos éxdwoew étévicev 
avrév’ 6 5€ Noveduevos bd Tav Kwkddov 
Ovyarépwy éxdutos (see Thesaur. s.v., 
quoting Aretaeus) éyévero* ws dé viol pact, 
feorm Karaxvbels <tdaTc> pmwerhdrdaker. 
The whole of this is repeated by Zenob. 
4-92, with insignificant variations except 

that the last sentence runs: 6 6€ Xoucd- 
mevos (Aovduevos conj. Nauck) bd rap 
Kwxddov Ovyarépwv avnpébn féoveay mic- 
cay émixeapévew a’t@. Even before the 
discovery of the epitome it had been in- 
ferred by Robert (de Apollod. bibl. p. 49) 
that Zenobius copied his account from 
Apollodorus, and Wagner (2%. Mus. 
XLI 142) holds that in the last sentence 
the original text of Apollodorus must 
have been: 6 6€ Aoveduevos bd Tov K, 
Ovyarépwr avypébn féovcay miccav émcxe- 
auevwv aire ws dé enol pacw, feor~ 
Karaxvéeis tdare. pwerhirAd\a~ev. See In- 
troductory Note and on fr. 325.—8s 
Selpevev a was supplied by Nauck 
on the strength of the account given by 
Zenobius, and it would be difficult to 
find a better supplement. It is clear that 
some such words must have occurred in 
the immediate context. For the assimi- 
lation of the optative dvelpevey to the 
mood of duvaiwefa see Goodwin §§ 531, 
558. The device adopted by Daedalus 
recalls the thread, also called Xivoy in 
Apollod. efz7. 1. 9 etc., which he gave 
to Theseus to guide him on his return 
from the labyrinth. 
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[muocoKavyntov pdpor | 
325 I admit this fragment for the 

sake of convenience, in view of the cur- 
rency which it has obtained from its 
inclusion in Nauck’s edition; but the 
case which he makes out in urging its 
ascription to Sophocles is extremely weak. 
Hesych. II p. 564 kwvfjoa (kwvetcat cod.) 
miscoxomjoa (Salmasius conj. miocoxw- 
vjcat, Nauck mloon Kataxpioa) xal 
KUKA® Tepeveykelv, Kal TiocoKWY TOV 
Mopov éyovow, bray micon Kartaxpt- 
cOévres Twés bro mupds droddvwow. 
Aisxvros Kpjocas xai Kparivos (so 
Alberti for aisxtdos xal xparivos Kpjoats 
cod.). But we know that the phrase 
used by Aeschylus in the Kpjoca was 
miocokwrvyjTw mupi (fr. 118, from Phot. 
lex. Pp. 430, 24); and that Cratinus (fr. 
364, 1 116K.) wrote micoxwrias d&pnv 
[or dpyv, as Nauck and Headlam (C. 2. 
X 438), or “Apys, as Bergk conjectured]. 
Nauck argues that 7. w. in Hesych. must 
be held to refer to Sophocles, on the 
ground that it is an apt description of 
the fate of Minos according to the account 
given by Zenob. 4. 92 (quoted on fr. 324). 
Wagner, Z7it. Vat. p. 132, uses this 
fragment—as if its authority were estab- 
lished—in support of his conclusion that 
the passage in the epitome was derived 
by Apollodorus from the Argument to 
Sophocles’ play: see Introductory Note. 
But this is to argue in a vicious circle: 
and, even though it may be probable that 
Sophocles adopted the version which 
made boiling pitch the instrument of 
Minos’s death, we are still very far 

from being able to prove that he used 
the phrase miscoxwyynrov pdpov in this 
connexion or at all. It is worth re- 
marking that Minos. was a familiar figure 
on the Attic stage, and that he was held 
up to scorn as a typical oppressor : see 

Plut. 7hes. 16 kal yap 6 Mivws del dveréXer 
Kak@s akovwy Kal otdopodmevos év Tois 
’Artixots Pedtpos, to which Nauck adds 
Liban. 111 64 ov~x d6pare Tov Mivw dewa 
wdacxovTa éri THs oKnvis; Now, although 
these references may be partly satisfied 
by the plays dealing with the adventures 
of Theseus or the treachery of Scylla 
(Ov. Zrést. 2. 393), it is improbable that 
Sophocles was the only poet who found 
occasion to utilize the well-known story 
concerning the ultimate fate of the odious 
tyrant. 

But, altogether apart from these con- 
siderations, it is doubtful whether the 
words migcoxwvynrov mdépoy are suitable to 
the circumstances of Minos’s death. Our 
only evidence affirms that after his bath, 
or while he was bathing, the daughters 
of Cocalus poured boiling pitch over him. 
miscokavyros mopos, however, like mioo%- 
pns (Nauck for meconjpwv) udpos in the 
oracle quoted by Heraclides Ponticus ap, 
Athen. 5248, is credibly explained as 
referring to a mode of execution in 
which the victim is tarred all over and 
then set on fire. This kind of punish- 
ment, which is not seldom mentioned, is 
the same as the ¢unica molesta of Juv. 8, 
235 (Mayor): cf. Plat. Gorg. 475 C, Lucr, 
3. 1017, Plaut. Capt. 596. 

326 

mv <> ovtis noew éx Oeovd Kexpupperyr. 
326 36 add. H. 

326 Ltym. Flor. p. 143 Hdecba’ 
amd rod eldew ylverar Kar’ Exracw Hoew 
kal 70 t (7d Tpiroy conj. Nauck) opoiws, 
DopoxdAyjs Kapixors (kwucxots cod., Kapu- 
ktors Miller) ‘rHv...kexpuupuérvnv,’ avtl rod 
noeev. 

It is more likely that 8’ has accident- 
ally been dropped than that ryv is relative. 
—One might suspect that rjv refers to 
the orpdBndos of fr. 324.—yqSewv is the 

regular form before a vowel of the third 
person sing. of the plup. of olda: see 
Rutherford, WV. P. p. 229 ff.—ék 800 does 
not necessarily imply direct intervention 
(‘hidden dy the god’), but is equivalent 
to divinitus, 0e60ev, ‘ by divine decree.’ 
The phrase is fully illustrated by Head- 
lam, On editing Aesch. p. 106: add Eur. 
Phoen. 1763 Tas yap éx Oedv dvdyKas 
Ovnrov ovra Set pépew. Soph. fr. 314, 360. 
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TisTol pw dKwyevovow év phopa deuas. 

~ 327 wp’ éxwxetovow M. Schmidt: pe xkwxevovow cod. | éuopardéc pas Hesych., 
évgopal béuas anecd. Par.: corr. Dindorf 

327 Hesych. 11 p. 566 xwxevovow* 
dxo0e1, merewpifovcr. miotol me LZodo- 
KAAS Kapixny Kwyevovow éupopardéouas. 
Cramer, anecd. Paris. 1V p. 52, 19 Kwxev- 
ovow* 6xovct, weTewplfovor. DopokAys kw- 
puxors ‘ microl we KwxEvouaiv évpopal déuas.’ 
Etym. Gud. p. 360, 5 Kwxevdver dxote1, 
merewpl fovet. 

Holland wished to substitute musral to 
agree with mrépvyes, but though wings 
are undoubtedly meant, it is possible 
that some masculine noun served to 
describe them. 

6KwXeVoucty is a certain correction for 
kwxevovow, a form which cannot be sup- 
ported. For éxwxevw there is the positive 
statement of Hesych. III p. 194, who 
glosses it by éxew, cvvéxew; and analogy 
is strongly in its favour. It is formed 
from éxwx7}, which is more common in 
the compound dvoxwx7. The latter and 

its derivative verb dvoxwxevew, which is 
found in Zl. 732 (avaxwxever MSS), are 
constantly corrupted to dvaxwxy and 
dvaxwxevew (Cobet, V. LZ. p. 169). All 
these forms go back ultimately to the 
Ionic perfect of éyw, zc. dxwya: for 
Cobet has shown conclusively that cvvo- 
kwxére should be read for svvoxwxére in 
Hom. B 218 (Mise. Crit. p. 304).—p'... 
Séuas, a simple instance of cxjua ’lwn- 
xév: Wilamowitz on Her. 162. Cf. Phil. 
1301 wébes we pds, OeGv Xetpa, and see on 
Eur. Aelid. 63, 172.—In place of év 
dopa Ruhnken preferred du@opet, which 
he justified by reference to Hesych. I 
p- 166 duopetw popriw (z.e. according to 
Ruhnken, dugope?* r@ gopelw). But the 
use of the preposition is characteristic of 
Sophocles: PAzl. 60 of o & Aerais orel- 
Navres €& olkwv poreiv, Trach. 886 év 
Toma oddpou (sc. Eunoaro Odvaror). 

KHAAAIQN ZATYPIKOZ 

The story which appears to have been the central incident 
of the play was related by Hesiod! (see EGF p. 89). Orion, 
whose mother was Euryale the daughter of Minos, had received 
from his father Poseidon the power of walking on the waves. 
He came to Chios where Oenopion, the son of Dionysus, put 
his eyes out in revenge for a drunken insult offered to his daugh- 
ter Merope. The blinded outcast wandered to Lemnos, where 
Hephaestus in pity gave him Cedalion, one of his servants, for a 
guide. Taking Cedalion on his shoulders to direct his course, 
he proceeded towards the rising sun, and so soon as he met the 
sun-god recovered his sight. Such is the story told by Eratosth. 
catast. 32, schol. Nic. Ther. 15, Hygin. poet. astr. 2. 34, schol. 
Arat. 322, together with further details about the fate of Orion, 
which do not concern the present play. Apollod. 1. 25 varies 
the account by stating that Orion came to the workshop of 
Hephaestus and seized one of his slaves to act as guide. Servius 

1 Kinkel and Rzach (fr. 17) include the extract in question among the fragments 
of the poem Astronomia: but see Wilamowitz GGM 1895, p. 232. The last-named 
scholar holds that Cedalion was originally a dwarf (SdxrvAos: see on fr. 366). 
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on Verg. Aen. 10. 763 adds important details: (1) that Dionysus 
and the satyrs assisted Oenopion to blind Orion; (2) that Orion 
consulted the oracle and was told that he would recover his 
eyesight, if he walked with his eyes continually turned towards 
the east. It will be observed that Vergil makes Orion so huge 
that he can walk through the sea, and yet keep head and 
shoulders above the waves (cum pedes incedit medit per maxuma 
Nerei | stagna viam scindens, umero supereminet undas). Lucian 
(de domo 28) describes a picture in which the blind Orion was 
carrying Cedalion on his shoulders : 08 avTe onpaiver THY ™pos 
TO pas odov € €TOXOUMEVOS, kai 0” HAos gaveis (aTas THY THPwOLY, 
kat 0“ Hdatoros Anuvobev éricKotre? to Epyov. 

From these facts it might be inferred that the scene of the 
play was the workshop of Hephaestus at Lemnos, and that 
the oracle mentioned by Servius was an element in the plot. 
But it is not easy to introduce the story of Oenopion’s revenge 
or to discover the nature of the dramatic conflict. Hephaestus is 
represented as taking the side of Orion, except possibly in Phere- 
cydes, if he is the authority whom Apollodorus followed. On the 
other hand, Dionysus and the satyrs are said to have assisted 
Oenopion in a proceeding which recalls the Cyclops of Euripides. 
We can hardly attribute both these features to Sophocles; for 
we should then be forced to recognize a conflict between He- 
phaestus and Dionysus which is entirely inconsistent with the 
cult-connexion of these deities: see Introductory Note to the 
Daedalus (1 p. 110), and cf. Stesich. fr. 72. In the Pandora we 
shall find satyrs working in the forge of Hephaestus; but there 
is no adequate reason for supposing such a situation here. The 
phallic character of Cedalion is implied in his name, which Wila- 
mowitz? no doubt rightly refers to Hesych. II p. 473 xydarov- 
atdoviov. | 

It should be added that according to schol. Hom. & 296 (cf. 
Eustath. //. p. 987, 11) Cedalion was a Naxian blacksmith, to 
whom Hera apprenticed Hephaestus to learn his art. But it is 
improbable that this statement gives the clue to Sophocles’ plot, 

as Ahrens suggested, or that Hephaestus was handed over by 
Cedalion to his servants the satyrs, in order to receive his 
instruction from them®. 

? Kuentzle in Roscher 111 1038 thinks that the narrative of Servius was un- 
doubtedly derived from Sophocles. 

2 1c. Pe 243. 
3 This bowers? was the opinion of Wilamowitz (/.c. p. 237). 
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\ Avs al 

Kat OW TL Kal TapetKa TOV apTUmaTwY 
e A ww 4 

UTO TOD O€aTos 

328. 

328 Herodian zepl por. ree. p. 30, 
18 ovdév obdérepov eis as Ajyov Kabapdv 
T® € Tapadyye KaTa TI évixhy edOciav 
év xpnoe. EXAjvwy, adda movoy TO Kpéas... 
mpocéOnxa O€ KaTa Thy -évixny evOetav év 
xphoe. “ENAjvev, émel mapa ‘Exaraiw 
(HG I 30) éor7i ‘ra déara repirerapévor.’ 
arr’ od cuvnbés éote révyew Séas. 8 Te 
LopoxrAyjs év Kydarlwvi (xndeudu cod.) 
caTupik@ pyol ‘Kal 57.,.d€aTos,’ dvi Tod 
déovs. Hesych. I p.. 464 déaros* déous. 
LopokAHs Kndariwve (kcdadiw cod. ). 

1 Kat 81...Kal adduces a particular 
instance in support of a general pro- 
position: see Kuehner-Gerth 11 125. It 
is almost entirely a prose idiom. Here 
perhaps something like ‘I am altogether 
amazed’ preceded. xa rt kai (Phil. 274), 
and moreover, is simpler and less em- 
phatic. Blaydes would substitute kal 
mou Tt kal, after Phz/. 308.—mapetka 

1 7@ dpruudtw cod.: corr, L. Dindorf 

probably means ‘I have neglected to put 
in,’ as Ellendt thinks. 
context ‘I have let fall’ or ‘handed over’ 
would be possible alternatives. 

2 ito c. gen. of the inner cause: 
Hdt. 1. 15 bd déovs cal xaxod pwviv 
éppnte.—8€atos : Herodian quotes omed- 
regot from Xenophan. fr. 37 D., which is 
an exact parallel, as well as the anomalous 
Homeric xredrecot (2218). The history 
of these and similar forms is very intricate 
and obscure, even if we assume the 
existence of a stem dear-: see Giles, 
Manual, §§ 354, 361; Brugmann, Comp, 
Gr. II p. 250 E. tr. There is no obvious 
analogy which would give déaros or omed- 
tegot from stems in -eo-. The scansion 
was probably déaros (for *delaros: cf. 
delous), but not certainly so, as ppéari in 
Hom. 2. Dem. 99 shows. 

329 

pactiylal, KevTpwres, ad\NoTpLodayor 

329 Athen. 164A xara yap Tov Dogo- 
kNéous Kyndanlwva éoré ‘ uacriyiat...adddo- 
rpopayo.’ Cf. Eustath. Od. p. 1404, 13 
kal 76 ‘uaorvyla...ad\roTpiopadyot,’ 5 57 
éx T@v TOD LodoxNéous etvar NévyeTat. 

kéytpwves. This word occurs also in 
Ar. ub. 450, where the scholia give 
two explanations: (1) rourésts xademds 
kal ppixrds, Kad Kal Tods HyidxoUs KEVTpo- 
TUTous Kadovuev, Tovs Tots KévTpas Tovs 
immous tumtovras. This agrees with 
Brunck’s gl. wAjrrwyv. (2) Kévrpwy réye- 
Tat Kal 0 Kdérrns dud TO Bacarfouevors 
Tois KNémras Kal Kévrpa mpocpéper Oa. 
It is obvious that the second explanation 

satisfies the requirements of the present 
passage, but not that the editors of 
Aristophanes are right in entirely neg- 
lecting the first. In fact there an active 
meaning seems essential to the signifi- 
cance of the context. 

adXoTpiopayou was perhaps suggested 
to Sophocles by a reminiscence of the 
suitors of Penelope: Hom. a160 é7el 
GAASTprov Blorov vytowdv edoverr. 
The word does not seem to recur except 
in a late Byzantine gloss in Suidas s.v, 
Bpovyddta. The familiar mapdo.ros is 
said to have been first used by Araros, 
the son of Aristophanes (Athen. 237 A). 

But in a suitable 

Dik 
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33° 

Tols pev AOyos Tots ToloWw ov TEKMalpopat 
> lal x “ > / lal , 

ov padhov 7 NevK@ <'v> ALOw devKY o7TdOpy. 

330. 2 ’y add. Bergk | \evey crdOun Suidae cod. A, Tucker: Nevxhy ordOunv 
Eustath., Aevxy ordOun ceteri 

330 Schol. Plat. Charm, 1548 
ANeuvKh oTdOun] mapoula émi trav ainda 
adyAroLts oHmEeLloumevwr, Kav TOoUTw jndéev 
ouvidvTwy. 1 yap év Tots NEvKos ALOots 
ordOun AEvKy ovdev S¥vaTar Secxvivar, did 
TO wh Tapadr\drrew Kabdrep 7 dia Tis 
pidrou yiwouévn, ws LopoxrAHs Kndariwve' 
‘rots...cTd0un. To the same _ effect 
Phot. /ex. p. 217, 11, Suid. s.v. Nevkh ora- 
Aun, Greg. Cypr. cod. Leid. 2.67. The 
lines are also quoted by Eustath. //. 
p. 1033, 2, but without the name of the 
poet. The grammatical tradition followed 
Pausanias and Aelius Dionysius (fr. 247 
Schw.). 

For the ruddled string of the carpenter 
or stonemason which was used to mark 
a Straight line on the material see on fr. 
474, 5. Hence the proverb év Nevxg 
NlOw ev ordOun (Hesych. I11 p. 29, 
Zenob. 4. 8g, etc.) applied to anything 
which is useless for a particular purpose. 
Socrates in Plat. Charm. lc. describes 
himself as drexv@s Nevky ordOun mpds 
Tous Kanovs: cf. Plut. de garrul. 22 
Pp. 513 F éore peév ovv arexvas 7 evKy 
oTdOun mpds Tovs Adyous 6 abd\ecxXos. 

The insertion of ’y before AevK@ was 

long since recommended by Bergk, but 
is not noticed by any editor except 
Hartung. Ellendt thinks that the ad- 
dition of the preposition is unnecessary 
in poetry. But surely the form of the 
proverb, even if we leave grammatical 
considerations out of account, is strongly 
in favour of the insertion. It is better, 
however, to place the preposition before 
\/0w both for metrical reasons and because 
it would somewhat more readily fall out 
from that position: so Postgate, as sug- 
gested to Tucker, who had independently 
proposed Bergk’s correction (C. &. 
XVIII 245). It is strange that the dative 
Nevkn o7d0uyn, which is found in one 
Ms of Suidas and possibly elsewhere, 
should not have approved itself to any 
of the critics until it was conjecturally 
restored by Tucker (/.c.): the words of 
the person addressed and not the speaker 
are pronounced useless as a Tekur?ptov. 
Bergk supposed that the speaker was the 
blind Orion, who replied thus to the 
verbal directions of Cedalion.—ov...ov : 
irregular but emphatic repetition. Cf. 
Trach. 1014 (Jebb’s n.). 

331 
5 h , A Ce Re , 
OO av YEVyTat TAVTQA TAVT OVOV CKLA, 

331 go av yévynra (ray yévnra Dobree) scripsi: dre dv re ylynrae vel yiverau 
codd. | raira Dobree: ra codd., ré\da M. Schmidt 

331 Phot. /ex. p. 338, 16 and Suid. 
5.0. Ovou oKid...LopoxAjs Kydariwve ‘sre 
dv Te ylvnrat Ta avr’ vou oKid.’ 

évov oKkid is explained as a proverbial 
phrase for what is utterly worthless. It 
occurs more often in the form epi dvov 
oKids (udxeoPa or the like): so in Ar. 
Vesp. 191, fr. 192 1 437 K. mepi rod yap 
bulv 6 wodeuos | viv éor.; epi dvov oKias. 
In Plat. Phaedr. 260 A, unless those 
critics are right who would bracket oxcés, 
dvov oxias appears to be merely a con- 
temptuous paraphrase for évov—‘ a miser- 
able donkey.’ Archippus, a poet of the 

Old Comedy, wrote a play entitled dvov 
oxid or dvos (1 686 K.). The explanation 
given by the authorities (scholl. Ar. Plat., 
Paroemiogr., Phot., Suid.) is that a young 
man travelling to Megara hired an ass to 
carry his baggage, and when he desired 
to rest during the midday heat of the sun 
proposed to recline under the shadow of 
the beast of burden. But the donkey- 
man objected, arguing that the donkey 
had only been hired for a specific purpose, 
and that in all other respects he remained 
the property of his owner. The hirer 
replied that the animal was completely 
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under his control for the day, and after 
nearly coming to blows the disputants 
agreed to submit their difference to the 
decision of a law-court. We are also 
informed (schol. Plat. mentions Aristides 
[iept mapoiu:ev] as his source) that De- 
mosthenes, finding the jury in an im- 
portant case disinclined to listen to his 
arguments, arrested their attention by 
telling them this story, and when he 
had sufficiently excited their curiosity, 
so that they desired to hear the sequel, 
he drove home his point that those 
who are so eager about the conclusion 
of a trifle ought to be all the more 
ready to give their careful attention to 
the defence on a capital charge. The 
evidence appears conclusive that évou 
oxud was proverbial in the fifth cen- 
tury, and van Leeuwen’s theory that its 
currency as a proverb did not arise until 
after the incident of Demosthenes’ speech 
must be rejected. For, as Didymus ap. 

Harpocr. p. 151, 11 pertinently remarked, 
the proverb is itself parodied by Demos- 
thenes in the de Pace (5. 25) mpos wavras 
wept THs év Aehgois oxids vuvi modkeuqoa. 
The story about Demosthenes does not 
require to be taken seriously ; but whether 
the explanation of the proverb is as old 
as the use of the proverb itself, and, if 
not, what is the real origin of the 
proverb, are questions to which no 
answer can be given. 

I have proposed éo’ av yévnrau (see cr. 
n.), not thinking it likely that Sophocles 
would have written 6rc ay yévnrac 
(Blaydes) even in a satyric play (for 
the divided anapaest see on fr. 388): 
Dobree’s 6rav, with a comma after raora, 
does not seem to give a satisfactory sense. 
Tucker thinks that the sense required is 
‘all his arguing to the contrary will be 
but dvov oxida,’ and reads 60’ dvrireivy. 
Mekler prefers érav émeylyvyrat ti, wdvr’ 
“vou oKid. 

332 
5 4 / avtoKtitous Sdpous 

332 avroxrirovs Salmasius: av’roxriorovs cod. | 

332 Hesych. I p. 327 av’roxricrous 
ddmous* ov Kareckevacmévous, aX’ éx Tav- 
Toudrou yeyeynuévous’ } Tovs olKoumévous. 
LogoxAys Kydariwn. For the last words 
of the gloss, which are meaningless, 
Heinsius restored 7 rots ovx (uh Kuster) 
@Kodounuévous: perhaps rather 7 ovK 
@Kodounuévous. | 

avroxtirous: cf. Aesch. Prom. 316 

metpnpephn avréxtir’ d&vrpa, and for this 
sense of a’rés in composition see n. on 
fr. 130. Verg. Aen. 1. 167 vivogque 
sedilia saxo.—Nauck thinks dduous atro- 
xtirovs was the order, but, if the words 
were next to each other, adroxrirous | 
déuous is equally possible, or they may 
have been the beginning of a line. 

333 

TepOpia avon 

333 <Liym. M. p. 753, 5 TepOpeia... 
6 5é°Qpos 6 MeAnjoros Aéyer Ste [etvac] mepl 
[a] &xpnora Twés crovddfovew, dvti Tod 
Kevoomovdla* mapa Td TepOpevew* Kal Tep- 
Opevduevos Pepexparys ‘Ayplos. TepApia, 
mévro. tvon bia Tod t H émicbia. Gais- 
ford’s notes are as follows: ‘ efvac rrepi a] 
© 
m TD’ (cod. Dorvill.). ‘mapa 7d...Bepe- 

° eT 

kparns] mw Ke? éwpé D. repOpla, von] 

aypois TepOpia uévro. von dia Tod tH dme- 
a 

g6ia V’ (cod. Leidensis). ‘a+ypots repApx 
évro. rvon dia Tov t H émicBia codoKAys 
§ 
Kh Kevov ewpat M’ (cod. Marcianus). 
‘Locus videtur sumptus ex Sophoclis 
Cedalione, sed verba non extrico.” The 
name of Pherecrates’ play was “Aypuoe 
(fr. 18, I 150 K.), and his words were 
restored as TepOpevéuevos Kév’ éwparar by 

oo - ° —. _— 
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Dindorf, and as repOpevépuevos xevov wpager 
by Nauck. 

Dindorf was the first to recognize that 
repOpla mvoy was the quotation from 
Sophocles, and that uévra belongs to the 
grammarian distinguishing rep@pia from 
repOpela.—On a ship certain ropes were 
called rép@piot: see Erotian gloss. Hippocr. 
Pp: 127, 1 Kal of wepi vaiy éumeipo rep- 
Opious Kddws dvouagovor Tos éml TéreEL 
tov isrod. Schol. Ar. £g. 440 of éoxa- 
Tow Kado, ods ExPdpous Kadrotow oi 
vavTat, ods bray évdid@ 76 Tvetua, mpwrovs 
ék mpwpas xadk@o.. This is not very 
explicit, but we may infer that they were 
ropes employed for reefing the sails, and 
that they were fastened to the 7Aaxdrn 

(Ap. Rhod. 1. 565). The meaning 
comes out clearly in Ar. Zg. 440, where 
rovs TepOpiovs maple, | 7d mvedu’ EXaTrov 
ylyverat is contrasted with. 24. 436 rod 
mods tmapter* | ws obros Hin Katklas 7) cuUKO- 
gavrias mvet. One would infer from this 
that repOpia avo} was not so much a fol- 
lowing wind (émo@ia) as a stiff gale, 
requiring the use of the exd-ropes or 
reefing-points. It should be added that 
TépOpov ‘end, point, top,’ from which 
TépOp-vo-s comes, is etymologically distinct 
from repOpeia ‘empty chatter,’ which 
contains a reduplicated root: see Brug- 
mann, Comp. Gr. Il p. 95, III p. 3 E. tr. 
Mekler thinks that rep@pia mvoj may 
signify zopd4 in a satyr-play. 

KAYTAIMH2TPA 

For this title see I p. 219. 

334 
! 

Tov © avratov 
arepSwevovr’ ov Kafopare 

334. 1 ayvreov codd. 2 repidwevtovT od KaSopare scripsi (repidwevovT’ axdpevTa 
ae 

Burges): mepiduvéovra ox opare (ovx’ Spare B, ov x’ dpare C) codd. 

334 Erotian. gloss. Hippocr. p. 45, 
10 avTatov Gedv (avréoveov ed.)* Tov BAd- 
Bys vrovoovmevov airiov éceoOa dvOpwrov 
(av@pwmroas Welcker, but perhaps the 
word should be rejected altogether). 
avtaiov 5° éxddouv oi madaol Tov cwppova 
(so all the Mss, but the word is of course 
corrupt. Welcker proposed édod¢pova, 
Lobeck dcigpova or Bravidpova, and 
Wagner xaxddpova; but none of these 
words is likely to have been used as an 
explanation by Erotian. Burges sug- 
gested ot odppova, which gives the 
wrong sense. I should restore cw¢po- 
v<igfovr>a, ‘the punisher,’ which seems 
to satisfy the requirements of the passage), 
as kal Lopoxd7js év Kdvraruvjor pe Aeywv * 
‘rov dé avratov mepidwwéovta ov*x opaire ; m4 
kal’ ‘ detua mpooraiovra avralas Geod.” 

This very difficult and puzzling passage 
of Erotian has not been satisfactorily 
emended. So far as Sophocles is con- 
cerned, the most important question is 
whether we are to recognize (1) two 

separate fragments, according to the opin- 
ion of Burges, who gave them as ‘rov & 
avTaiov mepidivevovT ” and ‘ kai detua wrpoc- 
mvéovT’? am dvraias Geot,’ of Bergk, 
who conjectured ‘ Tov 5 avraiov me ptdn- 
vevovTa (1. = ‘callidum esse’) 0’ opaire’ kal 
‘detua mpoomvéovta TavTaias Peov’ assign- 
ing the second line to the Polyidus (fr. 
400), and of Klein, the editor of Erotian, 
or (2) a single quotation, with kal 
linking two co-ordinate clauses. On the 
latter assumption | Lobeck (Path. Prol. 
p- 162) proposed Thy diyxtmov dé rip Sovod- 
cav ovxX Opads | Kal detua mpoomvéoveay 
dvraias Geov; and Campbell, with still 
greater, violence, Tov dvtioy mvéovra ° 
ovx Opas Oedy | kal detua rpoopéporT’ an’ 
dvraias Geod, interpreting Tdv...@edv as the 
storm-wind sent by Artemis which de- 
layed the Greeks at Aulis. Of these 
alternatives I prefer the former for two 
reasons: (1) the repetition of .the adj. 
dvraios after so short an interval in a 
continuous passage is difficult to explain, 
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unless the clauses are so balanced in 
order to contrast the goddess, whoever 
she may be, with the instrument which 
she employs. This is the solution of 
Welcker, who thinks ‘Antaeus’ was a 
demon in the service of Hecate (dvraias 
#eot); but there is no evidence of the 
existence of such a supernatural figure, 
although Welcker’s view is adopted by 
Wernicke in Pauly-Wissowa I 2343. 
That dvraioy is corrupt (see above) is in 
the highest degree improbable. (2) A 
still more serious obstacle to be over- 
come by those who support the continuity 
of the quotation is that of the metre. 
This is either ignored, as by Welcker, 
or thrust aside by the crude and im- 
probable remedies already mentioned. 
Nauck, who prints the reading of the 
MSs practically unaltered, evidently re- 
garded the passage as desperate. For 
the reasons given I have divided it into 
two fragments, of which the former may 
be rendered: ‘ye do not perceive the 
enemy (avenger) hovering near.’ But it 
is idle to guess at the nature of the 
reference, when we cannot even tell what 
was the plot of the play from which the 
words are quoted. The story of Cly- 
taemnestra would permit an allusion to 
Aegisthus, or at a later time to Orestes. 
—réov 8’ dvtaiov: this word acquired the 
meaning ‘hostile, harmful’ in the same 
‘way as évdyTwos: see on fr. 747, and cf. 
frs. 72, 400. Liym. M. p. 111, 49 Kal 
avratos, 6 BAdBys alrios. But dvraios is 
particularly applied to the hostility of the 
gods (so in Aesch. /ers. 606 f. éuol yap 
non mwavTa mev PbBov mréa| év dupacw 
ravraia paiverat Ge@v, which is correctly 
explained by the schol.), and as an 

epithet of Hecate has chthonian associa- 
tions. Ltym. M. p. 111, 50 dytaia Kal 
nh Exdryn émiBercxOs. Hesych. 1 p. 209 
avraia...onualver 5é kai daivova. Kal rhv 
‘Exdrnv 5é dvraiay éyouow ard Tod ém- 
wéumew avtd. There a’rd is corrupt, 
for Lobeck’s view that it refers to dat- 
povia (sc. dvtaia), which -he substitutes 
for daiwova is unsatisfactory. Why 
should we not read dvra, which is ex- 
plained by Hesych. shortly before and 
clearly accounts for the appellative? In 
any case émiméurev shows that Hecate 
was so called as sending apparitions: 
see on Eur. Hel. 570. The epithet was 
also attached to Rhea, and there are 
two traditional explanations: schol. 
Apoll. Rhod. 1. 1141 7 ‘Péa ofrw Aéyerat, 
dudre €vavtia Tots Tedxiow éyévero, ws 5é 
Twes, avtain ] evduTdveuTos Kal evdyTnTos. 
The second interpretation coincides with 
the gloss ixésvos given by Hesych. and 
LEtym. M. (cf. Aesch. fr. 223), but it is not 
unlikely, as Gruppe (G7. AZyZth. p. 15399) 
has already suggested, that eddyrnros and 
ixéovos are really instances of euphemism : 
see Etym. M. p. 388, 36 evdvrnros: 7 
‘Péa* dvralay yap avriw éxddouv bid 7d 
dvodvrnrov elvat kal Tots drayvTa@ow év Trois 
peat Svoxepaivev. Dieterich (Orphica, 
p- 14) points out that eddvrnros frequently 
occurs in prayers to daiuoves. Inthe case 
of Antaeus, ‘the adversary’ or ‘the ogre,’ 
the generic term has been individualized. 
—mepiSivevovra, as translated above in 
accordance with the Homeric use of 
dwevw, yields an appropriate sense; but 
every conclusion is necessarily uncertain. 
—ov kaopdre is suggested to suit the 
anapaestic metre. 

335 
N Lake ae > 4s Pome A 

Sewa TpoomaiovT a<m7> avtatas Yeov 

335 dewva H.: detua codd. | rpoomatovr’ am’ H.: mpooratovra cod. Cantabr., 
apooméovra ceteri codd., mpoorvéovra vulgo | avréas codd. 

335 Erotian. gloss. Hippocr. p. 46, 1, 
quoted on fr. 334. I adopt Headlam’s 
restoration (C.2. XIII 3), though without 
much confidence. It is somewhat closer 
to the Mss than Wagner’s detua mpdcmaov 
768’ (Hesych. III p. 390 mpdomaov* mpéc- 
garov, véov), but I am reluctant to give 
up de?ua, which is exactly the right word 
if dvraias Oeod means Hecate, as has been 
shown to be probable: cf. £7. 410, with 
Jebb’s note. For rpooratw, which is not 

well authenticated, see the comm. on 
Aesch. Prom. 910. Nauck formerly con- 
jectured mpoorpéraov, and other views 
have already been mentioned in the n. 
on fr. 334. It is possible, as Bergk 
thought, that these words really belong 
to the Polyidus (fr. 400); but, so far as 
the evidence of Erotian goes, they appear 
to be attributed to the C/ytaemmestra, and 
we have nothing to displace it. 
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KOAXIAES 

Sophocles was the only one of the three great tragedians to 
put upon the stage the adventures of Jason in Colchis which 
culminated in his capture of the Golden Fleece, after he had 
secured the powerful assistance of Medea. It is unnecessary 
to recapitulate the familiar story, either as narrated with all its 
details by Apollonius Rhodius in the third and the early part 
of the fourth book of the Avgonautica, or even as summarized by 
Apollod. 1. 127—132. We must rather endeavour to ascertain 
which parts of the current legend may reasonably be attributed 
to Sophocles. 

The title reveals the scene of the action, and the fact that 
the chorus was composed of women—probably attendants of 
Medea—indicates the importance of her share in the plot. It 
is highly probable that the hostility of Aeetes towards Jason 
and his companions was attributed not merely to the savage 
and inhospitable disposition of the king, but partly at least 
to an oracle, which, according to Herodorus (“HG II 39), our 
earliest authority, declared that he would perish by the hands 
of his own kindred. In Apoll. Rhod. 3. 597 ff, where the fears of 
Aeetes are directed towards the sons of Phrixus and his daughter 
Chalciope, the oracle is thus quoted : 

@s trote Bakw 
“Revyarény ov TAT POS emréxAvev ’HerLovo, 

» XpEL@ py TUKLVOD te d0Aov Bovras Te yevéOrns 
opwitépns atnv te ToAvTpoTov éFaréacOa. 

On the other hand in Hygin. fad. 22 and Diod. 4. 47-the oracle 
is made to warn Aeetes that the security of his kingdom de- 
pended on his continued possession of the Golden Fleece. The 
double task of ploughing with the fire-breathing bulls and sowing 
the dragon’s teeth was imposed by Aeetes (frs. 336, 341), as in 
the ordinary version. The meeting between Jason and Medea, 
in which he asked for her help in the impending trial, took place 
before the spectators, and the instructions necessary to insure 
his success were given to Jason in the course of the dialogue 
which ensued : see schol. Ap. Rh. 3. 1040 LopondAs dé éy tais 
Koryiou elo dryer THY My7devav brotieuevnv To “ldoove wepl Tov 
dOrov 80 dyorBaiwv. There is nothing to show how the meeting 
was brought about, whether through the intervention of Chal- 
ciope and her sons as in Apollonius, or by some other means. 
But it is probable that Medea’s passion for Jason was kindled, 
if not by the direct instigation of Aphrodite, at least by some 
divine agency: cf. Pind. Pyth. 4. 213. Fr. 345 probably comes 
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from a passage descriptive of the power of Love; but it is 
curious that Ganymede was represented by Apollonius (3. 115) 
as playing with Eros, when the latter was summoned by his 
mother in order that he might attract Medea to Jason. On the 
same occasion Jason seems to have taken an oath, promising to 
Medea that, if he succeeded in the trial, he would marry her and 
take her back with him to Greece (fr. 339); but it is worthy 
of notice that in Apollonius (4. 88) the oath is introduced just 
before the final adventure in which the dragon guarding the 
fleece was slain. It is pointed out in the notes to fr. 340 that 
the allusion to Prometheus was probably made in the course of 
a description of the Promethean ointment, which was given to 
Jason to make him invulnerable. Welcker finds a reference 
to the mapéxBaous on Prometheus in an obscure scholium on 
Pind. Pyth. 5. 35 cat Lopokrys Sé ev To [lpopnGet Tod Llpopnbews, 
Gerov A€yew THs Hpovncews avtéxecOar Kai pur) THS peTapenetas, 
thinking that Medea used the story of Prometheus as a moral 
to warn Jason to be forearmed against all contingencies. This 
is a far-fetched conjecture, and it is easier to suppose that the 
name of Sophocles was introduced in error, and that the writer 
of the note simply intended to quote Aesch. Prom. 861. The 
scholia to Apollonius make it plain that at several points in this 
part of his narrative the Alexandrian poet could be illustrated 
from the play of Sophocles ; and the dramatic character of the 
whole description of Medea’s relations with Jason suggests that 
Apollonius was influenced by the Co/chides to an extent which 
it is now impossible to trace. 

The success of Jason in his trials was announced to Aeetes 
by a messenger (fr. 341), but the subsequent development of the 
action is unknown. It is obvious that there must have been a 
further interview with Medea in preparation for the final seizure 
of the fleece, unless indeed Sophocles adopted a version diverging 
widely from Apollonius, such as that of the Maupactia®. That 
such was the case is rendered not unlikely by the fact that the two 
poets certainly did not agree in their treatment of the relations 
between Medea and her brother or half-brother Apsyrtus. For 
the various accounts of their parentage see on fr. 546, where it is 
shown that Sophocles, both in the Kodyides and in the 2«vdaz, 
made Apsyrtus much younger than Medea. Fr. 343 (n.) proves 
that in the present play Apsyrtus, a mere child, was killed in 

' So first Boeckh, 77. Gr. princ. p. 121: Schroeder preferred to read Dopoxdjjs 
dé é€v <Kédxoas xal Aicxvdos ev > 76 xré. : 

? See the considerable fragments, mostly quoted through Herodorus (7HG 11 40), 
and collected in EGF p. 200 f. For the literary history of the Argonautic saga see 
Jessen in Pauly-Wissowa II 745, 746. . 
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the palace of Aeetes. The motive for the crime is not explained, 
but the scholiast on Apollonius, who gives a fuller account of 
the story as told by Pherecydes (HG I 89), states that Medea 
took the child from his bed at Jason’s bidding, and brought him 
to the Argo; and that, when the pursuit began, he was killed 
and his body cut in pieces and thrown into the river,—clearly 
with the object of delaying the pursuit. The natural inference 
is that a similar motive prompted the murder in the house; for, 
if the reason had been different, it would probably have been 
stated by our authorities’. 

336 

XahKkooKehels yap....-.... 
... & EkTVEOVTL TAEVLOVOV ATO 
préyer S€ puKTyp, WT...... 

336. 2 mrevpdvwr (rvevudvwv Bergk) Nauck: mvevydrwyr cod. 

336 Schol. B Pind. Pyth. 4. 398 
Tovs muplrvous Tavpous ’Avtiuaxos év Avdn 
(fr. 9) ‘H@aororedxrous éye. Kal Zo- 
p<okdjs>...végs d€ xadxovs Bois ddepud- 
Tous pyciv* ‘xadkooKenels...do...? Drach- 
mann notes that after the letters cog there 
is a gap of about 16 letters, and that in 
the quotation after ydp and we there are 
spaces of a similar length. The traces 
of letters which he prints as vgéos are 
doubtful, with the exception of the accent 
and & He adds that it is by no means 
certain that the fragment belongs to 
Sophocles. The blurred letters suggest 
év T@ Ppiéw, but it is not easy to reconcile 
this with the other requirements of the 
tradition. 

1ff. Bergk filled up the lacunae by 
proposing <xal 7d wav ddépyaroe rupos 
proy > éxrvéovat...ws imvds cedacpédpos : 
but the newer collation of Drachmann 
indicates that a participle (e9. oédas 
| tupwOév) preceded éxmvéouat, and that 
womep rather than ws followed puxrip. 
The difficulty of restoration is increased 
by the obscurity of the introductory 

words, and I have not been able to find 
anything in the authorities to justify adep- 
Madrous, if by that word in conjunction 
with xaAxods it is meant that the bulls 
had a covering of brass in place of a 
hide. Elsewhere they are constantly 
described as brazen-footed and_fire- 
breathing—with brazen nostrils: Phe- 
recyd. fr. 71, Eur. Med. 478, Apoll. 
Rhod. 3. 410, Apollod. 1. 128, Hygin. 
fab. 22, Ov. Met. 7. 105.° Mekler (in 
Bursians Jahresb. CXLVII 122) con- 
jectured that in col. 19 of Herc. pap. 
1012, discussed by Cronert in Kolotes u. 
Menedemos, p. 120 ff., the words uuxrnpe 
... dmootagev dreOplav xodjv may belong 
here, and that the word after wuxrjp was 
eis (z.¢. against the opponent). 
Ba (see cr. n.) is now generally 

recognized as the only correct Attic form: 
see Jebb on Trach. 566. Cf. Moeris 
p- 207, I mrevpov “Arrixol, mveduwy 
“EdAnves. For the confusion of wvevd-= 
Twv with mdAevudywy see the edd. on 

Aesch. Zhed. 61. 

1 From the recurrence of fer agros in the Latin authorities (Cic. 2. a 3. 67, 
Ov. Her. 6. 129 etc.), it might be suggested that they were derived ultimately les a 
source which placed Apsyrtus’ death in Colchis and not in Scythia. 
Introductory Note to the Zxv@a:. 

P. Il. 

See however 
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“S37 
anmnge méugiw ov téhas pdpov 

337 Galen xvII tI. p. 879 vwi & 
dpxéoce. Tois ypaupmarcKots a&Ko\ov0joavTa 
Kara Thy éxelvww didraiw elreiy Te epi 
Trav Kata Tiv Téudieya onmawopuevwr. 
Soxet pev yap avrnv émi Tis mvojs Zodo- 
K\fs ev Kédxors Aéyew. ‘ darnée...pdpov.’ 

Practically all our knowledge of the 
word méppiE is derived from Galen’s 
discussion which is the source \of the 
present fragment. He also quotes frs. 
338, 538 and 539, as well as fragments 
from Aeschylus, [bycus, Callimachus, and 
Euphorion. Outside Galen’s notice réu- 
gE occurs only once in Nicander and 
twice in Lycophron. The.central notion 
is air driven or expelled, a puff of wind; 
hence Galen finds the meaning voy in 
the present passage, in fr. 538, and in 
Aesch. fr. 195. 
enclosed in water, a bubble: Nic. Ther. 
272 ai d¢ meddval | p\vxTawae wéugiew 
€ed6uevar eroto, where the schol. rightly 
says: méupié d€ tails pious, Tals &v 
rots wUdacc  ywouevats tmoupddviw. 
Galen notes its employment to express 
drops of rain (érl rév Kara Tovs buBpous 
orayovwv), quoting Callim. fr. 483 (II 
p- 640 Schneider), and Euphorion (vy. 
infr.),—both doubtful passages}\and simi- 
larly, drops of any liquid (él r7s\pavidos), 
quoting Aesch. fr. 183 und atuaros mwép- 
guya mpos wédw Bddys, and fr. 206, a 
difficult passage corrected by Headlam in 
C. R. xv 18. In Ibycus fr. 17 wuxwas 
mwéupuyas miduevot, which is stated to 
occur in a simile referring to storm-tossed 
voyagers (kard Twa wapaBodny émi xeiua- 
fouévev elpnuévnv), driving rain or mist 
is undoubtedly meant. The extract how- 
ever follows fr. 539, and is included by 
Galen under the signification cloud (éml 
Tod vépous Soke? TerdxXOar). Bergk main- 
tains that there has been a displacement 
in the text, that the quotation from Ibycus 
ought actually to follow Aesch. fr. 183, 
and that éml 6¢ rod végous xré. was the 
concluding portion of Galen’s disquisition. 
But if we suppose Ibycus to have pictured 
his travellers as enveloped in a blinding 
mist of rain-clouds, vé¢y is an intelligible 
paraphrase of muxwas méudryas (cf. 
Chrysippus If 7or Arn. Thy duixdrnv 
végpos dtaxexvuevov...duBpov dé RdBpov 
Udaros kal modNod éx vepav gopdy), and 

It is thus applied to air- 

the necessity for transposing the text 
disappears. Thus it would seem that 
méugié might be applied to a storm of 
wind and rain, though the idea of a 
whirlwind prevails in Aesch. fr. 195 
Bopeddas néecs mpos mvods, iv’ etd\aBov 
|Bpduov Karavyifovra, uh o° avapracyn 
| ducxeuépy méudiyt cvotpévas dvw. In 
Soph. fr. 538, which Galen, as we have 
seen, includes under the gloss mvo7, 
storm is perhaps the best translation, 
as comprehending the ideas of flashing 
light, blasting wind, and possibly heavy 
rain (see n. z# Joc.). At this point we 
must notice the remarkable transition of 
meaning by which réugué comes to signify 
a ray of light (éml r&v axrivwr: cf. Phot. 
lex. p. 409, 10 méugié* voy. Aloxvdos 
mavrplas érl trav dxrivwy): so fr. 338, 
Aesch. fr. 170 oltre méugié HAlov mpoo- 
dépxera., | or’ dorepwriv buua Anroas 
képys. It may be surmised that in 
strictness a moving, flashing light rather 
than a steady flame’is implied. Thus in 
some respects méugté is seen to resemble 
mpnoTnp, the fery waterspout, as described 
by Lucr. 6. 424 ff. Moreover the con- 
catenation of the ideas of wind, cloud, 
and light is illustrated by the pronounce- 
ments of contemporary meteorology, par- 
ticularly that of Anaximander (fr. 20 
Diels), with whom Anaximenes (A 17 
Diels) agreed: Aet. flac. 3. 3 epi 
Bpovray aorparayv KepavyGv mpnorhpwy TE 
kal rupwvwv. ’Avativavdpos éx Tod wvet- 
Maros TauTi wavTa cupBalvew* bray yap 
meprnpoer véper waxel Biacdmevov exrécy 
TH AewTouepela Kal Koupdryri, TOTE H MeV 
phé&is rov Wopor, 7h 5é dtacrodn mapa Thv 
peraviay Tod védouvs Tov dtavyacpor 
amoredet. It should be added that Ly- 
cophron in v. 686 dxovoe Keith. reupliwv 
dra and in v. 1106 employs wéu@é in 
the sense of a ghost. This development 
was no doubt influenced by popular 
belief and philosophical speculation on 
the nature of the yvx7. It is tempting 
to find the same meaning in the corrupt 
line of Euphorion (Meineke, aval. Alex. 
p. 118): #medavai (so Bentley for etre 0 
av0n) wéuduyes érirptgover Oavévra (ba- 
vovtwy?); but Galen’s authority is not to 
be lightly disregarded. 

The present fragment is unfortunately 
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corrupt. Bentley conjectured méugié 
Ioviov wéXas mépou or méuqué é& Ew cedac- 
gbpov. cedacdépov seems certain, but 
M. Schmidt’s #Alov is clearly preferable 
to €& w. Alou geXacPdpov is accordingly 
adopted by Nauck, and with this reading 
we should translate ‘a wind came rushing 
from the blazing sun’: cf. Aesch. Ag. 
1179f. Anyhow mwéugié could not mean 
‘ray’ in the face of Galen’s statement. 
I cannot however help suspecting, on the 
assumption that dmpie méudié...cedac- 
g¢épov is sound, that the words refer to 
the fiery breath of the bulls which Jason 
was required to yoke: Apoll. Rhod. 3. 
410 oTrduatt PdOya guoidwyTes, 1048 

doxeros diccovca prdE droav Tavpwr, 
1292 mupos géhas dumvelovres. Such 
also was Hermann’s view when he pro- 
posed ws lmvod ‘wehacpdpov; and so 
Wecklein, as will be mentioned on fr. 
339. €& imvod, R. Ellis. In justification 
of imvod Hermann well quoted Ar. Pac. 
839 ff.: but would Sophocles ‘have used 
the simile ina tragedy? Postgate’s iéw 
od cedacddpo (/.P. X gt), ze. ‘the 
méugté sprang away on its dark path,’ 
does not yield a satisfactory meaning. 
The letters wov suggest -mvov, but 
mupmvdéov will not fit: yévvos é« cedac- 
g@épov is perhaps possible. 

338 
5) b) , 

Kav Oavpacas 
™m\€oKoTov Téeuduya ypvoéay idav. 

338. 1 kav é@atiyacas Hermann: kav éOatuaca vulg., KdmreOavuaca Bentley 
2 rndécxorov Bentley: ride cxoray vulg. 

338 Galen xVII I. p. 880 émi 5é rap 
axrivey airav doxel xpjcba To THs wéu- 
gryos évéuatc ZopoxdAys év Kdrxous xara 
Tae Ta ern ‘Kav... diay.’ 

For the meaning of wéudrE see on fr. 

337-—It seems almost certain that these 
words refer to the brightness of the 
golden fleece: cf. Apoll. Rhod. 4. 170 ff. 
—For xpvoéay scanned as a trisyllable 
cf. fr. 483, and see Jebb on Z7rach. 10Q9. 

339 
it 2 \ > ‘\ > a , n dys eropvds avOvTovpyjoar yap ; | 

339 érourds scripsi: vrouris codd. 

339 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 141, 12= 
Bekk. anecd. p. 404, 21 and Suid. s.v. 
avOuToupyjca.* TO avTatodovvat xadpu. 
Lodpoxdyjs Korxlow ‘7% (7 Phot.) ys... 
xdpw.’ 

Welcker suggested that these words 
were spoken by Medea to Jason, asking 
him to swear to make her his wife and 
take her back to Greece, if she lent him 
her assistance. He quoted, among other 
passages, Ov. Met. 7 94 servabere munere 
nostro: | servatus promissa dato,and Zenob. 
4. 92 (= Apollod. 1. 129) Mydea...éray- 
yédNerat TO Sépas eyxepicacba, el dudce 
abriv tiew yuvaica kal els “HEAAdSa odpu- 
mwhovv ayaynra. dudcavros dé *Idcovos 
xré. This seems better than to suppose 
that Jason was asking Aeetes for an 
assurance that, if he performed the task 

imposed, he should receive the fleece, 
Wecklein (2. ph. W. 1898. 739) refers 
this and frs. 337, 338 to the dialogue 
mentioned by schol. Ap. Rhod. 3. 1o40 
in the order 339, 337, 338- 

brouvume (see cr. n.) does not occur, 
except in the middle voice with the 
technical sense of swearing an oath for 
the purpose of staying legal proceedings. 
In view of the frequency with which 
compounds with ézi and w7é are confused 
(for examples see Cobet, V. LZ. p. 379, 
Coll. Crit. pp. 92, 505; Madvig, Adv. 
Crit. I p. 516), it is much more probable 
that we should read éropvis than that the 
isolated drouris is correct.—It would be 
easy with Wecklein to correct dv@vmoup- 
ynoev, but the difficult question as to 
when, if ever, the aor. inf. is permissible 

Yt” 
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in the place of the future after certain 
verba declarandi is not yet settled. See 
Goodw. §§ 127, 136, Kuehner-Gerth I 
196f. There is no doubt that in many 
of the instances discussed by Madvig 
(Adv. Crit. 1 p. 155 ff.) and others the 
future ought to be restored, and it is hard 
to resist the claims of évexvpdcec@al 
gaow in Ar. Mud. 35 and of dtxdoecbal 
gaol por zbid. 1141. On the other hand, 
certain of these verbs show a tendency 

to be accompanied by an inf. not in 
oratio obligua: a good instance is Eur. 
Or. 1527 p@pos, ei doxeis pe TAHVaL 
(‘expect me to deign’) of xadamdta 
dépnv. So Tucker may be right (on 
Aesch. 7hed. 415) in holding that such 
is the case with g@nul=xarddynu ‘to 
consent,’ for which he quotes Theocr, 
27. 59 Pys mor mdvra dduev.—mrovpyetv 
xdpw occurs in Aesch. Prom. 662 and 
Eur. Ale. 842. 

340 
e A \ > yo" Xe ‘ , Dpets pev ovK ap yore Tov Ipounbéa 

340 LEiym. M. p. 439, 2 Kat Lodo- 
KAjs Kérxous ‘ dpets... I pounbéa,’ avri rot 
noere. 

’ The Argument of the Prometheus of 
Aeschylus states: xefrat 7) mu@omola ev 
mapexBace. mapa Lopoxret ev Kéddxos 
(Kodxlot Brunck),-wapa 5 Evpirldy ddws 
ov xetrarz. Welcker (p. 335) inferred with 
great probability that the occasion of the 
digression in which the story of Prome- 
theus was recounted was the preparation 
of the magical ointment, which Medea 
gave to Jason in order to protect him 
against the attack of the fire-breathing 
bulls. This Papwaxov IlpounGevov, as it 
was called, was made with the shreddings 
of a plant which grew on the slopes of 
the Caucasus; it was gathered on the 
spots where the devouring eagle had let 
fall drops of Prometheus’ blood (Apoll. 
Rhod. 3. 844 ff.).- Cf. pseudo-Plut. de 
fiuv. 5. 4 yevvatar & év aire (Kavkdcw) 
Bordvyn Ipou7Pecos xadovpévyn, jv Mijdeca 
gvANEeyoura Kal NecorpiBotca mpos avTura- 
Gelas Tov marpds éxphoaro (Cleanth. fr. 
70). Val. Flacc. 7. 355 ff. Prop. 1. 12. 
10 lecta Promethets dividit herba iugis, 
appears to be an allusion to this story; 
otherwise it is difficult to account for the 
mention of Prometheus. We may con- 
clude:‘then that this was one of the points 
in which Apollonius followed the lead of 
Sophocles in the Colchides: see Intro- 
ductory Note. Observe that Pindar Pyzh. 
4. 221 ov © édalw hapyaxdoaio’ | ayri- 
Towa orepedv dduvav | d@xe xplecOa is 

quite general in his notice of the incident. 
H. refers to the schol. on v. 889 ldiws dé 
6 monrhs Tepareverar TA wepl Thy pifar" 
map ovdevi yap Tv pifoTdpwr elpynrat, and 
compares the fables connected with the 
mandrake (savdpaydpas), which the 
ancients used in surgical operations to 
cause insensibility to pain: Dioscorides 
pp. 571, 574. He takes occasion thus to 
translate the description of Apollonius: 

It rose to birth 
Of old time in the far Caucasian plains, 
When from the ravenous eagle fell to 

earth 
Some crystal blood of sad Prometheus’ 

veins. 
The flower thereof was as a cubit high, 
And in its colour as the saffron’s hue, 
And raised upon two stalks; but under- 

ground 
The root was like new-severed flesh to 

view. 
This like the dark sap from a forest 

tree, 
She’d mown and gathered in a Caspian 

shell, 
First in the running water bathing well, 
And seven times calling upon Brimo’s 

power, 
In sable weeds, at murky midnight 

hour,— 
Brimo of Earth, ah, nursing mother 

dread, 
That walks abroad by night, and queens 

it o’er the dead! 
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341 
AI. 
AIT. 

n Bhacros OvUK eBracrev OVTLY@pLoS ; 
Kal Kpara ppigas <y > evhogy TPYNKOLATL 

_xadenharors omotot pytpos e&édv. 

341. 2 xpara Bergk: xdpra cod. | ppiéas rav eirAdhw opnxwmeva cod.: y’ add. 
< Fey edhogy opnkwpare corr. Valckenaer ex Hesych. Iv p. 258 pitas edddgy onxwpyare* 
dr) Tov dvagus Aprios (dvadvs d6pOcos Hemsterhuis) . 
mpooecédu cod. 

341 Schol. Ap. Rhod. 3. 1372 
LopoxrAys dé €v Kodyxlot memoinxe Tov - 
d-yyehov tov Ainrov mudopevov (-ov cod. ) 
mept T&v mpoepnuevwr *%.. 00 MLXUpLOS ” : 
Aéyoura ‘Kal kdpra...mpooezédv.’ v. 2 is 
quoted by Hesych. (v. cr. n.). The 
words of the schol. show that v. 1 
belongs to the king. 
1 Aeetes enquires of the messenger, 
‘Did not the native brood of the land 
(.c. the armed men) start up?’—when 
Jason had ploughed. 

2 The alteration Kpara and the addi- 
tion of y (although «ai alone might be 
defended by Aesch. Pers. 239) are great 
improvements at little or no cost. J. 
translates: ‘Yes—and reared their heads, 
bristling with plumed helms, as in arms 
of bronze they came forth from the womb 
of their mother (Earth),’ and continues: 
‘Hesych. [Iv p. 115] opnxds Adgou~ 7d 

3 unrpos é&édu Rutgers: pj 

dxpov Tov Addov. odykdw is to pinch in 
(like a wasp’s waist): so of hair, Hom. 
P 52 mroxmol 0’, of xpvc@ Te kal dpyipw 
éopyxwrro (‘tightly bound”). o@jKkwua 
is a part of the Adgos, as appears from 
Ar. Fac. 1216, where, in a dialogue 
between Trygaeus and the \odoroids, the 
former admits, 7d ophKwu’ exer aéXov 
mwodvv. It is the lower end, pinched tn 
to fit the @dXos, or ridge of metal, on the 
Kpdvos (see art. Galea in Dict. Ant. 
899). Cp. Ap. Rh. 3. 1354 of & 76n 
kata wacav dvacraxvecxov d&poupay | yn- 
yevées* plier d€ repi ortBapols caxéecow 
| dovpaci 7’ dudiytors KopvOecot Te NapuTro- 
pévynow |” Apnos réuevos POiowwBporov.’ For 
ogoyjxwua see also on fr. 29, and cf. gene- 
rally Verg. Georg. 2. 142 (of the same 
incident) ec galeis densisque virum seges 
horrutt hastis. 

ae 

342 , 
¥ > , 4 Pek 3 , > , 

| €vovras EVLOVOUS ETTATAV LMATLOV emilaorpas. | 

342 Pollux 7. 68 dpudrra & av 
Tais (wvats TavTats (women’s girdles) 7 
Avol Swvoy eleiv, 6 re THs Awafovos fwornp, 
kal 7} év Tais ZopoxdAéouvs Kodxlow (so A: 
the rest have {worfjpow) émigfworpa* Néver 
yodv: ‘éyovras...émiufworpas.’ 

Until the Ms known as A had been 
collated by Bekker, whose edition ap- 
peared in 1846, the texts of Pollux gave 
fworipow in place of Kodxiow; and the 
strangeness of the title puzzled the earlier 
critics. Brunck did not believe in the 
possibility of such a play; but Welcker, 
after some hesitation (Machtr. p. 292), 
pronounced in favour of a satyr-play on 
Heracles’ quest of the Amazonian girdle 
(Pind. fr. 172 kal wera Sworfpas ’Auafbvos 

mdGev), appealing to the play of Epi- 
charmus entitled ‘Hpaxd\fs 6 émi ov 
(worfipa (p. 104 Kaibel). 

But the recovery of the title does not 
solve the whole difficulty. émigworpa 
does not occur elsewhere, and is not the 
kind of word one would expect to find 
in Sophocles; indeed, as Nauck remarks, 
not only are the words corrupt—for 
éyovres at any rate is required—but the. 
whole sentence is unlike tragedy. It 
reads more like a mutilated fragment 
from an Alexandrian writer of elegiacs 
such as Callimachus or Euphorion. repi- 
¢éorpa is used by Anaxandrides (77. 375—- 
350 B.C.) fr. 69, 11 162 K. 
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343 

[6 "Awupros éodayn Kata Tov otKov Tod Airrov. | 

343 Schol. Ap. Rhod. 4. 228 Zodgo- 
Krys b€ ev Kodxlor pnot xara tov oikov Tod 
Ainrov rév mratda (scz/.”AWuprov) spayjvat. 

The same version of the story was fol- 
lowed by Eur. Jed. 1334 xravotoa yap 
5y odv Kdow mapéoriov,| 7d KadXi- 
ampwpov eiaéBns "Apyods oxddos (cf. 26. 167 

aicxp&s tor éudv xrelvaca xdow), where 
the schol. states that it was also adopted 
by Callimachus (fr. 411). The variations 
given by the different authorities are con- 
veniently summarized by Gruppe, Gr. 
Myth. pp. 2664, 5756 

344 

[Néapa pytnp Mndeias. | 

344 Schol. Ap. Rhod. 3. 242 Acovd- 
stos 6€ 6 MiAjovos (a mistake for Mv- 
riinvatos: FHG 11 8) ‘Exarnv mwnrépa 
Mydelas kal Kipxns (scil. Néyer), ws mpoel- 
pytar, LopoxdAs Néatpay play r&v Nyupyl- 
dwv, ‘Holodos dé *Idviar. 

This passage is usually regarded as an 
inaccurate reference to fr. 546, but it is 

difficult to see how the mistake could 
have arisen, since it is certain that in the 
2xv@at Sophocles made Idyia the mother 
of Medea. As there is nothing to show 
that he did not make Neaera her mother 
in the Kodxlées, it seems better to transfer 
the fragment here. For further informa- 
tion see on fr. 546. 

345 
then, -€ , ‘ \ s 

Pypots vTaidav THY Atos Tupavvioa 

345 Athen. 602 E 4 dé (scz7. Sopho- 
cles) év Kodxiow rept Tavuunious rov (rwa 
A: corr. Kaibel) Adyov morodpmevos 
‘ unpots...Tupavvlda.’ 
Ganymede was probably introduced as 

‘an example of the pervasive strength of 
Love, to whom Zeus, the sovereign of all, 
was himself subject: cf. fr. g41, 15 Avos 
Tupavvet mAevpdvey (Kips). The 
erotic element in the story of Ganymede 
is post-Homeric, appearing first in Pind. 
Ol. 1. 43 ff., 10. 104 ff., but by the end 
of the fifth century it was a familiar 

allusion: in Eur. Ov. 1390 Ganymede 
is Acds edvéras, in 7.4. 1049 Atos AéxT pwr 
Tpvpnua plrov. 

tralOwv, kindling. For the metaphor 
cf. Xen. Cyr. 5. 1. 16 70 wév trip rods 
amrouévous kdet, of 6€ KaXol Kai Tos drwhev 
Oewuevous UPdmrove.y wore alOecBat 
T@ €pwrt.—Ards tvpavvlSa, by a familiar 
idiom for ‘royal Zeus,’ after the pattern 
of Oivoudov Bia, wévos ’AXkxwédoi0, Ded 
céSas, Oupa viudas and the rest: see 
Kuehner-Gerth I 280. Cf. fr. 314, 252 
Kvvd\nvns oOévos. 

346 
\ ee \ ‘\ 3 4 » Kahov povey Tov Ovntov avOparrois oa. 

346 Stob. flor. 22. 23 (III p. 589, 8 
Hense) ZopoxdAdéovs Kodrxides* ‘xanor... 
ica.’ 

For the maxim Ovnra gpoveitvy xp7 see 
on frs, 414, 590. Observe that &v@pdrrots 

combines with toa (= dv@pwriva), not with 
ica ppovety in the sense of ‘to agree with 
his fellows,’ and cf. Sosiph. fr. 3, 4 qv # 
evTuxyte, undev bytes edOéws | Io’ otpavg 
ppovetre. 
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347 

érahhaxGetoa 

347 Hesych. II p. 133 éwaddaxeioa" 
éradddéaca, LogdoxrAs Korxlow. 

The heavier first aorists, such as dmrn)- 
AdXOnv, EOpéEPOny, EBAADOny, E~avOnv and 
so forth, passed out of use in late Greek, 
giving way to dmnAd\dynv, érpdgyy etc. 
Hence the former class is frequently 
glossed by the latter, and some textual 

corruption has arisen in consequence: 
see Valckenaer and Porsonon Eur. Phoen. 
979 (986) and Headlam, On editing 
Aeschylus, p. 104. But éraddaryels does 
not occur, and émra\\drrew, never a com- 
mon word, is generally intransitive from 
the time of Aristotle onwards. 

348 
Kvvapa 

348 Athen. 70A kiwdpa* ravryny Zo- 
gpoxdjs év Kodxlow (xoxo CE) xuvapav 

416) Evvdpa (l. xuvapa) ) dxavOa mapa 
Lopoxdet* of viv Kuvdpay (kiwwdpay corr. 

Kade?, Herodian Philetaer. cod. Vat. Nauck) Aéyovow. For this word see on 
2226 (see L. Cohn in AA. Mus. xvii fr. 718. 

349 

veoo PadacTov 

349 Lex. Messan. f. 281 r. veord. 
dq...v oly TEU Kaba Kal 7d opada<if>w. 
LogoxrAys Korxors. 

veoooba os is otherwise unknown, 
and should mean ‘newly struggling,’ like 

vedppuTos and vedmvevoros; for the verbal 
from an intransitive verb see also on fr. 
534. For the addition of the x, and the 
application of s¢adg¢gw see on fr. 848. 

KPEOY2A 

There are only two certain references to the title /oz (frs. 319, 
320), which has been with high probability identified with the 
Creusa. 

Creusa was also the name of (1) Priam’s daughter, the wife 
of Aeneas, and (2) Medea’s rival, who is commonly called Glauce 
(Hygin. fad. 25). But, if the latter had been the Creusa of 
Sophocles, we should surely have heard more about the play in 
which she appeared. Although the fragments themselves throw 
no light on the nature of the plot, the general opinion is probably 
correct that the heroine was the daughter of Erechtheus and wife 
of Xuthus, and that the story, like that of the Jon of Euripides, 
was concerned with the fortunes of her son Ion, who was born 
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from her union with Apollo in a cave on the Acropolis (Pausan. 
I. 28. 4). Until adopted into literature by the tragedians, it is 
probable that the history of Ion’s parentage was only preserved 
orally in connexion with the local worship of Apollo at Athens. 
At any rate, it finds no place in the mythological hand-books, 
and as we have no other channel of information than the play 
of Euripides, it is impossible to say which of the details are the 
invention of that poet, and which, as belonging to the common 
stock, may be assumed to have been retained by Sophocles. 

Welcker infers from fr. 353 that the chorus consisted of 
female attendants on Creusa. On the strength of Eur. Jon 323 
Bopot w ébepBov ovmidy 7 aei Eévos he assigns frs. 354 and 356 
to Ion, and supposes him to be speaking of his own poverty 
which made him dependent on the charity of visitors to the 
temple. Fr. 357 is referred to a contemplated revelation of 
Xuthus similar to his confession in Eur. /oz 550 ff.; but it 
might equally well be regarded as a cry of Creusa, when forced 
to disclose her story. 

350° 
ee ee ‘ ¥ > Es \ , la 

TauT é€otiv adyioT, Hv tapov Bécba Kaos 
avTos Tis avT@ THY BhaBnv tpocbyn dépwr. 

350. 

350 Stob. flor. 4. 38 (III p. 229, I 
Hense: omitted by SMA, preserved 
by Trinc.) roé airos Kpeotcg (so Schow 
from two Mss, for which see on fr. 77: 
omitted by Trinc.). ‘ratr’...pépwv.’ 

1 TOpov : cf. Phil. 1099 etré ve 
mapov ppovfcat | Tod Agovos Saluovos etov 
7d Kdxtov aivety.—PéorBar Kada@s: it would 
seem here that tiv BAdBnv is the object: 
cf. O. 7. 633 vetxos ed OécOar, For rifecbat 
in backgammon see on fr. 947. 7Ti@eoOar 
kas (e0) is very common in Euripides: 
see Bacch. 49, Andr. 378, Her. 605, /. A. 
672, /. 7. 1003, Hipp. 709, Or. 512. 
The active is also found, looking to the 
object rather than to the agent: Hipp. 
521, Ei. 648, /.A. 401. 

2 Tv BAGdByy. Nauck says ‘malim 
THLOVHY, ” finding an awkwardness, as I 
suppose, in the article. But it is possible 
that the context would have made every- 
thing clear, as would be the case if e.g. 
Tav dé supdopev preceded rair’, pro- 
viding 6éc0a: with an object. —dé€pev is 
used idiomatically of impetuous or im- 
pulsive action, sponte, ultro. H. quotes 
Aeschin. 3. 82 els roiro pépwv mepiéatrynce 

1 av Tr. 2 aire Tr. 

Ta T parybard, WOTE.. . Lucian (Hermot. 36) 
2 778 av TodTo mpoapmacas édwkas pepo 
Tots ZTwrKots, (Lcarom. 5) ii. 757 Tororo 
edénody Me THS Tadaas aryvolas dmraddaéar, 
wate kal els welfous dtoplas pépovres évé- 
Badov, Diphilus fr. 64 (11 562K.) émi 
ravty pépwv | els TO pwéocov émexdpevoe 
carépdns uéyas, and with éavrév Aeschin. 
3. go vréBadev éavTov Pépwv OnBaiors. 
He adds that the idiom is illustrated in 
the Zhesaurus, s.v. pépw p. 721 D, and 
refers to Hemsterhuis on Lucian (dia/. 
mort. 6. 3) 1 349. See also Holden on 
Plut. Zhem. 24, who has a good collection 
of examples, and add Quint. 7. 381 
orméca Tip@as Epecer | | dul dru Ipiauoro © 
pépwv. It is probably colloquial like the 
similar case of éywv (Blaydes on Ar. W208. 
131), and might be rendered ‘if he goes 
and inflicts the hurt on himself.’ Nauck 
proposed 6é\wv, Stadtmueller rpégwy, and 
F. W. Schmidt Ppov@y in its place; and 
Mekler conjectured TT BAaBy mpocOn 
yé\uv.—In place of att@ mpocby we 
might have had mpoc@jrar: see Jebb on 
OC. 154. 
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351 
9 \ itd ‘\ ‘\ ~ ¥ dots O€ Thun TpdS TO Sewov Epyerat, 
> x A ¢ “A > > , > ‘\ > e al 

op0n pev ) yooo éotiv, dodadyns 8 6 voids. 

351 Stob. flor. 7. 8 (111 p. 309, 15 
Hense) ZogpoxdrAjs Kpéovea (xpeovoa or 
Kpeovoa A,ecl. om. S). ‘éeris...vobs.’ 

‘ Whoso boldly faces danger, his tongue 
never errs nor is his purpose shaken.’ 
The general sense is well illustrated by 
Menand. fr. 572, 111 175 K. ray tt mpar- 
Tys So.ov, ayabyv édmlda | rpd8adre 
TaUvTH, TOTO yeyvwokwy, bre | TOAUY Sikala 
kal Jeds ovANap.Baver.—-7dApy is an instru- 
mental dative of manner like \wBais éx- 
Bare in Az. 1392. Cf. Eur. Hel. 393 
kouty Néyw, Phoen. 1125 écxipruv PbBy. 
In some examples the idea of cause may 
have been the more prominent: see 
Kuehner-Gerth I 435, 439.—™pds 76 
Se.vov pxerat, goes to meet the coming 
danger. Cf. Eur. Aelid. 562 érel opa- 
vis ye mpos Td Sewdv ety’ ey, Med. 403 
gpm’ és 76 dewdv, Hec. 516 } mpds 7d Sewdv 
GOED’ ws ExOpav... | Krelvovres; (‘Did ye 
approach the dread task?’) Elmsley, 
on the strength of Eur. AZed. 394 Téduns 

& eiuc mpds 7d Kaprepdv, proposed réAuns 
for ré\uy; but there, as Verrall pointed 
out, the meaning is rather ‘to pursue the 
course of boldness.’—op6q is not easy to 
render exactly. Although the adjective 
sometimes comes near to the English 
true or good, it is strictly limited to the 
external aspect of an action as measured 
by its result, and never carries with it an 
ethical connotation analogous to that of 
our sézcere or straightforward. In O.T7. 
1220, Trach. 374, Az. 354 the meaning 
is simply to ‘speak the truth’; in Azz. 
1195 dp0ov ade’ dei ‘the truth is best,’ 
z.¢. aS being incontrovertible; but the 
real sense of the word, that of justifica- 
tion or verification, comes out most 
clearly in O.7. 506 piv t5ouu’ dp0dv eros, 
2h. 852 Tdv ye Aalov pivov | pave? dikaiws 
6pAdv, Ant. 1178 rovmros ws ap’ dpOdv 
qvvoas. So here the brave man’s words 
come true. 

352 

Kahov pev ovv. ovK EoTL TA evdyn Eye: 
9 > » \ e\ 2 > » 
6T@ 8 OdOpov Sewdv ayer ayer, 
TvyyvwoTov eimew eo. Kal TO pr) Kaov. 

352. 2 7 dd7HOe vel 7 dAjOeva codd. 

‘352 Stob. flor. 12. 4 (III p. 444, 10 
Hense) rod avrod (so S: Zodoxdéous 
MA) Kpéovoa. ‘kadov...xandv.’ 

The sentiment is not unlike that of fr. 
28, but is still nearer to Phz/. 108 f. 
NE. ov« aicxpov yet Sfra ra wWevdh 
Aéyew; OA. otk, ef TO TwWAFval ye TO 
Weddos pépe. Cf. Diphil. fr. 48, 11 
557 K. vrodauBdvw 7d Wevdos Eri cwrn- 
pla | \eyduevoy ovdev mepitoeio Aa Suc- 

xepés. Menand. fr.777, 111 216K. xpetrrov 
& éhéoOar Weddos 7 ddndes kaxdv. Hartung 
suggests that the lines were spoken by 
Xuthus in reference to his intention to 
conceal the relation of Ion to himself. 
But the words more naturally suggest 
the secret of Creusa. 

3 ovyyvworov. Nauck would prefer 
to read cvyyvwrdév: but see on fr. 203. 
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333 

XOP. 
¥ Q , td / 

oUvTE yap yapov, @ dia, 
: ¥ x »” ovT Gv ekwetpov oABov 

evoov evéaipav exew* 
dOovepai yap ddol... 

353. 1 xX ante otre S 
pay Seidler: evéam’ ay fere codd. 

353 Stob. flor. 38. 26 (III p. 713, 
6 Hense) Zogoxdréovs Kpéovea. ‘ ovre... 
dol.’ 

1f. yapov is qualified by éperpov. 
Marriage above one’s station was to be 
avoided: cf. Aesch. Prom. 913 7 copds 
n copos Hv bs | mp@ros év yaya 74d’ éBa- 
grace kal yAdooa dteuvdodrdyyoev | ws 
TO kndeboa Kad’ éavrdov dpirever maKpy, 
in reference to the saying of Pittacus ri 
Kara caurov éda (Diog. L. 1. 80). 
Pyth. 2. 34 xph 5€ kar’ abrov alel mavros 
dpav wérpov. Eur. fr. 214 xAdos Kal? 
avrov Tov copov kTacOa xpedv. Rhes. 168 
ovk é@ éuavTod pevovwv vyapetv Oédw. 
Eur. fr, 502 800 yauoto. 8 7 yévet 
Kpelocous ydmous | 7 moda xphuwar’, ovK 
ériaravrat yameiv. fr. 503 meTplwv NEk- 
Tpwv, meTplwv 5é yduwy | weTa Twppo- 
aivns | KOpca Ovnrotcw dpiorov. For the 
word é&xuerpos cf. Phryn. pracp. soph. 

2 odBov éxuerpor codd. : traiecit Buecheler 

Pind. . 

3 cvéal- 

p- 68, 9 de B. éxperpos mdoiros Kal 
éxwerpos xpuads* émi rod vrepBdddovTos 
mrNGe. xpvcod. Eur. Jom 490 Kxredvav 
mer piv. 

3 év5ov, of wealth stored in the house: 
see on Eur. Hel. go7, Phoen. 552.— 
evéalpayv, wish. See Headlam on Aesch. 
Ag. 1340. 

4 8ovepal ydp 6S0f. The sentence 
is probably incomplete, as Ellendt re- 
marks. ‘For many there are that walk 
in the paths of envy’ seems to be the con- 
textrequired. For 660i then cf. Amt. 1274 
év & écewev dypias ddots. Pind. Mem. 
1. 25 xpn 5 év evOelars ddois orelxovTa 
pdpvacda pug. Pyth. 2. 85 add addore 
matéwy dd0is oxoNats. Buecheler con- 
jectured ddovpol or dédoter, Seyffert oi 
Geot.—Weil divided the fragment into 
three cola, of which the first ended with 
ovr’ dy, and the second with evéal-. 

354 
\ , , wn , » kat py TL Oavpaons pe Tov Képdous, ava, 

kal yap ot pakpov Biov @o avTéxer Oa. 
Ovntav €xovat, Tod ye Kepdaivew opos 
dmpiE €xovTat, KaoTL Tpos TA XpHpaTa 

A » , P) ac8 > 9 
Ovyntotor tadda Sevrep’: eiot d olrwwes 5 

> “A y © » > > \ > > \ a aivovow avocov avdop’: uot 8 ovdeis Soxet 
eivar wévns @v avogos, GAN ael vooew. 

354. 4 amplt M 

354 Stob. flor. gt. 28 (IV p. 742, 
1 Hense) Logoxréous Kpéovoa. ‘kai wh 
.. VOOELV, 

Meineke conjectured that these lines 
were written by Euripides, and that the 
passage quoted from Sophocles by the 
anthologist had accidentally fallen out. 

It must be admitted that the concluding 
lines have the Euripidean tone ; but it is 
worth notice that Sophocles is the only 
tragedian who is known to have used 
dmpié. Hense thinks that the Creusa 
may have been a late play: see I p. 62. 

2ff. Nauck urges that instead of 
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paxpov Biov we should rather . expect 
mdovrov Baéiv, which Blaydes modifies 
to mietorov Blov (1odvv Biov, Herwerden). 
The criticism is beside the mark; for the 
sequence of thought is: ‘Don’t be sur- 
prised that I cling to gain; for (1) the 
passion for gain survives even in the old 
(who have lost all other desires), (2) 
money is the greatest good. Thus xai 
in v. 2 corresponds to xai in v. 4, 
a more emphatic combination than te... 
Te: not only...but also. For avarice as 
the special infirmity of old age see Arist. 
rhet. 2. 13. 1319° 14 al Te yap émcOuulat 
dvelkacte Kal dovAevouae TQ Képdet, 
Thuc. 2. 44 odx €v T@ axpelw THs HLKlas 
TO Kepdalvew, womep Tivés mac, uaddov 
Tépmet, GAG TO Tic Ba. Cic. de sen. 65. 
The reference in Thucydides may be 
merely to proverbial wisdom, although 
it has been supposed that Simonides was 
intended: Plut. sez. resp. ger. 5 p. 786B 
Liuwvridns ~heye mpds Tovs éyxadodvras 
atte pirapyupiay, drt Tav GANwv dareoTe- 
pnuévos dia TO Yiipas ndovav | brd pds ere 
ynpoBockeirae THs amd Tov Kepdaivev. 
Hor. A.P. 169 mutta senem circumveniunt 
incommoda, vel quod | guaerit et in- 
ventis miser abstinet ac timet uti.—ye 
often appears as marking the apodosis of 
a sentence, whether the protasis is in- 
troduced by e/ or some other conjunction, 
or consists, as here, of a relative clause. 
In such cases it may either emphasize 
a single word or spread its force over the 
whole of the conclusion. See Neil on 
£q. p. 199 f., who quotes Ant. 657 and 
Eur. Bacch. 443 ds 5’ ai ob Baxxas elptas 
..ppoddat y’ éxetvar. Meineke’s rovm- 

xepdalveuw is thus unnecessary, and the 
simple verb suits the context better, as the 
passages cited above will show: so fr. 28, 
3.—dmplé. For this word see Jebb on 
Ai, 310, 1030. The prefix is from an 
original sm- (Skt. sa), as in drat, aidois 
etc. But the evidence for an aspirate in 
dmplé is inconsiderable: cf. &\oxos and 
see Brugmann Comp. Gr. I p. 421 E. tr. 
It should be added that the ancient 
authorities (Hesych., Ztym. M., Suid., 
al.), all of whom go back to a single 
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source, derive the word from a privative 
and mpiw (rpifw), ‘to saw,’ 6 obx oldv Te 
mpicat dia Thy cbugvow. But the gloss of 
Cyrillus dmplé trios: 6 oxdnpurOels Kal 
évdaxev Tov xadwov immos, when com- 
pared with fr. 897, points in the true 
direction. Cf. Alciphr. 3. 54 éyw & 
dm ple TOV Kepuarav eixdunv, atoda- 
veiv mpdorepov 7 mpoto Ga TL éxelvots Tay 
éuol memopicuévwv alpotuevos.—mpos Ta 
Xprpara. » Cf. Antiph. fr. 232,11 113 K. 
ap éoTe Afpos mavTa mpds TO xpuatov ; 
Eur. fr. 95 dA’ oddév niryévera mpds Ta 
xpjuara. See also on Eur. Phoen. 439 
TH xphpar avOpwmmroo. Tyummtara. For 
the use of mpés, ‘in comparison with,’ 
see Jebb on Anz. 1171, Ar. Lys. 860. 

5 ff. eiol 8’ olrives refers to the famous 
scolion (8 Bergk) beginning byalvew pév 
dpicrov avipt Ovar@. See also on fr. 356. 
—tpol 8’ ovdels xré. This seemingly 
paradoxical statement would be less 
startling to a Greek audience than it is 
to us, for it would recall to them the 
proverbial wisdom of Hesiod Of. 686 
xXphwara yap ux méerae Secdotor Bpo- 
totot, which is imitated by Timocles fr. 
35, 11 466K. rapyipidv éorw aiua xal 
Wuxn Bporois* | Saris dé wh @xer TOOTO, nd” 
éxtnoaro, | ovTos peta CwHvTwy Tebvn- 
k@s mepiraret, Similarly Diphilus fr. 
105, I1 574 K. wevia d€ rots éxovow ov 
opexpa vdcos. The thought that natural 
advantages such as health and birth (cf. 
Eur. £7. 38, Phoen. 442) are not of much 
avail, unless accompanied by sufficient 
wealth, may be illustrated by Ar. Av. 
605 ws dvOpwmrbs ye KaxGs wpdtrwv arte- 
xvas ovdels Uytaiver, Bacchyl. 1.55 e& 8 
byvelas | Ovards éwv Edaxev, | Swe 7 a’ 
oixelwy €xer, | mpwros épicer. It is pro- 
bable that these passages ought to be 
used to interpret Pind. O/. 5. 23 byévra 
6’ ef tis 6ABov apse, which is understood 
by the commentators of the righteous 
use or acquisition of wealth. Aristo- 
phanes coined the word mdovévyiea to 
denote supreme human bliss.—For the 
zeugma by which éxaoros must be evolved 
from ovdeis see Jebb on Ant. 262, Kueh- 
ner-Gerth 11 567. 

355 
, 3 > , , 

Tl }, @ VEPaleE ; TLS 

355 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 119, 6 dva- 
mrepot poBos, 7 Nbyos, 7 n érawwos, 7 Aovdopia. 
ZogoxAyjs Kpeovon* ‘ri 5’...pdBos.’ Ac- 

o avamtepot poBos; 

cording to Reitzenstein the gloss was 
derived from Phrynichus (fr. 210 de B.). 
dvamrepovv is now for the first time estab- 
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lished as belonging to the vocabulary of 
Sophocles. sor wi Suppl. 89 ws pbBos 
K’ dvamrepot. . 876 dyyedu’ averré- 

pwKe Aavaiddv mbkcv. And for the meta- 
phor in general see on fr. 941, II. 

356 
, , > ¥ , KadNLGTOV ETL TouvOLKor TEepuKEevat* 

Aporrov d€ TO chy avoo-ov" Ou rov & OTe 
mapeote Anus wv éepa Kal” Huepar. 

356. 2 ddcorov 5é rd SHv B: Acnorov 6é (hv SMA. 

356 Stob. flor. 103. 15 (IV p. 905, 
10 Hense). Zodoxdéous Kpeovons. ‘kdd- 
uoTov...nuépav.’ 

These verses are the recasting of an 
old piece of proverhial philosophy. Ac- 
cording to Aristotle (eth. Hud. 1. t init., 
eth. N. 1. 8. 14. 1099? 25) there was 
inscribed on the rpord\aov of the Anr@ov 
at Delos (rd AnXcaxdv ériypauua) the 
couplet Ké\\crov 7d dtxardrarov * Aworov 
& byalvew* ravrwv nodvorov 8 (or jdvorov 
5é mwépvx’) of tis épa 7d Tvxev. The 
same is found among the remains of 
Theognis (255 f.) with the variant rpaéyua 
dé reprvérarov rod in the second line. 
Amongst the sayings attributed to Thales 
in Stobaeus for. 3. 79 (111 p. 172 Hense) 
is jdirov ov émiOuuets Tuxew (Diels, 
Vorsokr.2 p. 522, 5). Nauck quotes 
Stob. flor. 5. 123 Mevédnuos veavioxov 
Twos elrdvros ‘uéya éori (uéyorov Diog. 

L. 2. 136) 7d ruxeiv av dv tis émcOupy’ 
ele ‘woN\@ petfov éeore Td unde eriOupety 
ov wh Set.’ Campbell refers to Plat. 
Gorg. 505A. Cf. Pind. Pyth. 1. 57 Oeds 
...cv €parae kaipov didovs. Eur. Andr. 
368 ed 8 Ic6’, drov ris Tuvyxdver xpelav 
éxwv, | Todr’ 08’ éExdotw petfov 7} Tpolav 
éX\ewv, 

2 Nauck, who thinks that the reading 
of B is an interpolation, conjectures 
A@orov 8 del SHv or A@orov Sé valew. 
Tucker for the same reason proposed 
A@aToV drarhy ; but the copula seems 
necessary in any case. 

3 Anis is objected to by Nauck, who 
would substitute ruxeiv mdpecrw. It is 
true that the word does not occur else- 
where in tragedy, but it seems arbitrary 
to reject it. Cf. fr. 88, 8, Az. 967.—Note 
the idiomatic use of 6T® = ef Twi, and 
see on Eur. Hel. 272. 

357 

ame’, amedOe, wat: Tad ovK akovoTa col. 

357 co om. cod. Coisl., coniecerat Bekker 

357 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 65, 18 
(= Bekk. anecd. p. 373, 6) dxovord* ws 
Zopoxdjs (om. cod. Coisl., add. Dindorf) 
év TH (Tw cod. Coisl.) Kpeovon ‘dmedO’... 
co.’ Kal Evpirléns 6€ moddaxis* 6 uévTor 
LopokrAjs <xali> (add. Ellendt) dxovoiua 
pnol. modirixwrepov dé éyer 6 Ppbvixos 
(fr. 13 de B.) rd dkovord paddXov 4H Td 
aKovowma. 

For dxovowos see on fr. 745, which 
is probably referred to above. Bergk’s 

conjecture that the words év r7...axovord 
ought to be transposed so as to follow 
dkovoua gdyol, and dkovouwa to be 
read for dkxovord, is ousted by the 
new evidence.—dkovorés, not audible, 
but jit to be heard, as also in O. 7. 1312, 
Eur. Andr. 1084 dxodoa & ov« axovc?’ 
buws OéXw. In Eur. Hel. 663 (see my n.} 
the word is corrupt, as well as in Eur. fr. 
334, 4, where perhaps we should read 
avvorov. 
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358 

AVEKTN LAL 

358 Hesych. I p. 193 dvéxrnuac: 
dveiinga. Lopoxdfs Kpeovon (xpeoidouw 
cod.). Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 131, 17 avéxrn- 
part dvel\npa. Lopoxd7js. 

The form ékrnua appears first in Hom. 
I 402. Afterwards it was generally re- 
stricted to the Ionic dialect (see Weir 
Smyth, § 583. 4), but is found occasionally 
in Plato and in Aesch. Prom. 821 kowvdv 

Oum’ é€xrnuévat. Philologists are not 
agreed on the explanation of the phonetic 
irregularity, although a confusion with 
the augment and the analogy of éornxa 
and éppwya have been suggested: see 
Brugmann, Comp. Gr. Iv p. 23 f. E. tr., 
and Kuehner-Blass 11 23f. The fullest 
collection of the facts will be found in 
Curtius, Greek Verb, p. 358 E. tr. 

359 
5 , 

icoGavarov 

359 Pollux 6. 174 é« 6€ Tod io 
igévomos icoredhs...70 5 icoPdvarov Logo- 
kNéous elrrévros ob} wavy avexTov. 
We cannot tell whether Sophocles fol- 

lowed the analogy of icdverpos, icd@eos, 
icémpecBus etc., and used the adj. as an 
attribute of a noun like md0os (cf. Ai. 
215 Oavary yap icov waddos éxrevon); or 
whether after the pattern of icdporpos, 

iadxwdos etc., lcofdvaro: may have been 
an epithet of those who, like Saul and 
Jonathan, ‘in their death were not 
divided.’ Pollux condemns the com- 
pound as an extravagance; and Jebb 
made a curious slip (on Az. 214f.) in 
saying that ‘Sophocles used ico@dvarov 
as = ov mdvu dvexrév,’ especially in view 
of his n. on O.7. 478. 

KPIZI2 2ZATYPIKH 

Although the evidence for this title is very scanty, the 
existence of the play is free from doubt, and its subject—the 
Judgement of Paris on Mt Ida—is clearly indicated by fr. 361 (n.). 
The play was satyric, and was a sequel to the “Epis; see I p. 139. 
To the evidence there adduced for the appearance of xpiou and 
Kpivw in this connexion add Eur. Hel, 26 popdijs OéXoveat Scarre- 
pavac@Oat xpicow. 2b. 678 iva Oeoi popdav | épaidpuvav, évOev 
euorev Kpiots. Tro. 924 éxpive tpiacov Cedyos bbe Tpicc ay Gedy, 
The subject is referred to in Hom. © 28 ff. "AXeEavdpou vex’ 
atns, | 0s velkeace Deas, Te of wécoavrov ixovTo, | THY S Avo’, 
7 ot Tope paxAoovvnv areyewvnv. No doubt Sophocles followed 
the version of the Cypria, about which we only know that 
Hermes conducted the goddesses to Mt Ida by the command 
of Zeus, and that Alexander, moved by the promise of Helen’s 
hand, preferred Aphrodite to her rivals (EGF p. 17). Apollod., 
epit. 3. 2 adds that Hera promised universal empire, and Athena 
victory in war. See also n. on fr. 361. 
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360 

Kal 67 daper TOO ws Eu@ KadvTTOpAL. 
360 Herodian epi dtxp. in Cramer, 

anecd. Oxon. Ill p. 295, 8 (= gramm. 
Herm. p. 444) 60ev kai TO papos ova éov 
TO a, WS Tapa Zopokhet év Kploee carupixn 
‘xal...cahtmroua.’ id. mepi pov. éé. 
p- 36, 23 GAA KaTa cvoTOAHY Tapa Zodo- 
Ket €v Tnpet (fr. 586) ‘orevdovoay abrhy 
év 6€ mokihy pape, <Kai év Kpioe carv- 
pun ‘kal 6h pdpee>7@s’ ws éu@ Kadv- 
mroua. Several words were omitted in 
the text of the last passage owing to the 
eye of the scribe having wandered from 
the first appearance of dpe to the 
second. 

The meaning of T@8’ as €u@ is obscure 
(‘in dieses selbstgemachte Kleid’ Har- 

tung), and F. W. Schmidt conjectured 
T@pd’ ws éxw and Naber 7@ Buocivy. Ja- 
nowski (Odbservat. in nomina vestium a 
trag. Gr. prolata, Berlin, 1897) justified 
the text by supposing that the words were 
spoken by a satyr, who had appropriated 
for himself the robe of one of the 
goddesses taking part in the submission 
to Alexander’s judgement.— ¢épos_ is 
Homeric and older than ¢dpos; but the 
word is believed to be of foreign origin, 
which may account for a variable pro- 
nunciation. The usage of Euripides 
fluctuates, but Aeschylus (except perhaps 
in Zheb. 316) always has a, and Sopho- 
cles always a. 

361 

[7 pev “Adpodityn ndory, y Sé ’AOnva dpdvycts ovea. | 

361 Athen. 687 C Zopokdys 0 6 rounris 
év Kploe: (é€v kpnot A: corr. Tyrwhitt) 7@ 
Spdpare thy pév "Adpodirny jndoviy twa 
oveav Salwova (‘fort. delendum,’ Kaibel : 
or should we read datmoviay?) pwipw Te 
dderpouévnv wapdyet Kal karomtpifoueryny, 
Thy 5é "AOnvav dpdvynow otcav kai voir, 
ére 8 dperiv édalw xptouevnv (xpwuévnv 
AE: corr. Nauck) kcal yuuvafouévnv. 

It is hardly to be doubted that Athe- 
naeus had this play in view at 510 C, 
where after quoting the well-known 
anecdote of Sophocles recorded by Plat. 
rep. 329 C, he proceeds: éyw dé dnc Kal 
Thv Tov Ildpdos kpiow bd Tov Tahato- 
Tépwv merornjobat jnOdovns mpds daperyv 
otcay ovyKpiow* mpoKpiOelons your Tis 
’Adpodirns, airy & éotlv h Hdovy, wavrTa 
ouverapax On. 

If we leave out of account Hes. O/. 
287 ff., this is the earliest instance re- 

corded in literature of the allegorical 
presentation of the conflict between 
Pleasure and Virtue, which afterwards 
became famous through the fable known 
as the Choice of Heracles extracted by 
Xenophon from the “Qpa of Prodicus 
(Diels, Fragm..d. Vorsokratiker*, p.657). 
Although the moral is implicit in the 
story of the Kpiots, it is improbable that 
it was enforced in the CyZr7za (Wilamo- 

witz, Zur. Her.2,1p. ror). It has even 
been held by Stephani (Gruppe, G7. 
Myth. p. 6656) that the allegorical 
motive prevailed so strongly with Sopho- 
cles that he left out Hera altogether ; 
but that is altogether unlikely. For the 
allegorical treatment by the Stoics of the 
opposition between Pleasure and Virtue 
see Cleanth. fr. go (I 553 Arn.) and 
Chrysipp. ap. Gell. WV. 4. 14. 4 (Armmim 
III p. 197); and generally for the sub- 
sequent influence of. Prodicus’ apologue 
Cougny, de Prodico Ceio, Paris 1857, 
p- 79 ff., and Dieterich, Vekyza, p. 191. 

In describing the adornment of Aphro- 
dite, Sophocles may have been influenced 
by Hom. o 192 KddXet wev of mpdra 
mpocwmrata Kata KdOnpev | auBpociw, olw 
wep évotépavos Kuéépeca | xplerar, br’ 
av tn Xapitwv xopdv iwepbevra. But it is 
much more likely that traces of Sophocles 
can be recovered from Callimachus, Zaz. 
Pall. 15 ff., whose picture reproduces 
exactly the details mentioned by Athe- 
naeus : 
uh wipa Nwrpoxdo. TG TladdAdde und’ dda- 

Baorpws 
(od yap ’A@avaia xpimara pixra dire?) 

olcere, unde kdtromrpov* del Kaddv dupa Td 
THVAS. 

00S’ Ska Tav “Ida Ppvdé edixater pw, 
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ovr’ és dpetxadkov meydda Oeos obre X- 
povvrTos 

&BreVev divav és diadawopuévar’ 
ovd “Hpa Kumpis 6€ duavyéa xadxdv 

éhotoa 
mo\Ndke Tay avTav dis weTéOnke Kduar. 

& dé dls éEjxovra diabpétaca Siaddws, 
oia map’ Evpwre rol Aakedarudvior 

dorépes, éumepduws évetpivaro Nita da- 
Botoa 

xpluara Tas idias éxyova gutadtas, 
@ k@par, Td 8 epevOos dvédpaue, mpwrov 

olav 

-7 pbdov 7 olBdas Kdxxos éxeu xpotar. 
T@ Kal viv dpoev Te Kouiccare podvor 

éXatov, 

@ Kdorwp @ kai xpierac ‘Hpaxdéns, 
olgere kai xréva oi mayxpiceov, ws dro 

xalrav 
méénrat Aurapdv cuakayéva mAdKamor. 
Meineke thinks that from Sophocles 

came the description of Pallas running 
in the stadium, as well as the comparison 
of her blush to the morning rose or the 
flower of the pomegranate. See also on 
fr. 785. 

KQ6Ol ZATYPOI 

The. subject of this play is unknown: Welcker (Vachir. 
p. 295) conjectured that the ‘dumb’ men were homicides under 
a ban of silence, possibly on account of the murder of Icarius. 
This is not very likely, if the «ado composed the chorus. [| 
should rather be inclined to guess that the cwdoi were ‘ block- 
heads’ (Hesych. I p. 566 cwdov: avaic@ntov pwpov: cf. schol. Az. 
QII 6 wavta Kwdos...éyo dé, Pyciv, 6 avaicOntos KaTnuédrnoa), 
like Maccus and Bucco in the Oscan Atellanae (Marx in Pauly- 
Wissowa I 1918), or the stupzdus of the later mime (Juv. 8. 197). 
Perhaps we may compare Prevvov* Tov vabh Kai popov Lwdpov 
IlpounOet (Epicharm. fr. 119 K.). Wagner, who anticipated this 
suggestion, inferred from fr. 362 that the subject was the gift of 
fire by Prometheus to the satyrs, who provoked laughter by their 
clumsiness and stupidity in using it. Headlam, who also thought 
of Prometheus (/. P..xxxi 9), understood the title to refer to 
the condition of the satyrs before their eyes were opened (cf. 
Aesch. Prom. 463). 

362 

[pd00s epi dvov SuparTos. | 

362 Schol. Nic. Zher. 343 Tpoun- 
Oéa ro mip KrNéYarra Kal Trois dvOpHmros 
Swpnodmevov of AaBdvres Eunvvoay, ov 
Kadi Tis xdptros tivovres duorBiv: éd’ 
ols tov Ala gacw érawéoavTa pdpuakov 
avrots adynpaclas dotvar* rods 6é AaBdvTas 
amopépew Td Swpnbev emi bvov' Tov de 

— «Olper Teupduevov édOciv els Kphynv, jv 
éptraccev Sis, Kal Tov morod dpeyduevos 
amédoro Tov yhpws Td Pdpuaxov. 61d 
mavras pev Tovs Shes Kad” Exacrov vedgew 
éviaurov dmodvouévous Td yipas, Tov © 

dpi Tov THs Kphvns PiUAaKa KarahaPely 7d 
dios, SAev rots OnxGeiow eurore? divar. 
ore 6€ 6 wdOos mapa Dopoxret év Kwoois. 
Aelian zat. an.6. 51, who tells the same 

. story in somewhat different language, 
adds: ri otv; éyw Tod mvGov monris; 
GAN’ ovK av elrouut, érel kal mpd éuod 
LodokAyjs 6 THs Tpaywdias moinrhs Kal 
Aewvédroxos 6 avTaywvicrhs “Emixdppov 
(CGF 1 p. 149 Kaibel), xai “IBvxos 6 
‘Pnyivos (fr. 25) kat ’Apiorias (an early 
tragedian, whose satyr-plays were especi- 
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ally celebrated, is meant: see Pauly- 
Wissowa II 899) kai ’AmroA\doddvys (fr. 9, 
1 799K.) rownrat kwupdias gdovew avbrov. 
The myth therefore was an old one: 
Nicander prefaces his version in 7her. 
343—358 with dyiyios 5 dpa pdOos év 
aignotor popetrar. - 
‘We have here one of those beast fables, 

which are still told among the Arabs, to 
account for the peculiarities of various 
animals. Prometheus gave the stolen 
fire to Man, but (according to one version) 
they were dissatisfied because he had not 
endowed them with perpetual youth; at 
any rate, they foolishly informed against 
their benefactor; and Zeus rewarded 
them with an antidote against old age. 
They put the precious burden on an Ass’s 
back to carry. It was hot weather, and 
the Ass, coming to a spring, besought 
the Snake who guarded it to let him 
drink. The Snake—a dipds—said, ‘I 
will do so on condition that you give me 
what you are carrying on your back.” So 

they exchanged; and hence the dds 
every year renews his youth by casting 
his slough (dmodverac 7d yijpas is the 
regular phrase),—but he also got the 
Ass’s thirst, which his bite inflicts upon 
his victims’ (H.). 

For the popular belief that the water 
of a spring is guarded by a snake cf. 
Eur. Phoen. 657 &v0a pébvios qv Spdxwr | 
“Apeos andgppwv ptraé | vdwar’ @vvdpa Kai 
péeOpa | xAoepa Sepyudrwv Kédpator | mo- 
AuTAdvas émicxorav, supr. fr. 226. The 
Styx river in Arcadia was locally known 
as the Dragon Water: see Frazer’s Pau- 
Sanias 1V p. 252. Examples from all 
parts of the world are collected by the 
same writer in vol. v p. 44f. The 
precious burden entrusted to the donkey, 
and consequently imperilled, recalls the 
proverb dévos dywv pmvorhpia, at least 
according to one of its interpretations 
éml Tav avatiws Tt Bacragéyrwy (Diogen. 
6. 98, Greg. Cypr. 3. 19 [Paroem. 1 
286, 369). : 

363 
\ 4 + > / ... kudAtabeis ws Tis OvOs iDdampLos 

363 Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 1. 972 
héyerar dé tovros kal fSwdy Ti, Anpld.ov 
modvTouv * éxaTépwhev yap Exe moddods 
mwédas, womrep } oKoNoTrévdpa. Oeddpacros 
dé év rH mpos Paviay émicrody (fr. 185 
Wimmer) kal dvov pyolv adbrov kadeio ba, 
ws mapa Lopoxret é€v Kwoois carvpots 
‘xudrwoGels...ledcmpos.’ Phot. lex. p. 337; 
17 dvos icdompros (8voots dompios cod.), 
Sg@ov wodtrouv cxwArnKBdes, 6 guverrnOev 
duovov Kudmy patverat. Hesych. III p. 209 
évos iadamptos (8voots dompiov cod.: em. 
Salmasius)* ore 5é (Gov rod’rour, domply 
Suowov, 6 kal tovAdv Tiwés pacw. 

tovios was evidently the woodlouse; 
see Hesych. II p. 62 édetods, p. 30 elAvios, 
p- 356 tAna, and Stephanus in 7hes. s.v. 

évos p. 2037 B. From its resemblance to 
a bean it came to be called xvauos: Galen 
de simpl. med. fac. X11 p. 366 Kuehn 
Tots kadoupévas dvicko.rs. éore 5€ Soa 
cHaipovmeva Kata Thy eis EavTov cbvodor, 
amep évoudfouci Twes T&v wap’ huiv Kud- 
fous, éredy mapamdijoro Tots édwdimots 
Kvamos elciv, brav éavTods cpaipwower, 
pacol kara tiv xpbay dvres. emi dé Tis 
dypoixlas éorw ideivy mdelorovs Tovrous 
yevvwuévous wrod Tats vdplas. It was 
also called the xepéuBvé or EvrAopd-yos 
Bots, Anton. Lib. 22. 

Were it not that this is a satyric frag- 
ment, one might feel sure that the correct 
order of the words was évos | lodomptés 
tis ws. (H.) 

364 
[Ppvyes ot “Idator Adxrvdou. | 

364 Schol. Ap. Rhod. 1. 1126 
Logoxdfs dé avrovs (sc. the Idaean Dac- 
tyls) Ppvyas kare? é€v Kwoois carvposs. 

It is not possible within the limits of 
a note to discuss adequately the diff- 

culties arising from the various notices 
relating to the Idaean Dactyls: the fullest 
storehouse of information is Lobeck’s 
Aglaophamus 11 1156—1181. They are 
often localized in Crete, but there is also 
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strong evidence placing their home on 
Mt Ida in the Troad. The oldest is 
that of the epic Phoronis (fr. 2K.) & 6a . 
yonres | *Idatoc Bpvyes dvdpes dpéorepa 
oixi’ évacor, | Kédws Aapvapeveds Te wéyas 
Kal vmépB.os "AKMw, | edarddapor Gepd- 
movres dpelns "Adpnorelns, | of + mprov 
réxvnv twodupnrios ‘Hoataoroco | etipov év 
ovpelnor vatats, lsevra oldnpov, | és wip 7’ 
hveykav kal dpumpemes Epyov éatav. That 
appears to be one of the authorities which 
Sophocles followed in this and the follow- 

ing fragments. Ephorus also testified to 
the Phrygian origin of the Dactyls: Diod. 
5. 64 Gin 8’ loropodow wy éort kal” Eqopos 
(FHG 1 253) rovs “Idalovs Aaxridous 
yevécOar ev Kata Thy" ldnv ry év Ppvyia, 
diaBjvac dé wera Mivwos els riv Evpdrny. 
id. 17. 7 yevéoOa & év robrw (cave on 
Trojan Ida) déyerar Kal rovs *Léalous 
AaxrtinXous ods oldnpov épydoacba mpwrous, 
madévras THv épyactay mapa THs Tay Gedy 
pnrpos. 

365 
[| KéAps. | 

365 Zenob. 4. 80 (Parcem. 1 106) 
Ké\uus év odqpm’ atrn tarrerae émi rev 
opddpa éavrots misrevodvrwy, brit laxupoi 
Kal duoxelpwroe wepukact. Kedmus yap, 
els trav "léaiwy Aakrihwv, Tiv pnrépa 
‘Péav bBploas kai May Um odeEduevos <6re> 
bd Trav ddeh Pav eipuevds < ékevifero> év TH 
"lén...ag’ ob 6 crepewraros éyévero aldnpos. 
péuvntar THs ioroplas Zopokdijs ev Kwqots 
(so cod. Ath. according to Miller, 4/¢7/. de 
litt. Gr. p. 370: om. Zenob.) carvpots. 
Unfortunately this passage is mutilated: 
I have added the words 6re and éfevifero 
which seem to be demanded by the sense, 
but we also require the finite verb to 
which Ké\jus was the subject, describing 
the punishment: awarded to him for his 
arrogance and impiety. Celmis is the 
first name among the Dactyls according 
to the Phoronis (/.c.), and is mentioned 
with Damnameneus as chief of the 
Idaean Dactyls who discovered iron in 
Cyprus by Clem. Alex. strom. 1 p. 362 
(ZGF p. 150). In Nonnus 14. 39 he 
appears as one of the Telchins: Gruppe 
identifies him with 2xéAmis, one of Pos- 
eidon’s attendants in Nonn. 37. 164 etc., 
and connects the name with oxddApun* 
paxatpa Hesych. Iv. p. 37 (Gr. Ath. 
p- 8845). But in Ov. Met. 4. 281 we 
ave a trace of the story here alluded to: 

te quogue, nunc adamas, quondam fidis- 

sime parvo | Celmi, Lovi, where it will be 
observed that adamas answers to 6 oTe- 
pewraros olénpos, but Juppiter has taken 
the place of Rhea as the offended deity. 
It seems to follow that Celmis was turned 
into iron as a punishment for insulting 
Rhea. Rhea is here spoken of as the 
mother of the Dactyls; but Nonn. 14. 26 
identifies them with the Corybantes, and 
calls them ynyevées, explaining that Rhea 
€x x9ovds avrorédectov aveBNdoTHGE yevée- 
OrAnv. Usually, however, they are descri- 
bed as attendants or assistants of Rhea, 
who, as mistress of the heights of Ida, 
made use of their labours to work the 
metallic ore buried beneath the mountain; 
Pollux 2. 156, Diod. 17. 7, Strabo 473. 

_ The welcome given by the Dactyls to 
the goddess on the occasion of one of 
her visits to them was related by Hel- 
lanicus in schol. Ap. Rhod. 1. ri29 
’Ldator Adxrudoe Exp Onoav Ore évros “Tdys 
auvtuxovres TH ‘Péa edektwmoavTo Tip 
Oedv kal rv SaxTidwy adris nYavro. We 
seem to discern the vestiges of a story of 
the Philemon and Baucis type, which was 
prevalent in various parts of Asia Minor. 
Something of the same kind was related 
of the daughters of Damon, the chief of 
the Telchins; schol. Ov. /é2s 475 (p. 83 
Ellis). One of these was Dexithea, who is 
mentioned by Bacchylides (Jebb, p. 188). 

366 

[wévte Tovs TPOTOUS (sc. "[Saiovs Aaxrvdovs) dpoevas 
yevérOar, wévte S€ Kal adedpas TovTor. | 

366 Strabo 473 Aaxridous 5 'Idalous 
gpaal ries kexAjo Oa Tos Tpwrous olkHTOpas 
THs Kara TH "Ldny brwpelas...Dopoxd7js dé 
olerat révre Tovs mpwrous dpoevas yevéo Oat, 

P, II, 

ot aidnpdv Te cEedpov Kal eipydoavro mpwror 
kal d\Aa moda THY mpos Tov Blovy xpnal- 
pov, wévre 5€ Kal ddeXpas ToUTwY, amd dé 
TOO dpiOmot Saxridous KAnOFvar. Grn T 

3 
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dANws pvOevovow...mavres 5€ cidypov elp- 
ydoOa. bo Tobrwy év "ldn rpdrév pact, 
mwavres O€ Kal yonras bretknpact kal mrepi 
Thy unrépa Tv Gedy kal év Ppvyia wxyxdras 
wept thy “lénv, Ppvylay rhy Tpwdéda xa- 
Aodvres dia 7d Tods Pp’yas émixparhjoa 
mAnoLoxwpouvs ovTas THs Tpolas éxmerop- 

Anuevns. 
Various explanations were given of the 

name Dactyls, such as that it was given 
in virtue of their dexterity in handicrafts, 
or because they grasped the hand of the 
goddess in welcome (fr. 365). Sophocles 
is the earliest authority quoted for the 
numerical explanation, but it is unlikely 
that he invented it: the Phoronis, as we 
have seen, only recognized three Dactyls. 
Cf. Pollux 2. 156 kat rods "Idaiovs Aaxrv- 

Nous KEekAHjoOat éyovow oi wéev Kara Tov 
dpiOuov, Ste Kakeivor wévte Hoav. Diod. 
5. 64 rovras & of wev éxardv Tov dpiO mor 
yeyovévat mapadedwxacuy, ol 6é déxa haclv 
vmdpxovTas TUXElv TAUTNS THs Mporynyoplas, 
Tois é€v Tais xepol daxrvAos dvras icapl- 
@uovs. The most attractive explanation 
of recent times is that of Wilamowitz, 
who finds in them an analogue of the 
dwarfs in Teutonic folk-lore: they were 
Tom Thumbs who were called (datox 
because they lived in the woods (GGV 
1895, 241). Kaibel, however, in a post- 
humous paper (GGN 1go1, 488 ff.), pre- 
ferred to interpret the Idaean Dactyls as 
phallic deities, supporting the explanation 
of Aaxr’dov wvjua in Pausan. 8. 34. 2 
previously given by Belger. 

AAKAINAI 

The story of the play was taken from the Little [liad of 
Lesches, and is summarized in the epitome of Proclus (EGF 
p. 27): Kal pera tadra (ze. after the visit of Odysseus to Troy 
disguised as a beggar, when he was recognized by Helen and 
made arrangements with her for the capture of the city) ovdv 
Avounder TO Tladradsov éxxoulfer éx ths “TXiov. The order of 
events agrees with the evidence of Arist. poet. 23. 1459> 6, where 
in a list of tragedies taken from the Lzttle [ad the rrwyeia—an 
otherwise unknown title—immediately precedes the Aaxacvau. 
The occasion is identified beyond question by fr. 367, as ex- 
plained by the authorities which are quoted in the note’. 

The epitome of Proclus suggests that the information which 
induced Odysseus and Diomedes to undertake their dangerous 
adventure was derived from Helen by Odysseus on his previous 
visit. This was to the effect that the possession of the Palladium 
by the Greeks was essential to their success. According to 
Apollod. efit. 5. 10 Helenus was captured on Mt Ida by Odys- 
seus, and, when brought into the Greek camp, was forced to — 
reveal this secret, together with other information concerning 
the conditions necessary to the capture of the city. The same 
tradition is followed by Conon 34 and Qu. Smyrn. Io. 350. On 
the other hand, there are several passages recording that the 
theft of the image was promoted by the treachery of Antenor, 
who not only informed the Greeks of its importance, but also 
with the assistance of his wife Theano actually surrendered it to 

1 The two visits of Odysseus to Troy are confused by Apollod. efit. 5. 13; and 
the same mistake appears even in texts of the classical era. See n. on fr. 367. . 
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them (Dict. 5. 5. 8, schol. B Hom. Z 311, Suid. s.v. Harrddi0r). 
There is nothing to show how Sophocles arranged these incidents, 
and it is doubtful whether the complicity of Antenor, which is 
inconsistent with his character as portrayed in Homer, was first 
introduced in one of the Cyclic epics, by the Attic tragedians, or 
some later writer’. Nevertheless, fr. 368 is particularly appro- 
priate if addressed to Theano, as the custodian of the image’, 
in order to induce her to hand it over. It is highly improbable 
that Odysseus and Diomede removed the statue by violent entry 
into the temple in the crude fashion suggested by Conon’s nar- 
rative*; but, on the other hand, their success does not necessarily 
imply that Theano and Antenor, or either of them, were actuated 
by dishonourable motives. 

The Spartan women, of whom the chorus consisted, must be 
taken to be the attendants of Helen; for no others can be thought 
of as likely to be present in Troy. Their sympathies would 
naturally be enlisted in favour of the enterprise, and the home 
of Helen was a rendezvous to which the two adventurers would 
be likely to resort, especially if the theft had previously been 
arranged with her‘. Fr. 957, which is attributed to the play by 
Welcker and others, is suitable to Helen; but the source of 
fr. 768 N. is now known to have been the Eurypylus, and the sup- 
position that fr. 745 is addressed to Antenor is a mere guess. 

A much more important question arises in reference to 
Welcker’s suggestion that fr. 799 belongs to the Lacaenae. The 
extract is taken from a speech of Odysseus attacking Diomedes ; 
and there is no record of a quarrel between these heroes except 
on the occasion of their return to the Greek camp after the theft 
of the Palladium®. Diomedes was carrying the image, which he 
had managed to secure, but Odysseus wished to enjoy the sole 
credit of the achievement and treacherously attempted to murder 
his comrade. Diomedes, however, saw the flash of his sword in 
time to ward off the blow, and, in order to prevent a repetition 
of the trick, made Odysseus walk in front of him with his arms 
bound, driving him into the camp by blows with the flat of his 

1 See the different opinions expressed by R. Wagner in Pauly- -Wissowa I 2352 
~ and Holzinger on Lycophron 340. 

2 Hom. Z 299. 
3 Vergil also (Aen. 2. 164 ff.) describes a forcible seizure and the slaying i the 

guards. 
4 Engelmann in Roscher 111 1943 reproduces a vase-painting of Helen assisting in 

the robbery of the Palladium. For the archaeological evidence see also O. Jahn, 
Der Raub des Palladion, Stolberg, 1845. 

5 The authorities for what follows are cited in the n. to fr. 799. As against 
Brunck’s view, it should be observed that a quarrel between Odysseus and Diomedes 
has no particular relevance to the plot of the 2vvdemvor, so far as we are aoqenmped 
with it. 

yoga 
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sword, Hence, it was said, arose the proverb Avoundevos avayKn, 
as applied to those who were forced to act against their will’. 
The strength of Welcker’s case is materially increased by a gloss 
of Hesychius (1 p. 517), which, though unfortunately incomplete, 
proves that something of the kind was related in the Lz¢¢/e Lhad 
(fr. 9 K.). It is obvious that this story was ill-suited to dramatic 
representation, and it may be conjectured that the two heroes 
contended with words rather than with blows for the possession 
of the prize. Somehow or other their strife must have been 
composed before they left the scene, possibly by the intervention 
of the goddess herself. 

Fr. 799 has not been included under this title, since its 
ascription to the Lacaenae is, after all, hardly more than a 
plausible conjecture. 

367 
orevny © edupev Wadrida Kovk aBdpBopovr. 

367 dfdpBoporv Blomfield : 

367 Pollux 9. 49 mépn dé mddews... 
mudldes kal Wadldes. ore dé 7 WaNis eldos 
oixodounuaros’ 7 mov Kal LopoxdAjs év 
Aaxalvats Déyer* ‘oreviv...aBdpBapor.’ 
GAG Kal Adtwv év rots Néuots [947 D]* 
‘Onxnv & bwd vis abrots elpyarpévny eivar 
Yarlda mpounkn ALOwy moduTipwr.’ 

The circumstances are sufficiently in- 
dicated by Servius on Verg. den. 2. 166 
Diomedes et Ulixes, ut alit dicunt, cunt- 
culis, ut alit, cloacis, ascenderunt arcem 
et occisis custodibus sustulerunt simu- 
lacrum. See also Ellis on Ov. Jdzs 617 
{p. 165). Aristophanes alludes to the 
incident in Vesp. 350 éorw érh 570° 
nvTw’ dy olds 7’ Evdobev elns Suopvéat, | €lr’ 

aBdpBapov codd. 

éxddvar paxeow xpupbels, Worep modvunris 
’Odvoceds, where schol. R, which is cor- 
rupt, has dre 7d maddddsov dc’ vdpoppdas 
elapjOov of mepi tov ’Oduccéa. But he 
confuses it, as Starkie remarks, with the 
occasion when Odysseus entered dis- 
guised as a beggar (Eur. Hec. 240 etc.) ; 
and the same mistake is made by An- 
tisth. 42. 6 [p. 176 BI.?). 

ah(Sa: sewer. In the passage of 
Plato which Pollux quotes WaNls is ‘a 
vault,’ and is generally glossed by aypls 
(Suid. Hesych.); but the schol. there 
has Wadlda* Frou Kaudpav, ws viv, } Taxetav 
kivnow, } US popdnv 7h dpuevor. 

368 
é \ \ ¥ > 
€Ol Yap OV7TOT , €l TL xp” Bporov héyeu, 

dpface Dpvki THY KaT Apyetov vBpw 
VVALVETOVTAL TAUTA. 

368. 2 ‘Apyeiwr Ellendt: "Apyelous codd. 

a) HExe Bia. 
3 =YNAINESOTATAYTA 

codd, VR: corr. Madvig, qui tamen ante raira interpungit 

368 Priscian /xst¢. 18. 197, II p. 302, 
15 Attici, dpxw rovde xai rode, éri Tod 
karapxw. Sophocles Aaxaivais ‘ Peol... Big.’ 
The words may form part of a speech 

1 Welcker is mistaken in comparing the proverb with eWavdyxn: 
He also seems to be wrong in preferring the version of 

Conon which gave the victory to Odysseus. 
like our ‘Hobson’s choice.’ 

shows obvious signs of interpolation. 

addressed to Theano in order to persuade 
her to give up the Palladium. 

2 ’Apyewv. The reading of the 
MSS is unintelligible; the only meaning 

it is more 

As compared with Suid. and Zenob. it 
See also Frazer, Pausan. 11 p. 264. 
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which could be extracted from it—‘an 
outrage after the Argive pattern ’—is 
unsuitable to the context. H. quotes in 
support of the genitive Az. 304 ésenv 
kar avrav UBpw éxrelcar’ idv, Aesch. 
Theb. 393 Kabrds Kad’ adrod. rivd bBpw 
pavreverat. He also refers to Liban. 
4. tt. 10 [V 216, 1 Foerst.], where 
Menelaus in the drairnocs addresses to the 
Trojans a similar argument: é7e pév ody 
UBpicuévoe kal Ta Sewdrata memovOdres 

éorparetoauey els yhv Thy buerépay, Kai 
ov dpxovres GAN’ duvvduevor kré.—UBpw. 
The acc. after dpxw is not common and is 
in fact internal (‘ aggressors in insolence’), 
as may be seen from the examples quoted 
by the lexx.: cf. 27. 552 dpgaod 7 | dv- 
anpov. Here it is perhaps preferred to 
the genitive, because the latter might 
seem to imply that the Greeks were also 
guilty of U8ps. Blaydes, however, would 
substitute THs...0Bpews. 

3 £Evvawéorovrat is followed by acc. 

and dat. of the person: ‘well grant....’ 
The word is not common and _ hardly 
exists in Attic prose. When used with 
an acc. rei it means ‘to assent to,’ as in 
Aesch. Ag. 490 xdpw Evvawéou is ‘to 
yield assent to joyful news.’ Cf. [Eur.] 
Rhes. 172. éA\wv ’Ayatods dGpd wo Evval- 
veoov (mistranslated ‘promise,’ an im- 
possible rendering). Xen. Cyr. 8. 5. 20 
ovv TH TOO warpos yrwuy...Tadrd co cuvac- 

vésat (to obtain my father’s approval 
before assenting to your proposal). 
Polyb. 1. 67. 11 & 6€ cuvawécarras TH 
oTparny@ TavavTia mpds Tovs moddovs 
dvayyédAewv. Diog. L. 1. 32 duddrepox 
gwyvecay Oary (Tov rplroda). Blaydes. 
conj. guvawéoovot, but the indications. 
favour the middle (cr. n.), and there is no 
sufficient reason for rejecting it.—pq 
paxov. The uselessness of resistance to 
superior might is proverbial: cf. e.g. Eur. 
fr. 604 mpos Kévtpa un AdKTL~e Tots Kpa- 
rovat gov, fr. 716. See also on fr. 585. 

369 
> = , > > A , A \ 8 A 

€V 7] TAVCO€ET APLEPWV box @V TE KQAL AVOTYTOS 

369 Herodian 7. pov. dX. p. 40, 12 
(11 945 Lentz) rd wévroe rapa Lopoxdet 
év Aaxalvats Savoris elpnuévov (elpnuévos 
cod.) ‘év 7...davorijros,’ vyias av Exo ei 
map dvoua oxnpariabeln. 
We can only guess at the restoration 

of this fragment, which appears to have 
- been obscure to the grammarians of the 
second century A.D. 

éy ¥- Probably Lehrs was right in 
restoring év @: Herwerden preferred 767. 
H. points out that év 7 must have been 
preceded by 7uépa or a synonym: Herond. 
4: 50 ocer’ tuépn Kelvyn &v 7...KvHoN, 
Polyb. 39. 4. 10 épacxe modAdkis obdérore 
Tavrny écecbat Thy Huepar év Fj cuuBHoeTat. 
Heliod. 8. 5 fora: xaipds év @...elampa- 
ferar. Arr. Epict. 1.29. 41 Eorat xpovos 
taxa év @...oijncovra. ‘The examples 
show that a future tense is likely to follow, 
but do not enable us to decide between 
mavcecd’ (Lobeck) and ravcera: (Bergk). 
Dindorf’s watvcair’ is unlikely.—dpepov 
is corrupt. The editors of Herodian give 
duepiwv, with doubtful sense. Lobeck 
proposed dpyahéwy, but Nauck’s duérpwr, 
in the sense of immeasurable = dmerpht wv 
or dvnpiOuwv, is much better. H.supports 
it by quoting Simonid. fr. 37, 16 evdérw 
5° duerpov xaxédv. 

formed from a noun.’ 

Soph. #7. 236 nai ri. 

Métpov xaxoraros €pv; Liban. 4. 113. 2 
[v 374, 11 Foerst.] ef kat pmérpov eis 
Huds ovbx oldev » Téxn. Theocr. 15. 45 
MUppaKes dvdpiOuor Kal dueTpot.—poy Pwv 
are the labours of the Trojan war, for 
which this. word or wrévor is frequently 
employed: Az. 1188, 1197, Aesch. fr. 
131 dopikuudvrovs Aavady.udxOous, Ag. 
560, 1166, Eur. Andr. 305, A.P. 5. 137 
ov deioas Aavady dexéryn wévov. Pind. P. 
10. 42, describing the Hyperboreans, 
movew 5é Kai waxav drep oixéowt (H.).— 
Savorytos.(Savéryros Lehrs) is an obscure 
word, and by most critics treated as 
corrupt. The accentuation adopted by 
Lehrs follows the authority of Herodian 
I p. 83, 8 Lentz, where davérys occurs in 
a list of nouns introduced by the words 
Ta els THS TodvolANaBa OnruvKa Bapd- 
vovta (not quoted by Chandler, § 635). 
It is not quite clear what Herodian in- 
tends to say. J. thinks he suggested 
that davorjs might be formed from a 
proper name; but the words e/ rap’ dvoua 
oxnuatiobeln certainly mean, ‘if it were 

The grammarian’s 
évoua includes our adyjectéve (Dionys. 
Thrax p. 23 Uhlig); and Lehrs, whom 
Lentz follows, thought that Herodian 
intended to refer to a suggested derivation 
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from the adverb dv in the sense of xpo- 
vorys. But the natural inference is 
rather that he was in the dark about 
davoryjs, and did not know of any évoua 
to which it could be referred. Two other 
explanations have been given: (1) From 
Plut. guom. adol. poet. 5 p. 22C Sdvov 
yap Maxedéves tov Oavarov Kadodor it is 
inferred that ddvérns = ‘ mortality, misery’ 
(L. and S.). (2) Savés (dalw), dry, 
parched, occurs in Hom. O 322. Hence 
davérns might possibly refer to the 
parching and wearing toils of warfare: 
‘ Aestus vel si locus ferebat sitis,’ Lehrs. 
Cf. avalyw, Enpaivw. But both the metre 
and the combination with pwé6xwy are 
against the latter view. 

Of the conjectures neither Lobeck’s 
mravornros, Blaydes’s xakéraros, nor 
Bergk’s ddpavérnros have much in their 

favour. Much better is Duentzer’s daio- 
Thros (also proposed by Herwerden), 
which should be provisionally accepted. 
In supporting it H, remarks that ré\euov 
kal Sniorjra is a frequent combination in 
Homer, 2g. H 29 viv pev mravowpev 
mwodenov Kal Oniornra, 6. 290 viv per 
Tmavowperba pwaxns Kal Sniorjros: so in 
a Sibylline oracle quoted by Pausan. fo. 
g. It paxnv kal Syiorfra. He further 
suggests (partly after Kiister) that the 
obscure glosses in Hesychius I p. 525 
dvdo* KkaxotacoGy and dydcover* diaKd- 
Yous. kaxomabjoover are errors for ddacos 
(Sj0s) and Jdatdoovor (Snudcover) re- 
spectively. Thus, the passage should 
perhaps be restored: év @ mavcec@’ dpé- 
Tpwv Te wo- | xXOwv kal Satorfros. For 
the metre of the first line cf. Az. 698f., 
Eur. Hipp. 525. 

AAOKOQN 

The earliest mention of the Laocoon-story is in the //éupersts 
of Arctinus (EGF p. 49). When the Greeks had withdrawn to 
Tenedos, leaving the wooden horse behind them, the Trojans 
held high festival in the belief that the war was over. During 
the progress of the feast two serpents appeared, and killed 
Laocoon with one of his sons. Aeneas and his family, alarmed 
by the omen, fled to Mt Ida. It has been inferred from this 
statement? that the death of the elder son of Laocoon typified 
the downfall of Priam, who sprang from Ilus, the eldest son of 
Tros; whereas the escape of Aeneas, the descendant of Assa- 
racus, a younger.son of Tros (Apollod. 3. 140), was symbolized 
by the escape of the younger son of Laocoon. Anyhow, the 
introduction of the répas into the narrative of the /iupersis 
served the purpose of supplying a motive for the emigration 
of Aeneas and his kindred from Troy to Ida. Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus (fr. 373) provides a connecting link between 
Sophocles and Arctinus, by stating that Aeneas was repre- 
sented in the Laocoon as removing to Ida by the advice of his 
father Anchises, who inferred the impending destruction of 
Troy not merely from his recollection of Aphrodite’s behests, 
but also in part from the warnings recently given mepi tovds 
Aaoxowrtidas. From the last words Robert draws the im- 
portant inference that Sophocles differed from Arctinus in 

1 The literary history of the myth of Laocoon, including the treatment by Sophocles, 
is discussed by C. Robert, Bild u. Lied, esp. at p. 192 ff. 
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making both the sons of Laocoon perish, while Laocoon him- 
_ self survived’. He argues that Dionysius was not guilty of a 
careless inexactitude of expression, since the greater number of 
the authorities agree in stating that both sons were destroyed’. 
Lessing long since pointed out that Vergil was the first and 
only poet who represented both the father and the two sons 
as perishing, and Robert is of the same opinion®. Thus the 
famous Vatican group can have nothing to do with the play 
of Sophocles. Robert proceeds to trace the influence of the 
Sophoclean version in Lycophr. 347 cat mwasdoBparos Ilop- 
Kéws vngous dimAds, where the serpent is described as ‘child- 
devouring.’ 

Servius on Verg. Aen. 2. 204 (fr. 372) states that Sophocles 
in the Laocoon gave the names of the serpents, and the same 
authority (n. on fr. 372) cites the actual names from Lysimachus 
in the ost as Curifis and Periboea. These names are, in all 
probability, a corruption of Ilopxis and XapiBoua, as they are 
recorded by Tzetzes on Lycophr. 344. Now, since Sophocles 
named the serpents, Robert infers that Sophocles was the source 
of Lysimachus, and also of the scholium on Lycophron. But 
the scholiast further describes the serpents as ‘having sailed’ 
(wXevcavtes) from the Calydnae islands, which recalls the treat- 
ment of Bacchylides (fr. 51 J.= 32 B.) as recorded by Servius on 
Verg. Aen. 2. 201 sane Bacchylides de Laocoonte et uxore etus vel 
de serpentibus a Calydnis insulis vententtbus atque in homines 
conversts dictt. It seems impossible to give a satisfactory ex- 
planation of these remarkable statements. Welcker, who first 
called attention to the points of contact between the authorities, 
observed that, if Sophocles mentioned their names, it must have 

1 The validity of this reasoning was impugned by R. Foerster (Verhandlungen 
der 40 Versammlung deutscher Philologen in Gorlitz, 1889, p. 432 ff.), who argued that 
Aaoxowvridas could properly be employed so as to include the father as well as the 
sons. He quoted (among other examples) the use of Aeneadae in Verg. Aen. 1. 157 
and rq mpodocig r&v ’AvrnvopidGv in Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1. 46. 

2 Apollod. efit. 5. 18 states that the serpents devoured (karea@lovow) the sons of 
Laocoon, but says nothing about the father. Qu. 12. 390—500 makes Athena the 
enemy of Laocoon. The goddess blinded him, and the two sons were afterwards 
killed by the serpents which swam across from Calydna; but the father survived. 
Tzetz. Lyc. 347 mentions the death of one son only, and so also Posthom. 714. 

3 p. 209. In that case the reference to Euphorion in Serv. Verg. den. 2. 201 is 
confined to the first sentence. 

4 The Vatican group was described by Plin. 7.4. 36. 37. It is dated by Engel- 
mann (in Roscher 11 1839) about 1508.c. Robert, who states (p. 212) that there is 
no representation of Laocoon in Greek art of the best time, puts it in the reign of 
Titus. Engelmann (Arch. Stud., 1900, p. 25), however, thinks that the group was 
influenced by Sophocles, and that Vergil in turn modelled his description on the 
group. Gruppe, Gr. AZyth. p. 6896, takes a similar view, holding that Soph. com- 
bined the //iupersis story with the version which spoke of the sons only as destroyed. 
The latter was adopted by Bacchylides, whom Apollodorus and Quintus followed. 
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been because the serpents changed into men; for there could 
be no other object in recording the names. Robert, however, 
mainly on the ground that the word wdevcavtes could not 
suitably be applied to serpents, concluded that they came over 
in human form and were afterwards changed into serpents,— 
thus attributing to Sophocles a tradition which is the exact 
converse of the version of Bacchylides. But this conjecture is 
not only improbable in itself, but inconsistent with the epztome 
of Apollodorus (5. 18), which by various touches shows its con- 
nexion with the Lycophron-scholia: dvo0 yap Spaxovtes Siavn- 
Eayevor d1a THS OadXacons éx TOV TAHTioV VYHTwY TOs AaoKowVTOS 
viovs KatecOlovow'. 

According to Hygin. fab. 135 Laocoon, son of Acoetes (sub- 
stituted in error for Capys) and brother of Anchises, was a priest. 
of Apollo who had incurred the anger of the god for disobeying 
him by marrying and begetting children. The names of his 
sons are given as Antiphates and Thymbraeus*. The cause of 
Apollo’s anger is differently given by Servius on Verg. Aen. 
2. 201, who says that Laocoon had profaned the temple at 
Thymbra, ante simulacrum numinis cum Antiopa uxore sua 
coeundo. Now, the Lycophron-scholia make the temple of 
Apollo Thymbraeus the scene of the disaster, and also differ 
from Hyginus in making Laocoon the son of Antenor*. Hence 
-Robert, who had already identified Sophocles as the source of 
the scholiast, concludes that the circumstances of Laocoon’s 
guilt, as given by Servius, were also derived from Sophocles, 
arguing that it was a favourite tragic motive to localize the 
punishment at the place of the offence. He also considers that 
Sophocles derived from Bacchylides the idea that. Laocoon had 
sinned against Apollo, as well as the version that both his sons 
(but not he himself) perished‘. 

Probably the opening of the play described the rejoicings 
of the Trojans at the supposed departure of the Greeks (fr. 370), 
and perhaps also the debate as to what should be done with 
the wooden horse, in which Cassandra and Laocoon may have 
uttered a warning of the impending danger but without success 
(Apollod. 5. 17). It seems that a sacrifice to Poseidon in grati- 

1 See also Engelmann in Roscher It 1840 ff. 
2 Robert holds that the text of Hyginus has been considerably interpolated from 

Vergil, z.e. from Aen. 2. 201, 203, 231. M. Schmidt (p. xxv) regarded the whole 
chapter as an interpolation by someone who was more familiar with Vergil and Ovid 
than with the Greek sources. Foerster, however, argues strenuously in favour of its 
genuineness, and since, for various reasons, it cannot have been derived from Arctinus, 
Bacchylides, or Euphorion, he concludes that it must contain the version of Sophocles. 

3’ Among Antenor’s children Homer mentions Kéwv (A 248) and Aaddoxos (A 87). 
4 op. cit. pp. 197, 200. i Tey 
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tude for removing their enemies was resolved upon (fr. 371)', 
and Laocoon was perhaps instructed to carry it out. The sub- 
sequent catastrophe must have been reported by a messenger, 
and either the same or another messenger announced the de- 
parture of Aeneas (fr. 373). That Laocoon had sinned against 
Apollo, as stated by Servius, is probable enough; but it is 
difficult to conceive him as merely the passive victim of destiny 
throughout the whole course of the action. In other words, 
the early transgression is too remote to serve as a dramatic 
justification for the wepiérera; one would rather suspect that 
Laocoon by some fresh demonstration of #Spis proved that the 
time was ripe for divine vengeance. To have hurled a spear 
at the wooden horse is in itself not enough to convict him of 
impiety (Aen. 2. 229 ff.); but the circumstances of the act may 
well have been such as to stamp it with the mark of reckless 
arrogance. Laocoon, the waytis, was perhaps a scoffer who 
ridiculed the notion of divine interference. Although there is 
no direct evidence of this in our authorities, the character of 
Laocoon so far as it may be gathered from Vergil and Quintus 
is quite consistent with such a supposition. 

On the question of the identity of this play with the Amte- 
noridae see Introductory Note to that play (1 p. 89). 

370 

Adpre 8 dyvieds Bwpuos atpilwv sup 
opvpyns otahaypovs, BapBapous evoopias. 

370. 2 cradaypmo’s D: oradkayuots Harpocrationis codd. plerique 

370 Harpocr. p. 5, 1 dyuds...elev 5” 
av of mapa Tots ’Arrikois Neyduevoe aryucets 
ot pd T&v oikiav Bwyol, ws Paci Kparivos 
(fr. 375, 1 118 K.) kal Mévavdpos (fr. 983, 
Ill 249 K.). kat Lopoxdr7%s év r@ Aaoxd- 
wrt, ueTayw TA ’AOnvaiwv €0n els Tpolar, 
gnol ‘dAdmre...evooulas.’ There are 
similar quotations in Bekk. avecd. p. 332, 
6, Suid. s.v. dyual, and Zonar. p. 20, 
5.v. &yuds, but the name of the play is 
not given in any of them. 

1 dyvueds Boyds: see n. on Eur. 
Phoen. 631. The dyuevds is explained 
by grammarians and scholiasts as xiwv és 
6&0 Ajywr or Kwvoedns kiwv: and a stone 
of this. kind, the relic of an archaic 
fetish-worship (cf. dpyol \l@o), was com- 
monly placed in front of Athenian houses. 

This may have received the outpourings 
of libations, or have been decorated with 
ribbons and garlands: but it is a mistake 
by reason of the obscure gloss in Hesych. 
Ip. 35 ayuevds 6 mpd T&v Oupdy éEcrws Buds 
év oxnuac. klovos to suppose that it was 
generally used as a sacrificial altar or to 
identify it with the Bwuds dyueds in the 
text. The Bwuds dyuets, which is some- 
times briefly spoken of as dyuevs, stood 
in front of. the house either instead of 
the xiwy, or with it, or with a statue of 
Apollo rpoorarfpos. Such altars, which 
were of the usual rectangular shape, were 
commonly represented on the stage (Poll. 
4. 123); and are referred to here, as in 
El. 634, Eur. Phoen. 274, and elsewhere. 
For fuller details see Reisch in Pauly- 

1 It will be noticed that the prayer of the chorus to Poseidon agrees with the 
narrative of Vergil (dex. 2. 201) and Hyginus. 
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Wissowa I g1o—9g13. Miss J. E. Harri- 
son, Themis, p. 406 ff., treats the ayueds as 
a fertility-symbol.—atpifwv, ‘smoking.’ 
—J. joins mvp with Ader: the hyper- 
baton presents no difficulty: see n. on 
Eur. Hel. 719 and Jebb on Az, 723. 

2 oradaypovs. Although most Mss 
of Harpocration have gradaypots, the 
other sources give orahaypuovs. Blaydes 
wished to read aoradaypols, BapBdpors 
evooulas. J. says: ‘The acc. is right: 
it is cognate to dr ulfoov (cp. Pherecr. 
fr. 108, 14 1 174 K. jdvorov arplfovra 
[araru- al.] of meat)—‘“steaming with 

the ooziness of myrrh,” z.e. with the gum, 
called myrrh, distilled from an Arabian 
tree. Cp. Eur. Jom 1175 KageOupla 
cptpyvns tip&ra, ‘burnt the ooziness of 
the myrrh as incense.”’ Cf. Eur, 770. 
1064 opuvpyns aldeplas re karvéy, which 
is also of Trojan altars. Incense (\Ba- 
vwrds) was commonly employed in the 
ritual of Greek sacrifice (Ar. Vesp. 861); 
but BapBdpouvs suggests the profusion of 
such spices characteristic of the East. 
Hence Eur. fr. 773, 13 kadmexwplocs | 
écpatoc. Oupidow eicddovs Souwv, where 
the scene is in farthest Ethiopia. 

371 

IIdoedov, ds Aiyatou Tt pédeus 
Tpavas } yavKas peders ev- 

4 , > 43> c avewou Nipvas eh viby- 
hats oTopatwv omidddec ou. 

371. 
2 sq. mpwvos Scaliger | evavéuous V 

1 Alyalous éxers Bergk, Aiyalov véwes Fritzsche, Alyalov epi Tucker 
4 omdddeoo croudtwy codd.: transp. Bergk, 

omdddecow érwrav M. Schmidt, omdddecor Oodfwy Henning, rodevwr Herwerden, 
oxomédwy Kock, 2ropddwyv Tucker, vatwy Campbell, xaditw vel dauigwy vel vacerav 
Blaydes, orevdxwn Papabasileios 

371 Ar. Ran. 665 ATI. Ilécedor. 
HA. ndynoév tis. AT. ds Alyatou rpdvas 7} 
yaukads uéders adds ev BévOeow. The 
scholiast remarks: mapa Ta ZDopoxdéous 
éx Aaoxéwvros ‘Ilécedov...croudtwr.’ 

1ff. The text presents serious diff- 
culties. It is at once clear that the first 
wédecs must have been erroneously in- 
serted, since it cannot govern the accusa- 
tive rpGvas. There isa further stumbling- 
block in the fact that mp@vas in Aristo- 
phanes has no construction, and it is 
hard to say whether the text of Aristo- 
phanes has been corrupted from the 
scholium or vice versa; the possibility 
that the two errors have occurred in- 
dependently is more remote. None of 
the critics has satisfactorily accounted 
for the double blot. Tucker’s remedy, 
which is the best that has been proposed, 
assumes the loss of wept in its abbrevi- 

ated form 4 in both texts; but he does 
not say whether he regards this as a 
coincidence, or considers one omission to 
have led to the other. J., supporting 
véwers, quotes Phil. 392 (TG) a rov uéyav 

Tlaxrwddov,,..véuecs and for wédes...d\iuvas 
Hom. a 72 Pdpxuvos Ovydrnp, ados arpu- 
yéro.o wédovros.—Atyatov is for Alyatov 
meddyous (révrov). The ellipse of the 
noun is not common in our texts, but cf. 
Eur. Hel. 766 ras év Alyaiw pOopds. 
Hyps. fr. 3. 11 27 rav Alyaios éXicoww | 
KupoxTumos axel, fr. 41 Il 103 6’ Alyaiov 
5é riva mépov...; Schaefer (ap. Thesaur.) 
quotes several examples from Lucian, 
e.g. Hermot. 28. In A.P. 7. 256 (at- 
tributed to Plato) olée mor’ Alyalowo 
BapvBpouov oldua Auwdvres Stadtmueller 
unnecessarily proposes téaros.—mpavas: 
it has been suggested that wpev here is 
an inlet or gulf of the sea, as a\vov rpGva 
is sometimes taken to be the Hellespont 
in Aesch. Pers. 135, 882. There is no 
need, however, to give up the ordinary 
rendering, headland. It was usual for 
temples of Poseidon to be erected upon 
promontories: hence Ar. Eq. 560 © ded- 
givwy pedéwv, Douvidpare, w Tepatorie mat 
Kpévov, Ach. 510 otrl Tawdpy Geds. J, 
remarks: ‘omAddecot has its proper 
sense, sea-rocks. Sophocles spoke of 
Poseidon here as (1) ruling over mpaves, 
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as at Sunium etc.: (2) or, surveying the 
blue expanse of the open sea from the 
rocks amidst the waves to which he has 
risen from the depths.’—péSeus, which 
occurs also in Azz. 1119, is regarded by 
some as an archaistic re-formation after 
the substantival uédwy: see Smyth, Gé. 
Melic Poets, p. 213. 
oTopatey is generally considered to be 

corrupt, and most critics have required 
a participle in its place. H., who had 
abandoned his earlier proposal to read 
LovvirGv or VovviarGv, referring to Aesch. 
Cho. 802 & péya valwy orducov, suspected 
that by croudrwv the gateways to the 
underworld were meant. This will 
hardly do without some _ specification 
either express or implied in the context. 
What if Tawapiwy followed, and this 
were the original of Vergil’s Zaexarias 
Jauces (Georg. 4. 467)? So Pind. Pyth. 
4- 43 Tap xOdvioy “Avda ordua, Talvapor 
els tepdv. But there is another possibility 
which deserves mention. The worship 
of Poseidon on promontories was often 
connected with the existence of a secure 
harbour of refuge in the immediate 
neighbourhood. This appears most 
clearly in Eur. Cyc/. 290ff. of rov cdr, 

avat, marép’ éxew vedv (vadv Canter) édpas | 
éppvcduetOa yas év ‘EXAddos wuxots. | 
iepeds 7’ GApavaros Tavdpou péver AcuH? | 
Maréas 7’ d&kpo kevOpdves m TE Lov- 
viov | dias "A@dvas o@s brdpyupos wérpa | 
Tepaisrioi re katagdvyal. Hence the 
titles do@dXewos, ravacdddios, cwowéws 
and the like: the details are collected 
by Gruppe, Gr. AZyth. p. 1158. Now 
evavéuou, on the ordinary view, is either 
(a) breezy or (6) calm,—without much 
obvious point. But in Eur. Anmdr. 749 
hipévas ednvéuous = sheltered harbours. 
We might then translate: ‘Who holdest 
sway on lofty crags over the entrance to 
the blue waters of the sheltered cove.’ 
In any case, I think, Bergk’s transposition 
oTouaTwv omdddecot should be accepted 
for metrical reasons. This error is very 
common, and the enhoplic rhythm of 
vv. 2, 3 can hardly be mistaken: the 
first line, whether to be called enhoplic 
or logaoedic, should be compared with 
O.C. 210 or Az. 399 (Schroeder). evd- 
veuos always has a, probably even in Az. 
197, except in 4. P. g. 555 (Crinagoras, 
circ. B.C. 2I—A.D. g) evdvewov imévwv 7° 
Amv arpeuin,—a passage which also 
illustrates the rendering suggested above. 

372 

| draconum nomzna. | 

372 Servius on Verg. den. 2. 204 
(speaking of the serpents which attacked 
Laocoon) horum sane draconum nomina 
Sophocles in Laocoonte dicit. 

Nauck discredits this statement alto- 
ether, and thinks that it is due to con- 
usion of Sophocles himself with the 
scholiasts who commented on his text. 
This attitude, which he supports by a 
reference to Aesch. fr. 376, Eur. fr. 1016 
and other passages, cannot be approved. 
The names are given by Tzetzes on 
Lycophr. 344 as ILépxis and XapiBoa. 
Serv. on Verg. Aex. 2. 211, quoting as 
his authority Lysimachus—an Alexan- 
drian writer belonging to the second or 

first century B.c.—in the Nésra (FAG 
III 240), presents them in the disguised 
form of Curifis and Periboea (curifin et 
periboeam : Thilo conj. Porcen ofin [dow] 
et Chariboeam). Lycophr. 347 has kal 
madoBparos Ilopxéws vioous dimhas, 
referring to the Calydnae. 

H. points out that the serpent who 
guarded the apples of the Hesperides is 
named Ladon by Apoll. Rhod. 4. 1396. 
C. Keil (Anal. Epigr. 191 n.) adds 
Glycon, the name of a snake in Lucian 
Alex. 18. 

For the significance of these names as 
bearing on the plot of the play see In- 
troductory Note. 
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373 

ATTEAOS 

vov © év mU\aow Aivéas 6 THs Deov 
TapeoT, €7 wpwov tatép e€xwv Kepavviov 
votov Katactalovta Biaawov apos, 
kukdot 8 dvactac’ oikerav mapm)nlia. 

, \ A 4 ¢ / A 

cuvorralera S¢€ mrHjOds of wocov Soxeis, 
aA a“ ee Lal a) 

ol Tnad epac. THS atoukias Ppvyav. 

373. 
plerique 

1 Ailveias codd. 2 xepavviov coni. Reiske 
4 xvuxdoi B [v. tamen comm.]: «ukXe? vulg., KUxAw Reiske | 8’ dvacrac’ 

3 yorod Plutarchi codd. 

scripsi: 6¢ maoav codd. | raurdnOia Blaydes: wapumrdnOiay codd., may«dnplay coni. 
Bergk, waumrnolay Naecke 5sq. ocuurddfera meliores Dion. codd. | yap Bergk | 
mnObs of mécov Herwerden: rdHO0s odx Scov .codd. | doxets, of Reiske: doxe? cor 
codd. | r#05’ A: rotcd’ ceteri codd. 

373 Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1. 48, 
discussing various accounts of Aeneas’ 
migration from Troy to Italy: 

Logoxrjs mév 6 Tpaywdorods év Aao- 
Kowvri Spduart, wehovans adloxecOat THs 
modews, wemoinke Tov Alvelay dvacKkeva- 
fduevov els rhv “linv, kehevobévra bwd Tod 
matpos ’Ayxloov kara Thy pyhnv wy 
"Adpodirn érécxnwe, kal ard Trav veworl 
yevouévew tept Tovs Aaoxowvrldas onuelwv 
Tov méd\Aovra OdEOpov THs wo\ews ouVTE- 
kunpapmévov. exe dé év adr@ ra lauBeta 
év ayyédou (Kiessling for dyyé\w B, &\Aw 
vulgo) mpocwrw eydueva Wie* ‘vov... 
PpvyGv.’ 

v. 3 is quoted by Plut. de virt. et vit. 
2 p. 100 D, without the name of poet 
or play: ws yap dpwuara rpiBwvas edwoers 
Kal paxia moet, Tod 6° ’Ayxicov 7d cHpa 
(pdxos codd. opt., Ald.) éx@pa movnpdv 
éfedidov, ‘vwrov Karacrdfovra Bioowov 
gapos.’ For vwrov Wyttenbach has 
forod (‘lint’) in his text, although he 
prefers vwrov, which he assigns to Turne- 
bus. Bernardakis prints ywrov without 
mentioning any variant. Weil suggests 
Bpérov. It appears that most of Plut.’s 
Mss have porod, the Riccardianus alone 
vwrov (Nauck, Paton). 

1 Aivéas: for the authorities which 
deal with the departure of Aeneas see 
the Introductory Note. 

2f. én’ Gpov: there is very little 
doubt that this touch, which is explained 
by the allusion of xepavvlov, goes back 
to Arctinus. The oldest evidence relating 
to it appears to be that of a coin of the 

town Aineia in Macedonia belonging to 
the sixth century B.c., on which Aeneas is 
represented carrying his father on his 
shoulders, with his wife beside him 
carrying a child in like manner (Bau- 
meister, Denkmdler, fig. 1015). Cf. 
Apollod. efit. 5. 21 Alveias 5€ “Ayxtonv 
tov warépa Bacrdcas epvye.—Kepavviov. 
‘ Anchises had been struck with lightning 
for divulging his intercourse with Venus. 
In the Homeric hymn to Aphrodite, the 
goddess speaks thus to Anchises (v. 286) : 
el 5€ kev é&elryns Kal émedéear adpore 
Ouu@, | ev gpirdrnre peyjvac évoTtepavy 
Kvdepelyn, | Leds ce xotwoduevos Badéer 
WoddevTt Kepauvyg. Verg. Aen. 2. 648 
(Anchises speaks) ex guo me divom pater 
atque hominum rex | fulminis adflavit 
ventis et contigit igni.’ (J.) Allen and 
Sikes suggest that the story is late, on the 
ground that it appears first in Hyginus; 
but Rossbach (in Pauly-Wissowa I 2107) 
seems to be justified in tracing it to the 
old epic saga. The alternative account 
that Anchises was blinded by the lightning 
is ascribed to Theocritus by Servius on 
Aen. 2. 35. See Wilamowitz, 7extgesch. 
ad. Bukol. p. 233- 

veétov...papos.  Plutarch’s ix@pa mo- 
vnpov é&edidov leaves no doubt that -he 
understood Sophocles as affirming that 
the robe of Anchises was stained by the 
discharge from his wound. So the words 
are taken by Wyttenbach, and by J., who 
quotes for the acc. after karacra{w Phil, 
823 ldpads yé To. vw wav Karaordafer déuas, 
and Eur. Hec. 241 pévov cradaypol ony 
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katéoragov yévuv. But this view fails to 
account for the genitive vwrov, for which 
no parallel can be adduced. And, if 
the words mean ‘dropping (matter) from 
his palsied back over his linen robe,’ it 
is very odd that the most important word 
(¢x@pa or the like) should be omitted. 
If this line of interpretation is followed, 
the loss of a verse must be assumed. 
But the assumption is unnecessary, for 
the words can naturally be explained 
‘letting his linen robe drop over his 
back.’ Wyttenbach, who mentions this 
as an alternative version, calls it ‘durior 
metaphora’: but cf. Hom. E 734 mém)ov 
pév Karéxevey éavdv marpds én ovde., 
Aesch,. Ay. 230 kpéxov Badas & és médov 
xéovga. Iam glad to find that the same 
view was taken by Meineke on Callim. 
h. Dem. 5 pn & karexedaro xalrav. 
W. R. Paton in C. 2. XXV 204, adopting 
porod and reading xepavviov (coll. Ant. 
1139) understands ‘staining the fine coat 
of Aeneas with the discharge from his 
rag-bandage.’ It may perhaps seem 
hazardous to assume that Plutarch mis- 
understood Sophocles, but I believe that 
vworov and porov were old rivals, and 
that Plutarch chose the inferior. - The 
intrinsic superiority of vwrov, as inter- 
preted above, seems to me unquestionable: 
the punishment of Anchises was long 
ago, and surely he had not suffered from 
a running sore ever since. Besides, on 
Paton’s view, Morod is scarcely less harsh 
than yvwrov. And why does Paton speak 
more than once of a ‘purple cloak’? Any- 
how, this is scarcely a case for correction 
(a7u0d Burges, WOpw or addpw~ Blaydes). 
—Bicowwov ddpos, ‘ meant to be oriental 
and barbarian. In Aesch. fers. 128 
Bvoclvos mémdos are the garb of the 
Persian mourners. Eur. Bacch. 821 AL. 
oretdal vuv audi xpwti Bvocivous rémdovs. | 
ILE. ri 57 708’; és yuvatxas €& dvdpds TENG ;’ 
(J.) . The latter passage shows that 
Bicoos was also the delicate wear of 
-women: so Aesch. 7heb. 1030, Theocr. 
2. 73, fr. 439 n- This explanation suff- 
ciently accounts for ¢@dpos, which is not 
hie Se in tragedy applied to male 
attire, without supposing that it denotes 
a gift of Aphrodite to Aeneas (Mekler in 
Jahresb. CXX1X 81). 

' @ xu«dot. See cr. n. Nauck and 
Dindorf adopted Reiske’s xix (which 
however Jacoby attributes to B), but 
Hense rightly objected to a reading which 
involves a clumsy syllepsis. of éxwv, even 
if it does not seem to assert that Aeneas 

carried all his household, as well as his 
father, on his back. Hense’s own 
remedy xuxde? 5¢ wavtwv...and Blaydes’s 
kukXet O€ ouutao’... fail to remove the 
inelegant repetition of was. 1 have sub- 
stituted 8 dvacrao’ (2.e. dvacraros ~yevo- 
#évn), which gives an appropriate meaning 
(cf. Eur. ec. 494), and might easily have 
been corrupted to dé macav: the accusative 
waumdnOlay was a consequential error. 
It is impossible to accept Ellendt’s view 
that kuxAe? means ‘ secum volvit, i.e. turba 
circumfusus ingreditur.’ Papageorgius 
rightly gave the preference to xuxAo?, for 
the lexicons will show that xux\etv cannot 
be used for ‘to encircle.’—TrapmAnOta 
has been objected to (see cr. n.), as 
drag elpnuévoy, and because r\HO0s occurs 
in the next line. But something must 
be allowed to accident, and rapmdnéia 
is hardly the word to have been introduced 
asa gloss, Blaydes compares rod\uTAn@lig 
fr. 667 and dvdpordAnGia Aesch. Pers. 
238. See also on fr. gis. 

5 ovvordferar. ‘The anapaest in 
the first foot, in a word of more than 
three syllables, is rare, though not in- 
correct (cp. O.7. 20 dyopatc. @axe?), 
oupnm\d erat = cuutrAavGra, ‘* wanders 
forth with him,” emigrates from Troy.’ 
(J.)—Bergk’s yap (see cr. n.) is attractive 
but unnecessary: see on fr. 576, 4.— 
ovx Scov Soxeis can hardly be right. Its 
natural meaning would be ‘less than you 
think’: cf. Eur. Zvo. 864 7dOov dé 
Tpoiavy ox cov Soxetré pe | yuvatKds 
elvex’. Herwerden’s conjecture restores 
a familiar Greek idiom, wégov Jdoxeis 
being strictly parenthetic: cf. Ar. £ccd. 
399 6 Shpuos dvaBog, mbcov Soxeis; Pac. 
704 xaTepa wba’ dtr’ ole yeyevfcd’ ev rH 
mode. Eubul. fr. 82, 11 192 K. Addvixe 
mnrikov twa | olec0e uéyeOos. See also 
Starkie on Ar. Vesp. 1428 (p. 425). 
Theophil. fr. 2, 11 473 K. xtd\cka...1rds 

Soxeis kepayvter KaN@s. Diphil. fr. 96, 11 
572 K. deurvet re Kxatadds mas doxeis 
Aaxwuxés. The idiom is obviously 
colloquial, ‘you can’t think how. large,’ 
but we have mds doxets in tragedy also at 
Eur. Hipp. 446, Hee. 1160 (2. A. 1590 is 
a late forgery). The latter passage éx 
yarnvav més doxeis mporpOeyudrwv, ‘as 
peaceful as you will,’ is strangely mis- 
understood by some. 

6 ‘Dind. and Herw. place a comma 
after dmockias, to show that Ppuyéy goes 
with rA7jGos. For Spi = Toads, cp. Az. 

1054 (n.)’(J.) Rhythm shows that Spuvyay 
is governed by ol. 
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374 
4 A ¢ 4 ie 

movov petadd\ayGevros ot tovor yAuKets. 

374 Stob. flor. 29. 38 (III p. 635, 
3 Hense) 1 Zopoxdéovs Aaoxdwyros. ‘ mo- 
vou...yAukels.” 

Though the words are simple enough, 
their exact intention has puzzled the 
critics. Thus Dobree proposed oi Néyou 
y\ukels Or H pv hun yAvK’, doubtless with 
the object of producing a closer corre- 
spondence with the well-known ‘line of 
Euripides (fr. 133) aA’ 960 ro owbdvTa 
pewvjnoba movwry. See also the illustra- 
tions quoted on Eur. Hel. 665 950 rou 
moxOuv xrvew. But, if we compare 
Antisth. ap. Stob. flor. 29. 65 7dovas 
Tas weTa TOVS évous SuwKrTéov, arr’ ovxi 
Tas mpd Tav mévwy, remembering that it 
was Antisthenes who said wavelny waddov 
} hodeinr, the point might appear to be 
that labour brings its own reward with 
it. Aesch. Ag. 798 edppwv movos eb 
tekéoacw. Hence Ellendt’s xémov perad- 
hax Oévros and Meineke’s ubxOou 8 dzrad- 
AaxGévros. H. would have agreed with 
Meineke as against Ellendt on the ground 
that mévov, xérov or w6xGov requires a 
verb meaning fo abate, cease; whereas 
metadrAdooew is lo shift, change, alter. 
He accordingly approved 7érpov merah- 
AaxGévros (Nauck had conjectured wérpov 
MetaBAnbévros), comparing fr. 871. 2, 

Aesch. Zheb. 692 daluwy...ueradrakrds 
(in a metaphor from a changing wind), 
Pers. 944 daiuwv yap 60 av merdrpomos 
ém’ éuol (schol. % tUxn meraBéBAnrat), 
Eur. 7yvo. tor petaBaddopévou dalwovos 
dvéxov, Dinarch. 1. 92 pmerowvicacbac 
Tiv THxnv Kal weradAd~EacOa. Similar is 
the intention of Tucker’s mvdéov, a word 
not to be lightly introduced. On the 
other hand Hense, who does not alter 
the text, evidently approves the meaning 
‘a change of labour is sweet.” Only the 
context could decide, but I am not satis- 
fied that mévov peradd\axGévros cannot 
express a change from labour to ease. 
Thus Eur. Her. 734 metaBorta xaxdv 
probably signifies a release from suffering, 
and there is no doubt about the meaning 
of Eur. fr. 864 mwaigfw: weraBodas yap 
moévwy dei Pr, and of Soph. fr. 314, 217 
peTdoracts movwy. Gomperz defends his 
conjecture oi yéo for of mova by the 
Homeric yw ppéva réprouat and yAuKiv 
twepov wpoe yoro, and other passages in 
tragedy; but this is less attractive, as 
the pleasure of weeping does not depend 
on the cessation of suffering. Stadt- 
mueller’s of rérot yAukels is certainly to 
be rejected. é 

375 

poxGov yap ovdeis ToD TapedOdvros doyos. 

375 Stob. flor. 29. 37 (III p. 635, 
a Hense) Dodoxdéovs Aaoxéwvros (so S.: 
MA omit the extract). ‘ udxdov...ddyos.’ 

Meineke reads zrévouv for uéx8ov, con- 
necting this with the last fr. (see n.). 
Similarly Holzner conjectured dvs for 
ovéels. Dindorf also concludes that the 
two lines are to be read together. But 
in fact they do not fit each other: here 
the point is that no sooner is a sorrow 
past than it is forgotten. Cf. Pind. /sth. 
8. 12 GAN’ éuol detua pev mraporxdpevor | 
Kaprepay émravoe puépiuvayv.— ovdels...do- 
“yos, ‘no account is taken of...,’ is a 
phrase which Herodotus employs more 
than once: see 7. 223 mv dé Nbyos ovdeis 

Tov amo\\upévov, 8. 102 Mapdoviov 6é jy 
Tt mdOn Nbyos ovdels yiyverat, g. 80. Cf. 
Aesch. Prom. 247 Bporav 6é Trav rada- 
mwpwv dyov | odx eoxev ovddév’ (see 
Blomfield zz /oc.), Eur. fr. 94 ta” yap 
Ovvacrav mreioros év mode ANOyos, Aled. 
541 ovK dv nv Nbyos oéVev—an example 
which shows that it is sometimes difficult 
to separate this meaning from that of 
speech, reputation (1.7. 517). Sopho- 
cles has also odx av mpiaiuny obdevds Néyou 
Bporév xré. Az. 477, and wH pivac rov 
amravra vixa Adyov O.C. 1225 (Jebb’sn.). 
Both the sense and the language are illus- 
trated by Az. 264 ppovdov yap yon Tod 
kaxov welwy éyos. 
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376 
> / 

avndoOKio par 

376 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 136, 28 _ self-laceration of female mourners. It is 
avnrdxiouac’ dvérxicuat. Lopoxdys Aao- 
kéwv7t. Cf. Hesych. I p.. 199 dvnddxe- 
TuaL* AvérXLT MAL. 

If we may judge by the analogy of 
Eur. Suppl. 826 xara wev ovviw jdroxl- 
oueba, and of Aesch. Cho. 25 dvuxos 
Gdoxe veorduw, the reference is to the 

possible, however, that the meaning is 
simply ‘I am wounded,’ for which cf. 
LRhes. 796 Badetay ddoxa rpabpuaros \aBwr. 
So probably also Eur. Her. 164 xavridép- 
keTau | dopos Taxetay ddoxa, Tdéw éuBeBus, 
which Wilamowitz interprets as a swiftly- 
moving crop of spears. 

377 

KATAPPAKTNS 

377 Hesych. 11 p. 432 karapdxrns 
{xaTappaxrns Musurus)* 6xerés, puaké. Kal 
0 derds. LodokA7s Aaoxdwvre (AaoKkdorTe 
cod.). Kal ras dpruias év Puwel (fr. 714). 

The eagle received this name from its 
downward swoop as a bird of prey. The 
sea-bird specifically so called is accord- 
ingly described by Arist. 4. az. 9g. 12. 
615" 28 6 d€ Karappdxryns fH pmév Tepi 
Oddarray, bray 5é¢ Kaby éauTov eis Td 
Badd, wéver xpbvorv ovk éXdrTova 7 dcov 
tréOpov dtéMM0i Tis. Also the verb xara- 
pdocew is used of the rapid descent of 

a bird. Cf. [Arist.] zr. ausc. 79: the 
Diomedean birds, if barbarians land in 
their island, avirracOa kai aiwpovpuévous 
Katapdooew avrous els Tas Kepaddas avrar. 
These birds were called cataractae by 
some authorities: Plin. 4. 2. 10. 126. 
Lycophron, who has klpxou karappaxrfjpos 
(169), compares Paris to a bird of prey 
in describing him as olyw kxatappaxrijpa 
(539). Athen. 393 B: if jackdaws see 
their own reflection in a bowl of oil, oi 
ordvres abtaw émi Td xetdos Kal KaTaBNeé- 
artes emi Tov Eupawduevov KaTaparrovar. 

AAPIZAIOI 

There can be no reasonable doubt that the subject of this 
play was the final issue of the story of Acrisius and Danae. 
According to Pherecydes in schol. Ap. Rhod. 4. 1o90 (FHG 
I 76), Perseus, leaving Dictys as sovereign of all the Seriphians 
who were not destroyed by the Gorgon’s head, returned to Argos 
with his wife and mother. But Acrisius was no longer there; 
for, in fear of the oracle that he would be slain by his daughter’s 
son, he had withdrawn to the Pelasgian town of Larisa. Perseus 
followed him there, made himself known to his grandfather, and 
persuaded him to accompany him to Argos. But before his 
_departure Perseus was a competitor in a local athletic contest 
which included quoit-throwing. It so happened that the discus 
thrown by Perseus, rebounding after its fall, wounded the foot of 
Acrisius, who sickened and died at Larisa. This plot is clearly 
indicated by frs. 378 and 379, and from the former it appears 
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that Acrisius himself gave the games,—probably in honour of 
the reconciliation with his grandson. The account in Apollod. 
2. 47, which agrees almost word for word with Zenob. I. 41, is 
much shorter, but states that the games were held by Teuta- 
midas, the king of Larisa, on the occasion of his father’s funeral, 
and that Perseus came to Larisa with the express object of con- 
tending. On the other hand, Pausan, 2. 16. 2 says that Perseus 
came to Larisa because he wished to see his mother’s father, and 
‘to show him kindness by word and deed.’ He makes no refer- 
ence to the games, but merely states that Perseus, in the pride of 
youth, rejoicing at the discovery of the discus, gave a public 
display of his skill. Apollodorus speaks of the contest as the 
pentathlon, but Pherecydes goes out of his way to deny that 
the pentathlon had then been established. A late variation of 
the story is given by Hygin. 63, in which the scene is trans- 
ferred from Larisa to Seriphus, on the occasion of the funeral 
games held after the death of Polydectes. The discus was 
carried out of its proper direction by the wind, and broke the 
head of Acrisius, 

The similarity of the circumstances to the Amyclean legend 
of Hyacinthus and Apollo should be observed: see Eur. Hed. 
1469 ff. (n.). 

378 
‘ > 5 “ , 4, 

tow 8 ayava mayfevov Kknpvooerat, 
/ / > \ / 

xahknradtous héBntas Exrileis pepe, 
Kal KotAa ypvodKo\Xa Kal Tavapyvpa 
expat, els apiOpov é€jkovta Sis. 

378. 1 mdyievoy Schneider et Schweighauser: mwayteva codd., rayéevei Kaibel, 
mayiévors Casaubon, mayer’ avaxnptooerat Bothe 

378 Athen. 466 B 6 6€ rapa Lo@o- 
kvei é€v rots Aapioalos Axplovos Kai adros 
éxmapata doa mrelora elxev, ws Pynow 6 
TpayiKods ‘mod 9&’...dls.’ vv. 3, 4 are 
repeated from Athenaeus in Eustath. 77. 
p- 1319, 48. 

1 mdytevov (see cr. n.) is probably 
right, and the error was caused by assimi- 
lation to the termination of dyéva: cf. 
Bacchyl. 10. 28 mayiévy xalrav éXaig 
yAavka orepavwoduevov. For Sophocles’ 
fondness for compounds with mds see 
Jebb on TZrach. 661.—dyava here is 
gathering rather than conzest, as in Hom. 
Q10 and elsewhere.—kyptooerar: the 
middle is best treated as causative ‘had 
proclaimed’; but it should be recognized 

that this is only a special application, 
suggested by the context, of the essential 
subjectivity which belongs to the middle 
voice. See the excellent account given 
by E. S. Thompson on Plat. Men. 93 D. 
The partiality of Sophocles for the middle 
voice is well known: parallel cases are 
O.7. 556 réupacda, Phil. 944 pjvacba, 
frs. 16, 941. According to the other 
authorities it was Teutamidas, and not 
Acrisius, who gave the funeral games: 
see Introductory Note. 

2 xadxnAdrovus A€Byras, ‘ cauldrons, 
kettles, of bronze, on stands (rpiodes). 
A lebes is one of the prizes in the Homeric 
funeral games, ¥ 267.’ (J.) Cf. Hl. 54 
Trimwua xadkdmrdevpoy, of the urn con- 
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taining the supposed ashes of Orestes. 
hépe, to win = pépecdar. So El. 692 
TovTwy éveyKwv mavTa Tamika, O. C. 6, 
O. T. 590, 1190, Ant. 464 Képdos péper, 
At. 436 edkreav pépwr. 

3 xotda is suspected by Kaibel, but 
without sufficient cause. It is a technical 
term of art, where the convex figures 
produced by the chasing of the baser 
metal are overlaid with gold (or silver) ; 
and helps here to distinguish the cups 
with gold ornamentation from those which 
are of solid silver. So xpuaoxd\dXnTov 
démas and xp. kéAmes in Antiphanes (fr. 
237, 11 115 K. and fr. 106, 11 53 K.): 
Athenaeus saw at Capua a cup dedicated 
to Artemis, dpyupody, éxk rdv ‘Ounpixdv 
ém@v KaTeoKkevacuévoy Kai évTeTuTWpeva 
éxov Ta én xpvools ypdupacw, ws 7d 
Nécropos 6v (4668). See Sittl, Archaeol. 
der Kunst, p. 216. The meaning of 
kotAdos is fixed by [Arist.] oecon. 2. 24. 

1350 23 €\aBev éx trav évdvtwr iepov 
boos éviv xothos &pyupos...lddvres 5 oi 
oTpari@rat Kai vouloavres Gwmavra elvan 
dpyvpov ta aydueva. Cf. Theopomp. 
(FHG 1 298) ap. [Longin.] de sublim. 43. 
2 Kothos apyupos kal ypvads amreipyacuédvos 
kal éxma@pyara Kal kparnpes, Lucian Gall. 
24 xpuods 6 KotNos rautrodus. 

4 eis dpipov éfjKovTa Sls: ‘twice 
sixty in number,’ not ‘ to the number (of) 
twice sixty.’ Cf. Hdt. 7. 60 dcov éxacrot 
mapetxov TAGs és aprOudv. 7b. 97 cvved- 
Obvra (mroia) és Tov dpiOudy épdvn Tpic- 
xia. We should not therefore compare 
Aesch. Pers. 342 6 mas dpiOmos els Tpra- 
kddas déxa | vadv. 

Translate: ‘He proclaims a great 
contest, open to all strangers; and sets 
forth, as prizes for them to win, kettles 
wrought of bronze, and chased cups 
overlaid with gold, or of pure silver, six 
score in all.’ 

379 

Adpica pyTnp tpooydver Tekavyidwr 

379 Adpioca cod. | Mehacyldwy Diels: redacydav cod., He\acydav Nicole 

379 Schol. Gen. Hom. ® 319 tives 
ypapouer < 61a > SU0 aos oxXEpddos, érrel 
Eddopiwy &v Opaki ‘riuBos brd Kvypoior 

_modvoxepddos Muxdvoo.’ *AmodNbdwpos 
dé pyol wepicoov TO & Tap aire civar, ws 
map ‘Ounpy ‘vata pepécBrios’ (see Allen 
and Sikes, Homeric Hymns, p. 1). . xat 
Lopoxrys év apxy Aapiccalwy ‘Adpicca 
earnp mpocyovev Iedacydar.’ 

The eponymous heroine of the lhessa- 
lian town was herself the daughter of 
Pelasgus (Hellan. fr. 29 “HG 1 49), and 
the acropolis at Argos was called Larisaea 
after her (Pausan. 2. 24. 1). She fell 
into the Peneios, while playing ball 
(Eustath. Od. p. 1554, 34). For repre- 
sentations of her head on Thessalian 
coins see B. V. Head, Aizst. Num. 
p- 299. Larisa was also the name given 
to the wife of Cyzicus (Parthen. 28).— 
mporyovwv was evidently a puzzle, and 
the grammarian’s solution that ¢ was 

P, Il. 

redundant shows that he understood the 
meaning to be ‘ (our) Pelasgian ancestors.’ 
Nauck judged the word to be ‘sine dubio 
vitiosum.’ Van Leeuwen conjectured 
mpoomédwyv (or mpos yorav) Iedacyidwr, 
Blaydes rporardpwy or Ovyarépwr Iledac- 
yixav, but none of these guesses is satis- 
factory. It is perhaps possible that 
mpooyovwy meant ‘after-born,’ with the 
preposition denoting the ‘nxcrease of the 
race. Some support may be found in the 
use of rpooyevys by Niceph. ap. Walz 
Rhet. Gr. 1 498, 7 OnBatos jv Acdvucos xal 
mpooyeviys Beds. Similarly rpooyévyyots, 
for which see Lobeck, Phryn. p. 352. 
Eustratius (on Arist. eth. V.1.11 p. 101, 36 
Heylb.) has ai mpooyevvyoers trav CEwbev 
=accretions.—For the significance of 
Larisa as a Pelasgian name in various 
localities see Hom. B 84of. (Leaf), and 
Holm, Hist. Gr. 1 60. 
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380 

kat ot Tpitov plimtovT. Awtievs av7p 
a A ¥ 

ayxov mpoonwev “EXatos év SioKypate. 

380. 2”E)aros Bergk: éda.os cod. (literam extritam 7 esse Montfaucon cense- 
bat), €Aagpdés vulgo 

380 Steph. Byz. p. 257, 4 Awrior, 
mods OegoaNias...€kA7jOn dro Awrias THs 
’"Eddrov...6 modirns, Awrieds. Zooks 
Aapiocaios* Skat wo...duoxhpare.’ 

The speaker appears to be Perseus, 
although Wilamowitz (Zsy//os p. 60g) 
attributes the words to a messenger; and 
it seems that in his third throw he was 
baulked by Elatus, so that his quoit flew 
wide and wounded Acrisius. Elatus is 
known as a leader of the Lapithae living 
at Larisa, and as the father of the Argo- 
naut Polyphemus: MHygin. fad. 14. 
Dotion, here mentioned as his country, 
which according to Steph. was called 
after his daughter Dotia, is the name 
given to the eastern part of the Larisaean 
plain. Wilamowitz (/.c.) argued that 
Sophocles took the name Elatus and his 
home Dotion directly from Hesiod (frs. 

122, 123). Cf. Hom. %. 16. 3, Phere- 
cydes fr. 8 (7HG 1 71), Archinus fr. 2 
(HG Iv 317). 

2 pooner will not construe as the 
text stands; for there is no authority for 
the interpretation given by L. and S. 
* to Sasten oneself lo, come very near to.’ 

O.7. 668, however treated, is dissimilar. 
Nauck suggests mpooyéev, but this hardly 
seems the right word. It is probable 
that if we possessed the context there 
would be no difficulty: the following 
line may have been something like réxy 
mwapactds, xeipa T@ Bpaxlov..—SioKypare 
is used where we should expect the zomen 
actionts, rather than a noun expressing 
the result; but Blaydes’s év dlcxov Body 
is certainly not required. Cf. Zrach. 
1213 4 Kal mupas mAjpwua THs elpnuérys ; 

381 

unde to TeOvynKdTt 
VX a > 5 ee. ¢ , 

Tov (avr emapKew avrov ws Oavovpevor. 

381 Stob. flor. 125. 11 (IV p. 1139, 
6 Hense) ZogoxAéous Aapiooaiwy. ‘unde 
... Oavotpmevov.’ 

It has generally been thought that 
something is wrong with the text, which 
seems to give the opposite of the sense 
required. Hence Gesner altered pmSé to 
xpn 5é, which Dindorf, Wagner and 
others adopt, and Tyrwhitt substituted 
éravxeiv for éwapkeitv. Both are satis- 
factory in point of meaning,—for the 
latter we might compare Hom. x 412 
ov7~x boln Krapévoiow én’ avipdow evxerd- 
aca; but it does not seem likely that 
xpH was corrupted to wy—, or that so 
good a word as émapkely arose by acci- 
dent. It is possible, as Ellendt and 
Campbell contend, that the context 
would have cleared up the obscurity; 
but the words seem to be part of a 
direct admonition, and experiment will 

show that it is not easy satisfactorily to 
fill the gap. For the general sentiment 
implied in the text as it stands cf. Eur. 
Phoen. 1320 Tots yap Oavotor xph rov ov 
TeOvnkdra | Timas diddvTa xOdviov eb céBew 
Gedv. The spirit of the precept is by no 
means that of ‘doing unto others as we 
would they should do unto us.’ It is 
merely another particular application of 
the maxim O@vnra gPpoveiv xpy (see on fr. 
590), which itself illustrates the Greek 
devotion to moderation and self-restraint 
(undév dyav). Similarly in #7. 1171 
Ovntod mwépuxas marpds, "Hdéxrpa, ppd- 
vet, | Ovnrds & ’Opéorns’ wore wh Lay 
oréve, z.¢. don’t forget the limitations 
imposed upon humanity, which require 
you to suffer, Orestes to die. Holzner 
defended the text by quoting Eur. Hei. 
1402 G\Ad rls Kelvy xd pis | Eby KarOavdvTe 
kaTOaveir ; 
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382 
c ey a A > , A 
@S KQV TUPQVVY) TAS emrev&eTau puyet. 

382 kav rupavr7 scripsi: kai tépavve Hesych., cal ripavvov Brunck | érevéerac 
Nauck: éyyiferac Hesych., é@iferac Meineke, épierar Grotius, érevxerac Semenow, 
émignret R. Ellis 

382 Hesych. Iv p. 336 ws... Zogo- 
KAjjs 6é Aapicoalois dvti Tov lay. ‘ws... 

vyetv.’ 
The restoration of this fragment is 

a hopeless quest, unless a new edition of 
Hesychius should yield fresh material. 
At present, as Nauck says, ‘ita editur, 
de codicis scriptura non constat.’ The 
grammatical explanation Nay is of no 
assistance, being merely a stock gloss of 
worthless character: see Suid. s.v. as, 
who quotes fr. 960 in illustration of the 
same rendering. Similarly the schol. on 
Al. 39 Td ws avi Tov addnOas. There is 
no value in such random guesses as 

F. W. Schmidt’s ws rov répavvov (or ds 
og, & Tbpavve,) was erns épa pvyeiv, or 
Blaydes’s ws rhv rupavvid’ edyera was Tis 
AaBetv. 

The sense obtained by the vulg. ds xai 
Tupavvoy was édlerac puyeiv and similar 
attempts is unsatisfactory: as a general 
statement it is untrue or incomplete, and 
if particularized bears no relation to what 
is known of the plot. My suggestion 
implies that the words refer to the with- 
drawal of Acrisius to Larisa: ‘before 
such a danger, everyone—even a king— 
would seek to fly.’ For the gnomic future 
see Gildersleeve, § 258. 

383 
Kpavevatys 

383 Steph. Byz. p. 381, 14 Kpaveca, 
xwptov’ AuBpaxwra@v...7d Ovixdv Kpaveca- 
Tys ws Madecirns (uaperarns codd.), ws gyai 
LopoxAjs Aapioators (Aapicaios codd.). 
_ Craneia was a hill-fortress in the terri- 
tory of Ambracia; and the range of 
hills on the N. of the town was called 

by the same name (Bursian, Geogr. 1 
34). Ambracia was a colony of Corinth, 
so that there may be a connexion with 
the Corinthian Craneum, for which see 
Frazer, Pausav. 1 p. 18. The man 
from Craneia was probably a competitor 
at the games. : 

AHMNIAI 

The, arrival of the Argonauts at Lemnos was the first re- 
corded incident in their voyage. They found it occupied only 
by women, under the rule of Hypsipyle, the daughter of Thoas. 
The Lemnian women had neglected the worship of Aphrodite, 
who in consequence made them offensive to their husbands, so that 
they were abandoned in favour of Thracian concubines brought 
over from the mainland. ‘The wives in revenge massacred their 
husbands and fathers,—all except Hypsipyle, who saved the life 
of her father Thoas, When the Argonauts landed, they formed 
alliances with the women; and Hypsipyle bore to Jason two sons, 
Euneus (Hom. H 468) and another known either as Nebrophonus 

4—2 
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(Apollod.), Deipylus (Hygin.), or Thoas (A. P. 3. 10). Such is 
the brief narrative of Apollodorus (1. 114 f.), to which Asclepiades 
(FHG il 303) adds nothing. 

The title might suggest that the central motive of the play 
was the notorious crime committed by the women: cf. Aesch., 
Cho. 629 kax@v S& mpecBeverar to Adpviov oye. But schol. 
Apoll. Rhod. 1. 769 shows that both the present play and the 
Hypsipyle of Aeschylus were concerned rather with the landing 
of the Argonauts and its conséquences: 67s 8é éuiynoay ot 
"Apyovadrat tais Anpviats, “Hpodwpos tatopet év tots “Apyo- 
vavtixois (FHG It 38).: Aioxyvros b€é év “Tyrurrvry (p. 79 N.) 
év Oras hynolv avtas érerOovaas Yetpalouévors areipyew, EX pl 
NaBeiy Spxov wap avTov amoBavtras puynoecOar a’tais. Lodo- 
Krys S€ év tais Anpviais Kat waynv ioxyupav atrodvs cuvarrat 
dno. The statement of Aeschylus that the women armed 
themselves and opposed the landing of the Argonauts agrees 
with Apoll. Rhod. 1. 635 8a tevyea Sdcat és aiyradov mpo- 
yéovto...9 8 dua tio. @oavtias “Trrurvrdeva | ddv’ évi revyeot 
matpos. So the habits of the women are described: ryou de 
Bovxorai te Bowv yarKerd Te Suvew | Tevyea, Tupodopovs TE 
SiatpnEacOar apovpas | pnitepov macnow 'AOnvains Tédrev Epyov 
(2b. 627 ff., with which we should probably compare fr. 387). The 
storm attested for Aeschylus and the battle-scene of Sophocles 
are described with his usual elaboration by Statius (7%ed. 5. 
376—397). But the most important source for the whole in- 
cident is Apollonius, who tones down the harsher features of 
the story agreeably to the taste of the Alexandrian epoch (1. 
609—909). The women appear in armour, but Aethalides is 
sent to make terms, which are immediately granted. Then 
Polyxo, the aged nurse of Hypsipyle, recommends that the 
strangers be invited to settle in the island, in order that 
the women may not lack protection in the days to come. 
Iphinoe is ordered to ask Jason to enter the city. At his 
interview with Hypsipyle, she conceals the murder of the men, 
representing that they were expelled by the women and are 
living in Thrace. Subsequently all the Argonauts were wel- 
comed within the walls, except Heracles, who remained by the 
ship. After a delay of several days1, Heracles rebuked them 
for their indolence; the Argonauts at once made ready for de- 
parture ; and Hypsipyle and Jason exchanged parting speeches, 
mournfully acquiescing in the destiny which forced them to 
separate. Hyginus (fad. 15) takes from Apollonius the pro- 
posal of Polyxo, and also mentions Iphinoe, who is described 

1 The stay lasted two years according to Ovid (Her. 6. 56), one year according to 
Statius (7%er. 5. 460), and four months according to Valerius Flaccus (2. 367). 
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as custos portae and announces to Hypsipyle the arrival of the 
Argonauts. Welcker, who assumes that the last-mentioned 
detail is taken from Sophocles, assigns frs. 385 and 386 to a 
speech of Iphinoe, and thinks that fr. 389 refers to her watch. 
He justly observes that there is nothing tragic in Apollonius’ 
account!, and seeks to avoid the consequent difficulty by em- 
phasizing the importance of the battle as the principal incident 
of the play. This is hardly satisfactory ; for the battle cannot 
have been much more than a skirmish, even when we give full 
weight to the scholiast’s epithet. The chief interest of the 
subject for Sophocles must have been the opportunity which 
it offered for delineating the character of a woman confronted 
with such exceptional difficulties. The climax of the action 
must surely have been the departure of Jason—less easily 
effected, we may surmise, than in Apollonius; and the play 
may have ended with the selling of Hypsipyle into slavery 
after the discovery that Thoas was still alive (Apollod. 3. 65). 
In that case the unity of time would require that the landing 
and the battle were merely referred to as events that had 
happened é€@ tod dpayatos. 

An isolated reference in Stephanus (fr. 386) implies that a 
revised edition of the play was published. 

384 

@ Anuve Xpvons 7 

384 Steph. Byz. p. 696, 16 Xpicn, 
Baputdvws, 7 mddts Tov ‘Amd\wvos eyyes 
Anjpvov. Lopokdr7As Anyvias ‘ @...mdyoe.’ 

Stephanus, who errs in confusing the 
Lemnian Chryse with Chrysa in the 
Troad (see on fr. 40), makes a further 
blunder in describing it as méNs Tod 
*Amré\Xwvos, a description probably in- 
tended for the other Chryse (Hesych. 111 
p. 54 s.v. Avxaiov). Chryse was a small 
island to the E. of Lemnos, and the 
scene of the sacrifice at which Philoctetes 
was bitten by the serpent guarding the 
shrine of the nymph Chryse or, according 
to others, of the goddess Athena wor- 
shipped under this name (P27. 194, 1326). 
Thence he was conveyed to Lemnos and 
abandoned (24. 270). Before the time of 
Pausanias (8. 33. 4) it had been over- 
whelmed by an inundation, and dis- 

ayXLTEpLoves Tayou 

appeared beneath the sea. The date of 
its destruction must have been subsequent 
to the third Mithridatic war, since it is 
alluded to, though not named,in Appian’s 
account of a sea-fight of Lucullus (App. 
Mithr. 77). The Admiralty chart shows 
an extensive sand-bank immediately to 
the E. of. Lemnos, and it has recently. 
been reported that ancient ruins have 
been observed on the sea-bottom,—Ac- 
cording to a tradition mentioned by 
Philostr. iun. zwag. 18. 2, the altar of 
Chryse was erected by Jason on his 
voyage to Colchis. This is confirmed 
by Doriades (A. P. 15. 26; 5), who: calls 
Jason Xpvoas datras. Whether Sophocles 
introduced the name in that connexion 
cannot be determined. —Blaydes conj. 
ayxtTéppovos. 

1 Hermann, Ziem. Metr. p. 120, conjectured that the Ajuriac was a satyr-play. 
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385 

[karddoyos tov *ApyovavTav. | 

385 Schol. Pind. Pyth. 4. 303 
mdvras Lopoxdrys év rats Anuvidor TH 
Spduar. xkarahéyer rovs els 7d *Apy@ov 
eigehOdvras oKxddos, kal 6 Aioxvdos év 
KaBelpos (p. 31 N.). 

As the statement covers more than the 
contents of fr. 386, it has been printed 
separately. The extant lists of Argonauts 
are those given by Pind. Pyth. 4, Apoll. 

Rhod. ad init. (reproduced with variations 
by Hygin. fad. 14, Val. Flacc. 1 352-486, 
Tzetz. Lyc. 175), Apollod. t. 111 ff., 
Diod. 4. 41. There is evidence that 
similar lists were recorded by Phere- 
cydes (FHG 1 87), Herodorus (FAG It 
37 f.), Cleon (schol. Ap. Rh. 1. 77), and 
possibly by Hesiod (schol. Ap. Rh. 
I. 45) 

386 

Depyridns 7 “Aduntos 7d 6 Awrtieds 
AariOns Kéopavos 

386 Steph. Byz. p. 257, 5 Awrtov 
mods GecoaNlas...6 rorlirns Awrie’s. Lo- 
goxr7s Aapicalos (fr. 380)...Kal év An- 
pviais mporépats ‘Pepnridns... Kdpwvos.’ 

No doubt these lines occurred in the 
list of Argonauts. According to Pind. 
Pyth. 4. 125 f. Admetus and Melampus, 
who were Jason’s cousins, accompanied 
their fathers Pheres and Amythaon. 
Thus his share in the expedition was an 
early adventure of Admetus. Pheres is 
not mentioned in the other lists.—1é, 
common in Aeschylus, occurs twice in 
Sophocles (cf. fr. 549), and twice in 
Euripides (Her. 30, Hec. 323). Burges 
conj. 7v x2.—Awrtrets: see on fr. 380.— 

The son of Coronus is mentioned in the 
Homeric catalogue (B 746). Coronus 
was the son of Caeneus, who was a 
distinguished leader of the Lapithae in 
their fight with the Centaurs (Ap. Rh. 1, 
57—64). The Lapithae were the heroic 
ancestors of the Thessalian nobility, and 
the famous battle is the echo of some 
prehistoric resettlement of Thessaly. 
Coronus, as king of the Lapithae near 
Mt Olympus, afterwards came into conflict 
with the Dorians of Hestiaeotis; but 
Heracles came to the assistance of the 
latter and slew Coronus (Diod. 4. 37, 
Apollod. 2. 154). 

387 
amhatov a€vpBrynrov e&eOpepapnv 

387 

387 Phot. p. 153, 3 ed. Reitz. 
(= Bekk. anecd. p. 413, 14 and Etym. 
M. cod. Voss. p. 327 C Gaisf.) d&¥uBAnTov" 
wore undevl amavrica. Lopokryjs ‘a- 
wracrov a&vuBrnrov e&eOpePaunry (éfeOp. 
om. Ztym. M.).’ Eustath. Od. p. 1405, 
57 divuBryTOos...@ otk éorw aravTioa, 
ws LopokdAys mov Pyolv ‘drdacrov azvu- 
Brnrov éeOpewduev’ (sic). The words 
dmracrov aévpBdnTov are also recorded 
without the name of the poet or the 
play in Cramer, anecd, Par. Iv p. 115, 4. 
The name of the play is given by Hesych. 

dm\arov Bergk: dmrdacrov codd. 

I p. 221 déduBAnrov (a=vBdynTOv cod.: 
corr. Musurus) 6 wndevi dravrav (dravTa 
 cod.: corr. Nauck) duvarév, 7 dovvdyrn- 
Tov. LopoxrAHs Anuvias. 

Welcker’s suggestion that these words 
were spoken of Hypsipyle by Polyxo is 
better than the alternative proposed by 
Hartung that they are a piece of brag- 
gadocio addressed by the Chorus to their 
opponents. Necessity had made the 
Lemnian women formidable adversaries : 
Ap. Rhod. 1. 627 ryote 5€ Bovxddal re 
Body xdd\xerd re Svvey | revxea, 
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mupopopous Te dtaTunzsacPar dpovpas | pyl- 
Tepov maayow “AOnvatns rédev epywv. Ov. 
Her. 6. 53 Lemniadesque viros nimium 
guogue vincere norunt. But perhaps 
the point is rather that their isolation was 
due to the general abhorrence of their 
cruelty: Aesch. Cho. 633 Oceootvyjrw & 
dye | Bporav aripwhév olxera vyévos. 

G@aharov: seecr.n. Bergk’s emenda- 
tion is certain. In Zrach. 1093 drartov 
Opéupa Kamrpooryopoy, where the language 
is curiously similar, BT have dm)\acrov, 

and in AZ, 256 ddacros has the support 
of I and other copies as well as of the 
best tradition of Suid. [Jebb’s cr. n. is 
not correct.] Meineke conj. dmé\acror, 
—d£vpBrAynrov. The adj. belongs to the 
order of drpécpuaxos, dirporbudos, drpbc- 
gpopos, amrpooyyopos, and others such as 
dmpoaBdrnTos (Bekk. anecd. p. 440, 15) 
or dovvdyTnros, which are less well sup- 
ported.—écOpeapnv. The middle voice, 
found also in £7. 13,expresses the interest 
of the agent. 

388 
F>49 > , ¥ e be oh la 

TAX QavuToO det Feu TOUpYyOV WS eyw Tapas 

388 1rdx’ aird Meineke: taxv 5’ aird codd. | fort. 075’ éyw 

388 Schol. Plat. Hipp. maz. 288 B 
mapowula, avTo deléer, érl Tay dmioToUvTwY 
TL pn yevécOat...méuvnrac dé av’ras Kal 
LogoxrAjs év Anpuviais otrws* ‘raxd & 
avTd...capas.’ 

Even if this was a satyr-play, it is ex- 
tremeiy unlikely that Sophocles would 
have commenced a line with rayd 06’ 
avré, dividing the anapaest between two 
distinct words (see Jebb on O. C. 1361); 
and I am convinced that Meineke was 
right in substituting tdy’ airéd. The 
following points should be noted: (1) 
Taxa is very common in Sophocles with 
a fut. in the sense of soon (see Ellendt 
$.v.), but taxt, guickly, only occurs in 
Phil. 349. (2) raxa is regularly em- 
ployed in conjunction with the phrase 
avrd deifec and its congeners: Ar. Lys. 
375 Totpyov Tax’ avrd delta, Eur. Andr. 
265 7d 8 épyov atro onuavet rdxa, Ar. 
Ran. 1261 del&ex 5h Trdxa, Plat. Critias 
108 C TovTo olév éorw airé cor Taxa 5y- 
Awoe. (3) Taxa is usually glossed by 
taxéws (Phot., Suid., Ztym. .); but, 
while the distinction between rdxa and 
raxv indicated above prevails generally in 
classical Greek, trax’ came to be used 
in place of rdxa at a later date. The 
intrusion of 6’ will not surprise those who 

have observed the ways of copyists.— 
avré SefEer is the common phrase (Plat. 
Theaet. 200 E, Hipp. mai. 288 8) for 
which av’ro onuavet (Eur. Phoen. 623, 
Bacch. 976), aro Sndwoet (Dem. 19. 157} 
or avro dvddéer (Plat. Prot. 324A) may 
be substituted. Sometimes we find the 
noun added, as here and in other passages 
already quoted (cf. Dem. 19. 167); some- 
times the verb stands impersonally (Ar. 
Vesp. 994, Ran. 1261, Plat. Phileb. 20, 
rep. 497 C).—The latter part of the line 
is almost certainly corrupt, as is gene- 
rally admitted. I have suggested ol6’ 
éya gages, relying on the parenthetic 
use of of8’ éy# in warnings of a similar. 
character: O. C. 852 xpévw yap, old” éya, 
yarn trade, 7b. 1197 010’ eye, yroon 
Kaxod | Ovypod redeuTHy ws Kak mpooyi- 
yverat. Previous conjectures may be 
divided into two classes: (1) those which 
alter cadds:—ws éyw cadpis Hense; ws 
éyw gopds Boissonade; (2) those which 
alter éyw:—was Aéyw, sadas Burges; ws 
éyet, caps Herwerden; ws éxw, cadids 
Wecklein; ws doxd, cages Meineke. 
Hense was justified in observing that the 
examples of av’rd deltec show that it 
should not be joined with cadds. 

389 
5 , Y 

QO ANTUKTOV @pav 

389 Hesych. I p. 296 doddmixrov 
@pav. Td pmecovixtiov. éomépas yap Kai 
épOpov éoddmifov. Logpoxdfs Anuviacs. 
Bekk. anecd. p. 450, 26 doddmeyKTov 
@pave TO pecovixtiov. otrw Lodpokd7s. 
The phrase is parallel to the more com- 

mon vuxrds dwpt. For the use of the 
trumpet in the heroic age see on Eur. 
Phoen. 1377, Jebb on Az. 17. Pollux 
(4. 86) mentions among the pépn rod 
moreuornplov cadmlyuaros both the éfop- 
pnrixdy or réveille, and the dvamavornpiov 
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as TO Katafevyvivrwy éripbeyua. In AZ. 
289 ff. Tecmessa enquires of Aias, ri 
THVS ...apopuas meipay ore Tov K\Uwyr | 
oadrriyyos; aka viv ye was eb der 
orpards. 

doddmuKrtos is to be preferred to dod)- 
meyxtos, for oadmvyxrys etc. are never 
found on inscriptions, which show gah- 

times (Meisterhans*, p. 84). The state- 
ment of L. & S. to the contrary is 
erroneous; and of the older authorities 
L. Dindorf’s view (in Steph. 7%es.) has 
proved morecorrect than Lobeck’s (Phryn. 
p- 191). The epigraphic evidence has 
been strengthened since the date of 
Rutherford’s note (ew Phryn. p. 279). 

muxTys and the like down to imperial 

MANTEIE H TOAYIAOS 
The story of Polyidus and Glaucus is related most fully by 

Hyginus (fad. 136) and Apollodorus (3. 17—20). 
Glaucus, son of Minos and Pasiphae, when a child, fell into 

a large vessel full of honey, and perished!. Minos did not know 
what had become of him, and consulted the oracle of Apollo (or, 
according to Apollodorus, the Curetes). The response was as 
follows*. Minos had in his herds a wondrous cow, a prodigy 
which changed its colour thrice a day, being in turn white, red, 
and black. Whoever, said the oracle, could find the most 
appropriate object of comparison to the marvel, would also be 
able to give back the child alive to his father. 

The soothsayers of Crete were called together, but failed to 
solve the puzzle. Then a foreign diviner from Argos, Polyidus 
son of Coeranus, successfully accomplished the task by com- 
paring the cow to a mulberry, white in the bud, then red, and 
finally black. 

Polyidus was then required by Minos to find Glaucus. The 
seer had recourse to augury, and at last discovered the dead 
child*. But, when he brought the body to Minos, the latter de- 
manded that Polyidus should restore Glaucus to life. As the 
seer declared this to be impossible, Minos resolved to bury him 
alive in the same tomb with the corpse of the boy. Polyidus 
was accordingly entombed; but in the vault itself he found 
a way of deliverance. A snake came to the dead body, and 
Polyidus killed it with a stone’. Presently he saw another snake 
come, and cover the dead snake with a particular grass. Then 
the dead snake came to life. So Polyidus brought the same 

1 For the association of wi#o: with death see Miss Harrison, Prodeg. p. 38, Gruppe, 
Gr. Myth. p. 8165. 

* The answer is merely a riddle propounded as a test of intelligence, like the 
aiviywa of the Sphinx (O. 7. 393). : 

® For the details see on fr. 396. Apollodorus merely says that the discovery o 
the child’s body was effected 6:4 Tivos uavreias. - 

* According to Hyginus, with a sword, which Minos had ordered to be placed in 
the vault. 
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grass to the dead child, and resuscitated him. Minos, informed 
by a passer-by who heard sounds in the tomb, caused it to be 
opened, and having his son restored to him, sent back Polyidus, 
with many rewards, to Argos. Apollodorus adds that even so 
Minos would not allow Polyidus to depart until he had imparted 
the secret of his craft to Glaucus. Polyidus consented, but at the 
moment of his departure caused Glaucus to spit into his mouth; 
the result was that by so doing he forgot the art of divination 

_which he had recently acquired’. 
The main features of the story are summarized with a 

rationalistic explanation by Palaephat. 27. From this legend 
arose the proverb [Aad«os mi@y weds avéotn recorded by Apostol. 
5. 48. 

No doubt Phamenus mentioned in fr. 392 was one of the 
prophets who failed where Polyidus succeeded. Fr. 394 perhaps 
refers to their attempts to identify the portent by divination 60 
€umupoy, just as fr. 396 seems to refer to the augury of Polyidus. 
It will be shown in the notes that Welcker was hardly right in 
interpreting fr. 393 of the restoration of Glaucus to life, or fr. 
399 of his corpse as bringing a curse on Polyidus. He also re- 
gards fr. 398 as coming from a messenger’s speech describing a 
sacrifice made when Polyidus and Glaucus were entombed. But 
the details of the sacrifice do not suit a funeral rite: they are 
rather. of a joyful, if primitive, character. It is more likely that 
the reference is to a festival, on the occasion of which Glaucus 
accidentally lost his life. 

It should be pointed out in regard to the title of the play 
that there are seven references to a play entitled Mayvrteus, and 
three to a Polyidus. Frs. 390 and 391 prove that Polyidus was 
mentioned more than once in the Maptess. Fr. 395, first attri- 
buted to this play by Bergk, shows that Sophocles treated the 
story of Glaucus. It is a natural, if not an inevitable deduction 
from these premisses that the play of Sophocles bore the alter- 
native titles Mayteis 7 odvid0s. The chorus then consisted of 

 pavtews,—assistants of Polyidus, or perhaps Curetes, as Welcker 
thought. 

The Kpfoca: of Aeschylus dealt with the same subject: see 
note on fr. 395. For the HoAvdos of Euripides, of which many 
fragments survive, including the famous fr. 638, see Nauck 
p. 558. 

1 For the curious belief that the demonic influence could be expelled by spitting 
see Gruppe, Gr. jth. p. 8873. 
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390 
c las / la a) , 

6p® mpdoxetpov Iodvidov Tov pavTews 

390 

390 LZwym. Paris. post Kiym. Gud. 
p. 1o1r (p. 1921 B Gaisf., previously pub- 
lished in Valckenaer, diatr. p. 200) 
= Cyrill. ap. Cramer, anecd. Paris. 1V 
p- 188, 29 HloAvdos* obrw Kai ’AmoANwyLOs 
6 Tod’ ApxiBiov (the author of the Homeric 
lexicon: fl. towards the end of the first 
century A.D.). Kal éort, pyol, rodviduwr, 
pavris av. orw dé Kal 7d SpGua émvypa- 
gerar mapa Apicroddver (I 508 K.: bd 
’"Apistopavous anecd. Paris.). japtupet 
6é kal diddgevos (fl. early in the first cent. 
A.D.). Kal Lopokdr7s & év Mavrect cuve- 
oreiiey ‘OpG...udvrews, Kal maw ‘ovK 
éorw ef wh Iodvidw (Mlodviény Bekk.) 
7T@ Koipavov.’ The extract is badly cor- 
rupted in Atym. Gud. p. 474, 27 ed. 

mpd xeipav (mpoxelipwv M) Eiym. M. | wodvid°S M 

Sturz. Cf. Ztym. M. p. 681, 25 Todve- 
dos...€v dANows J Sid Tov tT cvveoradpévov, 
@s mapa Dogoxret ‘6pO...udvrews,’ Kal 
mwadw 6 avrds (6 adrés om. F) ‘ovx éorw 
et uy Ilodvidw Tw Koipayw.’ XorpoBockds. 

The Homeric form Ilodvidos (E 148, 
N 663 jv 5€ tis Edxjvwp IoXdvidov 
uavrcos vids) is deduced by Wackernagel 
from modvféfos, which would normally 
be shortened in Attic: cf. pOivw (= POwfw). 
The form Ilo\vevdos, which shows itacistic 
confusion, is entirely late. See Smyth, 
Lonic Dialect, p. 187, and A. J. P. v1 
440, who however does not accept 
Wackernagel’s argument. Fick in 2.2. 
XXVI 315 compares for the name the 
German ‘Doktor Allwissend.’ 

391 
» N , a , 

ovk eoTw et py IloAvidw toa Koupdvov 

391 odvidwr Cyrill., rordvidny Ztym. Gud. et Paris. | 7G xoupdvy Etym. Paris., 
T® kowivdxov vel rt xoivdvov codd. Gaisf. (Koipdvov agnovit Welcker) 

391 See onfr. 390. Pherecydes also 
mentioned Coeranus as the father of 
Polyidus (“HG Iv 638A). The same 
genealogy is recorded by Pausan. 1. 43. 
5, Apollod. 3. 18, Hygin. fad. 128, 136. 
In Pind. O/. 13. 75 Polyidus is described 
by the patronymic Korpavidas. The 

father’s name perhaps indicates the asso- 
ciation of Polyidus with Crete; for 
Coeranus is a Cretan in Hom. P 61r. 
So Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 122. Perhaps 
the sense was, ‘the quest is impossible 
for any save Polyidus.’ 

392 

EavOas Dayevds Terpeciov mais 

392 iavdds cod. teste Egenolff: fov#os vulgo, tavOds Bergk, évverds Lehrs, 
Edvns Papevos cal Tepectov legendum coni. Nauck | ddevos cod. 

392 Herodian zepi pov. re&. p. 8, 
35 Papevds. LDopoxdts Mavrect (uavtecce - 
cod.). ‘fav@ds...mats.’ 

Egenolff (Rhein. Mus, XXXV 100) re- 
ported that the reading of the Ms, which 
had previously been assumed to be £ov66s, 
is actually gav@ds. This makes all the 
more probable Nauck’s ingenious con- 
jecture (see cr. n.), which is based on 
schol. Eur. Phoen. 834 Ilelcavdpos (see 

p- XVIII of my ed.) isrope? drt ZavOn 
yapnbeioa Teipecia éroince watdas récca- 
pas, Papyevov Pepexvdnv XrAGpw Marre. 
Though the exact wording may be 
doubtful, the coincidence of the name is 
too remarkable to be the result of acci- 
dent.—®apevés : for the accentuation of 
these names see Chandler, § 302. They 
retain the original accent of the participle: 
Brugmann, Comp. Gr. 1 542 E. tr. 
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393. 

Woyns avorga THY 

393 Cramer, avecd. Oxon. I p. 226, 
8 krelw, dep ol “Iwves kXHw dia Tov 7 Kal 
Oovkvdléns Kai Tpaytkol. Kal Logpoxd7s év 
Mavrece * uxfs...7vdnv.’ of Kwpixol dé 
dia SipObyyou. 

Cramer edited xexX\topnévny but Lud- 
wich (RA. Mus. XXXvil 446, Aristarch. 
II p. 656) reports that the Ms has xexdn- 
pévnv. The testimony of the grammarian 
is accepted by modern critics, as holding 
good for Ionic and old Attic, but in 
regard to Attic generally there is less 
agreement. Cobet, V. Z. p. 159, re- 
jected xXelw and its derivatives every- 
where in Attic ; but xé«Aermar still appears 
in the best texts of the Orators (Dem. 
2. 16, 19. 315, Isocr. 4. 34, 6. 40). 
Before Euclides, there was no distinction 
of symbols, but Meistethans quotes x)ewo- 
uévnv from an inscription of 347 B.C. 
(®p. 36395). There can be no doubt that 
KAnw is tragic, but that it should every- 
where be restored to Aristophanes (apart 
from any question of paratragoedia) does 
not appear to be so certain as is some- 
times assumed (Blaydes on Lys. 423). 

KEKANMEVHVY TUANV 

kéxNero wat (KéxANT Ma), Which some editors 
print in Ar. Vesf. 198, has very little 
claim to consideration: see Rutherford, 
New Phrynichus, p. 206, and for Ionic 
Smyth, p. 250. . 

For the metaphor ‘to open the closed 
gate of the soul’ cf. Ant. 707 boris yap 
avros 7 ppoveiv pdvos Soxe?, | 7 yOooav 
hv obk GdXos 7 PuxHy exew, | obra Sia- 
mTuxOévres whOnoav xevol. Scolia 7 
(PZLG 111 645) el0’ é&fv, dmotbs ris Hv 
Exaotos | Td orHOos dieddv7’, ereira Tov 
votv | éoddvra, KAQHTaVTa mdr, | 
dvdpa pirov vouifvew adddw gdpevi. Eur. 
Med. 659 bry mapecrw ph pldovs Timav 
Ka0apay dvoliavra KAGba Ppevdr, 
Tro. 662 mpds Tov mapévra roow dva- 
mTviw ppéva. It is sometimes thought 
that these phrases are derived from an 
old fable relating to the creation of man 
(Smyth’s Greek Melic Poets, p. 477); but 
the notion that the mind of man is a 
storehouse or treasury in which he locks 
away his thought need not necessarily 
involve such an origin. 

394 

Tas paddodéras KUoTELS 

394 wpaddodéras AM: puaddodereis B, waddodérovs Valckenaer 

394 Schol. Eur. Phoen. 1256 rijs 
KUoTews TO oTdua éply Seouobyres éreri- 
Oecay TH mupl Kal érhpovy THs payhoerac 
kal 100 Td ovpov axovTice. Lopoxd7s év 
Mavreot ‘ras waddodéras ktores.’ 

For the use in divination of these 
‘bladders tied with wool’ J. refers to 
the similar case of the gall-bladder (Azz. 
Ioton.). On the strength of this com- 
ment Wecklein substituted xéorews for 
phéecs in the text of Euripides, and 
Stengel maintained that without any 
alteration bypérnr’ évaytiavy should be so 

explained: see my ed. of the Phoenzssae 
at p. 218.—paddAodéras should not be 
changed to paddodérovs, as compound 
adjectives in epic and lyric poetry are 
frequently of three terminations: cf. £7. 
1239 ddunrav, Ant. 134 dvririmg (with 
J.’sn.), Aesch. Cho. 68 wavapxéras, Hum. 
792 dugolora, Pers. 599 wepixdvora, 7hed. 
105 evpiijrav, where Tucker quotes 
Alcaeus fr. 33, 2 AdBavy xpvocodérar, 
Pind. Mem. 3. 2 modrvéévay. Add fr. 
314, 168. 
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395 
lal \ ¥ A = “~ , 

Tp@tov pev own NevKov avOovvta oTaxvr, 
ereita howitavTa yoyyvhov popor, 
» la 4 > > , 

ereita ynpas hapBaver od Atyvmtvov. 

395. 
Phot., Bekk. aneca., srpoyytXov Eust. 

395 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 45, 4= Bekk. 
anéd. p. 361, 20 Alytmriov yijpas Zodo- 
kKAjs (om. LopoxdAys Bekk. anecd.) ‘wpd- 
Tov...Aiyimriov.. onualver 5é... (om. 
onuaiver d€ Bekk. anecd.). Athen. 51 D 
popa 6é Ta cuKdpuva...LopokAfjs ‘rpOror... 
Mopor’ (vv. 1, 2). Eustath. 77 p. 835, 9 
also quotes the first two lines in support 
of his statement that udépos occurs of the 
fruit beside the neuter udpor. 

Bergk was the first to see that this 
passage belongs to the Polyidus, recog- 
nizing its connexion with the story as 
told by Hyginus and Apollodorus (3. 18 
IIo\vido0s 6 Kotpavod riv xpbav ris Bods 
elkace BaTovKapm@). From Aesch. fr. 
116 evKois re yap mopoor Kal pedayxé- 
ots | Kal purrompémras Bpidera Tavrod 
xpévov it is natural to infer that his play 
Kpjooa related to.the same subject. It 
will be observed that in Aesch. the 
berries of different colour are said to be 
growing on the bush at the same time, 
whereas in Sophocles the successive 
changes of colour are described. 

1 evkdv dvOotvra ordxuy. J. ren- 
ders ‘the white blossom of the bud.’ 
oTrdxus is that part of the stalk which 
breaks out in blossom and subsequently 
yields the fruit. Usually limited to corn, 
it is capable of a wider application (Ae- 
Mavos hpwod ordxuv Eur. Suppl. 448). 
Theophrastus distinguishes ra oraxunpa 

1 pév om. Bekk. anecd., Phot. | dv@odv7a om. Eustath. 
3 AauBdve op Herwerden: AapBavers codd. 

2 yoyyvAwy 

from Ta évi Tie mrepiexdmeva, ei uh Tes Oely 
Tov aoTaxw ws mepréxov (A. Pl. t. LI. 4). 
Thus Aev«dv is proleptic (blossoming into 
whiteness). Cf. Aesch. Pers. 823 tBpus 
yap éfavOo0c” éxdprwoev ordxuv | arns 
(47m comes to maturity after the sprout- 
ing of #Bpis). 

2 M. Schmidt refers to this passage 
the glosses of Hesychius I p. 439 yoyyvAov* 
oTpoyylXov, cxAnpdy, and yoyywr* wwpds. 
—owlavra: ‘when it hasempurpled....’ 
Blaydes conj. gdowiccovra or Powrkobvra, 
but, even if it is dependent on 6wy, the 
aor. is quite suitable. Goodw. § 148. 

3 éreita seems to have been wrongly 
repeated from v. 2. Nauck formerly 
mon té\os dé, but now prefers 

. Schmidt’s wérova dé. Wecklein 
AS ee —Aiytrriov yypas is an 
oxymoron in place of wodwWv yipas: for 
Alyirris = black. Cf. Hesych. 1 p. 71, 
alyumrri@cac* weddvar (Tr. fr. adesp. 161 
xpbav 5é rhv ohv Hrtos Adurwv Proyi | 
alyurriooet). This is partly the point 
in Ar. Zhesm. 857 wedavoovppmaov ewy : 
the Egyptians were perhaps wilfully con- 
fused with the Ethiopians. So Aesch. 
Prom. 877, Suppl. 160, 727.—Fritzsche 
on Ar. Zhesm. 1082 holds that yjpas is 
equivalent to ‘fructus qui maturuerit’; 
but neither y/peov = pappus, nor yipas 
of a serpent’s slough, is an adequate 
support for his conclusion. 

396 
Tovs yAapvpovs Kara popBav 

396 Schol. Ar. Ran. 588 y\dpwr 
6 éxwv Ajwas, 6 akdOapros [rapdcov épw- 

- pevos, pacly, Av Acovicov]. KahNorparés 
pnow srt otrws éxadeiro PAduwv, ws 
Xd pwr. GdXot 6€ Tov AnuGrTa Kal Sivypov 
Tovs dpOadwovs. Lodoxdryjs év Madvreow 
(udvrecow R) érl rivwy dpvéwv ‘ rods yha- 
hupods Kata gopBdv (karapopBavy R).’ 
Suidas has the substance of this scholium 

in a different order and partly mutilated : 
yAduwv. 6 Anudv rods 6P0adpors Kal Sivy- 
pods avrod’s éxwv, ws Xdpwv. yAduwr* 
6 axdOapros. kai LopokdAys emi dpvéov" 
‘rovs yAauupols Kara popBdav.’ Similarly 
Zonar. lex. p. 438. 

The fragment alludes to the skill of 
Polyidus as anaugur. Ael. zat. an. 8. 5. 
mentions him among famous augurs: Kal 
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ddovrat ye él rary TH copia Tepecia re 
Kal HoAvddmarres kai Tlodverdor Kal Oeoxdv- 
Mevot Kai Got woddol. Euripides (fr. 
636) made him infer that the corpse was 
on dry land by observing the flight of 
a sea-eagle, and discovering an owl szper 
cellam vinariam sedentem atgue apes fu- 
gantem (Hyg'n. fab. 136),—aBacavicrus, 
says Ael. wat. an. 5. 2, who rebukes 
Euripides for giving this account, because 
there are no owls in Crete. The owl 
(yAadé) no doubt pointed to Glaucus. Cf. 
Claudian. de//. Get. 443 (quoted by 
Welcker) Cretague, si verax narratur 
tabula, vidit| Minoum rupto puerum 
prodire sepulcro, | quem senior vates 
avium clangore reperium | gramine 
restituit; mirae nam munere sortis | dul- 
cia mella necem, vitam dedit horridus 
anguis. Perhaps we may infer from 
Aelian’s remark that Sophocles did not 
mention the owl. 

Kiister (on Suid.) justly remarked that 
the sense of the words is obscure; and 
there is no direct authority for Portus’s 
rendering voraces in pastu. Still yda- 
pupovs can hardly mean ‘blear-eyed,’ 
and Hartung’s ‘rothaugigen Vogel nach 
Futter’ is unintelligible. yAayupds is 
a rare word, which might be synony- 
mous with yAduwr, as is shown by 
the proverb in schol. Hom. 2 192 év 
TuprGy drei yAauupos Bacttever. Hence 
“Hesych. I p. 432 yAapupdv: yauades. 
évuypov. vrddaxpuv, which is plainly akin 
to Etym. M. p. 232, 44 yAapupov Kal 
yAap@des* bypdv Kal Katduevov (TnKduevor 
Toup) daxptos dupas kal yAapmvpors, 
évuypoBlovs. The last words have the 
appearance of being a gloss on our 
passage, and suggest that Sophocles 

was speaking of aquatic birds. But 
even if the reference was intended, it 
would be hazardous to accept the inter- 
pretation. For it is much more likely, 
as Lobeck thought (Path. Z/. 1 p. 93), 
that yAauupds was a by-form of Napupds 
and was used by Sophocles in the sense 
of greedy. The scholiast connected it 
with yAduwy, because that word is related 
to Anvay in a similar way. Moeris 
P- 193, 30 yAaudoa *Artixol, Anudoa 
kowov duddsrepa, (Blaydes should not 
have proposed to substitute Aapvupovs. ) 
Probably however we should go further 
and infer from the association with 
dxd@apros that greediness connoted un- 
cleanness of feeding in the ceremonial 
sense. ‘The order in Suid. Zonar. favours 
this view; but it is quite tenable, even if 
schol. Ar. preserves the original form of 
the note. Some birds, and this would 
apply particularly to the apopd-yor (Arist. 
h. a. 9. 1), were presumably ill-omened. 
Such was the vulture in all circumstances: 
Anton. Lib. 21 yimra mdvrwv dpvidwy 
€éxProrov Oeots re kal dvOpméros. But 
the feeding of other birds might require © 
for its interpretation the discriminating 
intelligence of the expert: Aesch. Prom. 
504 yauwvixwv Te trjow cluvav cKxeOpds 
| dewpio’...kat Siarrav yvriva e&xovo’ 
éxaoro.. No better illustration of the 
omens to be gathered from the habits of 
the birds of prey is required than the 
well-known passage in the Agamemnon 
describing the eagles feasting on the 
pregnant hare: olkrw yap émrip@ovos 
"Aptrems ayva | wravotcw. xvol arpos | 
avréroxov mpd ddxou | moyepay mrdaKa 
Ovopévoiow* | oruyet dé detrvov aile- 
rev (139 ff.). 

397 
¥ = 4 lal A . + / ovro. 700 n&ev TOY aKpwy avev Tovov. 

397 Stob. flor. 29. 25 (111 p. 632, 
2 Hense) Dogoxdéovs Mdvrewy. ‘otro 
...Tévou.’ 

It is obvious that the first part of the 
line is corrupt, and it has been variously 
emended. Valckenaer (on Eur. Phoen. 
576) proposed otra vy’ épigte, but the 
combination ofro yy is open to serious 
objection: see Neil on Ar. Zg. p. 194. 
This is avoided by Cobet’s ovdézor’ 
épiter, which however departs too far 
from the tradition. Bamberger’s oira 
kadi=ec would imply ‘striking from above,’ 

and Reisig’s odrot 106’ &e gives a wrong 
sense (see Jebb on O.7. 891). Meineke 
accepted otro: 700’ awWerfrom O. Schneider. 
Now in most of the passages which echo 
the famous lines of Hes. Of. 289 ff. rijs 
5 dperijs idpira Geol rpomdpoiWev EOnxay | 
GOdvaro.* paxpds dé kal bpMos oluos és 
abrinv | kal tpnxds 7d mparov’ érny 5 
elsdxpovixnrar, | pnidin dn &érecra wédet, 
xXarery) wep €odoa it will be found that 
ixéoOar (ixdvew) is employed in conjunc- 
tion with 7d dkpov. Simonid. fr. 58 @ 
uh SaxéOvpos ldpws €vdobev udry 0’, ixnrac 
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7 és dxkpov dvdpelas. Quint. 14. 195 
Keivos 5’ ovo’ avnp aperhs emt répuad’ 
ixavev. Xen. mem. 2.1.20 ai dé dia Kap- 
replas émiuéderae TOY KaNGv TE Kayabar 
épywy éitxveicOar moodow. Tyrtae. fr. 
12. 43 Tavryns viv Tis avnp apeThs els 
axpov ixéoOa | weipdcOw. Pind. Mem. 6. 
22 mpds dKpov dperas HOov. Lsth. 3. 50 
réXos dxpov ixkéoOa. Plat. polit. 268 E én’ 
dkpov dgixvelcbac Td (nrovmevov. Dio, 
Chrys. 13. 35. Max. Tyr. 40. 4 dvex7- 
puée 6¢ Tov adixduevov els TO Akpov ws ev 
dyabots dpurov. (Partly from H.) 
Hence H. conjectured o@’ téa, holding 
that the simple verb might be used for 
the compound (éléex) as in fr. 245 n. 
(C.R. XV1 434); but he subsequently 
hesitated between this and ’migec on the 
ground that Sophocles did not carry 

through his figures consistently. Simi- 
larly Tucker had suggested re @i&y, but 
the use of 7« is questionable (ovdémore 
Oiéet Blaydes). The simplest correction 
would be mpocitéy, which I should not 
hesitate to adopt if the authority for 
MpootkvetoOa c. gen. were stronger than 
it is: the construction is defended by 
Verrall and Tucker in Aesch. Cho. 1031, 
but the legitimacy of the compound re- 
quires more support before it can be 
considered as established. Mekler con- 
jectured ’mirevier. 

It should be added that Stobaeus quotes 
Eur. fr. 7o1 as if it immediately followed 
this line; but there can be no doubt that 
this is an error, as he had assigned it to 
Euripides shortly before (no. 9). 

398 
nv pev yap olds paddds, Hv 8 am’ dpmédov 
omovoyn Te Kal pak ev TeOnoavpiocpery’ 
evnv S€ TayKdptTea cuppryns Odats, 
Nios 7 é€Aaias, Kal TO ToLKLAWTATOV 
Eov0ns pertioons KnpdmacTov dpyavov. 

398. 1 8’ dm’ durédov (durédXwy Schwartz) Tucker: 6° durédov Porphyr., 5” du- 
ré\wv Clem., & du’ dumédov Herwerden, 5€ xdumrédov Grotius, 6¢ kdurékwv Sylburg 
2 re om. Clem. | évre@noavpicuévn Casaubon 
vulgo post Sylburgium editur cupuryhs ddais mayKaprla 
Clem., £ovA0d vel Eofpov schol. Eur, 

398 Porphyr. de abst. 2. 19 Kal 
DopoxrAjs Siaypdg@uv rhv Geopiry Ovolav 
gnow év roe Ilodveldw* ‘Hv...dpyavov.’ 
The verses are also quoted with variation 
in detail by Clem. Alex. strom. 4 p. 565 
Kata Tv tmadaday éxelyny amnvOiouévny 
mpocpopay, mepl ns 6 LopoxAHs ypaer Kre., 
and v. 5 by the schol. on Eur. Phoen. 114. 
Weare not informed as to the occasion 

or object of this sacrifice, but the corre- 
spondence in detail with the yearly 
sacrifice to the Black Demeter at Phigalia 
is very remarkable: Pausan. 8. 42. II 
éOvoa TH Oe@, Kaba Kal oi émrywptor vopl- 
fovow, obdév, Ta 5¢ amd THY Sévdpwv THY 
huépwv Tad Te GANa Kal dumédov KapTov, 
kal weooav Te Knpla Kai éplwv Ta wh és 
épyaciav mw RKovTa, ANG ert dvdhea Tod 
olcvrov, & TIWéacw érl Tov Bwudy @Kodo- 
unuévov mpd To omndalov, OévTes G€ KaTa- 
xéovcw atrav @aov. The sacrifice is 
clearly one of the primitive bloodless 

3 mraykapria, Clem., apud quem 
4 édaiov Clem. 5 EavOjs 

type, an offering of first-fruits to induce 
a continuance of fertility. That it is 
also fireless (dzrvpos) is not directly stated, 
but is made probable by Eur. fr. go4 
Ovolav drvpov mayKaprelas défac mAHpN 
mpoxv0eicav, and by the analogy of the 
elpeo.wvn. HH. inferred that the sacrifice 
was chthonic (C. ®&. XVI 54;). For the 
significance of the dupa see his n. on 
Ag. 70, Miss Harrison, Pro/eg. p. 93 ff., 
Farnell in C. &. XI 294. Wilamowitz 
(de tr. Gr. fragm. p. 17) assumes that 
the sacrifice was offered by Minos, and 
connects it with the asceticism of the 
Cretan mystics (Eur. fr. 472). Kappel- 
macher (Wzener Eranos, p. 36) goes 
further and refers to the sacrifice of Minos 
offered to the Charites (Apollod. 3. 210). 
But no particular inference appears to be 
justifiable. Wool is generally mentioned 
as forming part of the offering, and in 
the more primitive ritual unwashed wool 
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is specified: thus either prepared or in 
its natural state it appears in the worship 
of Zeus xrjows (Athen. 473C), in the 
<eremony known as xepvogopia (Athen. 
478 D), and even in the invocation of the 
Eumenides (O. C. 475). In £7. 635 
Oiuara waykapra are a_ propitiatory 
offering to Apollo as averter of evil. 

1 See cr. n. Nauck would prefer 
nv & evdumedos or jv 6€ Baxxiov. Stahlin 
reads dm’ dumédwyv in his text of Clement, 
attributing the correction to Schwartz. 

2 oovd1: a libation of wine, as dis- 
tinguished from a drink-offering, together 
with an offering of grapes, appears to be 
contemplated. Miss Harrison formerly 
(Prolegomena, p. 159) regarded the wine- 
offering as a later addition to the simple 
ritual of antiquity, but now treats the 
whole oblation as a magical rite intended 
to stimulate the reproductive action of 
nature (Z7hemis, p. 294). 

3 mayKkdptmea: seecr.n. Since the 
longer form is established by Eur. fr. 904, 
there seems to be no reason for accept- 
ing the inferior rhythm introduced by 
Sylburg into the text of Clement, and 
formerly supposed to be the Ms reading. 
For the short a cf. the Euripidean yadjveca 

and see n. on fr. 1050, Lobeck, Paralip. 
p. 322: the converse case is illustrated 
by avdadia beside avdddera.—érats is 
not introduced here as an adjunct to the 
sacrifice of a victim, but as an item 
amongst the various first-fruits. So 
kpiOai are mentioned among the contents 
of the xépvos Athen. 476. For its im- 
portance in these rites cf. Plut. gu. Gr. 6, 
Pp. 292 B, of mAeloro. Tov “EAjvwv pds 
Tas mdavu madras Ovolas éxp@vTo Tais 
KptOais, admapxouévwr Tov ToTor. 

4 édalas. Dind. writes éAaas, but 
both forms were in use in the fifth 
century: see Meisterhans* p. 32.—kal 
xré. J. renders: ‘And the fabric of 
moulded wax, cunningly wrought by the 
tawny bee.’ Honey was commonly em- 
ployed for the appeasement of chthonian 
powers (uecAlyuara: see Stengel, Gr. 
Sakralalt.? p. 90), but by no means ex- 
clusively for this purpose, as we have 
already seen.—fov@rjs: see n. on Eur. 
Hel. 1111, and Wilamowitz on Eur. Her. 
487 fov0dmrepos wédooa.—For dpyavov 
in the sense of épyov cf. Eur. Phoen. 114 
Aaivéousw ‘Audlovos dpydvois, Bacch. 
1208 Noyxoraady dpyava. 

399 
€ 4 > ‘ s > a? , 0 mpoacbev EhOav HV apaids pou vEKUSs. 

399 ivdpads cod. 

399 Hesych. I p. 269 dpaiov’ xard- 
parov. 7 (ws 76 Mus., ws Nauck) ‘6 mpé- 
a0ev...véxus’ olov dpav mpocerpiBeto Kai 
xatevxyv (Nauck for kar’ evyijs). o- 
poxd7ys Iodveldw. 

_ The meaning of dpatos as an attribute 
of véxv# is hardly doubtful, for it is norm- 
ally applied to the dead, who as avengers 
exact retribution for the wrongs inflicted 
upon them. See the passages quoted on 
fr. 110, and especially Zvach. 1202, where 
the schol. has the gloss timwpds daiuwv 
{Rohde, Psyche, 1 p. 264). Welcker 
supposes that it is the corpse of Glaucus 
which is described as bringing a curse 
upon Polyidus; Hartung that the speaker 
(Minos) attributes the death of his son 
to a chance meeting with a corpse. But 
neither view satisfies 6 mpécbev édOuv; 
and it is more likely that these words 

refer to the first of the two snakes which 
entered the vault while Polyidus was 
imprisoned there, and was slain by him 
to prevent it from harming the body of 
Glaucus: see Introductory Note. It may 
be thought questionable whether the 
corpse of an animal would be described 
as dpatos. Frazer, however, has collected 
copious stores of evidence in support of 
the general proposition that ‘the primi- 
tive hunter who slays an animal believes 
himself exposed to the vengeance either 
of its disembodied spirit or of all the 
other animals of the same species, whom 
he considers as knit together, like men, 
by the ties of kin and the obligations of 
the blood feud, and therefore as bound 
to resent the injury done to one of their 
number.’ (G. &. 1 p. 389.) Among 
his examples are several attesting the 
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reluctance of the American Indians to kill 
a serpent for fear of exciting the male- 
volence of its spirit (zzd. p. 395). That 
ideas of this kind were familiar to = 
Greeks can be readily established : 
especially the accounts of the Pouckowe 
in Pausan. 1. 24. 4, I. 28. 10, with the 
comments of Frazer (G. B. 11? p. 294) 

danger involved in the slaughter of the 
sacred ox may be compared with the 
offence of Agamemnon in killing a sacred 
stag in the precinct of Artemis at Aulis, 
which involved the retributory sacrifice 
of Iphigenia (#7 566—572).—For the 
break in the fifth foot, though containing 
a spondee, see n. on Eur. He/id. 640. 

and Miss Harrison (Pvoleg. p. 111). The 

400 

> / 

AVTALAS 

been pointed out that Bergk proposed to 
assign the corrupt kal deua mpooralovra 
dvralas @e00 to this play. 

400 Hesych. 1 p. 208 dvralas* mo- 
Neulas, ExOpas. LDodoxd7js Modveidy. 

The meaning of the word dvraios has 
been discussed on fr. 334, where it has 

MEAEAT POZ 

The Homeric version of the legend of Meleager is as follows’. 
Artemis was wroth with Oeneus for omitting to sacrifice to her, 
when he made thank-offering to the other gods; and sent a wild 
boar to ravage his crops. Meleager, the son of Oeneus, collected 
a large company of hunters, and with their assistance killed the 
boar, but only after several lives had been lost. Artemis then 
provoked a dispute between the Aetolians of Calydon and the 
Curetes of Pleuron for the possession of the head and _ skin. 
A fight ensued, in which, so long as Meleager kept the field, 
the assaults of the Curetes were driven back. But Althaea, the 
mother of Meleager, grieving for the death of her brother?, cursed 
her son, and prayed to the powers of the nether world that he 
might be destroyed. Meleager was incensed and withdrew from 
the war. Then the Curetes got the upper hand, and pressed hard 
upon the defenders of Calydon. The elders sent an embassy 
of priests, promising Meleager a rich grant of land if he would 
come out and fight; and his father Oeneus, his sisters, and his 
mother also appealed to him, but in vain. At last, when the 
missiles of the foe reached his own chamber, and his wife 
Cleopatra reminded him of the sufferings likely to fall upon 
the inhabitants of a captured city, he yielded to her entreaties, 
and saved the Aetolians from their impending doom. It is not 
directly stated by Homer that Meleager was killed in battle; 
but his subsequent fate is clearly implied in the statement that 

1 Hom. I 529—599 
* Only one brother is mentioned. It is assumed that he was killed by Meine 

in the fight, altho’ this is not directly stated. 
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the implacable Erinys hearkened to Althaea’s curse’. The epics 
known as the Eoeae (EGF p. 142) and the Minyas (EGF p. 216) 
agreed in the assertion that Meleager was killed by Apollo, who 
assisted the Curetes against the Aetolians. There is thus no 
evidence that the fire-brand upon the preservation of which 
Meleager’s life depended was mentioned in any of the epics. 
But the absence of direct evidence is by no means conclusive ; 
the story is too primitive to have been merely a literary in- 
vention®. Moreover, although the legend of the fire-brand was 
familiar to the dramatists and owed a still wider extension to 
their writings, Pausanias (10. 31. 4), when quoting the Pleuroniae 
of Phrynichus (7GF p. 721) as containing the earliest allusion 
to it which is found in a play*, adds that he did not introduce it 
as if it were his own invention, but rather as though it was 
already notorious throughout the Greek world. The version 
of Bacchylides (5. 95—150) is of importance as showing that 
the death of Meleager in battle was not necessarily inconsistent 
with the story that he expired as soon as the brand was con- 
sumed in the fire’. 

So far we find no reference to Atalanta. But the prevalent 
form’ of the story relates that Meleager, who had invited Ata- 
lanta to take part in the hunt, fell in love with her, and insisted 
on presenting her with the hide of the Calydonian boar. The 
sons of Thestius were indignant that a woman should receive 
the trophy, and took it from her. Meleager slew them in wrath, 
and restored the boar-skin. Then Althaea kindled the fire- 
brand, and Meleager died. It is generally believed® that the 
prominence of the love-motive in the later authorities is largely 
due to the influence of Euripides, in whose MWeleager (7GF 
p. 525) Atalanta undoubtedly took a leading part. 

It becomes important to observe that Apollodorus, after 
giving the last-mentioned version, which probably goes back 
to Euripides, adds another’ as current in different authorities. 
This consists mainly of an abstract of the Homeric story, with 
the addition of the name of Iphiclus as that of one of the sons 
of Thestius, and of a statement that Meleager was killed in 
battle. There is also a supplement to the effect that, after the 

1 571: cf. B 642. See however Jebb’s Bacchylides, p. 469. 
2 Frazer, GA? ur p. 358. Croiset in MWélanges Weil, p. 78, attributes iis intro- 

duction to Stesichorus; but see Gruppe in Burszans Jahresb. CXXXVII 150. 
3 Cf. Aesch. Cho. 603 ff. 
4 The account of Nicander in Anton. Lib. 2 was formerly regarded as a late 

conflation. th 
5 Apollod. 1. 65—71, Ov. Met. 8. 270—546, Hygin. fad. 174, Diod. 4. 34. 
6 See Robert in Herm. XXXIII 130—159, Jebb, of. c’t. p. 472, Escher in Pauly- 

Wissowa I! 1892, Gruppe, Gr. Ath. p. 349. 
Ciba F2, 73. 

P; i. 5 
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death of Meleager, Althaea and Cleopatra hanged themselves, 
and the women who mourned over his corpse were transformed 
into birds. Here we meet with an incident which is known to 
have been mentioned by Sophocles: Plin. zat. hist. 37. 11. 40 
Sophocles tragicus poeta...ultra Indiam fieri dixit (sc. electrum) e 
lacrimis meleagridum avium Meleagrum deflentitum. quod et 
credidisse eum vel sperasse alits persuadert posse quis non miretur? 
guamve pueritiam tam tmperitam posse reperiri, quae avium plo- 
ratus annuos credat lacrimasve tam grandes, avesque e Graecia, ubt 
Meleager peritt, ploratum isse in Indos? (They were looking for 
the tomb of Meleager: zd. 10. 26. 74.). These wereaypides (guinea- 
fowt) are frequently referred to, and are generally located in the 
island of Leros (Aelian naz. an. 4. 42, 5.27, Athen. 655 B), but 
also in Africa (Mnaseas fr. 41, FHG tl 156). Strabo 215 
transfers them to the Eridanus, evidently confusing them with 
the Heliades. They were also kept as sacred fowl on the 
Acropolis (Phot., Suid.)1. 

It has been inferred? that the plot of Sophocles is to be 
found in the second extract of Apollodorus, and that his play 
approximated to the Homeric story. There is another piece 
of evidence which points the same way: schol. A Hom. | 575 
évted0ev LopokrAHs €v TO Mereaypw Tov yopoy aro iepéwy Tapy- 
yayev. The agreement with Homer was hardly accidental, and 
it seems legitimate to conclude from it that the siege of Calydon 
by the Curetes was a leading feature in the development of the 
plot®. If so, although Atalanta may have been mentioned as 
taking part in the hunt, as Brunck inferred from fr. 1111, her 
share in the plot can only have been of minor importance. 
Anyhow it is extremely unlikely that Euripides was the first 
writer who connected Atalanta with the Calydonian hunt‘, 
Aeschylus wrote an AZa/anta, but nothing is known about its 
contents. 

1 R. Holland (in Roscher 11 2588) thinks that the transference of the wedeaypls to 
mythology was the invention of Sophocles. He supposes that the domestic fowl was 
called puedéarypos (Hesych. 5.v. 7 karoxldtos 8pyvis) from peredfew,—a cant term like 
koxxuBoas. The guinea-fowl received the same name, when first becoming known 
at Athens, from its resemblance to the barn-door chicken. All this is somewhat 
fanciful. 

2 So Preller, Gr. AZyth. 11° 205, followed by Ribbeck, Rom. Trag. p. 506, who 
supposes that Meleager was reconciled with his mother, but too late. So also Kekulé, 
as reported by Kuhnert in Roscher II 2596. 

3 This conclusion agrees with the observation made by Ahrens that the reference 
to the wild boar in fr. 401 implies that the hunt had taken place some time before the 
inception of the dramatic action. 

See Pausan. 8. 45. 2, and Jebb, op. cét. p. 472. 
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401 

Gvos péeyiotov ypynu er Oivéws yvas 
avnke Antovs mais éxnBddos Ged. 

401 Lucian symp. 25 ef dé delrvov 
&vexa dpylgerOal cor SoxG, 7d Kata& Tov 
Oivéa évvdncov. der yap Kal ri “Apreuw 
dyavaxrovoay, Ore uovnv abrhy ob mapé- 
aBev éxeivos él rHv Ovaiav, Tovs dddovs 
Beovs eori@v. pnyol 5é repli adrdv...xal 
ZogpokAjs ‘avds...0ed.” 

_ Brunck was the first to refer these lines 
to the Meleager. 

1 ocvos péyorov xpyqpa. This peri- 
phrasis, the effect of which might be 
represented by the adj. movstrous, is 
elsewhere applied to a wild boar: Herod. 
I. 36 @ Bacwded, bds xphua wéyiorov ave- 
pavn hutv év TH Xwpy, bs TA Epya diaPOelper, 
—a passage which so closely resembles the 
text of Sophocles that it may be regarded 
as another instance of the connexion 
between these two writers. H. quotes 
schol. Hom. x Q, telling the story of 

Ancaeus the Samian, son of Poseidon, 
who was killed by a boar which was 
ravaging his land: dgvw cuvéBn xphua 
gvds peyddov émigapjoa: Tois “AyKxalou 
xwpios. The idiom, which was partly 
colloquial, is well illustrated by Blaydes 
on Ar. Lys. 1031 and Starkie on Vesp. 933. 
See also on Eur. Phoen. 198.—yvats was 
corrected by Cobet to yéas, but the dative 
may well be right as involving the idea 
of hostility, ‘against’: cf. Eur. Phoen. 
1129 Kamaveis mpootyye Nbxov én’ "Hdé- 
KTpas mUdats. The dative with émi to 
express motion towards was obsolete in 
the fifth century, though here and there 
examples may be found like Aesch. 7hed. 
7OI wh Ons ddods od Tacd’ ép’ EBSOuacs 
midhas. See also Headlam, Ov editing 
Aeschylus, p. 50, who justifies Aesch.. /.c. 
as expressing the notion of destination. 

402 

OTEPAVOLGL KPATA KATAapTUKOLS 
402 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 95, 23 dumv- 

kots kal KaTaparukots* Zomox\js Mededypy* 
‘orepdvoo. KpaTa KaTaumuKois.’ 6 adros 
6¢ kal dumruxwopacw (fr. 1002). 

The words dumrvuxodv and xaraurukoiy 
were not previously known; but dumv- 
xagw was used by Phalaecus in 4.P. 13. 

6, 3 Kioo@ Kal oreddvoow dumvcacbér. 
Cf. Etym. M. p. 86, £7 dmaruKdgev* 
TO Tas €umpocbey ard mpocwmov Tplxas 
omapdgev. Eur. Alc. 796, 832 crepdvas 
muxacGels. The words as quoted appear 
to be out of order, and should probably 
run KaTapmruKots | crepdvowse Kpara. 

403 

ifopdpous Spvas 

403 Hesych. 11 p. 362 iEopdpous 
Spvas* tas ikdov gepotoas.  LZopoxNijs 
Medeadypy. 

Eusiath. //7. p. 994, 40 (repeated Od. 
p- 1524, 25) mentions that Agathocles 
read dpvaly iEodébpoicw for Spvalv byrKd- 
woow in & 398. Agathocles was a 
Stoicizing grammarian and pupil of Zeno- 
dotus, who has been identified with the 
writer of drouvjpara on historical and 
geographical subjects (7HG Iv 290, 

Schwartz in Pauly-Wissowa I 759). His 
reasons, so far as they can be understood, 
were of an arbitrary character; and it 
would be rash to assume that he was 
recording an ancient variant. Everyone 
will recall Verg. Aen. 6. 205 guale solet 
silvis brumali frigore viscum | fronde 
virere nova...talis erat species aurt fron- 
dentis opaca | tlice. For the supersti- 
tions connecting the mistletoe with the 
life of the oak, and for its identity with 

5—2 
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the Golden Bough see Frazer G. B. 111° 
p- 447ff. R. Holland in Roscher 11 
2588 explains the fr. by reference to the 
Indian trees exuding e/ectrum mentioned 
in Plin. x. 4. 37. 39 and compares the 

conversion of the Heliades into ¢7yoi 
(schol. Eur. Hipp. 733). This is scarcely 
convincing. Kuhnert, 2. 2596, thinks 
that the words came from a description 
of the hunt. Cf. Dio Chr. 72. 14. 

404 
4 

KUVG® TATPLO 

404 Hesych. 11 p. 544, which is set 
out on fr. 288. 

It was perhaps not so unreasonable as 
the lexicographer thought to ascribe the 
operation of the lot to the heroic age; 
for as a religious institution it has been 
held to be of immemorial antiquity. For 

the establishment of the lot at Athens see 
Sandys on Arist. Ath. pol. 8. 1, and 

’Greenidge, Greek Constitutional History, 
p- 138. M. Mayer (de Zur. mythop. 77) 
strangely inferred that lots were drawn 
for a duel to decide the dispute between 
Calydon and the Thestiads. 

405 
avtiBovov 

405 Hesych. 1 p. 212 dvriBoovr’ 
icbBovov, avTi Bods xabayiagduevov. Zo- 
poxdjs Medeaypy. 

This may be merely an echo of the 
Homeric passages in which the ox is 
mentioned as a standard of value: see 
especially Y 7o5, a 431. But it may 
equally well contain an allusion to the 
custom of offering cakes of meal fashioned 
in the shape of an ox by those whose 

means were insufficient to provide a 
living victim. Cf. Suid. s.v. Bovs Bdouos. 
éml Trav dvacOjrwv., ol yap wévyres Euypu- 
xov uh exovres Odoa erdarrov €& ddevpov. 
Ovopévww 6¢ trav & eupixwr, mpoBdrou, 
tds, alyds, Bods, dpvifos, xnvds, eOvero 
EBdouos 6 €& adevpov. Diogen. 3. 50 
(Paroem. 1 224). A similar custom of 
the Egyptians is mentioned by Hdt. 
2. 47- : 

406 
> , 

oTriocap Ba 

406 Prov. ap. Miller, A/é/anges de 
litt. gr. p. 369 émicauBad* ravrnv 6 Xpi- 
olmTros fe p- 202 Arnim) rarre xara 
Tav émwi TO xElpov év Tols Tpdyuact Tpo- 
Bawdvrwv ael mapa 7b dmicw Baivew* pé- 
pvnrat Tov dvéuaTtos Zopoxdys év MeXedypw. 
The name of the play is omitted in cod. 
Vat. 3. 36, Bodl. 754. Cf. [Plut.] prov. 
1. 3 (Paroem. 1 321) émicappw- éml Trav 
éwitd xElpov év Tols Tpdypuact mpoBaworTw 
ael* mapa 7d émicw Balvev. Eustath. 77. 
-p. 862, 5 év 6@ Kara orowxeiov Nett Kal 
éricapBw evpnrat 7 els TobTicw dvaxwpnors 
(Ael. et Paus. fr. 415 Schwabe). 

The form émriduBwv given by Vat. 
Bodl. was rightly rejected by Ellendt 
before the publication of the Athoan 

text. There is no sufficient ground to 
displace the tradition that the word was 
connected with dvaBaivw, but it is not 
clear how it is related, if at all, to duBwv 
(Aesch. fr. 103) or du8n: see Etym. M. 
p- 81, 7. Analogy must have played 
a considerable part in the history of 
gahduBy (fr. 1093), KaxduBn, auPa, 
xnpauByn and other obscure words with 
a similar termination. If we concede 
the verbal origin, the best parallel, so 
far as concerns formation, is perhaps 
éuBd# in Hesych. 11 p. 73. This is de- 
rived by Hesych. from éuBdérew and 
coinpared with the fem. hypocoristics 
Awp® and Aeéé, but by Lobeck (Path. 
Prol. p. 353) from éuBadrdw after @uBare 
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KkU\An. He compares mpécOn, émiBr7, 
KaBAn, éwixdyn, duoKxAH, érird}H, some of 
which are as doubtful as their accents. 
As regards meaning, the hypocoristic -& 
forms such as #a\\w or koouww are closely 
allied with nouns of agency, as Lobeck 
has shown (Aglaoph. p. 733), quoting 
yx, Oedxrw, and others. There is 
some evidence, collected by Lobeck, that 
the termination was peculiarly Doric: 
Hesych. II p. 485 kw" kivnots. Awpceis. 

69 
id. I p. 203 avOpwrd ) yur}, mapa Ad- 
kwow. Epich. fr. 185K. Zupaxd (the 
city Syracuse). Athen. ro9 A: Demeter 
called Zird by the Syracusans. But, 
whatever may have been its literary 
flavour, démiau8a was doubtless less 
uncouth to Soph. than it seems to us; 
and we may conclude that its appearance 

‘in tragedy is as well justified as that of 
med (Aesch. 4g. 1355) or doxw (Eur. 
El. 747). 

MINQZ 

For this title see p. 4. 

407 
OUK EOTL TOS pH Spot GUppaxos TUY7. 

407 Clem. Alex. strom. 6 p. 741 
Lodpoxréous 5é €v Mivw ‘ov«...7bxN-’ 

The famous maxim that God helps 
those who help themselves appears in 
many forms, one of which @eds d€ rots 
dpyotow ob maplorara: (fr. adesp. 527) 
has already been referred to on fr. 308. 
The best known is Eur. fr. 402 adrés re 
viv Spav elra daluovas kdde* | TO yap 
movodvrt Kat Beds cvANauBave., who was 
following Aesch. Pers. 744 aA 6rav 
omevon Tis avTos, XW Oeds Evvdrrerau, fr. 
395 pidel b€ TH KkamvovTe cvoTweddew Oeds. 
Cf. Eur. 7. 7: gto jv dé ris rpd0uuos 7, | 
abévew 7d Oetov uaddov eixdrws éxer, Z7. 

Blov Sdvair’ av EvdAdNEyeww dvev mébvov, Hel. 
756 xovdels érdovryno’ éuripocw apyos wy, 
The oldest source is perhaps Hes. Of, 
309 Kal 7 épyagsuevos modv pidrepos 
aavarow | ércear H5é Bporois* udda yap 
aTuvyéovow depyovs. But the thought is 
implied in Hom. y 26 (Athena is speaking) 
Tyréuax’, GrrAa ev adrods évl ppeci opar 
vonoets, | dANa 6€ kal Saluwy brobjcerat, 
where the pév- clause is logically sub- 
ordinate. -The Paroemiographers record 
the proverb civ ’AOnv@ kal xeipa xiver’ 
twapoiuia érl Tod un xXphvat éml rats Trav 
Gedy édariot kaOnuévous dpyeiv (Zenob. 5. 
93, Diogen. 8. 11). 

80 dpyos yap obdels Oeods Exwv ava ordua. | 

MOYZAI 

This title appears, according to Haupt’s restoration, in an 
inscription belonging to the first century B.c. (C/A II 992 I 25)}, 
which contains a catalogue of books dedicated by certain ephebi 
in the library of a gymnasium. The only fragment quoted 
under the title has in previous editions been attributed to the 
Muooi. | 

It might be suggested that Movoaz was an alternative title 
to the Zhamyras. Phrynichus employed it for a play which 

1 Also published by Wilamowitz, Ava/. Eur. p. 138. The letters ovca are 
certain and are followed apparently by ’Adééavdpos. See 
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was produced at the same time as the Ranae of Aristophanes, 
and appears to have dealt with a similar subject (I 379 K.). 
Nothing is known concerning the Movcat of At (II 294 K.) 
or that of Euphron (III 321 K.). 

408 

~aBoXov tmov 

408 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 83, 
_ 22 &Borov trmov. Lopoxd7Hs Movoas (Mv- 

gois vulgo). 
dBodos is the name given to a horse 

before he has shed his teeth, z.¢. according 
to Aristotle (Ais¢. an. 6. 22. 5764 11) up 
to the age of 44 years. Plato distinguishes 
three ages mwas Te aBdAos Kal Terelwv 
Te kal aBddAwy Tots uécots Kal adbrots 67 Tots 
Tédos éxovor (legg. 834). The best 
authority is Arist. /.c., 576 13 axud ver 
dé xal Uraos kal Tulovos mera TOS Bérous* 
bray dé mavras oor BeBAnxéres, ov padtov 
yoevar trav prLklav* 6d Kal A€éyouet yyw 
env (yveua al.) EXELY, érav &Bodos 7° 

witticism. Bekk. anecd. p. 322, 2 dBodos* 
ovdérw éxwv Ti émi TeV 666vTWY yrwpioua 
seems to be inconsistent with Aristotle, 
and is perhaps due to a confusion between 
acquiring and casting the .yvwmoves, the 
fourth set of teeth which an ass drops 
(Arist. 6. 23. 577% 21): see also Suid., 
Hesych., schol. Plat., Eustath. Od. 
Pp. 1405, 20 kal 6 GBodos immos, 6 undérw 
paoly é€xBeBAnkws moos Tov elpnuévov 
yrapuova dddbvTa. Phryn, pracp. soph. 
P: 33) 13, &BoXov KTHvos* TO wn dar oBe- 
BAnkos Tovs dddvTas, OU av yrwplfera 7 
mrcxla. A-horse which had lost all its 
milk teeth was known as Kkarnprukws+ 

bray dé BeBAnxws, obk éxew. The last see the comm, on Aesch. Zum. 476. 
sentence clearly alludes to a popular : 

MY 201 

The title is recorded in the inscription already referred to in 
connexion with the Modca: (C/A II 992 I 24). 

It is generally admitted that this play was concerned with 
the fortunes of Telephus after his arrival in Mysia (see Intro- 
ductory Note to the Afadae,1 p. 48); and the subject of the 
plot was traced by Welcker to Hygin. fad. 100. King Teuthras 
was threatened by Idas, who cannot have been the Apharid as 
Hyginus states, but was probably a local freebooter from Mt Ida 
(Thraemer, Pergamos, p. 376), at the time when Telephus arrived 
in Mysia with his friend Parthenopaeus'. Hyginus states that 
Telephus came in search of his mother, following the command 
of the oracle, and this agrees with other authorities quoted on 
I p. 47, to which may be ‘added Suid. s.v. ErXaros Mucav Theiv 

-€VL0l THY Tapoupiay TOU Xpnepow Aéyouct Tyredo pavrevouerep 

yeyovevat Tept yovewv, emt Tivas ToTrous éMawyv evpou Tovs ‘yoveis. 

1 The two names were no doubt connected because both were reared amongst the 
hills of Arcadia, Telephus on Mt Parthenius, Parthenopaeus on Mt Maenalus (Eur. 
Phoen. 1162-n.). *Thraemer argues that ore would not Baye confused indepentaa 
legends. 
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tov 0€ Oeov rpoordtat Trev érl Tov éoyatov Mucdy. adixdpevov 
8 eis TevOpaviar, véwecOar yap tabta ta ywpia Mvoous, érituyeiv 
TH pyntpt avrov (=schol. [Eur.] Rhes. 248). It is not certain, 
however, that this was the account of Sophocles; for we have 
seen, in dealing with the A/eadae (p. 48), that Telephus had 
incurred blood-guiltiness by killing his uncles, and his exile 
may have been enjoined for the purpose of expiation (d7reviav- 
tiaos)'. We hear of the consequent taboo laid upon Telephus 
in Arist. poet. 24. 14602 32 év Mucois 6 ddhavos éx Teyéas els 
tv Muaiav #xwv, which is generally referred to the Wysians of 
Aeschylus (7GF p.47); and the disability is connected with his 
homicide by Amphis fr. 30 (11 244 K.) éeuwev domep Tijr¢edos | 
TPOTov aiwTH (Kai ikaiws TovTO ye* | dtravtTes avdpodmovor yap 
etowv évt Noy@). However this may be, the Sophoclean Telephus 
does not seem to have been under a ban of silence on his ar- 

_ rival: see fr. 411. Teuthras offered the succession to the throne 
and the hand of his adopted daughter Auge to the conqueror 
of Idas, and she was accordingly betrothed to Telephus, who 
with the assistance of Parthenopaeus successfully accomplished 
the adventure. But Auge, who was faithful to the memory of 
Heracles, prepared to slay her spouse on the wedding-night, and 
for that purpose concealed a sword in her bedchamber. Her 
intention was frustrated by a miracle: for a huge serpent issued 
from the ground to protect Telephus, so that Auge threw down 
her sword and confessed her treachery. Telephus was about to 
exact vengeance upon her, when she called upon Heracles, as 
the betrayer of her maidenhood. An explanation ensued ; and 
Telephus recognized his mother and returned with her to Tegea. 
Cf. Anth. Pal. 3. 2 tov Babdv Apxadins rpodirov matov elvera 
patpos | Avyns tacdS éréBnv yas TevOpavtiaéos, | Tiredos, ‘Hpa- 
KNéous irsos yovos avTos btrapywr, | dbpa pw a ayayo és Tédov 
*Apxadins. That the story of Hyginus is old and derived from 
a tragic source is proved by Aelian xaz. an. 3. 47 doTe pow Tovs 

tpaywsovs...kal mpo ye éxeivwv Tovs puOoTroLods épécOas Ti Bov- 
ANOpevot TocavTHY ayvolayv...cataxéovot...troU Tnrépou Tov my 
meipabéytos pmev THS omirlas, cvyKataxdwwévTos Sé TH yevvapyevyn 
kat mpagavtos av ta atta (sc. T@ Oldimrob.), cb py Ocia TouTH 
dtetpEev o Spaxwy, with a further reference to yrwpicpator, 
which is clearly intended for Telephus. 

The epigram quoted above was taken from the temple at 
Cyzicus dedicated to Apollonis the mother of Attalus, in which 
the recognition-scene may have followed the description of. 

1 Two different motives appear to be conflated in Prov. app. 2. 85 (Paroem. 
I 412). 
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Sophocles. Further, Robert holds! that a series of events in 
the life of Telephus which comprise the plot of the present 
play is represented on the fragments of the smaller frieze of 
the Pergamene altar. Fr. 411 clearly relates to the arrival in 
Mysia, and Robert plausibly refers frs. 412 and 413 to a feast 
held in honour of the betrothal of Telephus and Auge. Arguing 
from Aelian that the tragic plot abstracted by Hyginus was 
known in the imperial age,—at a date when the works of the 
lesser tragedians had perished,—he concluded that the play, 
since it cannot have been the work of Euripides, must have 
been written either by ‘Aeschylus or Sophocles, If Robert’s 
premisses are accepted, we can hardly hesitate to prefer the 
claim of Sophocles; but when he proceeds to compare the plots 
of the Cresphontes and the /on, and to infer that the J7ysz must 
be later than the former (B.C. 427), because the recognition-scene 
takes place in the @adauos, his reasoning fails to convince. Still 
less can we follow Pilling (de Telephi fabula, diss, Hal. 1886, 
p. 63), who holds that the story in Hyginus is copied from the 
lphigenia in Tauris of Euripides, and belongs therefore to a play 
subsequently produced. 

Thraemer (Pergamos, p. 374 ff.) thought that Hyginus cannot 
derive from Sophocles, since Telephus had only to proclaim his 
errand in order at once to ensure recognition. The objection 
has been partly met by anticipation, and the absurdity of the 
situation is in any case no greater than in the Oedipus Tyrannus, 
where it has been successfully overcome. When Thraemer 
urges further that Sophocles followed the common version of 
Apollodorus (3. 103 f.):and Diodorus (4. 33), he omits to add 
that these writers record nothing concerning the recognition 
which could serve as a basis for dramatic treatment. 

For the historical facts which underly the legend see Ridge- 
way, Early Age of Greece, p, 181. 

499 

Qs Tots KAKOS Tpaacovow 780 Kat Bpaxdv 
xpovov abécOar Tav Tapertétwv KaKav. 

409. 2 xpévwy A 

409 Stob. flor. 26. 4 (111 p. 610, The sentiment is well illustrated by 
7 Hense) rod avrod (SA: Zopoxdéous M. Eur. Or. 213 & rérvia AjOn Tdv Kakdv, 
The extract follows fr. 670) MvoGv. ‘ws ws ef soph) | kal rotow duervxoiow evdxrata 
1. KOKGD.” 6e6s.—Nauck and Hense accept «dv for 

1 Bild und Lied, p. - See also the detailed discussion by the same writer in 
Arch. Jahrb. U 246 ff.. O. Jahn, Zelephos und Trotlos, Kiel 1841, p. 65, ee 
Welcker’s identification. 
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‘at from Cobet (Co//. Crit. p. 190), who 
remarks ‘reponendum est quod eo sensu 
-constanter dici solet.’ But this is put 
much too strongly. It is true that xdv 
would be defensible, if it were the tra- 
ditional text, but there is no ground 
whatever for impugning «ai. As a 
matter of fact, the passages where xéy is 
used in a limiting sense without a verb 
are very few in number. From those 
uoted by Jebb on £7. 1482 (p. 224) 
heocr. 23. 35 should be deducted, for 

kav there has no authority. Add Ar. 
Plut. 126 édv ‘dmoBréyys od Kav pwixpdv 
xpovov. Menand. fr. 342 (III 69K.) 
eigeOe kav viv. Vesp. 92 hv & obv Kara- 
pion kav dxvnv. Lys. 671 el yap évidcer 
Tis Nuav ratcde Kav opixpav AaBHv. In 
Ran. 734, where Meineke conj. «dy for 
kal, and in Plut. 946 the same question 
arises as here. Whether in all or any of 
these examples «dv should be resolved as 
kal édy is a difficult question, on which 
opinions are divided. 

410 
apoxfos yap ovdcis: 6 8 HK 
EX WV PQaKaPTAaTOS. 

410 Kora codd. 

410 Stob. flor. 98. 23 (IV p. 833, 
7 Hense) Zopoxdéovs MucGv. ‘ duioxOos... 
MaKxdpraros.’ 

The traditional text is not quite clear, 
and Tucker had some reason for suggesting 
the addition of xaxés after éywv. The 
absence of context necessarily leaves 
a doubt, but on the assumption that 
“bx 80us, mévous or the like might have 
been supplied as the object to éwyv— 
a construction for which see Jebb on 
Trach. 260, El. 962—the adverb might 
stand in place of an adjective such as 
é\axlorouvs in accordance with a well- 
known idiom: cf. Thuc. 6. 27 76 rpayua 
puerfovws EhduBavoy, Dem. 20.22 To’s arar- 
Tas amicTws mpds Huds avrovs diabGuer. 

Ellendt is inaccurate in treating jx.ora 
as an adjective and equating it with ra 
eA\axloTa. 

For the general sense, which recalls 
the pessimism of O.C. 1225, cf. Herond. 
fr. 5 B. ws olkinv otk éorw eduapéws 
evpetv | dvev xax@v (wovoay’ bs 8 exe 
petov | Tovrov Ti, méfov Tod érépou débxex 
mpnooev. (Susarion I 3 K. ov éoruw 
olxety oixlay dvev kaxod, Menand. fr. 589, 
Ill 176 K. dvev xax@y yap oixiay olxov- 
bévnv | ovx eorw edpetv.) The metre, 
7.é. three bacchiacs (cf. Aesch. Ag. 1069, 
Cho. 390) followed by an iambic tripody, 
is unusual and, if the text is sound, 
almost certainly incomplete. 

: 4Il 
‘Agia pev » ovpraca Kyler, E€ve, 
modus 5€ Mvcav Mvuaia rpooyyopos. 

411. 

411 Strabo 356, quoting examples 
where és is used by poets in place of 
yn or xwpa: LZogoxryjs 5’ &v Mvsois 
“Acia...mpooryyopos.’ 
1 4 ctpraca: it must be assumed 
that this is an answer to rlv’ Kw yaiar ; 
or the like. 

2 wodts,=xépa. Strabo quotes Eur. 
Zon 294, fr. 658. So conversely xw&pa 
and 7 are used where we should expect 
mods: see on Eur. Phoen. 636, 1058.— 
‘The land of the Mysians is called 
Mysia.’ It would be hypercritical to 
require ‘ The land belongs to the Mysians 
and is called Mysia,’ though the result 

1 éetve codd. fere omnes 

might be attained by putting a comma 
after Mvodv. Ellendt, relying on O. 7. 
1437 Ovnrav pavoduat undevds mpooryopos, 
thinks it ‘more elegant’ to render ‘is 
called Mysian by the Mysians.’ But the 
sense yielded is inferior. Dindorf reads 
Mvoig, on the analogy, I suppose, of 
évéuari Twa mpocayopeve: but the vul- 
gate is just as good Greek.—mpoorjyopos 
is passive also in Phil. 1353 T@ mpoor- 
yopos; ‘who will speak to me?’ There 
is no difficulty in its application to a place 
rather than to a person: cf. e.g. Piat. 
rep. 428 D rl Thy TOW Tpogayopevers ; 
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412 
‘ \ ‘\ "d > , 4, modvs b€ DpvE tpiywvos, avtioTtacta TE 

Avdqs ebupvet myxridos ovyxopdia. 

412. 1 7e om. A altero loco 

412 Athen. 183§E prypovedter 5€ Tod 
Tpiyovou rovTov Kal Lopoxdjs év pmev 
Mvoois of rws ‘modds...cvyxopbla,’ Kal év 
Bautpa (fr. 239). The quotation from 
the Muool is repeated at 635C. | 

1f. We must suppose that the verb 
governed by tptywvos occurred in a pre- 
vious line together with another subject 
to which 7p. is linked by 8€. Nauck is 
alone in retaining ovyxopdig; for the 
nominative is clearly preferable. J. ren- 
ders: ‘And many a Phrygian harp..., 
and zz response to zt (adv.) resounds the 
harmony (cvyxopdta for cvyxopsia) of the 
Lydian lyre.’ But it may be doubted 
whether this is the true meaning of 
avriomacra. It should be observed that 
this passage and Phrynichus fr. 11 (v. 
infra) are adduced in support of the 
interpretation given by Aristoxenus to 
a particular passage of Pindar. And it 
seems clear that it was Aristoxenus him- 
self who quoted the use of davricmacros 
by Phrynichus and Sophocles as identical 
with that of dvri@@oyyos in Pind. fr. 125 
tov pa Tépravdpbs rod’ 6 AéaBros eipe | 
mparos év delmrvoor Avédy | waduor dyti- 
pboyyov bWnrGs dxovwv mwyxridos. This 
refers explicitly to the myxris, but Aris- 
toxenus treated myxris and pdyadis as 
identical for the purpose he had in view 
(cf. 635), and both of them belonged 
to the class of moAvxopda. Thus we can 
explain what in any other view of their 
interpretation is unintelligible, why three 
quotations relating to the myxris are 
inserted. in the middle of a discussion 
concerning the nature of the pdyadis. 
Aristoxenus explained Yadpov avtipboy- 
yov thus: dua 70 did Sto yerGv dua Kal 
bia magaéy éxew Thy. cvvwdlay avdpav Te 
kal maléwyv. That is to say, the mnxtis 
(or wdyadis) had two sets of strings in 
different octaves, so that it could be used 
to accompany the aztiphonal singing of 
men and boys. Similarly here avricracra 
means ‘doubly-twanged (notes) ’; and it 

2 édipver A altero loco | cvyxopdiac A utroque loco 

follows that the mnxris required to be 
played with both hands. Notice how 
owvyxopSla gains in significance. The 
double set of strings must also be in- 
dicated by the epithet dfxopdos attributed 
to the mnxris by Sopater ap. Athen. 
183 B; for it is incredible that the ryxtis 
(3odvxXopdos) had only two strings. It is 
fair to admit that there were others—- 
followed apparently by all modern editors. 
—who gave the meaning ‘ responsive’ to 
dvripOoyyov in Pindar (Athen. 635 D); 
but these were at any rate later than 
Posidonius, and their authority cannot 
reasonably be set against that of Aristo- 
xenus. 

tplywvos, ‘a triangular harp, associated 
with the wyxtls (see on fr. 241).’ (J-) 
Plato banishes both instruments from his 
commonwealth : rep. 399 C Tpryavev dpa 
kal mnxriiwy xal mdvrwv dpydvwv, boa 
twodkvxopda kal modvapudvia, Snuscoupyovs 
ov OpéWouev. There is an excellent ac- 
count of both in Susemihl and Hicks, 
Politics of Aristotle, 1 p. 632 f. and p. 635, 
from which I quote: ‘ Practically all the 
ancients, agreeing with Aristotle, were 
of opinion that the rpiywvov, and more 
especially the cauBvx7y [another triangular 
instrument], were only suitable for loose 
songs and melodies and persons of light 
character.’—dvtlomacra, taken as ad- 
verbial by J., might equally well be the 
object of épuuve? (fr. go); and this is 
perhaps moré in accordance with the 
usage of the verb. J. quotes Phrynichus 
fr. 11 Waduotow dvriomacr’ deldovres uéAn, 
—adding ‘waduds is the ¢ouching of a 
cithara’s or a lyre’s strings’ —and Diogenes. 
fr. 1. 9 Wadwots Tpryavev myxTidwy ayrt- 
Géyous | dAKots Kpexotoas pdyadw, 7.¢. 
sounding the pdayadis, a variety of the 
myxtis, with twangings that answer to 
the noise of rpiywvo and myxtides. In the 
last passage all three instruments are said — 
to be played by Lydian maidens. 
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413 
4, ld | \ , l4 

Wedia, Tiapas Kat Giavpyedn aTOdHv 

413 yédua (WéAXa Bergk) scripsi: wadldas codd. 

413 Pollux ro. 186 gains & av kai 
aiaupvav, Aioxddou pev ev Krjpvét cardpors 
(fr. 109) Aéyovros ‘xara THs cloupyys Tis 
Aeovréas,” Dopoxdéovs F év Mucois ‘ Yadldas 
...oToAHV.’ Hesych. IV p. 34 refers to 
the present passage: ovcvpywins oro} 
(Nauck conj. ovcvpywdn ocrodjv)* Tov éx 
THs orovpyyns orodopor. 

The words are intended to describe the 
dress of an oriental grandee. On the 
assumption that éAva is to be read, or 
adidas interpreted in the same sense, 
the appropriateness of the first two words 
is clear. The form of dress which the 
Greeks regarded as a Persian character- 
istic was originally Median, and was 
subsequently adopted from them by the 
Persians (Xen. Cyr. 1. 3. 2, 8. 3. 1). 
Gold armlets (Wé\ca) were worn as well 
as collars (orpemrot): see Hdt. 9. 80, 
Xen. Cyr. 6. 4. 2.—The tudpa or ‘turban,’ 
also known as xvupBacla or xldapis, a 
small skull-cup made of cotton, was the 
national head-gear of Asiatics; the king 
alone was entitled to wear tidpay dp0ny, 
z.é. stiffened so as to rise from the head 
like the crown of a hat (Xen. anad. 2. 5. 
23).—The relevance of cvevpysdy orodry 
is less obvious. olovpva is probably a 
dialectical (Ion. Aeol.) variant of civpa 
(so Herwerden, Lex. Suppl. s.v.): for no 
reliance can be placed on the distinction 
drawn by Hesych. dc. cicvpva ev yap 
xtTGvos eldos* ciovpa dé dipOépa els dutre- 
xXovnv Kal oTpwuviv émiryndclws exovca 
xré. (This was probably an explanation 
provided ad hoc, to suit the present pas- 
sage: still lesscan we place confidence in 
the schol. recc. of Aristophanes, who | 
take another view.) oitvpa was a skin 
coat worn as an outer wrap or by rustics 
(cf. Bairn), or used as a blanket. Such 
a covering seems remote from the elegant 

purple xdvdus, for which see Holden on 
Xen. Cyr. 1. 3. 2. But it was not so 
much the material as the shape of the 
Persian robe, completely enveloping its 
wearer, which excited the wonder of the 
Greeks. When made of a thick, woolly 
‘material it was called xavvydkyns: see 
Pollux 7. 58, who also says that the 
kdvdus was sometimes made of skins. 
The whole description in Ar. Vesp. 
1132 ff. serves as a commentary on 
atavpywin orodjv. Philocleon is afraid 
of being smothered in the thick overcoat 
in which his son wishes to wrap him, and 
asks what it is. (1137) BA. of ev Kadodor 
Ilepoid’, of 6é ckavvdkny. | PL. éyw 5e 
gigvpav wounv Ovparida. | BA. Kod 
Oatud vy’. els Ddpdecrs yap ovk éAnrvOas. 
Telephus was as untravelled as Philocleon. 
It seems therefore unnecessary to think 
specifically of the military cloak known 
as pavddas (Ael. Dion. fr. 252 Schw., 
Hesych. 111 p. 70, Pollux 7. 60). The 
o.ovpvopopa of Hat. 7. 67 are half-civilized 
warriors from Afghanistan. Cf. generally 
Themist. or. 2. p. 36C redpa dé ov rove? 
Bertlw ob5€ Kkdvdus ovdé wavdtas ovdée 
akwdkns xpuocois ovd€ orpemrol te Kal 
wédua. 

yarldas (see cr. n.) is probably an 
error: cf. fr. 367. Alternatively it means 
a ‘pair of scissors,’ which is. equally be- 
side the mark. Ellendt thinks that YaNis 
may have been used with the meaning of 
Wédov ; but of this there is no evidence, 
and the corruption assumed by the adop- 
tion of Bergk’s conjecture is simple 
enough (YEAIA through YAAAIA to 
YAAIAAC). eda is clearly right in 
Aesch. Pront. 54, where M has wadia, 
and both words are sometimes wrongly 
written with AX. 

414 

apBirous yvopas 

414 Hesych. 1p. 335 apéirous yrwpas’ 
dueratpémrous. Logoxd7js Muaois. 

' H. compares diapdelpewv yvusnv Aesch. 
Ag. 923 (to let one’s resolution weaken), 

xetpa & ob SuadOepS Eur. Med. 1055. Add 
Plat. egg. 768B ddiapOdpous rats dejoect 
(dtxaords), ‘ unmoved by entreaties.’ One 
would expect the phrase to refer to the 
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deathless purpose of the gods, after the 
pattern of Hom. Q 88 Zevs dpOita ude 
eldws, h. Aphr. 43, Hes. Theog. 544, Hom. 
h. Dem. 321 Leds dpOira eidws. In Pind. 
Pyth. 8. 71 OeGv 8 brw | &pOtrov airéw, 
mévapkes, vuerépars tvxas the adj. is 
against Gildersleeve’s view that the geni- 
tive is objective; but Schroeder adopts 
adp0ovov. Eur. Hel. 1014 6 voids | rav 

karOavévTww fn wey ob, yrupny 8 exer | 
abdvarov refers to the zmperishable con- 
sctousness of wuxH. In any other con- 
nexion to use d0dvaros of a human 
emotion (‘fixed opinions,’ Blaydes) would 
be arrogant : Eur, fr. 799 wo7ep 5¢ Ovnrov 
kal Td cap’ hudv edu, | ofrw mpoocjKer 
unde thy dpyn éexew | abdvarov doris 
cwhpovey éricrara, Trag. fr. adesp. 79. 

415 

| droBdOpa. 

415 Hesych. I p. 243 adroBd0pa* azro- 
Barnpla, 7 KAtwak vews. LDopoxdr7Hjs Muoois. 
Bekk. anecd. p. 426, 18 dmoBd0pa’ aro- 
Barnpra (sic). otrw ZomoxAjs. Cf. Phryn. 
pracp. soph. p. 19, 8 de B. 

. Brasidas was wounded at Pylos as he 
stepped émi trav dmroBdOpay (Thuc. 4. 12). 
Dindorf in 7hes. s.v. contends, on the 
strength of the accent (adroBarjpia) in 
Bekk. anecd., that dréBa0pa was used by 

Soph. (like éwiS8a@pa in Ap. Rhod. 1. 421) 
for droBarnjpia =a sacrifice made on land- 
ing. He quotes in support Dio Cass. 4o. 
18 kal rd dtaBarhpia ra Te drbBabpa chicr 
dvcxepéorara éyévero. This is an attrac- 
tive suggestion: the objection to its adop- 

- tion is that Dind. is obliged to infer that 
the tradition of Hesychius has been 
vitiated. 

416 

aToovpeL 

416 Hesych. I p. 259 dmocvpe’ 
aroomg. Lopoxdr\js Muoois. 

Nauck was inclined to approve M. 
Schmidt’s conjecture that the lemma 
amodpigme: had been lost before dmroctpe. 

He drew this inference from Ztym. M. 
p- 127, 19 dwodpipe dmroorg, dmocvper: 
but it is not unlikely that the reference 
there is to Hom. VW 187 drodpido. 

417 
ein <0 
aTUpPOV 

417 Hesych.1 p. 276 dmrvpou- a@vrov. 
LopoxrAyjs Mugois. * 

dmvpos, as an epithet of @ucia, serves 
to describe the .bloodless offerings of 
fruit, cereals, and liquids, as distin- 
guished from the sacrifice of an animal 
victim, because the former were not as 
a general rule consimed by burning 
on the altar. See Farnell in C, 2. XI 
294 ff., who has established this mean- 
ing for Aesch. 4g. 70, much in the same 
way as it was afterwards independently 
explained by Headlam. Cf. Eur. fr, 

Q12, 4 Ovoiav adrupov wayxapreias. The 
Rhodian sacrifice was a famous instance: 
Pind. Ol. 7.. redéav & darvpos lepots | 
ddoos év dxpowéu. See also fr. 398. 
dmépov here may have been the epithet 
of some such word as zeAdvov, and 
though there are other possibilities (see 
Farnell, p. 296, Stengel in Pauly-Wis- 
sowa II 293) none is so likely as this. 
The gloss 4@vrov would then be referable 
to the stricter sense of @vew ‘ to consume 
with fire,’ for which see. Miss Harrison, 
Proleg. p. 55+ iter 
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418 

aoT papys 

418 Hesych. 1 p. 307 dorpagjs* imretorto is exactly in point. But the 
okdnpbs* LopoxrAyRs MvoGv (Mucots coni. explanation oK\npos hardly favours this, 
Musurus). since dorpemros, drpemros (cf. "ArTpomos), 
dorpadys may have been used for a and even drevijs, which is frequently 

stern gaze, as Ellendt thinks; though applied to the eyesight, acquired the 
neither Aesch. Cho. 98 dorpdgoiow ou- ‘sense unbending in other connexions. 

-pacw nor Hor. Carm. 2. 2. 23 oculo 

MQMO2 ZATYPIKOZ 

The character of the fragments, apart from the direct evidence 
of fr. 424, shows that the Ma@yos was a satyr-play. Welcker? 
was certainly wrong in thinking that K@pos rather than Ma@pos 
was the real title. Choeroboscus zz Theod. p. 376, 18 confused 
the play of Sophocles with one written by Achaeus (7GF p. 753) 
under the same title. 

Momus is mentioned in Hes. 7heog. 214 as one of the 
children of Night, but is scarcely referred to elsewhere in extant 
Greek literature, until he appears as a character in the dialogues 
of Lucian. The only trace of his active participation in the 
events of the heroic saga is to be found in schol. A Hom. A 5, 
where the desire of Zeus to relieve the burden imposed upon 
the earth by over-population is said to have been gratified in the 
first instance by the Theban expedition, in which many lives 
were lost : dorepov de maw cupBovr\o TO Mou ypnoapevos 
(sczd. ToAOUS amahecev), nv Acos Boum ' ’Opnpos ono, emevon) 
olos Te HV Kepavvots  KaTAaKAVO LOLS TaVvTas dsapGeiperv. Omrep 
TOU Moypov KWAUVCAaYTOS, vmoenévov dé avT@ tThv @éridos Ovnro- 
yapiav Kai Ouvyatépos Karns yévvav, €E wv aphotépwy TorE“os 
"EAAnoi te kai BapBapos éyévero xté. The abstract of the 
Cypria given by Proclus (EGF p. 17) is too brief to prove 
that Momus is substituted by the scholiast for Themis?; but 
whether he appeared in the epic narrative or not—and 
the scholiast certainly implies that he did—the story of his 
being taken into council is unquestionably old, and nothing 
else is so likely to have been the subject of this play. In that 
case, it was the first part of a trilogy—not of course in the 
technical sense—of which the second and the third were the 
"Epes and the Kpious (see I p. 139, II p. 29). 

1 Nachtr. p. 298. 2 Gruppe, p. 661). 
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Wagner preferred to find the story of the play in the fable 
related in Lucian Hermot. 20, according to which Momus found 
fault with the model of Man made by Hephaestus, because there 
were no windows in his chest to expose his inner feelings. 

419 

ahomne 
419 Hesych. 1 p. 136 ddwrné* dpxn- 

gis Tis. Kal dd\wrexiat pouwr, ws Zodo- 
Kis, Omep éorl év cwpare wdbos yevouevor. 

This difficult and corrupt passage has 
been severely treated by the critics. (1) 
Soping’s conjecture dAw7exia ws Lopoxdjjs 
Muy has so far won acceptance that the 
fragment is generally reckoned under the 
title Ma@uos. So Nauck, who however 
keeps ddwirexlat as the lemma. (2) M. 
Schmidt, bracketing the words kal ddw- 
mekiat and O7ep...yevouevov as belonging 
to an earlier gloss, recasts the residue as 
ddwrnt* 6 paxlirns mudv, ws 2. Ivaxw: 
see on fr. 263. This is an extremely 
violent proceeding, but it is (3) partially 
accepted by Dindorf, who holds that the 
explanation 8pxyals rts alone relates to 
Sophocles, and apparently acquiesces in 
Soping’s Mwuy. Crusius on Herond. 7. 
72 takes the same view as Dindorf. (4) 
Ellendt follows Soping, but regards d\w- 
mexig as a verb of the class discussed by 
Rutherford, Mew Phryn. p. 153. The 
general drift seems to me rather to be: 
‘And ddwrné is used in scoffing at dd\w- 
aexta, as by Sophocles.’ But there is 
evidently some corruption, and whether 

it should be cured by such a reading as 
d\wmexiay uwuw<pévw>v (or could pw- 
MacGa take a dat. on the analogy of 
wéuperOar?) is hard to say. It is any- 
how more probable, apart from metrical 
considerations, that Sophocles, like Cal- 
limachus and Herondas, preferred éd\@mné 
to the pseudo-scientific dAwmexia. I cons 
clude, therefore, (1) that the evidence 
does not warrant the ascription of this 
fr. to the M@mos; (2) that ddwrné should 
take the place of dAwexia in the text. 

5 E. Lobeck (Paral. p. 317 n.), 
illustrating xdmvos=oivos xdmvos and the 
like, quotes the use of dd\wrné, édégas, 
ktwy, KopUBas, olorpos for ddwmexla, éde- 
gavriacis, etc. Cf. Callim. 2. Art. 77 To 
5 &rpexov eloéri kal viv | wecodriov orépvowo 
péver mépos, ws bre Kdpon | pwrds év.dpuv- 
Geioa Kkéunv amevelwar’ ddwmrné. Herond, 
7. 72 €p’ Hs (kdpons) ddaomrné voociny 
mwerolnra. The popular explanation is 
given by Atym. M. p. 74, 53 1 yap 
ahumng TO Swov, evOa av ovphoyn, Tov 
Tomov &kapmov moet, Enpalvovoa Kal rhv 
mpovmdpxovcay Bordvnv, kal érépay dva- 
Braorioa ob cvyxwpotca. To the same 
effect schol. Callim. Zc. 

420 

apubiov 
420 Hesych. I p. 163 audiov’ évduua. 

Zogoxdjs Mauw. Bekk. anecd. p. 389, 
to=Suid. s.v. &uqiov: évduma, iwdriov. 
dpdvov was probably a colloquial rather 

than a literary word. It occurs in C/A 
III 60, 4 Kal &uqgia cal oixkjoes and is 
used vaguely for ‘wraps’ in Dion. H. 
Ant. Rom. 4. 76 émi kNivns wédacw audios 
éotpwuévns. Living on in the popular 
Speech, it came to the surface in the 

Byzantine era. In Suid. it appears as 
a gloss on dumexédvyn. From Eustath. 
Od. p. 1421, 65 mwnviov 5é éorw 6 piTos. 
é& ov kal ‘xpvccompvirov duquiov’ Hem- 
sterhuis conjectured that the last two 
words were cited from Sophocles. - But 
they may be an inexact reference to Eur. 
Or, 841: see Jebb on Ant. 292 (p. 249). 
For the accentuation see Chandler, § 349. 
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421 
> a 

avact usar 

421 Hesych. 1 p. 184 dvacripac: 
€mapat TO aldotov, } orvyvdcar. Lopoxd7js 
Mapu (wwe cod.). To the same effect 
Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 123, 8, but without 
the name of the play. For orvyvdoa, 
which is corrupt, M. Schmidt conj. 
otica, Blaydes dpyidoar or dpyjou: 

L. and S. require correction. 
Cf. Pollux 2. 176 7d pévroe dvaomdoat 

TO aldoiov mapa Trois dpxalos Kwuckors 
(fr. adesp. 81, 111 414K.) dvacrdvar xa- 
Aetrat. Suid. s.v.dvacripac* dvacrdoa. 
Blaydes conj. dvacricat. 

422 
y 

av@pwoke 
422 Hesych. 1 p. 204 dv@pwore: dvw 

OpGcxe, dpxod (dpxovs cod.). Zopoxd7s 
Mou (kauw cod.). The corrections 
were made by Joseph Hill (1663). © 

For this feature of tragic dancing cf. 
Eur. 770. 325 made 148’ aldépior, 75. 332 
dvaye 176da adv (so I would read and 
connect). Ar. Vesp. 1492 oxéXos odpdviév 
y éxXaxrifwr, 76. 1524 Kal ro Ppvvixecor | 
éxraxricdtw Tis, brws | lddvres dvw oKxédos 

@fwow of Oearai.—Instances of the 
apocope of dvd in Sophocles are given 
by Jebb on Ant. 1275. Both in Attic 
and Ionic apocope is sparingly employed, 
and appears to be a dying-out usage, 
surviving where it did owing to literary 
association. Of the tragic poets Aeschy- 
lus uses it most freely. See Smyth, Zozic 
Dialect, § 322, and for the phonetic 
history of apocope Monro, H. G.* § 180*. 

423 
5 4 

ATOoOKOAUTTE 

423 Hesych. 1 p. 257 dmrooxédurte* 
amonémife (dmodémigov cod.) kal dzroxddove. 
pact kal Tov mepireTtunuévov TO aildotov 
amecxo\upmevov (dmrecxoAuuévov cod.). Zo- 
pods Mwoum. Bekk. anecd. p. 435, 25 
amrockoN0War* adedeiv TO dépua, 7 atroyv- 
pv@oat. LopoxAyjs dé TO amoxddove év 
Mevehdw (corrected by Ellendt to dzo- 
oxéd\uTTe Td Gmroxd\ove €v Moyw). Cf. 

ib, Pp. 423, 1 dmecxddurre* Kuplws Td 
dépua apnpe, yin dé wal 7d éeydprvov. 
Etym. M. p. 120, 27 dmwecxodupmévos... 
KaraxpnoTixa@s O€ kal él Tov atoyeyuprw- 
wévov, 7 TO dépua apypynuevov. Ael. Dion. 
fr. 432 Schwabe. Blaydes refers to 
amoOpudgew in Ar. Ach. 158. Archilochus 
had used the word (fr. 124). 

424 
a.pmrnv 

424 Bekk. anecd. p. 446, 12 dprnv* 
Opémavov. LopoxrAfs Muuw (vou cod.) 
TATUPLK®. 

apTnv: a scythe, or scythe-shaped 

weapon, such as Perseus used against 
the Gorgon (Apollod. 2. 39), and Hera- 
cles against the Hydra (Eur. /ov, 192). 
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Four fragments are cited from the xcatamdéwv (425—428), 
three from the aupxaevs (429—431), and five simply from the 
NavzXwos without a distinctive addition (433, 434, 436—438). 
Fr. 435 clearly belongs to the wupxaevs, if that was a separate 
play. Now, the most famous incident connected with the name 
of Nauplius was his conduct in displaying false lights on the 
southern promontory of Euboea for the purpose of drawing the 
Greek fleet on to the rocks, when driven before the storm, in 
order that so he might revenge himself for the judicial murder 
of his son Palamedes: Eur. Hel. 767 tra Navzdiov 7 EvBoixa 
mupToAnpata, Verg. Aen. 11. 260 Eudboicae cautes ultorque Ca- 
phereus'. UHyginus (fad. 116), after referring to the death of 
the Locrian Ajax, continues: cefert noctu cum fidem deorum 
inplorarent, Nauplius audivit sensitque tempus adesse ad per- 
sequendas filtt sut Palamedis inturias. ttaque tanquam auxilium 
ezs afferret, facem ardentem eo loco extulit, quo saxa acuta et locus 
periculosissimus erat. illi credentes humanitatis causa td factum 
naves eo duxerunt,;, quo facto plurimae eorum confractae sunt 
militesque plurimi cum ductbus tempestate occist sunt membraque 
corum cum visceribus ad saxa ilisa sunt: st qui autem potuerunt 
ad terram natare a Nauplio interficiebantur*. It is probable, but 
not certain, that this story was related in the epic /Voszz*, and in 
a poem of Stesichorus bearing the same title’, But Sophocles 
is the earliest authority to whom the narration of Nauplius’ 
treachery can definitely be ascribed ; for it is patent that such 
is the explanation of the title wupxaeis. Cf. Pollux 9. 156 o 
& éumpynoas tay av rupKaeds ovopaloito Kat Aioxyvdov Kat 
Lodoxréa ovTws eriypdavtas Ta Spayata, Tov pev Tov IIpo- 
undéa, Tov de tev NavzraAcov. 

The alternative title xatam\éwy prima facie suggests the 
existence of another play, unless a strong reason to the con- 
trary is forthcoming. After some hesitation, Welcker finally 
concluded that there was only one play with a double name’; 

1 The chief passages referring to the incident are Lycophr. 384—386, Philostr. 
her. 11. 15, Apollod. efit. 6. 11, Sen. Ag. 588 ff., schol. Eur. Ov. 432, Quint. Sm. 
14. 614 ff. We may assume that Lucian de salt. 46 refers to the Navwduos rupkaeds: 
Kad’ éxagrov yotv r&v éxet (at Troy) recdvtwy Spaua rH oKnvy mpdxera...4 KaTa 
Tladaujdous ériBovrdy kai 7 NavwXdlov épy7% xré. 

2 Hence I attempted to explain wovéxwmos in Eur. Hel. 1128. 
3 The words of Proclus are: €f6’ 6 wepi ras Kagnpléas wérpas dndodrar xecuor 

(ZGF p. 53). For modern opinions see Robert, Bild u. Lied, p. 182, Holzinger on 
Lycophr. 385, Gruppe, p. 700g. 

4 Fr. 33. The inference is drawn from Tzetz. Posthom. 750. 
> p. 189. 
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and Dindorf took refuge in his familiar device of a new edition 
published under a revised title. Now, the word catardéwv must 
mean either ‘landing’ or ‘returning by sea,’ and one of the chief 
objections to the views of Welcker and Dindorf is that such a 
title does not seem appropriate to a play with the plot that has 
been sketched above. To this Welcker replied (1) that xara- 
méwv may have been merely descriptive of Nauplius as the Sailor, 
and without any relation to the plot. But that is a pure guess, 
which is hardly consistent with the use of xatamdely; and he 
would evidently have preferred (2) the impossible alternative of 
giving to catamAéwy a causative meaning. R. Wagner, who 
accepted Welcker’s conclusion, explained xatam)éwv as landing 
in Euboea, and inferred that Nauplius was an Argive, who came 
to Euboea for the special purpose of destroying the Greek fleet. 
He relied on the words jjxev ets EvSovav in schol. Eur. Or. 432. 
But the hypothesis of a double title is altogether improbable ; 
and Welcker was only driven to adopt it, because he could find 
no possible plot for the catamdéwr, and was unwilling to leave 
the subject-matter unidentified. 

A more plausible solution was proposed by Huschke?, who 
interpreted xatatvéwy as landing at the Greek camp near Troy, 
and inferred that the play described the arrival of Nauplius to 
exact retribution for the death of Palamedes, and the rejection 
of his claim. He supported his contention by quoting schol. 
Eur. Or. 432 Navaduos dé axovcas nrOev eis “IALov, duxdoa Tov 
govoyv Tod Taidos: TaY dé EXAnHVwY KaToOALywpovYTwY aUTOd, TPOS 
TO Kexapiopévoy Tois Baciedow, aroTEevoas KTE., to which may 
now be added Apollod. efi¢. 6. 8 totto pab@v Navmduos érdevce 
mpos Tous "EXAnvas Kal THY Tod TaLdos aTHTEL TOLUnY’ ATpaKTOS 
d€ UTootpéWas, @ TavTay yapilouév@v TO Bacire? Ayapémvove 
«te. There is nothing in the fragments quoted from the «ata- 
mXéewv which assists a decision; but, since the unjust condemna- 
tion of Palamedes was the subject of the play so entitled, it 
would seem that Sophocles must have largely readapted the 
same material, if in another play he described the appeal of 
Nauplius against the previous verdict. But that is not all; 
for there are good grounds for thinking, as will be shown in 
the Introductory Note to the Palamedes, that the arrival of 
Nauplius was actually included in that play. 

However, Huschke’s theory is not the only possibility ; for 
there were many stories current concerning the malicious in- 
juries inflicted by Nauplius upon the murderers of his son. 

1 pit. Vat. p. 264 f. 
2 Anal. Crit. p. 241. The same view is adopted by Nauck, who accordingly 

refers frs. 432 and 433 to the xarar\éwv.. See also Meineke, Anal. Alex. p. 132. 

#47. 6 
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Thus, he punished Odysseus by throwing Penelope into the 
sea (Eustath. Od. p. 1422, 8), and by causing his mother An- 
ticlea to hang herself on the receipt of false news relating to 
her son’s death (scholl. Hom. 197, 202).. Nor was his vengeance 
limited to the house of the rival and accuser of Palamedes. 
In Lycophr. 1093 he is described as tovaiod éyivos pnyavais 
oixopOopav, spreading false news in the homes of the Greek 
chieftains, and causing their wives to become faithless. In 
particular, he was privy to the adultery of Clytaemnestra with 
Aegisthus, he persuaded Aegialea, the wife of Diomedes, to 
her ruin,. and he incited :Leucus, the foster-son of Idomeneus, 
to usurp his power and destroy his wife and daughter. CE 
Apollod. epzt. 6. 9 TAPATAEWD Tas _X@pas tas ‘EdAnvidas 
TApeTKEVATE tas tav “EXAnvev yuvatkas porxevOhvas, Kyv- 
TayynoTpav Aiyia Oe, Avyiddevav T@ DGevérov Kounrn, THD 
Tdopevéws Mydav bro AevKou: iy Kai avetre AedKos apa Knre- 
oOupa TH Ouyarpt TAUTNS ev TO VA® Tpoapuyovan, Kal oéxa 
mores atrootacas Ths Kpryrns “ érupavence «té!, The arrival 
of Nauplius on such an errand would naturally account for 
the title xaramdéwv, and I cannot help thinking that Lycophr. 
1217 is significant in the same connexion: 

ov yap NaovKOS 
mopKevs SixwTov céhpa vavoToN@y era, 
Aedxov oTpoBnawy pvrAaka THS povapxias, 
Woudpaict Tt éyOpav pnxavais avatréxor. 

There was certainly material enough for a tragedy in the ruin of 
the house of Idomeneus*®. It should be stated that R. Wagner’, 
arguing from the words @s of tpayvxol X€éyouvow used by Apollod. 
2. 23 in reference to Clymene, the wife of Nauplius, derives the 
major part of epzt. 6. 8—11 from the tpay@dovpeva of Ascle- 
piades, but separates from it the passage relating to the seduction 
of the women, which he traces through the JVos¢z of Lysimachus 
to an Alexandrian source. But this arbitrary division is not 
generally approved’; for there is no reason to suppose that 
this part of the Nauplius-myth is any later than the story of 

1 Brunck quoted Tzetz. Lycophr. 384, which we now know to have been derived 
from Apollodorus, as probably containing the subject-matter of the Navas xcara- 
mdéwv, but his remark has passed almost completely unnoticed. 

2 See the n. on fr. 431. It should, of course, be observed that that fragment is 
quoted from the Navados wupxaeis, but; as the plot of that play was, on the present 
hypothesis, later in time than that of the caraw\éwy, an allusion to an event which 
may have been comprised in the latter is not excluded. 

3 FEpit. Vat. p. 269. He conjectures that the reference to the death of Nauplius 
in Apollod. 2. 23 was taken from an oracle quoted in the closing scene of the 
Sophoclean play. 

* See Gruppe, p. 7003. Holzinger (on Lycophr. 610) thinks that these stories 
were related in the Cyfria or the Wostz. 
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the Euboean shipwreck, or that of the false charge against 
Palamedes. 

Another alternative, which some may think more probable, 
has been put forward by J. Geffcken! on the strength of Apollod. 
2. 23, where it is stated that Nauplius, son of Poseidon and 
Amymone, spent a long life as a sea-farer, and was wont to entice 
other voyagers to their death by kindling delusive flares. But at 
last he himself met his end in the same trap through which he 
had lured others to their destruction?» Nauplius here figures as 
the piratical buccaneer, the terror of the high seas, who on his 
return home is hoist with his own petard. The details are so 
vaguely indicated that we cannot frame even the skeleton of a 
tragic plot. 

Lastly we may add that Vater* discovered a subject for the 
xkatamAéwv in the relations of Nauplius with Aleos and Auge, 
supposing that the play was dramatically the earliest of those 
which dealt with the story of Telephus. This is a solution which 
few will approve. 

M. Schmidt conjectured that the gloss of Hesych. I p. 251 
aTroNoimiov davov* Tov émt ddd was taken from the Nauplzus. 

425 
A 4 

Zev mavoihure kat Aws ocwrnpiov 
oToven Tpitov KpaTHpos 

425 Schol. Pind. /sth. 5 (6). 10 rév 
6€ rpitov xparhpa Ards owripos édeyor, 
Kaa kal Logoxdyjs év NavrNw ‘ Zev... 
Kparjpos.” Schol. Plat. Charm. 167A 
tpirov rw Aut omévderal re kai 6 Kparnp 
Tpiros rierar. LopoxdHs NavrNiy ‘kai... 
Kparfpos,’ kal WAdrwv Iodereias (583 B). 
Schol. Plat. Phzleb. 66 D TO Tpirov TH 
cwrnp] éx peradopads elpnrat Tod év rats 
guvovoiats @0ovs. Zopoxdys év Navrriw 
katamwhéovrTt. éxipy@vTo yap év avrats 
KpaThpes Tpets. Kal Tov wey mpwrov Ards 
*OduuTriov Kal Bedv “OdAvurlwv éevyov, Tov 
dé Sevrepov hpwwy, tov dé rpirov cwripos. 
The same note is given in Hesych. Iv 
p. 178 s.v. rplros xparnp: cf. Phot. /ex. 
p- 604, 25 Tpirov Kparhpos* Tod swrijpos, 
év kal rédevov édXeyov. [It may be ob- 
served incidentally that Nauck was quite 
wrong in wishing to read éx peradpopas 
elipnrac €x Tod in schol. Plat. Phzled. lc. 

1 Hermes XXV1 38. 

The regular phrase is with the genitive 
alone, as may be seen from the following 
instances in the scholia to Sophocles : 
Az, 1 €k meTapopas Tav Kuvny@v, 2b. 1329 
é€x weTapopas Tv Kowas éperrovrwy, LZ. 
1074 €k petapopas Tav vnwv, O. 7. 173 
é€x weTapopads TOV dvw vevdvTwy pdbyis év 
Te vnxeTOa, Ant. 158 é€k werahopas Trav 
épecobvTwv, 2b. 1086 éx metadopas Tadv 
épretav, Trach. 203 €k meragopais rod 
jAlov. See also Rutherford, Annotation, 
p- 207-] It is clear that our passage was 
a stock instance with the grammarians, 
and that all the quotations given above 
are derived from a common source: this 
was in all probability Didymus, from 
whom they may have passed to Diogenian, 
and thence to the Platonic scholia. 

tmavotdume, Similarly Callim. 2. 1. 92 
addresses Zeus as O@rop darnuovins. Plut. 
comm. not. 33 p. £076 8B: the Stoic 

2 The words édveddpe mpiv redevrpoae are corrupt: see Wagner, LZfzt. Vat. 
p. 265 f. 

3 Aleaden, p. 28 ff. For the story see I p. 46. 

6—z2 
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doctrine that all men are sinners is 
inconsistent with such titles given to 
Zeus as XZwrynp or Meidixeos or ’AXeEL- 
KQKOS. 

2 tplrov xpatypos. Three bowls 
-were mixed at a banquet, as stated above: 
(1) the first in honour of Zeus Olympios 
and the other Olympians, (2) the second 
in honour of the heroes, and (3) the third 

for Zeus Soter. To this last allusion is 
frequent: Aesch. Suppl. 26 xal Leds 
Zwrnp tplros, Ag. 257 (of Iphigenia) 
tTpitocmovdov ettrotuov matava pirws ériua, 
Eum. 762 rot wdavra xpalvovros rplrov 
owrhpos, fr. 55 tplrov Aids owripos evK- 
talavy iBa, with the ghastly parody of 
Clytaemnestra in 4g. 1386. 

426 

aN’ aomdirny ovtTa <Kai> meppaypevov 
426 

426 Steph. Byz. p. 135, 5 domis... 
70 6€ domdirys Kai domidovxos Lopoxdjjs 
év NavrNiw xaramdéovte ‘ add’... reppay- 
mévov’ <kal> ‘ws...rokedpacr’ (fr. 427). 

Meineke’s kal is the simplest remedy 
for the syllable that is wanting: Papa- 
georgius prefers vw. Tucker suggested 

mwepireppayyuevov, 12.¢. Frepparyuevov.— 
dombirns follows the analogy of avXérns, 
xwplrns, dorirns and the rest (fr. g2 n.). 
—Dindorf writes repapypuévoy here, and 

kai add. Meineke 

the corresponding forms (&@papia, etc.) 
wherever the verb occurs. in tragedy, al- 
though the evidence of the MSs is all the 
other way. Photius supports vavpapxrov 
in Ar. Ach. 95, and the inscriptional evi- 
dence, though slight, indicates that épapga 
was earlier than éppaéa: see Meisterhans, 
p- 181. These facts are, however, hardly 
sufficient to establish with certainty that 
Sophocles would have preferred médap- 
yea. 

427 
ws aomidovyos 7 UKVONs Tokevpacw ; 

427 Steph. Byz. quoted on fr. 426. 
It isnot altogetherclear, as Papageorgius 

pointed out, whether this fragment is 
quoted from the Mauplius or from 
another play. In printing the line as 
interrogative I follow a suggestion of 
Wecklein (Berlin. philol. Woch. 1890, 
656). Blaydes conj. 7s roéérns or the 
like, and pov for ws. There appears 
to be a contrast made between the hoplite 
(domido0xos) and the archer. The com- 
parison is generally contemptuous of the 
latter: Az. 1120 ff. 6 roédérys eouxey ov 
op.xpov ppoveiv. | ...méy dv Te kourdoe.as, 
aomtd’ ef AdBos. Eur. Her. 159 ds 

ovror’ damrld érxe mpos Aaa xepi | ... 
GAG TOE Exwv, | KdKioTov Srdov kre. 
The Scythians were typical bowmen 
(Aesch. Prom. 737 ZKiOas & aién voud- 
das ol...é€xnBdros rdtoow éEnprumévor, 
Cho. 160 ZKvOuKcd 7’ ev xepoiv | wadivrov’ 
év épyw Bédn ’rurdddwv “Apns), but their 
introduction into tragedy is anachronistic. 
The Persian wars brought them to the 
notice of the Athenians, and the Scythian 
police, public slaves and originally no 
doubt recruited from a nucleus of Scy- 
thians, were established at Athens by 
Speusinus (schol. Ar. Ach. 54) early in 
or towards the middle of the fifth century. 

428 
ate 
EMTLKOTA 

428 Hesych. il p. 157 émikxora: 
érioupa (ériuoppa cod.), d was dy Tus 
(aracav ris cod.) wéuporto. Lodoxd7s 
NaurXlw xatamdéovre (vavxXlw Kal rréovre 

cod.). 
érixotos, an Aeschylean word, is else- 

where always active; for no inference 

can be drawn from Cho. 626. In Pind. 
fr. 109 ordow dro mpamlios érixorov 
dvedwy the epithet is transferred and. if 
we had the text of Sophocles to which 
Hesychius refers, we might find that the 
same explanation applied here. 
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429 
\ \ 

Kal TETOA TEVTEypappa Kal KvBwv Bodai 

429 revrdéypaupa Eustath., Etymoll. 

429 Pollux 9. 97 éredy dé Pipa 
wév eiow ol werrol, wévre 3 Exdrepos T&V 
mavévrev elyev eri wévTe ypaupor, eikd- 
Tws eipnrar Lopoxret ‘kai weood wevré- 
yeaupa Kal KvBwv Boral.’ Hesych. II 
Pp: 325 meooa wévre ypdupara Kal KiBuv 
Bodds. ZodoxdHs NavwAlw wupxaet. wap’ 
édcov mévre ypaumais @ratfov. Orion 
Etym. p. 127, 1 quotes the words kai 
mecoa tevTdypauya from Sophocles, and 
in Eiym. M. p. 666, 18 and Eust. Od. 
p- 1396, 60 the same words are quoted 
without an author’s name. Eust. Od. 
P- 1397, 29 DopoxAjjs ‘ xal...Bodal.’ 

The reference is undoubtedly to the 
inventions of Palamedes : fr. 479.—twerod 
mevtéypappa. ‘The invention of rerrela 
and xuBela was ascribed to Theuth, the 
Egyptian Hermes (Plat. Phaedr. 274 D). 
There are two forms of the game of 
meooot. (1) In the wévre ypaupal each 
player had five igor, one placed on each 
of five lines. Between the two sets of 
five lines was the lepd ypauun (Kiveiv Tov 
ap’ tepas, ‘‘to try one’s last chance”: 
Poll. g. 97). (2) The other form of 
meooot was called wéXes, these being the 
x@pa: or squares on the board (7)\cv@ior) : 
the pieces were kives. In both games the 
object probably was to hem in and capture 
the enemy’s pieces (Dict. Ant. 11 11)’ 
.).—trevréypappa appears to have been 
rst restored by Cobet (V.Z. p. 775) for 

the unclassical form revrdypauua. The 
rule is thus stated by Phrynichus: evrd- 
unvov, wevrdmnxv’ perdbes Td a els TO 

€, mevréunvov éywv kal WEVTEMN XU 
(CCCLxxvI R.). See also Ael. Dionys. 
fr, 153 Schw., Moeris p. 207, 34. The 
grammarian’s dictum is borne out by the 
stone records, for it. is only in post- 
classical times that the € passed into a, 
owing to the analogy of rerpa-, érrd, 
evvéa and déxa: see Meisterhans®, § 62, 3, 
whose earliest example is mevrduvous 
(100 B.C.). Further evidence iis given by 
Lobeck, Lhryn. p. 413. For the working 
of analogy in the form of the compound 
see Brugmann, Comp. Gr. 11 p. 28, E. tr. 
—kvBov Boral is not merely dicing, but 
includes xvBela, a game of skill corre- 
sponding to our backgammon, in which 
the luck of the «iBo might be counter- 
acted or improved by a skilful handling 
of the pieces. Hesych. says: drapépec 
dé merreia kuBelas. év n uev yap Tovs KUBous 
dvappirrovow* év dé rH werreia avrd 
Movov Tas Whpous meraxwodor.. See further 
on fr. 947, and Dict. Ant. 1 695. 

‘At the Greek Ilium (Hissarlik), on 
the plain of Troy; they showed the stone 
on which Palamedes used to play reocot. 
Polemon fr. 32 (FAG 11 125) Tadayy- 
douvs émwonoauévov kuBelav xal merreiav 
év INiw els mapauvOvov Aywod KaracxdvTos 
Thy orpariav AlLOos éxet édelkvuTo, Kaba 
Ilo\éuww iorope?, ép’ ov éréaccevor’ (J.). 
Orion (supr.) quotes the inscription on an 
aéBdx.ov, containing 36 letters, one for 
each square: evpe copds me Ayuwod mapac- 
pacinv ILadtaundns. 

430 
vavK\ynpov mharnv 

430 Hesych. I p. 141 vav«dnpor 
wrdaTnv* vauTixhv. Nava rupxaei. 

The explanation of Hesych. is pro- 
bably right, although there is not any 
other example of the adjective employed 
in this sense: vavxAnpla is used for voyage 
in fr. 143. It may be suggested, how- 
ever, that the words would be admirably 
adapted to describe the equipment of 
-Nauplius’ boat, of which he was at once 

owner and navigator in his coasting voy- 
ages (rapamrhéwy Tas xwpas Tas ‘E\Anvidas 
Apollod. efit. 6. 9). Cf. Lycophr. 1217 
mopkevs Sikwrov cé\ua vavorod\ay, where 
Tzetzes says: viv dé rdv. Navmrdov déyet, 
éredn eis GeuTiKov oKdgos éuBas emdet. 
Similarly Palamedes, when he went to 
Troy, 7ye...odre vaiv obre dvdpa, adn’ év 
mopOueiw giv Olaxe Te adeApY erdevee 
(Philostr. Aer. 11. 1). 
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431 
, s sy> 2 oe 

KaTW@ KPEPQVTAL, oil OTWM@S EV EPKETLW 

431 

431 Herodian zepi mov. r€&. p. 31, 

23 Ta els Ca Aryovra OnruKa, ei Exou mpd 
Tédous dlyxpovov, cvveotaduévov avrod Exel, 
ws 7d plgfa, oxlga, omlfas eore 5é eldos 
épvéov. Logoxd7s ev NavrNlw (adrvwcod. : 
corr. Schaefer) mrupkae? ‘ kdrw...€pxect.’ 

Dindorf’s correction (cr. n.)° seems 
certain, although Blaydes preferred om- 
vidv’ ws, and Diels omif’ ar’ ofc’. What 
was the subject of xpéuavra: we do not 
know, but I think'no doubt ean be felt 
concerning the general character of the 
context by anyone who will compare the 
present passage with Hom. x 468 ff. as & 
br’ dv 4 kiya ravvolmrepo He wédeca | 
épkec évmrrnewar, 76 O Errhky evi Odury, | 
atrAw éov€uevar, oruyepds 8 bmeddtaro 
koiros, | ws ai y’ é&elns kepadas Exor, dul 
dé mdoas | Secpyor Bpbxo joayv, Srws 
olxticta Odvoev. | Homatpov 5é widecor 
plvuvOd wep, od Te wdda div. That is to 
say, Sophocles compares the death by 
hanging of malefactors or victims shame- 
fully slain to birds caught ina net. Can 
any such incident be connected with the 
story of Nauplius? It is a remarkable 
coincidence that, if the plot of the 
Navmduos katamdéwv be such as has been 
suggested in the Introductory Note, there 
is a set of circumstances forming part of 
the narrative which exactly fits the re- 
quirements of the text. According to 

omigva réws cod. : corr. Dindorf 

Apollod. efz¢. 6. 10 Leucus, having se- 
duced Meda, the wife of Idomeneus, 
subsequently put her to death dua KXeuoe- 
Ovpa TH Ovyarpl ravrns ev TH vaw mporgu- 
yovrn. And Lycophron, in his account of 
the crime (1214—1225), which he ascribes 
to the treacherous cunning of Nauplius, 
includes the sons of Idomeneus in the 
list of victims: 6s otre réxvav gelcer’, 
ovre ovyyduov | Myjdas Sduapros, 7ypiw- 
pévos ppévas, | ob} KrXerciOjpas Ovyarpés. 
He adds that their death was shameful 
and mysterious: rdavras 0 dva-yvous xepoiv 
év vag «revel, | AWBaiow aixiobévtas 
’Oyxalov Bd0pov. Holzinger explains 
this to mean that they were treated like 
opdyia sacrificed to the x@émor: their 
throats were cut while still alive, and 
their blood allowed to drop into the 
ditch. If they were hanged in a row 
over the Bé@pos, the disgrace was by so 
much intensified.—Bergk (PZG 111 597) 
wished to read <xal> xdtw <Kkdpa> 
kpéuavrac xré. Cf. Pind. fr. 161 of wey 
kdtw kdpa Secpoior Sédevrac (perhaps of 
the Képxwzes, as Schroeder suggests), Ar. 
Ach. 945 elwep éx rodGv Kdtw Kdpa Kpé- 
porto. But this is a false trail, if the 
comparison with the Odyssey is to be 
maintained. He rightly abandoned his 
earlier conjecture dxaro., which was based 
on Sen. Agam. 592. 

432 
otros S€ y nupe Tetyos “Apyelwy otpat@ 
oTaOpav apiOuav Kat méTpwv evpypata 

432. 1 dé y’ nipe Maass: odremiriry’ eipes V, otros 5 épetpe V2 [=manus altera 
correctrix Victorii] L | "Apyeto coni. Maass 2 cradudv Salmasius: ordOun & 
V, ordOunv V?L Boissonade, ord@uns Maass, orabuev 7’ Herwerden | evpnuara 
codd.: dplcnara L. Dindorf, co¢icuara Meineke | mihi versus aliunde irrepsisse 
videtur 

432 Achill. Jsag. ad Arat. Phaen. 
(Petav. Uranol. p. 122 B) p. 28, 1 Maass 
LopoxrAys dé Marauder dvaridnow* é- 
yovra yap Navrduov eicayer ‘ovros...d0ouw.’ 
Achilles, who lived at the end of the second 
or the beginning of the third century a.D., 
was the writer of a commentary on the 

Pavdueva of Aratus. For the sources from 
which he drew see Diels, Doxogr. p. 17 
foll. The name Tatius has probably been 
given to him erroneously, owing to a con- 
fusion with the romance-writer. His 
elcaywyn, from which the above extract 
is taken, was first published from cod, 
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ld . , > 4, ld 4 Takes TE TAVTAS OUPaVLa TE ONpaTAa. 

3 ravras codd.: 7’ diirds r’ Mekler, récas Herwerden | versum post v. 8 transposuit 
Scaliger, post v. 7 Mekler 

Laur. 28, 44 (L) by Petrus Victorius at 
Florence in 1567. The text of Victorius 
was reprinted by D. Petau in his Urano- 
logium (Paris, 1630). The readings of 
cod. Vat. tot (V) were first given by H. 
Keil in Phzlol. 1 157, but a new critical 
edition based on a fresh collation of the 
same MSS is to be found in E. Maass, 
Commentariorum in Aratum religuiae 
(1898). 

There is nothing to show whether this 
fragment comes from the Vaulius, under 
which title it is usually printed, or the 
Palamedes. Heath assigned it to the 
Nauplius, on the ground that Nauplius 
was not a character in the Palamedes: 
see however p. 81. 

The chief lists of the inventions of 
Palamedes are to be found in Gorg. 
Palam. 30 Tis yap G dos émolnoe Tov - 
dvOpwHmrwov Blov mopimov €& amdpov Kal 
Kexoounpevov €& axdomou, TAEELs TE TOXE- 
mikas evpwv péy.orov eis meovexTHuaTa, 
vouous Te yparrovs pUdakas TOU dixalov, 
ypdumatd Tre pynuns dpyavov, méTpa TE 
kal gTa@ua ouvaddAayev evmdpouvs diad- 
Nayds, adpcOudv re xpynudtwv Pidaxa, 
mupaovs te Kpaticrovs Kal taxiorous 
dyyédous, meccovs Te TXOATS GAuUTOV dta- 
Tpe3hv; [Alcid.] Od. 22 a kal pirocogety 
émixexeipnxev éfararav trois véovs kal 
maparelbuv, pdoxwv Takers é&nupynKévar 

_ woNemikds, ypdumara, aprOmovs, pmé- 
Tpa, cTAaOmovds, meTTovs, KUBous, movct- 
Kiv, vououa, tupgovs. Schol. Eur. Or. 
432 pact dé adrov eipetv Ppuxtwpias, kal 
métpa kal oraOmods, Kal mertelas, Kal 
ypdpmara, kal puvAaKkds, Kal dickous, kal 
dotpayddous. Other passages will be 
cited presently concerning the several 
discoveries. By far the best account of 
Palamedes is in Philostr. he. 11. 

J. translated vv. 1—9 as follows: ‘And 
he it was who devised a wall for the 
Argives’ host: his was the invention of 
weights, numbers, and measures; he 
taught men how to marshal armies and 
how to know the heavenly signs. He 
was the first also who showed how to 
count from one to ten and so to fifty and 
to a thousand; he showed how soldiers 
may signal by beacons; and revealed 
things which before were hidden. He 
discovered also how to measure terms 
and periods of the stars, trusty signs for 

watchers in the night-season (izvov 
pvraét)’; or ‘trusty signs of the time of 
rest for watchers’—z.e. of the time at 
which one watch is to relieve another. 
[Or, with g@vAdées; ‘(he invented) the 
watches of the night—trusty signs.’] 

There are, however, serious difficulties 
in the traditional text which must now 
be considered in detail. It is hardly 
possible that Sophocles can have 
written the lines as they stand and ih 
their present order; but with our existing 
material the task of restoration seems 
almost hopeless. 

2 This v. interrupts the natural con- 
nection between rtefyos and rdées (see 
below); moreover, evpiuara is extremely 
awkward in combination with yipe (or 
épnipe) ; and, lastly, there are no con- 
necting links between re?yos and evpjuara 
and between ora@uav and dpiOuev. The 
attempts which have been made to cure 
these defects are not successful (see cr. 
nn.); and I am inclined to think that 
Posidonius—or whoever first compiled 
the quotation—strung together a list of 
the inventions from the play of Sophocles, 
without regard to the links which origi- 
nally joined them. For the connexion of 
Palamedes with weights, numbers, and 
measures see Philostr. her. 11. 1 mpd yap 
5h Iladaphdous...ovdé voucoua nv ovde 
oTabua kal pérpa ovdé dptOuety, as well as 
the passages cited above. 

8 tdteas is strangely joined with 
ojmara, and that in turn is disconnected 
from vv. 8—11, where the heavenly signs 
are described more in detail. In view of 
Philostr. ev. 11. 3 Ta 8 év T@ odpary Kat 
el Tis TOV dotpwv araila re xal rdkis, 
where Odysseus replies to Palamedes’ ex- 
planation of the eclipse, it is tempting to 
suggest that rdéers here refers to the stars ; 
but we must not disregard the constant 
mention of military tactics as one of 
Palamedes’ most famous discoveries. See 
especially Aristid. 11 p. 339 Dind. éy dé 
péytorov Kal reXMewrarov Kal mrelorns afcov 
rings é£edpe TA TaKxTiKkd, bP wy dua 
cwfecOa kal Tév évavtiwy Kpelrroow elvac 
mepiiv avrots. In the following sentence, 
ws wev yap h Tpaywdla pyaly, ‘ ode Tar 
Bocknudrww obdév Siépepov’ mply éxelvw 
ovyyevéoOa is a tragic fragment which 
Nauck has omitted from his collection.— 
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> er) » A > &.% , 

Kakelyv’ erev€e mpatos, e€ evdos d€Ka, 
Kak Tov S€K avOis NUpE TEevTNKOVTAOaS, 5 

a 4 > > \ a la) , tds xiv’ edOds Ost otpatod dpvKtwpiav 
ederke Kavednvey ov Sedevypeva. 
édnipe 8 aotpav pétpa Kai Tepiotpodas, 
umvou dudrdakes & ota onuartTypia, 
veov TE TomLavTnpow évOadacctots 10 
apKTov otpopas Te Kat Kuvdos Wuypav dvow. 

4 xaxeiv’ V?L: kaxelvos V, trace’ (puncto post ojuara deleto) Maass, xal cai’ Blaydes | 
érevée V*L: ééérevie V, rdvrwy 5 érevte rp@ros Herwerden, xédzecr’ érate mp&ros és 
(eb-yos déxa F. W. Schmidt | rp&rov L. Dindorf 6 dbs xine’ edOds L: 6s Xuia 
evOvs V, Kal xukoords coni. Nauck prob. Maass | és crparod V: és orparé L, xai 
orparod Gomperz | Ppuxrwpia primitus V | els xiAc’* ovros els (eb Beis ofs Mekler) 
orpatw Heath | post hunc versum v. 9 tmvou puddéers, els 0° Ew onudvrpa transposuit 
Heath 7 sq. eke et Epnipe sedem mutasse suspicatur Nauck 9 dvddéEets 
6’ ofa scripsi: puddéer oriOoa V (puddgec Oba V*), puddgers oriOba L, Pidaki re 
Goa Scaliger, pUNak: Oeia Maass, pias miord Wagner, PvdAak oriAwva M. Schmidt, 
puraéw éoOra Keil, puddéers, oruxra L. Campbell 10 vedv Blomfield: vady 
codd. | romavripow Heath: rupavtipow V, rnuavtijpow L 11 dpxrov orpopds 

re V?L: dpxrovu té orpdpeca V, dpxrov orpopeta coni. Maass—lacunam inter ed@ds et 
ds (vel xal) in v. 6 statuit, cetera in hunc ordinem disposuit H. Keil: 124578 
3.11 9 to. illud maluit Gomperz: 2 7 8 3 9 10 I1 I (adrés 6’) 4 5 6. equidem 
versus sic transposuerim, v. 6 cum Nauckio aliis restituto: 
sed mendum altius latere suspicor 

Travras (cr. n.) must either be deictic, or— 
like the Latin zste (#/e)—‘those well- 
known’: Plat. Aen. 76. émimedov kaneis 
Tt Kal...crepedv, olov ratdra ra év Tals 
yewuerplas; H. suggested the substitu- 
tion of raxrds. 

4 ff. «dketv. The pronoun must 
refer to what follows: and these things 
too....—The reference in these lines is not 
to number merely, but to the use of 
number for the purpose of military dis- 
cipline. Cf. Dio Chrys. 13. 21 éwedy dé 
Tous Te GdXous €dl5ake ypdumara Kai Tovs 
"Arpeldas SfXov bre mpwrovs, Kal wera TOV 
ypapudtov Tos ppuxrovds Srws xp7 avéxew 
kal apiOuety Td wrAHO0s, érel mpdrepov ovK 
joecav ovd6€ Kas aprOujoa rv bxXor, 
womep of mowméves TA mpbBara, where it 
will be observed that exactly as here the 
numbering is mentioned together with the 
use of fire-signals. Aesch. fr. 182 kai 
rakidpxas kal orpardpxas Kal éxarovTdpyas 
éraéa. Plat. rep. 522D ridicules the 
capacity of Agamemnon as a general, -if 
he did not know how to count: 7 ov« 
évvevonkxas, Ort gyolv (sc. Palamedes) 
‘dpiOuor edpow rds Te Takes TH oTparorédy 
karacrnoa év “INiw Kal éfapiOujoa vais 
Te Kai TaNAG TavTa, ws Tpd TOD avapLOuT- 
vw bvTwy Kal Tod Ayapuéuvovos, ws Eoxer, 

145697238 101T: 

005’ bcous wédas elxev elddros, elrrep apt- 
Ouetv un Hriscraro; To the same effect 
Aristides /.c.: 0: 6 rocofrov aetxov rot 
cvurayras dv adbrovs dpiOujoat, 7 Tas vais 
orica Twes Hoay as Hyov, war’ obd’ dwrdcot 
Tiwes avrots ol Baoinels 6 Te Ayauéurwv 
kal 6 Mevéd\aos éueddov ebpjoew, where 
he is professedly quoting Plato.—In v. 6 
the readings of Nauck and Gomperz (see 
cr. nn.) may be provisionally accepted, 
but the corruption probably lies deeper. 
Keil held that the remains of two separate 
lines had been combined in one. 

7 can hardly have been written by 
Sophocles as it stands. Nauck’s trans- 
position of @ege and épnidpe would be 
an improvement, but even then the line 
is suspiciously tame. Platt (C.Q. v 66) 
thinks that the strengthening of the 
second verb by composition with a preposi- 
tion was characteristic of Sophocles, and 
compares 0.7. 1351 épputo Kdvéowce. 
For decxvivae of invention cf. Azz. 
300. 

8 dorpev pétpa, ‘ probably = sfasia, 
not as ‘‘ distances,” but as the ‘‘ terms ” 
or spaces of time between the risings and 
settings, etc., as measuring the seasons’ 
(J-). The meaning is then more exactly 
defined by mepiorpopds, ‘periods’ or 
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* revolutions.’ mepiorpépwand repo tpoph 
were scientific terms in astronomy: Plut. 
de facie in orb. lun. 18 p. 931 A bv yap 6 
HrLos wepuav KUKAov dyer Kal meptorpéper 
tepl Tiv cedhvnv. 

9 is corrupt and, however interpreted, 
does not seem to be in the right place. 
Hence the alteration in its position (see 
cr. n. on v. 6), which Dindorf accepts. 
Campbell’s orixrd, ‘branded,’ is explained 
as having the sense, (he discovered) ‘how 
to put a mark upon their property.’ It 
has not been observed (1) that the ascrip- 
tion of the invention of @vAaxkai to Pala- 
medes in schol. Eur. /.c. is in favour of 
gpurdées, (2) that onuayrypa ought to 
mean not ‘signs’ but ‘seals’ (Aesch. 
Ag. 614). I suggest, therefore, puddées 
@ ota, z.e. ‘and sentry-watches, which 
are the seals making sleep secure.’ The 
practice of sealing up valuables, in order 
to keep them intact, was so common that 
its metaphorical application is natural: 
see the passages collected by Blaydes on 
Ar. Thesm. 415, Lysist. 1199. Mekler 
suggests 7iOacd, ‘de stellis per noctis 
silentium nautis viam indicantibus.’ 

10 te connects orpodds and dvauw 
with the preceding nouns, 7.¢., if v. 9 is 
out of its place, with wérpa and zepi- 
atpopds. For possible rearrangements 
of the whole piece see cr. n. 

11 dpxrov orpodds. ‘Ifa season be 
denoted, as the context suggests, orpodds 
may perhaps refer to the time in Sep- 

tember when Arcturus begins to appear 
as a morning-star,—the ‘‘coming round” 
or “ return” of Arcturus (O.7. 1137). 
But it would more naturally mean ‘‘ the 
turning” of the Great Bear round the 
pole. Zvach. 130 dpxrou orpopddes xédev- 
do. Hom. 2 487 dpxrov 0’... 7 avbrod 
orpéperac’ (J.).: Add Anacreont. 31 
Mecovuxtios mor’ wpas | orpéperat 7’ 
"Apxros 76 | kara xeipa tiv Bowrov. As 
Greek seamen steered by the Great Bear, 
the meaning is probably quite general. 
According to Hygin. poet. astr. 2. 2, 
schol. Hom. 2 487, schol. Arat. 27, the 
use of the constellation for navigators was 
first taught by Nauplius, where he is no 
doubt confused with his son. The pro- 
posal of Maass to read &pxrov orpodpeta 
is based on Philolaus ‘ap. Stob. ec/. 1 
p- 18 Wachs. @ ras oalpas oXxds,—a 
very fanciful application of an obscure 
original: see Diels, Vorsukr.? p. 244, 10.— 
Kuvos uxpay Sic ‘ Galen, V p. 347 K., 
says that the émcroAy Tod xuvds marks the 
beginning of érwpa, which ends with the 
rising of Arcturus (Appendix on 0.7, 
1137). The Puxpa dvors would be about 
Sept. 24, when Sirius sets with the sun. 
This ends the ‘‘ dog-days.” Pliny 7.2. 
2. 47 puts the rising of Canicula (Sirius) 
15 days before Aug. 1, 7.e. on July 16. 
uxpav dvouv, z.c. the autumnal setting, as 
distinguished from the éapiwh Svors, 19 
days after the vernal equinox (according 
to Pliny, 7.4. 18. 69)’ (J.). 

433 
> 4 \ ‘ “5 , 

emevyopar S€ vuKTl TH KaTOVAdSL 
433 Phot. /ex. p. 150, 9 KarovAdda. 

ZopoxrAjs NavmNiw* ‘éredvxouac...karov- 
Addu.’ rh xart\Noveay Kal xarelpyoucar. 
kal éfobXns dixn,  ételpEews. of 5é TH 
“tavwréOpw écouévy Tois “EAXnow: ofdov 
yap 7d 6d€Oprov * Kal) Kata wpd0ects abinow 
éxe. 7 fopdin, dwd ris xara Td cOua 
ywouervns ovdfs* weddvrepar yap. <> 
Karatyloas éxovoav kal cvaTpopas avéuwy * 
el\Aewv yap Td svorpépew* “Ounpos (per- 
haps with reference to 7 200). I have 
added 7 before kararyidas. The substance 
of this, but not the reference to Sophocles, 
occurs also in Eustath. Od. p. 1769, 32 

' (Ael. et Paus. fr. 225 Schw.). The word 
was evidently obscure to the Alexandrians, 
and it is possible that even Sophocles, 
who no doubt used it with a traditional 

' meaning, would have been puzzled to 

explain its history. Photius gives us the 
choice of four explanations, of which 
the third at any rate (‘ dark, because scars 
are black’) may be discarded. The note 
of Photius is abbreviated and confused 
by Hesych. 11 p. 449 xatovAada’ TH 
kariiNovcay Kal elpyoucay. BédAriov dé 
Thy Kard\eOpoy (ravwdeOpov conj. M. 
Schmidt) xai cvorpogas Exovoay avéuwr. 
Apollonius Rhodius evidently preferred 

_the derivation from 6\\vmu (‘ destructive’) : 
4. 1695 vvé épd8ea, Thy wép Te KarovAdda 
KuxAnokovo, | vixr’? dronv* odK doTpa 
dilcxavev, odk duapvyal | uhvns* odpardder 
dé wéXav xdos Hé Tis NAH (obAn Merkel) | 
wpwpe cxorin mvxdruw aviodoa Bepéfpwr, 
where the schol. has: 7% oxorewh vvdt 
KarovAds KaNeirac mapa Td ddodv. Kal 
mapa Lopoxret év NavrNiw ‘ vucri Karov- 
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Aad.’ Part of this scholium has found 
its way into Etym. M. p. 497, 25, and 
“tym. Gud. p. 308, t9. But we cannot 
leave out of account Hesych. II p. 440 
Kare\ada * Teepe Xetmepivy, or Il p. 27 
elas * aryéas. h wuKvy. ayady. cKorevh, 
where zruxvy and oxorewwy seem to refer 
to a lemma e/Ads. The word may there- 
fore mean a@ thick, dark night (spissis 
moctis se condidit umbris Verg. Aen. 2 

621), as Buttmann, Zexz/. p. 271, ex- 
plained it, through carey ‘to wrap up.’ 
Etymologically it would then be con- 
nected with o@Aos ‘ fleecy’ (/ana), othapés, 
ovAds ‘a wallet.” The last explanation 
of Photius is only a specialized application 
of the first (fr. 70 n.). Campbell compares 
Shakesp. Macé. 1. 5.51 ‘Nor heaven peep 
through the blanket of the night.’ 

434 
TO yap KAKOS TPATTOVTL pupla pia 
woe oT, 

ev wabovra barépa Gavel. 
434. 2sq. lacunam indicavi | «6 ra@dvra 7 "ré pa. (S, nrépa M, ef6’ érépa A) 

Oaveiv codd., @nrépa Oaveiv H. Grotius, ef rafdvra 5 7’ répa POdvec Heath 

434 Stob. flor. 104. 3 (IV p. 920,, 13 
Hense) Lopoxréous Navmdiov. ‘7w.. 
Oaveiv.’ 

Nauck accepted etradotvra & tuépa 
~Odve. from F. W. Schmidt (Meineke 
had proposed evrafotvte 8 ovK pws 
Oavetv, and Gomperz had _ improved 
Heath’s conjecture with juépa for 7’répa). 
This was rendered by Jebb: ‘When 
a man is in trouble, one night seems an 
age; but, when he is enjoying himself, 
day-comes all too soon’ (lit. ‘surprises 
him’). For the sense Gomperz quoted 
Sapph. fr. 130 eéac@at vixra airy yeve- 
c0a durdaciav. Theogn. 474 od mdcas 
vixtas ylyverat aBpa madeiv. Lycophr. 
fr. 4 (TGF p. 818) 6 Thy Ew Kad@y | karé- 
AaBev dprvis* rotor 5 obdérw Kdpos. Hense 
adds Apollod. fr. 3 (111 289 K. ) Tos yap 
nepimv@oly Te kal Avroupévors | daca ve 
Zouxe palverOar waxpd. A.P. 10. 26 Toice 
pév ed mparrovow amas 6 Blos Bpaxus éorww, 
| rots dé kaxGs wla vdé darderds Ere xpdvos. 
pupta resembles pupios xpdvos O.C. 397, 
617. For $@dvw, which, if not here, is 
nowhere found in the extant remains of 
Sophocles, cf. Hom. A 451 $07 ce Téos 

Pavaroro Kixtevov, od’ smddvéas. I 
cannot help suspecting, however, that the 
general sense required is that which has 
been fully illustrated by Headlam on 
Aesch. Ag. 544,—sorrow so intense that 
relief from it is desired even at the price of 
immediate death. Add Dio Chr.68.2. But 
in that case something must have dropped 
out: ¢.g. vv0E éott, < ubxyOwv 8 Fv or’ 
dvatrat\av \a Bn, dpecrov > eb mafbvra Oa- 
tépa Oavetv. This seems to have. been 
the meaning required by Bamberger, who 
conjectured wi. €8 maddvr’ eb & éorl 
Onrépa Oavety (!), and by M. Schmidt, 
whose ef mwadav rad eir’ épa Oaveiv (eb 
maQwy Tis A. Palmer) is equally impossible. 
In favour of this view, it should be 
observed that the chapter of Stobaeus is 
entitled epi xaxodamovias, and that 
Oarépa is elsewhere similarly corrupted. 
Other conjectures are Seyffert’s eb radévre 
5° juépa pavet, Conington’s eb mabovra a’ 
éotl dapOavew, and Heimsoeth’s et 7a- 
Oovre 6° edbéws POive. O. Hense pre- 
ferred v¥é, evrrabobvr. 5 etOds Hucpa pave?, 
and Herwerden €@ racxovri dé pia wupia. 

435 
Tayas VITOTUpOUS 

435 Aristid. I p. 259 (421 D.) molas 
NavrNov mayas vrorvpous, ws pn Logo- 
KAjs, dévoy TH Wupkaia ravTy wapaBadely 
(z.e. to the destruction by fire of the 
temple at Eleusis) ; 

These words undoubtedly refer to the 
beacons by means of which Nauplius 
lured the Greek fleet on to the rocks at 
Caphereus. The story was an invitation 
to the phrase-maker; and the words 
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quoted may be illustrated by Eur. He/. 
1130 Alyalats 7’ évddovow axrais | dd6dcov 
aorTépa Adwrpas. Anth. Pal. 9. 429 6 
Wevorns & brd vixra Kagnpelns amo 
métpyns | wupobs, 9. 289 mupods dre 

pyevorns xX9ovins Svopepwrepa vuxros | 
nye céda. Sen. Med. 661 igne fallact 
nociturus Argis | Nauplius, Ag. 591 in 
saxa ducit perfida classem face. 

. 436 
> / / 

avopeos 7Oo\Enos 

436 Hesych. 1p. 207 avdpeos rédeuos. 
dvdpetos, 6 mpds Tods dvdpas. LogpokdAs 
NavrXw. To the same effect Phot. ed. 
Reitz. p. 144, 7. 

Fighting is men’s work: médenos 5° 
dvipecot wedjoe. Hom. Z 492, quoted in 
Ar. Zys.520. Cf. Eur. Held. 711 avipay 
yap addxy. But the explanation of Hesy- 
chius, fighting zz¢k men, suggests a taunt 
levelled against Nauplius, whose revenge 
was wreaked against the Greek chieftains 
by assailing the virtue of their women- 

kind: see Introductory Note. Thus 
Sarpedon’s compliment in Hom. IL 492 
Toe MLTR MET ’ dv dpdow has its counterpart 
in Eur. Or. 754 ob yap alxunrhs wéguxer, 
év yuvaél & dAxiwos. Aegisthus incurred 
a similar reproach: £7. 302 6 ov yuvasél 
Tas paxas movovmevos.—dvépeos, which 
only occurs here, follows the Homeric 
nvopén. Herwerden thought dvépeos 
preferable, Blaydes dvdpeos. dmrepavdpeos 
occurs, according to the Mss, in Theocr. 
29. IQ. 

437 

vupd.Kov *Edvpviov 

437 Schol. Ar. Pac. 1126 KandX- 
orparos pynol rémov HiBoias To "EXdunor. 
*Amod\dwrios 6é vady dyoiv elvar mdyciov 
EvBoias. vuydixdv dé twes adrd daciv, 
drt 6 Leds TH “Hpa éxet cuveyévero. é- 
pvntat Kal Looks ‘ wpos mér pais "Edv- 
plats’ (fr. 888), cai év Nav@Nlw ‘vupdixdv 
"ENV nv.” 

Nauck conjectures that only the words 
of fr. 888 belong to the Mazplius. No 

cogent inference is possible, but the 
locality (for which see on fr. 888) suits 
the mvpxae’s.—The ‘Elymnian bower’ 
refers to the celebration at the Elymnion 
of the rite of the lepds yduos, as also at 
the Euboean Ocha: Steph. Byz. p. 362, 
16 s.v. Kapvoros. For a list of the places 
at which the cult was established see 
Frazer, Golden Bough?, 1 p. 228; Gruppe, 
Gr. Myth. p. 11345 

438 
6AKia 

438 Pollux to. 134 kal ddxia dé Ta 
mndddia év Navrdiw dvouace (sc. Sopho- 
cles) rapa 7d ‘Ounpov (— 350) ‘ gerrdv 
é€pddxatov.’ 

The critics are not agreed whether 
épéAxacov in Hom. is the rudder (so schol. 

BPYV, Apollon. lex. Hom. p. 315, Hesych. 
II p. 243), or the lading-plank (Monro). 
In Ap. Rhod. 4. 1609 6AKjiov is certainly 
not the rudder, but we have no sufficient 
reason to discredit the authority of Pollux. 
Dindorf arbitrarily prefers 6\xeva. 
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The alternative titles are clearly established by a comparison 
of Eustath. Od. p. 155 3, 63 padre 5é, haciv, érrepedn Onoav 
Do Tepov oparpioreKns TONEWV [LEV KOLV AaKedarpoveor, Bacthéwv 
6€ 0 oO méyas "AnréEavdpos, idcwta@v Oé Lopocdijs 0 TparyiKos* Os Kal 
dTe, hadi, Tas [Tuy tpias edidacke, TO TAS Navoikdas tpocwrrov 
opaipg Talovans v UT OKPLVO MEVOS iaXUpas evdokipnoer with Athen. 
20 F axpws b€ éodaipicev (Sc. LohoxAns), Ste THY Navotkaav 
Kabiixe. A, Eustath. fl. p. 381, 10 YooxAns mepiddetar...devvos 
civat opatpical, ws 7» KaT avTov édynrAwWoe Spapatex) Navouxaa. 
From these passages we also obtain the interesting information 
that Sophocles abandoned his usual practice by appearing him- 
self as an actor in the title-réle. Since he took the part of a 
woman, his wsxpodwvia was less of an objection than usual}, 
Though such stories must be accepted with reserve, it is probably 
safe to infer that the Vawszcaa was an early play. Philyllius, a 
poet of the Old Comedy, wrote a [[\vytpiar 4) Navovxaa (1 784 K.), 

- and Eubulus, of the Middle, a Navoveaa (11 188 K.). 
The plot was of course taken from the sixth book of the 

Odyssey, and its simplicity is remarkable; for it may be con- 
sidered certain that Sophocles followed the Homeric narrative 
as closely as the nature of his art allowed. ct, vit. Soph. 12 
TOUS TE yap pvOous déper kat’ tyvos Tod ToinTod Kal THY ‘Odve- 
ceiay © év ToAXOts Spayacw aroypadetar®. Ahrens makes the 
plausible suggestion that Athena spoke the prologue and ex- 
plained the situation. There is no reason to suppose that the 
story was recast in order to introduce a love-motive, and, unless 
we make the improbable assumption of a change of scene, the 
action cannot have reached to the departure of Odysseus from 
Phaeacia. Fr. 781 probably belongs to this play, as is generally 
supposed ; but there is less likelihood that Welcker was right in 
his conjecture with regard to fr. 766. 

There is no justification for the suggestion first made by 
Casaubon® that the VVawszcaa was a satyr-play. 

Pausanias (I. 22. 6) mentions a picture by Polygnotus repre- 
senting Odysseus approaching Nausicaa and her maidens from 
the river-bank, and from this a vase-painting of the same subject 
now at Boston is supposed to be reproduced. Polygnotus, it is 
suggested‘, had painted it as a votive tablet for Sophocles himself. 

1 See Introductory Note to 7hamyras, 1 p. 178. 
2-H. Schreyer, Mausikaa, Anh. p. 135 f., thinks that the Mausicaa of Beptediad 

was the first piece of a trilogy, in which the Phaeaces was the second, and perhaps 
the Mepira the third. 

® Schweighauser’s Athenaeus, 1X p. 43. 
4 See Gruppe in Burstans Jahresb. CXXXVII 565. 
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439. 
, wn “A > > 4, 

Tém\ovs TE VHTaL Awoyevets T emevdUTas 

439 duwoyeveis: veorduveis vulgo ante Bekkerum 

439 Pollux 7. 45 éwel xal 6 érer- 
burns éotlv év TH TSV TWOAAGY XpHoeEL, doris 
BotAaTo Kal TovTw Te dvdparc BonOeiv 
gatrd\w ovtt, Anwréov airs éx T&v Lodo- 
KNéous Iduvrpiay ‘ wérdovs...érevdiras.’ 

It may be conjectured that these words 
are taken from’ a passage describing the 
skill of the Phaeacian women: cf. Hom. 
7 108 dccov Painxes wepi mavTwv ipes 
dvdpav | ...ws d€ yuvaixes | icrdv rexvijc- 
oa: wépe yap ogpior SGxev ’"AOnvy | epya 
rT éwioracOa. mepixaddX\éa Kal dpévas 
éo Odds. 

vyoat is loosely used for tdalvew. 
The process of spinning, being preparatory 
to that of weaving, was apt to be re- 
garded as a part of the same operation 
rather than as a distinct art: see Plat. 
polit. 282 Cc ff. Cf. Homer’s use of 
éivvytos: here Soph. probably had in 
mind » 96 mwémdor| drerrol éEvvy nro 
BeBrjaro, epya yvvacxav.—dwoyeveis : 
N 107 Katppovocéww 58 600véwv arodel- 
Bera bypov é\aov,—of the Phaeacian 
women at  work.—émevdiTas. The 
women of the Homeric age wore only 
one garment, the zézos, which, though 

generally of wool, might also, as we have 
seen, in the case of a more luxurious 
taste be made from the more costly linen 
(Iw. Mueller, Privatalt.”, p. 82). It is 
best to assume that Soph. here follows 
the Odyssey, and that émevdirns was 
a word of general application, like ela, 
vestts, or our ‘robe.’ Studniczka, how- 
ever (Settrdge, p. 28), understanding 
that the Ionian tunic was the subject of 
reference, read jzrevdvras, z.é. linen under- 
garments—usually known as xiT@ma in 
the case of women—worn beneath a 
woollen cloak. Cf. Strabo 734. If he 
is right, the error is earlier than the 
ultimate source of Pollux. Moeris p. 213, 
27 gives émevddrns as the Hellenistic 
equivalent of the Attic x:rdv: cf. Ael. 
Dionys. fr. 325 Sch. 

The upshot of Pollux’s remarks is that 
érevduTns was later in common use, but 
was not found in Attic. He then quotes 
exceptions from Soph., pseudo-Thespis 
(Z7GF p. 832), and Nicochares. These 
examples show that it was not a word of 
precise meaning. 

440 
OXNMA [OL 

> A“ ec 4 > “ 4 emapav novxws avapporBdet wahw 

440 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 120, 28 avap- 
po.Bdetv *”Ounpos (u 104) mev Td dvappopet 
Logoxr7js 5é rovravtiov ~oxev < év > Nav- 
oda’ ‘dxnua...maduv.’ The cod. gives 
fouxev adrixa dxnua pmeTaphovxa, whence 
Reitzenstein restored as above. Hesych. 
I p. 181 dvapo<B>det- dvappopet. 
Aicxvros Dadhapuwilars (fr. 217) avri rod 
diarveiv. “Opunpos dé (u 104) dvarive kal 
dvappopel wera trovod you (dvapopjuara 
movovv Hxov cod.: corr. H.). Kal Dopoxd7js 
év Navoixda dvtl rod dva <p> pinre.. 
Schol. H Hom. uw 104 tweés dé rhv Aé>w 
mepl Tov dvappimret éraéav. Eustath. Od. 
p- 1719, 41. The interpretation, ‘throws 
up (the ball) with a whirr,’ for which H. 
quoted Pollux 9g. 106, must be abandoned 

in view of the newly discovered evidence 
of Photius. 

Reitzenstein holds that the words 
describe the action of Charybdis, and 
that dvappotBSet does not contrast with 
but rather explains éwapav. Thus, 
whereas dvappo.8detv in Homer is ‘to 
suck in,’ here it signifies ‘ to vomit forth.’ 
He adds that in u« 236 ff. dveppolBdnce is 
subsequently split into 4 ro 6r’ éfeuéoee 
...GAN’ 67’ dvaBpdéere, and that Sophocles’ 
words are intended to correspond to 
M437 Opp’ ckeuéoetey dricow | iordv Kal 
Tpomw airis. Sxnpa, then, is the object 
of éwdpav and refers to the spars on which 
Odysseus buoyed himself (€fduevos 3 
él rois pepouny: cf. € 371 dud’ evi Sovpare 
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Batve, xéd\n0’ ws immov édatvwr). For 
the word Reitzenstein quotes the epigram 
in Ael. 
vidv | ék Zixedod wedAdyous cGcev dy nua T bbe 
(ofthe dolphin). It follows from this that 
Odysseus must have told his story at con- 
siderable length, asin Homer. I suggest, 
as an alternative, that the words formed 
part of an account in which the arrival of 
Odysseus on the Phaeacian coast was 
described (€ 424 ff.). If we might supply 

nat. an. 12. 45 “Aplova Kuknéos . 

koua 5 wor’ before dxnua, dvappoBdet 
maduv would correspond to € 430 ma«ppo- 
Qrov 5é pv adris | rAHEev érecotuevor, 
Tnrot 6é ww EuBare wovry, and the 
action of the returning wave hurling 
Odysseus back into the deep sea might 
seem to justify the grammarian’s comment. 

In any case, it appears unnecessary to 
follow E. Schwartz, who proposed 6x? 
pdda | éradpav NOUXT 6’ a. m.,in assuming 
a further corruption. 

441 

Laparnvn 

441 Pollux to. 52 éore 6é rotvoua 
n Aaparyyn év TH Zopokhéous Navoixg Kai 
év Tois Mevdvdpov ‘ANedow (fr. 29, III 
12 K.). The form is established by 
Posidippus fr. 10 (III 338 K.) in Poll. 
TO. 139 oKnvas, bxous, F aaeiowy, dopras, 
Taxava, Naumyvas, dvous. Hesych. III 
p- 11 Aauarhvyn* eldos audins ép’ 7s dxobv- 
Ta. vio dmrhvn 7 dapyuaudéns (appa 
audéns cod.) mrepupavois Baordexjs : simi- 
larly Phot. and Suid., who add 7 péd:ov 
(i.e. raeda) wepiparvés, 8 éorw apua oKetra- 
arév: a covered waggon, or state-coach, 
or royal chariot—which is exactly an 
amv. 

Nausicaa in the Odyssey rides in an 

amrjvn drawn by mules. So in Apoll. 
Rhod. 3.841 Medea drives to the shrine of 
Hecate in an dmrv7 with her twelve hand- 
maidens who have yoked it to the mules, 
and then back again, with two of them 
beside her, while the others run behind, 
holding to the body of the wain (869). 
See also n. on Eur. Phoen. 847, Headlam 
on Aesch. Ag. 1023. 

Pausanias (5. 19. 9), describing the 
paintings on the chest of Cypselus at 
Olympia, says: mapOévous 6é émi jusdvwr, 
Thy d€ émixemévny kdduuma éeml TH xepany, 
Navowxay re voulfovow elva kal rhyv Oepd- 
mawav éNatvovoay éml Tovs mruvovs. 

NIOBH 

Hom. Q 602—617 is our earliest authority for the story of 
Niobe, who vaunted herself against Leto, boasting that she was 
the mother of many fair children, while Leto had borne only 
two. Apollo and Artemis slew the sons and daughters of 
Niobe; and she herself was turned into stone, imprisoned 
amongst the rocky crags of Mt Sipylus, where the tears that 
bedewed her bosom were perennial streams of running water. 
The legend of Niobe’s transformation is undoubtedly to be 
explained by a certain configuration of rock on Mt Sipylus, which 
appeared to the people of the locality to resemble a weeping 
woman. Pausanias, who was a native of the district, states 
{1. 21. 3) that on a nearer approach the illusion disappeared ; 
and exactly the same account is given by Quintus, who no doubt 
also wrote with the authority of an eye-witness (I. 293—306). 
Although several suggestions have been put forward, the site 
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has not been identified with certainty by modern travellers : 
see Frazer, Pausanias, 111 pp. 552—555. Sophocles twice refers 
incidentally to Niobe in her stony solitude as a type of unceasing 
sorrow: see &/. 150—153, Ant. 823—831. 

Homer gives no hint of Niobe’s parentage, nor any indication 
that she dwelt elsewhere than in the neighbourhood of Sipylus. 
Later tradition was unanimous in making her the daughter of 
the Lydian Tantalus, and wife of the Theban Amphion. The 
death of the children, therefore, took place at Thebes; but the 

schol. Townl. on Hom. Q 602! gives the important information 
that in Sophocles’ play Niobe returned to Lydia after her 
children had perished. The appearance of the same feature 
in the account of Apollodorus (3. 47) tempts us to infer that 
he was also following Sophocles, when he related that Artemis 
shot down the daughters in the house, and Apollo killed all the 
sons while hunting on Cithaeron. Hygin. fad. 9 is to the same 
effect, except that he does not mention Cithaeron?’, for which he 
substitutes zz s?/va. Apollodorus made one son and one daughter* 
survive, and Hyginus one daughter only. It is, however, hardly 
credible that Sophocles assented to a mitigation of Niobe’s 
suffering by allowing any of the children to escape. Ovid, 
whose narrative (JZez. 6. 146—312) is more detailed than any 
of the other extant versions, shows a true poetic instinct in 
leaving no survivors; and Pausanias (2. 21. 10), in the spirit of 
an historical student, finds the authority of Homer convincing. 
It is not possible to ascertain whether any of Ovid’s rhetoric 
is derived from a tragic source; but it is worth notice that, 
according to him, the sons were struck down by Apollo, not 
while hunting on Cithaeron, but in the palaestra,- where they 
were practising athletic exercises. The daughters were killed 
afterwards, as they stood mourning by their dead brothers, after 
another defiant speech of Niobe. Here at least, as we shall see, 
Ovid followed the order of events in Sophocles. For reasons 
which are sufficiently obvious, Ovid felt himself obliged to 
describe the transformation of Niobe as following immediately. 
after the death of her children and husband, as she sank amidst 
their lifeless bodies and at once began to stiffen with grief. But, 
since it was necessary to take into account the Sipylus-tradition, 
he imagined Niobe as continuing to weep when she had become 

1 6€ cuumopa aris (sc. NudBns), ws wév tives ev Avdia, ws bé Ero év O7jBass. 
LodoxAjs <5é> rods pev watdas év OnBas drodécOat, vooTHcac <dé> avbrpy eis Avdiav. 
Similarly Eustath. //. p. 1367, 22. 

2 The words 27 monte Sipylo are bracketed by M. Schmidt, and must be due to 
an error. 

3 He gives Amphion and Chloris as the names of the survivors, but neither of 
these is included in the list of the fourteen children which appears a few lines before. 
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entirely stone, and then as carried off to her native land by the 
rush of a mighty whirlwind'. The language recalls a passage 
of Plutarch (cons. Afoll. 28, p. 116 C), which is founded on some 
poetical account of Niobe’s end: ef yodv 7 NiBn kata tovs 
pvOous TpoxElpoy eiye THY VTOAN WI TavTHV STL Kal 1) 

OaréOovt. Bio 
Praoraus TE TEKVOV Apwaéva yAUKEpov 
paos oprca 

TENEUTNGEL, ovK adv ovTws éduc yépaivev os Kal to Shy é0éXeww 
EKALTFEL oud TO peyeOos THIS ounpopas, Kal TOUS Geovs ET Ka: 
NetoOat avaptractov avthny yevéoOat mpds am@dEerav THY 
xarerwtatnv. Welcker claimed the quotation for Sophocles, 
but Bergk included it in the lyric adespota (fr. 99)", and Nauck 
in the same class of tragic fragments (fr. 373). Note that, ac- 
cording to Plutasch, Niobe prayed to the gods that she might 
perish. It can hardly be accidental that the same touch 
reappears in Apollodorus, with the difference that there her 
prayer to Zeus to be turned into stone is made after her return 
to Sipylus*. Having already recognized points of contact be- 
tween Apollodorus and Sophocles, we might suggest that Niobe’s 
prayer came from the tragic poet; but the link is too weak to 
strengthen materially the title of Sophocles to the authorship 
of the lyrics quoted by Plutarch. 

Welcker thought that the appearance of Amphion was a 
dramatic necessity in a play which described the downfall of 
his family. He supposed therefore that, as in Ovid, he com- 
mitted suicide, and that his death was announced by a messenger 
who came out of the house*. When the death of the sons took 
place at a distance from the palace—on Mt Cithaeron it may 
be—the news was brought to Niobe by their waséaywyos ; and 
shortly afterwards the daughters were killed on the stage. 
Welcker’s acute guess has been confirmed by the new frag- 
ments (fr. 442 ff.) published in the second volume of the Oxford 
Papyri (1897)*. In the first of these one of the daughters is 
represented calling for aid. In the second another, who is not 

\ Et validi circumdata turbine venti | in patriam rapla est (310). There is a 
recent examination of Ovid’s sources by Altenburg in PAz/o/. LXIv 284 ff., who rejects 
decisively the assumption of Ehwald and Ribbeck that a bd@eors to Sophocles’ play 
was one of the chief of them. 

* Cf. Wilamowitz, 77. Gr. fragg. p. 24. 
3 3. 47 HKev els Limudov, axel Act evEauevyn Thy wopdyy els lov peréBane. 
4 His death is otherwise accounted for by Pausan. 9. 5. 8 and by Hygin. fad. 9, 

where after the death of his children he attacks the temple of Apollo. In Lucian 
de salt. 41 he goes mad. 

5 Blass (Zit. Centralbl. 1897, 334) was the first to assign these frs. to the Wiobe 
of Sophocles: see n. 27 Joc. 
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yet wounded, is compared to a colt let loose from the yoke. 
The situation has been ingeniously analysed by Robert in Herm. 
XXXVI 368 ff? The first Niobid died on the stage, but the Nurse, 
who followed her out, had her body carried into the palace by 
servants. Niobe appeared shortly after the arrival of the second 
daughter, who died in her arms. Then she learnt from a mes- 
senger that her sons had been slain on Cithaeron*. In fr. 448 
Plutarch has quoted an extract from this messenger’s speech. 
It is not pretended that this reconstruction rests on a secure 
foundation; but it is consistent with the meagre indications 
afforded by the evidence. 

A more difficult question is raised by the longer fragment 
published among the Oxyrhynchus Papyri (frs. 574, 575), which 
contains a speech of Tantalus, referring first to the fate of 
Niobe, and afterwards to his own misfortunes. So much at 
least appears to be certain, although some doubts have been 
expressed*. Moreover, a strong case has been made in favour 
of Sophoclean authorship‘, and the first editors and some other 
critics treated it as an extract from the JVzode. But, although 
Sophocles transferred the heroine to Lydia at the end of his 
play, it is hard to see how such a speech can have belonged 
to it. Wecklein’s expedient’, that the fragment is taken from 
a messenger’s speech, is scarcely tenable: to attribute the verses 
to another than Tantalus does violence to their natural trend, 
and the arrival of a messenger from Lydia is inconsistent with 
the requirements of the situation. Are we then to suppose a 
change of scene? I think that Robert was justified in his 
vigorous protest that an epilogue enacted in Lydia is abso- 
lutely excluded by the conditions of the Greek stage. How, 
for example, was the chorus—composed of Theban women, as 
Welcker thought—to cross the sea? Niobe herself (he might 
have added) was conveyed by a storm-wind; but that circum- 
stance does not help to preserve the continuity of the action. 
And, if these objections were not decisive, the assumption of 
a double catastrophe, the earthquake at Sipylus immediately 
succeeding the disaster at Thebes, would be hardly credible. 
It should be added that G. Hermann, relying on the statement 
of the Homeric scholiast, proposed to refer to Sophocles an 
obscure passage in Arist. poet. 18. 1456% 16, where, in distin- 

1 Revised and separately issued as WMiobe, ein Marmorbild aus Pompei, Halle, 
1903. See the review by R. Engelmann in ZB. ph. W. 1904, 1430. 

2 Meineke, Anal. Alex. p. 146, showed that Euphorion mentioned Cithaeron in 
this connexion. 

3 I cannot agree with Robert that the verses may have nothing to do with Niobe. 
4 See note zz Joc. 
5 B. ph. W. 1900, 508. 

P. Il. ” 
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guishing the structure of epic and tragedy, the ‘critic remarks 
that dramatists who have attempted to include a multiplicity of 
stories in a single tragedy have failed conspicuously; and gives 
as an instance those who, unlike Aeschylus, have taken as their 
subject the whole tale of Niobe. The Oxyrhynchus fragment 
might certainly be used in support of Hermann’s guess, but 
more convincing evidence is required before we can attribute 
to Sophocles such an artistic lapse. The Homeric scholium, as 
Robert remarks, admits of a simple and obvious explanation : 
either Niobe announced her own departure, or her destiny was 
proclaimed in a divine émidavera. What then is to be made 
of the Oxyrhynchus fragment? Wilamowitz', agreeing that it 
referred to Niobe, forbore to decide between Aeschylus and 
Sophocles. But the arguments of Blass in favour of Sophocles 
have not been refuted. Now that we have better reason to 
credit the existence of the Zantalus of Sophocles, I suggest 
that the new fragment should be assigned to that play, and have 
endeavoured to show in the Introductory Note that it is suitable 
to the circumstances of the story. 

Valckenaer, followed by Welcker, Dindorf, and Wilamowitz?, 
attributed to Sophocles the verses printed by N auck among the 
adespota (fr. 7): 

/ / > , 

Aero marr ov XAravOiov EpevTrious 
Oadrovea Kal Wuxovca Kal TOV@ TOVOY 
€k VUKTOS AXXaTGOoVGAa TOV peo? nepav. 

I see no reason for preferring Sophocles to Aeschylus, even if 
they alone are to be considered. 

442 
Jere paviad| 

XO. JAa BoiBov rHs & opoamdpo| v 
. €\€ehavvers S@patav T 

Jacrox ily mevpov eioe| 
KOPH. ja 7H TodvaTovor of 5 

442. 1 evo Gr-H 2 littera ante a vel \ vel 6 vel x esse potest 

442 This and the three following 
fragments (Brit. Mus. Pap. DCXC) were 
first published by Grenfell and Hunt in 
the second series of their Greek Papyri 
(Oxford, 1897), p.14. They formed part 

- 1 GGA 1900, 34. 
2 Tr. Gr. fr. p. 26, without giving reasons. 

but cf. Aesch. Pers. 1042. 

of the lining of a mummy-case, and the 
handwriting is assigned to the third cen- 
tury B.c. Blass (Lzt. Centralbl. 1897, 
334) first pointed out that they seemed to 
belong to the MViose of Sophocles: the 

mévw tévov recalls Az. 866 etc., 
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jexetoe THS erovpicw md6da 
les 5€ pdyada taprapa reél-yas 

oToToTOTOTOT jo. 76da KaramTHEéw 
Jadocopa déo7owal 
|pro. . . undéne Kral vys Io 

XO. (?) 

7 ¢ certum esse iudicat Bl (w Gr-H) 
11 va Gr-H, a vel Xx Bl 

identification is of course not certain, but 
it is highly probable, and no other has 
been suggested. 

- The same critic in RA. Mus. Lv 96 ff. 
published a revised text after a minute 
examination of the originals, and his 
results have been incorporated above. 
As regards the order of the fragments, Blass 
thinks it possible that 445 might have 
stood above 443 and 444 above 442. 
Then, 443, 11 might have preceded 444, 
1, so that the four fragments would have 
formed a continuous text. It will be ob- 
served that Robert’s reconstruction, which 
is mentioned in the Introductory Note, 
does not agree with thisorder. There is 
another fragment, published in Azbeh 
Papyri \ p. 45 (see p. 40), which was con- 
sidered by the editors to belong to the 
same group. Inasmuch, however, as the 
remains are quite insignificant, and the 
identification is uncertain, it has not been 
reproduced here. 

This fragment is a dialogue between 
one of the daughters, who has just been 
struck, and the chorus. Blass completes 
v. 2 with xépys, and v. 3 with r7vd’ ab 
Spéum, and begins v. 4 with ovd’. It is 
assumed that doroxifecOar, a word 
hitherto unknown, means ‘to miss the 
mark.’ The daughters were slain by 
Artemis (Apollod. 3. 46); and she, there- 

af |\ia Kopn 
O|ppa o7|péper 
|rov xod 
|rapobe cz 

dwow y| ‘15 

lye 

8 a Gr-H 9 dd]Adoooua Gr-H 
15 cwy Gr-H > 

fore, must be the subject of é&eAadvers 
and doroxify. But} since v. 1 apparently 
belongs to the lyrics of the Niobid, the 
adoption of Blass’s supplements involves 
the difficulty of reconciling an address to 
Artemis in v. 3 with a reference to her in 
the third person in v. 2. There is per- 
haps another possibility,—that v. 3 f. are 
addressed to the Niobid, and that 768’ 
éfeXavvers Should be written, followed by 
Swudrwv 7 apemévn (or é&dmios) Kara- 
otoxigfn, if Kxatacroxifesbac might be 
understood as ‘ to be shot at.’ Then v. 2 
might run od 6’ a\Ad...¢68w. Blass com- 
pleted v. 4 with eicédu BéXos. 

6 mmétepov has been proposed as a 
supplement, but éxe?oe 796’ do not com- 
bine satisfactorily.—émovplow: observe 
the sea-faring metaphor, and see on 
fr. 726. 

7 pvxada supports the reading of the 
MSS in Eur. He/. 189 (n.); but, if uéxadov 
was a noun (= muxés), that passage would 
still need some correction.—yas: the 
supplement was suggested by Eur. zp. 
1290 w@s ovx bro ys Tdprapa Kpbrres | 
déuas aloxurv els ; 

8 1éda KatamTy—w should be added 
to the list of examples collected on Eur. 
Hel. 526. Cf. fr. 672. 

9 Blass pointed out that Alocoua was 
a possible reading. 

7-—-2 
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a= & 

443. 2 yap Gr-H 8 wo Gr-H 
6 dederant Gr-H 10 ad initiume.. 

443 5 <p >eXea indicates lyrics. 
7 Blass recognizes nxe mais ads els 

(els). 
9 is a lament of Niobe. 

Eipos dpéfera. 
Perhaps 

ZTOPOKAEOY2 

Jo . evdeqavror| 

pee, Cee 
uf onpidrdryno|, 
appodopal 

Io 

9 o sequitur vel 7 vel & Blassio iudice: 
. is Gr-H 

10 <ri yap mpds Oeov>s uirArn- 
o<dunv;> is suggested by Eur. 2.7. 
1478 ti yap | mpds Tovds oOévovtas Geods 
auiArAGoOae Kkaddv; 

444 

ie | ee 

TEVOVO LAL 

|pAdywv vméptepov 
e T@AOS ws UT Luyod 

jovupev aptiws Kat ovyyor| 5 
ldopnyyy pl 

444. 

444 1. ovcla occurs in 7rach. git. 
For the word see Wilamowitz on Eur. 
Her. 337. 

2 ‘The shortness of the line indicates 
that it was an exclamation,—of the chorus, 
according to Blass. 

8 recalls Ant. 631 Tax’ eloduecOa par- 
Téwy w1éprepov. 

4 dos ws dd Svyod occurs in Eur. 
Or. 45, where Herwerden restored t7é 
from Eubulus (fr. 75, 11 rg0 K.) ap. Athen. 
108 B. vmrédis adopted by Wecklein and 

1 rev Gr-H 3 v (vel a) Bl 

Murray, and the present passage confirms 
it. Robert’s view that the comparison 
is applied to the flight of one of the 
daughters might be supported by Eur. 
Bacch. 1056. 

5 dptiws is characteristic of Sophocles, 
in whose plays it occurs more than 30 
times: see Rutherford, Vew Phryn. p. 71, 
Starkie on Ar. Vesf. 11. The fact that 
it is not found in Aeschylus is significant. 

6 dopyt. Blass thinks the word was 
used as in £7. 715, 752. 
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445 

Jopval 

avrTnvoe|, 

445. 

445 5 Blass suggests riv’ air’ dm’ 
dypod Payer, which he refers to the 

1 wey Gr-H 

}rotorotoroy 
avTacdopal 

6 add Gr-H | post hunc v. duo versus omnino deleti 

arrival of a messenger. 

446 
¢€ \ > \ , oe 2 ¥ [emra eivar tas Ovyatépas Kal ioovs apoevas. | 

446 Schol. Eur. Phoen. 159 kal 
Loporr7s év NidBy érra pyolv abras elvac 
(2.2. the daughters of Niobe) kal rovs 
dpoevas (kai teous dpoevas conj. Headlam). 
Lutat. in Stat. 7hed. 6. 124 p. 203 Niobe 
secundum Homerum duodecim filios habutt, 
Sophocles autem dicit eam quatuordecim 
habutsse. 

Tragedy fixed the number of Niobe’s 
children at fourteen for subsequent tra- 
dition: see Ov. Jet. 6. 182 f., Hygin. 
Jab. 11, Apollod. 3. 45, etc. According 
to Aelian var. hist. 12. 36, Lasus of 
Hermione was the earliest authority for 
this number. Aeschylus agreed (7GF 
p- 50). Before this there had been much 
diversity. Hesiod (fr. 61), Mimnermus 
(fr. 19), Pindar (fr. 65), and Bacchylides 

(fr. 52 J.) mentioned twenty, although 
Hesiod (according to another authority) 
had spoken of nineteen, Sappho (fr. 143) of 
eighteen, and Aleman made the number 
ten: see Aelian, /.c. Gruppe, p. 125 Ip, 
accounts for the differences between 
twelve and fourteen and between nine- 
teen and twenty by the subsequent ad- 
dition to the list of Chloris and Meli- 
boea, said to be the names of surviving 
daughters, or of one of them. 

Headlam in C.2. XIII 3 suggested that 
the number fourteen was chosen as suit- 
able to the composition of a tragic chorus; 
but, so far as Sophocles was concerned, we 
know for certain that some at least of the 
daughters were acting parts. 

447 

nH yap din éya tavde Tov tpodeprépov 
447 Schol. B Hom.E 533 and schol. 

E Hom. @ 186 7...dvri rod jyv...xal mapa 
Zogoxhet ev ry Ntd8y ‘7 yap (Hv yap schol. 
E)...mpopeprépov.’ 
The same scholia attest the reading 7 

in O. 7. 1123, where Lhas yv. L presents 
9 only in O.C. 973, 1366: see Jebb on 
O.C. 768. Modern editors restore 7 in 

tragedy wherever metre permits. v is 
nowhere required in Aesch. or Soph., but 
occurs occasionally before a vowel in 
Euripides: see Rutherford, Mew Phry- 
nichus, p. 243,and add Hel. 992. Cobet 
(V.Z. p. 187), who was among the 
earliest to call attention to Porphyrius’ 
note. observes that even the examples 
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which he quotes are corrupted by the 
copyists. The fact that Porphyrius is 
obliged to quote instances in support of 
9 shows, as Dindorf justly remarked, that 
the text of the dramatists had early suf- | 
fered corruption in this respect. 

t™podeptepov undoubtedly seems to” 
bear the meaning e/der; nor is there any 
valid reason for denying it to the word 
either here or in O.C. 1531 T@ WpopepTraTy ~ 
povy onjuawe, where Jebb is perhaps un- 
necessarily cautious. Few will, I think, 
be satisfied with Campbell’s rendering, 
‘For I was dear to him who is mightier 
than they.’ Is it possible to adjust the 
line to what we know of the plot? 
Welcker thinks that the speaker is one 

ZTOPOKAEOYS 

of the daughters lamenting the death of 
her favourite brother. In that case it is 
certainly odd that we have mpogeprépou 
rather than wpogeprdrov; and of course 
the terminations are often confused. 
Hartung, who reads mpogpeprdrw, seems 
to imagine that rpodpeprarov is the reading 
of the Mss. One might guess that one 
of the daughters—perhaps Chloris, who 
according to-one version was the only 
survivor—had been beloved by Apollo, 
the elder of Leto’s two children. There 
is evidence of a previous friendship 
between Leto and Niobe in Sappho’s (fr. 
31) Adrw kai NidBa wdra pev pir joav 
éraipar, °° 

448 
* 
@ . . . . . . . app €e“Lov orTetdat 

448 post o lacunam ostendunt BE ; 

448 Plut. amat. 17 p. 760 D Trav ev 
yap ToO Dopoxdéovs NioBidav Badropévwv 
kal OvyoKxdvTev dvaxadeiral tis ovdd&va 
BonOdv &ddov obd€ ciupaxov 7 Tov épacTihy, 
‘&...0TetAaL.” Kreduaxov dé rov Papod- 
ov tore Shrrovdev €& Hs airlas pi ad 
arywrifdpuevos. 

Dindorf, Hartung, Ellendt, aed | Camp- 
bell ignore the lacuna after ©; con- 
sequently, Ellendt gives the impossible 
rendering zz me curando te occupa, and 
Hartung the equally impossible ‘ umhiille 
mich, mein Schild!’ Nauck merely 
remarks ‘post ® videntur verba non 
nulla excidisse,’ as if the gap were no 
more than a probability. This is all the 
more strange, since Wyttenbach (1797) 
had long since recorded the defect in the 
mss. According to Bernardakis, there is 
a space in B sufficient for nine letters and 
in E for twelve. He suggests therefore 
girrar’ aird o’ dud’ éuol (or aud’ Eu’ ed) 
oreihat wérdov. dud’ éuol had previously 
been proposed by Papageorgius, but it is 
uncritical to fill the gap with words which 
require an alteration inthe text. I should 

prefer something like & <@i\e, KkAdwr 
Ta > dud’ éuod, oreida..., without de- 
ciding whether oret\ac means ‘start to 
come hither’ or not. Mekler, adopting 
a suggestion in Nauck’s first edition that 
the words ovdéva BonBov &ddov ove cbp- 
saxov were part of the text of Sophocles, 
proceeds: <xahotw’ dvy>*d<@iN’ > dug’ 
€uot orethar<xpot>. He compares Eur. 
Bacch. 821. 

The allusion to the épacr7s is confirmed 
by Athen. 601 A Aloxvdos péyas av 
monThs Kat Lopokdjs yyov eis ta Odarpa 
dia TOV Tpaywdiav Tods Epwras, 6 wev Tov 
"AxiANEws mpos Ildrpoxdov, 6 & ev rH 
Nwd8y Tov Trav waidwy. According to one 
version the deauty of Niobe’s children 
was an essential element in the story 
(Parthen. 33 els pw dgixopévnvy Anrot 
mept xaddutexvias). Welcker points out 
that madepacria was véuimov at Thebes: 
see Plat. symp. 182 B, Xen. symp. 8. 
34. Cic. rep. 4. 4 Thebanos, apud guos 
im amore ingenuorum libido etiam per- 
missam habet et solutam licentiam. 
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449 
Sepynorys 

449 Harpocr. p. 54, 25 depmorns: 
Avolas év T@ mpos Evrel@ny (fr. 137). 
Aldupos pév arrodidwot Tov oxddnKka -oi'rw 
AéyerOar TH Dodoxdei ev NidBy, ev ¢' rhs 
dmopoupévns éEews, “Apicrapxos dé 7d 
LopdkXerov eEnyovmevos Tov Op awéd5uxe. 
pnmore 6€ waddov dy ein Sorts Ta dépuara 
éoble. Sepusorys, ws vroonualverar Kal 
év TH éxty Midnovaxdy ’Apioretdov (FHG 
IV 326): this reference is elucidated by 
Reitzenstein, Das Miarchen v. Amor u. 
Psyche, p. 59 ff. . 

Cf. Hesych. I p. 475 dSepmeorjs’ 6 
oxwrn— 4 6 ons (Palmerius. for 7) doKds 
cod.: Reitzenstein would prefer 6 xis) 6 
Ta Sépwata écbiwv. ’Apicrapxos du. 
Bekk. anecd. p. 240, 14 depunoris* of ev 
gaolyv eidos sxwAnKos, 6 KaTrecOler Ta dép- 
para, ’Apiorapxos 5¢ dpews eldos. The 
notice which Harpocration records is care- 
lessly truncated in tym. M. p. 257, 36 
depunorns’ Avolas ev Tov oKwAnKA pyoiv 
otTw éyerOa, “Aplorapxos dé riv dq. 
ein & av waddov 67h Sépuara éoOliwv’ Ex 
Tov €5w, and in Suid. s.v., whose note is 
identical with Ztym. M. except that he 
has depuiorys, omits Ta before dépyara, 
and substitutes éruuwrepov otrw Kadov- 
pevos for é€x Tod éw. That depunoris 
should be preferred to depusoras is indi- 
cated not only by the frequent occurrence 
of the corruption (revxtorjy is a variant 
for revxnoryvy in Aesch. 7hed. 631), but 
also by the derivation from @dw which it 
would be unreasonable to doubt, fortified 
as it is by the analogy of ®unoris, viorns, 
Bpwunorhs (Etym. M. p. 215, 58 Bp. 
xopropdyos* Kal vos did Aywdv dyKovpevos), 
éyxnoThs (see Stadtmueller on 4.P. 9. 
zor), and possibly dApyorjs. It is 
probable that all these compound words 
ought to be accented paroxytone, as 
suggested by Lobeck (Paralip. p. 450: 
see also Chandler, § 35). I have no 
doubt that the reference is to a grub 
which lived on dried animal matter such 
ashides. The depunoris is a literary con- 
gener of the os and the xis: Pind. fr. 
243 Keivov (xpuobv) ob ons ovdé xls Sdmret. 
Ar. Lys. 730 (€pia) md Tav céwy KaTa- 
Kkamréueva. Hor. Sat. 2. 3. 11 stragula 
vestis, blattarum ac tinearum epulae. 
The citation of Lysias is significant that 
we have to do with an object of common 
experience, although Aristotle, who dis- 
cusses this class of insect in 7st. an. 5. 
32.5571 ff., does not specifically mention 

depunorys. He says (8ff.): Kat év rots 
BuBrlors GAXa ylyverar (sc. Kwa) Ta pev 
dmora, Tots év Tots iuarlos, Ta 5é Tots cKop- 
miows dvev Tis obpas, puKpda maura’ Kal 
dhws ev macw ws elrety év re Tots Enpots 
Uypawomévors Kal év Tots wypois Enpawwo- 
pévos, boa exer atrov fwhv. Thus far 
I am in agréement with M. Schmidt 
(Didym. p. 21), but am unable to follow 
him when he suggests that Soph. was 
comparing a rolling wave to the move- 
ment of the depunorjs, and that the 
Hesychian gloss (11 p. 29) eiAvowao@at- 
TO Wapamdnolws Tois 6peot Kal Tots oKw- 
Ané&v iévac may belong here, as if the 
words were és eiAvorGro Sepunorod dixnr. 
We have no material which enables us 
to understand the nature of the difference 
between the interpretations of Aristarchus 
and Didymus, but it may be hazarded 
that the controversy was merely whether 
the depunoris—on whose identity they 
agreed—could be more correctly described 
as égus or okwAné. Ellendt considered 
that Aristarchus preferred the form dep- 
fuoTys, and understood it of the serpent 
changing his skin: but that is very un- 
likely. It is perhaps not irrelevant to 
quote from a letter of the poet Cowper, 

in answer to a criticism directed against 
his use of ‘ worm’ in place of ‘ serpent’: 
‘They are, however, without all doubt, 
convertible terms. A worm is a small 
serpent, and a'serpent is a large worm’ 
(Letters of W. Cowper, ed. J. G. Frazer, 
I p. 332). Schmidt thinks that the un- 
known grammarian who differed from 
Aristarchus and Didymus must have been 
Orus or Cassius Longinus, but is inclined 
to attach too much importance to the 
controversy; for I cannot believe that 
depunorys was unintelligible to the Alex- 
andrians. See further on fr. 635. It 
should be added that Dermestes is the 
name given by zoologists to the type of 
the genus Dermestidae, a branch of the 
Coleoptera which comprises about 400 
species. The Dermestidae in the larval 
state nearly all live on dried animal 
matter (such as bacon-rind) and are very 
destructive; the name is at least as old as 
Linnaeus (c. 1758). The larval forms of 
beetles are, I am told, usually designated 
‘ worms’ by those who are not zoologists. 
Thus the common ‘ meal-worm’ found in 
flour is really the larval form of a beetle 
Tenebrio. 
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450 
eAvpot 

450 Athen. 176F rov’s yap é\vmous 
avrovs, wy uynuoveter ZopoxdrAys év NidBy 
Te kav Tupmranorais (fr. 644), 00K ddous 
Twas elvar dkovouev } Tovs Ppvylous...Tav 
& éd\tpwv avrdAGv pvnuovever kal KadXlas év 
Ilednras (fr. 18, 1 697 K.), "LdBas 5é rov- 
Tous Ppvydv wer elvar etpnua, dvouatver bar 
dé xal oxuradelas, kar’ éudepelay rod 
mwaxous (7.e. they are narrower than other 
flutes). xpfho@a & avrois cal Kumplous 
ono Kparivos 6 vewrepos év Onpamévy (fr. 
3, I1 290 K.). 

The @Avyos is thus described by Pollux 
(4. 74): @\uuos ray peév UrAnv wvéwos 7d 
& etipnua Ppvyav: xépas 8 éxarépw 
(érépw conj. v. Jan) Trav abd\ev dvaveior 
(z.e. bent back from the straight) mpéc- 
eotw, avr O¢ TH Ppvyia Oew. Its 
form, with the bend in the left pipe, 
may be seen in the illustration given by 
Guhl and Koner, Fig. 241 2, or in Dic?. 

Ant. U 841. There seems to have been 
some doubt whether éAvuos was more 
properly the name of a part of the flute 
or of the flute itself: Hesych. 11 p. 71 
é\upo* TA pra t&v avdr\Gv, ad’ wv 7 
ywools. of 6é drd@s atddv. Specially 
characteristic of the Phrygian flute was 
its deep note: Athen. 185 A, quoting 
Bapdv avdév from Ion fr. 42, ofrw Aéywr 
T@ Ppvylw* Bapds yap obros* wap’ 6 Kai 
7d képas avT@ mpocdmrovew dvadoyody TE 
Tav cadmiyywv kwdwn. Cf. Catull. 63. 
22 canit Phryx curvo grave calamo. The 
horn-shaped addition is attested also by 
Hesych. II p. 7 s.v. éyxepavAns. Hence 
Berecynthio cornu in Hor. Carm. 1. 18. 13. 
It seems highly probable that the spread 
of the worship of the Great Mother 
familiarized the Greeks with this type of 
flute. See generally v. Jan in Pauly- . 
Wissowa II 2425. 

451 : 
KpOKOS 

451 Schol. Soph. O0.C. 684 kav rp 
NidBy 6 Zopoxdis rov Kpdxov dvrixpus TH 
Ajuntpe avariberat. 

There is hardly any evidence elsewhere 
of a special connexion between the crocus 
and the cult of Demeter, though baskets 
of flowers of all kinds are often amongst 
her attributes. There is no special sig- 
nificance in the inclusion of the crocus 
in the list of flowers which Persephone 
was gathering when she was seized by 

Pluto (Hom. %. Dem. 6). Schneidewin 
pointed out that cpoxwrol, saffron-coloured 
robes, were worn by the women at the 
Thesmophoria, or festival of Demeter 
Oecuopdbpos (Ar. Zhesm. 138). But this 
fact is not conclusive, inasmuch as the 
colour appears also to be characteristic of 
self-dedication to the service of other 
deities: see the evidence collected by 
Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 444, and especially 
Ar. Lys. 645 with the scholia. 

[EOANH®OPOI] 
The title is only once quoted, and is of doubtful authenticity. 

Welcker (p. 66) first drew attention to the difficulties inherent in 
the supposition that the chorus consisted of gods fleeing van- 
quished before mortal warriors, or despairing at the capture of 
an earthly city. He inferred, accordingly, that the original 
statement from which the scholium was drawn did not relate to 
a play bearing the title Zoavngopo:; but that Sophocles merely 
recorded, perhaps in the Laocoon (cf. fr. 373), the fact of the 
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gods’ appearance after the capture of Troy, each carrying his 
own image on his shoulders. Later criticism has done nothing 
to diminish the force of Welcker’s objections. But it is not so 
easy to account for the corruption. If we assume that the 
adjective £oavndopo: was a part of Sophocles’ description, and 
that the passage in which it occurred subsequently acquired 
some repute, the words elpnTa év Eoavnpopors may have had an 
intention similar to that of év tod oxnmtpou TH Tapadoces elpnKev 
in Thuc. 1.9. Or év £oavndopois may have taken the place of 
éml Tav Eoavnpopav. 

452 
[ot Beot ta Eavtav Edava déporrTes. | 

452 Schol. Aesch. 7heb. 291 elpynrau 
dé xal év Zoavnpbpos Lopokdéovs ws of 
Geol amo Ths "INlov pépovew emt Trav wuwv 
Ta éaurdv Edava, eldédres bre aNloKxerat. 

The tradition that such an incident 
occurred during the sack of Troy is 
confirmed by the schol. M on Aesch. 
Theb. 203 (aX ovv Beods | Tods Tijs 
adovons médeos éxdelrew Rédyos) els Thv 
Tpolav yap tootréy te épaivero, and by 
schol. rec. Néyerae yap Gru bre EuedXe trop- 
OnOjvac m Tpola, épdvncay oi Geol Tots 
Tpwolv dvedbmevor Ex THY vadv Ta dydhuara 
avrav. It is referred to also by Eur. 
Tro. 25 (Poseidon speaks) Nelrw TO K)et- 
vov “Ikov Bwpovs 7’ éuods, and by Verg. 

OAYZZEY2 AKANOOTIAHE= H 

Aen. 2. 351 excessere omnes, adytts arisque 
relictis, | di guibus imperium hoc steterat. 
Tryphiod. 508 records the departure of 
Apollo from Troy. The legend was 
hardly invented by Sophocles, but we 
cannot trace it to Arctinus or Stesichorus, 
although it was probably at least as old. 
For the general belief that the protecting 
god abandoned a conquered city see Hor. 
Carm. 2. 1. 25, Plin. 2.4. 28. 2. 18, and 
the famous story of the siege of Jerusalem 
related by Tac. Azst. 5. 13. For the 
Roman formula of evocatio directed to 
the gods of a hostile city see W. Warde 
Fowler, eligious Experience of the 
Roman People, p. 206. 

NITTTPA 

Only one of the following fragments is quoted as belonging 
to the title Nimrpa, but the identification of the play so entitled 
with the "Odvaceds axavOoT7An€ is established by Cic. Tusc. disp. 
2. 48 non nimis in Niptris ile sapientissimus Graectae saucius 
lamentatur vel modice potius : ‘Pedetemptim, inqutt, ‘et sedato nisu, 
ne succussu arripiat maior dolor. Pacuvius hoc melius quam 
Sophocles: apud tllum enim perquam flebiliter Ulixes lamentatur 
in volnere, from which it has been justly inferred that the Vzptra 
of Pacuvius was an adaptation of the "Odvaceds axavOoTrAé of 
Sophocles?. The subject-matter is, as we shall see, sufficiently 

1 There is just a possibility that Sophocles wrote a play entitled Néwrpa on the 
return of Odysseus, following the later books of the Odyssey, as well as the dxav@o- 
mwAHé, and that the Vigtra of Pacuvius was a conflation of the two. This is mentioned 
for reasons which will presently appear. 
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indicated by the title, and further confirmation may be drawn 
from Arist. poet. 14. 14535 33, where, in discussing the case of 
a man killing his kinsman in ignorance; he points out that this 
may occur a TOU Spaparos, as in the O3cdipus of Sophocles, or 
évy avTn 7 Tparypoig, oiov o “AXkpéwv 0 “Actuddpavtos 7 Oo 
Tyréyovos 0 €v TH Tpavpatia ’‘Odvocel. 

The circumstances of the death of Odysseus by the hand of 
Telegonus, his son by Circe, were first reduced to a literary form 
in the epic Zelegonia, the last of the Cyclic poems,. generally 
attributed to Eugamon (or Eugammon) of Cyrene, and dated 
c. 568 B.C. The excerpt of Proclus, so far as it is relevant to the 
present purpose, mentions (EGF p. 57) the return of Odysseus 
from Thesprotia after the death of Callidice!, and continues 
as follows. Meanwhile Telegonus, the son of Circe’, who was. 
voyaging in search of his father, landed in Ithaca, and plundered 
the island. Odysseus came out to attack him, and the son un- 
wittingly slew his father. On discovering his mistake, Telegonus 
conveyed his father’s body to Circe’s island, and took with him 
Penelope and Telemachus. Circe made the three others im- 
mortal, whereupon Telegonus was mated with Penelope, and 
Telemachus with Circe. Apollodorus (¢fz7. 7. 36) repeats most 
of this, with the addition that the spear with which Telegonus 
wounded Odysseus had a point made from the xévtpov of a 
roach*, Eustathius (Od. p. 1676, 45), commenting on A 133, 
explains that the spear of Telegonus was designed by Hephaestus 
with a head of adamant, a golden shaft, and a point made as 
stated above, and that the roach had been killed by Phorcys 
because it devoured the fish in lake Phorcis. He also emphasizes 
the significance of a death which, coming from the sea, slew at 
last the sea-worn hero, and refers to the verses of Oppian 
(Halieut. 2. 497 ff.): 

Kelvo TOT avyavén Soduynpel KOT NET TN 
Kipkn Tnr«eyovm Tokupappaxos OTace HHT NP, 
aixpatew Snlots adLov Hopov: avTap 6 VnT@ 
aiyBor@ T poo eKEAae, Kal ov pale Toca _TrepOov 
TATPOS éo8, yEpape@ dé Bondpopéovte TOKIL 
avTo, TOV pac reve, KaK HY évewataro Knpa. 
évOa trop alohountw ‘Odvacéea, pupia TOVTOU 
adyea peTpHTAaVTA ToAUKuNTOLOW aéOro~s, 
Tpvy@Vv aGArAylLWoETTAa pin KATEVNHpATO PLT. 

To the same effect the schol. on Hom. 2 1 34, who adds that 

1 Known to Sophocles as Euippe: see on Huryalus, 1 p. 146. 
2 Eustath. Od. p. 1796, 50 (AG/'p. 58) says that Eugammon made him son of 

Cal YPso: See Gruppe, P: 72 74° 
Sets 7’ émia0bxevtpa Epich. fr. 66 K. 
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Hephaestus made the spear at the request of Circe. From Hygin. 
fab.127 several fresh points emerge: (1) that Telegonus was driven 
to Ithaca by a storm, and was forced by hunger to ravage the fields; 
(2) that Telemachus accompanied Odysseus in his attack on the 
raiders ; (3) that the death of Odysseus was in accordance with an 
oracle, guod ez responsum fuerat ut a filio caveret mortem ; (4) that 
the return to Aeaea and the subsequent marriages took place in 
consequence of the command of Athena. There are also remark- 
able differences in detail, which may be thought to indicate a dra- 
matic origin, in the narrative of the t7ro@eaus to the Odyssey first 
published by Buttmann from a Palatine MS and reprinted in Din- 
dorf’s edition of the scholia (I p. 6; 13—23): Kal Biwcas xpovous 
TOANOVS UTO TOV LdLov Tasos Tnreyovou TOU amo TS Kipxns auT@ 
ryevomévou KaTanvet tov Biov. TOV yap aio Tov vio BdvaTor é ex 
TLV@V Hav TEvLaToY ermigvon, TOV Tr€éuaxov épudatrero Kat 

OUVELVaL auT@ TapyTetto. OTE obv 0 Treyovos THY TOannv KaTE- 
AaBe Kal EAUTOV TO TaTpl ‘KaTEmnvuE my) mT poo dexopevav auTOV Tov 
pudaxov xavredev Kpavyns yevopevns ws ETL VUKTOS ovens, vouicas 
‘Odvaceds TOV Tnrépayov eivau, avioTarat pera Eigous. Kal 
TUM TETOV Tyreyove TAHTTETAL om avUTOU TO KEVT PM TIS TpUYOVOS. 
Kal TOUT TO ) TPOTe "Odvaceds a avatpetTat. pabev: ovv Tn r€yoves 
OTL TOY TaTépa aveiXe TrevOnoas avTOV TLKPaS avexapnce THS 
‘10axns. A somewhat similar account appears in Dictys 6. 15. 

It is evident from the allusions in later literature to the 
parricide of Telegonus', and to the deadly weapon by which 
Odysseus was killed?, that the general outline of the story had 
become a familiar theme’. 

So far there is no particular difficulty in forming a conception 
of the manner in which Sophocles may have dramatized this 
material. Especially, we cannot fail to observe that the reiterated 
references to Dodona in frs. 455, 456, 460 and 461 are satisfactorily 
explained by the statement in Hyginus and the Argument to 
the Odyssey that Odysseus, like Laius and others‘, had been 
warned by an oracle to beware of his own son. Observe also 
that we have two forms of the story, according to which Odysseus 
either went out to attack robbers or resisted the attempt to make 
a forcible entry into his house. Some may think fr. 458 agrees 
better with the former version, though it is scarcely decisive’. 

1 Hor. Carm. 3. 29. 8 Telegoni iuga parricidae. Ov. Trist. 1.1. 114. Lucian, 
var. hist. 2. 35. 

? Schol. Ar. Put. 303. Ov. Jbis 567. Philostr. vt. Ap. 6. 32, her. 3. 42. 
3 For the curious variation of the legend concerning Odysseus’ death which 

Aeschylus adopted in the Yuxaywyol (fr. 275) see Gruppe, p. 7159. Add Sext. Emp. 
math. 1 267. 

4 For the parallels see Gruppe, p. 7155. 
> Ribbeck thinks that the words were spoken by Telegonus, when demanding an 

entry at the door. 
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But, when we endeavour to determine how Sophocles linked 
the arrival of Telegonus to the earlier history of Odysseus, the 
enquiry becomes more complex. Frs. 453 and 454 show that 
the prophecy of Tiresias in the eleventh book of the Odyssey 
was included in the scheme of events preliminary to the action ; 
and it may be assumed that the dramatist accepted the circum- 
stances in which Odysseus met his end as fulfilling the earlier 
prophecy" as well as the oracle given at Dodona: Bavaros dé Tot 
é€ adOs avT@ | aBXn xpos para Tolos édeVoeTa, OS KE oe Twéepvy | 
ynpat wvtro Merrape apnuévov, audi oé aot | dXBiot eooovTas. 
Odysseus, then, had returned from his last journey, undertaken, 
it would seem, in order to make the offering to Poseidon which 
Tiresias had enjoined, and in the course of his travels in Epirus 
had learnt at Dodona of a specific danger threatening his life, 
which appeared to be inconsistent with the earlier forecast. The 
alternative title requires us to assume that Odysseus was not 
recognized on his return, and that his identity was discovered by 
the old nurse in the same manner as in the Odyssey*. A\lso, it 
has been inferred from fr. 457, as well as from certain fragments 
of Pacuvius’, that, as in Homer, Odysseus related his adventures 
at considerable length. But how can Sophocles have imposed 
such a feeble duplicate upon an audience which knew perfectly 
well that all this had happened before? Wilamowitz‘* escaped 
from the difficulty by supposing that the story adopted was 
a substitute for and not a sequel to the latter part of the Odyssey. 
The situation of Odysseus at the time of his return was the 
same as that described in the fictitious narratives of & 321 ff. and 
7 271 ff.5 Moreover, the whole of the struggle with the suitors 
was omitted®. He gets rid of this part of the history by taking 
a hint from 8 113 ff., where Antinous suggests to Telemachus 
that he should send his mother back to the house of her father, 

|Icarius, so that she may be betrothed from there. Penelope, 
' then, had been sent to Sparta, and Wilamowitz finds an allusion 
to this event in Pacuv. fr. IV Spartam reportare instat: id st 
perpetrat. Ingenious as this is, we shall not readily believe that 
Sophocles would have put forward a version of the Return of 
Odysseus so fundamentally at variance with the whole scheme 

1 Ameis-Hentze (Anh. to 4134) think that the whole story was built on a false 
interpretation of €& a\és, which really meant ‘away from the sea.’ 

2 Cf. Pacuv. frs. 1 11. Cic. Zzsc. 5. 46 called the nurse Anticlea, by a slip. 
According to Wilamowitz, Sophocles described her simply as Tpopés. 

3 The probability becomes greater, if Brunck was right in ascribing frs. 861 and 
965 to this play. Wilamowitz added fr. 748: but see note 27 Joc. 

* Hom. Untersuch. p. 194 ff. 
> Note the reference to Dodona in € 327=T 296. 
§ Viirtheim (A/mem. XxIx 54f.), agreeing otherwise with Wilamowitz, suggested 

that the death of the suitors was announced in a messenger’s speech. 
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of the Odyssey, while at the same time he followed that poem 
so closely in certain of its details'.. Another attempt of a similar 
kind was made by Svoronos, who explained the title Niéwrpa as 
referring to the bathing of the hero’s foot, after he had been 
wounded by the poisonous barb?. But this ignores the evidence 
of the Pacuvian fragments, even if the title—already appropriated 
to the scene in the Odyssey—could have been applied to an 
entirely different situation. Ribbeck? called attention to another 
important consideration. If Odysseus returned openly to Ithaca, 
why was he not recognized at once? However much protracted 
the period of absence, he had no longer—after the death of the | 
suitors—the same motive for landing secretly. Ribbeck conse- 
quently inferred that he came back in disguise because of the 
danger against which he had been warned by the oracle at Dodona, 
that he was recognized by the nurse, and that he bound her over 
to secrecy. Pacuv. fr. 1 shows that the recognition took place on 
the stage. Ribbeck very fairly remarks that, though the fragments 
indicate that Pacuvius introduced a narrative of the adventures, 
fr. 457 is not enough to prove that Sophocles elaborated the theme, 
as if Odysseus were returning home for the first time. It might 
be urged against Ribbeck that for Odysseus to return to Ithaca in 
disguise rather than openly was the most likely method of in- 
curring the very danger which he was anxious to avoid. But he 
is certainly right in suggesting that his first object after receiving 
the answer must have been to protect himself against Télemachus*. 
We must apparently assume that at this juncture Telemachus — 
was ruling as his father’s deputy, and continued friendly to him. 
At least, there is nothing to suggest the contrary; but the desire 
to shun the presence of Telemachus, and to get back to Ithaca 
so as to put in motion a scheme for his removal from the island’, 
may have prompted Odysseus to show himself first to Eumaeus, 
in whose hut the recognition by Euryclea might then have taken 
place. If Odysseus desired to return without the knowledge of 
Telemachus, the dramatic advantage of the scene with the nurse 
is obvious. Or we might suppose, as an alternative, that 
Telemachus was temporarily absent from home. In either case, 
there is a strong reason for suspecting that Sophocles was the 
source of the version quoted above from the Argument to the 

1 See also on Nausicaa, p. 92. 
2 Gaz. Arch. X11 1888, p. 270 ff. He sees in the sufferings of Odysseus a fulfil- 

ment of the curse in Phz/. 1113. 
3 Rim. Trag. p. 270 ff. 
4 Cf. the conduct of Oedipus in a similar predicament (0.7. 794). Another 

parallel is the case of Althaemenes, the son of Catreus (Apollod. 3. 13). 

5 In Dict. 6. 14 Odysseus, warned by a dream, banishes Telemachus to Cephal- 

lenia. 
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Odyssey, so far as it relates to the precautions taken against 
Telemachus, and the circumstances of Telegonus’ arrival. 
Especially significant is the statement that Odysseus, hearing 
the noise, thought that it was caused by Telemachus, and leapt up 
sword in hand. 

We assume, then, that the action of the earlier part of the 
play was directed towards the attainment of security by Odysseus, 
when he believed that Telemachus was the source of the threatened 
danger. Sosoon as this seemed to be composed by the voluntary 
withdrawal of Telemachus, the inmates of the house were dis- 

turbed by the boisterous summons of Telegonus. The conclusion 
of the play must have comprised a messenger’s description of the 
conflict, and a scene in which the mortally wounded Odysseus 
was brought on the stage’, the parentage of Telegonus _was 
ascertained?, and a reconciliation with him was effected. To 
this part of the play, when the prediction of the oracle was 
apparently falsified, frs. 460 and 461 no doubt belonged, though 
Welcker? was hardly right in supposing that the oracle at Dodona 
was mentioned for the first time at this point. This essential 
matter must have been made known to the audience at an tarly 
stage, as has already been indicated. It is clear that the final 
scene resembled in manyrespects the conclusion of the 7vachiniae; 
but whether Wilamowitz was right in pressing the parallel so far 
as to include in it the betrothal of Penelope to Telegonus at the 
bidding of Odysseus must remain an open question. Viurtheim 
thinks that Athena did not appear ex machina, but that the 
concluding scene is correctly represented in the Argument to 
the Odyssey. 

A play with the same title seems to have been written by 
the tragic poet Apollodorus of Tarsus, whose date is unknown 
(Suid. s.v.). 

453 

ToOaTOV TO S@pov appt patdipois Eywv 
@LOLSs ; 

453 Schol. Vat. Dionys. Thr. p.239,  modamds ra éOvixd, ‘Pédios, Opat- e080’ bre 
26 Hilg. (Bekk. azecd. p. 872, 17, and xalra& rodryros, \evKds, EavOds. Lopoxdjs 
‘Cramer, anecd. Oxon. IV p. 330, 3) T@  obv (om. ed. Bekk.) év ’Odvoce? dxavOo- 

1 This is proved by Cic. Zzsc. 2. 48 ff. 
2 Dict. 6. 15: Odysseus, feeling that his wound was fatal, thanked the gods that 

he had not fallen by his son’s hand, and that. Telemachus was free from blood-guilt. 
Then he enquired about his opponent’s origin and name, and in so doing disclosed 
his own identity. Recognition, of course, followed. 

> See his discussion, pp. 240—248. 
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rR: Te (dé add. ed. Bekk.) rodarés 
vi TOU Totos Kpnodmevos akupodNoyer (axKpt- 
Bodoye? ed. Bekk.) ‘ rodamov...wuors.’ 

These are the words addressed to 
Odysseus by the stranger whom he was 
destined to meet, according to the prophecy 
of Tiresias, after he had reached the land 
of those to whom the sea was unknown: 
Hom. \ 127 ommére kev 54 Tow cumBAMEVOS 
idros ddirns | nN aOnpyroryor exew ava 
padiuw @uy.—tdo S@pov has been sus- 
pected: Nauck pronounced the words 
* vix sana,’ M. Schmidt proposed 7éAwpov 
uniting the fragment with 454 (modamov 
mwéhwpov a. p. &. | @mors dOnpdBpwror 
Spyavov pépets), Wecklein 768’ wots, re- 
ducing the text to a single line, and 
assuming that fr. 454 preceded it, Campbell 
760° €pyov, and Mekler 7d A&pov. But it 
is idle to alter the tradition. I suggest 
that d@povr is used in the sense of a votive 
offering (usually dvé@nua: but see the 
instances quoted by Rouse, Greck Votive 
Offerings, p- 3233, and in the index at 
p. 418), and that the stranger suspected 
Odysseus of an intention to dedicate to 
the god whose precinct he was approaching 
the odd-looking tvol which he was carrying 
on his shoulder. In Homer, at any rate, 
the oar is to be dedicated to Poseidon by 
Odysseus, presumably because he has done 
with the sea and has no more need of it: 
A 129 Kal rére 5h yain mHias evdijpes 
€peruov, with which may be compared 

Ii! 

Theocr. 7. 155 as éml owp@ | abris éyw 
watatue péya mrvov. Rouse, of. cit. p.70, 
finds no direct evidence for this custom in 
classical times, but considers it in accord- 
ance with Greek ways of thought. In 
A. P. 6. 4, among the offerings from the 
fisherman Diophantus to Poseidon, are 
kai Tovs €& axdtwy dtxPadlous épéras.— 
Dindorf is not justified in discrediting the 
grammarian’s interpretation of to8amdyv 
as =motov. Similarly Apollon. de synt. 
I. 3. 26 éri €0vixis Evvolas modamés héyouer, 
n @00 bre avOvmdyerar kal Ta év movdryrt, 
bre Aéyouer, modamds éott Tpigwy, yédas 
m7 Nevxds. The testimony of Phrynichus 
is not so clear (p. 56 Lob., p. 128 Ruth.); 
but Rutherford was too hasty in denying 
the possibility of rodamés= roves in Attic. 
There is at least a play upon the double 
sense in [Dem.] 25. 40 ris obv obrés éort; 
kvuwy vy Ala Tov djuov. rodamés; olos obs 
bev airiaétac AVKous elvac un Sdxvew a dé 
ono. pudrdtrew mpbBara avros karec Blew, 
We have also the analogy of ravrodamés, 
for which see the examples collected by 
Headlam, On editing Aeschylus, p. 34 ff. 
—dpdt...@pous is less accurate here than 
in Homer’s dud’ moro &xer cdxos(A 527). 
The preposition is in fact used somewhat 
loosely (=o), as in Eur. Phoen. 1516 
dui krddous éfouéva, 26. 1578 dye de 
Téxvev Ered’ audi réxvorowv. . For the adj. 
cf. Achae. fr. 4 pardiwous Bpaxtovas. 

454 

wapos alnpdBpwrov dpyavov dépav 

454 Schol. HV Hom. \ 128 dénpn- 
Aovydv: Tav a0épwy ddoOpevTiKdy Spyavor. 
abépes yap Néyerat kuplws rv doraxtwy 
Ta dkpa. Néyerar d¢ 7d mrvov (quoting 
N 588). 6 pévroe Lopoxd\ys awedésaro 
Tis dOjpys klvnOpov, Aéywv otrws ‘wots... 
gépwv.’ Eustath. Od. p. 1675, 52 Zopoxdjjs 
6é, paci, wapadpdfwy To ‘Ounpixoy poly 
‘@pos...pépwv.’ The name of the play is 
supplied by Hesych. I p. 64 d@npéBpwrov 
Spyavov: tiv Topivnv, 7} Thy dOjpay avak.- 
voto... Logoxdjs ’Odvocet dxavOowdFye. 

The winnowing-fan (37vov) wasa shovel 
by which the grain was tossed into the 
air, and the chaff dispersed. d0%p is 
properly the deard or ear of corn, but in 
relation to the process of winnowing it is 
interchangeable with kaddun or dxvn. 

Cf. Lucian Anach. 25 Omep yap dh oi 
Aukuavres Tov mwupdv, ToUTO huly Kal Ta 
yuuvdow épydgerac év Trois cwmacr, THY 
bev dxvnv xal rovs d0épas dmropvaarra, 
Kkabapov dé Tov Kapmov dvevKpwodvTa Kal 
mpocowpevovra, where the schol. has 
abépas, Ta Tov aoraxvos Kévrpa. The 
interpretation attributed to Sophocles by 
the schol. and Hesychius is assigned by 
Eustathius to the vewrepo, who thought 
‘a spoon to stir porridge’ a more appro- 
priate taunt of the landsman. On the 
other hand, the wadaérepor were agreed 
that both Hom. and Soph. intended the 
meaning ‘chaff-consuming,’ and _ that 
aOnpdBpwrov (for abepdBpwrov) followed 
the Homeric precedent. It is a pity that 
Eustathius cites his authorities so vaguely. 
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455 

Awdav. vaiwy Zeds 6 vadios Bpotav 

455 6 vdsos Wilamowitz: 6uids cod., duéorcos Tennulius, 6 wavretos Herwerden, 
oudyvios Meineke, ’Odvmmos (vel 6 xolpavos) Blaydes 

455 Steph. Byz. p. 248, 2, quoted 
on fr. 460, is the source of this fragment. 

For the heteroclite form A@8av see 
Jebb on Trach. 171 f.-6 vdwos is an 
obscure title of Zeus which seldom occurs 
in literature. Dem. 21.53: oracles from 
Dodona order the Athenians to send 
Aewpol with three oxen and two sheep to 
each ox T@ Aud r@ Naty. Inscriptions in 
considerable numbers are found in honour 
of Zeus Ndos and Dione at Dodona 
(A. B. Cook in C. R. xx 370). The 
explanation of the title is disputed, but 
the prevalent view is that it is connected 
with vdw (valw) ‘to flow’ (see on fr. 270), 
and was given to a local god, worshipped 
at a fountain which sprang from the foot 
of the sacred oak (O. Kern in Pauly- 
Wissowa Vv 1261). Schrader, however, 
holding that vais and vadés are both de- 
scended from a word meaning ‘tree,’ 
interprets Zeds Ndios as ‘der im Baum- 
stamme gefasste.? The ancients also con- 

nected the word either with (1) vais, or 
(2) vaés; and the latter view has recently 
been upheld by Th. Reinach (Rev. Arch. 
vi 97 ff.), who compares for the develop- 
ment of Ndsos from Zeds Nads that of 
Kepavvios from Z. Kepavvds. If this ex- 
planation is correct, the title is comparable 
with Zevs Bwuds on an inscription from 
Syria: see C. Q. 111 231. It would seem, 
however, that Sophocles in this passage 
favours the derivation from vaiw, perhaps 
as signifying ‘the god who dwells (in the 
oak)’: A. B. Cook in C. &. xviI 178 
compares p@nywrvaie the reading of Zeno- 
dotus in Hom. II 233 with Hes. fr. 134, 
8 Rz. vatov & év rvOuévi Pyyod. See also 
Gruppe, Gr. AZjth. p. 7811, p- 1103}. 

The only doubt attaching to the other- 
wise convincing restoration of Wilamowitz 
is that BporGv remains unexplained, unless, 
as he suggests, thé following line was 
something like trav e045 év dipacw 
dvaxahovpevos (Hom. Unters. p. 19649). 

456 
tas Jeamimdovs iepéas Awdavidas 

456 Steph. Byz. p. 248, 21 Awdwyr7... 
THs pévTo. Awddvns Awdwvaios...7d OnduKov 
Awdwvis ard rod Awddvn, ws Iladdjvn 
Ilad\Anvis...Dopoxdjjs’ Odvaece dxavOorhiye 
‘ras... Awdwridas.’ 

The priestesses at Dodona have been 
the subject of much discussion; but the 
material evidence, which is collected in 
Jebb’s 7rachiniae, p. 202 ff., need not be 
repeatedhere. Theuncertainty of modern 
inferences may be estimated by the fact 
that, while Gruppe (p. 354), regarding the 
doves as possessing magical powers over 
the weather, makes the three old priestesses 
the original custodians of the rain-charms, 
Kern (in Pauly-Wissowa V 1262) thinks 
that the institution of priestesses was 
temporary and late, being due to the 
influence of Delphi. The following points 
should be observed. (1) There is no 
decisive evidence earlier than Pausan. ro. 
12. to that the priestesses at Dodona 

were called IeXecddes: see Farnell, Cults 
of the Greek States, 1 p. 39 n. (2) Strabo 
329, with whom the schol. on 7rach. 172 
agrees, records two conjectural explana- 
tions cf the Dodonaean doves: either 
(2) the flight of the doves was observed 
and interpreted by the priestesses, or 
(4) there were no doves, but only women 
at Dodona; and the mistake was due 
to old women being called media: in the 
Molossian dialect. (3) As Soph. mentions 
both doves (7vach. 172) and priestesses 
as oracular, he must either be regarded as 
a witness in favour of Strabo’s first alter- 
native, or as giving to the priestesses the 
name Iledecddes (Jebb zz /oc.). In the 
latter case we should still have to ex- 
plain why they were so called. It has 
recently been suggested with some plausi- 
bility that they represented a class of 
magicians who, by intimate association 
with the birds, had learnt to understand 
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their language, and, as their interpreters, 
wore a kind of bird-dress when giving re- 
sponse totheirquestioners(W.R. Halliday, 
Greek Divination, p. 265 ff.). (4) Herod. 
2. 55—57 vouches the existence of three 
priestesses at Dodona, but tries to explain 
away the story about a speaking dove. 
Kern is therefore not justified in saying 
that Soph. is dependent upon |! erodoius. 

tepéas is a shortened form of iepelas 
which is completely established by the 

113 

evidence collected in Meisterhans*, p. 40: 
it occurs on inscriptions fourteen times 
from the fifth century onwards. It follows 
that iepias, restored by Valckenaer and 
accepted by Dindorf, is wrong. The 
forms with e should be restored four times 
in Euripides, viz. Or 261, 7. 7. 34, 
1399, Bacch. 1114, in all of which the 
MSS give iépevac etc. except that in Or. L 
and the schol. have iepia. 

457 
‘ > / 

vyndvs édaideroa 
457 Hesych. Il p. 57 éAauderoa vydvs 

(éarddecoav Hdvs cod.) Dopoxdjjs’ Odvace? 
axavOorAfy.* Hrot Aatdeooa avi Tov cKxaid, 
dypla, 4 amd Tod AnigerOar mavTa Antfo- 
pévn kal karecOiovea, 4 amo Tod éXaiov 
Numapd. Phot. dex. p. 298, 1 vndds EXNard- 
ecoa* él KixXwmos: Dixedh: ard" T8rns 
THs é\anpds. Hesych. III p. 153 vndvs 
é\aideroa* amd pépovs mids médews THs 
éNarnpas “TPXAns. 

‘It is evident from the diverse ex- 
planations in the first entry of Hesychius 
that éAatdesoa was preceded by some 
word, suchas 6é(so L. Dindorf in 7hesaur. 
p- 659A) or Te, which permitted doubt 
whether it was elided or not, 7 é\atdeooa 
or Te Aatdeooa :—just as in Hom. ¢ 116, 
k 509, and kh. Agoll. 197 the grammarians 
doubted whether to read Adyeva or €AdKeELa : 
other cases may be seen in Pind. fr. 244 
and schol. Ar. Ach. 690.’ (H.) 

Of the various interpretations offered 
by the lexicographers there cannot be 
much hesitation in preferring that which 
makes é\a:deooa the equivalent of rapa 
(‘oily paunch’), for there is no evidence 

that vndvs can be used in the metaphorical 
sense of ‘vale’ or ‘hollow,’ like yourds. 
This view is supported by the Homeric 
description of the Cyclops: ¢ 296 avrap 
emel Kikdwy weyadny éumrdrjoaro vn dvy. 
Cf. Eur. Cycel. 243 oparyévres- airixa | 
mrjcover vnddy Thy éujv, 303 vnddv kal 
yrabov mrfjca sébev, 335 Kal TH meylory, 
yaorpirnde, darusvwv. For the connexion 
of the adj. with é\aov rather than édala 
L. Dindorf compared Nonn. 5. 226 @éprov 
éNarjevros Exovgicev audipopijos. 

The fantastic explanation of Photius 
suggests that €Aaudeooa could stand for 
‘Sicilian’; for dé puépous is the current 
jargon of the scholia to express Jars pro 
toto: see schol. Az. 17 kwdwv...dmd uépous 
d€ Tiv oadmiyya pnot, Trach. 680 ywyine 
dé dro uépous 7G BéXer. It appears there- 
fore, as has been pointed out, that DuxcedH 
has dropped out in the second entry of 
Hesychius. It is a curious coincidence 
that the weapon with which Odysseus 
blinded the Cyclops is described as woxds 
édauos (t 382 etc.). 

458 
ee > 54 > \ , , ei pe tis ovv eLerow: ei dé pr, deve. 

458 Schol. Hom. A 135 in Cramer, 
anecd. Par. 111 p. 5, 3 and p. 274, 31 
Logoxd7As év axavOowdnye ‘ei pwév...déye.’ 
Eustath. //. p. 66, 34 Kal Dopoxd7js ‘el pév 
.. Aéye.’ 

The line is quoted as an illustration of 
the idiom (mapd\exyrs: Rutherford, 4x- 
notation, p. 319) according to which the 
apodosis to the first of two alternative 
suppositions is suppressed, because the 
speaker passes on to emphasize the 
second: ‘if any one is going out (well 

P. Il. 

and good); if not, speak.’ The text of 
the Ziad runs: dAN el wev Swboover yépas... 
ef O€ ke ph Sdwow, éyw dé Kev adrods 
war, There are many examples in 
Attic: see Kuehner-Gerth 11 485, Good- 
win, § 482, Shilleto on Thuc. 1. 82, 
Herwerden in Mxem. xix 338 ff. Cf. 
Antiph. 6. 23 ef wév adr@ épwraévri radnOA 
Soxotev Néyeuv, ef Fé uu, Erowmos H Exdcddvac. 
Ar. Thesm. 536 el uév odv ris Eotiv* ef 5é 
KH, huets...dmopwoomer, 
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459 

THY Tapovotav 
A 2 ‘ ¥ 

TMV eyyvs OVT@V 

459 Phot. /ex. p. 400, 6 and Suid. 
mapovota...xkai él Tov mapeivar dé Tagce- 
Tat, ws kal év tots Nimrpots Lopoxdéovs 
‘ rhv...dvTwv.” 

This is not, as might have been thought, 
an instance of abstract for concrete 
(=ol éyyvs dvres kal mapévres), like Eur. 

Alc. 606 dvip&v Pepaiwy evuevhs Tapovola. 
For it is coupled in the lexicons with 
Thuc. 1. 128 Bufdvriov yap éX\av TH mpo- 
tépa mapovolg. Ribbeck suggested that 
the words applied to the crisis, when 
Telegonus arrived, and Odysseus invited 
assistance from the neighbours. 

460 

vov & ovre wp ek Awdavos ovte IvbiKav 
x» yu<dhov> Tis ay Teioeev 

460. 1 é« Meineke: els cod. Seguer. 2 yvdd\wv Nauck: yv...cod., yur} coni. 
Montfaucon, wuxév Conington, yuav A. Gennadius, yijpis Tis dy mweiceev €& Edwiwy 
vel mpopfris...€x Suv Paris temptabat Meineke 

460 Steph. Byz. p. 247 sq. Awdavy 
. Agyerar Kal Awdav, ns Thy yevixiy LDogo- 
KAfs Odvoce dxavOorhiyt ‘viv...meloeer,’ 
kal doruxiy * Awidu...8porav’ (fr. 455). 
The full gloss Awdwvy is preserved in 
a single MS: the quotations from Soph, 
are not found in the epitome. 

2 yvddev is a certain correction, for 
this word is specially applied to the sanc- 
tuary at Delphi. hus we find Hom. 
h. Ap. 396 xpelwv éx dddvyns yuddrwv bro 
Tlapvyncoto, as in Hes. Theog. 499, Aris- 
tonous facan 37 (Smyth’s Greek Melic 
Poets, p. 527), where the reference appears 
to be to the natural features of the 
district. But in Eur. Jom 76 add’ és 

dagvwin yiaha Pyoowa Trdde, 7b. 220, 
Phoen. 237 wapa pwecbupara yiara Poi Bou 
the precincts of the temple are clearly 
described, and it has been inferred that 
the name is applied to the temple as 
a whole owing to the unique character of 
the ddurov at Delphi, which was actually 
a pit or cavern in the earth (Bayfield). 
‘Eur. Andr. 1092f. bs diacrelyer Oeod | 
Xpvood yéuovra yada, Onoavpoi’s Bporay 
(at Delphi), where the words vady éxmép- 
gat Oé\wv, just after (1095), show that 
the reference is to chambers excavated 
in the rock (perhaps subterranean) not to 
natural valleys or ravines’ (J.). 

401 
\ XN > lal A“ / > > , Kat Tov ev Awdav Tavoov Saipov’ evoyovpevov 

461 datuorv cvdAoyovmevorv cod.: corr. Bloch 

461 Johann. Alex. de acc. p. 12, 3 
Awiwvyn Awbdvi’ 6 (1. ws) Dopoxd7js ’Odve- 
get axavOomdHy: ‘kal TOov...cvoyoumevor.’ 

Tr. : ‘make the god at Dodona to lose 
his praises.’ The participle is supple- 
mentary: cf. Eur. .Phoen. 1171 Toidro 
mavcavTes vooodv (n.). The words seem 
to belong to an occasion when the pre- 
diction of the oracle has apparently been 
falsified ; that is to say, when Odysseus 
knows that he has received a mortal 

hurt, but supposes that it has been in- 
flicted by a stranger. See Introductory 
Note. Nauck needlessly suggested the 
alteration of mwatcov to mwao.: for the 
position of the predicative participle in 
that case see Kuehner-Gerth I 624. 
Blaydes conj. xAqaor. 

The quotation is preserved by Ioannes 
Philoponus, the well-known commentator 
on Aristotle, who lived in the age of 
Justinian.—A@devi: fr. 455 (n.). 
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The story of Odysseus feigning madness in order to avoid 
the obligation of joining the Trojan expedition is not mentioned 
in Homer, but his reluctance to take part in it is implied in 
® 115. In that passage the shade of Agamemnon recalls to 
Amphimedon, one of the suitors of Penelope, how he and Mene- 
laus had stayed in his house, when visiting Ithaca for the purpose 
of persuading Odysseus to sail with them. The _ scholiast 
explains that Odysseus did not hold back through cowardice, 
but because his wisdom enabled him to gauge the serious nature 
of the struggle. The ultimate source of Sophocles’ play is to be 
found in the Cypria, which Proclus abstracts as follows (EG 
p. 18): Kai paiver bar T poo Traine dpevov tov Odvocéa érl Te 1) 
Oédew gvoTpateved Jae épopacav, Iadayundous SmroOemévou TOV 
viov Tyrémayov éri KodXaow' éEapracavtes. Apollodorus (epiz. 
3. 7), who may be following the same original, is somewhat more 
explicit, stating that Palamedes detected the fraud by seizing 
the child Telemachus from his mother’s arms and threatening 
to slay him with a drawn sword. Further details are given by 
Hyginus (fad. 95). Odysseus had learnt from an oracle that, if 
he went to Troy, he would return destitute and without his com- 
panions after the lapse of twenty years. Accordingly, he 
pretended to Agamemnon and Menelaus that he was mad, 
assumed the sick man’s head-gear?, and yoked a horse and an 
ox to the plough. Palamedes perceived the imposture, and, 
taking the child Telemachus from his cradle, put him beneath 
the plough with the words: ‘ Lay aside your sham and join the 
league. Lucian (de dom. 30) describes a picture of the ploughing- 
scene, which agreed with the version of Apollodorus in repre- 
senting Palamedes as drawing his sword upon the child. 
Philostratus (er. 11. 2), who says that the story is mentioned | 
by many poets, agrees with Hyginus as to the constitution of 
the team, but Lycophr. 815 ff, and Tzetzes zz /oc., substitute 
an ass for the horse. Eustathius (Od. p. 1696, 20) and Lucian 
(Z.c.) merely state that different animals were yoked together. 

Various allusions to the subject show that its popularity was 
chiefly due to the tragic poets: see Lucian de salt. 46, Arist. poet. 
8. 1451 26. Cicero, indeed, implies (off 3. 97) that it was their 

1 Welcker’s émi xé\ovew, accepted by Kinkel and Wagner, is hardly a satisfactory 
correction. 

2 Pileus, which no doubt represents the Greek riAtéiov: cf. Plat. xep. 406 D, Dem. 
19. 255, Plut. So/. 8. R. Schone (Hermes v1 125 f.) understood that wet bandages 
were intended. 

8—2 
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invention, and quotes a speech of Ajax—apparently from the 
Armorum tudicium of Pacuvius or Accius (fab. inc. XXxXI R.)—— 
taunting Ulysses with breaking his oath’. Sophocles himself 
referred to the story in Phz/. 1025 Kaito od pev KrAoTH Te KaVAYKN 
Curyels | érAers Gu’ avtois, much in the same way as it was men- 
tioned in Aesch. Ag. 832. There is thus ample evidence that 
the legend was current in the early part of the fifth century, but 
it is improbable that it formed the subject of the Palamedes of 
Aeschylus?. 

We have no means of ascertaining how Sophocles dramatized 
the material, or whether his version was the same as that epito- 
mized by Hyginus. 

462 

, > > / > ¥ > 4 mavt olca, mavr eheEa TavTeTahpeva’ 
pv0os yap “Apyoluort ovvtéuvav Bpaxds. 

462. 2 ocuvréuvwy Dindorf: cuvréuvev cod. | wi@ous yap ’Apyodtorl cuvréuvew 
épuv vel widos...cuvtéuvew piriet Herwerden, muv@ous...cuvréuvw Bpaxets Wecklein 
(u60ov...Bpaxwv Blaydes), suvréuves Bpaxd Papageorgius ‘ 

462 Schol. Pind. /sthm. 6. 87 (rév 
’Apyelwv Tpdmov | elpjoeral mg x’ év Bpaxl- 
orows) civTomo. 5é od pdvov Adxwves, GAG 
kal ’Apyeto. Logoxdyjs ’Odvoce? pmawo- 
pévy ‘ wav’ ...Bpaxus.’ 

2 I have accepted Dindorf’s cuvréu- 
vey: ‘my speech is brief, making a short 
cut in Argive fashion.’ The confusion 
of the terminations of the infinitive and 
the participle is common (e.g. O. 7. 1170). 
J. writes: ‘Can the text be defended? 
Perhaps thus: mi@os yap Bpaxvs, for my 
story is a short one, (wore) ‘“Apyodori 
ouvréuvew, if I may use Argive brevity. 
Cf. Hdt. 2. 24 ws wév vey & édaxloTw 
dnAGoa, wav elpnra (followed by ws dé 
év mréove Ady SnrOoa, woe éxer).’? But, 
if the infin. is attached to Bpaxds (éo7t), 
the meaning ought to be ‘the speech is 
too short for abbreviation’: see Plat. 
Menex. 239 B 6 xpivos Bpaxds dtlws 
Sinyjoacba. Pind. Mem. to. 19 Bpaxd 
po ordua mav7’ avaynoacGar. Or, if it 

1 Cf. Ov. Met. 13. 36 ff. 

is parenthetical after the model of cuwe- 
Aévtt eirety Or cuvTOMwTarTor elzeiv (Alexis 
fr. 245, 4, 11 386 K.), we get the absurd 
result: ‘to speak briefly, my speech is 
brief.’ For Argive brevity see on fr. 64. 
—Apyodtori resembles TkvOori fr. 473, 
avOpwmriort fr. 827, Awpiori Ar. Eg. 989, 
IleXorovvaciorl Theocr. 15. 92, BapBaprort 
Ar. fr. 79, I 412 K. corresponding to the 
vbs. ’"Apyoifw, BapBapifw, Awpifw, UKv- 
difw; Blomfield’s rule given by Jebb on 
O. C. 1251 cannot be supported (e.g. 
duaxel is perfectly sound as the loc. of 
duaxos), and at best did not explain. the 
data. But his note (glossar. in Aesch. 
Prom. 216) is still worth consulting for 
its collection of facts. There is no doubt 
that ¢ was often due to the false analogy 
of consonantal stems (Smyth in 4. /. P. 
VI 419 ff.), and Monro thinks that a new 
adverbial ending -7i may have grown up 
in the same way (ZH. G.? § 110). 

2 The contrary is sometimes stated on the authority of Welcker, but see p. 132. 
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463 
KPEKTOLOL VOLOLS 

463 Opexroto: cod. (yp. Kpexrois) 

463 Hesych. 11 p. 323 Opexrotox 
vouows: avi Tov Tpoxators (Tpoxaios cod. : 
Tpaxéor vulgo). Zogpoxdjjs ‘Odvace? wac- 
vouévy. ioe d€ Kpexroior (kpexrots cod.). 

There can hardly be any doubt that 
KpexrToiot, first preferred by L. Dindorf, is 
right. «xpéxw is strictly to strike a stringed 
instrument with the plectrum, as con- 
trasted with wdaAXw, to use the fingers for 
the same purpose. Thus xpexrotor vduots 
should apply to a strain sung to the 
accompaniment of the lyre. Cf. Ap. 
Rhod. 4. go8 (Orpheus with his lyre 
makes music to drown the song of the 
Sirens) dgp’ duvdis Kovéovros émiBpoué- 

wvra. dxoval | kpeyug. A. P. g. 584 
aidd\ov év KiOdpga vomwov Expekov’ év 6é 
pecevog | wOG mor xopdav wAAKT pov are- 
Kpéuacev. But xpéxw is sometimes equiva- 
lent to YadddAw: Telest. fr. 5 rol 5’ d€upu- 
vos mnxTliwy wWaduots Kpéxov | Avdiov 
tuvov, A. P. 9. 433. See also on fr. 238. 
And it is used even for the music of the 
flute: Ar. Av. 682 GAN & xadduBdav Kpé- 
cova’ | avAdv. Aesch. Cho. 818 duod 
KpexTov yontav vduov is unfortunately 
corrupt. Without the context we cannot 
determine the exact force which Sophocles 
gave to xpexrés. 

464 

EMTEPNHS 

464 Hesych. 11 p. 79 éumrepis: éume- 
pos. LopokdAys Odvoce? uaivouéry. 

As éumeipos is for éu-rep-so-s, éumrepyis 
appears to postulate the stem éu-7ep-ec-. 
On the other hand, the Attic répas corre- 
sponds to the Ionic wetpap and the 
Lesbian méppara (z.e. mep-fata etc.): 
Brugmann, Comp. Gr. 1 p. 146 E. tr. 
éumepys is entirely isolated, unless the 
Alexandrian éumrépauos is to be taken 

into account. The latter word seems to 
have no analogous formations in the -mo 
(-mmo-) class, and, if it has any claim to 
independence, ém7reipauos must be due to 
the influence of @uze:pos. For éurépamos: 
éumephs Lobeck (Path. Prol. p. 156) com- 
pares frauds: irys. But. the analogy 
breaks down, since irs does not belong 
to the -es- stems. Blaydes compares 
Tove Trepis. 

465 

Hpdrarbe 

465 iwaddyou cod. 

465 Hesych. 11 p. 276 juwardyac: 
Kpvwat, dpavicar. ZopoxrHs ‘Odvoce? 
Marvopéervy. 

_ It seems that we must either correct 
the lemma to duaddwat, or, as is more 
probable, restore (with Nauck and M. 
Schmidt) judrapev’ expupev, jddvice. 
Ellendt mentions a third possibility, that 

the gloss should be rewritten as xéxpuwat, 
noavioa. Cf. Phot. lex. p. 68, 3 tud- 
Namrev’ Expurrev, Hhpdvifev. The word 
only occurs elsewhere in Lycophr. 33 
dv more yvdOos | Tpirwvos nuddave xap- 
Xapos kvwy, unless Weil’s duadarrouévav 
is right in Aesch. Prom. 929. For the 
form duadkdrrw see Lobeck, Khem. p. 250. 
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466 

Opialew 

466 Hesych. Il p. 324 Opidgew- 
purroroyetv, . évOovorayv, évOovoragev. 
Evpimrldns Ackupvip (fr. 478) kat Lopoxd7js 
’Odvece? watvopévy. 

Opratey was derived, no doubt in- 
correctly, from @p*ov: hence the gloss 
gpudroroyelv. Cf. Etym. WM. p. 455, 45 
Opta* xuplws Ta THs oUKAs PiAAa* Kal 
Opidgew, Td PudAroAOyEv* Snrol dE Kal 7d 
évOovoidgew. But Opidgew ‘to be in- 
spired ’ or ‘ possessed’ is connected with 
a group of words which show clearly the 
same radical idea. Thus @placis is de- 
fined by Suid. s.v. OplauBos as H Tov 
momrav pavia. OplauBos, a hymn sung 
in procession in honour of Dionysus, 
belongs to the same root, but is influenced 
by the analogy of ltauBos. Probably 
5O0vpauBos should be added, as formed 
from *6.-@plauBos, whatever is the origin 
of the first syllable: see Sturtevant in 
Class. Phil. V 330. Here belong also 
the rare words Opiccew and Opiacba: see 
for the former Erotian p. 77, 5 Oplocew* 

palverOat, ws Kal’ Apirropdyns 6 ypaypa- 
tiKxds (fr. 69 Nauck). @pliocew 5é gaol rd 
Kara Wuxnv é&iorac@a, and for the latter, 
which is glossed by pavreverOar, Bekk. 
anecd. p. 265, 15, Etym. M. p. 455, 42. 
But the most interesting member of the — 
group is @pai, the name given to pebbles 
used in divination (ai wavrixal WHdor) : 
see Frazer on Pausan. 7. 25. 10. They 
were personified as the Thriae, and 
localized on Parnassus as the nurses of 
Apollo: for a full account of them see 
Allen and Sikes, Homeric Hymns, 
p- 312. Hesych. II p. 325 gives Opw 
as €opT} Amé\\wvos, and the same origin 
may be assumed for the Thriasian plain 
at Eleusis (this was where Athena threw 
down the @pal, when she was told that 
they belonged to Apollo: Ztym. M., 
Bekk. amecd.), and the Thriasian gate at 
Athens (Plut. Pericl. 30). For évOpidgw 
see on fr. 544. Blaydes’s proposal to 
substitute @upodgew (Ar. Lys. 1313) is 
misconceived. 

467 

poary wov 
467 

467 Phot. lex. p. 240, 10 mayvor. 
Lopoxdjs Odvecet* Tov péyav. Tov do- 
udooovra Kal Ka@aipovra. This obscure 
gloss is to some extent elucidated by 
a comparison with Hesych. II p. 62 
payudv’ 7d Kadpo.ov. droudoocew yap 
éyourw bray Twepixabaipwor Tovs évoxdov- 
pévovs Twi mabe. The presence of 
droudoocev in both passages can hardly 
be accidental, and, although paypés is 
not such a formation as we should expect 
for the zomen agentis, waryvov is altogether 
unintelligible. So also Hesych. III p. 61 
paryldes* als drroudrrovoer Kai Kabalpover. 

Ellendt was probably right in ejecting 
Tov péyay as a Byzantine interpolation, 

paryuov Schleussner: waryvor (sic) cod. 

suggested by magnus. Barker had cor- 
rected the text of Photius to udyor...rov 
paryéa, and Naber, who agrees as to the 
lemma, thinks that the reference is to 
O.7. 387 and that ‘Odvoce? is an error 
for Oldtarod:. For dmréuayua see on fr. 
34- Blaydes conj. wdxryy. It is im- 
possible to determine whether the fr. 
belongs here or to the Néiwrpa. Dindorf 
assigned it to the latter, but the subject- 
matter rather suggests the ‘Odvoceds 
pay duevos. 

It is perhaps worth observing that 
schol. N on Hom. Q 482 says tov 6€ 
Kkadalpovra kal aryvirny édeyov, but ayvirny 
can hardly have become payor. 
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Pollux 10. 39 and schol. V Ar. £g. 498 quote the J/ocles of 
Sophocles, but no such person as Iocles is known to the mytho- 
graphers. Hence Welcker, following a suggestion of Brunck, 
and bringing frs, 313 and 1125 into the same connexion, inferred 
that /ocles was a mistake for /phicles. But, whereas Brunck 
declared for the brother of Heracles, Welcker agreed with 
Boeckh (77%. Gr. princ. p. 129) that Iphiclus the son of Phylacus 
—occasionally known as Iphicles—was meant. The story of 
Iphiclus and the brothers Melampus and Bias is told in Hom. 
X 286—297, and was well known in later times; see e.g. Prop. 
2. 3. 51 ff. But the constant recurrence of the form “Ids«Xos is 
against Welcker’s view, and the argument which he draws from 
the schol. on Apoll. Rh. 1. 54 is based on an error. Dindorf 

‘advocates an alternative suggestion of Brunck that "Io«Ajs was 
an error for Oi«Ajs, and supports it by showing that the same 
corruption occurs in Eur. Suppl. 925, schol. Hom. X 326, and 
Diod. 4. 68. The mistake is curiously persistent, occurring at 
least five times in the Mss of Apollodorus (1. 68, III. 3, 60, 63, 
87), and probably also in schol. Eur. Phoen. 133 IlepiBoias rhs 
‘Inmovov tod ‘loxXéovs tod “Actaxod xré. Assuming then that 
the title Joc/es is due to corruption, it is difficult to resist the 
inference that it should be replaced by Oecles. Welcker answers 
that nothing is known of Oecles making it likely that he would 
have given his name toa tragedy. That is true; but it is also 
possible that he was a character in the A/cmacon (cf. Apollod. 3. 
87), or perhaps even that he was represented as the companion 
of Heracles on his expedition against Laomedon (Apollod. 2. 
134). Ahrens makes an alternative suggestion, that the subject 
of the play was the appeal of Alcmaeon to his grandfather for 
assistance and his rejection by him; but, even if the text of 
Apollodorus warrants the inference drawn from it, the material 
is scarcely sufficient for more than an episode. 

468 

Awoppagdy TvAEta 

468 Pollux to. 39 kal rUAn 5é wap’ to be an erroneous repetition than part of 
Evréndt éorw idfgovrs év rois Kéd\akéw (fr. the text of Sophocles. 7d. 7. Ig1 
170, 1 505 K.). adda Kal mapa Lomokret Lopoxdrys F Edy ‘ xAwopadis rura.’ 
év T@ ‘loxXe? évyovre [G4AAG Kal] ‘ Awop- Awoppady tudcta: Linen-woven cush- 
papy rtudeia.’ Fritzsche rejected the ozs. vd was used in the xowy for a 
words dA\d kal, which are more likely cushion, but the Atticists insist that the 
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proper Attic word was xkvépaddor. 
Moeris, p. 201, 20 xvépadov arriKds, 
TUAn €AAnviKGs. Phrynichus (CLI R.) 
TvAnV, ei Kal epors tov, od Kvépadov Eye. 
Hesychius is more obscure (II p. 497): 
Kvéparov’ TUAn. Hv 5€ Huets THAQY, aTTL- 
kol TuAeiov. But his meaning appears to 
be (so Lobeck, Phryn. p. 174). that, 
though xvépaddov is the general term, 
Tu\elov was sometimes found in Attic. 
For the occasional appearance of T¥A7y in 
the same sense Pollux quotes Eupolis 
(Z.c.) and Antiphanes in the Paw» (fr. 214, 
11 104 K.), and cites the compound 
tudupdvrns from Hyperides (fr. 125 K.). 
The further statement that 7#Ay in Eupolis 
was an Ionicism must be understood to 
mean that an old-fashioned word some- 
times held its place. At any rate, TUAy 
in the sense of cushion was not peculiar 
to that dialect, for it is so used twice in 
Sappho (frs. 50, 81). Herodian sept 
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pov. eE. Pp. 39, 12, who quotes these 
passages, insists as strongly as the Atti- 
cists that xvé@addov was the correct Attic 
term, and adds the words duwvipws Te 
Teptexouevy Thy mepiéxovoay, 2.¢. the 
wrapping is called by the same name as 
is properly given to the stuffing. Thus 
we conclude that «xvégadXov originally 
meant flock (Plat. fr. 97, 1627 K. worep 
kvepadrAwy 7 mriiwv ceocaypévos), and 
subsequently ousted the older tvAn as 
a current description, although at a still 
later date it passed out of fashion, so 
that TvAy again prevailed. The adjective 
Awvoppady may be illustrated by Ar. fr. 19, 
I 397 K. wal vh AP éx rod Swuarlov ye 
vev dépe | kvépaddov dua kal mpooxedd- 
Aaov Tov Awdv. Pollux (1o. 40), 
quoting the last line, explains that the 
intention is to distinguish linen cushions 
from those covered with leather or woollen 
stuffs. 

469 
GN’ tt yaipwr Kat mpakeas 
KAaTa VOUY TOV €MLOV , 

469 Ar. £¢. 498 ‘adn’ 1%...éudv’: 
on which the schol. remarks, rapa 7d 
LopdxAerov € "loxdéous (V: €& "ToAdov al.). 

It is not clear from the schol.’s comment 
how much of the text is taken or parodied 
from Sophocles.—@AX’ V0. xalpwv occurs 
also in Vub. 510 and Pac. 729 at the 
opening of the xouudriov, where the actors 
are dismissed from the stage: so Ves. 
1009 GAN Ure xalpovres Sor BotdecO’, 
Ach. 1143 tre 5) xalpovres. But similar 
formulae of farewell or dismissal are 
found in tragedy: 7rach. 819 adN’ éprérw 

xalpovea, Eur. Phoen. 921 xalpwv 16’ od 
yap oav pe Set pavrevpdrov, Alc. 811 
xalpwy 10’: huiv Secrotav pédee KaKd, 
Hipp. 440 xalpovoa Kal ov oreixe. 
Shortly afterwards (Zg. 548) Aristophanes 
recurs to the same phrasing: t’ 6 rovnrhs 
amin xalpwv, | kara vodv mpdéas, | pacdpds 
AdMrOVTL METHITY.—KATA VOUV, = ex animi 
sententia, is found also in O.C. 1768 
G\N’ ef 7d5° exer Kara vodv Kelyw. Kata 
‘vepnv is more common, but is not so 
used by Sophocles: see the comm. on 
0.7. 1087. 

OINEY2 

The evidence for this title is meagre and inconclusive: see 
the notes on frs. 321, 732 and 26. The popularity of the subject 
—the misfortunes of Oeneus in his old age—affords perhaps 
some slight presumption that it was dramatized by Sophocles, 
as well as by Euripides (7GF p. 536), Chaeremon (2d. p. 786), 
and Philocles (Suid.). Cf. Timocles fr. 6, 16 (11 453 K.) 
yépwv Tus atuxel, katéuabev tov Oivéa. Ov. Her. 9. 153 solio 
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sedet Agrius alto: | Oenea desertum nuda senecta premit. The 
variations in the story of his restoration may be seen in Apollod. 
I. 77—79, as compared with Hygin. fad. 175, but cannot be dis- 
cussed here. 

470 
Zevs nAwrrds 

470 Philodem. ae fet. p. 22 G. is quoted on fr. 26. 

OINOMAOZ 

Out of seven fragments ascribed to this play five are quoted 
from the Oenomaus, one from the Hzppodamia, and one without 
any title. Most critics rightly treat the reference to the Wzppo- 
damia as an error on the part of Stobaeus or his authority, 
affording yet another instance of the substitution of the name of 
one of the principal characters for the usual title of the play 
(Introduction, § 1). But this evidence is not such as to require 
us to follow Nauck in giving to the play the alternative titles 
Oivopaos 4 ‘Immodapea'; the cases of the Mauszcaa and the 
Niptra are not analogous. On the other hand, it is improbable 
either that Sophocles handled the same material twice, or that 
the title Hzppodamia related to the story of Chrysippus. 
Ribbeck’s conjecture? is equally unlikely. He concludes from 
frs. 471, 473, and 477 that the Oexomaus was a satyr-play, but 
that there was also a tragedy entitled Hippodamia, to which only 
frs. 472 and 474 belong. 

The story of Pelops and Oenomaus is most fully related in 
Apollod. epfzz. 2. 3—9. Oenomaus, king of Pisa, had a daughter 
Hippodamia, and either because he was himself enamoured of 
her, as some would have it, or owing to an oracle which foretold 
that her husband would kill him, prevented her betrothal by 
putting her suitors to death. For he made it a condition of 
assent to his daughter’s marriage that the candidate for her hand 
must take her with him on his chariot, and endeavour to escape 
to the Isthmus of Corinth; and that he himself should be at 

1 That is to say, a double title does not appear to have been in vogue in the 
learned world. It has been shown that double titles were not due to the author 
(Introd. § 1). 

2 Rom. Trag. p. 442. Kramer, de Pel. fab. pp. 17—23, also held that the 
Oenomaus was a satyr-play, but I do not know for what reasons.. The reference to 
the xépdaé in Pausan. 6. 22. 1 does not help Ribbeck’s case. So also Weizsiicker in 
Roscher 111 773, who relies on fr. 473. 
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liberty, to kill the suitor, if he overtook him. Having armour 
and a chariot given to him by Ares, Oenomaus was successful in 
destroying many aspirants’, and nailed the skulls of his victims 
in a row against the wall of his palace—a warning to future 
candidates. At length Pelops appeared, whose beauty so fired 
the passion of Hippodamia that she implored Myrtilus, the son 
of Hermes and charioteer of Oenomaus, who was himself in 
love with her and ready to do her a favour, to assist her lover 
against her father. Myrtilus, accordingly, caused the chariot of 
Oenomaus to be overturned by omitting to insert the pins in the 
naves of the wheels; and the king, unable to extricate himself 
from the reins, was mortally injured, or (according to others) 
slain by Pelops. Recognizing that he had been cheated, 
Oenomaus with his dying breath invoked a curse upon Myrtilus. 
Pelops proceeded on his journey with Hippodamia and Myrtilus. 
But on a certain occasion, when Pelops had left his car in order 
to fetch a draught of water for Hippodamia, Myrtilus attempted 
to violate her. Hearing of this from his wife, Pelops, being then 
in the neighbourhood of the promontory of Geraestus, threw 
Myrtilus into the sea which was subsequently called Myrtoan. 
Then Myrtilus, in his turn, cursed the race of Pelops as he fell. 
Pelops travelled as far as the Ocean-stream, and, having been 
purified by Hephaestus, returned to Pisa, and succeeded to the 
sovereignty of Oenomaus. 

Before the commencement of this narrative Apollodorus 
(efit. 2. 3) relates that Poseidon gave to his favourite Pelops 
a winged car, which could pass over the sea without wetting its 
axle. This statement corresponds with the account of Pindar 
(Ol. 1. 70 ff.), in which the victory of Pelops appears to be the 
immediate consequence of the gift of the car (v. 86): Tov per 
ayaddwu Geos | ESwxev Sigpov Te ypvocov TTEpol- | civ T akKawavTas 
imtovs. | Exev 8 Oivopaov Biav | mapbévov te ctvevvov. Thus 
there would seem to have been an early version of the story in 
which Pelops succeeded by grace of Poseidon and the virtue of 
his magic car, so that the connivance of Myrtilus was not 
required?, It should be added that nothing is known as to the 
appearance of the story in the epics, except that the suitors of 
Hippodamia were catalogued in the Hesiodic Zoeae*. Still, 
it is certain that Myrtilus was at an early date a prominent 
figure in the legend; for, apart from the evidence which connects 
him with Elis, the narrative of Apollodorus coincides in several 

1 Pind. O/. 1. 79 mentions the number as thirteen. Others gave twelve: Apollod. 
epit. 2. 5. The lists in the scholia to Pindar and in Pausan. 6. 21 10 came from the 
Hesiodic Zoeae (EGF p. 141). 

2 Cf. Dio Chrys. 64. 14. 3 See note supra. 
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respects with the account attributed to Pherecydes (FHG I 94) 
by the scholiasts on Soph. 4/7 504 and Apoll. Rhod. 1. 752. 
The incidental allusions to Myrtilus in Soph. ZZ 504 and Eur. 
Or. 990 treat him as the original cause of the misfortunes of the 
Pelopidae; and this is sufficient to show that he must have 
played an important part in the tragedies which dealt specifically 
with the fate of Oenomaus. Euripides also wrote an Oenomaus, 
which was probably produced with the Phoenissae in 4091. It 
was thus later than the present play, which was certainly earlier 
than 4147; but the fragments of Euripides give no indication of 
the character of his plot. Further, since we cannot tell whether 
-Accius imitated Sophocles or Euripides in his Oenxomaus, no 
inference can be drawn from the Latin fragments. 

It becomes pertinent to enquire how Sophocles contrived the 
intervention of Myrtilus. In the account given by Hyginus 
(fab. 84) the love-motive is entirely absent. There Pelops is 
frightened by the failures of his predecessors, and bribes Myrtilus 
by promising him half of the kingdom as a reward for his 
assistance. Subsequently, when returning homewards, he began 
to fear the disgrace of acknowledging the plot, and, wishing to 
avoid the consequences of keeping his word to Myrtilus, threw 
him into the sea. Other variations areextant. Thus in Pausan. 
6. 20. 17 it is said that Myrtilus acted so as to cause the horses 
of Oenomaus to shy. This is simply an inference from the 
epithet tapaévros, a title applied to Myrtilus, when worshipped 
as a hero in Elis. In Pausan. 8. 14. 11 Myrtilus is a lover of 
Hippodamia who was bribed by the promise that he should 
enjoy her company for one night. But, when subsequently he 
reminded Pelops of his oath, he was thrown overboard. The 
reference to an oath induced Ribbeck* to make use of the story 
for the elucidation of fr. 472. The grossness of the details 
makes us loth to assign it to Sophocles, although the allusion 
in itself agrees well enough with the requirements of the supposed 
situation. It should be observed, however, that in the account 
of Apollodorus no bribe is mentioned ; and the oath may have 
been exacted from Myrtilus by Hippodamia as a guarantee that 
he would perform his undertaking. In any attempt to discover 
the main outlines of the plot of Sophocles, the importance of 
fr. 474 must not be overlooked. This agrees so remarkably well 
with the words of Apollodorus‘, that we may safely reject the 

1 See Introduction to my edition, p. xxxiii. 
; Fr. 476 is a quotation by Aristophanes in the Aves. 

4 Epit. 2.6 ov (sc. Tédoros) 7d Kdddos iSoica } ‘Immodduera towra toxev adrod. 
The same point comes out clearly in schol. Eur. Ov. ggo. 
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version of Hyginus, and infer that Hippodamia took the chief 
part in persuading Myrtilus to assist Pelops. 

Pisa was undoubtedly the scene of the action, as was also the 
case in the play of Accius (frs. Iv and X). Frs. 471 and 473 
suggest that soon after his arrival, which is perhaps referred to 
in fr. 475, Pelops was reminded of the gruesome fate which had 
overtaken former suitors. Fr. 476 is part of a chorus sung during 
the progress of the contest, from which we may perhaps infer 
that, as in Apollodorus, the course extended from Elis to 
Corinth. 

It is impossible to say whether the sequel was announced by 
a messenger, or whether Pelops and Hippodamia returned in 
person. It will be observed that Geraestus is mentioned not 
only by Apollodorus and in other late texts’, but also by Euri- 
pides*, as the scene of Myrtilus’ death. Our authorities have 
not been careful to explain what Pelops was doing in Euboea, 
or how he got there. But, if we recognize that his possession of 
the magic chariot, which moved as easily over sea as over land, 
is implied in the whole of Apollodorus’ narrative, the solution of 
the difficulty is brought a step nearer. Myrtilus was thrown 
into the sea, as they were passing along the coast of Euboea in 
the course of a journey across the Aegean. And, when Apollo- 
dorus adds that Pelops was purified by Hephaestus before he 
returned to Pisa, we may conjecture that Lemnos was the goal 
towards which they were travelling. There is clearly a reminis- 
cence of the voyage across the sea in Pausan. 8. 14. 11, when 
Myrtilus is said to have. been thrown overboard; but some 
rationalist has substituted the ship for the car. The introduction 

1 Tzetz. Lycophr. 156, schol. Eur. Ov. ggo. 
2 Eur. Or. 988 roravoy pev dliwyua rodwv | reOpurmoBduove ordr\w Ilédoy Gre | 

mwerdyert dtedippevoe Muprirov ivov | dixav és oldua mévrov, | NevKoxtmoow | mpds 
Teparorias | rovtiwy cddwv | noow apuatetdoas. The text, which has not always been 
understood, should be thus explained: ‘ Ever since P. in his four-horsed car guided 
across the waves the swift course of his winged steeds,’ ete. Even Weil, right in 
other respects, misconceives the object of the journey. The winged car was originally, 
as we have seen, sufficient in itself to save Pelops: Ares was no match for Poseidon 
on the sea. But the introduction of Myrtilus obscured the reason for the traditional 
belief that Pelops had crossed the sea in his chariot. Hence other reasons for 
a sea-journey were invented and clumsily added to the revised legend. Still later, 
the existence of the magical powers was forgotten or discredited (see ¢.2. Palaeph. 30). 
To the evidence already quoted concerning the chariot add Philostr. zmag.1. 16. 2 Td 
5 apua toa TH yh Thy Oddarray dacretxer, Kal ov5e pavis dm’ adris wdd és Tov déova, 
BeBaia dé kal ry yn éoxvia brbxerrar rots twos, 26. 1. 29. t. Cic. Zusc. 2. 67 egui 
Pelopis tlli Neptunit qui per undas currus suspensos raputsse dicuntur. 
Schol. Hom. B 104 says distinctly daBavdrvTwr yap adr&v 614 Tob Alyalov. Various com- 
binations, which cannot here be discussed, are made by Wilamowitz in Herm. xvillI 
7172; Robert, Bi/d wu. Lied, p. 18735; Tiimpel in Roscher 11 3315; Weizsacker, 26. 111 
771. ‘The latter refers toan aryballos from Capua, where Pelops and Hippodamia are 
represented travelling over the sea in a four-horsed car, while Myrtilus falls backwards 
from it into the water. 
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of Hephaestus as a god capable of purifying from blood-guilt 
will occasion some surprise, and is possibly to be explained by 
his occasional appearance as a sun-god'. At any rate the 
mention of the Ocean-stream is appropriate in this connexion, as 
may be seen from Hom. © 402. 

The Oenomaus was one of the most successful plays of 
Sophocles, as may be gathered from the fact that it was still 
acted at the rural Dionysia in the middle of the fourth century, 
when Aeschines the orator appeared in the title-réle. Hence 
Dem. 18. 180 év év Kodduteé Tot Oivouaov cakes émrétpupas, 20. 
242 avrotpayixos TiOnKos, apouvpatos Oivowaos. From Hesych. I 
p. 287 we learn that the play was the Oexomaus of Sophocles : 
apovpaios Oivoyaos’ Anuoobévns Aioxivny ottws Edn, emel KaTa 
THY YOpay TepivorTav UTexpiveTo Lopokdéous Tov Oivopaov. In 
the anonymous Life of Aeschines (Sioyp. p. 269, 26) we are told 
on the authority of Demochares the nephew of Demosthenes, 
whose credibility is said to be open to doubt, that, when taking 
the part of Oenomaus pursuing Pelops, he fell down in a ridicu- 
lous manner, and was lifted to his feet by Sannio the choir- 
master. From this it has been reasonably inferred by Ribbeck? 
that the start of the race was actually represented in the 
orchestra. 

471 
a \ ¢ a la 

n pev ws t Gaogova, 
a b e aA , A ; 

» 8 ws t tTéroxe watda 

471. 
dé woiréEou cod. Town. : 

1 ae wev cod. Apollon. | ace codd. 2 edwoe texo cod. Apollon., 
corr. Cobet 

contest by reminding him of the fate of 
all his predecessors. Even the mothers 
of the competitors deceived themselves 

471 Apollonius de pronom. p. 70 B 
(ed. Schneider, p. 55, 20), discussing the 
form 1, says: détomtorérepds Te 6 LopoxN7js 
bdprus xpnodpevos év Oivoudy ‘ et wev woet 
Oaccova etdwo ertexot matéa.’ Schol. 
Townl. Hom. X 410 ties 7d woel did 
Tov t ypadouct kal dacvvovow, avTwruuiav 
éxdexdmevor Tplrov mpotwrov avTi Tov ws 
airy. GAN’ ob xpHrac a’TyH 6 TolnTys. 
Zodokd7s Olvoudw ‘7H wev woel Odooova 7 
6é wowrétou maida.’ eorw odv SipAoyyov 
(i.e. aoel in Homer’s text). 

‘These verses,’ says J., ‘may have 
been spoken, either by the Chorus (as 
Welcker supposes, p. 355), or by Oeno- 
maus, in dissuading Pelops from the 

1 See Gruppe, Gr. Myth. 1310. 
trait (Pauly-Wissowa VIII 339). 

* p. 440. 

with vain hopes—each vaunting the 
speed of her own son.’ 

1 {was a rare form of the nominative 
belonging to the pronoun of the third 
person, and corresponding to éy# and 
ov. -Dionys. Thrac. ap. Bekk. ameca. 11 
640 mpdcwra mpwrotitwv wev éyw—ov— 
i. It is here equivalent to avr%, ‘ that she 
(herself).? There is very little evidence 
for its existence beyond what is quoted 
above: Etym. M. p. 615, 6, explaining 
why certain pronouns (avrés, ovros, and 
so forth) are called povorpédcwra, éerdy) 

Malten, however, regards this as a very late 
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ovK éxovot mp@rov Kal devrepov mpbowrov 
Kata Thy aKodovblav* Td yap éyw, ov, ovK 
elol rovrwv adda Tov t. Priscian 13. 2. 
8 apud Graecos nominativus supradictt 
pronominis, idest ft, rarus est in usu: 
cf. Etym. Gud. p. 278, 7. Bekker 
wished to restore it in Plat. symp. 175 C, 
223 D, and Stallbaum suggested that it 
might be concealed in rep. 617 E, but 
they have not convinced subsequent 
editors. On the other hand, Hermann’s 
ovd amidnoé vy in Pind. Pyth. 4. 36 
is accepted by Schroeder. 

Dindorf, keeping réxo, held that the 
lines were trochaic 74 uév ws t Odocov’, 7 8 
wsiréxot | raida, and Bergk, in order to get 
a senarius, conjectured that we should read 

maid’ 7 mev...téxo.. Both assume that 
¥ is long, whereas Apollonius p. 71 A 
asserts that it is short: cf. Atym. M. 
p- 588, 10 Tovro yap 7d i, ws tpirov Bpa- 
xuvdmevov mpsowmov, épedkvoato Td v. 
It is better, therefore, to accept Cobet’s 
téroxe (Coll. Crit. p. 191), although 
something might be said for rixro. 
But Blaydes, who has made the same 
proposal, should not have explained it 
as the oblique form of érixrov. Rather 

- wate’ &rixrev. 
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it would represent rixtw, a registering 
present, as in Eur. Bacch. 2, lon 1360. 
See nn. on Eur. Hel. 568, Aclid. 208, 
and Gildersleeve, § 201. G. Dronke in 
Rh. Mus. 1X 115 conjectured & as tf 

H. proposed but did 
not explain réfo. [Hartung, p. 123, 
also prints réfo., but thought that the 
words were a conflation of two separate 
fragments ) péev ws pu (sic) Odooova 
and 4 5 ws ww érexe waida.] Wacker- 
nagel (Studien zum gr. Perf., Got- 
tingen, 1904) objects to Cobet’s cor- 
rection on the ground that in older Greek 
réroxa is not used as a perfect of result, 
but means either (1) ‘to have been de- 
livered of’ a child, as in Hdt. 1. 112; or 
(2) ‘to be a mother,’ as in Hes. Op. 591. 
réroxe is by no means a certain correction, 
but Wackernagel’s rule is probably too 
stringent. 

[The reference to Draco, p. 106, which 
is sometimes quoted in this connexion is 
valueless, for it has been established by 
Lehrs and others that the writings passing 
by this name are a forgery of the six- 
teenth century. ] 

472 
9 \ , > , 
dpkou d€ mpooTeevtos éemyseheotépa 
Wuxn KatéoTn: Sitoa yap pvrdooerat, 
dilov te peu Kas Oeovs apapraver. 

472. 

472 Stob. for. 27. 6 (111 p. 612, 
1 Hense) Lopoxdéous ‘Immodapelas. ‘ dp- 
KOU...auapTravety.’ 

1 mpooreSévros: the oath is an addi- 
tional sanction to the bare word. Cf. 
Dem. 22. 22 ray Tis WirAM xpnodmevos 
NOyw eH wapdoxnta twicTrw wy héye. So 
El, 47 &yyedMe & Spxov (Reiske for dpxw) 
mposrifels. See also Jebb on Phzl. 942 
mpocOels re xetpa deiidv. Trach. 255 
Opkov aiT@ mpooBarwr. 

2 wWvx7y here is azzmus in the wide 
sense, moral and intellectual rather than 
physical.. For the separation of Wux7% 
from the man himself cf. At. 175 aunxa- 
vov d€ mavros avdpos éxuabeiv | yuxnv re 
kal ppdvnua Kai yvwunv (Jebb), 2d. 227. 
—ovdaooerat: sc. Puxy. 

1 mpoorebévros Gesner: mporebévros codd. 

3 The stress is laid upon és Oeovs 
duaprdvey, since gilwy puéuyis applies 
equally to the yes Adyos.—Observe that 
the inf. is coordinate with an acc. of the 
direct object. Cf. Hom. H 203 60s vixny 
Alavts kai aydadv edxos dpécba, Ant. 
354 kal doruvdpous | dpyas éd:ddéaro, Kal | 
...dvcouBpa evyew Bédyn. Philem. fr. 
163, IL 525 K., airé & wylevay mparov, 
elr’ evrpatiav, | rpirov dé xalpew, eir’ 
dpeihew pndevil. The free use of the 
infinitive in such a way that it was re- 
garded as suitable to express the direct 
object marks an important stage in the 
process by which it was ultimately re- 
nominalized. The process was completed 
by the development of the articular 
infinitive. 
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The lines are supposed to be spoken 
by Hippodamia to Myrtilus: see I[ntro- 
ductory Note. With respect to the sanc- 
tion imposed by an oath contrast the 
famous speech of Brutus in Shaksp. ¥z/. 
Caes. ii. 1. 114 ff., where I would urge 
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that ‘ the face of men’ is exactly parallel 
to pikwy wéuww in v. 3, and means (as 
Verity has already suggested) the resent- 
ment of others at the discovery of a 
treacherous breach of obligation. 

473 

LKvfiori xeipopuaktpov éxkekappevos 

473 Athen. 410B, C xe.pduaxrpov dé 
KaNelrat @ Tas XElpas amEeUdTTOVTO Wuonivy 
..- LopokAys Oivoudw ** UKvdotl...€xxekap- 
pévos.’ Hesych.1v p. 52 ZkvOtori xerpdua- 
KTpov* of XKvPa Tov NauBavouévwv Tode- 
piwv (so Porson for ré\wv wv) Tas Kepadas 
éxdépovres noav (éxd. Tots bépuaciw Lennep) 
avri xeipouaxtpwr éxpavTo. Pind. Jsth. 
3. 92 (4. 54) speaks of Heracles coming 
to Libya in order to stop Antaeus from 
roofing his temple of Poseidon with the 
skulls of visitors: the schol. says that in 
legend this was the practice of the 
Thracian Diomedes, and that Pindar is 
peculiar in attaching it to Antaeus; but 
that Bacchylides (p. 407 J.) represented 
Euenus as dealing thus with the un- 
successful suitors for his daughter, and 
Sophocles Oenomaus: idiws tov ’Avraidy 
ono. Tav Eévev TV ATTwWHEevwY Tos Kpa- 
vios épépew tov tod Ilocedévos vad" 
ToUTo yap iaropodo. Tov Opaxa Aroundnv 
mwoetv, BaxxvAlins 6€ Hiynvov éri rov 
Maprijcons pvnoripwv, ot dé Oivduaor, 
ws DopkAjs. Similarly schol. BD Hom. 
I 557 and Tzetz. Lycophr. 159 mention 
Oenomaus, Antaeus, Euenus, Phorbas, 
Diomedes, and Cycnus together as having 
used the skulls of their conquered victims 
to build a temple. For Oenomaus see 
also Hygin. fab. 84 multes tinterfectis 
novissime Lelops Tantali filtus cum 
venisset et capita humana super valvas 
fixa vidisset eorum qui [1ippodamiam in 
uxorem petierant, Ov. [bis 365 ut *uvenes 
pereas, quorum vestigia vultus | brachia 
Pisaeae sustinuere fores. Ov. Fast. 1. 
557 (of Cacus). Philostr. zmag. 1. 29. 1. 
6 Oivduaos Kreivwy tovs THs ‘lrrodaueias 
MvnoTipas ppovet rots TovTwy axpobiviots, 
avantev tas a’rav Kxepadds. Ribbeck 
thinks the same matter is referred to in 
Accius Oenom. fr. Vv horrida honestitudo 
Luropae principum primo ex loco. Sopho- 

cles appears to be the only authority 
who asserts that Oenomaus scalped his 
daughter’s suitors: ‘shorn for a napkin 
in the Scythian fashion’; and we shall 
probably not be wrong in adding this to 
the list of cases where he has intreduced 
into his plays an episode or an allusion 
borrowed from his reading of Herodotus 
(see on fr. 29). Herod. 4. 64 describes 
how the Scythian warrior brings home 
the heads of all whom he has slain in 
battle, and how he scalps them: and 
treats the skin: épydoas 6€ ard Gre 
Xecpomaxrpov exrnra, éx dé trav xanr- 
vav Tov immov, Tov avros éXa’ver, ex 
TouTov éfamre Kal dydAderar* bs yap av 
mwreloTa Oépuara xe.pduaxrpa exy, avnp 
dipioTos oUTOS KéKptTat. 

Herwerden, relying on Hesych. /.<c., 
proposed éxdedapuévos for éxkekappévos, 
and his conjecture has been accepted by 
Nauck and Blaydes. But this is to 
reduce to prose the subtle word-play of 
the text, which with a grim irony suggests 
that the victim has been shorn; for the 
form of expression certainly recalls Ar. 
Thesm. 838 oxdgiov aroxexapuévnv, Av. 
806 od dé Kowixw ye xdquiov atroreTiApevy, 
—the ‘ Scythian towel’ tonsure in place 
of the ‘Bowl.’ So Ach. 849 Kpartvos 
ev Kekapmévos motxdv.. For the acc. after 
the pass. part. corresponding to the 
object of the active verb see Jebb on 
Trach. 157. Here the construction im- 
plies that a second accusative (of result) 
might have been attached to xelpw when 
used in the active with a personal object, 
much in the same way as kararéuvw etc. 
are followed by a double acc. (Kuehner- 
Gerth I 323, Starkie on Ar. dch. 302). 
For the adv. Zxvorl see on fr. 462 and 
cf. Parmeno ap. Athen. 221 A avyp yap 
EXkwv olvov ws Udwp trmos | Dxvdorl 
puvei, 
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474 

rotav Ilékow tvyya Onparnpiar 
EpwTos, aoTparyy TW OupaTwy EeyxeL: 
® Oar \ > /, > & > > 4 n Oddrretar pev avtds, e€omta S epé, 
isov peTpov Odbarudv, Wate TEKTOVOS 
Tapa otTdOunv tovtos dpOovrar Kaver. 5 

474. 1 rolay Ié\oy ivyya Valckenaer (tvyya Pal. ex Musuri coniectura inter- 
polatum putat Kaibel): roudyd’ év dee A0yya A (AvyKa E) 3 7 Oddrera Papa- 
georgius: 70’ d\\erat A, évfddmerat Ruhnken, éx@ddmerat Boissonade | 8 éué Brunck: 
dé we A 

naer, (6évros Tyrwhitt 

474 Athen. 564 B Lodoxdys dé rov 
mepi toi xddXovs Tod IléXomros dtadeyo- 

tiv ‘Inroddmecav gyol 
‘rodvd’...Kavav.’ 

lf. See cr. n. For \vyya Erfurdt 
substituted Aéyya, and Schneider appears 
to have been the first to suggest that the 
Hesychian gloss (III p. 52) Avy&* ro réfov 
was an error for Alyé (Lobeck, Paralip. 

. 110). In Hom. A 125 Alyge Buds 
(Aifw or Abyyw) is amwak eyduevov for 
‘the bow twanged.’ J. writes: ‘As to 
ivyya, the tvyé, or wryneck, called in 
Greek from its cry (ivfw), is constantly 
mentioned as a love-charm. It was 
bound on a wheel, and the revolution of 
the wheel was supposed to draw men’s 
hearts with it. Pind. Mem. 4. 35 Wvyye 
5 €kouwa jrop, “by a charm.” So 
Simaetha, the witch, Theocr. 2. 17 ivyé, 
é\xe TY Thvov é€udv mori d&ua Tov dvdpa. 
Xen. mem. 3. 11. 17 Taira ovK dvev mod- 
Adv Pirrpwrv Te Kal érwddv Kal lWyywv 
éorl.—xpicov rolvuy pot, py, tiv lvyya, 
iva émi col rp@rov Ekxw ai’ryv. Ar. Lys. 
1109 TH on AnPOdvres tWvyye (‘‘ thy 
charm,” or ‘‘ spell”), where 7 is short, as 
iw has tin Trach. 787 (t in Theocr., as 
iigw has tin Hom. and Pind.). Here, if 
Alyya had better authority, it would be 
much better than tvyya, since, as dorpamijy 
suggests, the idea of an arrow, a glance 
darted from the eye, would be more 
appropriate than that of the ivy&: cp. 
Aesch. Ag. 742 wadOaxov dupdrwv Bédos, 
SnElOumov Epwros dvOos, Suppl. 1004 Ou.paros 
Oedxriprov | rogeup’ Eremiper, ivépov viKw- 
pevos.’ Ihavediscussed and illustrated the 
phraseology which is applied to lover's 
glances in C. XR. XXIII 255 ff, where this 
passage is cited. Add 7vach. 548. J. 
might have found support for his sugges- 
tion—in view of @yparnpiav—from Aesch. 

5 mplovros Wecklein, toxovros vel r.0évros Herwerden, icoivros Valcke- 

Ag. 1193 jmaprorv, } OnpS me Tokdrys 
Tits ws; But, apart from the obscurity of 
Aly and the extreme awkwardness of 
retaining év dpe together with duudrwr, 
the objection raised to lwyya ignores 
the range of its metaphorical usage, 
which the passages quoted from Pindar 
and Aristophanes (amongst others) attest. 
And the special aptness of tvyé to the 
gaze of the lover is. proved by Heliod. 
8. 5 pmeyddrnv els mew KéxrnTar mpods 
dvdpas tvyya Ta yuwakeia Kal obvoixa 
Préupara, and by Lycophr. 310 rupddpw 
Badwv tuvyye r6Ewv—the charm of Troilus 
for Achilles—where tvyyc is fantastically 
joined to régwv. I have, therefore, no 
hesitation in accepting (with Nauck) 
Valckenaer’s_ brilliant emendation. — 
dorpamry expresses a familiar metaphor : 
Achill. Tat. 6. 6 léav & 6 O€poavdpos 7d 
Kdddos €k Tapadpouts, ws apmrafouevns 
dorpamrns, uddiora yap év Tois 6p0ahuors 
Kd@nrat TO KddAos xré. Heliod. 1. 21 
whéov 7) mpérepov avroy To KdddeL KaTa- 
oTpawWaca (so often in the Erotici), Pind. 
fr. 123 Tas d€ Qeotévou axrivas mpds daowr 
papmapugoicas Opaxels | ds uh r60w xupal- 
verat. Ap. Rhod. 3. 1015 rolos amo 
EavOoio Kxapjatos Aicovidao | orpdmrev 
"Epws nociay amd pddoya: rijs 0 duapvyas | 
d6p0ahudv npwagferv. Mosch. 2. 86 dace 
d vroydatocecke Kai iwepoy dorpdawpe- 
oxev. The application is different in 
Ar. Ach. 566 aorpamwas Bdérwr. 

3 The metaphorical use of xalec@a, 
Oeppalver@a, uro, ardeo and the like is 
too common to require illustration. For 
OddmrecOa cf. Aesch. Prom. 615, 677, 
Theocr. 14, 38, and for é£orrdéy Theocr. 
7. 55 at xa rov Avxiday dmrevuevor é€ 
"Adpodiras pionrat, 23. 34 Tay Kpadlav 
drrevpevos Ghuupa kravoes, Ar. Lys. 839 
odv épyov 4On Tovrov émrav. 
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4. Translate: ‘Scanning with re- 
sponsive vision as closely as the crafts- 
man’s straight-drawn plumb-line clings 
to its level,’ z.e. letting his glance go 
straight to meet mine, no less directly 
than the xav@v draws its line. The fiery 
flash is a physical emanation from the 
eye, which, making its way straight to 
the eye of the beloved, is met in its course 
by the responsive glance of mutual love 
speeding as fast to the eye of the lover. 
Cf. Heliod. 3. 7 » Trav épwrwv vyéveais, 
ols Ta Opwmpeva Thy apx7v dldwor Kal olov 
vrnveua did Tov 6pPartudv Ta aOn Tais 
Wuxats elatoéevovTa.... THY yap év juiv 
mopwv te Kal alaOjcewv modvukivyrdy Te 
kai Oepudrarov otoa 7) bys dextixwrépa 
mpos Tas dmroppolas ylyverat, TS Kar’ avTiy 
éumipy mvevuat. Tas meTaBdoets Tov 
EpwrTwv emo mwpern. Achill. Tat. 1. 4 
6pOaruds yap 650s épwrikg Tpabpare. 
Plut. gu. conv. 5. 7. 2 p. 681 B ai yap 
avTiBréers Tav év dpe kal 7d dia Tov 
éuudrav éxmimrov, eit dpa pis elre petdua, . 
Tovs épavrTas éxTnKke. Kal dmdddAvot pel? 
noovis adynbovuu pweuryuévyns. J.’s expla- 
nation is slightly different : ‘ ‘‘ Measuring 
an equal glance,”—7z.e. ‘‘ responding with 
measured glance to mine.” The glance 
of Pelops is ardent, but discreetly 
observes the limit which er glance pre- 
scribes.’ But the idea of restraint is alien 
to the passage; the intention is to em- 
phasize the exact correspondence of their 
passionate glances.—éore, as, is com- 
monly employed in Homer to introduce 
a simile (Monro, #.G.? § 285. 3. a.); 
but is very seldom found in Attic poetry 
with a finite verb following: cf. Aesch. 
fr. 39 Ware Seaddot | A’KoL veBpdv Pépovow 
dup pacxddras. Soph. fr. 840 wodvBdls 
wore Oixtvov Karéomacev. Trach. 112, 
699. Tyrrell on Eur. Bacch. 1066. 
Rhes. 972. These are the last echoes 
of the Homeric idiom. —ordbpn, ‘is 
aline,’ says J., ‘(a piece of string, on 
which chalk or ochre is rubbed), drawn 
tight from point to point. Kavev (rvegz/a) 
is the carpenter’s rule: Ar. Av. 1004: 
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6p0@ peTpjow Kavdv. mpoorieis. The 
simile would fit, if the meaning were 
that the carpenter is drawing or testing 
with his ckavev a line parallel to the line 
traced by the ord@un. Hippodamia’s 
glance is the ord@un: that of Pelops is 
the xavwv, which keeps its due distance 
all along.’ But ord@un and kavwy are 
not always so distinguished, and they 
are actually identified by the schol. on 
Homer’s éri ordOunv tOvwev. See also 
Eustath. Od. p. 1531, 62 and other 
passages quoted on fr. 330. Here, at 
least, I think there is little doubt that 
kav is the ruddled string (or rule), as in 
Eur. Her. 945 golvixe xavdve, and ord0un 
the line to be drawn on the material. 
The significance of the comparison is 
enhanced by the fact that the carpenter’s 
eye is engaged in finding the exact 
measurement: Lucian Jcaromenipp. 14 
érel kal Tods TéxTovas todAdKis Ewpakévat 
pot Sox® Oarépyw Trav dPOarpav duevor 
mpos Tovs Kavévas dmevOdvovras Ta EvXa, 
Pers. 1. 66 oculo rubricam dirigat uno. 
Thus, mapa ordOunv (ad amussim) 
absolutely straight: see Wecklein on 
Aesch. Ag. 1029 wyol te dovAas wavTa 
kal mapa ordOunv (‘rigorously exact’). 
Tr. fr. adesp. 287 dxpiBés oldkicpa mpos 
oTdOunv Blov. Theocr. 25. 194 Kata 
ordOunv évdnoas. Eur. fom 1514 Tap’ 
olav #APouev ordOunv Biov has been well 
explained by Bayfield. It follows that, 
there is no antithesis here between ora- 
6un and kaywy as separate implements for 
measuring. Purser in Dict. Ant. 1 354 a 
takes a different view: ‘The carpenter 
used to correct errors in the xavwv by the 
aid of his eye and the ord@uy.’ This is 
as if the xavwy itself needed adjustment, 
—a contradiction in terms (cf. Dio Chrys. 
62.7). See also Dict. Ant. 11 373b, 541b; 
and Tyrrell on Eur. 770. 6. The sound- 
ness of tévros (cr. n.)—‘ passing along 
the line ’—is established by Theogn. 945 
eluc mapa oradunv dp0nv ddv, ovderé- 
pwoe | kAwvduevos. For ép00dTrar cf. Pri. 
1299 hv 765’ 6p0wbn Bédos. 

475 
Oud, WnKtpas o ope 

fav Ov KaBaipov? immov avyunpas TpLXOos. 
475 Pollux 10.55 riv dé Whxrparv... 

Lopokdjs év Oivopaw ‘ bd...rpexés.’ 
The words have been supposed to be 

addressed by Hippodamia’ to Pelops 
(Welcker) or by Oenomaus to Myrtilus 

P. ul. 

(Hartung). The former view is better, 
as it is implied that the person addressed" 
has completed a long j journey. Campbell 
conjectured o@’ for a’. 

1 Sa Wyxrpas: the local force of 

9 
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the preposition is not entirely merged 
in the instrumental either here or e.g. in 
At. 575 toxe dia modvppdgdov orpédwyr | 
moprakos...caxos.—For Wyxtpa cf. Eur. 
Hipp. 1174 Whxrpaow imrev éxrevifouer 

ZOPOKAEOY2 

Tplxas. 
2 KxaGalpov’ is followed by an abl. 

gen. of separation: cf. Hdt. 1. 44 Tov 
avros pévou éxdOnpe, Plut. Mar. 6 d\éyerau 
Kabdpat Anornplov rhv érapxiav. 

476 
yevoipav ateTos vYumreras 

@s apytrotabeinv vrep atpyyérou 
ydavKas é€m oldma ipvas. 

476. 1 derds codd. 

476 Ar. Av. 1337 yevoluarv...rAluvas, 
where the schol. has év rots Ka\X\uorparov- 
radra é& Oivopaov rod Zodpoxdéous. 

For the general sense, no doubt a 
prayer of the Chorus to be transported 
to the scene of the victory of Pelops, cf. 
O. C. 1081 et@’ dedrdala raxvppworos 
medevas | aideplas vepédas KUpoau’ Kré. 
Alcman fr. 26 Bade 5% Bade Knpdros ety | 
bor éwl kipaTtos GvOos du’ ddxvdvecat 
morfra. Eur. Hipp. 733 ff. wa we mre- 
podacay dpvuv.,.0eds...eln* apbelnv & émt 
TwOVTLOV KUmG. 

1 alerds is the classical form: see 
Meisterhans? p. 33. 

2f. dptorabe(nv is the certain cor- 
rection of Shilleto (in Holden’s 4ristoph. 
p- 582 [1848]): it was restored inde- 
pendently by Blaydes (on O. C. 108r). 
For the optative cf. 42. 1217 ff. yevoluav 
...7Tas lepas Srws mpocelrommev ’AOdvas 
(Jebb’s n.).—dr, v must go with 
Aiwvas, which thus stands in a double 
relation to the context, unless we prefer 
to say that it is supplied a second time 
with ofdua. For similar examples see 
Kuehner-Gerth 11 564 f. It is impos- 
sible to supply mévrov with Campbell 
or adés with Rogers al., or to render 

AyPover yap Tot 

2 durorabelnv Shilleto: dv roradelny codd. 

‘over the barren wilderness’ with Har- 
tung, as if ‘yalas or dpovs were sup- 
pressed. And, as against the latter view, 
it may be added that Sophocles would 
not have employed the Homeric drpi- 
yeros, for which see Allen and Sikes on 
h. Dem. 67, in a non-Homeric relation. 
Nauck adopts Kock’s trép <aifépos> 
arpuyérov, but tmrép aifépos should at 
least be justified and seems impossible 
here. Translate therefore: ‘above the 
barren waters, skimming the grey sea- 
surge.—ém’ olSpa, ‘to express space 
traversed, is justified by Hom. B 370 
ovdé th oe xpn| mrovrov én’ drptyerov 
Kaka macxeuev od’ ddadnoOa, Eur. Fee. 
445 are mwovrorépous xoul- | fers Pods axa- 
Tous ém oldua Aiuvas, 2b. 634 driov én’ 
oldua vavororjow, J. 7. 395 d&evov én’ 
oldua dierépacery, Hipp. 1273, Hel. 400 
ém’ oldua mévriov yAavkis aAds..,.dAGuat, 
2b. 1501 yAavkov én’ ofdy’ aduov, 

For the metre, which, if the first line 
were complete, would consist of two 
iambelegi followed by an iambic dimeter 
catalectic, see J. W. White, Verse of 
Greek Comedy, § 496. Blaydes’s proposal 
to drop vrép is therefore improbable, 

477 

Kavewov d.€Eodot 
Oyjdrevav Opry ANY OTav TOKOS Tap7. 

t 

477. 

477 Diog. L. 4. 35 mpos dé rdv davec- 
atixov Kal pthddovyov elmovra Te dyvoety 
épn (sc. Arcesilaus) ‘AjGovar...rapp.’ 
éort 5€ radra éx Tod Oivoudov rod LYodo- 
xdéous. Arcesilaus used these lines to 

1 AjPover Diog, : rAnPover Plut. 2 wap7 Toxos Plut. 

rebuke a. usurer who, while a student of 
philosophy, asserted his ignorance in 
answer (we may suppose) to a question 
submitted to him. The point of the 
witticism lies.in the double meaning of 
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réxos, which was intended to signify 
‘interest’; and the innuendo was that 
the respondent was keener in business 
than in the pursuit of truth. From 
Diogenes Laertius the quotation passed 
to Suid. s.v. dvéEod0., and Zonar. s.v. 
dvéEod0s, p. 517. Plut. guaest. conv. 8. 1. 
5 p. 718 A quotes the lines, without men- 
tioning author or play, and with the 
variants stated above, to illustrate the 
impregnation of a mortal creature by 
divine agency. 

1f. ArnPovor xré.: ‘For the hen is 
not ware of the passage of the winds 
(through her body), save when brooding- 
time is at hand.’ The correctness of 
AjPover as against mAjPovor, which is 
given by the Mss of Plutarch, is estab- 
lished by Gomperz, Machlese, pp. 7—10. 
He points out that the earliest example 
of rA7Ow with transitive force (rAnpovcr 
conj. Blaydes) is in a votive epigram from 
Cyzicus belonging to the first century B.c. 
(Kaibel, 874). Moreover, if rAn@ovor 
is read, no intelligible sense can be elicited 
from the passage, so that Duebner was 
led to the assumption of a lacuna after 
v. 2. The fact that Plutarch does not 
give the source of his reference diminishes 
the weight otherwise due to his authority, 
and makes it not unlikely that he is 
quoting from memory. At the same 
time, it is quite possible that the error 
is due to his transcribers, and I cannot 
agree with Gomperz that the appearance 
of éromiumrdyor in the context proves that 
wrHGovet. came from Plutarch himself. 
—It seems most likely that Sophocles 
alludes to the fable of the wind-egg (Ar. 
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5607 6, fepipia Se xaretrac ra brnvéma 
umd twwv, bre bd Thy éapwihvy wpay gal- 
vovTa dexdmevar Ta WvevmarTa al dpvi- 
Ges. Gomperz, however, points out that 
the exact character of the reference is 
uncertain, and that the poet may have 
been thinking of the impregnation of the 
partridge: Arist. 42st. aw. 5. 5. 541% 26: 
ai dé wépdixes Gv xara dveuov oradow ai 
Onrevae Tov dppévwrv, eyxvoe ylvovra. 
Plin. 72. h. to. 33. 102 sé contra mares 
steterint feminae, aura ab his flante prae- 
gnantes fiunt, Similar tales were current 
(1) with reference to the sagacity of ewes : 
Aelian mat. an. 7.27 Td ye why mpoBara 
Kaxeivo oldev, Sri avdrois 6 Boppais Kal 6 
voTos CULpaxXovTat pds TO TixTeiv ov welov 
Tov dvaBawévTwr aita Kpiav xré. (2) of 
the impregnation of mares by the west 
wind: Verg. G. 3. 272 ff. vere magis, guia 
vere calor redit ossibus, tllae | ore omnes 
versae in Zephyrum stant rupibus altzs, | 
exceptanitque levis auras, et saepe sine 
ullis | coniugiis vento gravidae (with 
Conington’s note).—8éo80. can hardly 
mean ‘currents (directions),’ as J. sug- 
gested; usage requires the rendering 
given above. Cf. Plat. Zim. gt C Tas 
Tov mvevparos SieEddous dropparrov. For 
this reason it is impossible to accept his 
proposal to give the words a larger mean- 
ing, excluding the special reference to 
barnvéuia: ‘A female bird knows, by the 
west wind, when the spring has come, 
and with it the brooding-season.’ The 
general purpose of the image is to illus- 
trate the axiom, that men give very little 
heed to many obvious facts, so long as 
their own interests are not involved.— 

Av. 695 Tikrec mpoticrov irnvéutov NUE  wmdArjv. Blaydes suggests the addition 
MeNavémrepos @év), as explained by Arist. of 7’. 
de gen. an. 3. I. 749% 34, Rist. an. 6. 2. 

TTAAAMHAH2 

The epitome of Proclus records (EGF p. 20) the fact that the 
death of Palamedes was related in the Cyprza, but gives no 
details. Fortunately, however, Pausanias states (10, 31. 2) that 
he had himself read in the Cypria that Palamedes was drowned 
on a fishing expedition, and that Diomedes and Odysseus were 
his murderers. This version does not appear to have been followed 
by any other extant authority, and it is generally assumed that all 
the tragedians adopted an alternative account according to which 
Palamedes was falsely accused of treason by Odysseus. The 
story, which is most fully recounted by Hyginus (/aé. 105), relates 

Q—2 
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how Odysseus plotted revenge against Palamedes for having 
outwitted him (see p. 115). He sent a message to Agamemnon 
that he had been warned in a dream that the site of the camp 
should be moved for a single day. Agamemnon gave orders for 
this to be done, and Odysseus then buried a considerable quantity 
of gold by night on the spot where the tent of Palamedes stood. 
He also composed a letter which he gave to a Phrygian prisoner 
to be conveyed to Priam, and instructed one of his soldiers to 
intercept him at a short distance from the camp and to kill him. 
On the following day, when the army had returned, a soldier 
brought in the forged letter, which he had found on the Phry- 
gian’s corpse. The letter purported to be written by Priam to 
Palamedes, and to promise him the exact amount of gold which 
Odysseus had buried, if he would betray the camp of Agamemnon 
according to his engagement. Palamedes denied his guilt, but 
was convicted on the discovery of the buried gold, and put to 
death by the whole army. Some of these details are varied by 
the scholiast on Eur. Or. 432, where Agamemnon and Diomedes 
are the accomplices of Odysseus, a Phrygian captive with gold 
in his possession is compelled to forge the letter and is then slain, 
and a slave of Palamedes is bribed to place the letter and the. 
gold under the bed of his master. Apollodorus (zz. 6. 8) clearly 
did not follow the Cyfria at this point; for he relates that Pala- 
medes was stoned? to death in consequence of the plot concerted 
by Odysseus with Agamemnon. That the treason-story was 
current in tragedy is proved by Polyaen. 1 prooem. 12 oiov &é 
Kaxeivo atpatnynua Odvocéws oi tpay@sdol ddovar. araundnv 
évixnoev ‘Oduvacers év Suxactnpio tov Ayadv tbroBadov avtod 
Th oxnvn BapBapixov xpuciov, kai 6 cod@tatos Tav “EXAnvev 
éxeivos HX Tpodocias. And in Plat. rep. 522 D the appearance 
of Palamedes €v tais tpay@diacs is connected with a speech which 
he seems to have made in his own defence. At any rate a speech 
of this kind probably occurred in the Palamedes of Aeschylus (fr. 
182), as well as in the play of Euripides bearing the same name 
(fr. 578). It is noteworthy that the corresponding fragments in 
Sophocles (frs. 479 and 432) are in the third person and that 
fr. 432 was part of a speech by Nauplius. Thinking that 
Nauplius could not have been a character in the present play 
Brunck, followed by Dindorf, assigned both of these passages to 
the Nauplius (frs. 379, 380 D.). But that is impossible; for the 

1 Ahrens lays stress on Vergil’s guza bella vetabat (Aen. 2. 83), but we have no 
reason to connect this detail with Sophocles. The version of Dictys (2. 15) that 
Palamedes was induced to descend into a well and then buried beneath a mass of 
stones is certainly not tragic. 

* Stoning is also mentioned by schol. Eur., Philostr. Zev. 11. 11, Tzetz. Avnte- 
hom. 384. 
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‘authority which ascribes fr. 479 to the Palamedes should not be 
questioned, whether it was that of Polemo or another. It is not 
so clear that Vater* was right in assigning fr. 432 also to the 
Palamedes ; but the recurrence of odtos and édndpe, as well as 
the general similarity of the two passages, suggests that they 
both belonged to the same speech. It is, moreover, certain that 
Nauplius appeared i in the play of Aeschylus : fr. 181 Tivos KaTéK- 
Tas évexa Taio éuov BraBns*%. In that case we must assume 
that Nauplius came to Troy after his son’s death to exact re- 
tribution, but failed in his attempt owing to the influence of 
Agamemnon, as is stated by Apollod. efzz. 6. 8 and schol. Eur. 
Or. 432°. Welcker referred frs. 480 and 481 to the same speech. 
He also assigned to this play frs. 843, 855, 913, at none of them 
with much probability. 

| 478 
¥ » lal 5] 4 

evhynpos toO. povvoy efoppaperyn 
478 [Ammon. ] de diff. vocab. p. 76 critical. .Schol. Eur. Or. 432 mentions 

ic@t Kal yivwoxe (yivov conj. Valckenaer) 
Oradéper...rdocover dé duws Kal él Tov 
idlov (ylvou Valckenaer) 76 lot. Logo- 
xfs ev Laraundn ‘edg@nmuos...€fopuwpévy.’ 
avri rod yivov. The words Zogoxdjs év 
Iladauyjdy rest'on the sole authority of 
a MS in the British Museum. 
We have no knowledge of any female 

character likely to appear in the Pa/a- 
medes to whom these words would be 
applicable. Hartung supposes that 
Nauplius is speaking to his wife Cly- 
mene, but his method is entirely un- 

* the line defies interpretation. 
position of sotvoy after the imperative 

the bribing of a Oepdmwy to conceal the 
gold under Palamedes’ couch. Perhaps 
a Oepdarrawva undertook this réle in the 
version of Sophocles.—‘ Only be silent as 
you go forth.’ Ellendt seems to take 
potvov with éfopuwuévyn, but so arranged 

For the 

cf. Trach. 1109 mpocudro wévov, ‘ let her 
but come.’ O. 7. 837 Tov dvdpa tov 
Borjjoa mpocuetvac wdvoy, ‘just to wait 
for.’ Eur. Cycl. 219 ph pe Karamins 
pévov. _ For the form see.on fr. 852. 

479 
> \ a a > » \ A 

ov Aimov obtos TaVS’ eravoe, adv Oe@ 
ElTElv, ypovou TE SvarprBas codwratas 
epnvpe droiaBov peta Kotrov Kabnpevors, 
Teaoovs KvBous TE TepTVOV apyias akos ; 

479.° 
amaoe Eust. 3 xdérov Salmasius: 

479 Eustath. //. p. 228, 6 Iadap7- 
dous érwonsauévou kuBeiav kal werrelay év 
*TXiw els mapauviiay mod KatacxdvTos 
Thy otpariavy iBos éxet édeixvuTo, Kaba 

1 de Soph. Alead. p. 27 sq. 
2 See also Wagner in Roscher III 25. 
3 Such is also the opinion of R. Wagner, Z/zt. Vat. p. 265. 

1 ravd’ Scaliger: révd’ Eust., rots coni. Herwerden | éravoe Herwerden : 
komm Eust. 

Ilo\éuwv iorope? (see on fr. 429), ép of 
éméacevov. THS dé ToLa’Tns émivolas Tov 
Iladaujdous cal rijs ebpécews dé Tod xpdvou, 
nv kai abryy éxeivos écodlicaro, udprupa 

The alternative is 

to leave fr. 432 for the Maup/ius, and to find another speaker for fr. 479. But would 
not Palamedes have been his own advocate, if the speech belonged to an dywv? See 
also Meineke, Ama/. Alex. p. 161. 
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mapdyovst LopoxrAjy, bs év Spdmare ouw- 
vinw TE edpeTH Iladaundn pyolv’ ‘ ob 
Auudv...dikos;’ v. 4 is quoted by Eustath. 
Od. p. 1397, 9 from the Palamedes of 
Sophocles on the authority of 6 7a epi 
“Ed\Anukfs madiGs ypdwas. The last- 
named work was written by Suetonius 
(c. 100 A.D.): see M. Schanz, Rom. Litt. 
11 p. 48. The authority of Eustathius 
is, therefore, amply sufficient to refute 
the opinion of Brunck, approved by 
Dindorf, that these verses are to be 
assigned to the Mauplius. 

The verses appear to have been spoken 
either by the advocate of Palamedes, or 
by Nauplius, who, according to Vater’s 
conjecture, arrived at the close of the 
play: seeon fr. 432 and the Introductory 
Note. Welcker’s vieW that they are the 
words of Palamedes himself is improbable. 

1f. Awdov. There was a tradition 
of a famine while the fleet was delayed at 
Aulis (Aesch. Ag. 203 mvoal...viorcdes), 
and that the inventiveness of Palamedes 
was of assistance in relieving the distress 
(schol. Eur. Ov. 432). It is not clear, 
however, whether that is the occasion to 
which Sophocles here alludes. ‘ When 
the Greek army were suffering from 
famine, they were relieved by the Oivo- 
tpéro of Delos, the daughters of Anius, 
Oive, Zarepuw and ’Edats, who possessed 
the gift of creating corn and wine and o7/: 
this was one of the incidents related in 
the Cypria (EGF p. 29). According to 
Lycophron (and the schol. and Eust. //, 
p- 827, 44 referring to him) the famine was 
at Troy: 581 at xal orparot Bovrevayr... 
GOavotcw €édOovcoal more | Didwvos els 
Ovyarpds evvacripiov, 2t.e. to ‘Polrecov. 
In Apollod. efz¢. 3. 10 their powers are 
briefly mentioned after Palamedes’ death.’ 
[But nothing can be inferred from this, 
as the narrative immediately afterwards 
passes to the events at Aulis, and the 
death of Palamedes is clearly mentioned 
out of its proper sequence.] ‘ Tzetzes 
on Lycophr. 581 records that Agamemnon 
sent for them by means of Palamedes: 
"Ayapéuvwrv, Tav “EXAjvwv Ayw@ cuveExo- 
pévav, pereméuato tas Oivorpdmrous ba 
Tod Iladapundouvs, Kal €éAOotcar «is Td 
"Poltrevov érpedov avrovs.’ (H.) 

Pherecydes related that Anius urged 
the Greeks to stay with him at Delos 
until the tenth year, when it was fated 
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for Troy to fall, and promised that in the 
meantime his daughters would provide 
the necessary supplies (FHG 1 94). 
Immisch maintained (2%. Mus. XLIV 
301 ff.) against Welcker (Ap. Cycl. 11 
107) that the stay at Delos, as well as the 
allusion to the Oivorpéra, was included 
in the narrative of the Cyfréa, and that it 
occurred immediately after the first start 
from Aulis: see Gruppe, Gr. Myth. 
p- 668;. According to schol. Hom. 
¢ 164 Simonides (fr. 24: €v rais Karevxais) 
represented Odysseus and Menelaus as 
sent to Delos in order to fetch the 
daughters of Anius to Troy. We should 
expect Sophocles to follow the version of 
the Cyfria, but it is uncertain whether it 
contained the fetching of the Olvorpéra 
by Palamedes.—éravoe should be pre- 
ferred to dm@ce, for which Sophocles 
would have substituted déwoe: see 
Cobet, Coll. Crit. p. 35. In Thuc. 2. 
84 modern texts have dtewbodvTo.—oiv 
Gem elrretv, ‘ with reverence be it spoken.’ 
giv Oe and avy Geots are generally anar- 
throus when thus used: but see Jebb on 
Az. 383, and cp. Ar. Ran, 1199. For 
the phrase cf. Eur. Med. 625 lows yap, 
civ beg 8 elphoerat, | yamets rovodror 
Ware o dpvetoOar yduov, Ar. Plut. 114. 
oluar yap oluat, civ bew 8 elphoerat, | 
raurns dmadd\déiew oe Tis dpOadulas (para- 
tragoedic). obv Oe@elreiy occurs in Plat. 
Prot. 317 B, Theaet. 151 B and elsewhere. 

3 ddoloBov: ‘dattle-din. Hom. E 322 
etc.’ (J.). If the discovery took place at 
Aulis, it would refer to the storm which 
prevented the fleet from sailing. In 
a recent discussion of the word (Class. 
Phil. V 328) Sturtevant suggests that it 
means ‘ wave, surge,’ rather than ‘ roar,’ 
and that ‘after buffeting the waves’ is 
the natural rendering of this passage. 

4 meocods kiBous Te: see on fr. 429. 
In Eur. 7. A. 198 Protesilaus and Pala- 
medes are represented as playing weogot 
at Aulis. Philostr. her. 11. 2 dvTwv 5é 
Trav ’Axadv év AUANLSc werrods ebpev ov 
paOupov madidy, GAN ayxlvow Te Kal 
éow orovdjs.—dapylas. The use of this 
word, as H. saw, confirms the suspicion 
that Sophocles is alluding to the weari- 
some time spent at Aulis: Aesch. Ag. 
202 ff. mvoat...xaxdcxoro...rpi8m Karé- 
Eavov dvOos’Apyeiwv. This is the e/kala 
oxo of the /phigenia (fr. 308). 
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480 

aKEOT Pov 

480 Hesych. 1 p. 96 dxeorpov’ pdp- 
paxov. _Logoxdjs Ilakapu7dy. 

dxertpov sugzests one of Palamedes’ 

inventions: cf. dkos in fr. 479. The 
equally isolated dxeorjp is used meta- 
phorically in O.C. 714. 

481 

dpomra 

481 Hesych. 1 p. 537 dpowd: Sperrd. 
LopoxrAfs Marauniy (radauHd: cod. ). 

This obscure statement seems to imply 
that Sophocles used a verbal adjective 
“Spomds with the meaning ‘ plucked.’ Such 
a formation is not easily supported by 
analogy: we have royués (beside répos), 
but with the active meaning; in com- 
pounds, where the accent shifts, it is more 
common, as in peTrdrporos, wohUTpoTos, 
éricxoros, evoxotos, 0do:mdépos. Nor is the 
existence of dpords proved by Ztym. M. 
IQ, 53 Baros* 7 dxavOa ws mapa 76 Kuprés 
kupros...olrw Bards (qu. <mapa 7Td> 
Barés) Badros, kai mapa 7d Spérw Spdos, 
kat Batodpdros (Hom. %. Herm. 190). 
Here analogy seems to suggest dpomdés, 
but the accentuation is probably due to 
the fact that the whole clause is merely 
intended as an analysis and explanatiou 
of the compound Barodpé7os. Hence M, 
Schmidt’s view, to which Nauck inclines, 
that dpomd is the remnant of some com- 
pound such as wddpora or dpridpora - 

(read as dpri dpord), is plausible. Blom- 
field (on Aesch. 7heb. 324) suggested 
addpora: ddperra. On the other hand, 
W. Dindorf advocated dpward (or, as he 
seems afterwards to have preferred, 
dpwrd): Sperrd from Suid. s.v. dpwma- 
kifw* cuwdyw, Tpvy@. Spwirra (al. dpwrd, 
and so Zonar. p. 572) yap Ta dperrd. 
<> 7a Spérava. ‘dpwrrd would pre- 

‘suppose a verb dpwrw or dpwpw; more 
robable than this would be dpumrra 
from dpi¢@w=dpimrrw), which should be 
restored in Galen gloss. Hippocr. X1X 94 
deprrad (or Sparrd): éomrapayyuéva, for 
orapdocew was used in explanation of 
Spimrev, but not of Spémrew’ (H.). 

Welcker guessed that this and the pre- 
ceding fragment referred to the con- 
troversy between Palamedes and Odysseus 
as to the ravages of a flock of wolves, 
which Palamedes interpreted as a sign of 
the coming plague, recommending the 
army to adopt a vegetable diet: see 
Philostr. Aer. 11. 5. 

TIANAQPA H 2YPOKOTIOI 

It is supposed, no doubt rightly, that the subject of this satyr- 
play was the making of the first woman’, Pandora, and the result 
for mankind of her arrival. The myth is related in Hes. Of. 60— 
105, and less completely in 7heog. 570—589. Zeus determined 
to punish men in retribution for the deceit practised by. Pro- 
metheus in their favour, when he stole and gave to them the 
fire which the king of the gods withheld (cf. Theog. 563). So he 

1 Hesiod does not definitely say that Pandora was the first woman, but most 
modern authorities agree with Pausanias (1. 24. 7) that such was his intention. 
Goettling-Flach, however, on Hes. -O/. 47 contend that the allegory figures a change 
for the worse in woman’s character. 
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bade Hephaestus to mix earth with water, and to fashion thereout 
a lovely maiden of divine beauty with human voice and strength ; 
Athena to teach her woman’s handicraft ; Aphrodite to endow 
her with every grace and charm that should compel men’s love ; 
and Hermes to give her shamelessness and deceit. The work of 
‘Hephaestus is perhaps referred to in fr. 482. When the woman 
was thus completely fashioned, she received the name Pandora, 
because all the Olympians had made her each a gift. Then 
Zeus ordered Hermes to conduct her and present her to Epi- 
metheus, who, though he had been warned by Prometheus never 
to accept a gift from Zeus, lest it should be fraught with evil for 
mankind, disregarded the advice, and discovered his mistake 
-when it was too late. For up to that time men had lived without 
any form of toil or disease; but the woman, on her arrival, 
opened the lid of the jar in which all these evils were concealed, 
and, before she could shut it down again, they all made their 
escape, and ever since have been wandering over the earth, 
bringing evil to whomsoever they come. Only Hope remained 
behind in the jar, when Pandora closed it again. 

The title indicates that the satyrs in the play appeared as 
Hammerers, and we must infer that they acted as assistants in 
the workshop of Hephaestus, while he was engaged in shaping 
Pandora. The connexion of satyrs with Hephaestus has already 
been noticed in the Daedalus (1 p. 110) and the Cedalion (11. 
‘p. 9); but there is further evidence of their employment as 
his workmen. Proclus in his commentary on Hesiod says: 
gynoiv btt Ilpounbeds tov Tov Kaxov riBov Tapa TaY caTVpaPv 
AaBav cal wapabéwevos TO Eine’, rapnyyerre THv Wavdmpav 
pn déEacbar (on Of. 94). Is it rash to conjecture that the 
authority whom Proclus followed was explaining the text of 
Hesiod by reference to the play of Sophocles? Otherwise it is 
difficult to understand whence he derived the allusion to the 
satyrs. In two epigrams of the Anthology (adesp. 412, 413 
Jacobs) satyrs are described as chained by the feet and working 
in the smithy of Hephaestus in order to earn their living. In 
the former of these the forging of the arms of Achilles is men- 
tioned as one of their tasks, and Jacobs conjectured that the 
work of art which provided the opportunity of the epigrammatist 
was a representation of some scene from a satyric drama, giving 
as possible originals the J/yrmidons of Aeschylus}, and the 
"AytArXéws épactai of Sophocles. But the reference to the 
armour of Achilles should not prevent us from observing 
that a plausible reconstruction of fr. 486 is favoured by the words 

1 But the Zyrmidons was not a satyr-play. 
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Sux Padcov KaTa KOov aduKToTédynat AvywOels and sodixporoy 
aupa KkaOdryas in the epigrams. 

The word ogvpoxoro: may be illustrated by the design re- 
produced from a lekythos in the Bibliothéque Nationale at Paris 
by Miss J. E. Harrison in /. H. S. Xx 1061, where two men (not 
satyrs), armed with large mallets, are represented hammering 
the colossal head of a woman. The head is not identified as 
belonging to Pandora, but that identification is supported by the 
painting on an amphora in the Ashmolean Museum reproduced 
by Prof. P. Gardner in /. H. S. Xx1 1 ff. Here, however, it is 
Epimetheus who carries a mallet and gazes at Pandora repre- 
sented either as rising from the ground or as an incomplete 
statue. It is possible that the last-mentioned design follows 
a non-Hesiodic form of the myth, according to which Epimetheus 
modelled his wife out of clay*; but there is no evidence of any 
such variant. Miss Harrison, however, undertook to show ( /. H. 
S. XX 99) that the main subject of the play was the birth of 
Pandora and not the opening of her jar. For this purpose she 
emphasized the association of Pandora with the earth-goddess 
(schol. Ar. Av. 971), and brought her zi@os into connexion with 
the 7fovyia and the release of malevolent «7jpes*. More recently 
Robert has maintained‘ that the satyr-chorus consisted not of 
hammerers engaged in fashioning ogvpyAata, but of clod- 
breakers who assisted Epimetheus in freeing Pandora from the 
earth; that. fr. 482 refers not to the modelling of Pandora, but 
to the making of a woman by Prometheus under her directions ; 
and that the designs on a lost amphora figured as no. 71 in 
Miss Harrison’s Prolegomena (p. 280) are to be interpreted in 
the above sense. 

Even if we admit the possible ambiguity of ogupoxorros, 
the considerations adduced seem insufficient to oust the proba- 
bility that Sophocles followed in the main the Hesiodic tradition, 
with such modifications as might be necessary to adapt it to 
the conditions of a.satyr-play. Moreover, the fashioning by 
Prometheus of the first mortals out of clay, though combined 
by the mythographers® with the story of Pandora, was repre- 
sented by them as antecedent to her arrival. 

The difficulties involved in the Hesiodic account, and the 
origin of the version which made the iOos full of blessings 
rather than of evils*, cannot be discussed here. 

1 Also in Proleg. p. 279: see the discussion there of the whole subject. 
® The suggestion is made by Gruppe in Burstans Jb. CXXXVII 588. 

_ 8 See also Gruppe, Gr. AZyth. p. 761g and Mekler in Bursians Jb. CXXIX 30. 
* Hermes, X1.1X 17—38. » 5 Apollod. 1 45, 46; Hygin. fad. 142. 
® Of course Hom. 2 527 could not be left out of account. See generally A. S. F. 

Gow in Essays to Ridgeway, p. 99 ff. 
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482 

Kal mp@Tov apyov mndov dpyalew yxepow. 

482 dpxov EUV: dpxov Pé, dpxdv Huschke, dpydv Ruhnken | rikov EUV | 
épyafwv Cobeti schedae 

482 Erotian gloss. Hippocr. p. 6, 2 
(schol. Hippocr. v p. 480 Littré) épyac- 
wos’ 6 padayuds’ wéurynrar Ths AéEews Kal 
Logpoxd7s év Ilavdwpe A\éywr ‘kal... xepoiv.’ 
kal "Arrixol 6€ l6iws Néyoucw dpydoa 7d 
Ta wypa Tots Enpots pltar Kal dvapuvpacar 
Kal olov mnddv toceiv. 

Observe that the language agrees with 
Hesiod’s description of the creation of 
Pandora by Hephaestus: Of. 60 “Hoa- 
orov & éxéXevoe mepixd\vTov Orre TaXLOTG | 
yatav bder pupecv. 

dpxov: see cr. n. Ruhnken’s dpyov 
(afterwards abandoned by its author in 
favour of dpxov: see Zim. p. 180) is 
a suitable epithet to express the inert, 
lifeless clay, and Huschke’s dpxév has 
the advantage of recalling Horace’s well- 
known principi limo (Carm. 1. 16. 13); 

but the assonance of three successive 
words ending in -or is against the adop- 
tion of either. The variant dpydfwr, 
which Klein reported from Cobet’s Ms 
collations, perhaps deserves consideration: 
the sentence may have been continued 
with some such words as mAdoat veoxmor 
(or -yuvasxds) cxfjua.—rydrov épydftev: 
cf. Phryn. praep. soph. p. 93, 2. (Bekk- 
anecd. Pp. 53, 31) épyavew mnddv- 7d dta- 
Bpéxew. ob'rw yap Td vypalvew oi dpxaior 
Aéyouvot. Pollux 7. 165 Aéyerac 5€ Kal 
mnrov épydgev. But these glosses may 
refer rather to Ar. Av. 839 rmdov arodds 
épyacov. See also on frs. 787 and 510. 
The passage in Aristophanes shows that 
the phrase was particularly applicable to 
the preparation of mortar or concrete in 
building operations. 

483 

Kal mAypes exmiovT. ypvoeov KEepas 
Tpiper TéevovTa pahOakns ydatvns v7o. 

483. 2 révovra Emperius: yéuovra A | xdalvyns taro Tucker: vrodkawns A, br” 
wrévyns Musurus 

483 Athen. 476C kal r&v ronrar 5é 
moddol mapdyouvot mivovras rods apxatous 
Képact...Kkai DopoxrA7s Ilavdwpa ‘ cai wrjpes 
...UToAawys.” 
The second line is manifestly corrupt 

in the Ms and has been variously emended, 
though the correction of Musurus has 
won general acceptance. Herwerden 
adopted Wagner’s éxmiévra in v. 1 and 
Adam’s yépovra in v.2. H. was inclined 
to prefer éxmivovrt with révovra, and 
thought there was an allusion to the 
proverb pacxdAny aipes ‘more power to 
your elbow,’ on which see Pavoem. 1 116: 
év To weOvbew aipew dyw rhv paocxddny 
elwOecav Kai Aéyew pagxadrnv alpers’ 
avTi Tov KwOwvifay Kai kaTapwKao bat Tals 
xepolv. But Tucker, who rightly insists 

on the difficulty of x4 if d\évys is adopted, 
has, I think, found the right solution 
(C.Q. 11 203). The allusion to xAatva 
occurs constantly in descriptions of the 
gaudia Veneris: see the passages quoted 
by Jebb on 7rach. 539 Kal viv dv’ otoar 
pluvomev puis v1ro | xNalyns drayKddiocpa, 
and add 4.P. 5. 168 jdiov 5, drérav 
kpvwyn pla rods gidréovras | xdawva, Kal 
aivnrat Kimpis br’ dudorépwy, Alciphr. 1. 
38. 4 0rd Tobmor jydra Kotmwuern xravi- 
diov, Lucian amor. 49 det Trav véwv épar, 
ws ’AdkiBiddov Zwxpdarys, bs bd wa xAa- 
ubde warpos Urvous éxoruHOn, Athen. 219 B, 
Prop. I. 4. 14 gaudia sub tacita ducere 
veste libet. For the use of rpiBw cf. 
mopvorpy, xopdrpy.—For xpioeov tri- 
syllabic see on fr. 338. 

> 
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484 
Bruualew 

484 Erotian gloss. Hippocr. p. 18, 
17 (schol. V Hippocr. v p. 204 Littré) 
éEBriudoOn* éwricOn, EuaraxOn, €OrIBn- 
elpnrar d€ mapa Td BAlooeww, 6 €or wadar- 
rew, ws’ Apisroparys év”Opvial pyow (Av. 
529) ‘elra AaBdvyres twdoto’ aOpdovs: | 
of 8 dvodvrar Brrudfortes.’ duolws Kai 
LogoxAtjs méurynra THs NéEews ev Ilavdwpg. 

The grammarians (so also Suid., Etym. 
M.) derived the word BrAwafew from 
BrXicow (fr. 778); but, so far as we can 
tell, they have nothing incommon. How- 
ever this may be, Schneidewin was 
certainly wrong in supposing that the 
reference quoted above belongs to fr. 778; 

for Erotian was not concerned to illus- 
trate the use of Bricow, and Briudfer, 
employed as a vox amatoria, was ob- 
viously suitable to the subject of the 
Pandora. For the latter sense cf. Etyme 
M. p. 200, 38 Brudfew* 7d t17TA0da Beir, 
Hryouv Wyradav ra orHOn, Kal Tovs wacTovs 
kaTahauBdvew TH adn, kal amrecOa Trav 
amoppytwv pedhav Tay yuvatkelwv, Kal 
dieyelipew Tas ériOuulas, ws Pnor Kparivos 
(fr. 302, I 100 K.) ‘as <6é> padaxov 
kal tTépev 7d xpwridioy <7Hv,> @ Geol’ | 
kal yap éBrluagov airy, 4-9 éppdvTie? 
ovdé év.’ Similarly Bekk. anecd. p. 221, 
16. 

485 
evoupy Opa 

485 Pollux to. 44 duls, qv Dopoxd7s 
év Ilavdwpa évouphOpay cadet. 

The same extract occurs in Cramer, 
anecd. Oxon. IV p. 60 (schol. Hermog. 
vil p. 735 Walz), and anecd. Par. 1V 

p- 12, 13, but in the latter évoupHOpov is 
substituted for évovpjOpav. Blaydes pre- 
fers that form, on the analogy of oxavdd- 
AnOpov, KURO por etc. 

486 

XAeupa. 
486 Hesych. 11 p. 472 Kex#dw- 

b<a> modas' dédeuar cvveppaupévos 
(cuveppapévos cod.) rovs médas* xndevew 
yap TO pdmrrev, kal xnduvdv TO TEKTOr, ws 
’Avaxpéwv (fr. 37), kal xndevma (xHAwWLA 
Brunck) 76d éx%4rvov (M. Schmidt and 
W. Dindorf for 7d orjriov cod.). Logo- 
KAjs Ilavdapa 7) VpPvpoxdros. Pollux 7. 
83 (amongst cobblers’ épyaXeia) dryjria dé 
kal drnridva, a Kal xynAevuara éxddouy oi 
monral. pddtota dé ofrws wvdpuagor (2.2. 
the word was especially applied to the 
tools of...) r&v Tas cxolvous mrekdvTwY ws 
kai xkpdvy (Hdt. 7. 89). Further con- 
firmation is afforded by MHesych. Iv 
p- 283 xnrever* wrExer, pdwrer, and xnrev- 
ges’ mAééets* xn\evmaTa yap édéyovTo 
olov émjria, ols wAéxovow 7] pdwrovow. 

L. and S. require correction, for there 

can be no doubt on the above evidence 
that x7Aevpa meant az awl. The in- 
terpretation ‘netted work, a cord’ was 
due to the false reading omapriov in 
Hesychius. Dindorf conjectured that the 
lemma of Hesychius should be read as 
Kexnrevmar modas, and that this was a 
tragic phrase taken either from Aeschylus 
or Sophocles (adesp. 220 N.). Wecklein 
in Berl. phil. Woch. 1890, 656 went 
further, holding that cex7Aevuar wodas and 
not x7#\evua is the quotation attributed 
to the Pandora. Soalso Bapp in Roscher 
lit 3064. This view, which is possibly 
right (see p. 136), had already been anti- 
cipated by Ellendt; but the presumption 
is rather the other way.—There is not 
sufficient evidence to distinguish x7Aéw 
and xn\evw. 
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MHAEY= 

Fr. 487 shows that the subject of the play was the fortunes 
ef Peleus in his old age. It cannot therefore have dealt with 
his purification by Acastus, the lying accusation of the dis- 
appointed Astydamia, or the escape of Peleus from his peril on 
Mt Pelion, although Ar. Vud. 1063 probably indicates that the 

“earlier adventures had been represented on the tragic stage. It 
is possible that Aristophanes was referring to the Peleus of 
Euripides’, unless fr. 619:should be held to warrant a different 
conclusion. The well-known reference in Hor. A. P. 95 (e 
tragicus plerumgque dolet sermone pedestri | Telephus et Peleus, 
cum pauper et exul utergue | proicit ampullas et sesquipedalia 
verba) cannot be attributed with certainty to any one period of 
Peleus’s chequered career; but most readers of Horace have 
supposed that he was thinking of the exile twice suffered by 
Peleus in consequence of the deaths of Phocus and Eurytion. 

In Hom. = 434 Peleus is said to be worn out by the weight 
of years, and in Q 488? and X 493° there are somewhat more 
definite allusions to the oppression of Peleus by his neighbours, 
and his inability to protect himself against them.. In his abstract 
of the Cyclic Nosti Proclus states (EGF p. 53) that on the 
advice of Thetis: Neoptolemus returned from Troy by land; 
that in passing through Thrace he found Odysseus in Maronea } 
and that he completed the rest of his journey and buried Phoenix 
when he died. Then follow the words, avtos 8€ ets Moroaacods 
apixopevos avayvwpifetar IIndet. The clumsiness of the epito- 
mator is sufficiently obvious, but his words certainly seem to 
imply that the meeting of Neoptolemus with Peleus took place 
in Molossia. Yet, although there is plenty of evidence to 
connect Neoptolemus with Epirus‘, it is not elsewhere recorded 
that Peleus removed to that country. That the incidents were 
in fact entirely separate appears probable from Apollod. efit. 6. 
12 f., where, after a reference to the settlement of N eoptolemus 
in Molossia, it is stated that he succeeded to the sovereignty of 
Achilles after the death of Peleus, who had been driven out by 
the sons of Acastus, Other evidence makes the inference 
certain. Euripides (Zvo. 1126 ff.) says that Neoptolemus has 

+ So apparently Nauck (7GF p. 554); but he is certainly wrong in explaining 
Eur. 770. 1127 by reference to the story of Astydamia. 

2 Kal pany mov Kelvov mepwaérar dudis édvres | Telpovo’, obdé Tis Eorw apy Kal 
ovyov duivar. 

3 elré 5é por Liphijos dudmovos et re wémrvoca, | er’ Exel TiLNY TroNéow mera 
Mu peciredeiy, | 7 uv atindgovoew dv’ ‘“EN\dda re POinv re xe. 

4 Pind. Mem. 4. 51, 7+ 37% 
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sailed to Phthia, caivas twas | Indéws axovcas supdopas, ds viv 
x9oves | *Axactos éxBéBrAnxev o IledXiov yovos. On these words 
the scholiast comments ; 0 wév Edpuridns vd "Axactou hyoiv éx- 
BeBrjoOar tov IInréa° cici Sé of daciv! vio trav Svo0 avTod 
maidev, Apyavdpou cai ‘ApyitéXous, kata Tov KaLpov Ov &ueddoP 
“EnraAnves €& Iniov érraviévar, éEeAnracOa Kai €dXOovta eis atrav- 
thaw T@ Neomtoréum tmpocedGciv Sia yerwova TH KO TH vyow 
kal EevicOévta vie MoX@ves tivos "ABavtos éxet katadicacbat 
Tov Biov. We seem to require here an alteration in order that 
mpooedGetvy may be referred to Neoptolemus instead of to 
Peleus, as will presently appear from the -fuller account of 
Dictys. The schol. Townl. on Hom. 2 488 explains: Aéyer Se 
"Axactov Kai Tovs viovs “Apyavdpov kai *Apxiternv. The 
mention of Archander and Architeles introduces an element of 
confusion, since elsewhere they were called sons of Achaeus, 
whereas the sons of Acastus are known as Menalippus and 
Pleisthenes. Consequently Tumpel*? would substitute “Ayavod 
for “Axacrov in both places. The question is of subsidiary 
importance for the present purpose; and we may infer from 
Euripides that Acastus and not Achaeus must have been the 
traditional enemy of Peleus. The schol. on Pind. Pyth. 3. 167 
appeals to the authority of Callimachus (fr. 372) for the vague 
and probably corrupt statement o 6€ IInveds ev “Ind 1TH vncw 
atuynoas Tov Biov otktpas Kal ér@dvvas améBaver. So Drach- 
mann reads, with év ‘In@ from several MSS for €v K@*. Icus was 
a small island east of Magnesia and north of Euboea (Strabo | 
436). It is obvious that 74 "Ixn@ should also be restored in schol. 
Eur., and the difficulty of explaining the removal of Peleus to 
Cos at once disappears. This brings us to the detailed narrative 
of Dictys (6. 7—9), which has with reason been suspected of 
coming from a tragic source. Neoptolemus, while repairing his 
storm-tossed ships in Molossia, learnt that Peleus had been 
driven out by Acastus. Desirous of avenging his -grandsire’s 
wrongs, he sent two of his companions to Thessaly, who re- 
turned with a full report of the treachery of Acastus. Neopto- 
lemus at once put tosea, although the weather was unfavourable, 
and was wrecked on the Sepiades—the rock-bound coast of 
Magnesia*—losing all his fleet and most of his men, and himself 
escaping with difficulty. Here he found Peleus, who had 
concealed himself in a gloomy cavern in order to avoid further 

1 Some, as Bloch in Roscher 111 1843, think that this refers directly to Sophocles. 
2 Zusatz in Lief. 22 of Roscher’s Lextkon. 
% The correction had been previously made by Wilamowitz (Herm. XLIV 474 f.) 

on the strength of A. P. 7. 2 ia@ dr Keer | kal Oéridos yauérav & BpaxvBwnros “Ikos. 
* Strabo 443. 
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violence from Acastus, but was continually on the watch for sea- 
farers, in the hope of obtaining news of his grandson. While 
he was engaged in preparations for an attack upon Acastus, 
Neoptolemus learnt that Menalippus and Pleisthenes, his sons, 
had arrived in the neighbourhood on a hunting expedition. 
Disguising himself as a native of lolcus, Neoptolemus announced 
his own death to the young men, and was subsequently invited 
to join their party. Thus he obtained opportunities of killing 
them separately, as well as their faithful servant Cinyras, who 
arrived with the news that Acastus was on his way to join 
them. Neoptolemus then changed his disguise and appeared 
before Acastus in Phrygian dress as Mestor the son of Paris, 
who had come to Thessaly as a captive of Neoptolemus. Acastus 
was informed that Neoptolemus was lying asleep in a cave, 
exhausted by his voyage. He accordingly hurried on to the cave 
in order to surprise his enemy, but was met at the entrance by 
Thetis, who had arrived to visit Peleus. The goddess rebuked 
Acastus for his cruelty to the house of Achilles, but persuaded 
Neoptolemus to spare his life. Acastus, overjoyed at the unex- 
pected recovery of his freedom, willingly resigned the sovereignty 
to Neoptolemus. 

That some authorities should make Icus the scene of Peleus’s 
exile, and others a cavern in the Sepiades, is only such a variation 
as we are accustomed to meet with in the heroic legends. It 
would be idle to pretend that there is a strong case in favour of 
the contention that the whole of the material in Dictys was 
taken from the plot of Sophocles’. But certain of its features, 
such as the appearance of Thetis to compose the feud, are 
unmistakably dramatic; and there is no other play which has 
so good a claim to be considered its ultimate source as the Peleus 
of Sophocles. 

Welcker proceeded to identify the Pe/eus with the Phthiotides, 
but his arguments are quite unconvincing. (1) He makes 
the unnecessary and unjustifiable assumption that Archander 
and Architeles were sons of Peleus by a former marriage, and 
that they had driven out and ill-treated their father, who was in 
his dotage. The object of this is to work in fr. 696% (2) He 
strangely supposes that fr. 694 was addressed to Peleus by the 
speaker of fr. 487. It is of course possible that Peleus in exile 
was visited by a chorus of women-from Phthia, but a female 
chorus generally indicates that a woman plays the leading part. 
Besides, the proposed identification would compel us to make 

1 See Welcker, p. 205 ff.; Gruppe, p. 6995. 
2 On p. 257 he makes the extraordinary conjecture that év dpamare in vit. Soph. 7 

{p. lii Blaydes) refers to the Peleus. This needs no refutation. 
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the violent assumption that Aristotle in oer. 18. 14562 I gave as 
examples of tragedies of character the Peleus of Euripides 
coupled with the Phthzotcdes (= Peleus) of Sophocles. It is far 
more likely that the titles were distinct, and that Aristotle cited 
two plays of Sophocles. 

That the Peleus was produced before B.c. 424 follows from 
fr. 487 (n.). 

487 

IInké€a tov AtaKkerov oikoupos povy 
YepovTaywye Kdvamradevo Taw 
Takw yap avlis mais 6 yypdoKwy avyp. 

487. 
Clem. et Tryphonis nonnulli codd. 

487 Clem. Alex. strom. 6 p. 748 
Zogoxhéous év 7@ Inet ‘ IIndéa.. ae’ 
v. 2 is frequently attested: schol. Ar. £g. 
1099 (Kal viv éuaurdv émirpémw gor Tov- 
tovi | yepovraywyetv Kavam ardevew wad) 
Sdov 5€ 7d lapBixdy rapwinoev ard Tov 
IInréws Zopoxhéous. Trypho rhet. VIIL 
p- 741 Walz ws rapa Dogorhei * ye povTa.- 
ywye Kavaradetw mad.’ Cocondrius 
rhet. vill p. 784 Walz kai Zopoxdjjs awd 
Tov matdaywy® yepovtaywy®. Plutarch 
(Wie. 2 and praec. ger. retp. 13 p. 807 A) 
twice quotes the line yepovraywyav kava- 
Mucbapveiv didovs, evidently from some 
aia oe oet (adesp. fr. 11, 111 400 K.), 

mAéa: for the synizesis cf. Eur. 
Phoen. 913 opazar Mevoxéa tovde, Az. 
104 "Odvecéa rov cov évordrny héyw 
{Jebb).—Altdkeov: the adj. takes the 
place of the normal gen. Alaxod. Cf. 
Ait. 134 TedXaumve wat. O.7. 267 TY 
AaBdakelw radi. The idiom is Homeric: 
see on Eur. Held. 192, Phoen. 188, 225, 
1063. Copious illustrations are given by 
Blaydes on 0.7. /.c., and Kuehner- 
Gerth 1 261 f.—otkovpos povn emphasizes 
his destitution: he has none other to 
give him tendance. But I think it also 
Serves to mark his helplessness; for it 
adds to the bitterness of old age to be 
obliged to stay at home with the women 
{olxoupia). That is the point of Iolaus’ 
speech in Eur. Hclzd. joo, and Wilamo- 
witz finds the same force in //er. 45 
ele: yap we Toicd évy dwuace | senor 
TéKVIY olxovupév. 

1 Aldxevov Sylburg: Aldxiov codd. 

(n.). Theopomp. fr. 69, 1 751_K. 

2 cai dvaradedw (om. mddw) 

2 yepovtaywya seems to have been 
a coinage of Soph. after ratéaywyé, re- 
peated twenty years later in O.C. 348. 
In the meantime it caught the fancy of 
the comic poets (v. swpz.). In the line 
quoted by Plut. dvayio@apveiy is either 
‘to get pay once more,’ z.e. as a dicast, 
after having been put on the shelf; or 
perhaps refers to a constant succession of 
profitable services.—dvamawWevw mad 
is pleonastic, like perayvavar maddy in 
Phil. 1270. Logically no doubt a dis- 
tinction may be made, in so far as rda\w 
denotes reversion to an earlier state and 
dva- repeated action (Ellendt); but this 
is to refine too much. So wadw ads in 
Vege 

3 is a metrical rendering of the time- 
worn proverb dis aides of ~yépovres 
(Diogen. 4. 18). This passage appears 
to be the earliest allusion to it in litera- 
ture, with the possible exception of 
Cratin. fr. 24 (1 20 K.) qv ap’ adnOhs 6 
Adyos ws dis wats yépwr. Cf. Ar. Mud. 
1417 éyw 6€ vy’ dvrelrow’ av ws dis 
matdes oi yépovTes. Antiphon cog. fr. 
136 B. [fr. 66 D. ] ynporpodta yap mpooéorKe 
ma.dorpodig. Plat. /egg. 646 A od pdvov 
dip’, ws ouxev, dyépwr Sis mais yiyvorr’ av, 
GAG Kal 6 weOvebels. Axioch. 367 B kal 
TH vy dis maides oi yépovres yiyvovrat. 
The same thought is implicit in fr. 695 

Iun- 
cus ap. Stob. flor. 116. 49 TH TE YexD 
kara Thv wapoulav wats wddw yeyorws. 
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488 
nw - xX lal nw 

TO py yap elvan Kp€looov 1 To Cnv KaKas. 

488 Stob. for. 121. 
Hense) Zogoxdéous Tinaéos: ‘7d vph}.. 
kax@s. S does not give the name of 
the play, and M omits the extract alto- 
gether. 

Cf. Aesch. fr. go Blouv movnpod Cavaros 
evxdeéoTepos, fr. 401 (wis movnpas Odvaros 
alperwrepos (where see Nauck). Eur. fr. 
301 éyw dé rods Kas reOvnkdtas | Shr 
gnul waddov Toi Brérew rods uy KadGs. 
fr. 596 obKx ob 7d wh Shv Kpetaoby €or’ 7 

9 (Iv Pp. TIOT, tiv xax@s; Hec. 377 Oavivw & adv ety 
MadrAov evTuxécrepos (sczl. the ev-yerys, 
where he has met with calamity) | 7 
fav 7d yap fhv pH Kaos héyas 1évos. 
Apollod. fr. 6 (111 289 K. .) ob mavraxod 
Ppvs eiuc* TOU Say wv op® | kpetacov Td 
un Civ, xphooum T@ Kpelrrov.. Philemon 
fr. 203 (111 532 K.) Oavety dpordy 
(? duewov) éorw hv (nv gas Mein.) 
d0Xiws. The same sentiment is more 
fully expressed in fr. 952 (n.). 

489 

opoppoda, ovbeho, 
TULTAPAWETAS EXO. 

489 Ar. Av. 851 * duopp0dG...éxw,’ | 
mpoo dda peyanXa vepvd mpoorévat Geoirw * | 
dua 6¢ mpooére xapiros evexa | mpoBaridv 
Tt Ovew. The scholl. give dmoppode- 
Lopoxréous éx IIyréws* dvti Tod 7d avdro 
gpovd. In R however, rodro ék IInréws 
is an interlinear comment attached to 
mpoBarov (v. 855). 

It is quite uncertain, as Nauck remarks, 
how much belongs to Sophocles. ‘The 
scholiast does not necessarily mean more 
than that the word Swoppodie was used by 
Sophocles in the sense of ‘I assent,’ as 
also in Anz. 536 elrep 75° duoppobet. The 
transference may well have been a neo- 
logism, for Eur. Or. 529 comes much 

nearer to the original meaning (kupiws To 
apa kal cunpdvws épéocev). But at the 
same time we cannot exclude the possi- 
bility that the emphatic repetition of the 
notion of assent was the point of the 
parody from the Peleus. This is to some 
extent confirmed by the frequency with 
which éyw and the aor. part. are employed 
in Sophocles as a periphrasis for the 
perfect indicative: see the examples 
quoted by Goodw. § 47, Kuehner-Gerth 
11 61. The idiom occurs in a chorus at 
Ant. 794 00 kal 7Od€ veixos avdpav Eivatuor: 
éxes rapdéas. Rutherford concludes that 
several lines of the Pe/eus were parodied 
in vv. 851—857. 

490 
itw irw d€ IlvOuas Boa bea. 

490 irw ter repetunt codd. : 
Bentley 

490 Ar. Av. 857 ttw irw irw dé 
Ilv@cas Bod T@ Oe. Bentley corrected 
as above in order to make the line agree 
with the antistrophic v. gor, and is fol- 
lowed by most modern editors. The 
schol. has: I[v@tas Bod: 7 wer’ abdod ywvo- 
pévn Bon, TO IlvOov pédos. erOev xal 
mudavrns yiverat. otrw dé édeyor Tov 
Tmadva, Kal TovTo dé éx IIndéws. 

corr. Bentley (cum U et Ald.) | 7@ @e@ codd. : COrr. 

Urw: ‘raise the loud Pythiancry.’ Cf. 
Trach. 207 xowds adpocévev irw khavyyd. 
Eur. £/. 879 irw gdvavdos Bod xapdg. 
fr. 773, 58 irw Terela yduwv dodd. L.A. 
1470 trw dé Aavatdats edpynuia. Aesch. 
Theb. 947 trw ryéos, irw Sdxpv. Eur. Jow 
1096. madiugapos dodda| kal poito’ els 
dvdpas trw. Ion eleg. fr. 2,7 (PZLG 
253) wlywuev, talfwuev, trw ‘bu vuKTOS 
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dovdy. Vater not unreasonably inferred 
that the triumphal song was raised in 
honour of the return of Neoptolemus 
and the rescue of Peleus.—We conclude 
that IIv@uds Bod was a paean in honour 
of Apollo, accompanied by the flute: Ar. 
continues cuvavielrw 5¢ Xaipis gdg. So 
Plut. Zys. 11 wera adrX\0d Kal Tatdvwv 
avémdevoev eis Aduyaxov. Pollux 4. 81 
says that flutes suitable for paeans are 

145 
called of IIv@cxol* nidow 5€ 7ro &xopov 
avrAnua, 7d IIvOixév. mvdatvd\yns, men- 
tioned by the schol., was the name given 
to the flute-player in the Pythian nome: 
Smyth, Greek Melic Poets, p. xi. Cf. 
ISGI 737, ed. Kaibel, 1890. But nothing 
so elaborate as the Pythian nome de- 
oe ti in Pollux 4. 84 is contemplated 
ere. 

491 
4 ¥y \ 

Bodoopat Tapa TAY vmTépTOvoY 
, 

Boav. 

491 Ar. Mub. 1154 ‘ Bodcoma... 
Body.’ id kder’, @Bodoordra xré., where 
schol. V has radra éx Tod IIn\éws Dodgo- 
k€ous. ; 

The authenticity of this fragment is 
doubtful, since schol. R has Evpiridou 
in place of Dopoxdéouvs preceded by rapa 
Ta €k IInd\éws, and continues émidéper 
yap* iw midaow 7H Tus év Somos: see Eur. 
fr. 623. There is clearly some error, but 
it is impossible to ascertain how it arose. 
Wilamowitz (77. Gr. fragg. p. 27) thinks 
schol. V should be followed, since the 
play of Soph. is elsewhere copied by Ar. 

and his scholl. The same words are 
also quoted in the scholia as occurring in 
the Satyri of Phrynichus (fr. 46, 1 382 K.), 
and there must, it would seem, have been 
something in them which tickled the 
Attic fancy as expressive of a very loud 
cry. Probably wtméprovos suggested the 
Jortissimo of a musical score: cf. relvw, 
Tovos. Its only appearance elsewhere in 
tragedy is as applied to the blast of the 
Tyrrhenian trumpet (Aesch. Zum. 572). 
—Bergk conjectured Bodcoow’ dpa (dpa 
Ald.). 

492 

Baoireds yopas THs Awriddos 
492 Steph. Byz. p. 257, 9 Awruor, 

mods Ocecoadlas...6 mwodirns Awrtets...7d 
OmduKov ... Awrids, ws “Ihids rod “INcevs. 
Lopoxdjs ev Inde? ‘ Bacrdeds... Awriddos.’ 

For Dotion see on fr. 380. It may be 
that Acastus (or his son), as hereditary 

lord of Iolcus, would have been described 
as king of Dotion, since Dotion was 
reckoned as being within the confines of 
Magnesia, to which Iolcus also belonged 
(Strabo 436, 442). 

Sint 

py Wevoov, @ Zed, py p edns avev Sopds. 
493 Schol. Ar. Zhesm. 870 (uh 

Wedoov, © Zed, rijs értovons érldos) ctvn- 
Bes TO oxhua. Mévavdpos (fr. 916, 111 
238 K.) ‘otc’ 6 molncov.’ Zodokdijs 
Inet ‘un wetoov...dopds. Antiate. 
(Bekk. anecd.) p. 107, 30 refers to this 
passage as follows: uy vouicov’ avril Tob 

P. II. 

wh voulons* LopoxrAys IInrc?. Kai ‘uh 
WYedcov.’ It was formerly supposed that 
Sophocles used ui) vdutoov as well as ux 
Wedoov in the Fe/ews. But it is much 
more probable that the text of the Anzfi- 
atticist has been dislocated, and that 
uh vouicoy was originally cited from the 

Io 
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comic poet Thugenides (fr. 3, 111 377 K.), 
in view of the evidence of Photius (/ex. 
p. 267, 8) and Suidas: wy vomoov" dytl | 
TOO ui vouions’ olrw OovKkvdldns (Oaryevldns 
Suid. : Oouvyevldns is due to Pierson on 
Moeris, p. 334). Owing to some similar 
confusion Suid. s.v. Wedcov quotes the 
verse of Aristophanes as if it had been 
written by rather than adapted from 
Sophocles. 

pr evoov. It may be assumed that _ 
Sophocles was imitating the three 
Homeric examples: A 410 T@ mh moe 
marépas 300’ éuoin évOeo Timm, D134 GANG 
ov pev wh mw Katadiceo p@dov “Apynos, 
w 248 dddo bé Tar épéw, ad 5é wh xbdov 
évOeo Ovum. Even these appear to be 
isolated attempts to extend the develop- 
ment of the present imperative in pro- 
hibitions (Monro, 4.G.* § 328), rather 
than the survival of an earlier usage.— 
dvev Sopéds. The meaning might con- 
ceivably be ‘don’t slay me wxarmed,’ as 
in Hom. © 50 yuurdv, drep Kdpudds re 
kal domldos, od’ éxev &yxos: but, apart 
from other objections, dépv was a weapon 
of offence. We should interpret rather 
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‘ without (using) the sword,’ z.¢. far from 
the battle; it is the prayer of the old 
warrior to hear once more the clash of 
arms. Of course Zeus is not thought of 
as the actual agent, but as the ultimate 
cause. On the other hand, ddpuv has not 
yet reached the meaning ‘war’ or 
‘battle’ so decisively as e.g. in Eur. Jon 
997 Oedv Sr’ nrOev és Sdpv (Wilamowitz 
on Eur. Her. 158), although a spear is 
not necessarily the weapon intended any 
more than in Az. 1056, or Eur. 770. 387 
ods 6’ €Xoe Odpv. The phrase dvev dopds 
and its equivalents do not always convey 
the same nuance: see on fr. 941, 15, and 
Eur. Acid. 396. Generally perhaps, as 
in Aesch. Hum. 289 or Eur. Bacch. 804, 
the implication is only ‘ without using 
force.’ Cf. Trach. 1063 ubvyn me 5h kabetre 
gacyavou dixa. Welcker thought that 
there was a reference to the famous spear 
of Peleus (Hom. II 143), and that Zeus 
had promised him that it should never 
fail his need; Vater still more improbably 
that Peleus was speaking of the assist- 
ance of Neoptolemus, which he knew to 
be near at hand. 

494 
kat Enpaowpaov eipatos dua mTVX@V 

494 Harpocr. p. 134, 1 &npadodeiv’ 
Aloxlyns kata Tiwdpxov (138). Enpador- 
gpeiy Eeyov Td xwpls NouvTp&v adelpecOat, 
ws Alduuos év xn’ Tpayixjs Aé~ews kal 
Nixavdpos év in’ ’Arrixjs duadéxrov, mpoore- 
Oels Ort unmore kal TO bd TOY dreTTa@v 
Aeyduevov EnporpiBecPac (EnporpiBetcOau 
Lobeck, P&ryn. p. 572) olrws édéyero. 
LDopoxrAys Inret ‘ kal...arrvx ov.’ 

This is our best authority for the 
meaning of the archaic word éypadogeir, 
which hardly occurs except in allusion 
to the law of Solon forbidding slaves to 
frequent the gymnasia, as in Aeschin. /.c. 
That it had passed out of use in the fourth 
century is indicated by the fact that the 
orator, referring to the omission from 
the law of an express enactment of the 
licence implied in its veto, proceeds: 
kal ovbxért mpooéypaye* Tov 6’ édedOepov 
arelpecOat kal yuuvafecOar. The ex- 
planation of Didymus is preserved also by 
Eustath. //. p. 764, and by Hesych. 111 
p- 170; and Epos tdpas, 6 uh bd AovTpou 
GAN bad yumvaclov Kal mévwv ywopevos 
(Plat. Phaedr. 239 C), is adduced in 

support. The origin of the word would 
then be due to the earlier use of oil as an 
unguent exclusively in connexion with 
the bath. An alternative view, but 
inferior in authority, is preserved by’ 
Etym. M. p. 612, 20 (=Bekk. anecd. 
p. 284, 1) 70 €v Tais wadalorpas yumva- 
Fouevov Kbver xpjoba, with which may be 
compared Lucian Amach. 2 abrol éxdvtes 
érauavrTat Tiv Kéviv adexTpvdvev dikny, 
ws dpuxrérepoa elev ev Tais cupmdokats, 
oluat, THs Waupmou Tov d\icbov apaipovons, 
kal BeBarorépay év Enpw mapexovens THv 
avritnyw. Hermann-Bluemner, Gr. Pri- 
vatalt., p. 213, reconciles the two state- 
ments on the ground that, whereas oil 
was used together with water in bathing, 
kévis was not; and therefore the mention 
of xévts )( water is intended to distinguish 
Enpado.pety from xyuTA@ocar* per’ édalov 
AodaacPa (Hesych. Iv p. 301). The dis- 
tinction is clearly marked in Galen xr 
532: in taking a bath, the water remains 
on the surface; so it has to be rubbed 
into the pores with oil, dep wvduagor oi 
mwadaol xuTANovcOa Kal avreTifecdy ye 
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avrod Td Enparodetv. But drcpecOar 
served equally well to describe either 
process, unless it was necessary to express 
the opposition between anointing after 
bathing and at the gymnasium. Inas- 
much as the use of oil was always pre- 
scribed for the latter, it is odd to find 
Philostr. gym. 58 condemning &npadoc- 
getv together with mupiacGac as belonging 
to Tijs dypotxorépas yuuvaorixys. Jiithner 
can only explain it by supposing that 
Philostratus misunderstood the obsolete 
term as if it referred to the anointing of 
the dry sweat which was excited by the 
mupiacis. The same critic holds that 
EnporpiBetc Pat denotes a dry rub, and is 
not to be confounded with éypadradeiv. 

147 

Here we must apparently translate 
‘anointing (himself) through the folds of 
his tunic’; and Sophocles is guilty of an 
anachronism in referring to the heroic 
age a practice which Thucydides (1. 6) 
states to have been introduced by the 
Spartans: éyuuraOnoav re mpdro, kal és 
TO pavepov dtroduvTes Nira péra TOO yumrd- 
ferdar HrclYavro. But, if we are justified 
in drawing the inference apart from the 
context, it would seem that in mentioning 
an athlete as clothed Sophocles supports 
the authority of Thucydides, afterwards 
confirmed by Plato (vef. 452 C), that the 
complete stripping of the body was un- 
known to the Homeric Greeks. 

495 
Kuxviris 

495 Steph. Byz. p. 392, 5 Kuxviris: 
ms 6 Kuxvos éBacitevoe. Lopoxdjs ev 
IIm\et. Meineke wished to add yxwpa 
Oerradias before 7s, but, whether he is 
right or not, the reference is undoubtedly 
to the Thessalian district infested by the 
robber Cycnus, the son of Ares, who was 
slain by Heracles. Thus the reference 
fits in with the topography of the play. 
Hesiod (Scat. 70) brings Cycnus to the 
precinct of Apollo at Pagasae. The 
same neighbourhood is definitely named 
by Eur. Her. 389 dv re Myduad? axray | 

*Avavpov mapa myyas | Kixvov fewodat- 
xray | roEots Wrecev, "Audaral- | as oiky}rop’ 
dmecxtov. Later writers, while. still 
naming Thessaly, go farther afield: thus 
Itonos in Achaea Phthiotis is mentioned 
as the scene of the fight with Cycnus by 
Apollod. 2. 155, Diod. 4. 37, and Nico- 
laus of Damascus fr. 55 (HG 111 389) ; 
but Pausan. 1. 27. 6 puts it in the neigh- 
bourhood of Peneus.—Stephanus con- 
fused Cycnus with his namesake: see on 
fr. 499. 

496 
Aurowuyetv 

496 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 106, 
13 Acrowuxeiv * Lopoxdns I nde?. 

L. and S. erroneously quote the refe- 
rence in support of the meaning, Zo faz/ 
in courage. There is no evidence that 

Sophocles used the word in any other 
than its ordinary sense, fo fazzt. The 
degraded form Aeropvyxetvy, impossible 
in verse, still lingers in many prose texts: 
see Cobet, V.Z. p. 79. 

TOIMENE2 

The Ilo:uwéves comprised the events which immediately suc- 
ceeded the first landing of the Greeks upon the Trojan coast, 
and thus occupied the interval between the Ywvvdevmvos and the 
“EXévns arraitnots'. Such at least was the order of the narrative 

1 See however I p. 121 for another view. 

I1o—2 
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in the Cypria, if we may judge from the abstract of Proclus 
(EGF p. 19): recta amoBaivovtas adtovs eis “IXtov elpyovow ot 
Tpaes, cal Ovnoxes IIpwrecinaos vp’ “Extopos. Emevta “Ayidrevs 
avrovs Tpétetat avehov Kixvov tov Ilocewavos, Kat Tods vexpovs 
avaipovvtat. According to Apollodorus (efz¢. 3. 29 ff.), Thetis 
had warned Achilles that the first man who landed must die. 
The Trojans, hearing of the arrival of the Greeks, advanced 
under arms to the coast, and prevented their landing by volleys 
of stones. Protesilaus was the first to step on shore, and killed 
several of the Trojans before he was himself slain by Hector. 
Then Achilles landed with the Myrmidons, and killed Cycnus 
by striking him on the head with a stone. The Trojans were 
scared by his death, and retreated to the city. 

That the death of Protesilaus and the episode of Cycnus 
belonged to this play appears to be established by frs. 497, 499, 
and 500, and the inclusion of fr. 501 is the natural consequence. 
Fr. 498 shows that Hector was one of the characters. On the 
question whether Andromache also appeared see I p, 78. It is 
not known whether the story of Laodamia was related in the 
Cypria ; but it is barely possible that it was included in the 
Tlocwéves, which was constructed from the Trojan standpoint?. 

Welcker? suggested that the action took place outside 
a temple on the sea-coast, where Hector was surprised by the 
sudden arrival of the enemy. Frs. 502 and 503 are with reason 
assigned to the speech of a messenger who related the approach 
of the Greek fleet, and fr. 504 probably occurred in the same 
context. The chorus consisted of Phrygian shepherds, whose 
pastoral labours were rudely interrupted by the fear of invasion. 
Frs. 505, 515, 519, and 521 are thus entirely appropriate to their 
character. For the same reason Welcker ascribed to this play 
frs. 793 and 812. 

It was probably not until after Hector’s departure for the 
spot whence danger threatened, that Cycnus appeared upon 
the scene. This famous warrior was the son of Poseidon, 
and the king of Colonae, a town in the Troad opposite to Tene- 
dos*. The dazzling whiteness of his complexion—obviously 
suggested by his name*—was probably mentioned by the author 
of the Cypria, as may be legitimately inferred from Theocr. 16. 
49 (tis av) OnAvY amo ypoths Kuxvov éyva, | & wy hudroTLdas 

1 Otherwise Gruppe, p. 6154. 
2 pp. 113—117: Ahrens however thought that the rustics must have fled in panic 

to the city at the first alarm of war, and that the appearance of Andromache shows 
decisively that Troy was the scene of the action. ; 

3 Strabo 586, Diod. 5. 83, Pausan. 10. 14. 2. The king of Colonae and father’ 
of Tennes is by many authorities treated as a separate personage. 

4 For the probable development of the legend see Wilamowitz on Eur. Her. 110. 
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TpoTepwv Uuvnoay aovooi; At any rate, something of the kind was 
known to Hesiod (fr. 119 Rz.) and Hellanicus (7HG I 49), and 
we need not hesitate to suppose that Sophocles also made it 
part of his description’. The victory of Achilles over Cycnus 
was reckoned amongst his most celebrated achievements: see 
Pind. Of 2. 91, Jsth. 5. 39. Similarly Aristotle (rhez. 2. 22. 
1396> 18), coupling the death of Hector with that of Cycnus, 
explains why: Achilles earned peculiar distinction through the 
defeat of the latter: he was invulnerable (atpwros), and stopped 
the disembarkation of the army. The legend that Cycnus was 
invulnerable was unquestionably old, and a fragment which has 
come to light since the publication of Nauck’s second edition 
(fr. 500) proves that it was known to Sophocles. There were 
similar stories concerning the invulnerability of Ajax and 

_ Achilles*, which have been shown to be early; and the immunity 
of Ajax was recorded by Aeschylus*. In all such cases &tpwrtos 
meant not so much indestructible as impervious to spear or 
sword’; and that is no doubt the reason why we meet the 
tradition that Cycnus was crushed by a stone. That may have 
been the version of the Cypria® and it was still retained by 
Lycophron*; but there were others who were not unnaturally 
dissatisfied with such a crude device. For it is unlikely that 
Ovid, who describes the combat at length (Vez. 12. 72 ff.), drew 
entirely upon his own invention, when he made Cycnus trip over 
a stone, and Achilles throttle him by drawing tight the strap of 
his helmet (20. 140 ff.). Did he take a hint here from Sophocles ? 

That Cycnus behaved as a somewhat arrogant boaster seems 
to be indicated by fr. 501, and perhaps by fr. 507. 

_ Ar. Ran. 963 implies that Aeschylus put Cycnus on the 
stage, but, as no confirmatory evidence is extant, it remains 
doubtful whether the statement applies to the son of Ares or 
the son of Poseidon. 

Hermann’ inferred from the character of the fragments that 
the [lowéves, if not a satyr-play, was scarcely a serious tragedy, 
and that it belonged to the class of tragi-comedies to which the 
Alcestis of Euripides has often been assigned. That the play 

1 Seneca probably borrowed from a dramatic source: Zro. 191 Neptunium | 
cana nitentem perculit tuvenem coma. Ag. 216 nivea proles Cycnus aequoret dec. 

2 Perhaps in the Aethiopis: Gruppe, p. 618}. 
3 See Jebb’s Ajax, p. XVIII. 
* This is made quite clear by reference to Hom. ® 568, Eur. Phoen. 594, Hel. 810. 
> Gruppe, p. 671. 
6 vy. 233: I cannot see why von Holzinger seeks to avoid the natural interpretation 

of the words. 
? Philol. 11 135. His view is supported by Wecklein (Sztsungsd. 2. bayr. Akad. 

1890, I p. 13). See however Décharme, Rev. Lt. gr. 1899, p. 296. 
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contained comic touches is undeniable, but there is no ground 
for affirming that its general character was satyric rather than 
tragic. 

497 

[6 Ilpwrectiews vo Tov "Extopos avapebeis. | 

497 Schol. Lycophr. 530 icrope? dé 
Logpoxrfs é€v Towuéow bd sod “Exropos 
dvaipeOjvar Tov Ipwreciiewr. 

The death of Protesilaus by the hand 
of Hector was related in the Cyfria 
(ZGF p. 19). Hom. B 701 rdv & éxrave 
Adpiavos avyp | vads dro8pycKxovta todd 
mpwrictov ’Axaav does not give the name 
of his opponent; but Aristarchus (Lehrs, 
p- 188) concluded that Hector could not 

have been so described. The mytholo- 
gists and later writers follow the account 
of the Cyfria: Apollod. efit. 3. 30, 
Hygin. fad. 103, Lucian dal. mort. 23. 1, 
Ov. Met. 12.67 Hectorea primus fataliter 
hasta, | Protesilae, cadis. J. A. Scott 
(Class. Philol. v111 165) makes use of 
this evidence in order to show that Hector 
did not belong to the pre-Homeric tra- 
dition. 

498 
nov Eavnoar kal mpoyupvdcar yépa. 

498 Phot. dex. p. 307, 17 and Suid. 
$v. Eav@* Kxomidow (komidw or ~aviow 
komidow Herwerden). LodoxA7js Mowméow * 
"Extwp Tots ’Axatots BouNduevos pdxerOar 
pnotv *dd...xépa.” Phot. lex. p. 307, 14 
and Suid. s.v. Eavjoer* xomudoet, Hesych. 
Ill p. 168 gavfjca’ Komidoa, I p. 253 
admogavav* kaxotradety. The verb is thus 
explained by Suid. s.v. gavav* rovetv rods 
Kaptovs Tas yuvaikas TOv xe_pav dua cvvexF 
Tov éplwv épyactav. Cf. Poll. 7. 30 76 dé 
kapetv dro THs épioupylas Tas xetpas avav 
é\éyero. The grammarians, therefore, 
make it an intransitive disease-word, 
properly said of women whose wrists 
ache from carding wool (faivew); and 
it is used intransitively in Nicand. 7her. 
383 70° omdéray vetpwy tavda Kexadacpéeva 
deoud (where the schol. refers it to the 

numbing influence of cold on the fingers), 
the only other place in which it appears 
to occur. Here we must take xépa with 
mpoyupvdoat only, but if the order had 
been reversed it would have been natural 
to treat xépa as internal object to Eavfjoat. 
Tr. ‘It is pleasant to tire from labour and 
to practise the arm.’ The aor. is in- 
gressive. For the class of verbs in 
question see Rutherford, Mew Phry- 
nichus, p. 153, where £av@ is omitted. 
The pleasure is that of the athlete, whose 
muscles are slack from disuse, in again 
submitting to the stiffening of hard exer- 
cise.—Hilberg’s objection (Princip d. 
Silbenwigung, p. 215) to the scansion of 
nov as a spondee cannot be approved: 
see on fr. 873. 

499 

Bony Kuxvtru 

499 Steph. Byz. p. 392, 6 Kuxviris 
...Lopokrys év IIndet (fr. 495). Kal év 
Tloiuéoe § Bony Kuxvirw.’ 

It has been thought that Bowv is cor- 
rupt; but neither Ellendt’s yinv, which 
is masculine, nor Wecklein’s x@éva has 

any probability. O.C. 1057 might be 
cited in defence of the text. Headlam 
adduced Pindar’s Kuxvela paxn (of the 
other Cycnus) O/. 11.15. As Stephanus 
has in any case confused two different 
persons, it does not seem unlikely that 
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his second illustration was still more 
irrelevant as not being directly concerned 
with locality at all. It is true that, as 
Cycnus is not a place-name, we can 
hardly compare Eur. Phoen. 301 Polviccav 
Body; but the termination of the adjective 
may have been intended to suggest a 
local dialect. At least there is no obvious 

I5I 

reason why Kuxviris should have been 
preferred to Kuxveia: late examples, like 
Galen’s dapuaxiris BiBdos referred to by 
Lobeck, Parali~. p. 52, do not count. 
The country of Cycnus was Colonae or 
Colona on the coast of the Troad oppo- 
site to Tenedos: Diod. 5. 83. Pausan. 
10. 14. 2. 

500 
> 4 > , 4 , 

ov xadKds, ov aidnpos amreTat pods. 

500 Aristarch. comm. Hdl. 1. 215 
(Amherst Pap. II [rgor] p. 3), col. ii 13 
ordnpy 5é 008’ dpyope xXpavrar] DopoxA7s 
év II[or]uéoe * ob xadkés...x pods.’ 

The reference is clearly to the invulner- 
ability of Cycnus, for which see Intro- 
ductory Note.—The mention of xadkés 

together with oiSnpos points to the 
general use of the tormer for weapons 
of offence in the heroic age, although 
oidnpos was not entirely unknown in the 
construction of cutting or piercing instru- 
ments: see Leaf on Hom. 2 34, Monro 
on T 13, and Cauer, Grundfragen”, p.284 ff. 

501 

Kal byt vBpilov avTik €k Badbpov eho 
puTnpt Kpovwv yXoutov vrriov Todds 

501. 1 xai why Brunck, kal uy o coni. R. Ellis (uj o° é&uBplgfovr’ Blaydes) | 
y apeccal coni. Wagner | &\w Hesych.: o’ é\@ Brunck, 6dw M. Schmidt, Bddw Blaydes 
2 xpovow coni. Blaydes | y\ourdv om. Hesych. | rrod6s Phot. : 

501 Hesych. II p. 437 purfip: kpodwr. 
6 Koxvos Néyer ‘ kal wiy...mddos.’ evioe dé 
ovK éml Tod Kuxvou aXX’ él r&v trodeulwv, 
wore elvat Tov Néyor, dev’-yovras abrov’s TH 
vari modt tovs ldiovs yAouTo’s Tojow 
Tumrew. Photius /ex. p. 493, 13 quotes 
the second line with the name of Sopho- 
cles attached to it. Welcker’s ascription 
of the lines to the Iouuéves is accepted by 
Nauck, and is almost certainly right: 
see Introductory Note. 

1 kal py. The recovery of the true 
reading is very difficult in the absence 
of the context, but the following points 
may be noted. (1) The style of the 
passage and the word tBpltwv are en- 
tirely in keeping with the character of 
a boaster who considered himself in- 

_ vulnerable, although Welcker’s reference 
to Tzetz. Antehom. 257 in this connexion 
is an error. (2) Brunck’s xal phv...o’ 
€\@ is an attractive conjecture which J. 
was inclined to approve; but the key to 
the solution lies in recognizing that é 
Babpwy means funditus, ‘utterly,’ and 

moos Hesych, 

thus requires the retention of &w. Cf. 
Eur. Z/. 608 od 3, éx BaOpwv yap mas 
avnpnoat pidos, which is sufficient to 
justify the metaphorical use. Lycophr. 
770 wéabpov dpdnv éx BAOpwr dvacraror, 
of Odysseus’ home in Ithaca, does not 
imply literal destruction. Similarly 4.P. 
15. 22. 4 xpuvcoBageis 8 éorupédé’ éx 
benéO\uv dvaxras (misunderstood by Ed- 
monds, Gr. Bucol. Poets, p. 489). The 
literal meaning is common: 4.P. 9. 97 
eloére Tpolnv depxduel? Ex BdOpwv macav 
épevrouévnv, Pollux 1. 12 éx Ba@pwv dava- 
omdoa (vewv). Dio Chrys. 37. 42. We 
cannot therefore render ‘I will drive 
(you)...from your station’ (J.), as if 
Bd0pwr referred to ‘the position of the 
Greeks on the rocks near the coast (fr. 
502 mapadlay wérpav: cp. Ph. 1000 vis 
765° almewdv BdOpor).’ (3) We conclude 
that the corruption is limited to the 
opening syllables, and that cal uo’ or 
od’ or even pi) Kal o’ (op’) should be read, 
unless the quotation was intended to run 
kal py...0Bplfwv. (4) The emendation 
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of M. Schmidt (see cr. n.) rests on a 
comparison of Apostol. 12. 63 (Paroem. 
II 557) dAw wodi* éml rev Tax ews Tt Tovovy- 
Twv, ouola TH ‘dm puri.’ But the 
phrase has no place in this context. 

2 purypt. The simplest and_ best 
explanation of the passage is that putip 
means a /ash, as in Az. 241 and else- 
where, with twrlov odds as genitive of 
definition, z.c. (consisting of) the flat of 
the foot. The burlesque tone was no 
doubt in character. Pollux 9. 126 ex- 
plains padamvyifew (Ar. Zg. 796) as the 
game o.u@ T@ Wodl Tov yAouTOy Talew, 
—an explanation which goes back to 
Aristophanes (fr. 82 Nauck). To some 
such form of horse-play Sophocles ap- 
pears to allude: was it anything like 
‘running the gauntlet’? Other explana- 
tions are as follows: (1) The schol. on 
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O.C. goo quotes Praxiphanes, the Peri- 
patetic and pupil of Theophrastus, as 
having explained purjpos in orevdew ard 
putjpos by BAavrys, dxovwy ro brddnua 
olov Tv moddv To Kdd\vppa. No doubt, 
as J. remarks, he derived the word from 
pvet0ai= ‘ protector’ of the foot. Hence 
Meineke (O.C. p. 211), with the approval 
of Nauck, takes the word here.as =ca/- 
ceus, the shoe or sandal: cf. fr. 527 
mapdppuua modés (n.). (2) Campbell 
understands, ‘the hardened sole of the 
foot,’—compared to a piece of hide. 
(3) Hesych. records an alternative view, 
to the effect that Cycnus threatens to 
make his foe run so fast as to strike his 
own buttocks with upturned feet. In 
that case for the use of kpovwy see on 
fr. 620. 

502 

EwOuvos yap, Tpiv Tw avd\IT@V opar, 
Baddov Xipaipass T poo pepav veoomaoa 
eloov oTpatov oTelyovTa Tapahiay méTpav. 

502. 1 av’rirév Bekker: 

véos matda Ath. 

502 Harpocr. p. 130, 16 Ndvvovr.., 
*AmoAN6bwpos év TH Tepl éraipdv Atya 
Aéyer Oat gyal ravrnv rhv éralpay dia 7d 
Oadrdov rov Kdmndov Kataparyeiv* bt. yap 
OadrX@ xalpovow ai alyes, kal DodoxdAs 
Tlowwéow (7id\ecow AC, ridaow B) ‘ éwGt- 
vos...métrpav.’ Athen. 587 A & ye Zogo- 
Krys év ILowéow ore Oadrdoparyet 7d Kwov 
gynolv oirws ‘ éwOwos...dxpav.’ The ulti- 
mate source of both quotations was 
Apollodorus of Athens, the famous 
grammarian of the second century B.c., 
in his book epi trav ’AOnvnow érarpidwy 
(Athen. 586A). Different views are held 
regarding the intermediate stages through 
which the extract reached Harpocration 
and Athenaeus (Schwartz in Pauly-Wis- 
sowa I 2863; Schultz, 7ézd. VII 2415). 

‘The extract is taken from the speech 
of a messenger, a goat-herd, who an- 

nounces (to Hector) the approach of the 
Greeks (Welcker, p. 114)’ (J.)- 

1 éwOivés. For the adverbial use of 
the temporal adj. see my n. on Eur. He/. 
651. Copious illustrations are given by 
Blaydes on Ar. Lys. 60 dpOpiar.—mpty 
xré. The meaning may be either ‘so 

avi\nr@v Harpocr., 
xwatipa Ath., xidva vel xAlacs Harpocr. | veoomdda Casaubon: 

3 wérpav Harpocr.: 

Ath. 2 xmalpars Nauck: 
vedmaoa Harpocr., 

&kpav Ath. 

early that none of the farm-servants saw 
me’; or ‘so early that none of them was 
visible.” It is against the former that 
we only need a mark of time, and there 
was no reason why the goat-herd should 
wish to escape notice. This consideration 
induced: Meineke to substitute repay for 
dpav.—avdiTav. _Hesych. I p. 322 has 
avdyray * Tov Tov Kbmpouv émimeovmevory 
Tav mpoBdtwy. This was corrected by 
Meineke (on Steph. Byz. p. 146, 10) to 
avNirny on the strength of the reading 

t 

avAnrnv in the codex Rhedigeranus. It 
is generally considered that the lemma of 
Hesychius refers to the present passage, 
and M. Schmidt consequently wished to 
read av\NiT@v: Tav,..émiuedouuévwv. In 
Ap. Rhod. 4. 1487 adXlrns was restored 
by Merkel for at’detrns (ad’Anrns four Paris 
MSS). avAlirys comes ‘from avAy as 
=farm-yard (Hom. A 433, where sheep 
stand in it: 2 640 athijs év xOprowot KUAW- 
dduevos kata Kémpov)’ (J.). For the form 
see on fr. 92. 

2 @OadAdv: Babr. 45. 7 rats uév (wild. 
goats) pépwy Barre Oaddédv €€ HAns, Ant. 
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1201 év veordoww Oaddois. Timaeus p. 136 
Oadrdos wav TO Odddov. Kuplws dé 6 Tijs 
é\alas kAddos: and his statement is con- 
firmed by the evidence of literature, 
where it nearly always means an o/ive- 
branch. See Ruhnken zz Joc. for the 
phrase @adddv mpocelew to dangle a bait, 
like a branch before hungry cattle (H.). 
For mpocgpépwv cf. fr. 171, and for the 
general sense Plut. Aoet. aud. 11 p. 30D 
H 8 alé (SudKer) Tov Paddhov.—ypalpats. 
The loss of o was due to the fact that 
before m or 7 it was written as a small loop 
attached to them: so Auratus restored 
phuats movnpats in Aesch. Cho. 1043 for 
pjua tovnpal of M (H.). 
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3 otelxovta twapadlay rérpav. The 
words may mean, as J. remarks, either 

(1) ‘advancing Zo the rocks by the sea,’ or 
(2) ‘moving along’ (or ‘over’) them 
(Aesch. Prom. 734 otetx’ dvnpérous yvas, 
and seen. on Eur. He/. 598). The latter 
is preferable, so far as we can judge in 
the absence of context; but it is difficult 
to decide between Harpocration’s rérpav 
and Athenaeus’ dxpay. Cf. fr. go5 mapa- 
krlav orelxwv.,.dd6v (of Pecan. Tucker 
(C.R. XVIII 245) suggested that rAdxa is 
the true reading, and Wecklein thought 
oté\ov might be expected for orparév. 
The older texts of both sources gave 
map adlav. 

593 
ev? 7 mapoikos myAapds yeualeTau 
mapavros EdAnomovtis, apaia Oépous 
T® Boomopitn: THde yap Oapilerar. 

503. 1 &# C: 
Ellendt: r@de codd. 

503 Athen. 319 A rn\auis...urnuo- 
vever avTav Kal Dopokd7js év Lowuéow ‘ vd’ 
.. Oaplgeras.’ 

1 @@’ ‘probably refers to the coasts 
of the Troad’ (J.).—anAapis was the 
name given to the tunny which had 
not yet arrived at its full size, or, more 
accurately, during the period lasting from 
the time it was six months old until the 
end of its first year: Arist. 2. az. 6. 17. 
5717 15 ) O avénolis éore TO Ouvvidwy 
Taxela* brav yap Téxwow oi ixOves Ev TH 
IlévrTw, ylyvovra éx Tod wod ds Kkahodow 
oi ev cxopdvdAas, Bugdvtion SF avéidas bid 
TO év dNlyats avEdverOar Nuépars, Kal Efép- 
XovTar wev TOV POtvowwpov aya Tails 
Ouvviow, eiomdéovar Oé Tov ~apos Hon 
ovoa mnAamvdes. 2b. 5717 11 Soxotcr & 
éviauT@ elvar mpecBirepa TSv myrautdwv. 
In the same treatise (8. 13. 598? 26) Aris- 
totle again states that @uvvides and mn\a- 
pides pass into the Euxine from western 
waters in the spring and spend the 
summer there. These passages will ex- 
plain how the mrydapvs winters in. the 
Hellespont. Nauck thinks. that Hesy- 
chius (111 p. 331) and Photius (p. 428, 12), 
who explain that wydaputs should be 
written dca rod v (not wndapis), are re- 
ferring to this passage. 

2 mdpavros “EdAnoovtis, ‘lodged 
near us in the Hellespont. Cp. 0.C. 
785 ws mdpavdor olkicys, ‘‘ plant me near 

66 A 2 mdpavros Bergk: mdpoxos AC 3 rnde 

the borders,” Az. 892’ (J.). Bergk 
restored mdpavdos from Hesych. III p. 278 
mdpavdros. ‘mdpavdos ‘EdAnordvrou wpa 
Oépous.’ Kata Td Oépos dxudfgovoa. Cf. 
duavdos fr. 24. Even so the reinforcement 
of rdporkos (‘ neighbouring’: Azz. 1155) 
by mdpavdos is hardly satisfactory.— 
dpata: the ryapuddes were distinguished 
from 7r& wpata, as the tunnies were 
called at a year old (Athen. 116 £). 
The wpatov of Byzantium was esteemed 
the choicest of delicacies: Archestratus 
(in the 7éurdGea, c. 330 B.C.) ap. Athen. 
117 A av & adixyn krevod Bugartiou els 
twoidkw ayvnv, | wpalov daye wor Téuaxos 
madi éori yap écOdov | kal padaxdr. 
wpata means therefore ‘reaching its 
prime,’ and this may also be the meaning 
of the disputed horaeum scombrum in 
Plaut. Caft, 851. 

3 ryde:seecr.n. ‘If r@de be kept, 
render: ‘‘ since it is frequent for him,” 
i.e., ‘‘ for it is his constant visitor.” The 
middle voice, which is found only here, 
=the act. @aulgfw (O.C. 672)’ (J.). For 
the Sophoclean middle see on fr. 858. 
The gloss of Hesychius (II p. 299 @api- 
ferac* omidet) is taken, probably with 
justice, to refer to this passage; but, in- 
asmuch as @auifew nowhere else has the 
sense of duirety c. dat., I incline to think 
that Ellendt was right. The corruption 
was natural with r@ Booropiry preceding. 
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54 , 
Lal “~ Lal ~ 4 

Knmovot TAEKTOLS TOoppupav Oynpa ‘yéevos. 
504 roppupav Herwerden: roppipas codd. | Onpg Tucker: POelper codd. 

504 Schol. Ar. Zg. 1150 Knués... 
mwréyua Te €x cxowlwy ywbuevov Suorov 
HOug, @ Tas twopPipas NauBdvovorr, els 6 
ai moppipar kal Ta KoyxUAa eloéprovew. 
év avrots O€ rovro.s éoti Kal Td Sédeap, ws 
gnoiv ‘Hpwdiavés, TrapariGenevos Ta Zopo- 
kdéous €k Ilowuévwv * knmoior.. “yevOs.’ 5 
Hesych. II p- 475 Kny.bs * TAEKTOV ayyetov, 
év @ hauBdvouse Tas Toppupas. 

Kypotot mAeKToits. ‘The form of 
knuos meant here was like an eel-pot, 
*‘ narrowing after the entrance, and then 
widening again, with the rushes or osiers 
projecting inside so as to make the return 
more difficult than the entrance” (Dic?. 
Ant. 11 546b, referring to Pollux 1. 47, 
where it is called xupédn). The schol. 
Ar. compares it toa strainer (70ué6s [:so 
Cratinus fr. 132, I 54 K. oxolvivos 70u6s)), 
Oppian (//al. 5. 591) describes how trop- 
vpa. are caught, in small weels (xuprides) 
made of rushes: xuprides 7Baval raddpors 
yeydaow dpotac (600). Herod. 1. Ig1 
uses xvprn, Plat. [ 77m. 79 D T@ Tod Kiprov 
wéyuware and elsewhere], Arist. 2. an. 

8. 20. 603 7 Kvptw Onpevovat Tovs ixOis. 
Plin. ~. h. 9. 132 capiuntur autem pur- 
purae parvulis rarisque textu veluti 
massts (‘* baskets, as it were,” cp. Op- 
pian’s raddpows duota) zz alto Zactis, 
knuds meant also the funnel at the top 
of the kddos or xddicxos (balloting urn) : 
Ar. Vesp. 754 xamioralny él rots knots | 
Pngifoudyvwv 6 TreXevraios’ (J.). See on 
fr. 295. 

tToppupev was restored by Herwerden 
for reasons which seem indisputable. 
Either the plural is required, he says, or 
something like adevrexdy must have 
occurred in the next line to agree with 
yévos (Mélanges Weil, p. 182). The 
former alternative is much to be pre- 
ferred. 

Onpa: see cr. n. I have accepted 
Tucker’s emendation, which is a great 
improvement. He supports it by \auBa- 
vovot of the schol. and Hesych., and finds 
the same corruption in Tr. fr. adesp. 484 
POeiper (1. Onpd) yap ) mpdvora Thy aBov- 
Alay; see C.A. XVIII 432. 

595 
, a + / 4 TovTols yap ovtTes Seomdtar SovdEevoper, 

Kal TOVO avayKn Kal GLwTdvTwY KdVEL. 
505 Plut. Agis 1 dddore &dXas hopas 

pepbuevor, SHrots Kal mdOeow é€makodov- 
Oobvres, Strep of Dodoxréovs Borhpes émi 
Tov moviwy Néyovtw: ‘ rovrous...KNveEL.” 
That, he goes on to say, is the experi- 
ence of politicians who court the favour 
of the mob; they find that it is the tail 
which leads and they who follow. H. 
renders; ‘We are | Their masters and 

their slaves; to these we must, | Though 
they be silent, hearken.’ 

2 cwwrdvtev KAvew is an Oxymoron, 
expressing a particular aspect of the 
opposition of decrérar to dovAevouer : 
cf. Ant. 74 b0.a mavoupynoac’. Dobree 
quoted Cic. pro Detot. 18 fit in dominatu 
servitus, in servitute dominatus, 

506 
/ . \ ‘\ / 

TeLyewv Kal ON TOS Tloowdetous 
atocecapnern OpiyKovs.... 

506. 
Nauck | wocedlous codd. 2 Opiryxods drroceoapévy codd. : 

506 Herodian zepi mov. \é&. p. 11, 
4 Omolws 5é Kal dpoevixds xTyTiKGs Ilocti- 
decos (roeldios cod.) ws “Hpdxeros GAXos. 
LodokN 7s Tlowwéor ‘ ruxav...dmocecapevy.’ 

1 recxéwv Dindorf: rvxav cod. Haun., recywv cod. Vind., rolywy coni. 
corr. Lehrs 

The reading and interpretation are 
both doubtful; but it would seem that 
Tpoia must be ‘the noun to which d7roge- 
gauevn belongs, and that the impending 
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destruction of the city is described. For 
doceles Oar is always used of ‘ throwing 
off from oneself’ a covering or a burden: 
cf. eg. Ar. Mub. 287 add’ arocecduevar 
végos OuBprov | d0avdras idéas. The tra- 
ditional text (see cr. nn.) is unmetrical: 
the remedy of Lehrs is simpler than the 
assumption of a lacuna between Iloa- 
defouvs and ApryKovs, as advised by Nauck, 
or the rearrangement proposed by Ahrens 
kal 5 rovs Ioadelous | rolxwv OpiyKovs 
amocecauévyn. For errors of this kind 
see on fr. 941, 10.—In Hom. ® 446 
Poseidon alone is the builder of the 
wall, wv’ dppyxros wéds etn; though usu- 
ally Apollo is mentioned as his colleague, 
as in Eur. Zvo. 5. In the famous passage 
of Vergil (Ae. 2. 608 ff.) Poseidon is him- 
self the destroyer of his own handiwork : 
hic, ubt distectas moles avolsaque saxis | 
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saxa vides mixtogue undantem pulvere 
Jumum, | Neptunus muros magnoque 
emota tridenti | fundamenta quatit totam- 
gue a sedibus urbem | eruit. Similarly 
Tryphiod. 680 f. recalls the builder of 
the walls in speaking of their downfall: 
Telxect 5€ mrodlrophov emi Prddya Owp7- 
éavres, | épya ILoceddwvos ty cuvéxevov 
duTun.—kal 8x is apparently equivalent 
to #6n. So also in the middle of the 
sentence Hdt. 9. 66 mporepéwy dé ris 
6600 opg kal 5% gevyovras rods Ilépoas. 
O.C. 173. Kuehner-Gerth 11 125.—For 
the stem-variation Ioa.d- Tooed-, which 
is thought to be due to vowel-gradation, 
see Smyth, J/onzc Dialect, § 145. Ac- 
cording to Ahrens’s rule t is always short 
in forms derived from the stem Ilocvén- : 
Meisterhans?®, p. 54. 

507 
Kpupov dépav yvdboucw &€ audynpépov 

507 Suid. s.v. dudjnuepov’ Tov dudn- 
fepwov §=muperév. LodpoxdAFs Ioméor. 
*‘xpumov...aupnuepou.’ 

J. writes: ‘If the subject to Pépwy was 
the sufferer, the sense is ‘‘ bearing about 
with him a chill in the jaws.” But if 
the subject was something external to 
him (¢.g. Bos), épwv = ‘‘ bringing, 
causing ’’ such a chill. These words (like 
those of fr. 501) are probably taken from 

_a boastful speech of Cycnus, who imagines 
his aspect as striking terror into some 
Greek chief (perhaps Achilles), whose 
teeth will chatter, as with a feverish ague 
of fear (Welcker, p. 116).’ 
Kpvpov, =‘ chill,’ as in Eur. fr. 682 

Gv Kpupos avTAs mreuvpa yumvdger Kors 
(xoAp Valck.); (J.)—dponpépov. The 
form is attested also by Ztym. M. p. 8g, 

29 audnuepwéds* 6 KaOnuepivds* Kal dud7- 
Hepov Omolws. Phryn. (Bekk. anecd. p. 24, 
31, p. 43, 3 de B.) dudyjuepos muperés, 
dv dudnuepwov of larpol. The guotidian 
is an zntermittent fever or ague, in which 
the paroxysms recur every 24 hours, as 
contrasted with the /fertian (rpiraios or 
didrptros), where the period returns in 48, 
and the guartan, in 72 hours (Plat. 772m. 
86 a). See Aucycl. Brit. xvir 462. 
Cf. Shaksp. Henry V ii. 1. 113 (Mistress 
Quickly of Falstaff) ‘Ah, poor heart! 
he is so shaked of a burning quotidian 
tertian, that it is most lamentable to 
behold.’ ‘Tremors of the muscles, more 
or less violent, accompany the cold sen- 
sations, beginning with the muscles of 
the lower jaw (chattering of the teeth)’: 
Encycl. Brit™ xvii 461, art. Malaria. 

508 

hoyw yap edKos ovder odd Tov TUYELV 
8 

508 of G | ruxew G: xavédr Suid. | fort. of6a cuumrrxév 

508 Schol. Soph. Az. 581 (edited by 
Dind. from cod. G) ok éorw iatpod copod 
érmdats xpjobat Tod Tpavuaros Hon Toms 
deouévov. Kal év ILopéoe ‘ Nbyw yap EXxos 

8 
ovdév of wr Truxeiv.. The same comment 

occurs in Suid. s.v. Opnveiv émmdds, except 
that Sophocles’ words are given as \éyw 
yap ovdey E\xos ofdd mov xavdér. The 
version of Suidas was understood by 
Hemsterhuis to mean ‘hard words break 
no bones,’ comparing Aesch. 7hed. 385 
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008 éXkomaa yiyverac Ta ojuara. But 
it is obvious that the tradition of cod. G, 
though corrupt, is superior; and that the 
meaning required to enforce the parallel 
is something like that which is obtained 
by Meineke’s conjecture ol6d mw wioav. 
Similarly Gomperz of64 1w xavdv < pewv- 
kéva.>, Papageorgius ofdd mov Tuxdv 
<Toujs> (ovdév’ of5d mov Teuetv Papa- 
basileios), F. W. Schmidt odd\otra xavév. 
Nauck proposed (but subsequently aban- 
doned) 078 dkxovs ruxetv (or tvxév), and 
Headlam Néyou yap &Axos ovdéy iarpod 
"ruxev. It may be that Dindorf’s mw is 
all that is required (see Jebb on PAzi. 
256), and that the beginning of the next 
line, which completed the sense, has been 
lost (e.g. <lacluov owrfpos>: for the 
infinitive see Goodw. § 915, 2b). But 

with such an original it is not easy to 
account for yavév, which must be an 
explanatory adscript. I suggest oida 
guumrvyéy (or, as is perhaps preferable, 
oupmrrvxév): although I cannot prove 
that cuumricow was used for the closing 
of a wound like cuvapydfw or cuvapre, 
there seems to’ be no reason why Sopho- 
cles should not have employed it in that 
sense. This conjecture has been partially 
anticipated, as I have since learnt, by 
Tucker (C.2. Xv1II 246), who reads zrov 
(or rw) mrvxév, and supports it by the 
medical use of mréiyua and mrvuxrév as 
‘a bandage.’ For Aéyw Gomperz aptly 
compares Aesch. 7heb. 702 TeOnyuévor 
To. & ovK amrauBduve’s AOyw, where the 
different distribution of the emphasis 
should be observed. 

509 

Kuvos méhdns Te wnKados Boos pyvéwv 

509 Erotian gloss. Hippocr. p. 109, 
7 wedddv* vropatéy. ayvooivres dé Tives 
ypdpovor méNov...ws Kal ZopoxAns év 
Tlowéor kai év "Audiapdy (fr. 114) Pyol 
‘xuvds mwé\Ans Te pwnKkddos Boos pynvéwv.’ 
The glossary of Erotian has been entirely 
transformed and considerably mutilated 
in the course of transmission; and the 
present passage has suffered irreparable 
damage. Thus Klein rightly points out 
that some words must have been lost 
before ws, since the intention cannot be 
to accuse Soph. of ignorance in adopting 
the form wé\os. If this evidence stood 
alone, we should probably infer that the 
quotation from the Ilomuéves had also 
been lost, but we know from another 
source (see on fr. 114) that the words 
kuvos...pnvéwy do not come from the 
Amphiaraus. It is generally assumed 
that they represent an iambic trimeter 
quoted from the Ilouuéves: thus Duentzer 
would emend the first part by writing 
aiyés re wed\AHS wyxddos, and for the last 
two words Brunck read fuvdv Bods, Lo- 
beck Bod 7’ dpoevos, and Schneidewin 
Bods | pvdv. Klein tentatively suggested 
pwav (vulg. pwéwv). I am not satisfied 
that these corrupt words ever formed 
a piece of continuous verse, and cannot 
in any case accept the ‘bleating cow’ 
which L. and S. and others ascribe to 
Sophocles. pykddos, with or without 
aiyés, must mean @ goat. It is impossible 

to avoid the conclusion that pyvéwyr is 
corrupt; Sophocles surely did not use the 
Alexandrian pjy, a “rare poetic word, 
generally supposed to be a mistaken for- 
mation due to rodvppyny and ignorance of 
dpyv (see on fr. 655). Still less can it 
belong to Hippocrates or his interpreters. 
It may of course be a corruption of puvdy, 
especially if Schneidewin’s restoration of 
fr. 114 is correct: for in that case we 
should have to recognize in Erotian 
a conflation of two separate quotations. 
But I have sometimes thought that 
pnvéwv might have come from épunvediwr, 
a scholiastic word (schol. £7. 505), and 
that the original intention was to quote 
from both plays merely enough to prove 
that Sophocles applied the word meAdés 
to the colour of a dog, a goat, and an 
ox.—teANds, which comes, I suppose, 
from *med-vé-s, is akin to medds, 7re- 
Acdvds, modsds, IléXow, Lat. Zellus etc. 

The accent wavers: thus the Mace- 
donian Pella is said to be so called 
OTe Bods adriv evpe wé\\y Ltym. M. P- 

659, 38; but cf. Theocr. 5. 99 Trav ov 
TOY wré\hap (7e\Advy vulg.). In Arist. 
h. an. 9. 1. 609> 22 rav épwiidv 8 Te 
mwé\Nos kai 6 AevKds it may be a noun, as 
Lobeck points out (Paraltp. p. 343). As 
to the meaning J. remarks: ‘Common 
root-sense, ‘‘ pale”; then ash-coloured, 
livid, black-and- blue, and so dark- 
coloured.’ | 

Se TCC 
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510 

emia ooov O17 myAcyv d6pydoa Kadov. 

510 Didymus in Dem. PAtilipZp. 12 
(13) (Berl. Klassthkertexte 1 p. 67] Zogo- 
KAns év [lou jéow * § €uco[y’] dcov del? 3 ]n- 
ov dpydoa x[add]v.2 So restored the 
passage was rendered by Diels: ‘he 
mixed with it so much water as was 
needed to prepare a good strain (Ton).’ 
But this would seem to require écov, and, 
as Fuhr (Berl. phil. Woch. 1904, 1128) 

has pointed out, rnAds does not require 
an epithet, and the rendering of wndés 
kahés is questionable. It seems better, 
therefore, to accept Buecheler’s con- 
jecture 67. It should be added that 
Cronert (AA. Mus. LX11 387) deciphers 
AT or possibly AH in the papyrus, with 
ka[Aé]y at the end of the line. 

For wnddv opydoat see on fr. 482. 

511 

"ldyns Oy more pndrorpddar 
ayevvat TH EL THY THS dys 
TpLohvpTrLov appa 

511. 

511 Schol. M Eur. Andr. 276. 6 
Matas re kai Aids Toxos* 6 ‘Epufs. méuvn- 
Tat O€ Tis ioropias éxelyns @vOa <repl> 
Tov pHrov HABov KpiOnoduevac “Hpa xa 
"AOnva Kal "Agppodirn mapa TH Tdpidr. 
To.adrd é€ore Kal TA Tapa Dodpoxre? ev Trois 
Tlocuéow ‘"Léns...dpua.’ The last line is 
undoubtedly referred to by Hesych. Iv 
Pp. 175 Tptodvmmiov apua* 7d €éx. TpLdv 
Odum riddwy éfevypévor. 

The lines from the Azdromache on 
which the scholiast is commenting are as 
follows: 67° "Idaiay | és vdmway 70’ 6 
Mat-| as re xal Ads réxos, | rpimwrov 
apua datudrvwr | dywr 7d Kadrrdufvyés, | 
pide orvyep@ KeKxopvOuévov eduopdias | 
oTaOmods éwml Bovra, | Boripa 7 dud 
Movéorporov veaviay | Epnudv @ | éxriodxov 
avhdv. ‘The scene represented is the 
arrival of the three goddesses on Mt 
Ida to submit themselves to the judgement 
of Paris. The contrast between the 
majesty of the goddesses and the rustic 
seclusion of Paris was especially attrac- 
tive to Euripides who often recurs to the 
theme: see Hel. 357, Hec. 644, /.A. 180, 
1291 ff. In all these passages, in order 
to mark the contrast referred to, Paris 
is called the herdsman: see Tr. fr. adesp. 
286 ws Iprapldacow eupepis 6 Bourddos, 
Headlam on Aesch. Ag. 718. There is 
enough to show that the same feeling 
underlies the present passage, but the 
conditions are too uncertain to admit of 

1 6% more Cobet: dymoye cod. 

emendation. Even the character of the 
metre cannot be determined; for, al- 
though it appears to be anapaestic, the 
first two lines may consist of an enhoplic 
followed by a glyconic as in Avmt. 1140f. 
In the latter case we might read dyevv7} 
7 éml Botctaduov or the like; but, al- 
though dyevvas is admitted in dialogue 
by Eur. 7.4. 1457, we should hardly 
expect to find this peculiarly Attic word 
in a Sophoclean lyric. The words rv 
Ths “Iéns can hardly be anything but 
a gloss or the remains of one, and the 
text to which they were attached pro- 
bably contained Idaiav: see schol. Az. 
604 ldaia dé oiov év Te Ths “ldns xwpiy 
xré.. If so, “Idys in the first line must 
also be an intruder, and, if dyevvac con- 
ceals a case of ayé\n, we should have to 
write something like <xopugdas> 9 dn 
more pndotrpogous | dyé\ay 7’ nAOev Thy 
*Tdatay |...rproddumov apua. Or dyevvac 
may be the remains of d<p>-yevvat<s>: 
cf. Eur. 7.A. 573 @uores, @ Idpis, gre 
at ye | Bouxddos apyevvais érpagdys | 
"Tdalacs mapa udoxos. Of previous con- 
jectures we may record those of (1) Her- 
mann: “Idys # 64 more undorpdgou vaéryn 
kplvew. vTnoev aywv “Epufs Tprohvmmcov 
dpua. (2) Wecklein: “Idns | dre uyrdorpéd- 
gwv ayedGv touéves | eidov tr. a (3) 
Mekler: of5’ ws dimrore undrotpddw ag | 
yévva...4vTno’ “Ldns | rproddumiov apya 
<vdémraoi>. He supposes that the 
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words were addressed to Priam or He- 
cuba. 
conjectured dyev “Arn, but despaired of 
ec THY THs” Ldns. 

3 Tptodvpmiov appa is correctly ex- 
plained by the Hesychian gloss (szpr.). 
To us the metaphor seems forced, for 
the phrase means nothing more than 

(4) For dyevvac ty Herwerden | 
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‘three goddesses coming together’; but 
it is exactly paralleled by Eur.’s rplarwdov 
dpua daudvwv and is common elsewhere, 
especially with ¢etyos: Eur. fr. 357 
fet'yos rpimdpevov (the three daughters 
of Erechtheus), 770. 924 &xpwe rpiooor 
fedyos d0e rpiccoav Oedv, Phoen. 328 arn- 
vas ouomrépou (n.). Cf. also fr. 545. 

512 

ap.vpous TOTous 

512 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 97,6 <d>- 
pupo.* LopoxrAyjs ILlocuéow ‘duvpovs ré- 
mous’ émiOerikOs ait@ éxphoaro, ws ‘Hpw- 
diavds. Cf. Hesych. I p. 154 d&mupo’ 
Tomo ol KdOvypo, Kal dyav péovres. amd 
Tod pupety (1. pdpew), where it now 
appears that the lemma should be 
changed to duupo tora. Lobeck, Path. 
Zl, 1 p. 21, comparing “Awupos as the 

name of a river in Thessaly, accepted 
the derivation from pwipw. But Wilamo- 
witz thinks that the words refer to the 
cattle-stalls, ‘ places that have no scent of 
perfume’: cf. fr. 565, 3. The latter is 
certainly the meaning in Ovac. Szbyil. 5. 
129 THv Avxkins duvpov Kal ri puplirvour 
jworTé Xépoov. 

513 

Bepéxuvta Bpopmov 

513 Hesych. 1 p. 372 Bepéxuvra 
Bpduov (Bepexivra Bduov cod.: corr. Mu- 
surus)* Ppiyiov avAdv. Lodoxdijs Ilo- 
péow. 

For the deep note of the Phrygian 
flute (oboe) see on fr. 450. Cf. Ar. 
Nub. 313 Kal potoa BaptBpowos avrd@v. 
Eur. Hel. 1350 déEaré 7’ és xépas | Bapv- 
Bpomov avrdv reppbeio’ ddharkayug@. 
Lucr. 2. 619 rauctisonogue minantur 
cornua cantu,|et Phrygio stimulat 
numero cava tibia mentis. Hor. C. 3. 19. 
19 cur Berecyntiae | cessant lamina 

tibiae? Strabo 471 6 dé rovs addovs Bepe- 
xuvtious Kadet kai Ppvylovs. Bergk’s pro- 
posal to read BéuBov for Bpduor, after 
Catull. 64. 263 etc., is a doubtful im- 
provement. The Phrygian avXol are also 
mentioned in Eur. Bacch. 128, 7.A. 577. 
—For the form Bepéxuvyta cf. Aesch. fr. 
158 Bepéxuyta x@pov. The inhabitants 
of the Berecyntian district, who by the 
time of Strabo (p. 580) no longer existed 
as an aggregate bearing that name, were 
known as Bepéxuyres or Bepextvrat. 

514 
PotviKtous Vpappbace 

514 Hesych. Iv p. 251 Powxlors 
ypdmuact. LopoxrAyjs Ilouéow. eel 
doxe? Kdduos abra éx Powilkns (év polvixos 
cod. : corr. Gronovius) Kkexouixévat. 

Blaydes conjectures ®Powcxlouor.—The 
earliest authority for the Phoenician 
origin of the Greek alphabet is Hdt. 5. 
58, who, after describing its introduction 
by Cadmus, proceeds to account for the 

name Phoenician becoming current: 
"Iwves...rapahaBdévres didaxyn mapa Trav 
Powikwy Ta ypdumara...eparicay, worep 
Kat TO Olkaov pepe EcayaydvTwv Powvixwv 
és Thv ‘EXAdba, Pownxjia kexAfoOu. Even 
on a Teian inscription gowrkja is the 
name given to the letters inscribed on 
the stone (GA 497). Later authorities 
such as Ephorus (7HG 1 270), Aristotle 
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(fr. 501 R.), Pliny (7. 4. 7. 192), and 
Tacitus (amv. 11. 14), give similar 
accounts; for it makes little difference 
whether Cadmus is described as the 
actual inventor, or merely the importer 
of the letters into Greece. The tradition 
accords with the results of modern in- 
vestigation (see Macan on Hdt. /.c.); 
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but there were other stories current, 
ascribing the invention to Hermes, Pro- 
metheus, Linus, Palamedes, or Cecrops. 
It is interesting to find Sophocles again 
in accord with Herodotus, though the 
name Powix.a appears to have prevailed 
apart from the story of Cadmus. Hdt. 
5. 59 uses the term Kadujua ypdumara, 

515 
ids Badday 

515 Sext. Emp. math. 1. 313 ovre 
yap éx réxvns Twos peuabjkacw sre oi 
mapa TH LopokNel moméves ‘iw Baddjv’ 
Aéyovres iw Bacited éyovor Ppvyori, 
GAG map’ dd\\wv dxovoavtes. Hesych. I 
p- 356 BaddAjv* Baoireds, Ppvyoti. 

This word, which is said to be Semitic 
and akin to Baal and Bel, is introduced 
in order to give an oriental colouring to 
the dialect of the chorus. So in frs. 517, 
520, and in the 77oz/us (frs. 631, 634) 
and ‘Enévns ydpos (fr. 183). It was one 
of the few terms which would be easily 
recognized: cf. Aesch. Pers. 660 (in the 
invocation to Darius) Baddnv dapxaios 
Bardnv 10 ixkod, where schol. M has 
Baddjva Tov Baciiéa. EHdgopiwy dé Oov- 
plov pnoi Thy diddexrov.—BarrAyv* Bact- 
devs Kara Ooupiovs. The curious statement 
thus attributed to Euphorion is discredited 
by Meineke, Anal. Alex. p. 142, who 
corrects Ooupiwy to Ppvyiwy. Herodian 

wept mov. Ne. p. 17, 5 and Arcad. p. 9g, I 
also support the spelling Badd\jv, so that 
the weight of authority is strongly against 
Bar#v, which Lobeck (Paral. p. tgt n.) 
and M. Schmidt on insufficient grounds 
preferred. The later scholia on Aesch. 
Zc. have the additional statement é0ev 
kat Badnvator dpos, 6 éort Baotduxdv, which 
also appears in Eustath. //. p. 381, 17, 
Od. p. 1854, 26. They appear to have 
derived it from the account of the river 
Sagaris given by the impudent forger, 
who attempted to foist upon Plutarch 
the treatise de fluviis, and whose frauds 
have been exposed by Hercher (pseudo- 
Plut. de fluv. 12. 3, 4): in the same 
passage is a remark about the Badd7w 
AlGos, which is equally unworthy of cre- 
dence, and another about Ballenaeus, 
the son of Ganymede, who founded a 
festival in his father’s honour. 

516 

avahooat 

516 Hesych. I p. 177 dvaddoar’ 
agpavica. mowméveow his the cod.: cor- 
rected by Soping to Zogox)fs Tlouéow). 

For dvak@oar=to destroy see on fr. 
892. 

517 

BapiBas 

517 Antiatt. p. 84, 11 Bapis* Kar’ 
oixias Kai mwdolov. Zogoxdys év Mlowpéor 
BapiBay (BapiBdrav, Blomfield on Aesch. 
Pers. 559) Néyer Tov vadrnv 7 Tov Tis 
Bdpews émiBeBnxdra. Hesych. I p. 361 
Bapvddvw, Bapidav’ tov vavoiBarny, év 
vavoly é€hOdvra. 

Soping conjectured BapiBdrny, BapiBav 
in Hesych., without being aware of the 
Sophoclean instance; M. Schmidt pro- 
posed BapiBdv 7 BapiBav. L. Dindorf 
suggested that BaplBav Aewy was the phrase 
in Sophocles, referring to the Greek 
army setting out for Troy. But it 
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should be borne in mind that Bapis is 
usually a foreign boat, Egyptian (Aesch. 

. Suppl. 885) or Persian (Pers. 556); and 
Lycophr. 747 applies it to the extem- 
porized raft of Odysseus. In a late 
epigram (4.P. 7. 365) it is used of 
Charon’s boat. We should therefore 
expect it to denote a Trojan vessel 
as in Eur. /.4. 297, unless indeed the 
chorus are supposed to be speaking of 
the Greeks in their own dialect, as in 
fr. 515. In regard to the formation of 
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the word itself, Sturtevant (Class. Phil. 
V 335) considers that the suffix -Bns 
(-8o0s) has a contemptuous force, and 
compares kaxéBas* éml kax@ nKwy ; dyoBos* © 
oxevoghdopos, poprnydbs; pauBas' 6 Shutos; 
all of which are glosses from Hesychius, 
Similar are povdBas, vuupdBas (an epithet 
of Silenus, for which cf. fr. 314, 149); 
the contemptuous tone is clearly present, 
although the derivation from Paivw is 
explicit. See also Lobeck, Phryn. 
p- 610. 

518 

ypatkes 

518 Steph. Byz. p. 212, 20 T'packés: 
6 “EAAnv...Tpatkes 6€ mapa “AXkuare (fr. 
134) al rav ‘EAAjvev unrépes, kal mapa 
Dopokret év Iowuéow. 

It has been assumed from as early as 
the third century B.c. down to our own 
times that the whole race which was 
afterwards known as Hellenes had pre- 
viously been called T'pacxol. It ought to 
be enough to refute this fallacy that we 
can trace the progress of the name Hel- 
lenes, which ex hypothest is later, from 
its origin as a tribal appellation until it 
finally becomes national. For there was 
no Greek nation in prehistoric times. 
Yet even Mommsen (//%s¢. I 140 E. tr.) 
argues that ‘the Italians had become 
acquainted with the Greek nation before 
the newer name Hellenes had supplanted 
the older national designation Graeci.’ 
The earliest authority which can be in- 
voked in support of the theory is Arist. 
meteor. 1. 14. 352» 2, who however only 
says that the Selli and the people formerly 
known as Ipacxoi but afterwards as 
Hellenes dwelt in the neighbourhood of 
Dodona. But the case is different from 
the third century onwards, when the in- 
fluence of Greece upon the outside world 
became of more importance than her 
national history. So the Parian Marble 
(FHG 1 542): “EdXdnves dvoudcOncay 7d 
mporepov I'patxol kadovpevor. Apollod. 1. 
50: Hellen dq’ abrod robs xkadoupévous 
T\patxo’s rpoonydbpevoev “EXXnvas. By the 
Alexandrian pedants I'parxés began to be 
used in place of "ENAnv : see Callimachus 
ap. Strab. 46 (fr. 104) and Etym. MM. 
p- 239, 15 (fr. 160), Lycophr. 532, 891, 
1195 etc. But in classical literature 
Tpackés etc. are essentially local names; 

T'pata (B 498) was somewhere in the 
valley of the Asopus, and Ipaix# (Thuc. 
2. 23) was the coastland of Boeotia 
opposite to Eretria. It is significant that 
the Euboean colonization of Cumae was 
according to tradition the earliest occasion 
on which Greek influences were brought 
into contact with the Italians. Such is 
the evidence for the use of T'pa:xés, and 
Grote’s scepticism (II p. 270) in relation 
to the statement of Stephanus is justified. 
Of course the gramimarians were on the 
look out for any scrap of evidence which 
would bolster up their theory of the old 
Tpatxoi, but it is much more likely that 
ypaixes both in Aleman and in Sophocles 
was nothing but a synonym of ypaes. For 
these reasons I have dropped the capital 
letter. That is the view of Dittenberger in 
flerm. XLI 100, who points out that the 
Greeks had no e¢hnica in -xos, and thinks 
that Graecus was built up from Grazus on 
Italian soil, and passed thence to the 
later Greek authorities. See also Niese 
in Herm. X11 408, and Wilamowitz 26. 
XX1I113. The question why the Romans 
gave to the"EdAnves the name Graecz has 
been the subject of a good deal of dis- 
cussion in recent years. It is well sum- 
marized by J. Miller in Pauly-Wissowa 
vil 1693 f., who throws out the suggestion 
that Graz may have been a purely Italian 
designation of a strange people. G. Bu- 
solt, Griech. Geschichte”, 1 198 f., holds 
that the Boeotian I'patxy was the dwelling- 
place of a branch of the same people 
which had occupied the neighbourhood 
of Dodona before the great migrations, 
and that the Italians learnt the name 
from these western tribes. See further 
on fr. 1087. 
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519 
¥ 

lavva 

519 According to Hesych. 11 p. 338, 
for which see on fr. 56, this word (or 
’Idvva?) was used by Sophocles for the 

designation of a Greek woman. Helen 
was probably meant. 

520 

TApaTayyat 

520 Claudius Casilo rapa rots’ Arri- 
kois pyropo. (nrovmeva (Miller, A/élanges 
de lit. gr. p. 397)=Lex. rhet. post 
Phot. p. 674, 27 cayydvdac (for which 
Nauck rightly conjectured dordvdar, a 
word used thrice by Plutarch and ex- 
plained by Aelius Dionysius fr. 6 Schw. 
as equivalent to dyyapor) dé of dmoore)- 
Aomevor KadobvyTat. LogoxdrHs dé év Mo- 
péor Kai Evpirtdns év Xxvpias (fr. 686) 
mapacdyyas avrovs Kek\jKaow.  éxphv 
5é elweiv cayydvdas’ 6 yap Tapacdyyns 
pérpov éoti x7é. The same sense of 
mapacayyns is attested by Hesych. 111 
p. 276 mapacayyirdyw* of epoca rods 
diayyéAXovTas obtw éyovor, brilliantly 

corrected by Papageorgius to rapacdyyy* 
ayyédw. 

It is not likely that Soph. and Eur. 
made the blunder of confusing wapacdy- 
ns with dyyapos or dordvdns. But it may 
well be that, in describing or referring to 
the oriental couriers and the stages they 
successively traversed (Hdt. 8. 98), they 
spoke of the latter in such a way as to 
cause a misunderstanding in the minds of 
too literal readers. Cf. fr. 125, and for 
parasangs at Troy see on fr. 183. Weck- 
lein thinks that the use of the word was 
intentionally comic, and claims it as 
supporting Hermann’s view of the play, 
for which see Introductory Note. 

521 

p 
521 Herodian repli pov. ek. p. 46, 

18 mapa Zopoxde? év Ilouéow elpnrar 70 
yo. Ltym. M. p. 405, 32 76 Yd & Io- 
péot Lodoxréovs éeriPOeyua. Cramer, 
anecd. Oxon. 1 p. 118, 14 TO yap Yo wapa 
TQ Lopokre? tromevixdv eriPOeyyua. zbid. 
P- 343, 24 70 Wd éwidOeyua rapa Lodpo- 
KNEt. : 
No monosyllabic adverb ends in -o, 

but Wé as émi@eyua is an exception. 

l4 

Oo 

Eustath. //. p. 855, 29 (Ael. Dion. fr. 337 
Schw.) gives 7d Wd mowmerixdy in a list of 
similar exclamations. But yé in Phot. 
lex. p. 655, 12 is our ‘ pshaw!’ (émi rob 
campov Kal un cvvapéoKorvTos), and should 
not have been confused with the shep- 
herd’s call by L. and S. ‘ Etiam hodie 
exclamatio est so! aut so!’ Blaydes. 
Cf. wy in fr. 314, 170. 

TOAY=ENH 

The sacrifice of Polyxena in response to the demand of the 
spirit of Achilles is well known from the Hecuba of Euripides ; 
and it is certain that the Polyrena of Sophocles covered the 
same ground as the first part of that play. So schol. Eur. Hee. 

P, II. Ef! 
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1 ta wept LlodvEevyv éotw evpeiy mapa Yopoxdet év LorvFEvy’. 
The incident was recorded in the Lliupersis, according to the 
epitome of Proclus (HGF p. 50) : €TreLTa eM PNT AVTES THY TOALY 
Tlorvéévnv ohayrafovew éri tov Tob “AxiArews Tagov. It may 
be that it was also contained in the /Vostz; for Proclus, in 
abstracting that poem, after mentioning the quarrel of Aga- 
memnon and Menelaus (see on fr. 522), and the departure of 
certain chieftains with Menelaus, states that, when Agamemnon 
was about to sail (EGr p. 5 3); ‘AXAREwS hake ETLpavev Tel- 
para. Siakwdvew Tpodéyov Ta cuuSnoopeva. In Euripides the 
ghost so appearing required the sacrifice of Polyxena (ec. 37, 
05); but Proclus merely states that his object was to warn the 
Greeks of the disasters that would attend their voyage, and to 
dissuade them from starting. If, then, we are to assume that 
the narrative of the Vosé did not overlap that of the //zupersis, 
it was a later poet who connected the appearance of the ghost 
with Polyxena’s death. According to schol. Eur. Hec. 41, Ibycus 
(fr. 36) related that Polyxena was slain by Neoptolemus; and 
Longinus (de subl. 15. 7) couples Simonides (fr. 209)? with 
Sophocles for the excellence of their description of the ghostly 
vision: Kata Tov amcTAoUY TOV ‘EA Asjveov (sc. akp@s o Lopokhijs 
mepavTacTat) € ert TAXINNEWS Tm poparvopevov Tois avayouevols vmrep 
Tov tadov, iv ovK old el Tis Ow évapyéotepov EidwAXOTTOINTE 
Siovidov. In Quint. 14.178 Achilles appeared to Neoptolemus 
in a dream, and asked for Polyxena as his share of the booty. 
F. Noack (liupersis, p. 11 ff.) conjectured that Sophocles was 
the first to bring the appearance of the ghost into causal relation 
with the sacrifice, and that Euripides attacked his version®, But 
the gaps in the evidence are too wide to permit us to entertain 
such speculations. 

Welcker justly considers that the play opened with the 
strife between the Atridae, and that, when Menelaus departed, 
Agamemnon resolved to. remain behind in order to propitiate 
Athena by sacrifice (fr. 522). He attributes fr. 887 to the 
parodos of the chorus, who, if the conjecture is correct, must 
have consisted rather of Greek soldiers than of Trojan captive 
women. The scene of the play was on the Trojan coast, pro- 
bably in the neighbourhood of Sigeum, where Achilles was said 
to have been buried’. Welcker acutely remarks that the grave 

* See Wilamowitz, Zinleitung, p. 1469. 
* The only instance in which Simonides is known to have influenced tragedy, 

according to Wilamowitz, Sappho u. Simonides, p. 1549. 
3 See Escher in Pauly-Wissowa I 241. 
4 For the tradition see Gruppe, p. 6911. In Hom. w 82 the tomb is axrq éme 

mpovxovoy, éri rharel ‘E\nordytw, but it has often been pointed out that to Homer 
‘ Hellespont’ included the open sea to the west of the Troad. 
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cannot have been represented on the stage, since the undeviating 
usage of tragedy required that the sacrifice of Polyxena should 
be reported by a messenger and not enacted before the eyes of 
the spectators. Hence he inferred that the ghost must have 
come from the grave to the tent of Agamemnon. On the other 
hand we have no right to disregard the evidence of Longinus, 
who distinctly speaks of the phantom as appearing above the 
tomb. In the present state of our knowledge, there does not 
seem to be any way of escape from this dilemma: for the identity 
of tomb and altar see on Eur. He/. 547, Holzinger on Lycophr. 
313, and the evidence since collected by Ridgeway, Origin of 
Tragedy, p. 137 ff. However this may be, the ghost certainly 
appeared. upon the stage (fr. 523); and that it was Agamemnon 
to whom his message was delivered is made additionally 
probable by fr. 526, which seems to foretell the murder by 
Clytaemnestra. Clearly Agamemnon is also the speaker of 
fr. 524; but whether that is part of an answer to the phantom 
intended to excuse the neglect of which he had complained, or 
comes from a judgement delivered after hearing the conflicting 
claims of Hecuba and Neoptolemus—both of whom were 
probably characters in the play—can hardly be determined. 

Arist. poet. 23. 1459> 7 gives a list of ‘more than eight ’— 
there are actually ten—tragedies which are taken from the Lzz#/e 
lIliad, and among them is an otherwise unrecorded dzomdous. 
Welcker (p. 179) suggested that this was an alternative title of 
the Polyxena of Sophocles ; and Ribbeck! agreed on the strength 
of Longinus’ words which have been quoted above. The 
reference of this and other titles to the Lztt/e [iad rather than 
to the //zuperszes has given much difficulty ; and it is generally 
supposed that the concluding part of the Lztt/e [iad was also 
known as liiupersis?. 

There is nothing to indicate that Sophocles made any use of 
- the love-motive which some of the authorities have introduced 

into the story of Achilles, and Polyxena*®. It is, therefore, un- 
necessary to discuss the question whether it is ancient, or, as 
others prefer to suppose, the invention of late romancers‘. 

1 Rim. Trag. p. 417. 
2 Allen in C.Q. 11 84 thinks that the mistake was due to Aristotle. ; 
3 Collected by Escher in Pauly-Wissowa I 238, and Gruppe, p. 694, who also 

ive references to recent: discussions. 
4 So Allen in J/.P. XXxI 218. On the other hand Tiirk in Roscher 111 2719 argues 

from the archaeological evidence that even in the Cyfria Achilles was represented as 
enamoured of Polyxena, and that the idea was subsequently developed. 

t1—2 
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522 

od 8 av&i pipvav mov Kat “Idaiav xOdova 
Toipvas ‘Odvpmrov ouvayayav Ouvyode.. 

522. 1 cot Cdh | aire coni. Nauck | wov Xylander: rip vel rod codd. 

522 Strabo 470 6 & ody Zogpokdjs 
momoas Tov Mevéd\aov éx ris Tpolas 
dmalpew omevdovtra év rH Iodvéévy, Tov 
o ’Ayapuéuvova uixpov bode pOjvac Bovd6- 
pevov Tod é&iAdoacOa Ti ’AOnvay xdpuy, 
elodyer Aéyovra Tov Mevédaov ‘avd...0uv7n- 
mode.’ 

In relating the strife between Aga- 
memnon and Menelaus, Sophocles seems 
to have followed the account in Hom. 
yy 136ff., which agreed with that of the 
Nosti: ’A@nva’ Ayapuéuvova cat Mevédaov 
els pw Kablornot wepl Tov éxmdov. ‘Aya- 
péuvwv pev ovv Tov THS ’AOnvas é&dacd- 
pevos xddov émipéver (EGF p. 53). 

1 This line has been attacked on two 
grounds: (1) because the Homeric adOe 
does not occur elsewhere in tragedy. 
But it is not easy to emend, for Nauck’s 
adre, though Aeschylean, is only used by 
Soph. at Zrach. 1009, and nowhere by 
Eur. ; and this is just the place where we 
might expect an echo of the Homeric 
atf. wévew (A 492, VY 674, € 208 and 
many other examples quoted by Ebeling 

$.v.): cf. y 155—of this very incident— 
huicees 5°’ dpa aol epnriovro pévortes | 
avo. map ’Arpelin ’Ayapuéuvore rower 
Aagy. (2) It has been thought that ray 
(see cr. n.) points to tHe or 770’. 
Hence 775’ ém’ (é& Blaydes) "Idaig xGovi 
Ellendt, 774d" av’ Idalay xA6va Hartung 
(adopted by Nauck). But mov gives 
a good sense here and is confused with 
Tov also at Az. 546, Zrach. go8. Weck- 
lein supported tod, agreeing with ’OAvp- 
Tov. 

2 The Mysian Olympus is in fact 
a considerable distance from Ida, although 
Strabo calls it 6uopos (/.c.). He adds, as 
if to account for the confusion by which 
Soph. speaks of Ida and Olympus as 
forming the same range, that four peaks 
of Ida towards Antandros are called 
Olympi. Jebb on,4z. 720 interprets 
Muciwy xpnuvay as the spurs of Olympus. 
The herds are to be collected for a heca- 
tomb: Hom. y 144.—For the ablatival 
genitive without a prep. cf. Phil. 630 
vews Gyovra, O.7. 142 Bdbpwv toracde. 

523 
> ‘ > , 4 ‘ “~ 

aKTas atatwvds Te Kal pehapBabets 
hurovoa Aipvns HAPov, apaevas yous 
*“Ay€povtos d€umAnyas HxYovaas ydous. 

523. 1 dxras Jacobs: & ras FP | dm’ aiévas FP: corr. Canter | wehauBadgeis P 
2 7d\Oov dpoevas xods huc transposuit Heyne: post ydovs (v. 3) habent FP 
3 7xovcas Grotius: jxXojca FP 

523 Apollodorus (7G I 429) quoted 
by Porphyrius ap. Stob. Zc/. I 49. 50 
p- 419, 1 W. ’Axépwv d€ kal ’Axepouvcla 
Aluvyn radrév, ws Kal Dopoxd7s év Ilodvéevy 
Thy ’Axr\rAéws ux elodyer éyourar: 
‘ dxras...xods,’ <dmalwvas adxras> Tas Tov 
vexp@v Néywr raav’ odk éxovoas, dpoevas 
dé xoas Tas ovdév Exrpepovocas. The ex- 
tract is quoted by Porphyrius verbatim 
from the twentieth book of the treatise 
of Apollodorus epi trav Gedy. Apollo- 
dorus of Athens, the author of the xpovxd, 
and the colleague and contemporary of 

Aristarchus, whose life extended probably 
from about 180 B.cC.—II0 B.C., and was 
spent at Athens, Alexandria, and Per- 
gamus, was one of the most celebrated 
critics of antiquity. The treatise epi 
Oe&v, which may be regarded as a history 
of Greek religion, was a work—to quote 
E. Schwartz in Pauly-Wissowa I 2875— 
‘das ihm, seinem Denken und seinem 
Herzen als eigenstes Eigentum gehort 
und dessen Verlust am schwersten zu 
verschmerzen ist.’ 

1 datwvas (‘ joyless’) is interpreted ——— 

ee ee ee 
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by Apollodorus: ras marav’ ovK éxovoas. 
The explanation of Valckenaer (on Eur. 
Phoen. tog), adopted by L. and S., that 
the word is derived from aidy, is clearly 
wrong. The paean here and elsewhere 
is typical of joy, and is contrasted with 
the gloomy abode of the dead: so it is 
said of Apollo (Aesch. Ag. 1059), ov yap 
To.oros wore Opnvynrod ruxetv. Cf. Eur. 
I.T. 182 rav év Opjvos povcar | véxvor 
uedouévav, Tav év pordmats |“Acdas duvet 
dixa matadvwy. Hence, by oxymoron, 
funeral lamentations are described as 
‘ paeans that are the portion of the dead’: 
see Eur. Hel. 177 mwatdvas véxvor wedoue- 
vous (n.), Suppl. 976 dodal @ as xpvao- 
kduas ’Amro\Xwy ovk évdéxerat. In Aesch. 
Ag. 650 matéva ’Epwiev is applied to 
a message heralding disaster. Hesych. 
I p. 224 5.v. dmrauvicros quotes Eur. 
(fr. 77) for the sense dvcg¢nuos.—pedap- 
BaGeits, ‘dark and deep’ (7.¢. in the 
depths of the nether world): cf. Aesch. 
Prom. 219 Taprdpov peau Babys kevOuwr. 
Valckenaer’s conjecture mwed\audaets, for 
which see on Eur. Hel. 518, is quite un- 
necessary: the fact that P (see cr. n.) 
has peauBadels is of no significance. 

2 derotoa: the fem. is unusual as 
compared with Eur. Hec. 1, Aesch. Pers. 
686, Hom. X go, Bacchyl. 5. 78 (H.). 
There is no apparent reason for the 
abnormal gender, which however the 
context may have explained.—Atpvys. 
Acheron is imagined sometimes as a 
river, sometimes as a lake (Z/. 138 é& 
"Aida mayxolvov Niuvas), and sometimes 
as both: thus Plato (Phaed. 113 A) de- 
scribes the river Acheron as flowing into 
the Aluyyn ’Axepovords.—After this word 
there seems to have been a disturbance 
of the tradition: see cr. n. Heyne is 
followed by Wachsmuth and Nauck. 
Grotius, who preferred to substitute 
MAO Axotcas yous | ’Axépovros dév- 
wAHyos adprevas xods, is followed by 
Brunck: similarly Dindorf, except that 
he prints 7xovens yéouvs, with Heeren. 
Musgrave (on Hel. /.c.) proposed Niuvny 
HrAVov, dpoevas xoas | ’Axéporros, déuTAF- 
yas qxovoav ydovs.—dpoevas yxods, a 
very difficult phrase. Apollodorus ex- 
plained dpoevas as equivalent to ras 
ovdev éxtpepovoas. Oyjrea pev yap Ta 
kaptopépa, dpreva Sé ra dyova éXeyov TH 
Tov ev TO oTépua rapéxew udvov, Thy 5é 
kal éxtpépew* bev Kal ‘OAdrus éépon’ 
(Hom. € 467) 7 rodvyovos kal rpodiun. 
So far as I can discover, there appears to 
be no other evidence for this meaning 
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of dponv; but the statement of Apollo- 
dorus cannot be lightly regarded, and 
the sense itself is unexceptionable: for 
rivers were regarded by the Greeks as 
the givers of life and nourishment, so that 
dponv would be the negation of xoupo- 
tpdpos, as applied to them (see Tucker 
on Aesch. Cho. 6: cf. Aesch. fr. 168 
*Ivaxov...mraiclv Biodwpos). J. on the 
other hand renders ‘ deep-sounding,’ com- 
paring Phil. 1455 Kal xrdmwos dponv 
mévTou mpoBovjs, ‘deep sound of the sea- 
lashed cape,’ Ar. Zhesm. 124 (xiOapw) 
dpoeve Bog Séxiuov, Pers.6.4 atgue marem 
strepitum fidis intendisse Latinae. But 
in all these passages dponv—or its Latin 
equivalent—is the epithet of a noun ex- 
pressing sound, a fact which entirely 
distinguishes them from the present. 
Blaydes would read Bods here.—xods, 
fur which Meineke on O.C. p. 203 pro- 
posed fods, is nowhere else applied to the 
waters of a river; and it may be con- 
jectured that, but for its chthonian asso- 
ciations, Sophocles would not have 
ventured to connect the word with 
Acheron in what must be taken to 
be its literal sense (‘outpourings’): cf. 
Tpoxoat. 

3 d€urAjyas yxovoas ydous: (1) J. 
translated ‘re-echoing the shrill strains 
of lamentation,’ interpreting déum\fyas 
‘ striking a shrill note, striking shrilly on 
the ear.’ He compared dfutévwrv ydwv 
in Z/. 244. (2) I prefer to understand | 
‘ wailing that accompanies fierce blows,’ 
z.e. the cries of the mourners as they 
beat their breasts and heads. Cf. Aesch. 
Cho. 23 d&dxeyp. obv KTrimw, and see on 
Eur. Hel. 372. ‘The words are thus 
a concise summary of Az. 630f. d&urévous 
pev das | Opnvjce, xepbmdaxta 8 év 
orépvost mecodvrac | dodra. For the 
transference of the compound epithet cf. 
O.C. 711 ab>ynua evirmov, Az. 55 mwodvxe- 
pwv povov, with Jebb’s notes.—yéous: J. 
was inclined to distinguish this as a cog- 
nate acc. from xe? Tis...kwkKuTév in Trach. 
866. It is in fact impossible strictly to 
separate those uses of the acc. which are 
to be considered internal from the acc. of 
the direct object: Delbriick has neatly 
marked the transition by his phrase dc- 
cusative of Result (Synt.1 376, 382). The 
determining consideration is whether or 
not the omen actionis has acquired such 
concrete force, as to be regarded as some- 
thing external to the agent. 

Ribbeck (Rém. Trag. p. 417) compared 
with this passage Trag. fr, incert. XXXVIII 
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73 adsum atgue advenio Acherunte vix via 
alta atgue ardua,| per speluncas saxis 
structas asperis pendentibus | maxunits, 
ubi rigida constat crassa caligo inferum, 
and conjectured that the lines belonged to 
the 7roades of Accius, who had drawn upon 
the Polyxena of Soph. for his material. 

ZOPOKAEOYS 

H. renders: i 
From those unanthem’d and abysmal 

shores 
I come, the birthless floods of Acheron, 
Still echoing to the sound of rending 

groans. 

524 
ov yap Tis Gv dSvvaLTO TpwpPaTNS oTpaTOD 
Tols TacwW E€l€aL Kal TpooapKeoar yapw: 
ere ovd 6 Kpeioowv Leds euovd Tupavvids 

Peer eee A ¥ > 9 , s our eferouBpav ovT éravyphioas didos: , 
Bpotots <8’ > av €\Mav és Sixnv doywv oddo.. 5 

524. 2 raow elfac Wecklein: maou detEar codd. 
€& éréuBpwv SA (-dy primitus A), éferduBpwv M, éo7’ érouBpSv Herwerden 

4 é&erouBpdv Grotius: 
5 8 

av €hO@av Dobree: dvedOav codd. | és Adyor Sixnv Dobree | 6@Xat codd.: corr. Brunck 

524 Stob. flor. 49. 13 (IV p- 299, 3 
Hense) 700 av’rod (sc. Zopoxdéous, quod et 
ipsum S praebet lemmate cum aliis iuncto) 
Ilodvéévy. ‘od yap...coparepos ;’ 

1 wmpwpdatyns, the look-out man, is 
treated as in command of the vessel, 
although he was actually subject to the 
orders of the xuBepyyrns, while superior to 
the xeXevoryjs and the crew. Cf. fr. 142 
col. ii 5, Moschion ap. Athen. 209 A. See 
an instructive note by Neil on Ar. Z¢. 
543, who points out that in Aesch. Zum. 
16, 768 mpuuvyrns is poetic for kuBepyyrns. 
For the metaphor cf. Demetr. de eloc. 78 
éo.xev GAAHAOLS oTpaTnybs, KUBEpyATns, 
qvloxos: mdavres yap ovra dpxovrés eiow. 
dopanrdss obv épet kal 6 Tov orparnyov KuBep- 
vaTnv éywv THs wodews. 

2 mpocapkéocat, a verb which Sopho- 
cles affects, is used with xdpwv in the same 
manner as gépew, OécOa. (mo.eicAa), 
mpdocew, dddvar, vevew, but with height- 
ened sense—‘ grant a rich boon.’ So 
xdpw wbroupyew Aesch. Prom. 662, avOuT- 
ouvpyjoa Soph. fr. 339, xdpira ocuvex- 
movey Eur. Hel. 1378. Wecklein’s 
emendation is no doubt right, for de- 
xvivat Xdpv is unknown to tragedy.—For 
the general sense cf. Az. 1350 rTév To 
TUpavvov evoeBetv ov pad.ov. 

3 émei ovd’. The synizesis occurs in 
Phil. 446 (J.’s n.), 948, O.C. 1436, and 
elsewhere. For the freer practice of 
comedy and Herondas see Starkie on Ar. 
Vesp. 827. I have long thought that in 

O.C. 570 we should read wore Bpaxéa uh 
aldeicOar ppdoa (uh Eprys Phil. 985). 

4 éeropBpov is probably right (see 
cr. n.), and illustrates the fondness of 
Sophocles for ék in verbal composition 
even where, as here, it is added to 
another preposition. Cf. é&epiecOat Az. 
795, €xmpotiuav Ant. O13, é&erevxerOar 
Phil. 668, eEavevpioxew 76. 991, éEarropbei- 
pew Trach. 713, frs. 145, 857. The point 
is well illustrated by Cobet, Coll. Crit. 
p- 189, who, after giving a long list of 
Sophoclean compounds with éx, remarks 
that they differ in no respect from the 
simple verbs, ‘nisi quod simplices formae 
toti populo sunt in ore, compositae Diis 
et heroibus sunt propriae.’ Dindorf 
points out that éerouBpav is used by 
Tzetzes, Chil. 3. 59. For the sense 
Brunck aptly quoted Theogn. 24 ff. 
doroicw 8 otrw raicw abelv Sivauace | 
ovdev Bavyacrdéyv, IloAvraldn’ ovdé yap 
6 Zeds | o80’ twv mwdvreco’ avddver ob’ 
dvéxwv. érrouBpla is regularly contrasted 
with avxuds: see Blaydes on Ar. Ran. 
1120. 

5 és Slkyv Adywv. The editors have 
too hastily accepted Dobree’s és Adyor 
dixnv. The phrase és \éyov (more com- 
monly Adyous) é\Getv Tw means ‘to have 
an interview, conference with another ’: 
thus, ¢.g. in Ar. Eg. 806 kal creupiry 
és Adyor €XOn (‘have a good talk with,’ 
Neil). There is a copious collection of 
examples in Blaydes’s n. on Wud. 470. 
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Tas Snr eyoy ay Ovntos ex Ovntyns Te dvs 
Avds yevoiunv ev dhpovety coparepos ; 

6 éywy’ av Ovnros éx O. Hense: éya Ovnrds vy’ 
( 7 evppoverv M éywy’ av Ovnros dv Meineke 

Nowhere, so far as I know, is it used of 
hostile arguments submitted to a judge 
for decision. To Dobree the combination 
Adywv dixkn seemed absurd ; but it corre- 
sponds to dixnv Aéyew (Ar. Vesp. 777); 
and to rods dvayxalous dia Ndywr ayavas 
(Gorg. Hel. 13), which refers to a trial 
in an Athenian law-court with its formal 
speeches on either side. So here: ‘if Z. 
should submit himself to trial on this 
issue with men, he would be cast.’ 
Adywv dixn is the same as Adywy aywv 
(Eur. Phoen. 588 n., Hclid. 116 n., 
Thuc. 3. 67); Adywv autddXa is a Sophistic 
display (Gorg. /.c., Wilamowitz on Eur. 
Her. 1255). dixn in the forensic sense is 
familiar to Sophocles (Az. 447, Ant. 742): 
cf. és dikny éorny Eur. 7.7. 961. On 
this view dpa is absolute: see Lexx. 

6 Ovynrds ek Ovyris tre pis: cf. Z/. 
589. Phil. 384, O.7. 1397- 

& ppovetv was current Attic for 
say be in one’s right mind’: Isae. 7. 1 

av éx SM, éyw Ovnrds y’ dv éx A, 

(Wyse). Soin 0.7. 552, 570, 600, 626, 
Ant. 755, frs. 108, 836. It is difficult to 
see how, either in this sense or as ‘to 
have good will,’ it can be used to limit 
gopwrepos. Herwerden, thinking the 
phrase meaningless, suspected that ed 
gpovetv had taken the place of ag6lrov, 
but subsequently was content to pronounce 
the line corrupt. Blaydes, reading és 
dra Ovnros T° ay éyw in v. 6, substituted 
dv ppoveiv for ed dpovetv. Wecklein sug- 
gested mpopéprepos for copwrepos. 

Perhaps the inf. is an error for ¢@ 
dpovav (fr. 462 n.): ‘ How should I... 
while of sound mind, aspire to be wiser 
than Zeus?’ A moderate ambition is 
the counterpart of a sound intelligence. 
Cf. Pind. Zsth. 4. 14 wh wdreve Leds yevé- 
gOa. Eur. Suppl. 217 7d yadpov 8 év 
gppeolv kexrnuévor | Soxodper elvar darmdvwv. 
copwrepo (pride upsets the balance). 
Contrast fr. 592 aa): 

525 
am aifépos dé Kamo Avyatov védous 

525 Schol. Ap. Rhod. 2. 1121 vix6’ 
bard Avyalnv] Thy cKoTewhy, Tapa Td AYyos 
To puTdv. Kal yap éxetvo wédav. Kal Tdv 
éviauTov NuKdBavra, olov AvydBavTa, érel 
pera AdyNS Baiver. ZopoxdrAys IloArvéévy- 
‘dam’ ...vépous.’ 

Avyaios has of course nothing to do 
with AvKn light, although the attempt to 
connect them lasted up to the time of 

Curtius (G. Z. 1 p. 197 E. tr.). But 
HrAWwyn and émrndvydfw are probably akin. : 
Meineke conjectured xvégous, but this is 
unnecessary: Avyalw vépec occurs in Eur. 
Hiclid. 855. Hartung with reason suggests 
that there is a reference to the storm 
which scattered the Greek fleet on their 
homeward voyage. 

526 

XiTév o amepos evduTHpLos KaK@V — 

526 ftym. M. p. 120, 48 dreipos.. 
éyer GE *Apos (see fr. 69) dre onualver 
xirava diéEodov pn exovra, ws mapa 
Zopoxret év Mlodvédvyn ‘ xiTwy...KaKdv.’ 
Philopon. in Ar. phys. 3. 4, Pp. 390, 20 

*_ Vit. rov KiKdov drreipov papev TH uy Exew 
mwépara, Kat ‘xiTGva dreipov’ pact Tov i 
éxovra diaipeow. 

Translate: ‘A tunic that gives no 
passage, a fatal swathing (awaits) thee.’ 
a was governed by some such word as 
wéver occurring in the context, and the 
line is a prophecy of Agamemnon’s death, 
spoken perhaps, as Welcker thought, by 
the ghost of Achilles. 

ameipos and Kkakev echo the language 
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of Aesch. Ag. 1381 f. dareipov aupiBrn- 
orpov, worep lxOvwy, | meprotixifw, rrod- 
Tov eluatos kaxév, where Clytaemnestra 
herself describes the bathing-robe in 
which she ensnared her husband. Cf. 
Eum. 637 apos mepecxivwoe, ev F 
arépuove | kémrer wedjoac’ avdpa Sardddhy 
wérhyw, Eur. Or. 25 7 woow daarelpw mept- 
Baroto’ bhdopuar. | éxrewev. The order 
of the words shows that xaxGv is governed 
by évSvurripios, as if xaxd were the 
material of the envelopment, ‘ shrouding 
with pains.’ The genitive follows the 
analogy of rAnpns, rodvoTredis (0.7. 83), 
and the like: Kuehner-Gerth § 417. 1. 

ZOPOKAEOYS 

Blaydes unwarrantably proposes évdurnp 
voex (or &pxer, with & for o’). évdurHpros 
is not otherwise known, but is nearly 
related (as e.g. owrThpios to owrhp) to 
évéuryp, which occurs only in 7rach. 674. 
It expresses therefore (see Jebb’s note 7” 
Joc.) something which was worn as an 
ornamental wrap on a special occasion, 
and its force cannot be more precisely 
given in English than by some such word 
as ‘drapery.’ Wecklein thought that 
Kak@v was an error, perhaps for AaBwr; 
but that would only shift the difficulty by 
making more prominent the awkward- 
ness of the double adjective. 

527 

Tapdppupa 0006S 

527 rapdpywa Hesych., rapdpuypa Phot. 

527 Hesych. UI p. 276 mapapiua. 
LogokA7s IloAvéevy ‘ wapdpusa odds,’ ws 
Kpevapevav twav tpacudtwr ék Tod ap- 
paros (eluaros or pduuaros was conjectured 
by Toll) mpds kédXos. twes 52 cxorviov év 
rats vavoly* ot dé brddnua. Phot. /ex. 
p- 389, I wapdpuupa moddés* Ta Hrodjuatra 
Ta pudueva Tovs ddas. 

The sense of mapappiuara in Xen. 
Hell. 1.6. 1g is well established, as being 
curtains of skins or felt hung along the side 
of a ship to protect those using the decks 
or gangways. So mapappiceas vedy in 
Aesch. Sugpl. 723. As the word means 
literally ‘a side-protection,’ it would not 
be surprising to find it used in combina- 
tion with wodés for a closed boot as 
distinguished from a sandal. That is to 
say, we might acquiesce in the explanation 
of Photius, if it was not for the mysteri- 
ous gloss of Hesychius, of which nothing 

can be made. Campbell thinks that 
he meant to describe an ornamental 
hammer-cloth, which would give a satis- 
factory meaning, although the words 
hardly seem apt; but he subsequently 
makes the impossible suggestion that 
mapdppuya=apBidra of Eur. Hzpp. 1189, 
z.é. foot-holes to prevent from slipping. 
Ellendt maintained that, whoever put the 
three interpretations together, could not 
have read the text of Sophocles; but the 
ultimate source, one would think, must 
have been the commentary of Didymus. 
—I have given rapdppuua (with Blaydes), 
as more in accordance with tragic analogy 
(z.e. odds mapappuu’); but inscriptional 
evidence is almost equally divided: see 
Meisterhans,? p. 95g43- +Welcker, quoting 
Aesch. Cho. 980 and Lycophr. 1102 
Kpogowrovs pagas, founda further reference 
to the entangling mém)os of fr. 526. 

528 

€ 4 4 / ‘\ + [ot Avpawwdpmevot Tiow TepiKdTTOVaL TA axpa. | 

528 Harpocr. p. 92, 23 AKpwrnpiac- 
pévo...dvTi Tov eduvpacuévor* of yap 
Avuawdpmevol tTicw elwOact mepixdrrev 
avra&v Ta axpa, ws kal Dopoxdys ILoAvéevy. 

It is possible that these words refer to 

the mutilation of Deiphobus, although 
there is no earlier extant authority for 
that incident than Verg. Aen. 6. 494 ff. 
For mutilation in general see on fr. 623. 
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TTPIAMO2 

The subject of the play is unknown, and Welcker (p. 159) 
took the view that the citations of the title were errors arising 
from the appearance of Priam as a character in some one or 
other of the Trojan plays. For examples of this kind of 
mistake see Introduction, § 1. Here, however, there is a prima 
facie case in favour of the title; and there is no reason why 
Sophocles should not have composed a Priam, as Philocles did 
(Suid.). One might guess that the plot related either (1) to the 
visit of Priam to Achilles in order to ransom the body of Hector, 
described in Hom. © and dramatized by Aeschylus in his Bpuyes 
7 Extopos Avtpa (TGF p. 84), or (2) to the slaughter of Priam 
by Neoptolemus at the altar of Zeds ‘Epxeios, an incident of the 
sack of Troy contained in the ‘I\iov wépous of Arctinus, if not 
also in the Lz¢tle [liad: see the authorities quoted by Frazer, 
Pausanias, V p. 371, and Gruppe, p. 688. The former view was 
adopted by Ahrens, who thought that IIpiayos was an alternative 
title of the Phryges". 

529 

yrapides 
529 Poll. 7. 118 xai Xardrovs dé 

ZogoxA7s, Sirov kal épyaNeia rdv NatriTwy 
évouage. elas kal ydapidas. Poll. to. 
147 oixodduou oxe’n Detar, yapldes, ws 
Zogpokdrjs év ITpidpw. 
No explanation of the form yAap(Ses 

is forthcoming; and H. proposed to sub- 
stitute yAagides, holding that yAapides 
was a false reading which deceived the 
later writers. For yAapis is also attested 
by Ztym. M. p. 233, 5 yAapis: \Bokoi'Kov 
épyahetov. KadXiuayos (fr. 159)° ‘kal 
yAaploes crapidn Te Kabteuévn re podv- 
Bols.? He points out that yAadis would 
be related to yAdg@w (yAdrrw) as yAudis 
to yAidw (y’rTw), padis to pdrrw, 

ypagls to ypddw, and cxadgls to cxarrw; 
but does not seem to have been aware 
that Sylburg (on Ztym. M. p. 778) had 
anticipated the suggestion, or to have 
noticed that it receives some confirmation 
from the words which follow in Ztym. /.: 
Tapa TO yAdm@Tw, Td Koi\ayTLKOY TeV 
AlOwy. Cf. 2b. p..235, 7 yAudis mapa 7d 
yrdow, yigw...n mapa Td yAdwrw yragis 
kal yAugls. tym. Gud. p. 126, 38 
“yhapldes, of KoNamripes mapa 7d yAdmrw 
To Ko\amrw. Hesych. I p. 432 has the 
unintelligible gloss yAapls: dpos. Ahrens 
conjectured that these tools were needed 
to make a sarcophagus for Hector. 

530 

Narvmou 

530 Pollux 7. 118: see on fr. 529. 
The ordinary word for a stone-cutter was 
rather \aréuos, as is indicated by Aaroula. 

Another was \cOoxédros (Dem. 47. 65). 
Aarvros is used by Philippus of Thessa- 
lonica (4.P. 7. 554). 

1 See Introductory Note below. 
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531 

Netar 

531 Pollux 7. 118 and Io. 147: see 
on fr. 529. There appears to be no 
other evidence fixing the meaning of this 
word, for Ztym. Gud. p. 364. 36 elar, 

éx ToD Neaivw 7d duarifw, probably refers 
to Nela 666s. Distinguish AeZar used for 
the weights of a loom. 

i a 

xuTpilew 

532 Schol. Ar. Vesp. 289 éyxurpreis: 
amd Tav éxrideuévwv radlwy év xvTpats. 
66 Kal LomoxdyAs 7d éxribévac (this is 
Weil’s brilliant emendation for droxreivac) 
xurpicew éeyev év IIpidum xal Alioxdros 
Aaiw (fr. 122) kal Bepexparns (fr. 247, I 
208 K.). 

Thescustom of exposing children in 
earthenware pots may be illustrated by 
Ar. Ran. 1190 bre Oh) mp@rov wev adrov 
vyevouevov (sc. Oedipus) | yeyudvos dvros 
é&é0ecav év dotpaxkwy| wa ph *Krpadels 
yévoro Tot warpos hove’s, Thesmt. 505 70 
& elaépepe ypais €v xUTpa 76 macdlov, Hdt. 
I. 113 €nke és TO Ayyos, ev rw Epepe Tov 
€repov (maida). Hence xurpitew and 
éyxurpl¢ew, for which we have the testi- 

mony of the grammarians: Hesych. Iv 
Pp. 302 xuTpifew: év xUTpa <éx>riOévat, 
schol. Ar. Ran. 1190, Hesych. II p. 13 
éyxuTplfew* éxrilévar Bpédos &v xuUTpa. 
From schol. Plat. Min. 315 c (=Suid., 
Etym. M. s.v.) we get the information 
that éyxurpiorpiac was the name given to 
the nurses who carried out the task of 
exposure. As we see from Herodotus 
that it was customary to use the same 
kind of pot for burying a dead child as 
for exposing it, this may explain an 
obscure statement in the last-mentioned 
authorities : é\eyov dé cal 7d BAaYWar Kara- 
xuTploa, ws "Apioropavns, where Lobeck 
restored @ayoar. Welcker referred the 
allusion to the exposure of Paris. 

TIPOKPI2 

The famous story of the loves of Cephalus and Procris is 
told with many variations; and the elaborate and romantic 
version contained in Ovid Met. 7. 690—862, is a conglomerate 
combining the legends of the Teumesian fox, of the love of 
Aurora for Cephalus, of the hound which could outrun any four- 
footed beast, and of the spear which never missed its aim, with 
the simplest form of the original love-story. A similar remark 
applies to the accounts given by Apollod. 3. 197 f., Anton. 
Lib. 41, and Hygin. fad. 189. The visit of Procris to Minos in 
Crete, and the coarseness of the device by which she revenged 
herself upon Cephalus, are hardly likely to have been introduced 
by Sophocles into his play. The original form of the Attic 
myth is probably to be found in Pherecydes (“HG I 90), as 
recorded by the schol. on Hom. X% 321: see also Eustath. Od. 
p. 1688, 20. Cephalus, the son of Deioneus, married Procris, 
the daughter of Erechtheus, and dwelt in Thoricus. Wishing 
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to test his wife’s fidelity, he remained abroad for a period of 
eight years, and at length returned to his own house in disguise. 
Then, by a profusion of rich gifts, he set himself to seduce 
Procris; and, when at last he seemed to be on the point of 
success, he revealed his identity and rebuked his wife. A recon- 
ciliation followed; but the unremitting ardour with which 
Cephalus devoted himself to the chase, aroused the suspicion of 
Procris that he was secretly courting another woman. Her sus- 
picion was confirmed by a conversation with a servant, who 
admitted that in a lonely spot on the mountain he had fre- 
quently heard his master exclaim: 6 vedéArn, tapayevod. Procris 
determined to conceal herself at the place indicated, and to 
await the issue. So, when she heard him repeating the cry, she 
ran towards him; but Cephalus, amazed at. her sudden appear- 
ance, before he could recognize who she was, threw his javelin 
and killed her. Subsequently he sent.for her father Erechtheus 
and gave her a splendid burial. 

The conclusion of the story agrees with a vase-painting 
_ reproduced by Rapp in Roscher II 1101 from Millingen, Azczent 
unedited Monuments, fig. 14, which represents Procris transfixed 
by a spear, Cephalus on one side holding a hound by a leash, 
and Erechtheus arriving on the other. Although there is no 
evidence respecting the contents of Sophocles’ play, it seems 
fairly certain that the accidental death of Procris must have been 
the climax of the action: ta & és ry IIpoxpiv, says Pausanias 
(10. 29. 6), Kal of mavtes addovaw...dv TpoTov éTENEUTHOEV UTO 
Tov avopos. 

It should be added that the trial of Cephalus for homicide 
before the court of the Areopagus wasa familiar Athenian legend 
(schol. Eur. Or. 1649); and it might be argued that Sophocles 
was hardly likely to have omitted to refer to it. In that case the 
sole fragment that has been preserved was possibly taken from 
a description of the judges. 

530 
\ \ lal 

KOAGCTAL KQITLTULYTAL KAK@V 

533 Pollux 9. 140 7a wey oxdnpa Ta 
dé waGddov mpds Erepa TAH TOO éririunrod, 
@ Kéxpnrat DopoxdAjjs eiriv év rH Updxprdr 
‘xo\aoTal...KaK@v.’ 

émiTusytys is joined with KoAacrrs 
also in Eur. Suppl. 255 Tovrwy xodacriy 
kamiriyunrhy, dvaz, where rovrwy is neuter, 
as no doubt xax@v is here. In Aésch. 
Prom. 77 ws obmitipntis ye Tov epywr 

Bapvs it may be said that the word is 
neutral (‘ valuer,’ ‘ appraiser ’) ; but there 
is no doubt that, like émeriuov (Jebb on 
El. 915) and émiriue, it had a sinister 
tone, to which Bapis points. Strictly an 
assessor of penalties, in the metaphorical 
sense it is perhaps best represented by 
* censurer.’ 
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PIZOTOMOI 

The statement of Macrobius (fr. 534) shows that the play 
dealt with the magic practices of Medea, and, in view of the 
events covered by the other plays relating to the fortunes of 
Jason and Medea (Kodyiédes, 2xvat), Welcker’s inference’ that 
the plot comprised the cunning artifice by which Medea per- 
suaded the daughters of Pelias to destroy their father’s life has 
been generally accepted. The title clearly indicates the gathering 
of medicinal or magical herbs; for fcfoTouos was applied as well 
to those whom we should call sorcerers as to the legitimate 
followers of Asclepius. Cf. Theophr. /f. 4.5.1 Ta happaxwdn 
Tais pilars Kal Tots orois. «7 XEOOV TavTa Ta pCoTopovpmsva, 20. 9. 
17 08 peoropor Kal of Tovs happaxwders OTrovs ouEyorTEs, 20, 
ce mepl TAVT@V pappaxwddy oiov KapTod Xuduc pov pudrov 
putav Toas’ KaXovat yap Kal Toav éva Tov happakwdar oi pito- 
Touot. (It was a very improbable guess of M. Schmidt that the 
gloss of Hesych. II p. 549 cuxAapuvos* Toa tus UO TOV pLfoTop@rv 
referred to the play of Sophocles.) Phot. ex. p. 488, 19 puforopor’ 
dappaxets’ Botavixoi. Lucian dial. d. 13. 1 (Heracles to Asclep- 
ius) od 5€ pifotopos ef Kal ayvptns. So we find with reference 
to Medea herself in Ov. Met. 7. 226 et placitas (herbas) partim 
radice revellit,| partim succidit curvamine falcis aenae®. Cf. 
tb, 264 twlic Haemonia radices valle resectas | seminaque floresque 
et sucos incoquit acres. 

Euripides treated the same subject in his Pelzades (TGF 
» p. 550), which belonged to the year 455, and was the first play 
produced by its author. There is nothing to show the date of 
the present play, and the fragments give no indication from which 
we can trace the development of the plot. The dramatic versions 
of the story no doubt contributed to its popularity in later times, 
but the allusions of Pindar (Pyth. 4. 251 Tay IleX ao povov) and 
Pherecydes (FHG I 87 ws Gow Mydeva te Iledia Kaxov) are 
enough to prove that it was not invented by the tragic poets®. 
The rejuvenation of Aeson was mentioned in the Cyclic Wostz 
(EGF p. 55), and that of Jason himself by Pherecydes (7#HG 
I 89) and Simonides (fr. 204)*. 

During the absence of the Argonauts Pelias had put Jason’s 
father Aeson to death, or had forced him to commit suicide by 
drinking bull’s blood. Whereupon his wife Amphinome had 
hanged herself in grief, or, according to another version, had 

1 p. 340 ff. 2 See n. on fr. 534. 3 Gruppe, p. 5784. 
4 Shakespeare’s allusion (4Z.V. v 1. 12 lu such a night | Medea gathered the en- 

chanted herbs | That did renew old Aeson) was doubtless taken from Golding’s trans- 
lation of the Metamorphoses. 
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fled to the royal hearth and there stabbed herself, cursing Pelias 
as the author of her sorrows. Even Promachus, Jason’s younger 
brother, who was still a child, had been slain, in order that no 
possible successor to the throne might be left. When the 
Argonauts reached Thessaly on their return, Medea determined 
to avenge her husband’s wrongs. Accordingly, disguising herself 
as an aged priestess of Artemis, she managed to effect an entrance 
into the palace. She then announced to the king that the god- 
dess regarded him with special favour, and had come in person 
to give him renewed youth. By various magical tricks, and in 
particular by secretly removing her disguise, and showing herself 
as a young and beautiful woman, she won the confidence of 
Pelias and his daughters. The latter were ready to do anything 
she bade them, and when, after cutting up and boiling an old 
ram, she pretended to produce in its place a lamb from the 
cauldron, she had no difficulty in persuading them all—with the 
exception of Alcestis—to take the same course with their father. 
While Pelias was thus being done to death, Medea lighted 
a torch on the roof of the palace asa signal to the Argonauts, 
who were waiting in concealment outside. Then Jason, with the 
help of his companions, seized the royal stronghold. Eventually, 
however, he surrendered the throne to Acastus, the son of Pelias, 
and withdrew to Corinth. 

This narrative is principally taken from Diod. 4. 50—5 3, which 
should be compared with the accounts given in Apollod. I. 143 f,, 
Hygin. fad. 24, Pausan. 8. 11. 2, and Ov. Wet. 7.297—349. Thus 
Ovid and Pausanias make Medea present herself to Pelias as 
a suppliant, complaining of the wrongs she had suffered from 
Jason. But Hartung’s attempt to assign the version of Diodorus 
to Euripides, and that of Ovid to Sophocles, cannot be supported. 
Ovid and Hyginus entirely omit the motives which served to 
excuse the cruelty of the revenge taken; but it is incredible 
that Sophocles took no account of this tragic element in the. 
story. The cruelty of Pelias is recorded by Diodorus and 
Apollodorus; but the narrative of Diodorus is known to be based 
on the prose romance of Dionysius Scytobrachion (¢. 150 B.C.: 
Schwartz in Pauly-Wissowa V 930), and contains several incidents 
which can hardly have come from an Attic tragedian’. There is 
thus no evidence which we can safely use in reconstructing the 

1 Welcker, however, attributed this version to Sophocles. Robert, Arch. Zig. 
1875, p- 134, referred it to the Pe/iades. On the other hand, Schwartz, de Dionys. 
Scytobr. p. 9, supposed that Ovid derived his material from Euripides, and that 
Diodorus was indebted to some later tragedy. A sculptured relief representing Medea 
and the Peliades is connected with this play by F. Winter in Neue Jahrd. f. ki. 
Altert. XXIII (1909) 706. 
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plot of Sophocles; but the unanimity of the authorities in 
stating that the boiling of the ram was the device which pre- 
vailed with the Peliades, makes it highly probable that it was 
used by both tragic poets. Welcker thinks that both in Sopho- 
cles and Euripides the climax was reached when Medea signalled 
to Jason from the roof of the palace—a guess probable enough, 
but unsupported by evidence. He also conjectures that the 
action of the play began with Medea’s herb-gathering, and that 
the introductory matter was explained in a narrative prologue. 

It may.be questioned whether the chorus of piforopos was 
composed simply of attendants of Medea, or comprised the 
king’s daughters and other maidens from lolcus. 

Nauck assigns to this play fr. 830: see also on fr. 648. 

534 
a a 4S , \ »” / > n S efoTicw yxepdos Ompa TpéTOVT 
émov apywepn oralovta Touys 
xahkéouot KadoLs déyeTau <n es 

534. 

534 Macrobius Sat. 5. 19. 8 haec res 
nonne guaestione digna est, unde Vergilio 
(Aen. 4. 513) ‘aeneae falces’ 2 mentem 
venerint ? ponam ttaque Vergilianos versus, 
mox exinde Sophoclis, guos Maro aemu- 
latus est. ‘ falcibus et messae ad lunam 
quaeruntur aenis | pubentes herbae nigri 
cum lacte veneni.’ Sophoclis autem tra- 
goedia td, de quo guaerimus, etiam titulo 
pracfert ; inscribitur enim ‘Prfordpor. 
in gua Medeam describit maleficas herbas 
secantem, sed aversam, né vi noxit odorts 
ipsa interficeretur, et sucum quidem her- 
barum in cados aeneos refundentem, tpsas 
autem herbas aenets falcibus exsecantem. 
Sophoclis versus hi sunt ‘i ® étoriow... 
déxerar’ et paulo post‘ ai 5é...dpemavocs.’ 

1 éfomlow xepds: she averts her eyes 
from the action which her hand performs: 
see on fr. 598. In rites of expiation and 
purification, and generally where the 
ritual of chthonian powers is concerned, 
it was customary to make the offering - 
with head turned aside, and to leave the 
spot without looking back. O.C. 490 
érett’ abéprew. dorpodos (after an offering 
to the Eumenides). Aesch. Cho. 
orelxw, Kabdpuad’ ws Tis éxméupas, radu | 
dixovoa TedXOs doTpiporoww dupaciw. Hom. 

1 oupacr Tperovea P (cod. Paris. 6371 saec. X1) 3 xadios P 

€ 350, K 528 avros 5’ drovécgi Tparés Oa. 
Theocr. 24. 94 prvdrw eb pda racav 
brép morauoto pépovoa...dy dé véecOar 
dorpemros. Verg. Hcl. 8. 102 fer cineres, 
Amaryllt, foras rivogue fluenti | transque 
caput zace, nec respexeris, Ov. Fast. 5. 
437 aversusque tacit...nec respictt. The 
underlying purpose is to avoid the danger 
of looking directly at the evil spirits who 
are at hand; and the custom is illustrated 
by the story of Orpheus and Eurydice. 

2 omév xré.: ‘the thick white sap 
dripping from the cleft wood.’ The 
genitive is ablatival: see Jebb on £7. 
1422. With dpywepys Lobeck (Paralip. 
p- 50) compares the use of dulxdn (Lat. 
nubecula) for a sediment in the Hippo- 
cratean writings. Campbell, owing to 
a misunderstanding, reads ordfovea in 
the sense of ‘squeezing out.’ 

3 xadrxéowor. After the introduction 
of iron, bronze was retained for cere- 
monial purposes by a conservative in; 
stinct; and in course of time magical 
virtues were ascribed to it. Thus the 
hair of the Flamen Dialis at Rome might 

. only be cut with a bronze razor: Frazer, 
Golden Bough?, 1 p. 242. On p. 3445 
the same writer refers to the schol. on 
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pees at O€ Kadvrrat 
KioTat pilav KpvmTovoL Topas, 5 
as noe Bow@o adradralopern 
yupryn Xxadkéous Hua Spemavors. 

4 xadurrai Valckenaer : 
coni. Ellendt 

Theocr. 2. 36 Tov yap xadkdv érfdov év 
tais éxdelWeot THs ceAHVNS Kal Ev Tots KaTOL- 
xouevors, émredyn évoulfero KkaGapds elvac 
kal dareNaorikds TOv puacudtwr. In Ave. 
430 Antigone pours the xoai for Polynices 
éx...eUKpoTnrov XxaNKkéas mpdxov. See 
also Conington on Verg. /.c., Gruppe, 
8951. In Ov. Fast. 2. 577 the witch 
pierces the fish’s head acu aena.—xah- 
kéoigt is dissyllabic, as in Eur. Phoen. 
I 359 (xaAxots G only). 

kadv@rrat: see cr. n. There is 
a seater error in Aesch. 4g. 319 where 
Canter restored xdromrov for xdromrpor. 
‘It probably refers to some coverings in 
which the kiora: were wrapped,-—to 
mark their sacred or mystic character’ 
(J.). I should prefer to regard the verbal 
adjective as having an active sense: so 
&pavoros O.7. 969 (where see Blaydes), 
abroywros Ant. 875, mdvovptos El. 851 
(Js n.), AwBnrés Phil. 607, EumdnxKTOs 
Ai. 1358, mepippytos Eur. Phoen. 209, 
dppirextos 20. 500, weverds Ar. Av. 1620, 
evAoddpyros Plut. amat. 13 p. 757 A, 
dvotkovduntos de curios. 5 p. 517 E. See 
also the comm. on Azz. 1011 KaduTTijs 
miedjs, and n. on fr. 349. 

6 dAadafopévn: see cr. n. Nauck 
(Zndex, p. XIII ais accepted Ellendt’s con- 
jecture. dhad7 is the joyous cry of 
victory, and is associated in consequence 
with the gods who are supreme in war 
(Pind. fr. 225 ’AXadd, Tlo\guov Ovyarep), 
such as Ares (Cornut. 21) and Athena 
(Pind. O/. 7. 37). It is true that in 
general the d\aXafyméds of men answers to 
the éAoAvyués of women: Heliod. 3. 5 
@AdAvEay wev ai yuvaixes, HAdAa~av 8’ 
oi dvdpes, on the occasion of.a procession 
at Delphi in honour of Neoptolemus. 
But, if the ciréumstances so required, 
the more sonorous cry might be uttered 
by women: Eur. Bacch. 1133 at 6’ Hdd- 
hafov, of the infuriated Bacchanals. The 
word is more particularly connected with 

kadumtTpat P = §& Kpvmrovew (om. Touds) P 6 ddrodAvfomevyn 
7 Touwas post dperdvas habet P, delevit Bentley 

the strange sounds heard in the wild rites 
of non-Hellenic deities, such as Cybele 
(Eur. He/. 1352) and Cotytto (Aesch. fr. 
57), or with portentous and supernatural 
voices (Hdt. 8. 37). Hence we find 
ddadayuds etc. used in Plutarch of 
the cries of lost souls (ser. sm. vind. 
22 p. 564 B, fac. orb. lun. 29 p. 944 B), of 
mourning women (consol. 7p. 6r0C), and 
of the distracted ravings of Marius (JZar. 
45). addaddvecGat, therefore, does not ap- 
pear to be out of place when applied to 
the sorceress Medea in her invocation of 
Hecate (cf. fr. 535). It must be admitted 
that dAoAvgew is used by Ap. Rh. 3. 1215 
of the nymphs accompanying Hecate, 
and wlulare by Hor. Sat. 1. 8. 25, Ov. 
Met. 7. 190: but some confusion of the 
two words was inevitable, and we are 
not justified in altering the text. 

7 yvpvy. Herwerden wished to read 
mpupvas, comparing Hom. M 149 (iAnr) 
Tpumyvny extdpvovTes; but that would 
destroy a touch characteristic of magic 
ceremony, z.e. the laying aside of the 
upper garment. So Verg. Aen. 4. 518, 
Hor. fod. 5.25 expedita Sagana, where 
the schol. has: ‘ succincta, ne defluentes 
vestes impedimento essent,’ Satz. 1. 8. 23 
vidi egomet nizra succinctam vadere palla | 
Canidiam pedibus nudis, Ov. Met. 7. 182 
(of Medea) egreditur tectis vestes induta 
recinctas, | nuda* pedem, nudos umeris 
infusa capillos, Senec. Med. 756 secreta 
nudo nemora lustravt pede. Mekler 
refers to Heim, /ucantam. mag., Lips. 
1892, p. 508, who brings forward several 
examples to show the importance at- 
tached to nudity in the celebration of 
magic rites; and also to Jos. Hooken- 

‘bach, de nuditate sacra, Giessen, I9QII. 
See also Warde Fowler, Roman Festivals, 
P- 1099.—xadkéors Sperdvors, =falcibus 
aents Verg./.c. So Ov. Met. 7. 227 (of 
Medea) partim succidit curvamine falcts 
aenae. 
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535 

"HXwe d€o70Ta Kat Tp Lepor, 
THs eivodias “Exarys €yxos, 
To Ov _Odhvparov <mpo>moovaa épet 
Kal yns valova lepas Tpiddous, 
orepavacapery Sput Kat m\exTots 5 
@pav omeipatot SpakdvTwv. 

535. 2 clvodias Itali: gvodlas L 
mpotoNovea scripsi: 
naer, mé\<ov ovpdvuov O0>ovca déper M. Schmidt 
L | wXexrois Valckenaer: mielorovs L 
gerum Valckenaer: 

535 Schol. Ap. Rhod. 3. 1214 ére 
Spaxovor Kal dpvivy Kade oréperat qn 
‘Exdrn kal Lodoxryjs év ‘Pefordmors TOV 
Xopov wemoine Néyovra ‘"HXte...dpa- 
KovTwr.’ 

1 ff. wip xré. ‘Thou hallowed fire, 
weapon of Hecate the road-goddess, that 
she bears when ministering in Olympus 
on high and in her haunts by the sacred 
cross-ways on earth.’ There can be no 
doubt that Sophocles here connects 
Hecate with Helios as the moon-goddess, 
while at the same time recognizing the 
other (chthonian) aspect of her power 
(v. 4). In both capacities she wields 
the torch, to which are to be referred her 
titles gwoddpos (Eur. Hel. 569 n.), dgdo- 
gopos (Jebb on Bacchyl. fr. 23) and the 
like. Most of the authorities (e.g. 
Stending in Roscher 1 1888) treat this 
function as the natural attribute of a 
lunar goddess; but Farnell (Cults of 
Greek States, 11 p. 549) thinks that the 
torch was originally a chthonian sym- 
bol. See also Heckenbach in Pauly- 
Wissowa VII 2777. Similarly Artemis 
was dugimupos (Trach. 216, cf. O.7. 
206): the double torch is explained by 
Wiener (22. Mus. LVIII 333) as referring 
to the division of the month into two 
halves. —eivoSlas, as a title of Hecate, 
is for the most part associated with 
chthonian worship: see Jebb on Azz. 
1199. Possibly it was suggested by fear 
of brigands: Heckenbach, /.c. 2775. Cf. 
Eur. Hel. 570 ob vuxripavrov mpdrodov 
évodias ww’ dpas (n.), Jou 1048 Hivodla...a 
Tav vuxrirodw épbduv avdcoes.—*yxos, 
weapon, is applied somewhat vaguely to 
the torch, as an instrument borne by 

3 Ovddprov Valckenaer: ’OAdurov L | 
twodovoa L, mwrotca Keil, ré\Xovca Dobree, rodddv ye Valcke- 

5 dpuvt Ellendt: dpvel 
6 wydv oreipyot Spaxdytwy post Scali- 

aunt omelpovet Spdxovras L 

Hecate in the exercise of her sacred 
function: see on fr. 782.—mpotrodovea : 
seecr.n. ‘Thecommon reading is Keil’s 
mwdotoa, of which J. says: ‘ rwiéw, to 
go about trading (and so simply “to 
sell”), here reverts to its primitive sense, 
going about, moving.’ But there is no 
authority for the meaning required. My 
suggestion rests on the assumption that 
Hecate was the minister of Zeus in 
Olympus (Ar. Ran. 1362 od & &, Ards 
durbpous dvéxovta Rapmrddas dgurdras 
xepotv ‘Exdra), and of Persephone in the 
world below : Hom. 4. Dem. 439 f. moda 
5’ ap’ dupaydmrnce kopnv Anprhrepos 
ayvijs* | éx rod of mpdmoXos kal drdwy 
érder’ dvacoa. Discussing ‘ the Hesiodic 
Hecate’ (Hes. 7%. 411 ff.) in C.R. xi 
392, G. C. W. Warr inferred that ‘her 
special participation in sacrificial offerings 
to the gods must be explained in the 
sense that offerings were made through 
her to greater deities, whose servant she 
was.’—tpiddovs: ‘she was the goddess of 
the cross-ways not necessarily because if 
we travel by night the moonlight is de- 
sirable when we come to them, but very 
possibly because she was the mistress of 
ghosts, and the cross-ways were haunted.’ 
Farnell in C. &. 11 167: and so Gruppe, 
Gr. Myth. p. 1291. Cf. Cornut. 34. 
p. 72 Lang évreddev (from the three 
phases of the moon) #65 kal rpiodiries 
€mekAHOn Kal Trav Tpiddwy érémrns évo- 
Mic@n, schol. Theocr. 2. 36 idpiovro dé 
Thy ‘Exdrnv év rats rpiddas, Ore éml Trav 
Kadapudrwv kal pwacudtov 4 Oeds. For 
7a ‘Exarata see on fr. 734 

5f. Spvt. For the crowning of He- 
cate with oak-leaves there does not seem 
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to be any authority beyond this passage 
and Ap. Rhod. 3. 1215 mépé dé ww 
éstepdvewTo | suepdaréor Spvlvaice pera 
mropbocrdpaxovres. Cf. however Porphyr. 
de abst. 2. 16 Kara pnva Exacrov Tats 
vounnvias cTemhavotvTa Kal pacdpvvovra 
roy ‘Eputv xai rhv ‘Exdrny. Blaydes 
strangely conjectured xvol.—textois, 
which was corrupted to melcrous, is a 
good instance of the confusion of K and 
IZ: see Cobet, VL. p. 124. Spaxdvrev: 

177 

cf. Lucian Philops. 22 kal ra pev evepOev 
dgidmrous jv, Ta SE yopydve éudephs 7d 
Bréupa,...kal dvri ris xduns Tovs dpa- 
kovtas Boorpuvxnddv mepréxecto, 
eiAoupévous mepi Tov abxéva kal éml rov 
@pwv éviouvs égmetpauévous. Gruppe, 
Gr, Myth. p. 12892, denies that she is 
represented in art either as wreathed with 
serpents or in serpent form. See also 
Heckenbach, /.c. 2773. 

536 
/ KOpov aioTaoas Tupi 

536 icraoas rip cod.: corr. Musurus 

536 Hesych. I p. 87 diordcas* dca- 
xéas Kal thHéas. BopoxAs ‘“Piforduos 
‘xdpov tarwoas mip.’ Phot, ed. Reitz. 
P- 55, 25 dlorwoas’ dvti rod diaxéas, 
ThkEas. Lopokd7ys. 

Ellendt appears to be right in under- 
standing képov as a waxen puppet or doll 
fashioned to represent the victim, which 
the sorcerer melts in the fire in order to 
make his magic influence effective. But, 
when he flatly asserts that the «épos 
represents Jason, who is bewitched by 
Medea, he overlooks the gender of the 
participle. This meaning of xépos (not 
recognized by L. and S.) is implied in 
KopomAdOos, and the word itself is found 
in Suid. s.v. kopomrddOor* of rods Kédpous 
mrdrrovTes knpe 7 yOYw=Timaeus, ed. 
Ruhnk. p. 165. So Harpocr. s.v. Kopo- 
mwddOos, who gives xépas 7 Kdépous, and 
Ruhnken shows that xépn is better at- 
tested. Kiister’s xypév gives the same 
sense, and in that case aicrdéeas is re- 
quired, a form which might be justified 
by Az. 515 ov yap mo marpld’ jorwoas 
dopt. Duentzer, who refers to Pind. fr. 
123, 6, thinks that the melting of 
wax was introduced to symbolize the 
wasting power of love. But the change 
does not seem to be necessary. Brunck 
strangely preferred xépyv with the ex- 
planation ‘de Jasone, qui Medeam ure- 

bat.’ Still less attractive is Hartung’s: 
KOpLUv. 

The magical practice in which a waxen 
image is burnt or stabbed, either as a 
love-charm or in order to cause death or’ 
sickness, is sufficiently well known. Cf. 
Theocr. 2. 28 ws rotrov rov xnpdv éywo 
adv daiwove THKw, | ws TdKoLO’ bm’ Epwros 
6 Mubvéis adrixa Aéddis. Such are 
Plato’s xKyjpwa pmiphwara mwemrdacuéva 
(egg. 933 B). So Hor. Zpod. 17. 76 
cereas imagines, Sat. 1. 8. 30, Verg. Eel. 
8. 76, Ov. Her. 6. gt. devovet absentes 
simulacrague cerea fingit, et miserum 
tenues in recur urget acus. The medieval 
witches went through exactly the same 
ceremonies. A graphic account is given 
in Holinshed’s Chronicle of the be- 
witching of King Duffe: ‘who found 
one of the Witches rosting upon a 
woodden broche an image of waxe at 
the fire, resembling in ech feature the 
kings person, made and devised as is to 
be thought, by craft and art of the Devill: 
an other of them sat reciting certain 
words of enchantment, and still basted 
the image with a certain licour very 
busily’ (Aistory of Scotland, V1 p. 207). 
Although, as already observed, the words 
of the fragment cannot apply directly to 
Medea, it is natural to suppose that her 
sorceries are actually in question. 

ZAAMQNEY2 ZATYPIKO2 

Salmoneus was an Aeolid, brother of Sisyphus, Athamas, 
and Cretheus (Apollod. 1. 51), and father of Tyro (Hom. A 235, 

P, Il, 12 
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Apollod. 1. 90). Originally a Thessalian, he migrated to Elis, 
where he founded the town known as Salmone (Steph. Byz. 
p-. 552, 5, Strabo 356), or Salmonia (Diod. 4. 68) in Pisatis. Cf. 
Eur. fr. 14 “EAXAnY yap, @s Aéyouat, yiyverar Atos, | Tod & Alonog 
Tats, Aiodov dé Liovgos | "A@aduas te Kpnbets 0 bs 7 er 
"Ardesod poais | Oeod pavels éppuye Laruywveds Proya. He was 
a typical U@peorns, and was punished for his insolent presumption 
in aspiring to be the equal of Zeus. In a literal sense he violated 
Pindar’s precept un pdateve Zevs yevéoOar (Lsth. 4. 14). 

Salmoneus claimed to be Zeus himself, and ordered the 
sacrifices to be made to him which were usually reserved for 
Zeus. He even mocked the divine attributes by fastening to his 
chariot tanned hides and brazen bowls so contrived as to imitate 
the noise of thunder, and by copying the lightning with blazing 
torches hurled into the sky. But Zeus struck him with his bolt, 
and destroyed his city and all its inhabitants (Apollod. 1. 89: 
cf. Hygin. fad. 61). 

Vergil’s allusion to him (Aen. 6, 585 ff.) must be quoted in 
full: 

vidt et crudelis dantem Salmonea poenas, 
dum flammas Lovts et sonitus imitatur Olympr*. 
guattuor hic invectus equis et lampada quassans 
per Graium populos mediaeque per Elidis urbem 
zbat ovans, divumque sibi poscebat honorem, 
demens! quit nimbos et non imitabile fulmen 
aere et cornipedum pulsu simularet equorum. 
at pater omnipotens densa inter nubila telum 
contorsit, non ile faces nec fumea taedis 
lumina, praecipitemque immant turbine adegit. 

What aere meant in v. 591 is doubtful; and some have inclined 
to the view that a brazen bridge was: intended, as also by Mani- 
lius (5. 91 ff.). Anyhow, it is clear that Vergil did not follow 
the same authority as Apollodorus. The legend was known to 
Hesiod in some form; for he calls Salmoneus @écxog (fr. 7, 5 Rz.). 
Eustath. Od. p. 1681, 63, denying that the impiety of Salmoneus 
was known to Homer, ascribes its notoriety to 01 vewTEpoL. 

There is no trace of dramatic action in the story of Salmoneus 
so far as itis known to us; but the sources are none too copious, 

1 For the historical significance of this see Wilamowitz, /sy//os, p. 101. 
* The commentators have discovered extraordinary subtleties of meaning in dam 

imtitatur, because they refuse to face the facts. Let anyone consider Cic. Zzsc. 1. 
101 dic, hospes, Spartae nos te hic vidisse tacentes, | dum sanctts patriae legibus obse- 
quimur ; and, even without the help of the original, @ E¢iv’, dyyé\New Aaxedacmoviows 
ore THOSE | KelweBa, Tots Kelyvwv phuace teOduevo., he might see that dum obsequemur 
was simply ‘ obedient.’. So here dum imitatur=‘as an imitator of.’ The clause is 
no longer temporal, and. defies ¢vans/ation ; but a full discussion would lead too far. 
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Robert! has recently referred to the play of Sophocles for the 
interpretation of a much-disputed vase-painting. It was origin- 
ally published by E. A. Gardner in A. /. Arch, 1899, III 331, and 
explained by him as depicting the madness of Athamas. Sub- 
sequently, at the suggestion of Miss Harrison made independently 
of Robert, it was referred to Salmoneus by A. B, Cook in C. R. 
XVII 276, where a reproduction is given. But Cook did not 
bring in Sophocles. Robert supposes that Salmoneus was put 
in chains by his subjects as a madman? and was represented 
brandishing his sham thunderbolt, after he had broken loose. 
Even if it were certain, the identification would not carry us far. 

Anthropologists seem to be agreed that Salmoneus was 
originally a rain-maker, and that his action was afterwards mis- 
understood: see Frazer, G.B?2 1 p. 113; History of Kingship, 
p. 197; Reinach, RA 1903, p. 154 ff.; Gruppe, Gr. cies p. 820,; 
J. E. Harrison, Themis, p. 79. 

537 

a8" €OTL KYLO POS Kal prypatov Wodos: 
TO kadhixooaaBovvrt vuKnTH pLo. 
rine kai BaddovTe yadKevov Kapa. 

537. 2 xadXxorraBovvre Athen. 

537 Athen. 487D kanretrar dé pawns 
Kal 76 €mi TOU korTd,Bou épeoTnKés, eg’ ov Tas 
Adrayas év macdig Ereumov* Sep 6 Zopo- 
kAjs év Laduwvet xddxecov edn Kapa, 
Aéyw ottrws ‘Tad éml...«dpa.’ 

For the reference to the game cottabus 
see on fr. 277: we have here clearly de- 
fined the reward promised to the épagr7js 
on condition of success. In order to 
succeed the Adraé must be so skilfully 
thrown upon the wAdorvyé, that the latter 
in falling strikes the bronze head of the 
pdvyns. J. says: ‘In the xérraBos in the 
museum at Perugia (from an Etruscan 
tomb) an object of bronze, like a can- 
delabrum (fa8dos), is surrounded at a 
third of its height by a basin, and in a 
socket at the top is a small bronze figure 
with one leg and arm raised (the uav7s). 
Dict. Ant. 1 559.’ Cf. Critias fr. 1 B. 
xérraBos éx Zixedts éore XGovds ExapeTres 
Zpyov | dv cxowdv és NaTtdywr rdéa Kah- 

Thpia to 

3 xd\xeov Blaydes 

ordueOa. Antiphanesfr. 55, 1133 K. Eur. 
fr. 562. The ordinary prizes in the game 
were eggs, cake, and sweetmeats (Athen. 
666 D), but kisses are mentioned else- 
where either in combination with ‘such 
dainties or alone: Plato fr. 46, 1 612 K 
maigwuev dé mept pitnudTrwv, Eubulus 
fr. (3) 3, Ul 165 K. Onow 6é vixnryprov 
tpeis Tawilas | kal ura wévre kal prdjuar’ 
évvéa. 

1 ff. As the text stands, the asyndeton 
at the end of v. 1 is harsh, and a con- 
nective seems to be required to identify 
the vknryptia with kviopés and piAnpa- 
Ttwv Wodos. Jacobs proposed to remedy 
this by substituting r40” tore, xveguots.. 
ydpous, and removing the stop at the end 
of the line ; the result would be satisfactory 
(see on fr. 282), but the means are some- 
what violent. M. Schmidt altered vixn- 

VUKNTHpL ae Schweighauser 
preferred to put a full stop after rad’ 

1 Apophoreton der XLVI1 Versammlung deutscher Philol. u. Schulmanner, iiber- 
reicht von der Graeca Halensis, Berlin 1903, p. 105. 

* Ilberg in Roscher Iv 292 thinks that he was put in chains in consequence of the 
oppression of his subjects, who had risen against him. 

I2-——2 
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éort kviouds and simply to accept Wddous. 
To the substitution of @ for 7@, as sug- 
gested by Adam and Villebrun, he 
objected that the article cannot be spared ; 
but this surely depends on the context. 
Enger read ri@éueva for tiOnu. Camp- 
bell proposed rdpeor: for 748 éori, Weck- 
lein more boldly yAwoons Te Kviopov... 
Wopov. None of these corrections is 
convincing, and it is hazardous to alter 

ZOPOKAEOYS 

the idiomatic 746’ éori (Eur. Or. 1508, 
Hclid. 793 1.), which may have referred 
backward rather than forward.—In v. 3 
Nauck’s suggested 7@ Bdddovri (for Kai 
Badévre) is condemned by Eur. fr. 562. 

xaAkeov. There is no obvious reason 
why the epic form of the adjective should 
appear here only in tragedy, and Blaydes 
is perhaps right in regarding it as an 
error for xd\keov. 

538 
‘\ 4 ld Kal Tay Gv KEepavria 

Téupre oe Bpovrns Kat Svcogpias Badou. 

538. 1 sq. kepauvvia méugué ce Dobree: xepatvia méuquét codd. | BddAot Bentley: 
Ad Bo codd. 

538 Galen xXvII 1. p. 879 kal 6 
avrés (fr. 337 had just been quoted) év 
Laruwvet caripos ‘kal Trax’ av...AdBor.’ 

The reference is to the punishment of 
Salmoneus. Dobree points out (Adv. 11 
365) that Kepavvla méudtE Bpovras is a 
case of hypallage, like etesta flabra aguti- 
lonum (Lucr. 5. 742). On such trans- 
ferences of the epithet see Headlam in 
C.R. Xv1 434. This consideration also 
serves to justify Sucoculas to which 
xepauvias should logically be attached: 
thus there is no need for Madvig’s pro- 
saic dvcocula, or for Nauck’s dvcouBplas. 
For the meaning of wéyugté see on fr. 
337: it may be conveniently translated 
‘storm’ here, but Galen is substantially 

right in treating voy as the central idea : 
cf. Lat. aura.—bvoorptas refers to the 
sulphurous fumes left behind by the 
lightning: Sen. mat. gu. 2. 53. 2 guo- 
cumgque decidit fulmen, ibi odorem esse 
sulpuris certum est, Lucr. 6. 220 inusta 
vaporis | signa notaegue gravis halantis 
sulpuris auras. Cf. Hom. m 415 Zevs 
& duvd.ts Bodvrnce kai EuBare vi cepavvdv* 
| 5 édeXlyOn aoa Avs mrnyeloa Ke- 
pauyg, | év 6¢ Oeelov wrAHTO, & 415 
ws 5’ 50’ bard wrnyis warpos Aids éfepiary 
Spis | rpdppifos, Serv y dé Oe elov yiyverat 
66u% | €& ad’rfs. Herwerden’s violent 
méugie oe, wicbds SvoceBelas, dv Bddot, 
with its objectionable rhythm, is entirely 
unnecessary. 

539 

Ténpuyt Tacay ow ayyéko tupds 
539 dw dyyéd\y Bentley; dyayé\wy codd. 

539 Galen xviI 1. p. 881 émi 5 Tod 
vépous Soxet (sc. méugit) rerdx Oar Kara 
Tode Td eros €v Dahuwwvel carvpos rapa 
Logokre? ‘ réugeyt...mupds.’ 

The words tacav ov cannot be ex- 
plained in the absence of the context: 
Hermann wished to substitute rAjoas 
for raécay and Blaydes rdjtas. Dobree 
(see on fr. 538) thought that the words 
in Galen (AéAexrat 6é obros 6 Abyos Kard 
Twa mapaBorny émi xemafoucvwy eipn- 
vévnv) referred to this fr. and not to Ibycus 

fr. 17 (see on fr. 337), which ought to be 
transposed so as to precede it. We 
should interpret méuduyt dyyéAw aupds as 
‘the cloud which heralds the lightning,’ 
if Galen’s testimony is to be accepted. 
Cf. Az. 1148 opixpod végous...71s éxmrvetoas 
Méyas xemuwv. méugit, however, con- 
notes a rushing wind, and possibly here 
is used to indicate the cold breeze which 
springs up on a hot day immediately in 
advance of the gathering storm. 
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540 
Kapikol tpayot 

540 Hesych. II p.413 Kapixoi rpdyo 
ws evTeNGv bvTwY. LopokAHs Dauwvel. 
ef ph dpa drocvyxéwy (ceire ovyxéwy 
Meineke) Tots Kudtxious. 

The Carians were proverbially worth- 
less: hence the well-known év Kapi rov 
kiduvov’ émi Trav év evredéot Tas telpas 
mowoupévew (Zenob. 3. 59). Cf. Eur. 
Cycl. 654 év T@ Kapil xwduvedoouer, and 
other passages quoted by the schol. on 
Plat. Lach. 1878. Cic. Flacc. 65 de tota 
Caria nonne hoc vestra voce volgatum: est, 
si quid cum periculo experiri velts, in 
Care id potissimum esse faciendum? 
Diogen. 6. 24 Avdol rovnpol, Sedrepor 5° 
Alyirrio, | rpiro. 5é mdvrwv Kapes éfw- 

éstaro. Prov. app. 2. 60 (Paroent. 1 
405) €v Kapds woipa’ your év dobdov Traéet, 
KGpes 6€ 20vos evrerés, aixwadwrifdmevov 
dei kal Sovdovpmevov, €& ov Kal of doddox 
KGpes €\éyovro. One may suppose that 
the words were an abusive description of 
the satyr-chorus. The commentator who 
supposed that Sophocles confused Carian 
with Cilician goats had more learning 
than humour. The long-haired Cilician 
goats were of considerable value in con- 
nexion with the manufacture of the stuff 
known as célécium (Plin. 2.h. 8.. 203). 
Kopodrns rpdyos (Cratin. fr. 338, 1 112 K.), 
if rightly corrected, may mean either 
bearded or Cilician. 

341 

Ona 

541 Hesych. II p. 315 @jua: OKn, 
Tagos, avdOnua (dvOnua cod.). LodoxNjjs 
Zarwwve? (cadwove cod.). 

‘Incertum quomodo Soph. sit voce 
usus: puto autem de donario,’ Ellendt. 
But he has missed the significance of 
tapos, which points to the particular 
application of the other words. 04 
is an erection in honour of the dead (cf. 

oTH-y), just as éml@nua is the most 
general term for a gravestone (Wyse on 
Isae. 2. 36). Thus it is glossed by O7«n, 
a grave (Aesch. Ag. 460); and by avdénua, 
because gitaves were dedicated to the 
xO9é6vion by the survivors: so - Pindar 
(Nem. 10. 67) calls a tombstone d&yap’ 
*Atéa. Was the word used: to describe 
the puteal of Salmoneus? 

ZINQN 

Aristotle mentions a Szzon—presumably the play of Sophocles 
—amongst the tragedies which were drawn from the Lette [lad 
(poet. 23. 1459 7). If Proclus is to be trusted, the LzttHle [had 
broke off at the point where the Trojans resolved to drag the 
Wooden Horse into the city, and the //upersis began with the 
debate as to what should be done with itt. Although Sinon is 
only named in connexion with the //zupersis, as having entered 
the city in a feigned character, and afterwards lighted a torch to 
summon back the Greeks from Tenedos (EGF p. 49), it would 

_ 1 The question of the inter-relation of these epics has already (p. 163) been men- 
tioned. Seealso Frazer’s Pausanias, Vv p. 362 f., Monro’s Odyssey, p. 343- 
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seem that he must have had a place in both poems, as the order 
of the narrative in Apollodorus (epzz. 5. 15, 19) suggests. More- 
over, Tzetzes on Lycophr. 344 quotes a line of Lesches (fr. 11 K.), 
in referring to the occasion when Sinon held up the torch after 
having persuaded the Trojans by his cunning to drag the horse 
into the city. But it is sufficient for the present purpose to know 
that Sophocles undoubtedly derived the story of Sinon from the 
epic Cycle. 

The nature of the stratagem by which Sinon induced the 
Trojans to compass their own ruin is familiar to every one from 
Vergil’s description (Aez. 2. 57—194); and need not be recapitu- 
lated here. How far Vergil, when composing Sinon’s eloquent 
appeal, may have used the Sophoclean model, it is impossible to 
say ; but Heyne long since recognized that the speech was instinct 
with the spirit of Attic tragedy. In v. 256 Vergil follows 
a version which differs from the old tradition, by making the 
ship of Agamemnon light a flare on the return from Tenedos as 
a signal for Sinon to open the horse. This corresponds with the 
passage in Aen, 6. 518, where Helen holds up a torch on the 
acropolis as a signal to Agamemnon’. Hygin. fad. 108 seems to 
follow Vergil; but Quint. 13. 23, Dict. 5. 12, and Tzetz. Posthom. 
721 all agree with the version of the Cycle. 

According to Serv. Verg. Aen. 2. 79 and Tzetz. Lycophr. 344 
Sinon was son of Aesimus, grandson of Autolycus and Am- 
phithea, and so, through Anticlea, a first cousin of Odysseus. 
Holzinger on Lycophr. 4c. thinks that the genealogy was at least 
as old. as Sophocles. Tiimpel, on the other hand (Pauly-Wissowa 
II 1085, 1957), regards it as due to a confusion by the mytho- 
grapher of the Homeric Amphithea with the wife of Tennes. 
But the tradition is clearly older than Lycophron, who must 
have had some authority for calling Sinon Xucudeia kivados. 
Maass in Herm. XVII 618 conjectured that the name Sinon was 
a shortened form of Sinopos, the eponymous founder of Sinope. 

Quintus (12. 353 ff.) differs from the Vergilian account by 
making Sinon submit to mutilation and torture at the hands of 
the Trojans before he will consent to reveal his story. But, 
according to Tryphiod. 219 ff, Sinon voluntarily allowed his 
body to be disfigured with wounds before the Greeks departed’, 

1 ¢Fuit Sinon etiam fabulae Sophocleae argumentum Hesychio laudatae. Ex 
hac aut alia tragoedia profecisse videtur Virgilius in Sinonis oratione, quae Grae- 
carum tragoediarum eloquentiam et acumen redolet.’ Excursus Iv. 

2 See also on fr. 177. 
_ ® So schol. Lycophr. p. 134, 12 ds alxicduevos éavriv wdnolov trod Sovpetou immou 
éxd@yro. Immisch in Roscher Iv 939f. argues the existence of two distinct epic 
versions; in the. Zi¢¢/e /liad, in which he gave his signal from the tomb of Achilles, 
and therefore did not enter the city, Sinon played an entirely subordinate part. See 
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in order that the Trojans might discover him in this condition, 
and the more readily believe his tale. 

542 
5 , 

atbvooew 

542 Hesych. I p. 77 ai@docev’ 
dvacelew. Zivwve DopokdAys. zbid. p. 173 
dvadiccw' dvacelw. ZodoxrAAs Divwve 
(cwwpn cod.). 

Cf. Bekk. anecd. p. 360, 21 aldiacew’ 
dvacelew, dvakaiew: for the last word 
Ellendt wrongly conjectured dvaxiveiv, 
and the text is now confirmed by Phot. 
ed. Reitz. p. 50, 12 al@iccew* avaxalew, 
dvagelew. Itseems improbable that Soph. 
used both ai@iccew and dvaidiocew in 

the same play; but it is not easy to 
choose between them. Eur. 770. 344 
dvadicoes prddya might seem to support 
the compound; but this counts for little 
in the case of so rare a word, and there 
was evidently some ancient authority for 
the use of the simple verb as ‘ zo kindle.’ 
Perhaps it was applied to the torch, with 
which Sinon signalled to the fleet (AGF 
p. 49, Apollod. epi#. 5. 15, 19). 

543 

appnTov - 

543 Hesych. I p. 289 adppyrov’ 
adppacrov, avicrdpnrov, ardppnrov, dpwvov, 
alaxpdv. ZogoxdFs Livwrr (civywvi cod.). 

The note has been so much cut down 
' that it is impossible to say for what 
meaning the Szvzom was cited. Perhaps 
some light is thrown upon it by zdzd. 
Pp. 279 apyrdv’ BraBepdv, modvxpdnov. 
Zopoxhjs cvvwruuov tarepos. Two glosses 
are there run together, and the obscure 
ToAvxpoviov is explained by the derivation 

of dpnrés from dei pyrds, 2.2. del did 
pvnuns écduevov (Etym. M. p. 140, 42). 
Isaac Voss saw that the following words 
belonged to dppyros, and Alberti (after 
Scaliger) emended the two last to Zivwu 
dvorépyros. If this is right, the quota- 
tion illustrates the less common sense 
‘unrecorded, unprecedented’: cf. Bac- 
chyl. fr. 14 (4 J.) ob8€ yap paorov appyrwr 
éméwy mindas | éEeupeiv. 

544 
5 4 

evO piaxtos 

544 Hesych. 11 p. 99 €v@piaxros* 
évOovotav kai évOéaxros. LodoxAys Vivwvrr. 

For évééaxros M. Schmidt conj. év@ea- 
orikés: but why not rather év@éacros? 
évOedfec#ac is common in late Greek. 
For Opidgw see on fr. 466. Just before 
this gloss Hesych. has evOpidfew* mapa- 
kweiv, ard TY pavTiKov Opdrv. Cf. 

tbid. p. 108 évreOpiwkevs éveihnxev 7 
éoxevaxev, amd Tav Opiwy. Syrot dé Kal 
TO Baxxevev, lows dd Tod Atovicov KTé., 

where év@pidw and év@pidgw are confused. 
The lemma may belong to Menand. Sam. 
241, but the latter part of the gloss is 
clearly intended for évre@piaxey, which 
has been conjectured in fr. 15. 

also Bethe in RA. Mus. XLVI 518 ff., who conjectures that the increased importance 
of Sinon was due to Sophocles. 
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21I2YPO2 

The punishment of Sisyphus (Hom. A 593 etc.) is better known 
than the crime for which he was condemned. But in the play 
the fate of Sisyphus in Hades can only have been mentioned in 
the concluding scene. For the main course of the action we are 
left to choose between various accounts of his offence. (1) He 
is said to have betrayed the plans of the gods (Serv. on Verg. 
Aen. 6. 616); but that is perhaps only a generalization from 
(2) the story that Sisyphus blabbed to Asopus that Zeus had 
carried off his daughter Aegina (Apollod. 1. 85 etc.). (3) Hy- 
ginus (fad. 60) states that he was punished propter impietatem. 
Sisyphus, in feud with his brother Salmoneus, was told by Apollo 
that, if his brother’s daughter Tyro should bear children to him, 
they would avenge him on Salmoneus. But Tyro, hearing of 
their destiny, destroyed the children whom Sisyphus had _be- 
gotten. A lacuna in the text prevents us from discovering the 
crime of which Sisyphus was subsequently guilty. But these 
stories are not characteristic of the knavish cunning for which the 
name of Sisyphus became a by-word: see on fr. 567. _ Even in 
Homer he was Kképdsotos avdpav (Z 153). (4) Pherecydes (7HG 
1 91), after giving the same account as Apollodorus of the original 
offence, makes Zeus punish Sisyphus in the first place by sending 
Death to him. Sisyphus seized Death, and put him in chains, 
so that no one died, until Ares released Death and handed over 
Sisyphus to him. But Sisyphus was not at the end of his re- 
sources ; for he commanded his wife Merope to omit the usual 
funeral rites. Accordingly, when Sisyphus was in Hades, and 
the offerings due to the gods of the nether world were withheld, 
he persuaded Persephone to let him go back to earth and punish 
his wife for her neglect. But, when he got home, he refused 
to return, until he was ultimately dragged back by force: see 
schol. Soph. Phz/. 625 na& “Avdov Oavov | mpds pas avedOeir, 
@oTrEp OVKELVOU TaTHp—a passage which favours the conclusion 
that these incidents were comprised in the plot of the Szsyphus. 
The story was known to Theognis (702 ff.): wdetova 8’ eideins 
Xuavpou Aiorjidew, | Gore ai €& “Aidew trodruidpinow avynrber, | 
meicas Llepoehovnv aiuvrtoror Adyous. Its dramatic possibilities 
are obvious, and the title Xicudos dSpamérns indicates that 
it formed the subject of a satyr-play of Aeschylus (7GF 
p. 74). It is uncertain whether the Sicudos trerpoxurAtoTns (207d. ) 
was a separate play; but, though regarded by Welcker (Vachir. 
p. 316) as a tragedy, its satyric character seems to be established. 

“+ Fr. 233 is probably decisive, since the ‘ Aetnaean beetle’ is essentially a comic 
touch (Soph. fr. 162). Wilamowitz, Hom. Unters. p. 202, doubts the authenticity of 
the story attributed to Pherecydes. 
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Euripides wrote a satyric Sisyphus produced with the 7voades in 
415 B.C. (Aelian var. hist. 2. 8). There was also a play by 
Critias so entitled (7GF p. 771). Welcker (p. 402) thought that 
the solitary quotation from the Szsyphus of Sophocles was an 
error, and that the intention was to refer to Aeschylus. This is 
an opinion that can neither be proved nor refuted. 

It should be added that Aristotle, taking Sisyphus as the 
typical example of the defeat of a clever rogue, regards the 
subject as tpayixov Kai diravOpwror (Poet. 18. 1456% 21). 

545 

Xapitev tpiliyov 

545 rpifiywv Musurus: fvy@yv cod. 

545 Hesych. It p. 256 fed-yos rpumdp- 
Oevov* Huvpuridns Epexdet (fr. 357). Kal 
LoporrAjs Dicvpw ‘ xapirwr fvyav.’ ’Apio- 
Tropavys “Qpas (fr. 576, 1 539 K.) kara- 
xXpnoriKas éml trav rpiav (él 7d y' cod.) 
TO Cedyos €Onxe ‘ fed-yos TpidovNov’ (-wr 
cod. ). . 
The compound, so far as it goes beyond 

the idea of ‘three,’ implies a trinity . 
exercising co-ordinate functions. Thus 
it may point to a closer union here than 
when applied to Hera, Athena, and 
Aphrodite in Eur. He/. 357 (n.). rpigv- 
yées Xdpires occurs also in Macedonius 

the compound is similar to dcorddous 
dderpds in O.C. 1055 (Jebb): for the 
metaphor see on fr. 511. On the number 
of the Charites see Pausan. 9. 35. 1, who 
says that the institution of the cult of 
three Graces at Orchomenos was tra- 
ditionally ascribed to Eteocles. The 
earliest allusion to them in literature is 
Hes. Zheog. go7. Miss Harrison in 
Proleg. p. 286 ff. discusses the development 
of this and other maiden-trinities: cf. 
Usener, Gotternamen, p. 131 ff. Others * 
adopt Robert’s view that three Graces 
were always recognized at Athens: 

(c. 550 A.D.), 4.P. 11. 27. The force of | Escher in Pauly-Wissowa III 2151. 

2KYOAI 

The contents of the fragments show that the play was con- 
cerned with the expedition of the Argonauts. Welcker? called 
attention to a statement of the grammarian Sergius, exp/an. in 
Donat. Gramm. Lat. IV. p. 490, 21 Keil: alam scripset Medeam 
Sophocles, ttem tn alio furoris actu aliam Euripides, aliam diversi 
scriptores. ergo non de illis Medeis sentimus, quae occiderunt filtos 
suos, quast multae sint, sed de tllis quae scriptae sunt per varios 
auctores. From this he drew the inference that in the 2«v@au 
Medea was delineated as frenzied owing to the faithlessness of 
her lover, since in the other plays in which she appeared 
(Koryides and “Peforowor) she had no occasion to exhibit this 

1 p. 337 ff. 
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passion; and further, that the situation must have been ana- 
logous to that of the fourth book of Apollonius, where the 
Colchians under the leadership of Apsyrtus overtook the Ar- 
gonauts, and Medea treacherously betrayed her brother’s life to 
Jason. Nauck thinks that the grammarian invented a Wedea of 
Sophocles for his own purposes; but, even if he did follow some 
genuine tradition, his words are too vague to justify any inference 
concerning the plot of the Scythae. In any case, it is certain 
that the story of Sophocles cannot have been the same as that 
of Apollonius. For (1) fr. 546 shows that in the play Apsyrtus 
was still a child; and (2) fr. 547 (n.) that the geographical con- 
ditions assumed by Apollonius were entirely different from those 
in Sophocles. 

Is there, then, any evidence which will help to determine the 
subject? The locality of the action may surely be inferred from 
the title, confirmed as it is by the mention of the Tanais in fr. 548, 
and the reference to Achillean barley in fr. 551 (n.). If, then, 
some point on the north-west coast of the Euxine was the scene 
of the play, we may proceed to enquire what adventure of the 
Argonauts is connected with that region. Fr. 546 proves that 
the plot cannot have belonged to the outward journey, and we 
may therefore leave out of account the arrival at Tauri, where 
Perses brother of Aeetes was king, as recorded by Diod. 4. 44. 
Inasmuch as we are limited to the homeward voyage, the pursuit 
by the Colchians and the death of Apsyrtus, which are variously 
related in the different versions, are the only subjects appropriate 
to the conditions. Now, the geographical data exclude the ver- 
sion of Pherecydes (FHG I 89), in which the limbs of Apsyrtus 
were thrown into the Phasis, and that of Hyginus (fad. 26) and 
other late authorities, who name Apsaros, a place in the south-east 
corner of the Euxine, as the scene of the murder. The story of 
Apollodorus (1.133) and Ovid alone remains, and seems to provide 
exactly what is required. Apollodorus relates that, when Medea 
saw her father’s ship getting nearer, she slew her brother, and 
having cut his body into pieces threw them into the sea. Aeetes 
delayed the pursuit in order to collect the limbs; and then buried 
such as he could find at a place to which he gave the name Tomi. 
The situation of Tomi, where Ovid remained in banishment, was 
on the west coast of the Euxine, not far to the south of the mouth 
of the Ister; and Ovid frequently speaks of himself as living among 
the Scythians (eg. Trist. 4.9.17, Pont. 4.6.5). The same neigh- 

' Nevertheless Vater (Avgonautenzug, 11 152) finds the plot in the Phaeacian 
episode of Apoll. Rh. 4. 1oo1 ff. The same considerations apply to Ahrens, who puts 
the scene of the action in Greece, and apparently thinks that the plot was similar 
to that of Euripides’ A/edea. 
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bourhood is brought into connexion with the murder of Apsyrtus 
by Aelian (zat. an. 14. 25), who speaks of the natives as living on 
the boundaries of Scythia, and as engaged in repelling the attacks 
of its inhabitants. It will be observed that Apollodorus supposes 
that the murder took place on the ship, and that the mutilated 
members were thrown into the sea. This proceeding could not 
have been represented in a tragedy; and, if reported by a mes- 
senger, would have left insufficient material for the rest of the 
action. It is therefore worthy of remark that Ovid speaks of 
Apsyrtus’ limbs as scattered per agros (1b. 433, Her. 6.129, Trest. 
3. 9. 27). According to the last-quoted passage, the Argonauts 
had landed at the spot afterwards known as Tomi, when the fleet 
of Aeetes was seen approaching. Consequently they were ob- 
liged to make a sudden departure, and Medea bethought herself 
of the horrid device in order to detain her father. But the same 
phrase recurs in Accius (fr. incert. XCIII, from Cic. 2. d. 3. 67): 

: postquam pater 

adpropinguat tamgue paene ut comprehendatur parat, 
puerum interea optruncat membraque articulatim dividit 
perque agros passim dispergit corpus; id ea gratia, 

ut dum nati dissupatos artus captaret parens, 
ipsa interea effugeret, illum ut maeror tardaret sequt, 
sibi salutem ut familiari pareret parricidto. 
Hence Zéllner (Analecta Ovidiana, p. 48) drew the inference 

that Ovid followed the description of Accius, and reconstructed 
his Medea on that assumption. Ribbeck (Rém. Trag. p. 530) 
had previously suggested on different grounds that the Medea 
(or Argonautae) of Accius followed the Scythae of Sophocles ; 
and it is therefore possible that in Ovid we may find the traces 
of Attic tragedy. 

The argument may be summed up as follows: (1) there is 
no subject which seems so likely for the Scythae as the story 
which localized the death of Apsyrtus in Scythia; (2) there are 
some indications that Ovid’s version of this story was influenced 
by earlier dramatic treatment. It is not a legitimate objection 
that Sophocles in the Colchzdes (fr. 343) had represented the 
murder as perpetrated within the palace of Aeetes. Certainly 
no tragic poet, when writing a new play taken from a legendary 
cycle which he had previously used for dramatic purposes, would 
have considered himself bound to reproduce exactly every detail 
of his earlier narrative. 
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546 
ov yap €K pas 

kottns €Bhaotov, add’ 6 péev Nypyidos 
téxvovt aptu Bracrerkev, Hvt 
Eidvia apiv mor’ ’Qxeavod erixtev KOpy 

546. 3 Neaipasadd. Bergk post réxvory | Braoraverxe tiv 8 codd. fp "livia 
Valckenaer | xépn rixrev L: corr. Bergk, rixres mallet Nauck 

546 Schol. Ap. Rhod. 4. 223 év dé 
Tots DKvOas 6 LopoxAHs érepouhropa tis 
Mrdelas Tov “Awuprov héyer* ‘ov yap...Tik- 
Tev. 

Valckenaer, datr. p. 224, restored the 
lines as trochaic tetrameters (see cr. n.), 
and was obliged in consequence to reject 
ko(rns as a gloss. This is possible (see 
e.g. schol. on Zyrach. gt1). But it is 
just as easy (with Bergk) to treat them 
as iambics: v. 3 is in any case corrupt, 
whether or not Bergk’s insertion of Neai- 
pas is right. J. remarks: ‘It is perhaps 
slightly in favour of Bergk’s view that 
trochaic tetrameters imply great excite- 
ment. The speaker cannot be Medea 
(as Welckerassumes). Who then should 
speak thus? Possibly Aeetes, if the fact 
that Apsyrtus was only half-brother of 
Medea was quoted, not to palliate her 
conduct, but ag helping to explain why 
she had no sisterly feeling for him.’ 
Ribbeck thought that the lines were 
spoken by Jason, or one of Medea’s 
partisans ; and this is perhaps a better 
view. 

The parentage of Medea and Apsyrtus 
is variously recorded. Hes. 7heog. 958: 
Aeetes, son of Helios, xovpyny ’Qxeavoio 
TEAHEVTOS ToTamoto | yhue Gedy Bovlnow 
*Idvtay kaddurdpyov, who bore to him 
Medea. The author of the Maupfactia, 
one of the later epics, makes Eurylyte 
the wife of Aeetes and mother of Apsyrtus 
(frs. 4, 7 Kink.). Apoll. Rhod. 3. 242 
makes Asterodeia, a Caucasian nymph, 
mother of Apsyrtus, and puts his birth at 
a time earlier than the marriage of Aeetes 
to Idyia, the youngest daughter of 
Oceanus and Tethys. Lycophr. 1024 
calls Aeetes Hidvias méow. Following 
the same tradition, Cic. 2.d. 3. 48, Ov. 
Fler. 17. 232, Apollod. 1. 129, Hygin. 
fab. 25 speak of Idyia as the mother 
of Medea. Tzetzes on Lycophr. 798 and 
elsewhere speaks of Idyia as the mother 
both of Medea and of Apsyrtus: this, 

however, is more likely to be a careless 
blunder than to be drawn from an in- 
dependent authority. 

An entirely different legend, which 
cannot be traced further back than Diony- 
sius Scytobrachion (see p. 173), makes 

_ Medea the daughter of Hecate and of 
Aeetes, Hecate’s uncle: see Diod. 4. 45, 
schol. Ap. Rh. 3. 200 (FAG 11 8). 

Leaving out of account the last-men-. 
tioned version, we find traces of two 
different stories, according as Apsyrtus 
was represented to be older or younger . 
than his half-sister. Of these Apollonius 
adopted the one, and Sophocles the 
other: see on fr.' 343. The use of dpte 
contrasted with wptv tore shows that here, 
as in the Colchides, Apsyrtus was repre- 
sented as a child. It is generally con- 
sidered that schol. Ap. Rh. 3. 242 (fr. 
344) is an inexact reference to the present 
passage. Thre schol., however, distinctly 
states that Sophocles made Neaera the 
mother of Medea; and for aught we 
know to the contrary, the account in the 
Colchides may have been to that effect. 
That Sophocles was not consistent is 
perhaps suggested by the words év 6€ rots 
ZKvdas (supr.). 

2 Koirns here = concuditus, in which 
sense the plural is more common, as was 
pointed out by Verrall on Eur. AZed. 434. 

3 PdAdorerxe and Bdacrdverke (see 
cr. n.) are alike unexampled. Dobree, 
who thought the passage came from a 
chorus, wished to read BXdoray etxe or 
écxe, comparing O.C. 972. Bergk, who 
inserted Nealpas and accepted Bdacrd- 
veoxe, ended the line with rH 6, an 
elision also found in 0.7. 29, O.C. 17, 
and elsewhere in Sophocles. But Bdac- 
Tdveoxe cannot stand after é8dacror. 
Headlam (C.2. XIII 4) conjectured réxvov 
Nealpas, jv *Tdvia mplv rore|...’Qkeavod 
tixret kopn, but then Medea’s mother is 
not mentioned and Idyia was not the 
mother of Neaera. Better, but not con- 
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vincing, is R. Ellis’s proposal jv dpe 
Braorn, Thy & *Ldvia mply more | ’Qreavis 
oda’ érixrev. 

4 Eidvia was altered to Livia (Hesiod, 
Z.c.) by Valckenaer for metrical reasons. 
In the present state of our knowledge it 
seems better to follow the Mss.—érukrtev : 
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for the prodelision see on Eur. Hel. 263, 
and for the error in the order of the 
words on fr. 126. Nauck was not justi- 
fied in requiring rixkre: either might - 
stand, just as in English we might say 
indifferently ‘was’ or ‘is the mother.’ 
See Jebb on O.7. 870. 

547 

[‘Apyovavtav aozm)ous. | 

547 Schol. Ap. Rhod. 4. 284 ‘Exa- 
ratios (PFHG 1 13) dé ioropet wh éxdcddvar 
eis THY Oddacoay Tov Daou, ovdé dia Tavdi- 
dos @rdevoay (éxmde0oau coni. H. Keil), 
GANG Kata Tov avrdvy mdoiv Kad bv Kal 
mporepov, ws LopokAjs év TevOars ioroper. 

The earliest version of the Argonautic 
voyage made the heroes return through 
the Phasis to the Oceanus, and thence 
southwards to the Red Sea and Libya. 
This seems to have been the account 
adopted by Hesiod (fr. 63, 64 Rz.). 
When it was discovered that the Phasis 
did not communicate with the eastern 
sea, it was currently held that the Argo- 
nauts returned by the same course as they 
had chosen for their outward journey: cf. 
Eur. Jed. 432, 1263. But, inasmuch 

as it became impossible to ignore the 
traces of their expedition left by the 
Argonauts in Africa, later accounts brought 
them back to the Mediterranean Sea from 
the west. This was effected either by 

“the adoption of a tradition that they 
sailed up the Tanais to its source, and 
thence carried their - vessel on their 
shoulders to the shore of the northern 
ocean (Diod. 4. 56); or in accordance 
with the version popularized by Apollo- 
nius, which rested on the belief that the 
Danube was divided into two branches 
and descended by the western of them 
into the Adriatic Sea. See in this con- 
nexion Ridgeway, Zarly Age of Greece, 
p. 366. Gruppe, p. 563 f. Jessen in 
Pauly-Wissowa I 768. 

548. 
[d7d Tavdidos Sdiopiler Gar Tas Hreipovs. | 

548 Schol. Dionys. Per. 1o p. 323, 
23 Aioxvros 5é év IIpounbet Avopévy (fr, 
197) kal Lopoxdjjs év LevOars wd rovrov 
(sc. Tavdsdos) StoptvecOar pyoi ras Hrelpous. 
This quotation is printed by Nauck and 
Dindorf in conjunction with fr. 547, but 
has nothing to do with it, and should 
clearly be separated. , 
The view that the Tanais was the 

boundary of Europe and Asia was also 

held by the geographers: Strabo 490 rp 
6¢ Evpwarn cuvexys éorw 7) Acta xara Tov 
Tdvaiy cuvdrrovoa a’ry, 491 Tov Tavair, 
bvrep THs Evpwrns kali rhs ’Acias dprov 
Umredéueda, 492 Sprov Urdxerrar THs Evpwmns 
kal ris ’Aclas 6 Tdavais morauds. Editors 
fail to observe that this is the point of 
Hor. Carm. 3. 10. textremum Tanain 
st biberes, Lyce. 

549 

Kpnpvovs TE Kal onpayyas HO émaxKTias 
avra@vas. 

549 Athen. 189 C kadofar 8 dpcen- 
K@s Tos avA@vas, wWomep OovKvdldns év 
TH 5 (103) Kal mdvres Karadoyddnv cvy- 
ypaeis, of dé montal OnduKGs ... kal 

LogokrAjs TKvOas ‘xpnuvovs...avrA@vas.’ 
H. refers to Ap. Rhod. 4. 228—235, in 

which Aeetes, infuriated at the escape of 
Medea, threatens the Colchians with his 
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dire displeasure if they fail to find her 
on land or sea. The present fragment 
contains a description of the places to be 
searched by the pursuers: ‘cliffs and 
hollows and creeks along the shore.’ In 
Eur. 7.7. 106 Pylades proposes to 
Orestes: kpiywuev déuas| kar’ dytp a 
awévros vorid. duaxdvfer pwédXas, and in 
v. 262 the herdsman describes the place 
where they were discovered: jv Tis deap- 
pw& Kuudrwy modd\g ocdry | Kolwmds 
ayuds, woppupeutixal oréyat. 

1 émraxriovs was conjectured by Her- 

ZOPOKAEOY2 

mann; but we have no reason to mistrust 
the grammatical tradition. In TZvach. 
100 Jebb supports movrias, the original 
reading of L, against aovriovs of A and 
most of the other Mss. Blaydes, taking 
the same view, wished to introduce 76é 
movtias here—a needless change. In Ar. 
Av. 244 only I, as corrected, gives 
éXelous. Cf. Philostr. zmag. 2. 6. 1 &v 
aman atd\Ov.. For the general sense 
Abresch compared Verg. Georg. 3. 276 
saxa per et scopulos et depressas convalles. 
For 78€ see on fr. 386. 

95° 

awsadaKTos 

550 Hesych. I p. 347 awddaxros* 
axlyynros, aynddgyros, axparnros (1. axpé- 
Tyros, as in Phot. énf.). ZxiOas (so 
Musurus for oxt@av) Zopoxdyjs. The 
meaning is wnscathed: see Phot. lex. 
P- 359, 5 ovK admowddaxros* ovK axpdrnros 
005’ dppamicros. Bekk. anecd. p. 475, 31 
adwaddaxtrov’ dynddpynrov. Hesych. Iv 
Pp. 305 Wadaxrév: ox dvevpnrov [the gloss 
is corrupt, but is admirably corrected by 
H. to ov« dvevOurrov, referring to 7 hes. 
5.v. EVOUVW p. 2284 B. Wilamowitz gives 
dwadaxrov ovKx épevvntov (dvepedyvnrov 
Musurus)]. Yaddoow with its compounds 
and derivatives is not a common word; 
but it is probably connected with ynrapa 

and Lat. galpo. Cf. Ar. Lys. 275 amy- 
Gev dyadaxros—‘ came off scot-free’— 
where the schol. has diraO%s, ariumpyros. 
This explanation passed into Suid. s.v., 
who adds dwWdadaxrov yap 7d GOcKrov. 
oUrws Kparns (fr. 46, 1 143 K.): see also 
s.v. biapararrecda. Ar. Lys. 84 Grep 
iepetév Toi pw’ broWadaocere (‘contrectatis’). 
Yardées (Lycophr. 139) is explained 
Kpovoets, Ynrapjoes in Ltym. M. p. 817, 
14. H. compares dvemixéppictos Com, 
fr. adesp. 935 (III 568 K.), a comic for- 
mation from él xéppyns rimrev. We 
now have mpowaddéys (fr. 314, 241) and 
épPoWddaxros (26. 249, 321). 

351 

ay idetwv 

551 Erotian gloss. Hippocr. p. 55, 
16 axddAnldes* kpiOdv eldos, wv méurynrac 
kal Apicropavns (Eg. 119) kal LopoxA7s. 
Hesych. 1 p. 344 dxidrAelwy (axtANiwv 
cod.)* ‘Immeiow ’Apicropdvns xal Zodo- 
KAfjs UKvOas axidrAelwv (axtANiwy cod.). 
[elot 6€ kal "AxiArAéws Spduoe epi ravrav 
Thy vAgov.| evioc d€ T&v NevKGv. Kiister 
recognized that the words within brackets 
belong to the previous gloss, which runs 
thus: “AxiAXNevov mAdKa (Tr. fr. adesp. 
202)* Thv ’AxiAdNéws vijcov, Thy AevKhy 
Aeyouerynv. 

It is not directly stated, but is surely 
to be inferred, that the Achillean cakes 
were made of barley imported to Athens 
from the north coast of the Euxine, 

where the cult of Achilles prevailed from 
the mouth of the Ister to the Tauric 
Chersonese, and particularly in connexion 
with the island Aevx7 and the ’AxiAdéws 
dpduor: see for the details Escher in 
Pauly-Wissowa I 223f. And perhaps 
even the gloss Aevxa@v is not without sig- 
nificance: the white Achillean barley 
suggested the white island of Achilles. 
As an argument tending in the same 
direction it may be added that an allusion 
to Achillean batley grown in the neigh- 
bourhood of the Pontus would be especi- 
ally appropriate to the scene of the 
Scythae. axidrnldes was the name given 
to the ’AxfAAevor pial, and axiddela to 
the barley meal (déAgira): see Bekk. 
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anecd. 474, 7—14 Athen. 114 F. 
Pherecrates (fr. 130. 4, I 182 K.) also 
mentions *AxiANevor afar as a part of 
the abundant fare which was provided 
for the ancients in the days when Cronos 
was king (Cratin. fr. 165, 1 64 K.); and 
Achillean meal was served to those who 
were entitled to the privilege of olrnocs 
év mpuravelw (schol. Ar. Eg. 819). It 
might seem probable therefore that 
Bekk. anecd. 474, 14 ’AxiA\Xeroe xpiBal’ ai 
evtede’s should be corrected to evyeve?s 
from the text of schol. Ar. Suid. s.v. 
’"Axirrclwy also has xpiOav xadapdv xal 
evyev@v, followed by ’AxidNevoe xpiOal * 
ai evdreXets, where Kiister wished to 
restore evyevets. But the difficulty would 
in any case remain that the despised 
barley-cake appears to be spoken of as 
a dainty by the comic poets. So Eustath. 
Od. p. 1445, 55 Soxet dé rd dAgutov evdre- 

Aéorepov arevpou elvar...ra TOY Tpvpdv- 
Tav paoTd, dddira dvra xara Tavoaviay 
(fr. 329 Schw.), olvw kal é\aly wenarypyéeva 
H Oedevpéva. dmoiws kal ’Axiddela wafa, 
éxovod Tt ws elxds éEalperov. 7s ’Axi\Neca 
éhéyero Ta GAgira. It may be suggested 
by way of explanation that the Achillean 
cake was honoured as a survival of the 
primitive diet rather than prized as a 
luxury. oirnois é€v mpuravely would 
naturally retain features derived from its 
early history (Frazer in 7. P. XIv 147 ff.); 
and in that case we might compare the 
spicae adoreae, which the Vestals ground 
and cooked (W. Warde Fowler, Roman 
Festivals,"p. 149), and the barley-cakes 
offered in sacrifice at Eleusis (Pausan. r. 
38. 6). Eustath. /2 p. 749, 11 argues 
that the celebrity of ‘Achillean’ barley- 
cake is not to be taken as evidence of 
luxury in the heroic age. 

552 

Bv0ilev 

652 Hesych. I p. 408 Bv@lfwy* rovri- 
gov év Bv0G. ZkKiPas (so M. Schmidt: 
ox00a cod.). Schow recognized that the 
reference intended was to the Scythae of 

Sophocles. 
BvO(few, for Zo sink a ship, became 

fairly common in later Greek. 

2KYPIOI 

The title of this play is generally given as Yxvpsou, but twice 
as X«vpiat by Hesychius. The former is confirmed by C/A II 
992 (Marmor Piraeicum): see Wilamowitz, Anal. Eur. p. 157. 

Euripides also wrote a Xxvpior, the subject of which was 
undoubtedly the concealment of Achilles by Thetis among the 
daughters of Lycomedes, and his discovery through the ingen- 
uity of Odysseus, when a deputation was sent from the Achaeans 
to enquire forhim'. Brunck inferred that the Zxvpvor of Sopho- 
cles contained the same subject-matter, and evidently thought 
that the citation of Sophocles by the younger Philostratus (fr, 
553), in his description of the scene at Scyros when the envoys 
arrived from the Greek army, pointed in the same direction. 

di 

1 Eur. fr. 682 is decisive. 
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The latter argument is discounted by the fact that the com- 
panion picture of Neoptolemus at Scyros immediately follows. 
Brunck also assigned to Sophocles? the a arpiies (Soph. fr. 497 D. 
= Tr. fr. adesp. 9 N.2) quoted from the L«vpior by Plut. de aud. 
poet. 13 p. 34D (cf. de adul. et am. 33 Pp. 72 E, pseudo- Plut. 
pro nobel. 21 [VII P. 274 Bern.]) tv dé mpos TOV *Ayidréa TOV év 
LKup xaOnuevov év Tais trapOévots yeyernpevny errimAnew vo 
TOU ‘Odvacews 

av 8, & TO Aaurpov das atroaBevvds yévous, 
Eaivets, dpiotov matpos ‘EXAnjvav yeyos ; 

If one could be certain that the lines were written by Sophocles, 
they would of course be decisive as to the nature of the plot. 
Brunck found the style suggestive of Sophocles, catching an 
echo, I suppose, of PAz/. 3 and 1284. But that is commonplace 
(Eur. Med. 405, Helid. 235, Hel. 942, fr. 231, 2); and no inference 
can be drawn from the use of ¢@s. Brunck’s suggestion met 
with considerable approval, and Welcker? reconstructed the play 
on this basis. He held that fr. 557 was addressed by Diomed 
to Lycomedes*—inappropriately enough; for what have we to 
do with the death of Tydeus? Dindorf and Ahrens followed 
Brunck, and Nauck agreed; but, while favouring the ascription 
to Sophocles of the fragment from Plutarch, he nevertheless 
printed it amongst the adespota. But there have not been 
wanting critics to take another view. Tyrwhitt* identified the 
subject with the departure of Neoptolemus from Scyros in 
obedience to the summons of Odysseus and Phoenix, who had 
been despatched to Lycomedes in consequence of the disclosure 
of Helenus that the co-operation of the son of Achilles was 
essential to success. In recent years the opinion of Tyrwhitt 
has been revived by Robert® and Engelmann‘, and I cannot 
but think that fr. 557 is decisive in its favour. These words, if 
spoken by Neoptolemus in conversation with Phoenix seem to 
be exactly in place’; but they have no ascertainable relevance 
to the story of Achilles and Deidamia. It would follow that 
Sophocles and Euripides made use of the same title for legends 
which, though parallel, were entirely distinct from each other; 
and some might prefer to avoid this conclusion. Yet Euripides 
did not hesitate to employ the title of Phrynichus’ Phoentssae 
for an entirely different purpose. Engelmann formerly® identified 

1 Barnes had given it to Euripides. 
2 pp. 102—107. 3 So also Hartung. 
4 On Arist. foet. p. 149. > Bild und Lied, p. 344 
® Archdologische Studien zu den Tragikern, 1900, p. 29 ff.; Leitsche: S. bildende 

Kunst, XLII (1908) 312 ff. 
7 See n. 2” loc.: the affection of Neoptolemus for his father is also brought out in 

Phil, 350. 8 p. 49. 
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the Sxvpio. with the tragedy NeomwroXeuos mentioned in Arist. 
poet. 23. 1459 6, a view which he has since abandoned. 

The fetching of Neoptolemus from Scyros was related in the 
Little lad: nai Neowtorepov ‘Odvacervs éx XKipov ayayov ta 
dma didwot Ta TOD TaTpds' Kal “AyiArEdrs avTO dhavtaterar 
(EGF p. 36). This agrees with Hom. % 308 f. Apollodorus 
(epzt. 5. 11) supplies the reason for the despatch of the envoys, 
and states that Phoenix was sent with Odysseus. It is im- 
portant to note that the same account was adopted by Sophocles 
in Phil. 344. We may perhaps infer from Philostratus (Zc.) that 
Odysseus remained in the background, and that Phoenix inten- 
tionally or by accident was the first to meet the boy. 

In Quint. 7. 169 ff. Odysseus and Diomedes come to Scyros 
to fetch Neoptolemus; and the reason for the innovation appears 
incidentally. They were the same envoys who had summoned 
Achilles to take the fatal journey; and the coincidence increased 
Deidamia’s anxiety for her child, as she lay awake in the night 
(242 ff.). No doubt in Sophocles also the parting of the boy 
from his mother was the climax of the action: the archaeo- 
logical evidence alone, if its relevance were established, would be 
conclusive. May we not also infer that Sophocles brought the 
earlier mission within the purview of the characters, that 
Odysseus felt it as a difficulty in his way, and that the hostility 
of Lycomedes and Deidamia was aroused by their earlier ex- 
perience? That such was the case is at least probable. Although 
it has sometimes been thought that the story of the bringing-up 
of Achilles as a girl among the daughters of Lycomedes was of 
late origin’, it was the subject of a painting by Polygnotus 
(Pausan. I. 22. 6) and must have been known to Sophocles as 
well asto Euripides. The //zad shows acquaintance with a version 
according to which Achilles sacked Scyros (I 668), and doubtless 
received Deidamia as part of the spoil. According to the Lzttle 
lliad (fr. 4 K.) this was after the abortive landing in Mysia., 

553 

avenodns (SKvpos) 
553 Philostr. iun. zag. 1 Zkdpos... also by Dionys. Perieg. 521 Zxipds 7’ 

HY 6 Oetos LopokArs aveuddea kade?. jveuberou Kal alrewh Ilerdpnfos. 
Scyros was described as ‘ wind-swept’ 

1 See Gruppe, p. 669;. Bethe, however, believes (Zed. Heldeni. p. 81) that it 
was to be found in the Cypvza. 
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594 

diet yap avdpas modenos awypevewy véous. 
554 Stob. flor. 51. 24 (1V p. 333, 4 

Hense) Zogokd7js Zuplots (S omits the 
name of the play).  ‘ ptAe?...véous.’ 

Mekler (Burstans Jahresb. CXXV 212) 
suggests that these words contain an 
allusion to the name Neoptolemus: see 
the Introductory Note. They are, how- 
ever, more appropriate to the death of 
Achilles, and may have belonged to the 
same episode as fr. 557. There can be 
no mistake as to the sinister meaning: 
the young are the prey of war. Cf. 

A.P. 9. 362, 24 ob5€ Alxnv €\adev mav- 
depxéa golvios dvinp|‘EAAddos aud 
dyauwov oradxuv xré. In the same way 
war is said to destroy the noblest: see 
on fr. 724. But, as war is the special 
province of the young, so is courage 
their peculiar virtue: Tyrtae. fr. 8, 15 ff., 
9, 13 70° dperh, 765° &eOXov ev avOpwroow 
dpistov | Kdd\duorév Te épew ylyverac 
avdpi véw. Eur. fr. 237 veaviav yap dvipa 
xp ToAuay del, fr. 1052 veavlas yap doris 
@v"Apn orvyn, | K5un wovov Kal odpxes. 

955 

7 TOVTOVAUTAL TOV TahauT@pav Bporor, 
ols ouTE Saipov oure tus Ovntav yepov 
TovTov ToT Gv veiweey akiay yapu. 
Aerrais emt pomnow €prohas paKpas 
det _ Tapappinrovtes ol Tohvplopor 5 
n éowoay aKépdavav 7) dudrerav. 

 §55. 

Meineke: 
Aemrns codd.: 
purtow Meineke 
ta corr. Meineke. 

17 SM, om. A 
véuwy codd. 

' 555 Stob. flor. 59. 3 {IV P. 400, 0 
Hense) Zopokdéous Zkuplwv. ‘7 TovTo- 
vadra....diwreoar.’ 

The sequence of thought is: ‘ the risks 
run by seafaring folk in the hope of gain 
are so great that no reward however rich 
can compensate them.’ 

1 tav tahavmdpwv Bpotav. For the 
partitive genitiveas predicate see Kuehner- 
Gerth § 418. 1 (a), Madv. § 51c. But 
the words are ill adapted to express the 
thought that seafarers are the most 
wretched people in the world, since oi 
Ttadalrwpo. Bporoi includes the whole 
human race: cf. fr. 945, Aesch. Prom. 
247, Eur. Suppl. 734, fr. 196. Still, we 
can hardly regard as probable such con- 
jectures as ged, movTovavrav ws radal- 
mwpov yévos (Meineke), or tv trovrovav- 
Tav To. Tadalrwpov yévos (F. W. Schmidt). 
Mekler (Pz/ol. LIV 376), objecting to 
the compound, proposed to reconstruct 

2 Ovnrav F. W. Schmidt: 
3 veiweey Brunck: 

corr. Meineke | éripporjucw S, émripporjow M, émi porjow A, émi 
6 7s ws av (wodv vel wyav M) SMA: corr. Porson | 7 Képdavay 

Gedy codd. | yéuwr 
veluecav codd. 4 derrijs vel 

as follows: <av’récovrov kivduvov npuévor 
madat> | HrrovrTo valra Tov Tahavrapwr 
Bv0av: but, as Wecklein remarked, 
Tahkarwpwy is against this view. The 
simplest solution would be to assume the 
loss of a line after Bpordr, containing the 
idea: udduor’ del rplBovow ad gnrov Blov. 
Bernhardy unnecessarily suspected the 
genuineness of the whole fragment (G7. 
Litt. 113 2 p. 334). 

2f. The Ms reading must be corrupt, 
and a contrast between daiuwy and tis 
Gedv does not seem likely here: see how- 
ever Tucker on Aesch. TZheb. 510. 
(1) Enger substituted téxn xapw for Jedv 
véuwy with révev for xapw in the follow- 
ing line. This view recognizes that d&iav 
requires a correlative, but fails to observe 
that the vzsk to be recompensed is stated 
in the following lines, which are in effect 
a commentary upon déiavy, and as such 
are introduced without a connecting par- 
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ticle (H. adds 6’ after Xerrais). Moreover 
the antithesis of datuwv and trix requires 
justification: contrast eg. Aesch. Ag. 
667 ff. (2) F. W. Schmidt read ovre tus 
Ovnrav rover melorwv ror’, following in 
part the same lines as Enger. But ove 
tis Ovnr&v, thus baldly contrasted, is 
a logical anticlimax after daiuwy: if no 
god in the fullness of his power can give 
compensation, how should we expect it 
of a mere man? The same remark 
applies to (3) J., who was inclined to 
retain the text of the Mss with @vnrav 
for Oe@v. (4) For these reasons I have 
accepted Meineke’s solution, except that 
I have replaced OeGv by Ovnrév rather 
than by Sporwv. Thus we have ‘no divine 
being nor man however rich’: yépev 
awXovrov is introduced, because xépdos 
(v. 6) is the motive inducing the sailor’s 
risk. Such are the Aétalicts condictonibus 
of Horace, which would never tempt the 
merchant, were he not isdocilis pauperiem 
pati (Carm. 1. t. 18). Cf. Antiph. fr. 
101, 11 51 K. (Diogen. 4. 83, Men. mon. 
664) év yy wévecOa. Kpetrrov % wovrotvTa 
mre. ‘The security which wealth gives 
explains the metaphor of rodvs m)ovrou 
Aewnv in Aesch. Pers. 253, Eur. Or. 
1077.—Salpov should probably be taken 
strictly; for the daiwoves were mXovrodérat 
(Hes. Of. 125).—For mdovrov Mekler 
ingeniously suggested mov rov. 

4 ff. ‘For, whether success or failure 
attend these poor wretches, they hazard 
distant ventures on all too slender a 
chance.’ The emphasis is on the opening 
words, which explain why the sailor 
cannot earn déia xdpis: he is always 
taking too big a risk. Thus the main 
stress of the sentence is thrown on the 
participial clause, as so often happens in 
Greek: Eur. Ae. 1214, Meld. 111, 
Phoen. 484. There is a good example 
in Andoc. 2. 7 katelrovre Ta yeyevnuéva 
avrov...un TeOvdvac (‘to be obliged to 
reveal the truth in order to escape death”). 
‘Xertal poral, turnings of the scale 
which a small thing may decide. Cp. 
Eur. Wipp. 1163 dédopxe wévtor Pas éwi 
omukpas porjs (of aman hovering between 
life and death)’ (J.). Following this 
and similar phrases, Blaydes conj. \errjjs 
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éml poms yap; but the dative is correct, 
as ¢.g. in Xen. mem. 2. 1. 18 ém’ ayaby 
éAmidt. The thought that the seaman is 
always close to death—protected by an 
inch or two of timber—is one of those 
that continually recur in Greek (and the 
imitative Latin) literature: Hom. 0 628 
TuTOdv yap vmréx Oavdrowo pépovrat, Arat. 
phaen. 298 driyov dé 5d Edov id’ Epvxer, 
Anacharsis in Diog. L. 1. 103 paddy 
Térrapas OaxTvdous elvac rd mdxos Tijs 
vews, Tocotrov épn rod Bavdrov rods 
wréovtas dwéxew, Juv. 12. 57 2 munc et 
ventis animam committe, dolato | confisus 
ligno, digitis a morte remotus | guattuor 
aut septem, st stt latissima, taedae, id. 
14. 289. See especially Eur. fr. g21 
dwpl rovrov kipar’ evpéos TEpG...cuLtKpars 
€auTovs émirpérovow éXmiouv. Liban. 
progymn. 1. 124C of mAwThpes mrnolov 
éxovres Tov Odvarov mNéovor, AewTHY 
éxovres els owrnplay éXmwida ra évXKa.— 
Meineke’s émi piriow was a bad con- 
jecture, which was adopted by Nauck 
and Dindorf, although the former ulti- 
mately reverted to éml poraiow (/ndex, 
p. XIII). It was suggested by the proverb 
Kay émi pirds méois—the avaricious man 
would go to sea ‘on a mat ’—for which 
see Eur. fr. 397, Ar. Fac. 699 (Blaydes). 
The word pirris meant ‘a fan,’ or ‘ bellows,’ 
and had a short penultimate in the oblique 
cases (Ar. Ach. 669, 888): Nauck quoted 
Herodian 7. dixpdvwrv, anecd. Ox. II 
P- 299, 10 TO wévro Kapls Kai pimis h pev 
Kown ocuvydera éxreiver, 7 6é Tav AOnvalwy 
dudexTos gvoréhAe, but strangely thought 
that purtow was none the less admissible. 
—The ss justify the retention of the 
locative form porjow: see on fr. 659, 9. 
—oi trodvSopor derives its force from 
the idiomatic use of ¢@elpecOar to express 
the wanderings of storm-tossed or ship- 
wrecked mariners: cf. Eur. He/.. 774 
mocov xpbvov | mévrov ’ml vuros adtov 
€pOeipov mddvov, 76. 766 (n.), and see 
Blomfield’s glossary on Aesch. Pers.’ 457. 
To translate, with L. and S., ‘ braving 
ruin and danger’ is entirely to mistake 
the tone of the passage. The adj. is used 
with the same intention in Aesch. Prom. 
660 (of Io) ras wo\vpOdpous tvxas and 
846 Tis rokvPOdpou marys. 

13—2_ 
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556 

ovdev yap adyos otov 7 modhy Con. 

556 (67 Porson ad Eur. Hec. tog0: fwi SMA 

556 Stob. flor. 116. 28 (IV p. 1043, 
15 Hense) Logoxdéouvs Xcupiwv ‘ ovdev... 
tén.’ The name of the play is omitted 
by S. 
F W. Schmidt, and, independently of 

him, Nauck. (M/élanges gr. rom. VI 
p- 127), proposed dx@os for dAyos, an 
attractive conjecture, which is supported 
by the evidence of parallel passages, and 
the easiness of the change. Cf. Eur. 
Her. 637 &xOos 5€ 7d yipas alei | Bapi- 
epov Alrvas oKxorédwy | émi Kparl Keira. 
Menand. mon. 745 xaherov 76 yipas éorw 

avOpwrro.s Bapos. See however [Pherecr. ] 
fr. 248 (I 208 K.) & viipas, ws émaxés 
avOpwroow el, kal Tayrax? Num npdv.— 
ov8tv...otov: cf. Ant. 295 ovdev yep 
avOpwmoww olov &pyupos | kaxdvy voir? 
&Bdacre. The phrase became colloquial : 
‘there’s nothing like it.’ So Ar Aw 
966 ad’ oddév oldy Ear’ dxodoa TOY err, 
Lys. 135. Dem. 20. 46 ovdév yap ofov 
dkovoar av’Tod Tod véuov. Plat. Gorg. 
447 C ovdev olov 7d adrév épwraév, b Dw- 
Kpares, zbid. 481 B. 

557 

aN el pev nv Kdalovow tac Bau Kaka 
Kat roy Oavovra SaKpvors AVLOT AVAL, 
) _Xpuaos Ooov KTH HO. TOU khatew av nv. 
vov &, @ yepae, TavT’ dvqviTos EXEL. 
TOV €v Tapy kpuplevra Tpos TO pos aye 5 
Kdpot yap dv marnp ye Oaxpdov xdpw 
avnkt av és as. 

557. 3 #rrov codd. 
por codd. | ye B: te rell. 

557 Stob. flor. 124.17 (IV p. 1127, 
1 Hense) Sodoxdéouvs éx Tkvpiwv (so S, 
copokdéous oxvpiwve M, copoxhéous oKv- 
piwy A). ‘add’ el.,.els Pas.’ 

It has been pointed out in the Intro- 
ductory Note that this fragment supports 
Engelmann’s view of the plot, and that 
the words are more suitable as addressed 
by Neoptolemus to Phoenix than if 
spoken by Diomedes as a consolation to 
Lycomedes. There is perhaps some con- 
firmation of this contention in Quint. 7. 
174, where the envoys on their arrival at 
Scyros find Neoptolemus engaged in 
practising the arts of war: xaimep péya 
Teipdmevov Kip | adupi warpos kTa- 
pévoto* TO yap mpomdpo.be mérvoTo. 
Campbell also remarks that ‘the Frag- 
ments indicate some representation of 
the sorrow caused at Scyros by the news 
of the death of Achilles.’ 

5 rov év Bergk: rdv wéev SM, 70 ev A 
7 eis codd. 

6 kai 

1f. The commonplace that tears are 
of no avail to bring the dead back to 
life appears first in Hom. 2 550 od ydp re 
mpneers aKax nuevos ulos €oto, | o0dé muy 
dvoThoes* mpiv Kal KaKov aXXo wdOnoba. 
Cf. £7. 137 add’ obra rév vy’ €& ’Atda | 
marykolvou Niuvas warép’ av- | ordoers ov're 
yoots ovre Atraiow, Eur. Alc. 985 ré\pa 
o, od yap dvdges mor’ evepbev | kalwv 
TOUS POipévous dvw. fr. 332 doxeis Tov 
"Aténv oGv re ppovrifev yowy | kal mat 
dv noe TOV oor, ei Oédots orevel ; 

3 6xpvods. Thesame point ismade 
by Philemon in the Zdpdios (fr. 73, 
497 K.): ef ra ddxpu’ Nu Tov Kak@v mv 
gpdpuakor, | del 0’ 6 KrXav’oas Tod moveiv 
émaveto, | nANarTémerO’ av Sdxpva SévTes 
xpuatov, where there would seem to be 
a reminiscence of Sophocles. 

4 ait dvyvitas tye: ‘this is a 
fruitless task.’ Cf. Eur. He/. 1285 0d 3~" 
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a Tddawa, uh “mre Tols avnviros TpvxXoU 
togodrov (n.). For the word see also 
Emped. fr. 12 D. &« re yap ov5dy’ édvros 
aunxavey éote yevécOat | kai 7’ éov é&ar- 
o\ég0ar avynvvcrov Kal dmrvorov. The 
general sense follows Hom. Q 524 ov yap 
Tis mpnits (dvvois schol. Ven.) méderau 
Kpvepoto ydoo: cf. Stob. flor. 122. 14 
ZdrAwv droBadowv vidv éxacev* eiwdvros dé 
TWos Mpos avbrév, ws ovdev mpotpyou moet 
KXatwy, de’ aird ydp To TodTo, égy, Kralw. 

5 was condemned by Herwerden, 
with whom Nauck agrees. It is un- 
necessary to the sense, and mpds 76 ods 
diyew is carelessly repeated in v. 7; but 
the verse should not on that account be 
rashly rejected. For similar repetition, 
see Jebb on O.C. 554, Phil. 1268, and n. 
on Eur. Hel. 674. Blaydes thinks that, 
if the line is kept, rodr’ should be read 
in v. 4. But it hardly needs proof that 
tatra looks forward as well as roiro: see 
eg. Hdt. £. 125. 

6 Kapol ydp...ye. Kai belongs to éuol 
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alone; and ye is often found after ydp, 
but always with a word intervening: see 
the examples quoted by Neil on Ar. Zg. 
p- 196. They will also convince anyone 
who refers to them that Blaydes’s pro- 
posal to read xdpw ye daxpiwv rarnp is 
quite unnecessary.—Saxptav xdpuiv, ‘if 
tears would serve,’ is like O.C. 443 &rous 
outxpod xdpw (J.’s n.):° see also Eur. 
Fel. 1182, 1254. 

H. renders as follows: 
Could we but medicine ills by weeping 

for them, 
And raise the dead again to life with 

tears, 

Gold were of poorer price compared 
with grief. 

But, aged sir, it is not possible, 
Once in the grave, to bring him back 

again :— 
My father, I know well, if tears could 

do it, 
Had been brought back to light. 

558 

aToaTiBys 

558 dmooriBys (drooriBns Musurus) Brunck; docrif...cod. 

558 Hesych. I p. 258 drocriBys° 
admropoirnkws, ov Thy avy TpiBov orelBwvr, 
TouTésTt portray. LopoxAys ZAxuplas 
(xupiars cod.). M. Schmidt conjectured 
dro oriBov, which is unlikely. 

amoorrBrs is solitary, i.c. away from 
the track. Cf. doriBys, of places (O.C. 
26, Az. 657). We must not expect to 
find that all similar compounds follow 
exactly the same pattern, and it would 
be better if we ceased to speak of them 
as ‘active’ or ‘passive.’ The words 
belonging to an apparently homogeneous 
class may have sprung up at different 
times, and may not all have been based on 
the same analogy. Thus ¢.g. drémrrols 
(O. 7. 1000) seems to imply do 7édews 

elvat ‘to be away from the city,’ although 
in its ultimate analysis dao- may have 
been an attribute rather than a preposition, 
z.é. ‘having the cityaway.’ But, so soon 
as the proportion dmémrods: dmrods or 
the like was established, a number of other 
words seems to have been formed on 
this model, such as dmdOeos (fr. 267), 
amdtevos (O.7. 196), dwérimos (22d. 215),. 
améuoppos (fr. 1022), ard0ecros, aroxpr- 
patos (Aesch, Cho. 274), dmrduovgos, 
dmégovos (Wedd on Eur. Or. 163). On 
the other hand, dmréciros, arddemvos, 
améucOos, ddurmos, admdéuaxos may have 
developed otherwise. For ddédiuos: 
ddnuos see fr. 639. 

559 

AUTOOOUTOV 

559 Hesych. 1 p. 328 avrécvrov: 
avrokéXevatov. DopoxAjs Zxvplois (aKv- 
pios cod.). Bekk. amecd. p. 467, 3: 
(Phryn. fr. 281 de B.) adréccvrov* aito- 
KéXNevoTov. otTw LopokA7js. 

Aesch. Zum. 170 has a’réccvuros, avré- 
kAnros. The -oo- is due to the etymology 
of cedw (qieu-): see Jebb on Bacchyl. 16. 
go, and Brugmann, Comp. Gr. 1 § 489. 
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560 

AY PHWAaTOV 

560 Hesych. I p. 346 daxpjquarov 
(axpynuara cod.)* dédmavov. Lodoxd7js 

remarks. 
Elsewhere axprjparos is applied to per- 

Txvupios. We might just as well read sons (‘needy’). Similar formations are 
axphpara* aéddmava, as M. Schmidt dyvddovros, dyivarkos etc. 

561 
5 la 

evopialew 

561 Hesych. 11 p. 237: see on fr. 
200. Cf. ibid. ebwpidgew* dduywpetv, wh 
éxew gpovrida, mapaxove. Phot. /ex. 
Pp. 39, 7 evwpidgew* adpovticrely Kata 
dvrippacw* wpa (1. wpa) yap 7% pportis. 

Etym. M. p. 401, 37 shows that the 
meaning of edwpos (‘careless’) was traced 
by two paths, either from evwpet in the 
sense of ‘to be up early,’ 6 €or: udaooev, 
and so per contrarium (xara avridpacw) 

‘negligent’; or from ef and wpa= ¢portis, 
‘ so that xara dvtigpacw etwpos becomes 
6 wh ppovrigwv. For davrigpacis see on 
fr. 116. The grammarians were not far 
wrong when deriving from wpa; for ‘ to 
take a thing easily’ is to show slight 
respect towards it: cf. edn@js. On the 
strength of the above evidence Porson 
restored edwpiagew in Aesch. Prom. 17 
for the otherwise unknown éfwpidfeur. 

2YNAENTNOI 

It has already been remarked in connexion with the “Ayav@v 
gvAXoyos that a succession of scholars beginning with J. Toup 
(Epist. crit. p. 133), who was followed by Brunck, Dindorf, and 
Nauck, identified that play with the Svvdeurvor. A contributory 
reason was the title "Ayasév cuvdermvov recorded by Athenaeus 
(fr. 565), although there is no doubt that Svvderrvos is correct: 
cf. Athen. 365 B dvdmep tives Kal TO Lopoxdéovs Spaua Kata TO 
ovdéeTepoy erriypade akvovow Lyrderrvorv'. But the chief weight 
of the case for identification rested on the assumption, now proved 
to be erroneous, that the banquet of Tenedos was the occasion of 
the principal incident included in the Ayar@v cvAXoyos. On the 
other hand, Welcker, followed by Ahrens, Wagner, and Cope (on 
Arist. rhet. 2. 24. 14015 17), held that the plays were distinct. 
He argued (pp. 232—240) that the subject of the Svvdevmvor was 
the same as that of the later books of the Odyssey, in which the 
disguised Odysseus contrived the overthrow of the suitors, so that 
fr. 565 was brought into comparison with the conduct of Ctesippus 
described in v. 299 ff. It is unnecessary to discuss Welcker’s 

1 Dindorf (PAzlol. xxx 112) was inclined to restore this form. . 
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theory, since the fragment first published by Fredrich (fr. 562), 
in which Thetis addresses Achilles, upsets it once for all. 

The nature of the plot is hardly doubtful. We learn from 
Arist. rhet. 2. 24. 1401> 17 7 et tis hatin To érl Setrvov KrAnOfAvas 
Tipi@Tatov’ dia yap TO wh KANOHVaL o “Ayirr€dS eunvice Tos 
"Ayatois év Tevédm: 5 8 &s atimalopmevos éunvicev, cuvéBn Sé 
ToUTO émt TOU pr) KANOHvaL, Philodem. qwepi opyAs p. 66 ( Vol. 
Flere. O%.1 51) wapatreupOevtes v0 Tivos Ex TL@VTOS WaTTEp 0 Lodo- 
Kréous “AxyirrEdS 7) KATA TL TOLODTO TaporLywpnOErTes, OTH yap 
adixnbévtes Key, that ina play of Sophocles Achilles became in- 
censed with the Greeks at Tenedos, considering himself slighted, 
either by not receiving an invitation to a banquet or by the manner 
of the invitation. The occasion is fixed by the allusion of Proclus, 
from which it appears that Sophocles derived his material from 
the Cypria (EGF p. 19): ére:ta xatatréovew eis Tévedov, cat 
evwyouuevwr avtav Diroxtyntns Ud Bdpouv wAnyeis dva thv dve- 
ogpiav év Anuv@e KatereipOn: Kat “Ayirreds totepos KrnOels 
Svadhépetar mpos ‘Ayauéuvova’. The stay at Tenedos occurred 
immediately before the landing at Ilion, and Philoctetes was 
bitten by the snake during the same banquet at which Achilles 
showed his resentment at the lateness of his invitation. It is, 
obvious that the scraps preserved by Plutarch (fr. 566) belong 
to the play mentioned by Aristotle and Philodemus; and the 
title of the Xwvdeurrvor strongly suggests that this was the play 
in question. The extant quotations assist the identification : 
thus, the address to Odysseus in fr. 567 is a suitable pendant 
to fr. 566, and the appearance of Thetis as dea ex machina 
(fr. 562) is almost decisive in conjunction with the rest of the 
evidence. The banquet at Tenedos must not be identified with 
the occasion briefly described in Hom. @ 75—82, in spite of the 
words év da:ti Oadein: for (1) the quarrel mentioned in the 
Odyssey took place at a later period of the siege, and (2) the 
altercation at Tenedos. was between Achilles and Agamemnon, 
not, as in the Odyssey, between Achilles and Odysseus. In re- 
ference to the latter point, it is true that Odysseus bandied words 
with Achilles in the play; but his motive was not to exalt his 
own achievements. Achilles had threatened to return home, 
and Odysseus cunningly prevented him from carrying out his 
threat by suggesting that his real motive was cowardice, and 
that the alleged slight was a mere pretence. It should be added 

! It has sometimes been supposed that the banquet, which was represented in this 
play, is referred to in Cramer anecd. Par. 111 55, 23 (schol. Hom. I 168) 6 Potvé mac- 
daywyos qv Axrdéws, EeAOav Se els Oday THs cvyKpoTicews TOD Tod€uou, ExparhOn mapa 
tov “Axaav cvveoriabfvar per’ abradv év TQ rapa Tod ’Ayapéuvovos yeyovdrt Jerwy o- 
KAAT PY. 
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that Nauck assigns to this controversy Tr. fr. adesp. 35 roe 
TTPATEVTELS 7) MEVOV, ETN KAKOS. 

' A question of some difficulty touching the character of the 
play remains to be considered. How are we to account for 
the unusual coarseness of fr. 565, and in what relation does it 
stand to the corresponding passage of Aeschylus (fr. 180) ? 

(1) Naber (/nem. x1 185) explained the similarity by 
quoting Quintil. 10. 1. 66 ¢ragoedias primus in lucem Aeschylus 
protultt, sublimts et gravis et grandiloquus saepe usque ad vitium, 
sed rudis in plerisque et tncompositus: propter quod correctas 
eius fabulas tn certamen deferre posterioribus poetis Athentenses 
permiserunt, suntque eo modo multi coronatz, and concludes that - 
the Svvde7voe was nothing more than a revised adaptation of 
the ’Ocroroyou. This view gained the approval of Nauck and 
others (see n, on fr. 565), but appears to me altogether incredible; 
and I am glad to find that it is unhesitatingly rejected both by 
Wilamowitz and by Wecklein (7elephosmythus, p. 8). But it is 
strange that those who propounded it did not observe that, since’ 
the subject of the "Ocroddyor was the relations of Odysseus with 
the suitors, it could not have been refurbished as a drama 
depicting the quarrel of Achilles and Agamemnon. Welcker 
interpreted daToXoyou as the beggars who gathered round the 
table of the suitors, but Wecklein gives good reasons for refer- 
ring it to the collection of the bones after the burning of a corpse, 
and identifies the déaroAcyou with the relatives of the murdered 
suitors whose arrival to exact vengeance from Odysseus is related 
in w 412 ff. Both scholars agree, as against Hermann, Nauck 
and others, that the ’Ocrodeyo. was a tragedy and not a satyr- 
play; and Wecklein argues forcibly that the character of fr. 180 
is not inconsistent with tragedy, so long as the difference between 
narrative and representation is borne in mind. The’scene would 
not have been represented on the stage, but might have been 
ph ee by a messenger in a tragic situation (cf. Aesch. Cho, 

751 ff). 
(2) For similar reasons it has been inferred that the Svv- 

devote was a satyr-play: ‘satyricum fuisse drama ex fr. 140 
[565] luculenter apparet’ (Nauck). But there can be no satyr- 
play without a chorus of satyrs (see I p. 168); and, though the 
satyrs might have been introduced as cooks (cf. fr. 563), just as 
they appear elsewhere as hammerers (a@upoxomrar: p. 136) and 
acolytes (xjpuxes: TGF p. 36), it is difficult to imagine how or 
why they came to Tenedos, and the title Svvdevrvou rather points 
to a chorus of chieftains. Welcker also argues that the lyrical 
fragment (fr. 568) is too serious in tone for a satyr-chorus. On 

1 See also Weil in Rev. des 4. gr. 111 342. 
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the other hand, it is contrary to the character of Sophoclean 
tragedy to permit the introduction of a deliberate imitation of 
Aeschylus, and the peculiarities of fr. 565 are in no wise parallel 
to the casual repetitions referred to in the note on fr. 142, col. ii 24. 
But the Svvdeurrvor, even if technically tpaywdia, was by no means 
a tragedy in the modern sense of the word. Its leading motive 
was trivial enough, and even in the few fragments that remain 
it is possible to recognize here and there a bantering tone (see 
frs. 563, 564). We are driven to the conclusion that the Yuv- 
devmvoe belonged to that class of play of which the Adcestzs of 
Euripides is the only extant specimen, but that the comic 
element was broader and more pronounced than in the work 
of Euripides. In such a production it would not be surprising 
to find a jovial reminiscence of the indignities suffered by 
Odysseus in the very words which Aeschylus assigned to 
Odysseus himself. It may be that Sophocles occasionally 
relaxed the severity of his genius by the composition of a 
drama cast in a lighter and more cheerful vein, and by such 
means displayed the don viveur and darling of Athenian society 
whom we know otherwise solely by repute: see vit. Soph. 5 
(p. li Bl), Athen. 604 D. We must add Cic, ef. Quint. fr. 2. 
16. 3 Luvdelrvovs Lodokréovs, guamquam a te actam fabellam 
video esse festive, nullo modo probave, although its import is not 

entirely clear. As against the view of Tyrrell and Nauck that 
an incident in the camp of Caesar is referred to, must be set 
the fact that Quintus was at this time largely occupied in 
writing or adapting tragedies, and used to send them on to 
Marcus for his approval (I p.173). We may render therefore: ‘I 
don’t care about the Svvédeumvoz of Sophocles, although I perceive 
that you have treated? it wittily. So read the passage confirms 
the view of the play which has been reached on other grounds. 

1 Ribbeck, Rém. Trag. p. 620, takes a similar line, but reads factam for actam (after 
Biicheler). The conclusion recommended may be thought inconsistent with the argu- 
ments advanced above (I p. 198), in relation to the composition ‘of the Zzachus. The 
question is not so much whether a tragedy could be substituted for a satyr-play as the 
fourth member of a tetralogy, for that is decided by the example of the A/cestzs; as 
whether a play characterized by an absence of serious motive could be produced as a 
tragedy. The 2vvdervor, in which a satyr-chorus appears to be unsuitable, is an 
instance which suggests an answer in the affirmative. But the evidence is so frag- 
mentary and the countervailing considerations, to which attention has been directed, 
are so weighty that we may well hesitate to pronounce judgement. The use of 
Tpaywodia in Poll. 2. 224, where he may be referring to this play as well as to Aesch. 
fr. 180, scarcely possesses the importance which has been assigned to it by some 
critics. The Aeschylean KaBe:por (7GF p. 31), which is inferentially described as 
Tpaywoia in Athen. 428 F, seems to have been largely comic, as Wecklein (/.c. p. 11 f.) 
points out. 

2 For ago applied to literary performance cf. Lucr. 1. 138 multa novis verbis prae- 
sertim cum sit agendum, Liv. 10.31 Samnitium bella, quae continua per quartum tam 
volumen...agimus. 
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562 

hurovora ev 
Nypnidev apovoa mévtiov yopdv 

562. 1 Xelrovea schol. Dion. Thr. 
anon.) post révrtov xopév habent codd.: 

562 Anon. 7epl rpérwyv in cod. Athen. 
1083 (published by C. Fredrich in GGN 
1896, p. 337 ff.) ylverar be dvacr pop Kal 
dua Etbvwv wEep@v TO Aéoyou, ws mapa 
Zoporhet év Zuvdelrvois 7 Oéris mpos Tov 
“Axrréa onal: “Aurrotoa bev mévTLov Xopov 
wpovoa Nupntdwv’: ro yap é&fjs ot'r ws éotl: 
mw OVTLOV _Xopov Aurotca Nnpnliwv @povoa. 
drt pera oé dvtl rod mpds oé Kal map’ 
‘Hoiddw. The same extract appears in 
schol. Dionys. Thrac. p. 460, 3 Hilgard, 
but proceeds as follows after gyot : Nel- 
jmwovoa bev a évTLov Xopov N npntdwv wpovca 
bri wera o€ dvrl Tov mpds oé (wpovoa). Kal 
map -Howddw....So Hilgard prints, and he 
evidently thought that wera o€ originally 
formed part of the quotation from Soph. 
(co wpovea...uéra?), plausibly enough so 
far as concerns the text which he was 
editing. But, when the two citations are 
compared, it is evident that the scribe of 
schol. Dion. Thr. left out a number of 

2 Nyupyliwy adpovoa (dpovea Napniden 
corr. Wilamowitz 

words by letting his eye pass from one 
wpovea to the other. Whether this error 
was connected,—and if so how—with the 
mistake made in the order of the words 
in the quotation itself are questions which 
we cannot answer. The mysterious clause 
drt... Hovddw, for which cf. Phot. /ex. 
p- 260, 13, remains unexplained: Fred- 
rich regarded it as a marginal gloss incor- 
porated in the text. That a reference to 
Hesiod has fallen out seems obvious, but 
it is still possible that wera oé occurred in 
Soph.,—scarcely that it illustrated the 
anastrophe. 

It is reasonable to suppose that Thetis 
arrived at the end of the play in order to 
compose the feud. Wilamowitz remarked 
that the appearance of a deus ex machina 
might be treated as an indication of late 
date, if it were certain that Thetis did 
not appear in the Cyfria. 

563 

pupare, paroere TUS, eyxeito Babvv 

KpaTnp * oO avnp ov Tpw av hayn Kahds 
opora Kat Bovs épyarns epydlerau. 

563. 1 gupare Bergk: gopetre cod. 2 xpnripa’ 68 davhp cod. 

563 Athen. 686A Trois maol rapa- 
KeXevouat KaTa Tov LDodpoxrdéa bs ev Luv- 
Selarvors pyot ‘ popetre...€pyagerat.’ 

1h update (see cr. n.) was first sug- 
gested by Bergk, who however subse- 
quently abandoned it in favour of the 
inferior Kxopetre. Meineke appears to 
have made the same correction indepen- 
dently, and it. is almost certainly right. 
gopetre without an object expressed has 
no meaning and cannot be used abso- 
lutely; nor does the context here suggest 
an object which might be supplied. On 
the other hand ¢upa@re is altogether apt. 
The reference is to the preparation of a 
uafa, which, as distinguished from loaves 
baked of wheaten meal (dprov méocew or 

éaray), was a lump of barley meal (d\gura) 
kneaded together (udoow), then dried in 
a mould, and afterwards without further 
cooking moistened with water, oil, or wine 
—or combinations of such liquids —before 
being eaten. The technical term for the 
last-mentioned mixture, z.e. the result of 
the final moistening, was gverF or Pipaua, 
and that is the process which gupare here 
describes. Cf. Thuc. 3. 49 Hadcdv Te dua 
éXavvortes olvw kal édalw dApira medupa- 
Héva. Itis possible, as Hermann-Bluem- 
ner, Privatalt. p. 218, observe, that this 
illustrates Moeris p. 211,30 @vorTh mept- 
oTwpevws TO Pipapa Tov adoirwvr, bray uh 
yévntat waga, as being a case where there 
has been no preliminary kneading. It 
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will be observed that gupadv and pdooew 
are distinguished, in that the former ex- 
presses the mixing with liquid, and the 
latter the manipulation of the dough; 
but, as the two actions may be concur- 
rent, both words, and especially udooew, 
are sometimes used less strictly. Cf. Xen. 
Cyr. 6. 2. 28 Kal yap 8oris addqirootTei, 
UiaTrt peuayuevnv ae thy pagay éoPie. 
Schol. Plat. rep. 372 B wéWarres apro- 
Tojoavres, udtavres d¢ pupdoavres. Here 
we may take it that the process is de- 
scribed in its double aspect.—éyxelro is 
followed by xparjpa in place of the normal 
éyxetv olvov els Kparnpa. Cf. Pind. Vem. 
g: 50 éykipydrw tis uw (scz/. kparjpa), just 
as we can readily speak in English of 
‘mixing a bowl,’ or ‘pouring out a 
glass.’ 

2f. ‘This man is like a plough-ox; 
he never works until he has eaten well.’ 
For mpl av with the subjunctive in general 
suppositions see Goodw. § 645. It has 

- been suggested that the person referred 
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to may be either Ajax, Diomedes, or 
Achilles; and it is of course possible that 
by 66’ avyp the speaker may intend to 
describe himself (O. 7. 534, etc. ). — Spore, 
kat: cf. Plat. /ow 531 D aN’ obx duoiws 
memonKace Kat “Ounpos. So ica xal in 
O. 7. 1187 ws duds toa Kal To undev fwoas 
evapiO ud, Eur. Z/. 994 xaltpe, ceBifw o’ 
ica kal udxapas. For the adverbial éuoa 
cf. Thuc. 7. 29 7d yap yévos TO TO Opaxay 
duota Tots uddioTa TOO BapBapixod, év @ 
ay Oaprjon, povixwrardv éorw.—Bots ép- 
yarns was used by Archilochus (fr. 39). 
The stall-fed ox became proverbial for re- 
freshment as a reward of labour: Philostr. 
imag. 2. 10. 4, describing the murder of 
Agamemnon in Homer’s words, Bots émi 
patvyn (6 535)° Tourl yap TO pera Tors 
mévous kai Tovv delrvw. Here the appli- 
cation is different: the ox must be kept 
fed, or he will not work. Porson’s 6& 
avnp 8s was no doubt intended to bring 
the passage into accordance with the 
proverb. 

564 
oUTOL yevetov WOE Xp?) Sun ues 
popovvra KGVTiTALOa Kat yee peyav 
pntpos KahetoOar maida, TOU TATPOS TApov. 

564. 

564 Athen. 679A epi wy Kai Lodo- 
kAjs Duvielarv~@ (so Casaubon : cuvdelrvor 
A, Zuvdelrvois Musurus) ¢yolv, odol ca 
mapamdnaolos: ‘ovrot...mapdv.’ 

J. thinks that the words may have been 
addressed by Odysseus to the youthful 
Achilles, with the object of exasperating 
him: cf. fr. 566. 

1 Sundrés (dtaXeigw), sleek with un- 
guents—~z. e. long enough to be so anointed 
—not merely beginning to sprout (J.). 
The reference may be to the archaic and 
quasi-oriental dressing of the beard, which 

_ prevailed to some extent in the ‘period 
before the Persian wars (Iwan-Mueller, 
Privatalt.” § 54 p. gt); but even later 
some kind of treatment in the xoupevov 
was usual. For gopeiv yévetov, see on 
fr. 930. Herwerden conj. denpepés with 
KoUTt matdix’ dyvtixyjuca in Vv. 2. 
2 avrtratda. (1) Likeachild, Aesch. 

Lum. 38 deicaca yap ypais ovb€év, avrimas 
méev ovv. In Eur. Andr. 326 Ovyarpos 
dvrimatdos is one who is little more than 

1 dimdrpés Casaubon: dinrerpés A 3 yuntpos Nauck: yaorpds cod. 

a child. (2) Here, however, it means 
‘grown up’—no longer a child (so L. and 
S.). Bekk. anecd. p. 407, 16 dvtimats: 
6 rpdonBos kal dvdpdras kal brép Thy 
Tov matdds HAtkiav. Lucian Am. 2 cxedov 
€x THs dvTlrados HALKias els Tos EpPHBous 
xptOels. This shows that dvrima:s denoted 
the age just dedow that of the épnBos (7.e. 
just below 18). Cf. Polyb. 27. 13. 4, 
where a person described as davrirada 
Kara Tiv Atklay évra—who is sent to 
Rome for education—is called mepdxcov 
(J.). There is an instructive list of the 
words appropriate to the ascending ages 
preserved in Eustath. Od. p. 1788, 53 ff. 
from the grammarian Alexion. Of the 
age’ intermediate between mais and épyBos 
he says: rH dé é&fs Hrcxlav of wéev wad- 
Anka, of 6€ Bovmada (Ar. Vesp. 1206), oi 
dé dvrimaéa, oi dé wedrégnBov Kadodorr. 
The word is used several times by Plut- 
arch to describe one whom we should 
call a youth. The most notable case is 
when it is applied to Scipio Aemilianus, 
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taking part in the battle of Pydna at the 
age of 17 (Aem. Paull. 22): see also 
Philop. 1, Dion 55, Cic. 7, Pomp. 76. 
J. also suggested, as Tucker independently 
conjectured, that dvdpémrada (fr. 619) 
should be read; but this is unnecessary. 
—yéver péyav: high-born. Eur. 770. 674 
Ewéoe yéver whovTw Te Kavipelg péyar, 
Menand. Zp7tr. 120 of tydtKotro Kal 
Towra Tw yéver. Moschion fr. g dd&y 
mpbabe kal yéver uéyas | "Apyous duvdorns. 
Wecklein thinks that the sense requires 
us to substitute thy yeverdda (or rapylda) 
( Zelephosmythus, p. 10). 

3 pytpds is Nauck’s brilliant emen- 
dation for yaorpés: he points out that the 
same corruption has affected the Mss of 
Stobaeus in a quotation of Pind. Vem. 6. 
1 ff. (ecd, 11 p. 121, 20 Wachs.). To be 
called a mother’s child was opprobrious 
much in the same way as we apply the 
word ‘molly-coddle.’ Cf. £7. 365 f. 
éfov marpos...matda KexAjoOat, kadod | Tijs 
ntpos, Aesch. 7heb. 777 Oapoetre, waides 
bntépwrv TeOpaupévar. H. (in CR. XI 
57 f.) aptly compared paupmd@perra (Lo- 
beck Phryn. p. 299), maumdxvdoe Ar, 
Ran. ggo with Blaydes’s note, and ry@ah- 
Aadovs Com. fr. adesp. 17, 111 401 K. So 
Eur. Z/. 933 ff. xaxelvous orvy® | robs 
maidas, daTis Tob pév Apoevos marpds | ovK 
wvouacra. THs 5€ wynrpds év mba. But 
Clytaemnestra’s words in the same play 
—ol pév eiow dpoévar, | ot & at pirodar 
bntépas “addov rarpds (1103 f.)—are con- 
ceived in an entirely different spirit. Cf. 
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Eur. fr. 1064. 4, where the son says to his 
mother: ‘Ilove you, crépyw dé rov picavTa 
Tav rdvTwv Bpor&v | uddwo8’* -dplf{w rodro, 
kal od uh POdver: | Kelvov yap ééBAacTov* 
ovd’ dy efs dvinp | yuvarkds adyjoecev (Coraes 
for avdjceev), dNXa TOO warpés.’ Aesch. 
Eum. 741, Tyrtae. fr. 11. Thus, by way 
of honourable salutation or impressive 
appeal, the father’s name was always 
mentioned: Ael. var. hist. 6, 2 6 “Appa- 
ridov mais...ratpddev obv Tov veaviay mpo- 
ceirov, kvoalywy avrovy ‘Ounpix@s, Hom. 
K 68 rarpédev éx yeves dvoudgvwv dvdpa 
éxacrov, Hat. 6. 14, Thuc. 7. 69. The 
sting of the taunt as addressed to Achilles 
may be judged by the frequency of his de- 
scription as son of Thetis: Eur. Hee. 388 
matoa Oé€ridos, Andr. 108 mats adlas 
Géridos, 7.4. 208 tov & Oéris réxe, Rhes. 
977 “AxwAd\da Oéridos, LZ. 7. 537 Oéridos 
5’ 6 rhs Nyppdos éore mais érr; El. 450 
matnp imméras Tpépev...Oérid0s elvddtov 
vyovov, 26. 454, cf. Hel. 847. 

The sense would still be the same if 
yaorpés were retained, as Conington 
pointed out in Herm. 11 142 ff. The 
only question is whether Sophocles would 
have ventured upon a phrase for which 
no parallel has hitherto been found. 
We might perhaps compare Pind. Pyth. 
4-99 Tls dvOpwrwv ce Xamaryevéewy Tohias 
| é&avAKev yaotpés; 

Campbell wrongly understood yarrpos 
maida as ‘his belly’s heir,’ and was even 
inclined to explain dim\ipés as ‘ smeared 
with viands.’ 

505: = 

GAN’ apt Ove THY KaKoopov ovparvnv 
Eppubev ovd yuapte: tept 8 eu Kapa 
KaTayvuTat TO TEDXOS OV pUpOV TEV 
eSerwatovunv & ov dilyns dapys vmo. 

565 Athen. 17 tév & ddd\wv Torn- 
Tov évio. Tas KAO’ abTovs mwoNvTedelas Kal 
pabuulas dvéreutov ws otcas Kal Kara TH 
Tpwixd,  Aloxvdos yodv amper&s mov 
Tapayer meOvovras To’s “EdAnvas ws Kal 
Tas duldas GAAHAots Tepikarayvivar. é-yer 
voor (fr. 180): 

65° éorw 8s mor’ dud’ éuol Bédos 
yedwromodby, Thy KdKoopov obpdyny 
épprperv ob6’ juapre’ mepl & eu xdpa 
wrnyeto’” évavdynoev daTpakoupery, 
xXwpls wupnpov revxéwv mvéove’ éuol. 

Kal Logoxdjs dé év "Axady cuvdetrvm 
‘d\X’...Umo.’ Eustathius Od. p. 1828, 
30 also quotes the passage on the autho- * 
rity of Athenaeus. For the allusion in 
Pollux 2. 224  Tpaywdia rhv apida 
ovpavyv éxddece see p. 201. 

The verses of Aeschylus are taken from 
the ’Ocroddyo, a satyr-play probably be- 
longing to the same tetralogy as the 
IInvedéryn. The speaker in Aeschylus 
seems to have been Odysseus (Tzetzes on 
Lycophr. 778): and the offender—o pias 
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—was one of the drunken suitors, perhaps 
Ctesippus (Wecklein). In fr. 179 Eury- 
machus is mentioned by name, and his 
insults (doubtless to Odysseus) are de- 
scribed. The plagiarism of Sophocles and 
the reproduction from Aeschylus of a line 
and a half verbatim are very remarkable; 

and it would not be easy to find a parallel 
in the existing remains of Greek tragedy. 
Schweighauser, in a valuable note on 
Athenaeus (vol. VI p. 143), quotes several 
instances where whole lines are incor- 
porated bodily into his own work by a 
later writer; but the pertinent examples 
are confined to comedy. Such are the 
cases of Eubulus and Alexis (Athen. 
25 F), of Antiphanes and Eriphas (84 Bc), 
and of Antiphanes and Epicrates (262 CD). 
The imitation of Eur. fr. 385 by Agathon 
and Theodectes (Athen. 454 B—F) is not 
analogous ; still less that of Theognis by 
Theophilus (Athen. 560A). Thus it ap- 
pears that direct copying was practised 
more commonly in comedy than in tra- 
gedy; and possibly something of the same 
licence attached to all plays of the less 
severe type. At any rate the passage 
certainly does not prove that Sophocles 
‘adapted’ the ’Ocrodéyo: in this play, as 
has sometimes been inferred (e.g. by 
Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 6713). See Intro- 
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ductory Note (p. 201). 
1 Gpol Oupe, zz passion (prae ira). 

So Eur. Ov. 825 @avdrov dugl Pd8w Tur- 
dapis idxnoe, Aesch. Cho. 545 7 8 dul 
rapBe. THO Erq@uwtev wa0er, Apoll. Rhod. 
2.96 069 dup’ ddbvy yrdé pire. epi is 
somewhat more common: see ¢.g. Aesch. 
Cho. 35. The construction plainly points 
back to the adverbial origin of the pre- 
position. 

2 «dpa: for the form see Jebb on 
O.C. 564. 

3 ov pipov tmvéov. H , commenting 
on Aesch. Ag. 1311 od Liprov dyAdioua 
dwuacw déyes, quotes Ar. Raz. 1150 
Atévuce, riveis olvoy otc dvOoculav, Plut. 
703 ov ABavywrdov yap Biéw. For mveiv 
béipov see Blaydes on Ar. /ac. 525. 

4 GSeparotpyv, scared, is not with- 
out a touch of hyperbole, but does not 
merit the suspicion of Nauck and Her- 
werden, the latter of whom wished to 
substitute éXenA\arovunv. Weil also con- 
jectured 7dnuovoduerv. We may assume 
that the speaker, who, according to the 
same critic, can have been none other 
than Thersites, fled panic-stricken. For 
the proceeding itself cf. Dem. 54. 4 rods 
matidas érumrov kal Tas aduléas Karecxeddv- 
voy. 

566° 

OA, 

dedoukas ; 
AX. ; 

OA. 

non Ta Tpotas eicopav daha 

éyo@o 6 devyers’ ov TO py KAVELW KaKOS, 
> > 5 ‘ 4 > , > , / 

ahd eyyus Extwp €otiv: ov peévew Kadov. 

566. 4 ov uévew vulgo: Oupalvew, Ouxaivery, od xalvew apud Plut. codices quoque 
reperiuntur . 

566 Plut. guomodo adul. 36 p.74A 
6 mapa Dopokrel rdv “Axir\}a tapokvywv 
’Odvaceds o} Pyow dpyliferGar did 7d Set- 
mvov, adr’ *Hdn’ pnoi ‘ra Tpolas...dé- 
doxas,’ kal mpos Tadra maddy Tod’ AxiAdéws 
Ovayavaxrovvros Kal dmomdetv éyovTos 
*éygd’...Kaddv.’ 
Toup was the first who recognized that 

this passage belongs to the 2Wvdamva : 
the cause assigned to Achilles’ anger 
(which Wyttenbach did not understand) 
is sufficient to fix the reference. Weck- 
lein, who adopts @uualvew, finds here a 

parody of the Mfms, and of the threat 
of Achilles in I 356. See Introductory 
Note. H. renders thus: 
OD. Already, at the sight of builded 

Troy, 
Art thou afraid ?... 

I know 
What thou dost shrink from,—not 

from ill report, 
But Hector is at hand,—no time 

to stay ! 
1 eicopov. The scene of the play 

was Tenedos, an island not more than 

OD. 
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five miles distant from the west coast of 
the Troad.—é$aAua, dwellings, as in E/. 
1393. 
3 TO pr) KAvev follows the negative 

verb gevyes. Cf. O.C. 1740 Kal mwdpos 
amépuye—ti;—ra opgv 7d pH Tirvew 
kax@s. See Goodw. § 811. 

4 Nauck adopts @vuaivey, originally 
recommended by Valckenaer on Phoen. 
p- 312, but rejected by Brunck and Din- 
dorf. H. supports od mévew by quoting 
Aristid. 11 p. 434 (a speech of Odysseus 
to Achilles based on the ninth book of the 
Lliad) rt 8 €orat cor Tob rod To oxHua; 
..KaNOv 5¢ TH UKipw viv mpocxelv. Kal 

tl djoes mpos Tov watda Tov cavTod; rl 
TH yuvatkl ddgers etvar Bedriwvy elrwv; Kal 
TL \Néyw Xkipov h yuvaixa; adda Ti 
phoovow oi Tpdes; ap’ od petyery oe 
poBotmevov, dpavrTa ovdeuiav cwrnplay éav 
évns; Wyttenbach had already noticed 
this point of agreement, but thought that 
Ovuaivey might equally well be defended 
by p. 437 mdvtws 5€ (sc. “Exrwp déyet) 
ovdé tov Adpdavoyv tov éavtod mpéyovov 
ovdév elvac xelpw Tod Alakod Tov coi, oé 
Te oKAWrETOaL Thy UAvLY, TOS ayes 
avrov éppwédetv. Tucker proposed cup- 
Batvew (C.R. XVII 190). 

_ 567 
i / , ¢€ ¢e , N 
@ TAVTA TPATTwV, WS O Lioudos Tous 
evoyn\os &v GoL TAaVTA XY PYNTPOs TaTHp. 

567. 2 mdvra xw G (coniecerant Vater et Conington): ravraxod L 

567 Schol. Soph. Az. 190 Tdv dé 
’Odvocéa XiavqHou cvvjOws pynot Zopokhjjs 
kai év Duvdelrvm ‘o...Tarhp.” 

For the story that Anticlea was with 
child by Sisyphus before she came to 
Laertes see Jebb on Phil. 417. Now 
that G (see cr. n.) confirms Vater’s con- 
jecture, we need not consider such sug- 
gestions as Nauck’s Zlovgos warip in v. I 
and pyrpds méous in v. 2 (modified by 
Wecklein to rdvra kot), or Weil’s xpurrés 
for untpés. Besides, the allusion to Auto- 

Hermes—Chione 

lycus, ds dvOpwrous éxéxaoro khewrootvy 
@ b&pxw Te (Hom. 7 395), is too good to 
lose. H. points out that Libanius (dec/. 
5. 61, V 339, 14 Foerst.) does not fail to 
make Achilles «use this taunt against 
Odysseus: péya pévTav wardptere ois 
mwovnpots ef Tpupavres év Tots adXoTplo.s 
émécov é0éXNovow, elr’ droddvres, év Tots 
émirndelous yeypdwovra. add’ odd’ Adro- 
NUKw TH wawTrw TY OW TOOT’ av TpKecev 
elreivy, elmep é€ddw KNoTis, ‘ dmodldwut 
Koulverbe Ta Pwpia.’ The genealogy is: 

| 
Autolycus—Amphithea 

| 

Aesimus 

Sinon 

According to one form of the story, 
as told ‘by the scholiast on the Ajax, 
Autolycus, having been outwitted by 
Sisyphus in knavery, gave his daughter 
to the latter in order to conciliate him. 
The relationship to Sinon, another trick- 
ster, is attested by Lycophr. 344. (See 
p- 182.) 

1f. wavta mpdoowv bears the in- 
nuendo of mavoipyos, capable of every 
(evil) deed. Cf. Apollod. fr. 13, 8 (III 
291 K.) mparrovot ravta* Thy yap aloxv- 
vnv wddat, | wacav drokwdéxaot. Blaydes 
conjectures @ wav od mpdcowv, which is 

| 
Anticlea—Sisyphus (Laertes) 

Odysseus 

unnecessary, but agrees with fr. 189 & 
nav ov Tod\ujoaca. The phraseology 
varies: cf. O.C. 761 © mdvra To\uar, Ar. 
Nub. 375, 21.615 xwpev dy eis wav Epyov, 
Tr. fr. adesp. 4 Tod wav Spavros )( Tov 
diuxatov. But mdvra moveiy etc. are not 
necessarily used in a bad sense: see on 
Eur. Heid. 841, and add O.7. 145, 265. 

The combination of odds and mdvra 
is awkward, but not necessarily illogical : 
‘how much you resemble Sisyphus al- 
ways’ or ‘in every case’ (‘Thou meddling 
knave, how plain the Sisyphus | shows in 
thee always, and thy mother’s father!’ H.). 
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Jebb has pointed out (on 0.7. 475) that 
the adverbial rdvra is very frequent in 
Sophocles after verbs as well as adjec- 
tives: Ant. 640 yvduns warpwas mavT’ 
dmiabev écrdvar. The adverbial oXvs is 
like Eur. Bacch. 300 bray yap 6 Oeds és Td 
oS’ Oy morvs, Or. 1200 Td rp@rov jv 
mons mapy. H. was inclined to take 6 
Zicuvpos as =‘ the character of Sisyphus’ 
(7d Ziotpevov), referring to his discussion 
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of rov dvipa in’ C.R. XV at p. 394; but 
it is more likely that the article has its 
ordinary force.—€v6nAos. Blaydes pre- 
fers eén\os, and the words are easily 
confused; but there is nothing against 
€vdyXos, which occurs in Amt. 405. 

For Sisyphus as the type of knavery 
cf. Hom. Z 153 @&0a d€ Liovgos éoxev 6 
Képdioros ~yéver’ avdpav, Ar. Ach: 391 
unxavas Tas Lovov. 

568 

dOa Ivepidwv orvyepa 
Kavypatos' @ Svvacis 
O@varois evToTmoTtata ped€ewr, 
> pee . , ‘ > / avéxovoa Biov Bpaxvy icbpov. 

568. 1 Ilepion Grotius 2 xdaviparos (xavépacros Grotius) J.: kal dvdparos 
SMA, kal dvdperos Trinc., cai dvdporos Heath, cai axdpitos Herwerden, kai dvdpecros 
Voss, xdvdparos Schneidewin | @ d%vacis Buecheler: wduvdces codd., a dé uvaoris 
(uvaors Grotius) vulgo 
Schneidewin: evroryuérare codd. 

568 Stob. flor. 26.1 (111 p. 609, 6 
Hense) Zogoxdéous éx Duvdelarvov: ‘rAd0a 
.. louder.” 
The sentiment, that oblivion covers 

achievement in the absence of the record 
of the Muses, is Pindaric: see O/. 10. 9s 
bray Kaha eptars dovdas drep | ...els Aida 
oTabuov | advnp iknrac xré. Nem. 7. 12 
Tal peyddhac yap ddxal | oxdrov modvtv 
tuvwv éxovre deduevace So Hor. Carm. 
4. 9. 26 tlacrumabiles | urgentur ignott- 
gue longa | nocte, carent guia vate sacro. 
That lasting fame is the meed which 
poetry alone confers is the burden of 
Sappho’s well-known fr. 68 karOdvooa 
6é Keioeat mora, Kkwi pvapyooiva céber | 
ésoer’ otre tbr’ ovr’ Yorepov: ov yap 
medéxers Boddwv | r&v éx Iliepias. Hence 
it may be inferred that the reference is 
not merely to the passing joy of music 
at the banquet, as has sometimes been 
supposed. Bergk (PZG III ror) indeed 
conjectured that a fragment of Sappho, 
Ada Ilvepiot orvyepa cal avdpouws, had 

coalesced with a passage of Sophocles 
which ran: (Ada 6é yudvoy ddpuaxor) 
dddvas | wedéors evrotuordra Ovarots | dv- 
éxovga xré.; and Campbell—indepen- 
dently, it would seem—arrived at a 
similar conclusion. But the necessity 
for this is avoided, if we recognize that 
the power of song invoked in the second 

3 Ovarois Grotius: Oavdros codd. | evroruordra 

clause is contrasted with oblivion, and 
that music is not introduced solely as 
the healer of pain. H. suggested that 
the argument was intended to awake the 
ambition of the offended Achilles. 

1f. For the rhythm of these lines (an 
Alcmanic quaternion followed bya paroe- 
miac [enhoplic] with catalexis) cf. Soph. 
Ant. 1140(=1149), 7rach.gs5, Eur. Hipp. 
164, Med. 993. 

dae foil og eae: Hay, 

Bossa re a 
There is an almost identical combination 
in Eur. Az. 89 f. od av od6€ Tis dugud- 
Aw | crariferar audi ridas —Tleep(Sov : 
it is impossible to justify the subordina- 
tion of the genitive to orvyepd and dav%- 
paros by the analogy of such cases as O.C. 
1519, 1722, and the simplest remedy 
would be to accept the old correction 
TIepiot. But the text of the whole frag- 
ment is so doubtful, that it is perhaps 
more likely that a word has fallen out 
(dovdats for example) which would have 
supported the genitive. It is improbable 
that IIcepidwy depended on Ad.Oa, although 
some critics appear to have taken that 
view.—kavypatos. See cr. n. There 
is no authority for dvaperos, which L. and 
S. translate ‘slothful.’? J.’s emendation 
is based on the occurrence of dvépacros 
and ér7jparos, and the analogy of dviporos, 
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avjvuros, and dvnkeoros: he refers to his 
n. on 7vach. 247. 

4 dvéxovoa xré.: ‘sustaining the 
narrow pathway of life,’ as if it would 
else be washed away by the pressure of 
the neighbouring seas (adepxéa "IoO pod 
depdda, Pind. /sth. 1. 9). This remark- 
able figure, which will not bear logical 
analysis, has no exact parallel in Greek 
literature, although the contrast of the 
insignificance of life with the immensity 
of eternity often appears. Perhaps the 
best illustration is in Amth. Pal. 7. 472 
Kuplos jv, wvOpwire, xpovos mpd Tod, axpe 
mpos 7@| AGEs, XW Rovwos puplos eis 
"Alénv. | ris potpa gwhs brodelmera, 7 

ZTOPOKAEOY2 

bcov Booov | oriyuh Kal orvyphs ei Te 
xXapunrorepov’ | wiKpy cev fwh TeO\upevy 
xré. The comparison of time to a oriyu7 
is attributed to Simonides (fr. 196). J. 
recalls ‘ From the great deep to the great 
deep he goes,’ quoting O.C. 1226 Byvat 
ketOev b0evrrep Ker Tord SebTEpoy ws TA- 
xiora (n.). See also fr. 572. For the - 
metaphorical use of dvéxovoa cf. Pind. 
Pyth. 2. 88 Oedv...ds dvéxer tore mev Ta 
kelvwv, ToT’ avé’ érépos | Zbwkey péeya 
xddos.—It might be thought that the re- 
ference intended was to the shortness of 
life’s journey. This is Nauck’s view, 
who would substitute ofwov for ic@uér ; 
but it is less suitable to avéxovea. 

569 

"Alevatar 

569 Hesych. 1 p. 58 ‘Agedrac- 
€0vos Tis Tpwddos. LopoxAHs Duvdelrvy 

@ 

(adv Seurv cod., Zuvdelmvas Boeckh). Cf. 
Steph. Byz. p. 32, 3 "Age@rar, €Ovos ris 
Towddos, ws ‘EAAdvixos év rots rept Avdiav 
Néyer (FHG 161). Suid. s.v. "Afewrac’ 
Tpwixdy vos. Zonar. p. 55. Hesych. I 
p- 220 *AéiGrat* e@vos Tpwddos is ob- 
viously corrupt. 

The names ’Afevoi and ’Aferjs are 
mentioned on the quota-lists of the tri- 
butaries of the Athenian empire under 
the division ‘E\Anorévrios dépos; but 
Boeckh (Staatsh.2 11 p. 665) restored 
’AGi@rat in a single instance, where the 

name occurs among the Ionian tributaries. 
He accordingly inferred that a second 
branch of the same tribe had settled on 
the south coast of the Troad. They are 
perhaps to be identified with the inhabi- 
tants of Azus or Azes (gen. “Afov), who 
constructed wooden images of Athene, 
and worshipped them before a sea-voyage. 
These images resembled the golden figure- 
heads of the goddess which were fixed on 
the bows of ships. The Trojan Palladium 
was originally brought from Azus to the 
Phrygian king Tros. Such is the sub- 
stance of the information given by schol. 
B Hom. Z 311, which is not elsewhere 
attested. 

570 

BéBnXos 

570 Schol. Soph. O.C. 10 Yodpoxd7js 
5é év Duvdelrvw BéBnrov rov liudryv dye. 
This is repeated in Htym. MW. p. 194, 5; 
where év Oidiqod: is the vulgate, but & 
Zuvdeimvyw is given by the codd. DPM. 

The transferred sense of Bé8y)os, cor- 
responding to the Lat. Arofanus, is found 
also in Eur. fr. 648 od yap Oéuss BEBndov 
dmrecOat Sduwv, and in the Orphic line 
(fr. 41) deliw Evveroiot, Ovpas & éribecbe 
BéBydor, both quoted by the schol. The 

latter line is alluded to by ,Plat. Sy. 
218 B [Diels, Vorsokr.* 475, 1], and by 
Hor. Carm. 3. 1. 1 and Verg. Aen. 6. 
258. Cf. Callim. 2. Dem. 3 xaual Odoa- 
ae BéBaro., Herond. 4. 47 ot7’ dpyn ce 
Kpnyunv obre | BEBndos aivet. In Heliod. 
3. 13 Tovs pwev dO) BeBHrovs Kav diaddBorer, 
THY 5€ copod yvow ovK dy dSiadi-youev it 
has become the exact equivalent of (éd:6- 
Tns,—‘ layman’ in the wider sense. 
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571 

pacddys 

571 See on fr. 129. The only safe (K 567 etc.), £7. 747 ov & édlocerac 
inference is that Sophocles used the word = tunrois iuaow, Eur. Hipp. 1245 xw ev 
pao®Ans (or udoOAm) in this play,in what é« decuadv AvOeis | TunTrav iudvtwv. The 
sense we cannot tell. Wecklein’s in- same critic (AZ. Mus. XI 469) held that 
genious suggestion that udo@AnTas Towo’s pudoOAns was the only genuine form, and 
is actually the quotation is attractive, but that udo@y wasanerror. He is followed 
far from certain. Inthat case we should _ by Bruno Keil (erm. Xx11 645). 
compare Homer’s éitujroow ivaiow 

TANTAAOQZ 

To corroborate the doubtful testimony of fr. 572 in favour of 
Sophocles having written a play entitled Zantalus, we now have 
the explicit quotation in the Lexicon Messanense (fr. 573). There 
is thus no more reason for entertaining a doubt in the case of 
Sophocles than in relation to the similar citations from Phry- 
nichus (£GF p. 722), Aristias (2d. p. 726), and Aristarchus of 
Tegea (20. p. 728). 

Tantalus, like Sisyphus, is better known for the punishments 
said to have been inflicted upon him than for the transgression 
which aroused the divine anger. Various acts of impiety are 
recorded against him, each having the common characteristic 
of wanton treachery in his dealings with the gods: the details 
are conveniently summarized by Gruppe, Gr. MWyth. p. 656,. 
The accidental preservation of fr. 573, referring to the inter- 
vention of Hermes, has probably revealed the version which 
Sophocles dramatized. See schol. Pind. O/. 1. QI ol meV yap 
auTov (sc. Tantalus) pacw vmoKeta Pat LuTrvrAwp To Avodias oper, 
aitiay TwWa mpoaridértes, OS Tavddpews ry Midijavos aTroxheyas 
TOV KUVa THIS Kpyrns, 0 ov o Leds puraKa TOU Lepov KaTeTTHCE, 
Tapateberpevos ein TO Tavtary. TOV dé Ala atrocteinar “Epyiv 
Telp@Mevov TOU bmodeEapevou" TOV dé paddov Yevddpevov kal 
Era Oar erriopKiaat, @S OUK BVTOS TAP AUT@ TOU KUVOS* Kal oUTw 
tov Mia éribetvar kat abtov LitrvXov TO Gpos, Strep EoTl TOV ALOor. 
The errand of Hermes and his recovery of the golden dog are 
also related in schol. Hom. 7 518, v 66, Eustath. Od. p, 1875, 
32—35. It is curious that the particular punishment here re- 
corded, that Tantalus was buried under Mt Sipylus, should also 
fit the language of fr. 572. 

-I have also brought under this title the papyrus fr. 574, which 

P, II. I4 
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is assigned to Sophocles by the preponderance of critical opinion, 
but cannot be reconciled with the scheme of the /Vzode for reasons 
given in the Introductory Note to that play (p.97). The speaker 
is admitted to be Tantalus, and the scene Sipylus, to which Niobe 
returned after the death of her children. See Apollod. 3.47 avr 
de NioBn OnBas aTro\lTrovca 7 pos TOV matépa Tavtanrov Kev ets 
Simvrov, canel Aci evEapevn THY poppny els ALGov peTéBare, Kal 

xeirar Saxpva vixTwp Kal weO Hpépay Tov AiMov. It would not 
be unnatural for the punishment which Tantalus suffered vicari- 
ously in the person of his daughter to be described in the play 
which chronicled his own downfall. 

It should also be observed that the latter part of the papyrus 
fragments is especially suitable to Tantalus, as is shown in the 
notes. The destruction of his royal seat by an earthquake is 
plainly referred to in fr. 575». 2 ff. Cf. Arist. meteor. 2. 8. 368 31 
yevouevou cetopod Ta epi LiTvAov avetpamn, Strabo 58. Less 
scientific writers record the tradition that a city on Mt Sipylus 
fell into a chasm and was buried beneath a lake: Pausan. 7. 24. 
13, Aristid. 1229 (p. 372 D.). And Tantalus himself, as we have 
seen, was fabled to have been buried beneath the mountain. To 
the authorities cited above may be added Scere fr.20(/HG 
Ill 305 =schol. Hom. A 582). 

572 

XOP. Borns pev yap Xpovos orl Bpaxvs, 

KpupGets & vm ys Ketrar TeOveds 
TOV amravTa ypdovov. 

572. 1 chori notam habet S 2 xpupdeis 3’ bd Grotius: KpupOeioa bro S | 
reOvews Cobet: Ovnros vulg., Pavdrw coni. H. 

572 Stob. flor. 121. 3 (IV p. 1097, 3 
Hense) Sopoy ravra (so S: M and A 
omit the extract). ‘ BiorAs...xpdvor.’ 

For the title see Introductory Note. 
The contrast between the brevity of life 
and the infinity of time after death ap- 
pears earliest in Semonid. Amorg. fr. 3 
moddos yap quiv és Td TEeOvdvat xpévos, | 
fGuev F apilug wadpa (ray)kdxws érea: 
see also on fr. 568. Cf. Ant. 74 érel 
mrelwv xpivos | dv det pw’ dpéoKew Tots 
kdtw tov évédde, Eur. Alc. 672 4 wav 
toby ye Tov KaTw oylfoua | xpdvor, 7d 
6é ¢Hv ourxpdv, Anth. Pal. 10. 78 méoov 
xpbvov évOdde piuvers, | ws mpds éxeivor 
drov Tov peta Taira Biov; Plut. cons. 
Apodll, 31-p.117E kal yap 6 waxpédtaros 

Bios 6Alyos €orl Kal oriyuaios mpds i 
dmepov alava, Hipparch. Pythag. ap 
Stob. for. 108. 81 (Diels, Vorsokr* 11 p. 
138, 14) ws mpos Tov EUumravTa aldva égerd- 
fovre Bpaxvrarov éxovtes of GvOpwrot Tov 
Tas Swas xpdvov kddAd\oTov év Tw Bly oiovel 
Twa TapemOnutay monoodvTa er’ evOumia 
kataBwwoavres. Cic. Att. 12. 18, Catull. 
5.5. The moral drawn is for the mo-t 
part that of Amphis (cited by H.) fr. 8, 
II 238 K. Tive, waive, Ovnros 6 Bios, 8\L-yos 

ovml yn xpovos,| 6 Odvaros 8 dOdvards 
éotw, dy amaké Tis drobdvy. 

2 teveds: see cr. n. Cobet holds 
that the corruption was caused by the 
letters re dropping out after -rat, so that 
ONEQS passed to ONHTOS (Cod. 
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Crit. p. 192). The Attic scansion was 
to make the word trisyllabic (re@vews kal 
TeOvedoa dinpnuévws Herod. Philetaer. 
in Pierson’s Moerts, p. 449): cf. Ar. 
Av. 476. For the syncopated form see 
Rutherford on Babr. 45. 9. Euripides 
adopts the Homeric scansion in Szpp/. 
273 (hexam.), where Reiske restored 
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Tedvewrwyv for te Ovarav, It was for 
supposing that @vyrés could be used for 
‘dead’ that Croker was trounced by 
Macaulay in the review of his edition of 
Boswell. Gomperz (Bruchstiicke, p. 31) 
defended @vnrés as merely owe, but 
in that case the word is singularly ill- 
chosen. 

573 

‘“Eppys édydov tHvde ypnopwdorv dati 

573 Lex. Messan. f. 282 V. xpn- 
opndos ovv (xpyiuwd..v cod.: corr. Rabe) 
Tot Zoporhijs Tavrdry: ‘“Epujs...xpmo- 
ponrddv pdrw.’ map’ 8 (dx cod.: corr. 
Rabe) cal xpnouwidia’ Evpirldns Aavay. 

gdrw. This word is applied to an 

oracular speech in O. 7. 151, 310, 323, 
and 1440; and also in Eur. Phoen. 23, 
Suppl. 834.—For the significance of this 
fr. in reference to the pict see Introduc- 
tory Note. 

574 

.|pnpev trav. 
. re tavd’ érel pdvos $6 Bon. 

Kal “Xe hu|Ooupyes eixdvicy’ iSetv dpa, 
574. 2 x vel v legi potest | rwvderipwrospoBwr pap. 

574 ‘These mutilated lines have been 
deciphered from two pieces of papyrus, 
which were published as No. CCXIII in 
Oxyr. Pap. Ui p. 23, and denoted a and 6 
respectively. Each of these pieces con- 
tains to the right of the principal fragment 
very scanty traces of letters in the next 
column; but nothing of these is legible 
except xepav[vés]in 611. It is possible 
that a Ir was placed above 4 1; and, if 
so, the speech extended over three 
columns, which were perhaps only of 
moderate length. In any case it is cer- 
tain that a1 (fr. 574) did not immediately 
precede 4 1 (fr. 575), although the size of 
the interval which separated them cannot 
be determined. 

The handwriting, which is assigned to 
the second century A.D., is of a rough 
character, and the numerous blunders 
and misspellings suggest that we have 
to decipher the copy of aschoolboy. The 
corruption in the parts of the lines which 
are preserved is so great that the restora- 
tion of the missing letters is rendered 
unusually difficult, and the true readings 
can hardly be recovered without radical 

3 nkovgua ednrepa pap. 

alterations. The tragic lines are written 
on the verso of the papyrus, and the vecto 
is occupied with some accounts which are 
dated in the first century A.D. 

The first fragment appears to refer to 
the fate of Niobe, and it follows that 
Lydia was the scene of the play from 
which it came. The speaker was pro- 
bably Tantalus, who in the other fragment 
laments the loss of his kingdom, and 
reflects upon the instability of fortune. 
Blass inferred that .the description of 
Niobe turned to stone must have come 
from the /Viobe of Aeschylus or Sopho- 
cles, and decided in favour of the latter, 
partly because it is known that Sophocles 
made Niobe return to Lydia at the 
end of his play (p. 95), and partly on lin- 
guistic grounds. The latter are as fol- 
lows: (1) In fr. 574, 2 émei is late in 
the sentence: cf. Soph. P&z/. 1343, 
Trach. 1174 (émredn), O. 7. 801 (dre). 
Nothing similar is found in Aeschylus, 
but ézre/ is not accepted here by Wecklein. 
(2) Sophocles has several compounds in 
which )i@os occurs, and Aeschylus has 
none. (3) o6éve c. inf. occurs also in 

I14—2 ° 
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™ pev xpola Kddarow etKedov TETPALs, 

poppyy o ex |eivns ol0a Kappatootayets 5 
myas, iv vlyp@ KadvBe Kon Oyoerar. 
péytoTov € |oyov OapBos: N yap mvedw Evt 
aKap |dtous méTpaow, 7 “prod obéver 
Beds ALO loon. tovyapouv Ol ap|oovvTi pou 
mavoos plev olktpa ouppopa dante. Ppévas, 10 
7 Oeotorly Euoev Eis Exovotovs paxas, 
abévos S€] poupav avtialor| tes Bpo |rot 

4 ixedov (‘Kedos sec. Cronert) pap. | rérpors pap. 
) supplevi | xéaBe pap. 

8 litterae 6 non omnino certae, 5 tamen vix aliter legi potest | werpovsw pap.: 
9 Gapooiyrt scripsi: 

11 7 Ocotow Euorer els scripsi:.....vayuodrovd pap. (litteram 
6 incertam spatium unius litterae ante e sequitur) 

6 ryyds, lv’ (rnydas: SwWypy GH 

Wecklein | vyamahw oOever pap. 
G—H, épeévri Wecklein 

fov..pap. (vel avriAafor) 

Ant. 1044, but not in Aeschylus. - (4) 
Tovyapody occurs four times in Sophocles, 
never in Aeschylus. 
in £/. 1050; Az. 150, but not in Aeschylus. 
(6) xukXety occurs'in Az. 19, Ant. 226, 
but not in Aeschylus. Not all these 
items are of equal moment, but Blass is 
certainly entitled to say that their sum 
outweighs the fact that dtvypos—which is 
not certain—and oxymrovxla are peculiar 
to Aeschylus. He might have strength- 
ened his case by adducing the resemblance 
of fr. 575, 9 f. to Soph. fr.871. But these 
conclusions have not been universally ac- 
cepted. Thus Robert (Herm. xxxvi 386) 
admitted that the lines were Sophoclean, 
but held that they did not belong to the 
Niobe, for reasons which have already 
been discussed (p. 97). On the other 
hand, Wecklein (2. ZL. W. 1900, p. 508) 
strongly supported the claim of Aeschylus, 
and was of opinion that both fragments 
came from a messenger’s speech. The 
latter conclusion was also adopted by 
Cronert (Arch. f. Papyrusf. 1 511). For 
the inference drawn in the present edition 
see Introductory Note. 

Our knowledge of the tragic vocabulary 
is enlarged by the appearance in these 
lines of elxévioua (used by Phalaecus in 
Anth. Pal. 13.6), elkedos, rerxlfew, axdp- 
duos, and AcOodr. 

The supplements and corrections, un- 
less otherwise stated in the cr. nn., are 
due to the first editors, Grenfell and Hunt, 
or to Blass, who assisted them. 

(5) op6dpa occurs . 

5 Kalmaryovomayas pap. 
7 mvevpeda pap. 

corr. 
0..pecrae pap., Pewpovvre 

12 oéévos dé supplevi | avriaa- 

1f. Perhaps dvjp dy ravocoua..., but 
it is not easy to connect the words in the 
next line, or to frame a suitable subordi- 
nate clause. The general sense might 
be, ‘since god alone has given me these 
alarms.’ Wecklein, who supposed that 
a messenger was the speaker, restored 
éxelvos ele T&VS’ émHBoros PbBwv. In 
that case the following lines contain the 
speech of Tantalus as reported by the 
messenger. 

3 ff. should be compared with the de- 
scription of Niobe’s fate in Az?. 823 ff.— 
Koparotv recalls Hom. Q 54 kwphv yap 
5 yatav dexlfer wevealywy (imitated by 
Moschion fr. 7: see esp. v. 5 TO cua 
kwpod rdéw el\npev wérpov).—olda, 
recognize, of immediate perception: so 
Eur. Bacch. 1269 ovx ota rovaos TotTo. 
—Grenfell and Hunt suggested as an 
alternative kWuparos ordyas (coll. Apoll. 
Rhod. 4. 626), but this phrase would be 
harsher than the nearest available paral- 
lels—Eur. Her. 450 d0cwv mnyas, 7b. 625 
vauar dcoowv. For the following words 
see cr.n. The objection to Blass’s read- 
ing is the extremely awkward asyndeton, 
to avoid which I have introduced tva.— 
KadAvBt is an otherwise unknown meta- 
plasm: cf. Awdéve fr. 455. Similar 
examples are the Homeric topin, ixtiva 
attributed to Aristophanes and others, 
and the «ivduvc of Alcaeus (fr. 138). See 
Lobeck, Paralip. p. 169 ff. 

8 dxapSiors, eles, is based on the 
use of kapédia as vital principle which is 
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discussed in the n. on Eur. Achd. 583. 
Add Quint. 3. 154 xéaoce dé of Aadepov 
knp- Theogn. 977 has the odd phrase 
kpadlnv <6 meloouat, which is our slang 
‘I will give myself a good time.’ 

9 Oewpoivrs is surely impossible, and 
Wecklein’s épvr7« scarcely suits the data, 
although the corruption is in any case 
considerable. I take ®aprotvrt to express 
the earlier confidence of Tantalus in the 
security of his good fortune: cf. Aesch. 
fr.159. The forms with -pp- are some- 
times given in our MSS, as in O.C. 491. 
For the word cf. Isocr. 7. 3 6p@ trav 76- 
Aewv...Tas uddtora Oappovoas eis wreloTous 
kwdvvous Kabiorapeévas. 

11f. Grenfell and Hunt restored 76 
& iordvac podrdv0’..decio. pmowpdv avril’ 
avovrat Bporol, but the combination of 
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isrdvar paxas Oeoto. with porpHy ayrtia is 
not altogether satisfactory, and the state- 
ment that men shrink from opposing the 
gods is contradicted by the infatuation of 
Niobe, who was not a solitary instance 
of such daring. On the other hand, the 
proximity of avriagov- to porpwr is surely 
not accidental, but must point to potpa 
traits &rpemros, an idea which is illus- 
trated by Headlam on Aesch. Ag. 7o. 
The text is of course incomplete, but 
might have continued (ex. gr.) rs xedva 
mpdzovc’; Then the sequence of thought 
would be, ‘though my heart—once so 
proud—is sore for my daughter’s sin and 
punishment, yet destiny is inflexible and 
I must submit.’ For the general sense 

-cf. fr. 196, Eur. fr. 716, Tr. fr. adesp. 
209. 

575 

TUPaVVa 

575. 
certum) 
t vel v 

2 y1pa pap. 

575. 1 The connexion of thought 
may have been represented by dA’ odd 
GamAGs yap madds KTe. 

2 For the destruction of the capital of 
Tantalus see Introductory Note. 

6 ff. Kaxav is perhaps governed by 
kpareiv, and the sense may have been 
‘I seemed so well protected as to be 
superior to sorrow.’ ‘Tantalus was a 

3 cKnmpovxiat pap. 
9 a incertum (e legi potest) | rpexou pap. 

|s [@ |pdaviopeba 
ok|nrtpa; mov Sdpwv €dn ; 
ov |vrowov oKynTTovxia 
. viov épynpta 

jovres aiavy|v] \éyo 5 
Tet |eiyio par KaK@v 
. o|\pddp’ evtuxyn Kparetv 

v |otvyys 
Tavt|a yap Tpoyov diKkyy 

. TUS KUKAEL TVy| 7 | Io 

5 7 incertum | Aeywe pap. (A in- 
10 ante 7 fort. vel 

typical instance of the unexpected over- 
throw of great prosperity: see Pind. O/. 
t. 53—58 and Aesch. fr. 159. 

9f. For the Wheel of Fortune cf. 
fr. 871 GAN’ odpds alel méruos év TuKY@ 
Geod | rpox@ KuKdetrac Kal meradrdooe 
gvow. The restoration of v. ro suggested 
by Blass is qyouuévn tis Seoméris. 
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TEYKPOS 
As this play is quoted by Aristophanes in the /Vzées, it must 

have been produced before B.C. 423. Ahrens suggested that it 
might have been prompted by the interest evoked by Cimon’s 
expedition to Cyprus in 450 B.c.; and from the allusion in the 
Ajax presently to be quoted it might be argued that the Zeucer 
was earlier than that play. 

There ‘can be little doubt that the subject was the return of 
Teucer to Salamis from Troy, his repudiation by his father 
Telamon on account of the death of Ajax, and his departure 
to Cyprus where he was commanded to found another Salamis 
(Vellei. Pat. 1. 1). The anger of Telamon is anticipated by 
Teucer in the Ajax (1007—1019); and Ribbeck assigns fr. 894 
to the Zeucer accordingly. It is generally believed that Sopho- 
cles was closely followed by Pacuvius, whose Zeucer was one of 
the most famous Roman tragedies, and is several times quoted 
by Cicero (Ribbeck, p. 224 ff.). There was a famous scene in 
Pacuvius in which Telamon denounced Teucer for returning 
without Ajax. From this Cicero quotes four lines in de orat. 
2. 193, which also contain a reference to the loss of Eurysaces'. 
It is a fair inference that these features were reproduced from 
Sophocles. It is highly probable that Cicero also refers directly 
to the play of Sophocles: Cic. Tusc. 3. 71 ttague Oileus ile apud — 
Sophoclem, qui Telamonem ante de Atacis morte consolatus esset, 
7s cum audivisset de suo fractus est. Then he quotes a Latin 
version of the Greek original which is preserved by Stobaeus 
(fr. 576) and by his Mss referred to the Oedipus*. Cicero’s 
introductory remarks shows that Oédiqrodé. is probably a cor- 
ruption of "Ovrez; but there is no play with the latter title, 
nor was Ojileus a likely hero of tragedy. His name was therefore 
preserved in the source of Stobaeus as the person referred to 
in the extract, and not as having given his name to the work 
from which it is quoted. It has also been suggested that he 
was a character in the Aias Aoxpos, but the circumstances of that 
play (see I p. 8 ff.) make the supposition unlikely, especially as it 
would follow that Telamon also appeared in it. Consequently 

1 Segregare abs te ausu’s aut sine illo Salaminem ingredi,,| neque paternum aspectum 
es veritus, guom aetate exacta indigem | liberum lacerasti orbasti exstinxlt, neque 
Sratris necis, | neque eius gnati parvi, qui tibi in tutelam est traditus ?—There does 
not seem to be any evidence throwing light on the fate of Eurysaces, other than that 
which has been cited in the Introductory Note to the play so entitled (I p. 165). 

? From the fact that Cicero quotes his own translation of Sophocles, Ribbeck 
inferred that there was no corresponding passage in Pacuvius, but refused to go so 
far as to deny that Oileus appeared at all in the Latin play. ’ 
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it seems that Oileus must have been represented in the Zezcer 
as visiting Telamon and being at hand when the news of the 
death of the greater Ajax arrived. It was natural that this 
should precede the intelligence of the storm in which the 
Locrian Ajax perished; the latter would be given by a survivor, 
ae ship had escaped from the dispersal and destruction of the 
ns Sa 
Much more remarkable is the fact that Odysseus was one of 

the characters; for his presence at Salamis after the storm in- 
volves a departure from the scheme of the Odyssey, which we 
should not have expected in Sophocles. Whether it was Odys- 
seus who described the storm (fr. 578) and brought to Oileus the 
news of his son’s death cannot be determined; but that he arrived 
before Teucer, with whom he certainly engaged in altercation, is 
made probable by the evidence of Aristotle, who alone mentions 
him in this connexion : rhet. 3. 15. 1416? I KOLVOS S dmcpoiv 0 
TOTS TO oupBora eye, olor, év, TO Tevepo 0 ‘Oduaceds ore 
OiKElos TO HIprape : an yap ‘Hovoun aed: 0 d€ OTL O TATNp 
expos TO Upiauo, 0 Tehapwr, ai dre (avtos add. Roemer) ov 
katelre Tov KatacKkoT@v. The meaning is as follows: ‘Both 
accuser and accused can use the topic of sagvs: thus in the 

' Teucer Odysseus argues that Teucer is friendly to the enemy 
by reason of his connexion with Priam, whose sister Hesione 
was his mother; to this Teucer rejoins that his loyalty should 
be inferred, (1) from the fact that his father Telamon had been 
Priam’s enemy; (2) because, if he had been a traitor, he would 
have denounced the spies, which he did not.’ The second argu- 
ment appears to refer to the occasion when Odysseus entered 
Troy in disguise, and was recognized by Helen (Hom. 6 242 ff, 
Eur. Hec. 239 ff., Rhes. 710). It is clear that Teucer was regarded 
with suspicion by many of the Achaean chieftains (Az. 1021 év 
Tpota Sé poe | roddol pev éyOpoi, ratpa S whedrjoiua); and, if 
Odysseus accused him of treachery, it should be remembered 
that he anticipated a similar charge from Telamon (Az. 1013 ff. 
Tov é« Sopos yeyora ToNepwiov vobov, | Tov Sechia mpodovta Kal 
kaxavopia | oé, dirxtat Aias, 7 8dr ovour). The play i is again 
referred to in rhet. 2. 23. 13987 4 aX2Xos é€x TOV elpn Levey vised 
avTous Tpos TOV elTrovTa* Suahéper dé 0 TPOTOS, olov € év TO. Tevevo 
@ eXpncarto ‘Idixparns pos ‘Apiotoparta, eT EPOMEVOS el mpobatn 
dv Tas vats emt XP Mace ou pacKovTos d€, Elta, eimrev, OV ev OV 
‘Apiotopay ovK av Tpodoins, eyo 8 wy I ducpdrns; Aristotle is 
introducing the topic according to which a speaker can make 
an argument directed against himself recoil upon the accuser. 

1 For the storm see fr. 578. It is mentioned more than once in the fragments of 
Pacuvius. 

See Oo 
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This, he says, is peculiarly effective, as may be seen in the Zeucer. 
The reference intended was evidently famous, or else Aristotle 
would have given the details; but to us it is entirely obscure. 
Cope suggests that the scene between Teucer and Odysseus is 
again the subject of the allusion; and that Teucer, under accusa- 
tion of having caused his brother's death, thus rebuts the charge: 
‘If you, Odysseus, are shocked at such a crime, do you suppose 
that Z, Teucer, could have been guilty of it?’ If it is permissible 
to guess at all, we may well believe that the force of the retort 
lay in the suggestion that a charge of treachery came ill from 
one who was the greatest master of cunning (d0AL0s ‘Opéo 
Phil. 608 etc.). The defence of Teucer, when pleading seKtet 
conviction for having contributed to his brother's death, was so 
notorious that he was said to have been the first man who 
was obliged to state his case without leaving his ship, as in the 
procedure of the court at Phreattys (Pausan. I. 28. 12). 

Welcker (p. 194 ff.) uses several of the fragments of Pacuvius 
towards the reconstruction of the play, and has no hesitation in 
assigning to it (after Blomfield) Tr. fr. adesp. 569 Tedxpos 5é 
To£ov ypw@pevos perdwria | vrép Tappov THd@YTAas ExtnaEV Dpvyas, 
—verses which he thinks came from Teucer’s own lips. This 
is hardly more probable than Ribbeck’s conjecture! that Soph. 
fr. 894 refers to Telamon; but there is more reason for hesitation 
in reference to Tr. fr. adesp. 318 TO yap Kaas TpacoorTL Taca 
17 TATPLS. The sentiment was proverbial, and occurs as a sena- 
rius in more than one form (Ar. P/wé 1151, Macar. 6. 45); but 
Cicero’s evidence shows that the saying patria est ubicumque est 
bene (Tusc. 5. 108) was commonly associated with the name of 
Teucer. It is of course possible that he followed Pacuvius, and 
that the source of Pacuvius was not Sophocles; but this is not 
very likely, in view of the celebrity which attached to the Sopho- 
clean version. In Teucer’s case, the words bear an obvious 
reference to his forced withdrawal to Cyprus; and it is difficult 
to see in what way the settlement at the Cyprian Salamis could 
have been introduced into the end of the play, unless a god 
appeared and directed Teucer to sail thither, or some intimation 
through an oracle was given to him concerning the will of the 
gods*. Such indeed was the tradition, as may be seen from 
Eur, Fel. 148 és ynv évantav Kumpov, ob pw eVeomiaey | oikely 
"AToAXN@Y, dvoua vnowwtixov | Sarapuiva Oéwevov Ths éxet yapw 

1 He compares it with Pacuv. fr. vi1I sos tllum interea proliciendo propitiaturos 
Jacul | remur, and infers that Teucer had friends and supporters at Salamis. 

* Cf. Zenob. 5. 74 (Paroem. 1 149) waoa yn warpis: Tolro uépos éorl xpnouod, dv 
dvethev 6 Oeds Medrew rq Iehacyp mepl oixjoews wavTevouévy. ‘The association of the 
saw with an oracle is worth notice, but of course proves nothing with regard to 
Teucer. 

~ 
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matpas, and Hor. Carm. 1. 7. 28 certus enim promisit Apollo 
ambiguam tellure nova Salamina futuram; and it is probable 
that in this case tradition was followed by Sophocles, even if. 
he was not its original source. 

The settlement of Teucer in Cyprus was known to Pindar? 
and Aeschylus?; but it is impossible to say whether Welcker® 
was right in his conjecture that the repudiation by Telamon 
was one of the incidents recorded in the Voszz. 

576 
\ > > , \ , \ 

Tovs 8 av peyiorous Kai codwrarous dPpevi 
TOLOVGTO LooLs GV Olds EOTL VUV OOE, 
KAN@S KAKOS TPATOOVTL TUTApawecas: 
dtrav € Saipwv avdpds edtvyods TO piv 
mhactiyy €peian Tov Biov taXdipporor, 5 
Ta Tohha Ppovda Kai Kad@s cipypeva. 

576. 1 av B: av SMA 
4 bray © 6 Saipwv B 

3 cuurapawécas scripsi: cummapawéca codd. 
5 mddoriryy Lobeck et Ellendt: pdoriy’ codd. | raXip- 

porov Meineke: maXivrporov MA, rddw tpémov S 

576 Stob. flor. 114. 6 AIV p. 1018, 
18 Hense) Zodoxdéovs Oldizrod: (so MA: 

A 
S has OI). ‘rovs 6’...elpnuéva.’ Cicero 
gives a Latin version of the passage 
in 7usc. 3. 71 ttague Oileus tlle apud 
Sophoclem, gut Telamonem antea de 
Atacts morte consolatus esset, ts cum 

audivisset de suo fractus est. de cutus 
commutata mente sic dicttur: 

nec wero tanta praeditus sapientia 
guisgquam est gui aliorum aerumnam 

dictts adlevans 
non idem, cum fortuna mutata tni- 

petum 
convertat, clade subita frangatur sua, 
ut tlla ad altos dicta et praecepla ex- 

ctdant. 

Unless Hense is right in suggesting that 
a quotation from either Oedipus is lost, 
Cicero’s introductory words prove that the 
reading Oldlod: is an error, and that the 

A 
OI of S represents an original ’OcAe? or 
*O.\éws. _ This in its turn must have 
descended from a fuller statement, such 
as és ’Ouéa alvitrerar or epi ’Ordéws 
Aévyet Tordde: see Introductory Note. It 
is highly improbable that there was a 

1 Nem. 4. 46f. 2 Pers. 897. 

play entitled Oz/ews; and Welcker’s hy- 
pothesis that the lines belong to the 
Teucer deserves acceptance in the present 
state of the evidence.—For the general 
sense of the passage Headlam (/.7?. xx 
305) quoted Aesch. Prom. 279, 351 and 
Tr. fr. adesp. 342 éAagpdv mapaweiv 
<T@> Kax@s wempayor. 

1 av: see cr. n. The same corrup- 
tion occurs in Eur. Andr. 240, and in 
all probability in PAz7, 572. 

3 The infinitive cvmrapawéoa cannot 
be explained as the text stands in the 
Mss; and it is generally assumed that 
kados, for which Headlam (/. ?. XX 305), 
Blaydes, and Nauck (/dex, p. X111) have 
independently suggested devovs, Cobet 
gave xaXovs, and Stadtmueller ixavovs, 
is corrupt. H. quotes Aristid. 11 491 
dewvol tives elol voudereiv Erépous, abévTes 
éavrov’s. Mimnerm. Trag. fr. 1 (7GF 
p- 829) dewol yap davdpt mavres éoper 
evxdeet | favTe POovijcat KxarbavdvtTa 5 
aivégat. He points out that schol. Eur. 
LTipp. 921 explains dewdv cogioryy elas 
by dAnA@s Kaddv diddoKxadov elas, and 
that in Eunap. p. 58 ovdév broords dewdv 
there is a v.1. kaxéy. Similarly he wished 
to restore dewdv y’ épwra for uéyav y’ 

ep. pk 
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épwra in Eur. Med. 698, on the strength 
of Eur. fr. 850, 26. 1054, Hermesianax 
(Athen. 599 B) 96. But, as Hense re- 
marks, kadws is confirmed by v. 6 I 
cannot however agree with the last-named 
critic that the inf. depends on ofos; for 
that idiom would require otovs to balance 
the antecedent. The simple correction 
ouptapawéoas makes everything co- 
herent, and gives its due weight to viv, 
which is otherwise pointless: ‘the wisest 
men are no better than Oileus in his 
present mind, although he once gave good 
advice to a sufferer.” The three following 
lines thus stand in their proper relation, as 
explicatory of the opening sentence: the 
function of dé (v. 4) in such a connexion 
(=~ydp) is familiar (Eur. He/. 544 n.). 

5 mAdotLyy’ épelory kré. ‘The verb 
=‘ push,” ‘‘ press” —z.e. here, depress. 
‘* When the destiny of a man, once pros- 
perous, presses the scale of his fortune in 
the contrary direction.” Cic.: cum for- 
tuna mutata impetum convertat. ‘This 
probably points to waorvy’: Cic. under- 
stood, ‘‘when his destiny Jays on the 
scourge in a new direction ”—7.e. afflicts 
him, who before was exempt. Cf. Eur. 

° Andr. 844 dvraiay | épelow mayday (‘ in- 
flict it”). But rod Blov condemns pdorey’ 
and confirms mAdotryy’. Cp. O.C. 1508 
pow) Blov wo, Zr. 82 év ody porn rogde 
Kkemevy, fr. 555, 4 powaiow, Plat. Zim. 
63 B rTiBels els mAdoT’yyas, alpwr rov 
cuyév, ‘weighing them in scales, when 
he raises the balance,” etc. maX{ppotrov 
(used by Eur.) would be more strictly 
appropriate to the metaphor—‘‘ zzclining 
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in the opposite direction.” But madiv- 
Tporov is also correct, marking the reversal 
of fortune.’ (J.) In my opinion, Cicero’s 
paraphrase is too loose to be of any use 
in determining the reading of his original, 
and I do not think it likely that he read 
maorvy’. However, mAdorryy’ is clearly 
preferable (cf. Anon. ap Stob. ec/. 1. 6. 13 
=Lyr. fr. adesp. 139 Kai To Teg wraoTryyt 
dobev uakapiorérarov TeXeGex, inan address 
to Fortune, Trag. fr. adesp. 179 dva@uahor 
mwAdoTyyes dorarou TUxns), and the con- 
fusion of the two words here supports the 
contention of those who would restore 
paorvye in Aesch. Cho. 289. épelon is 
entirely appropriate, as its usage shows, 
and Blaydes (on Ar. Ran. 1378, Pac. 
1248) should not have proposed m)a- 
oriyya pévy or xpovon: the figure of 
daiuev épeidwy need not be so crudely 
conceived as to recall the dvo xjpe of 
Hom. X 210. On the other hand, 
Meineke’s 7raNipporor is a great improve- 
ment (Lucian Amor. 4 ka0amrep axpiBys 
TpuTdvn Tats ém’ dupdrepa mdrdoriyéw 
icoppémws Tradavrevoua), and should be 
adopted; it would be difficult to find a 
parallel for raXivrporoyr as here employed. 
Soph. may have written waXlvporos: see 
Meisterhans*, p. 112. In Diod. 17. 33 
érahavrevero yap Setpo kal éxetoe () udxn) 
THs Tpowis évahhag yeyvouevns Madvig 
(Adv. Crit. p. 506) restored pomjs. 

6 cipynpéva. Blaydes required etpn- 
wéva, and the words are sometimes con- 
fused (O. C. 1188); but elpnuéva conveys 
a direct reference to cumrapawécas. 

€ yy 3% o /, \ 

@S AP, W TEKVOV, KEVHV 
eTepTopny oouv TEpYsuy evAoyoupevou 

a as Cavros 9 ap ev okoT@ yOovod pe 
éxaw “Epwis ndovats ebevopevor. 

577. 3 dAnPoved we Papageorgius: AaGoicd me vulg. 
épwis M, éocev épwvis A 

577 Stob. flor. 122. 10 (IV p. 1114, 
14 Hense) DodoxAdouvs Tevxpov. ‘ws dp’ 
...€Wevopévov.’ 

The speaker is Telamon, on hearing of 
the death of Ajax. H. renders: 

‘O my son! 
What mockery was the joy I had of 

thee, 

4 écaw’ épwis S, écev 

When praised, as though alive! And 
all the while 

*Twas fawning in the dark, a treach- 
erous Fiend 

That fooled me with false pleasure |’ 
1 dp here and in v. 3 marks surprise 

that a previous impression has been falsi- 
fied by the event. When the state or 
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action denoted by the verb continues in 
the present, English idiom generally re- 
quires the present indicative: see Gilder- 
sleeve, § 220, Starkie on Ar. Vesp. 314. 
But there is no essential difference be- 
tween a passage like the present, and the 
famous cry of Heracles: w TAjjmov dpery, 
éyos ap nod’: éyw dé ce| ws epyov 
joxouvs od 8 ap’ édovdeves TUXy (Tr. fr. 
adesp. 374). 

2 tépw: the cognate acc. requires 
the addition of xevnv. See on Eur. Helid. 
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5 a : ° 
3 ws lavros, with érepréunv: ‘think- 

ing that thou wast alive.’ —For Ay8ovea 
cf, Ant. 532. 

4 éovav’. For the metaphor of the 
Aal@apyos Kkiwyv see on fr. 885. calvovea 
dry is an Aeschylean figure (Headlam on 
Ag. 724, 1228). Cf. Plut. Rom. 7 6 No- 
pyrwp...odk &pevye Tiv édmrlda calvovear, 
‘did not disregard the blandishments of 
hope.’ 

578 | 

ovpavov 5 azo 

notpawe, Bpovtn 8 éppayn dv aorpary7s. 

578. 

578 Schol. Ar. Mud. 583 Bpovri 3’ 
éppayn ov dorparis| mapa Ta év Tevdxpy 
Lopoxdéous (rapa rq ev Lopoxdéovs TedKpw 
V) ‘ovpavod...doTpamijs.’ 

This schol. is not in R.. Nauck (/zdex, 
p- XIII) said ‘éppdyn dv aiépos requiro,’ 
and Blaydes approved. But 8 aerpanjs, 
though difficult, is not manifestly corrupt. 
Thus it might be said either (1) that the 
thunder finds an outlet by means of the 
lightning, or (2) that dorpaz7 is conceived 
as locally extended, as if we could say 
‘the thunder burst across the flash.’ 
The latter alternative is to be preferred, 
especially if we take into account the im- 
perfect knowledge of the time. Popular 
notions of science would then be derived 
from the speculations of the Ionian phy- 
sicists; and Anaximander (Diels, Vor- 
sokr.® p. 20, 2) and Anaximenes (did. 

1 sq. ovpavod (vel ovpavot 5 ?) drnorpape V 

p- 25, 11) agreed in deducing thunder and 
lightning from the operation of mvetua: 
drav yap wepirnpber (sc. TO mvedua) véper 
waxet Bragduevov éxtéon TH NewToMeEpeia 
kal koupdrnti, 760’  wev pHEts Tov Widor, 
n 6€ duacrok\n mapa Thy pmedaviav Tov 
végous Tov diavyacudov amore\et. If we 
think of Bpovrn and dorpamn alike as 
TvEvpmaTa, 2.€. emwToMEepH oTwuaTa, the 
language of Sophocles is more easily in- 
telligible. (3) Starkie’s ‘thunder mixed 
with lightning’ seems to imply a successzon 
in space or time. This is possible, but 
seems somewhat forced, if compared with 
the examples given in Kuehner-Gerth 
I 482. : 

The reference is to the storm which 
scattered the Greek fleet on its return 
from Troy: see Introductory Note. 

579 

Kvuypetos mayos 

579 Steph. Byz. p. 399, 20 Kuxpetos 
maryos (mods R), rept Darayuitva. Dopoxd7js 
Tevxpy. 

Cychreus (or Cenchreus: Diod. 4. 72), 
son of Poseidon and Salamis, was an 
ancient hero-king of Salamis. When 
Telamon came there as an exile after 
the death of Phocus, he was welcomed 
by Cychreus, and ultimately succeeded 
him on the throne (Apollod. 3. 161). 

Legend also connected him with a 
dragon. Either he was the dragon 
himself, and actually appeared to the 
Athenians in this form at the battle of 
Salamis (Pausan. 1. 36.1); or was called 
Ophis by reason of his cruelty, —a later 
variation (Arr. Nic. fr. 72 = “HG Ill 
599); or kept it as his familiar (Hesiod 
fr. 107 Rz.); or slew it with his own 
hand, and delivered the island from its 
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depredations (Apollod. /.¢., Diod. 4. 72). 
The island was sometimes called Cychreia 
after him (Strabo 393: cf. Aesch. Pers. 
573 axras audi Kuxpelas). He had a 
sanctuary at Salamis, and was worshipped 
there as well as at Athens and Eleusis 
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that there is an echo of Sophocles in 
Lycophr. 451, where he mentions the 
cave of Cychreus in connexion with the 
banishment of Teucer: 6 pév marpds 
Moupatcw jraorpnuévos | Kuxpetos dv- 
Tpwv Bwkdpov Te vaudrwv. . 

(Plat. Zhes. 10, Sol. g). It is possible 
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Kaibel in Herm. XXIII 268 ff. published from the notes of 
Ph. Bonarotti a Rhodian inscription dated about 100 B.C. in 
which the Zelephus of Sophocles is apparently mentioned as a 
satyr-play'. If his reading is correct, Welcker’s identification of 
the Zelephus with the Mysians cannot be accepted. The subject 
is entirely unknown; but the mountains of Arcadia were the 
best of all scenes-for a chorus of satyrs, and the circumstances 
of Telephus’ birth and his subsequent discovery by Heracles 
provided a suitable setting. As an illustration of the uncertainty 
of all such speculations, it may be mentioned that Wecklein 
(Lelephosmythus, p. 22) finds the material of the Zelephus in 
the same passage of Moses Chorenensis (Jrogymn. 3. 3) which 
Wilamowitz selected as the basis for his reconstruction of 
Euripides’ Auge. The extract is quoted in full by Nauck, 7GF 
Pp. 436. 

Vater (Aleaden, p. 31) conjectured, though for unsatisfactory 
reasons, that the Ze/ephus was a satyr-play, but there is no pro- 
bability in his view that the subject was the wounding of Telephus 
and his subsequent healing by Achilles. The same suggestion 
was made independently by Thraemer (Pergamos, p. 379), and 
by Pilling (Zeleph. fab. p. 24). These critics could not anticipate 
that the healing of Telephus would prove to have been a leading 
feature in the “Ayarwv cvAXoyos (I p. 95). 

580 

aeippovpos 

580 Hesych. I p. 53 deupdpos: dec- 
Barns. LogoxrAys Tyrtépw.  decppoidpos 

6 

(sic): del duauévwr, decdddys. 
alppouvpos: aifddyn. Zogokd7s. 

This evidence, to which we should 
perhaps add Etym. M. p. 21, 45 del- 

id. I p. 89 

1 See /G XII 1. 125, where Hiller v. Gaertringen follows Kaibel. 

ppovpos’ del diapévwv: dmoiws riderac kal 
érri Tod Ounvexois, is of a puzzling character. 
If dechdpos was the word used by Sopho- 
cles, it becomes necessary to restore it on 
p- 89 for aippovpos, as Alberti proposed. 
Then the second de@ads on p. 53 must 
be deleted {with M. Schmidt); and we 

But the 
inferences drawn from the stone fragments are considered doubtful by other critics 
(E. Bethe, Prolegomena zur Geschichte des Theaters, p. 
Urkunden, p. 205 ff.). 

245 f.; A. Wilhelm, 
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may hold that the lemma delgpoupos refers 
to Ant. 892. But, if that is the right 
solution, it is a very strange coincidence 
that decAad7s should have been foisted in 
as a gloss to deigpovpos on p. 53, while 
decpdpos on p. 8g, properly glossed by 
devOadys, was corrupted to algpoupos. It 
is more probable that the solution pro- 
posed by Porson (ap. Dobree on Ar. ud. 
518) is correct, viz. that the two glosses 
on p. 53 should be run together as 
deippoupos: det diamévwr, deOadns. Lopo- 
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kAjs Ty\épm. Cobet was of the same 
opinion: see WV. LZ. p. 343, Coll. Crit. 
p- 192. Then depdpos, which does not 
occur elsewhere, is merely a diplomatic 
blunder for deigpovpos. We must assume 
that in defppoupos, as often happens (Eur. 
Phoen. 2n.), the second member of the 
compound would tend to lose its dis- 
tinctive force; and the gloss des@ad7s is 
confirmed by Cratin. fr. 98 (1 43 K.) r@ 
T deuppovpy pmehAdT@ Kapa muKdfouat 
(r@ 7’ decpdpw conj. Kock). 

THPEYS 

Although Thucydides implies (2. 29) that the legend of 
Tereus was familiar to poetry, no detailed account is in existence 
which can be traced to an earlier date than the era of Sophocles. 
In Hom.7 518 ff. the nightingale is the daughter of Pandareos, 
lamenting her son Itylus, whom she had slain 6.’ agdpadias. The 
father of the boy is said to be Zethus. The scholia explain the 
lines by narratives which have no connexion with the Attic story, 
as it has become known to us from later sources. In Hes. Of. 
568 and Sappho fr. 88 the swallow is called daughter of 
Pandion, and Aelian (war. Azst. 12. 20) certainly suggests that 
Hesiod elsewhere (fr. 125 Rz.) referred to the vigil of the night- 
ingale as the consequence of the impious banquet. But the first 
explicit reference in literature which corresponds in detail with 
the later story is in Aesch. Supp. 60 ff., where the nightingale is 
identified with the wife of Tereus bewailing her son slain by her 
own hand. Thenceforward the lament of the nightingale for 
Itys became a commonplace: Ag. 1442, Soph. £/. 107, 148, 
Eur. fr. 773, 23, Xhes. 545 etc. 

There is remarkably little variation in the complete accounts 
of the story which have been preserved by the mythographers, 
so that it is possible to present a narrative drawn from the 
consensus of the chief authorities. 

Tereus the Thracian was wedded to Procne daughter of 
Pandion!, who after a time desired to receive a visit from her 
sister Philomela, and requested her husband to go to Athens to 
fetch her. Tereus, however, became enamoured of Philomela, 
and abused his opportunity by violating her ; but, fearing lest the 
rumour of his crime should reach the ears of Procne, before 
leaving her he cut out Philomela’s tongue. Philomela then wove 
an embroidered picture of the outrage which had been inflicted 

1 In some authorities the betrothal of Procne is spoken of as a favour bestowed 
upon Tereus for assistance rendered against Labdacus (Apollod. 3. 193: cf. Ov. Mee. 
6. 424). 
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upon her, and contrived that it should be conveyed to Procne. — 
When Procne learnt the truth—for Tereus had made excuse that 
Philomela was dead—she sought out her sister, and, in concert 
with her and in order to be revenged upon her husband, killed 
her son Itys, cooked his flesh, and served it as a meal to Tereus, 
When he had feasted, the sisters discovered the truth to him 
and took to flight. Tereus, spurning the table from him, and 
seizing his sword, rushed after them. Then the gods in pity 
changed Procne into a nightingale and Philomela into a 
swallow ; and Tereus became a hoopoe. 

The above features, subject to certain unimportant reserva- 
tions, are common to Ov. Wer. 6..433—674, Apollod. 3. 193—195, 
schol. Ar. Av. 212, Conon 31, Liban. zarr. 12 p. 1103, Achill. 
Tat. 5. 5, Eustath. Od. p. 1875, Nonn. 4. 321, 12. 75; and they 
are brought into connexion with Sophocles by Tzetzes on Hes. Of. 
566, who, after briefly stating the chief points in the story, 
concludes with the words ypddqeu dé epi TovTov LopokAhs ev TO 
Tnpet Spauatt. It is well known that certain Latin writers}, 
including Ovid, owing perhaps to a mistaken etymology, made 
Philomela the nightingale instead of Procne, and that some 
of them also represented her as the wife of Tereus (Conington 
on Verg. Ec/. 6. 78). The latter change was a.necessary conse- 
quence of the former, since it was unnatural to convert the 
tongueless Philomela into a nightingale. Eustathius makes the 
confusion even worse by adopting the latter change without the 
former. 

Hyginus (fad. 45) alone is responsible for a version differing 
in certain essential features. In this. Tereus pretends that 
Procne is dead and asks for Philomela to take her place. When 
his request is granted, an escort is sent with Philomela, but 
Tereus throws them into the sea. After he had worked his will 
on Philomela, he entrusted her to Lynceus a Thracian king, 
whose wife Laethusa, being friendly to Procne, handed over to 
her the supposed mistress of Tereus. Meanwhile, Tereus had 
been warned by divination that his son Itys was threatened 
with danger from a relative. Suspecting that his brother Dryas 
was plotting against his son, Tereus slew Dryas. The story 
ends in the usual manner; but Procne, in accordance with the 
Latin variation already mentioned, becomes the swallow, and— 
what is much more remarkable, as we shall presently see—Tereus 
is changed into a hawk (acczpiter). Since this version certainly 
does not proceed from Sophocles, we need not delay over it. 
There was no justification for Welcker’s proposal to incorporate 
the episode of Dryas, which occurs nowhere else, in his recon- 

1 So also Agatharchides (GGA/1 114, 33). 

— —_—e 
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struction of the present play. Ribbeck.(Rdm. Trag. p. 35 ff.) 
conjectured that the version of Hyginus was adopted by Livius 
Andronicus; it would be more interesting to discover who first 
propounded it. 

We have more information about the Zeveus than about 
most of the lost plays of Sophocles. It was probably produced 
shortly before the Aves of Aristophanes (414 B.C.)!, in which the 
Hoopoe—formerly Tereus—is a leading character. His appearance 
excited surprise (99): To paydos nyiv cov yédXovov daiverar. But 
he replies that it is all the fault of Sophocles: tovadra pévtos 
Lopoxrens Avpaiverac | év tals Tpaywdiarow éué Tov Tnpéa. The 
schol. explains: év yap t® Tnpet Lodoxrjs éerroincev avrov 
aTwpvibwpevov Kat tTHv Lpoxvny’ év @ Exxwwe Toda Tov Tnpéa. 
Lest any one should be troubled by the concluding clause, it is 
perhaps worth while to remark that it is only an unintelligent 
comment on Avuaiverar. Some of the commentators suppose 
that the dress of Epops in the Aves was a caricature of Tereus 
as he appeared on the tragic stage after his metamorphosis. But 
Rogers justly remarks that Sophocles ‘was far too great an 
artist to have exhibited the transformation on the stage (ne 
coram populo...in avem Procne vertatur, Horace, A.P. 185—7), or 
to have introduced Tereus afterwards in the guise of a hoopoe.’ 
Later in the comedy (280) another évoy appears, and is 
described: ovtogi péev éote Diroxréous | €& Erromros, éy@ dé TovTOU 
mamtos. On this the scholiast remarks that Philocles had written 
a Zereus in the tetralogy [avésovis. The innuendo is that 
Philocles had plagiarized Sophocles, whose play was the earlier : 
6 LopokrAHs mpetov tov Tnpéa éroincer, cira DiroxrAHs. Even 
Nauck treats this statement as if mp@tov was mpa@tos*. How- 
ever, there is no trace of Aeschylus or Euripides having composed 
on the subject; and consequently Welcker argued that the 
important fragment (fr. 304 N.?) quoted from Aeschylus by 
Aristotle really belonged to Sophocles. Though Tereus is not 
mentioned, it would not be easy to find any context to which 
this fragment would be so well adapted as to a description by a 
messenger of his transformation®. Welcker’s position has been 
strengthened by Oder‘, who pointed out that the earlier form of 

1 But Hiller v. Gaertringen (p. 36) makes it earlier than 421, on the ground that 
Eumolpus in the Zrechtheus of Euripides was copied from Sophocles’ Tereus. Observe 
that, if Eur. Her. 1021 f. implies that the Zereus was already in existence, the date 
would be not later than 420; for the Heracles probably belongs to the years 420—416. 

2 ‘Inter Graecos primus Sophocles.’ Brunck actually printed wp@ros, I do not 
know on what authority. 

3 Welcker preferred to suppose that Hermes appeared as deus ex machina. 
4 Rh. Mus. XuiI 541. On the same side are Gruppe, p. 924; Bernhardy, Gr. 

Lit 11 2 p. 335; Ribbeck, p. 577. 
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the legend transformed Tereus into a hawk, that this was 
followed by Aeschylus in the Supplices (kipxndrdtov 7 anddovos, 
63), and that Sophocles’ substitution of the hoopoe rests on un- 
impeachable evidence. It is obvious that the fable of the change 
of colour and shape in the hoopoe is especially well adapted to 
explain and justify the novelty introduced into the story of 
Tereus, for whatever reason the hoopoe came to be associated 
with him. The simplest view to take is that the existence of 
the popular superstition identifying the two birds was the cause 
of the alteration in the legend. If the hoopoe was a rare and 
unfamiliar bird in the fifth century B.C., as Oder argues, there is 
the less reason to feel surprise at its substitution for the hawk. 
For, in spite of its appearance, the hoopoe is actually a shy and 
timid bird, which is scared even by the flight of a passing 
swallow. Oder also showed that the periphrastic avoén\@oas 
éyev and the use of »vicka were characteristic of Sophocles, and 
that both are unfamiliar to Aeschylus. Although one is loth 
to conclude that Aristotle’s' memory was at fault, he has been 
guilty of a similar error, as Welcker remarks, in attributing 
Eur. fr. 515, 1 to Sophocles. On the whole, although the 
-scholiast on Aristophanes is not decisive of the chronology, 
Welcker’s case is so strong that I have included the fragment 
in the remains of this play (fr. 581). | 

The other references to the play of Sophocles are unimport- 
ant: Liban. decl. IV p. 369 f. Karas apa of tpaywdol tadta 
edidacxov, Tov Tnpéa, THv Ilpoxvnv. Ov. Trist. 2. 389 fectt amor 
subttas volucres cum paelice regem,| quaeque suum luget nunc 
quoque mater [tym, following v. 381 omne genus scripti gravitate 
tragoedia vincil. The title was also employed by the. comic 
poets Cantharus, Alexandrides, and Philetaerus; and at Rome 
the subject was adapted by Livius Andronicus and Accius. 

The next question is where Sophocles laid the scene of the 
play. From frs. 582 and 587 it would be natural to conclude that 
the action took place in Thrace, in agreement with the statements 
of the majority of the ancient authorities. Thucydides, however, 
energetically protested (2. 29): 6 pév év Aavdra ris Pwxidos viv 
Kadoupévns ys 6 Tnpeds @xet, TOTE UO Opaxav oixoupévns, kal 
TO épyov TO epi Tov “Ituv ai yuvaikes ev TH yh TabTn émpakav. 
He was followed by Strabo (423), Pausanias (1. 41. 8, 10. 
4. 9), and Conon (31). Welcker and Ribbeck assume that 
Sophocles agreed with Thucydides; whereas M. Mayer®, holding 

* Dittmeyer holds that the 9th book of the Aés¢. az. is spurious, having been com- 
piled from Theophrastus and other sources at the beginning of the third century. See 
also Gercke in Pauly-Wissowa II 1047. * 

? Herm. XXVIII 491. See also Gruppe, p. 927. 
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that the protest of Thucydides was directed against the present 
play, conjectures that Sophocles deliberately altered the locality 
from Daulis to Thrace. Certainly there is no evidence that 
Sophocles used ‘Thracian’ in any other than its ordinary sense, 
and it seems likely that, so far as the poetic tradition was con- 
cerned, Thucydides was the innovator rather than Sophocles. 
That is not to say that he did not know ofa local tradition 
connecting Tereus with Daulis; and the historical question as to 
the presence of Thracians in southern Greece is another matter 
altogether’. 

Anyhow, it is important to remember that the gruesome 
history was enacted among a rude and savage people (cf. fr. 587); 
and the terrible revenge exacted by the Athenian women shows 
the effect upon their character of alien surroundings and 
barbarous treatment (cf. frs. 583, 584). For Tereus in the 
character of a fierce barbarian see on fr. 581, 3. In this connexion 
Welcker makes much of the festival on the mountains of the 
Dionysian ¢rie¢erzca, which Ovid alone? of the authorities records 
(587 ff.), telling how Procne disguised herself as a bacchant to 
seek out her sister’s hiding-place in the wilds. But there is 
reason to suppose that the discovery was not effected in exactly 
the same way by Sophocles. Fr. 595 is of supreme importance 
as attesting the use made of the embroidered robe; but it also 
appears that Philomela employed an intermediary who was 
acquainted with the details of her story (fr. 588), whereas in 
Ovid the whole truth is gathered by Procne from the robe. Un- 
less it was covertly smuggled into the palace, some pretext must 
have been devised to warrant its presentation to Procne. 
Libanius shows appreciation of this point, by stating that it was 
sent on the occasion of a festival when it was customary for the 
Thracian women to make presents to the queen. This may 
perhaps go back to Sophocles. ‘T’he other fragments are not of 
much importance for the elucidation of the plot. Fr. 583 is 
clearly a lament of Procne for her estrangement from home ties, 
and suggests that her desire for the presence of Philomela was 
the original cause in Sophocles, as in Ovid, of all the subsequent 
troubles. Fr. 584 was probably addressed by Procne to the 
‘chorus: Welcker’s idea that it followed an invocation of the 
absent Philomela is less likely. Fr. 585 is the consolation 
offered to Procne by the chorus, or by Philomela’s messenger, 
after she has learnt of the outrage. For fr. 586 see note zz Joc. 

1 See Kretschmer, Z77/. in d. Gesch. d. gr. Sprache, p. 242. 
2 Welcker and Ribbeck find it also in Accius. Hiller v. Gaertringen refers to the 

festival of the ’Aypiwvia, when the priest of Dionysus pursued a woman with a drawn 
sword (Plut. gz. Gr. 38 p. 299 F). 

P, Il. 15 
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Fr. 582 is, according to Welcker and Ribbeck, the cry of Tereus 
after his discovery of the women’s revenge. Frs. 581 and 589 
belong to the announcement of the final destiny of the chief 
characters, whether this was made by a messenger or by a god. 
Fr. 590 probably comprised the concluding words of the drama. 

581 

rovtov © émomtnv €roTa TOV AVTOU KaK@V 
TETOLKLAWKE KATOONA@OAS EXEL 
Opacdyv meTpatov dpyw év TavTevyxiq’ 
Os Hpi pev paverte diaTadel mrEpov 
kipkov hemdpyov: dvo yap obv pmopdas daver 5 
TALOOS TE KAVTOD VNdVos pas azo" 

4 > > 4 ‘4 et a ~ 4 

véas © dme@pas nvik av EavOn orayus, 
arity viv avOis apodwopnoe mrépv€: 
3S \ 4 nw > ¥ 9 »* > se 

del d€ pices TOV am addov Els TOTFOV 
Spupovs epypovs Kal Wdyous aTOLKLEL. 10 

581. 4 davévrs Nauck: gdalvovra: A*C4, galvovri ceteri | dcamrade? W. Gilbert: 
dvamadre codd. (dsaBddArec A*C#D*) 
Camot: tva xaratav64 codd., jvix’ é&avOy Conington 

6 xavrod codd. 7 jvik’ dv Eavb7 
9 pice D*, mod C4, 

puoe? PA | rov 6¢ PE*C* | dwdddov E*, dowaddov P, drakav A*, roide TLakdjvns 
rémov Jos. Scaliger, rv 5¢ ILaddjvns térwv Camus, tHvd’ dmwaddayels Témy coni. 
Heath 

581 Arist. hist. an. 9. 49. 6337 19 
peTaBdadrer dé kal 6 €roy 7d xpGua Kal 
ri ldéav, worep merolnxey Aloxddos év 
roiode* ‘rovrov 8’...dmoloe.’ Plin.2.h: 
10. 86 (sc. formam et colorem) mutat et 
upupa, ut tradit Aeschylus poeta. Pliny 
is hardly an independent witness. For 
the reasons which seem to prove that 
Aristotle was mistaken in referring these 
lines to Aeschylus rather than to Sopho- 
cles see Introductory Note. 

1 rovrov 8’ shows that a reference to 
the metamorphosis of Procne and Philo- 
mela went before.—émrowp (cf. upupa, Varro 
ling. Lat. 5. 76) is explained as éwémrns 
spectator. Oder (/.c. p. 553) points out 
that in consequence of this derivation it 
became associated with the name Tereus 
(rnpeiv). Cf. schol. Ar. Av. 102 6 Aeyd- 
pevos Tnpeds mapa 7d thpely rHv "TH. 
Etym. M. p. 757, 45 Tnpevs, 6 typav ra 
Hoovhv ayetpar Suvdueva, kal dxpacig 7d0- 
vov Nednupévos. 

2 KaroSyndkdoas exer: for the Sopho- 
clean periphrasis see on fr. 489. 

1O docket? Salmasius: droloes codd., érolxerat Heath 

3 Opaciy is a popular error, as applied 
to the éroy: see Introductory Note. But 
metpatoy, ‘living amongst the rocks,’ and 
so ‘solitary,’ is consistent with the bird’s 
habits. For the word cf. Eur. 27. 805, 
and see Jebb on O. 7. 476.—év tray- 
vevx(qa describes the rather formidable 
appearance of the bird. It has a long, 
pointed bill, variegated plumage and a 
large erectile crest (Zucycl. Brit. s.v.). 
But there isa more particular reference to 
Tereus, who was represented on the stage 
as a warlike savage: cf. Ar. Lys. 563 
érepos 6 ab Opgé wéAryny celwv KaxdvTiov 
womep 6 Tnpeds,—where we should pro- 
bably recognize an allusion to Sophocles. 
Xen. mem. 3. 9. 2 gpavepov 6é dru xal 
Aaxedaiudvioe ott’ av Opgéiv év wédAraus 
Kal dxovrios...€0éhoev av diaywriferOat. 
In Apollod. 3. 195 Tereus pursues the 
women with an axe. But this touch may 
be connected with the Asiatic version in 
schol. Hom. 7 518. 2 

4 Stamadet: to ply the wing, like 
voav mrepov (fr. 941, 11n.). The pre- 
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position probably expresses the separate 
movement of the two pinions. 

* §f£. 8vo xré.: ‘for he will display two 
forms coming from a single birth, the 
fledgeling’s and his own,’ z.e. as mais (cf. 
éx madés) he is xlpxos before he becomes 
himself (éroy). But the expression is so 
obscure as to be scarcely intelligible. 

7 véas 6mdpas refers to the early part 
of July, before the extreme heat of the 
dog-star. Cf. Hes. Of. 597 duwol 8 
€or puvew Anpnrepos lepov a aKThy | duvéuer, 
et’ av mpdra pay cBévos ‘Qapiwvos, | 
xXawpw év ebaés kal évrpoxadw év ddw7. 

8 apdrvoprore. can scarcely mean 
‘surround’ (Stephanus). Rather: ‘a 
dappled pinion will guide (set in | motion) 
him on either side.’ rrépvé youd (dpv.8a) 
is an intelligible variation of dpyis veya 
mrepov (v. 4). Cf. Hesych. 111 p. 403 
amrepovdsos* Tots mrepots vouwoa (1. vw- 
aoa [vel véuovoa Dind.]) cal vewouérn, 
where the last word suggests wrepévouos 
as an alternative. Lobeck on Az. 604 
restored mwrepévwuos. mrépvé vw is not 
a less artificial inversion than Vergil’s 
vina cadis onerat (Aen. 1. 195). 
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9f. These lines seem to be echoed in 
Aelian zat. an. 3. 26 ot &romés eiow dpvi- 
Gov amrnvéstaro, Kat wor doxodcr Tv mpo- 
Tépav THY avOpwmrikav év uviun Kal wévroe 
kal puloer Tov yévous Tod Tv yuvakav 
vromwhékew Tas Kadias év Tals éphuors 
kat tots mdyots Trois bWydots. This 
suggests that 7vd’ in the text refers to 
Procne and Philomela, from whom the 
érow withdraws in loathing, with dro 
used as in fr. 583, 8. But Grrovkcet 
will not construe as it stands. Either 
then (1) we should adopt Heath’s ravi? 
dmrahdayels Tomwv, with Spupwovds xré. as 
the direct object of dzotxcei, or (2) we 
might read something like 7&vd’ éavrov 
éx Tomwv, with dpuuo’s as acc. termini 
like Pind. Pyth. 4. 258 trav wore KadX- | 
orav ar@Knoay xpbvy | vaoov. M. Mayer 
in Herm. XXVII 492 f. reads davddv els 
tomov, followed by dpupyods 7’, in order 
to introduce a play upon the names of 
the Megarian Pagae, Drymos, and Dau- 
lis; and refers to Soph. the derivation 
from dacds recorded by Strabo 423 and 
others. 

582 

"Hite, hirimmous Opn§t tpéoBicrov oédas 

582 Schol. A Hom. 0 705 ¢iNimmos 
pev THs méons Sacuvopévns Td mpoonyopt- 
kov' ottws yap Kal év Tnpe? Lopoxdéous 
dvayiyvockomev ‘nde...cédas.’ Pidusros 
5é PrAGs 6 Maxedav. 

In the matter of inter-aspiration the 
practice of the Greeks was not constant, 
but a medial aspirate is occasionally found 
on Attic inscriptions in such words as 
etopxos and mdpédpos: Meisterhans’, p. 88. 
The Alexandrian grammarians laid down 
the rule that the aspirate should be 
written only when the word was a true 
compound, with each member retaining 
a distinct force; but that if a single 
notion had resulted, as would occur par- 
ticularly in the case of proper names, it 
should be omitted. Thus they wrote 
evaiuwv but Evaiwwrv, dudiados but Ev- 
pvaros; but there was not a complete 
agreement about wxvados, because some 
thought it a mere synonym of wx’s. For 
a full discussion see Thumb, Untersuch. 
u. d. Spir. asp., 1889, p. 69; Blass, Pro- 
nunciation of ancient Greek, p. 96 E. tr.; 

Lehrs, Aristarch.” p. 317. 
gwWlrros. The Thracian love of 

horses appears in Homer: tmomré\wv 
Opnxav N 4, 2227. Cf. Hes. Os. 505 
Opyxns irmorpbpov, Eur. Hec. 9 pi\crrov 
Aadv evOdvwv Sopi, 428 pirimroas Opril, 
1089 OppKns etirmov yévos. Every one 
will remember the horses of Rhesus.— 
tmptoBiorov, most revered: cf. Aesch. 
Theb. 377 mpécBiorov dorpwv, inf. fr. 605. 
Bothe proposed oéBas for cédas, and 
Blaydes and Nauck were inclined to 
adopt it; but the text is free from ob- 
jection. There was a temple of Helios 
on the Thracian Chersonese (C/G add. 
2016d), but there does not appear to be 
much evidence of the prevalence of his 
cult in Thrace. Possibly the intention 
‘was to classify the Thracians with other 
barbarian sun-worshippers: see on fr. 
752. Hiller v. Gaertringen thinks that 
Sophocles described Thracian sun-wor- 
ship after Aeschylus in the Bassarae 
(7GF p. 9). 

I5—2 
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583 
A > 207 > s 

VUV Ps) ovoev ELL X@pts. GdAAa mo\\aKis 
eBrewa tavTn THV yuvaikeiay pvow, 
€ > / > 

@s ovdey éoper. 
a , \ > \ 

ab Veal MEV EV TATPOS 
Y > A bd , , notoTov, olpat, Caper avOpotav Biov- 
TEPTVAS yap Get Tatdas avoia TpEpeEt. : 5 
9 aka y 2 , he. . : otav & és nByv eEixduc?’ Eudpoves, 

583. 2 rairnv A 
yap év warpos B (cod. Paris. 1985), ev yap 

6 6 mavras codd. | 7 dvo codd. — 
etppoves codd., éug¢pova Nikitin 

583 Stob. flor. 68. 19 (IV p- 517; 
15 Hense) Zopoxdéovs Typet. ‘viv 3’... 
éxew.” 

J. renders the whole passage as follows: 
‘But now, separated from my home 
(xwpls), I am undone, Often, indeed, 
have I observed how miserable my sex 
is in this respect. When we are girls, 
our life in our father’s house is the 
sweetest, methinks, that can fall to 
mortal; for the days of thoughtless child- 
hood are ever glad. But when we come 
to years of discretion, we are thrust out, 
and sold in marriage far away from our 
ancestral gods and from our parents;— 
some of us to other parts of Hellas, some 
to barbarians, some into houses where all 
is strange (474), some into places of re- 
proach. And in all this, when once the 
nuptial night is past, we must acquiesce, 
and deem that it is well.’ 

I agree with F. W. Schmidt that the 
tone of these verses recalls Euripides 
rather than Sophocles, but they should 
not be rejected in the face of the evidence 
on mere suspicion. See also I p. 62. 

1 ff. These lines are open to suspicion 
for several reasons: (1) the obscurity of 
xpts, (2) the unusual meaning of {BAaba 
=éoKxeWduny or éppovrica, (3) the relation 
of tairy, (4) the awkwardness of ovdév 
éopev after ovdév eipt. J.’s translation 
implies that xwpls=xwpicbeica, which, 
although harsh, is possible grammatically 
(Eur. Aclid. 321 n.); and that ravry 
qualifies ovdév éouev and refers to xwpls, 
z.¢. in respect of our separation from 
home. It is possible, however, that ravry 
looks forward (Jebb on O. C. 787): ‘this 
is the view I have formed of womankind, 
that we are naught.’ But in either case 
the difficulty of finding a parallel to 
€BdeWa remains, although fr. 302 is some- 

3 ev év warpos Valckenaer: pev yap marpds SMA, per 
mdpos Scaliger 5 maidas F. W. Schmidt: 

om. SMA, add. A? | éu¢poves Dobree: 

what similar, and Gomperz thinks it a 
sufficient defence to refer to Dindorf’s 
Lexicon. Cobet, Coll. Crtt. p. 193, 
whose brief comment is ‘verba sensu 
vacua, writes: viv & ob dlerue xwpls... 
éueupduny dy (coll. Eur. fr. 84). F. W. 
Schmidt and Wecklein, accepting od dtecut, 
give vewpés and mparor (cf. Eur. Med. 292) 
respectively for xwpis, and the former also 
proposes évetéa tair7. M. Schmidt con- 
jectured cod 6’ for viv &, and Bergk & 
XAwpls for xwpiss Herwerden wrote ov 
viv & év nu xwpls, with xadXy for rabry. 
This gives good sense, but is too violent 
to be probable. Gomperz understood 
xwpls as privatim, seorsum, t.e. individu- 
ally rather than as belonging to the clas ; 
of women. He compares Eur. Hec. 860; 
xwpls roiro Ko Kowdv orpar@, but there 
the contrast is much more clearly ex- 
pressed. Holzner’s rendering ‘ I am not 
isolated (or divided) in opinion’ (coll. 
Tr. fr. adesp. 482) is surely impossible. 
For the general cast of the sentence cf. 
Eur. Hig. 375 769 wor’ dddws vuKrés 
év waxpw xpdvm | Ovnrav éppdvric’ F dré- 
@Oaprac Bios—The loss of év after pev 
and before twatpdés is exactly paralleled 
in Liban. I 35. 2 of wév éauTav éyévorTo, 
as corrected by Cobet M/tsc. Crit. p. 146 
to of wey év éavrav. Cobet has shown 
(see also JV. LZ. p. 413) that scribes con- 
stantly corrupted the phrase év éavroi 
yevéo@at, which they did not understand. 
For the ellipse, common in Attic also 
after és, see Blaydes on Ar. Mud. 964. 
Jebb on P&zl. 950 seems to prefer the 
dative (év éavrw etc.) when used meta- 
phorically. 

4 otpat. Wagner quite unnecessarily 
conjectured olkw, and Meineke wished to 
transpose del (v. 5) and ofwa. 

5 aidas: Schmidt’s elegant conjec- 
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wOovpe? Ew Kai Sveutro\opcla 
Oeav TaTpdwv TaV TE PvTavTwY azo, 

a \ / \ ¥ a \ td ai pev E€vous mpos avdpas, at dé BapBdpovs, 
at & eis andy dapal, at d éxipp ofa. IO 

A ~ > > \ > , 4 4 Kal TavT, émrevoav evpporvyn Cev&y pia, 
X PEwv émativety Kat OoKElY KaAQS EXEL. 

7 dveurodovmeda codd.: corr. Valckenaer 10 andj Wagner: dd\7n64 SMA, 
anon B, drnvq vel dueudH Kock, aed Meineke, aditpa Schneidewin, cadeuvra 
Jacobs, d&kAnpa (vel ayn0%) Herwerden, ddnda (vel donwa) Holzner, axndj Rud. 
Prinz | 70 émrlppo@a Schneidewin 

ture (see cr. n.) happily restores the sense. 
H. well compares the beautiful passage in 
the 7rachiniae (144—150), where Deianira 
speaks of her own wedded life, and the 
words that Ajax addresses to his boy 
(Az. 552 ff.), especially év r@ poveiv 
yap wndev noivoros Bios, | ws Td xalpew 
kal 7O AvTetc Oat ways. The interpolated 
line there (7d wh ppovetv yap Kapr’ avw- 
duvov xaxév) introduces the broader gene- 
ralization that ‘ignorance is bliss,’ for 
which see on fr. 86. Brunck’s proposal 
to substitute dyvola for dvola spoils the 
allusion to childish light-heartedness, but 

served consideration, so long as mdvras 
stood in the text.—For the lengthening 
of the final a in dvola see Jebb on Phzi. 
129, and for the use of rpépw his -n. on 
O. T. 374. 

7 Sieprokopeba, made traffic of, 
bought and sold, with di expressing 
mutuality. But the vb. does not  neces- 
sarily imply that the father received 
money for parting with his daughter. 
It is more likely that Sophocles was 
thinking of the Athenian custom of 
providing a dowry, to which Euripides 
alludes in passages with a similar tone 
to this (Zed. 232, Hipp. 628). 

8 Ocov tarpwwv suggested to an 
Athenian his right to -participate in the 
worship of the phratries, the most im- 
portant mark of citizenship: see Plat. 
Luthyd. 302 B, C. For the use in 
Sophocles see Jebb on O.C. 756.—dtro, 
away from, as in awd Gadacons (Hat. 4. 
18), awd ns adéxoo (Hom. B 292), and 
the like. There is no need for Blaydes’s 
mpbow. 

10 dndq...émippo8a: see cr. n. J. 
writes : ‘ émlppo8a, ‘open to reproach ’”’; 
see on Ant. 413 f. émippdOors | Kaxotow. 
Tr. 263 mwodda pmev Abyors | éreppbOnoe. 
Hesych. 11 p. 166 émippdtynra: éwipoya’ 

[Nauck conjectured érippoda* ra éripoya, 
which is to beg the question. M. Schmidt 
also suspected a reference to this passage, 
suggesting émlppoOa: émippnra, éripoya]. 
‘The new home may be uncongenial to 
the young wife either because it places 
her among strange surroundings (&%n) ; 
or because it has unworthy or discredit- 
able associations (éippoda).’ But the 
antithesis is false, as Brunck remarked: 
*‘quibuscunque moribus sit et qualicunque 
fortuna utatur vir hospes vel barbarus, 
cui puella nuptum datur, haud secus 
emsueta est, quo ducitur, domus.’ Camp- 
bell and others quote Eur. Wed. 238 és 
Kawa 3 On kai vouous adryuévyy in sup- 
port of a%6 ; but, as it refers to marriage 
generally from the woman’s point of view, 
it is really against them. Moreover, the 
word ézippo#os should mean rather adu- 
stve, hostile, and it isa far cry to the 
supposed sense /flagitiosus, even if the 
word can be used passively. The house 
intended is that where the new-comer 
will meet with nothing but fault-finding 
and unfriendliness from the inmates. 
The simplest correction of 4\704 appears 
to me to be 4764, which, as I have since 
found, has been anticipatéd by Wagner, 
Seyffert, Meineke, and. Headlam. (/. ?. 
XXIII 272). Thus we get a natural con- 
trast: in the one case the wife is offended 
by her new surroundings, and in the other 
her xndeorai will not tolerate her intru- 
sion. In Zrach. 869 anOns appears to 
be an error for ands (vulg.) or aynO7s 
(Jebb); and in Eur, He/. 418 I still think 
that dydiav should take the place of 
anOiav. - Prinz’s axndn (communicated to 
me by Mekler) seems to mean ‘ill- 
kept.’ 

11f. The sentiment is based upon a 
popular maxim: Eur. 770. 665 Kairos 
héyouvow ws ul” edppdvn xadg | 7d SvTmeves 
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yuvakds els dvdpds Néxos. Cf. Trach. 149. 
However that might be, the wife. was 
expected to show unqualified obedience: 
Eur. Z/. 1052 yuvatka yap xph mavra 

ZOPOKAEOYS 

cvyxwpeiv mca, | nris ppevnpys.—étrar- 
vetv is hardly more than ‘to accept.’ 
Cf. Az. 1401 elw’ érawéoas 7d odv. 

584 
mo\ka oe Cnr Biov 

patiora 8 el yns py temeipacar 

584. 2 wddora Brunck: 

584 Stob. flor. 39. 12 (Ill p- 724, 5 
Hense) Zodoxdéovs Typéws.  ‘ woddd... 
Eévns.’ ° 

This and the next fragment are pro- 
bably taken from a dialogue between 
Procne and the chorus, as Hartung has 
suggested. 

1f. oe...Blov: cf. Z/. 1027 (rG ce 
Tod vod. The construction was also collo- 

Eévys. 

Kad\\uora SMA 

quial: Ar. Ach. 1008 (nr@ ce ris edBov- 
Alas, Xen. symp. 4.45 (N\@ ce Tod mdovrov. 
In the following line the clause introduced 
by ed is co-ordinate with the genitive, and 
might have been replaced by rod ui TeTel- 
pao Gat xré. See on Eur. Hel. 85 od rapa 
a ‘Edévny el orvyets Oavpacréov, Kuehner- 
Gerth 11 369. Cf. fr. 845. 

585 

ddyewd, Ipdxvyn, Snrov: add’ ops ypewv 
ta Oeta Ovyntods ovtTas evTeTas Pépeu. 

585 Stob. flor. 108. 58 (IV p. 972, 4 
Hense) Zogoxdéovs Tnpet. ‘ ddyewa... 
gépew.’ The lemma is omitted by S. 

1 8nAov is parenthetical: se. éort. 
For this use see on fr. 631. 

2 td Geta. Nauck proposed 7a Ovnrd, 
but that is demonstrably wrong. There 
is no similarity to fr. 590, but the general 
sense is that of Eur. eé/. 253, for which 
see on fr. 258. So Eur. Med. 1018 
Kovgws pépew xpi) Ovntdy dvTa cupmdopas, 
Soph. fr. 680, fr. 964, Eur. fr. 98 a\W’ 
pépew xpi cuppopas Tov ebryevH. The appro- 

priateness of ra @eta, z.e. Oepdara (fr. 
_ 650n.), in this context appears from PAz/. 
1316 dv @pwroat Tas mev éx Deady | réxas 
dobeioas gor’ dvayKaiov pépew, O. C. 1694 
To pépov éx Oeod Kadds péepew xpy, Eur. 
Phoen. 382 det pépew ta trav Oedv, 7d. 
1763 Tas yap éx Oedy dvdyKas OvyTov 
bvra det pépew, Hclid. 618 Ta Gedy pépe, 
Aesch. Pers. 296 duws 8 avdyxn mnuovas 
rg pepe, | Oedv diddvrwv, Soph. 
fr. 196, Quint. 7. 55 ouxe dé Ovnrdv éovta | 
mdvTa pépew, Omdc’ éoOXd Sido Oeds, 70’ 
dnevyewvd. 

586 
, > , > \ , 4 

omevoovoay avTnv, ev d€ Tokio ddpe 

586 Herodian t. pov. de&. p. 36, 23 
(pdpos) Kara gvorodiv (Kata orodny év 
cod.) rapa Lopoxde? év Type? (avretver cod.) 
‘omrevdovoay...papet.’ id. mw. duxpdvwv ap. 
Cramer, azecd. Oxon. Il p. 295 b0e Kal 
TO papos cvoTEdXov TO a, Ws Tapa Dopoxde? 
...&@ Tpet ‘orevddovoar...pdpe.’ Pseudo- 
Draco p. 35 (=Gramm. Herm. p. 444) is 
not an independent authority. See ge- 
nerally on fr. 360. 

Welcker thinks that the line describes 

Procne hurrying to her sister’s side. It 
is more likely that it refers to the mes- 
senger’s description of Philomela, whom 
Ovid (Jet. 6. 451) introduces thus: ecce 
ventt magno dives Philomela paratu, | 
divitior forma. So Hartung and pre- 
sumably Blaydes, who needlessly emends 
elde (or woe) mowing v ddpe: but I sus- 
pect that the ‘embroidered robe’ was the 
garment which Philomela wove to inform 
her sister (fr. 595). The sequence may 
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have been, ‘(I asked of her) what she 
was ready enough (to tell); for on the 
embroidered robe....’. cmevSovcay adriv 
probably implies a contrast like that of 
Soph. Phil. 1178 pita po dita raira 
Twaphyyeras éexdvte Te mpdooev. Hom. 
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8 293 Th we orevdovra Kal adbrov | 
érpiveis; A 73 Wrpwe mdpos pmepwaviay 
’"AOjvnv. Aesch. Prom. 409 dppwpuéry 
pow TOvd’ €Odveas Nédyov. Lucan 1. 291 
et ipsi | in bellum pronc tantum tamen 
addidit irae | accenditgue ducem, etc. 

587 
dilapyvpov pev Trav To BapBapov yévos. 

587 Stob. flor. to. 25 (III p. 414, 3 
Hense) Zodoxdéous Typet. ‘ pirdpyupov 
.YEVOS.’ 
No doubt this was spoken with parti- 

cular reference to the Thracians (fr. 582), 
who were distinguished for their cruelty 
and rapacity: see some good remarks by 
Grote, 111 p. 437f. Thucydides describes 
the avarice of the kings of the Odrysae 
(2. 97): KaTeoThoavTo yap TobvayTiov Ths 

Ilepoav Bactrelas rov vouor, dvTa pev Kal 
Tots d\dots Opaél, NauBdvew paddov 7 
5iddvat...o0 yap nv mpadsar ovdév, wh diddv- 
ra ddpa. The Thracian king Polymestor 
killed Polydorus in order to secure the 
gold which had been entrusted to him: 
see Eur. Hec. 710, 774, etc. The words 
are very similar to Ant. 1055 TO wavTiKov 
yap wav piidpyupov yévos. 

588 

Odpoe: Néywyv tarynfes ov odhahy Tore. 
oparyq L: ofddrp (vel -7) SMA 

588 Stob. flor. 13. 5 (Ill p. 457, 8 
Hense) Zodoxdéous éx Typéws (Hense from 

us 

éx Ttecpectou L: evpe typet S, copoxdéous 
tnpet MA). ‘ Odpoet...more.’ 

The strength of truth was proverbial : 

see on fr. 955. Hence Azz. 1195 dpOov 
GAG’ dei, ‘truth never fails.’ Another 
metaphor is used by Eur. fr. 289 ris & 
adnGeias dd0s | PavdAn Tis éort, ‘the way 
of truth is plain.’ 

589 
¥ > “ aA 5 ) , ¥ 

avous €kewos: at d avovaTépws ETL 
EKELVOV NHuVVaVTO <mpos TO> KapTeEpor. 
doTis yap ev Kakolor Oupwbeis Bpotav 

/ “~ / , 

petlov mpooamTe. THS vOTov TO Papyakov 
laTpos €OTW OUK ETLOTHUOY KAKO. 

589. 
pat todd Gaisford 

1 dvovorépws rt Cobet: dvovcrep’ ért S, dvovorepal y’ érs Brunck, dvovore- 
2 mpos TO Kaprepdv Bamberger : xaprepdv codd., xaprepwrepov 

Grotius, xara Td kaprepév Porson, xuvrepwrara R. Ellis, xaprepety déov Tucker, xaprepa@ 
gpevt L. Campbell 

589 Stob. flor. 20. 32, 33 (III p. 545, 
6 Hense) Lodoxdréouvs Typet. ‘ dvous... 
kaxav.’ The extract is omitted in MA. 
In S the lemma is as above, and vv. 3—5 
are joined to the first two lines. In the 
Paris MS 1985 (B) the last three lines 
appear as a separate extract. 

‘Welcker (p. 383) supposes that the 
Thracian chorus is here speaking. But 
a comment by them would usually be 

confined to two verses. Perhaps the 
passage comes from the close of a mes- 
senger’s pots.’ (J.) 

1 dvoverépws. For the form of the 
comparative adverb see on Eur. Ae/zd. 
543; Kuehner-Blass 1 577. The irregu- 
larity is much affected by Isocrates and 
is not uncommon in Plato. Cf. fr. rors. 

2 pds TO kaprepédy is the best of the 
attempts which have been made (see 
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cr. n.) to supply the gap indicated by the 
reading of the Mss. The phrase occurs 
in Aesch. Prom. 228 ws ob kar’ ioxdv obbé 
mpos 7d Kaprepov | xpeln ddAw dé rods 
bmepéxovras kparelv. Cf. Phil. 594 mpos 
icxtos xpdros, Aesch. Ag. 135 (kr%v7) 
fotpa Aamdéer mpos Td Biauov, Tr. fr. adesp. 
490 wh povoorole mpos TO vynTiwrepor. 
The scribe’s eye was deceived by the 
homoioteleuton. 

4 petfov. Cobet (Coll. Crit. p. 194) 
proposed to substitute xefpov, in order to 
obtain the meaning ‘ the remedy is worse 
than the disease’: but this is practically 
the sense given by the text, if we recog- 
nize that mwe?fov=‘too strong (for the 
disease),’ z.c. more powerful than its cure 
warrants—‘ more grievous than the disease 
itself.’ There is an excellent parallel in 
Aesch. Ag. 208 ézel 6€ kai mixpod | xel- 
paros G\Ao mAxXap| BprObreporv mpd- 
pow | udvtis €xdavyéev. See also O. C. 
438 (quoted by Ruehl) rov duudv éxdpa- 
povra por| melfw Koacrivy Tay mplv 
quaprnuévwv, where however Jebb holds 
that the gen. does not follow pelfw. 

ZOPOKAEOY2 

‘The sin of Tereus deserved chastise- 
ment, but, by chastising it ¢/zs, the sisters 
have ‘‘ healed evil with evil.” There is 
an allusion to the proverb kaxdyv xax@ 
léo@a.’ (J.) For the proverb see on 
fr. 77. The unskilful physician uses 
drugs which make the disease worse: 
Plat. Prot. 340E xaxov dpa wo elpyaorat 
..kal eiul tis yeXotos iarpds: lwpevos 
met Cov 7d voonua row, Plut. cupid. div. 
2p. 523 E elwretvy pds Tov rAOUTOV WoTeEp | 
iarpov dddfova: ‘To Pdpmakdyv cov 
Tv vécov pmeifw toe? (Com. fr. adesp. 

"455 Il 494 K.),’ Eur. fr. 292 mpos tiv 
vocov Ta Kal tov farpdv xpewv | lddvr’ 
dxetoOar, wh émiraé Ta Pdpwaxa | dddv7’, 
éay uh Tadra TH vdow mpéry. 

5 Kakav. Cobet wished to substitute 
réxvns for this word, and Gomperz in- 
geniously conjectured axév, which Nauck 
adopted. But xax@y, to be joined with 
iarpés, is right, notwithstanding its awk- 
wardness after év kaxotor (Jebb on O. C. 
554). The allusion to the proverb men- 
tioned in the last note is continued. 

599 

XOP. Ovyta dpovetv xpy Ovytnv diow 
TOUTO KATELOOTAS WS OUK EOTLW 
mArnv Ads ovdeis TOV peddOVT@V 
Tapias OTL Xpy 

590 Stob. flor. 22. 22 (III p. 589, 3 
Hense) 70d avrod (sc. Sophoclis) Type? 
(rod avrod dynpet S, Tob avrotd ayhpe A, 
copoxNéous dynpe. M, cogoxdéous Type? B 
[cod. Paris. 1985]. M. Schmidt conjec- 
tured a Tupot or Tupot a, Buecheler Zod. 
’Arpe?. Hense points out that the last- 
named title fits the alphabetical order of 
plays followed by the anthologist, and that 
the only reason for not accepting it is 
that the Asreus is not elsewhere cited in 
the collection). ‘ @vnra...rereéo Oat.’ 

1 The metre is defective, and the 
best remedy that has been proposed is 
Grotius’s Ovnrny 6é piow xn Ovnra ppo- 
vey. Nauck thinks that Ovnrnhv dé dpo- 
vey xph OvnTa picw would be equally 
good, but the separation of 6vyriv...piow 
is better avoided. When the same critic 
goes on to speak of Meineke’s @vnrovs 
gpivras or Hense’s Ovnrhy vyevedy as easier 
changes which might be adopted, the 

Tete eo Gar. 

proposition is disputable. For the order 
of the words to be shifted is a common 
source of error, as Headlam and others 
have shown; but that Ovnrovs givras 
would be likely to become Ovyriv dicw, 
or that yevedv might be glossed by ¢iow, 
it is difficult to believe. Campbell sug- 
gests Ovnrny Yuxnv or Ovnriv ye piow. | 
yuxy is hardly the right word, and, 
though ye might be defended (e.g. by 
Ai. 476), its position is not so unassail- 
able that it ought to be gratuitously in- 
troduced. Buecheler deleted Ovynriy picw 
altogether. A more attractive proposal 
is that of Schenkl (G.G.A. 1895, 485) 
and Mekler to add ed after g¥ow. Cobet 
(Coll. Crit. p. 195) pointed out that 
Ovynrov’s ovras was normal in this con- 
nexion, and should be preferred to @vyrovs 
gtvtas.—The sentiment is a maxim of 
Greek proverbial philosophy which the 
poets repeated with variations of phrase > 
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Pind. Pyth. 3. 59 xph Ta éouxdra map 
Oawovev pacrevéuerv Ovarais pac 
yvivTa TO wap odds, olas eluev aloas, 
Lsth. 4. 16 Ovara Ovarotor mpérer, fr. 61 
ov yap &00’ brws ra Gedy | Bovevpar’ 
€peuvd- | cer Bporéa ppevi: | Ovaras F ad 
Marpos pv. Epicharm. fr. 263 K. Ovara 
xen Tov Ovardy, obk aOdvata Tov Ovarov 
ppovey. Aesch. Pers. 822 ws ody trrép- 
ev Ovnriv dvta xph ppovetv. Soph. fr. 
346, Trach. 473. Eur. Bacch. 395 1d 
gopov 0 od. copia rb Te wh Ovnrda Hpoveir, 
Alc. 799 dvras 5é Ovntods Ovynra kal ppovety 
xpewy. Trag. fr. adesp. 308 dv@pwrov 
évra det ppoveiv dvOpimwa. Antiphanes 
fr. 289 (I1 127 K.) ei @vnros ef, BéXrLOTE, 
Ovnra kai ppdve. Hor. Carm. 2. 11. 11 
guid aeternis minorem consiliis animum 
Jatigas? There is a fresh application in 
Eur. fr. 799 wowep 5é Ovnrdv Kal 7d cdp’ 
hav pu, | obrw mpornker unde tiv dpyhv 
€xew | d0dvarovdaTis cwhpoveiv éricrarat. 
Aristotle criticizes it as a rule of life: 
eth. N. 10. 7. 1177” 32 ob xp} Sé Kara 
Tovs wapawovvras avOpdmrwa ppoveiv dy- 
Gpwrov bvta ov5é Ovnra Tov Ovnrdv, aX’ 
€p doov évdéxerar abavarifew kai mavTa 
moeiy mpds TO (Hv KaTa& TO KpdTioTOY THY 
év ait@. A merely sophistical refinement 
appears in [Isocr.] 1. 32 d@dvara wév 
ppover TH pmeyadpuyxos elvar, Ovnra be 
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T@ cuppétpws Tov brapxévray drohaverw. 
2 Kareddras: for the plural, which 

is employed xara civeow, cf. Phil. 356 
orparés | éxBavra mwas howager’, duvivres 
Brérew xré. Ant. 1021 006’ dps edon- 
Hous drroppuBdet Boas, | dvdpopOdpov Be- 
Bp@res aluaros Nios. 

3 wmAyv Avs xré. The Ajax ends 
with the words 7 mo\\d Bpotots éorw 
iotow | yvdvar- ply léeiv 8 obdels pav- 
Tis | TOv wedX6vTwr, 6 Tc mpaker, and it is 
highly probable, as Jebb thought, that we 
have here the conclusion of the Zerews. 
So in Eur. Med. 1415 the usual doxology 
is introduced with the variation roA\\@v 
tauias Leds é&v ONurw. The notion of 
Zeus (or the gods) as the only dispenser 
of fortune is implicit in Thuc. 6. 78 ov 
yap olév re THs Te ércOvuulas Kal THS TUXNS 
Tov avrov dmolws Taulav yevéoBar. Ob- 
serve that rauias as a verbal noun is 
followed by an indirect question (é7¢ xpy 
rerehéoOau), just as in Eur. Or. 1324 adda 
por | PdBos ris eloeAHrAvO’ Hur’ év Sduors | 
...KAdw Bojv the noun is used with the 
construction of goBotuar. Hence the 
so-called objective gen. T@v weddAdvTwr is 
a loose genitive of connexion, and the 
phrase is incomplete without the subor- 
dinate clause: cf. Thuc. 1. 61 9 dyyeNia 
Tav wodewy Sri adeoraot. 

591 

év dihov avOpdérav, pi? edev€e maTpos 
Kal PaTpos HUas aépa TOVS TavTas* Ov- 
dels eLoxos aos eBhacrev adXov. 
Booker dé Tods pev potpa dSvcapepias, 
tovs 8 dABos nuav, Tovs dé Sovdetas Cvyov 5 
ETXEV avayKas. 

591. 1 & ¢idov Bergk: év dUAwy (pvdwy S) SMA, év PvAw Tricl. 2 untpos S | 
quads Dindorf: judas codd. [quod tamen silentio negare videtur Hense] | auépa sus- 
pectum 
Brunck: avayxns codd. 

591 Stob. for. 86. 12 (=IV p. 706, 4 
Hense) LodpoxrAys Typet. ‘év pidwyv... 
avarykns.’ 

J. writes: ‘The Thracian Chorus (from 
the first ordowmov) sing this ode, in a 
Dorian strophe, affirming a principle 
which belonged to the spirit of the 
Dionysiac cult—the freedom and equality 
of men (Welcker, p. 379). If dpépa in 

5 sq. post dovdeias lacunam statuit Nauck, éoxev in écx’ mutato | avayKas 

v. 2 is sound, the sense is: ‘* The human 
race is one; one day (cp. fr. 583, rr) 
gave us our common origin from sire 
and mother.” More literally: ‘‘One 
day brought forth all of us,—one human 
kind,—from sire and mother.” ‘rartpés, 
Uranos: parpdés, Gaia: from whom was 
born Iapetos, father of Prometheus. (Or 
perhaps the reference might be to Deu- 
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calion and Pyrrha.) Cp. Pind. Vem. 6.1 
év avdpwv, év Pedy yévos: éx pds dé wvéo- 
bev patpos auddrepo (since Uranes and 
Gaia were also parents of Cronos).’ [Add 
Hom. 4. Ap. 335 Tirfvés re Geol, rol bd 
xX9ovi vaeraovres | Taprapov dui péyar, 
Tav €& dvdpes Te Deo Te, Orph. h. 37. 1 Tt- 
Tives, Dalns te kat Odpavot ayaa réxva, | 
huerépwv rpdyovo. warépwv.] ‘But dpépa 
is very suspicious. Blaydes conj. evdpdva 
(unus concubitus patris et matris). Her- 
werden, dSovd (in the same sense).’ 

The reference to the Titans seems far- 
fetched: the context rather requires the 
identity of our common nature ‘to be 
affirmed as the result of all alike being 
sprung from a human father and mother. 
Eur. fr. 52, 6 tdcov ovdev 2oyouer’ ula 
dé yova | 76 7° evyevés Kal 7d duoyerés. 
Menander fr. 533, 6 (111 157 K.) oddev 5’ 
éxovot mrelov ob5 épeis Btw | ovx eicl 
mammo. mas yap éyévovt’ dv wore; But 
the words as they stand admit neither 
this nor any intelligible meaning. What 
is wanted mzght be obtained by the sub- 
stitution of & yyovd for duépa: ‘our birth 
from sire and mother proves us all,’ z.e. 
is the hall-mark of our equality. This 
suggestion, which occurred independently 
to the present editor, is due to Holzner, 
and the same sense is given by Wecklein’s 
a omopa. Weil and Stadtmueller propos- 
ed dpuoya, which Herwerden approved. 
Badham (Praef. Eur. 7. 7. p. 12) preferred 
pl? @deckev < évds> | kal warpds kal warpds 
éx pds | auépa xré. Jebb’s rendering of 
édeEe (€Epvoe Blaydes) is difficult to sup- 
port: if sound, it must rather be used as 
in apx7 dvipa delEec (Bias ap. Arist. eth. 
LV. 5. I. 11307 1), xpdvos Sixacov dvdpa 
delxvvow pdovos (O. 7. 614). 

3 @raocrtev, ‘with €, as in Zl. 440, 
1095, and Phz/. 1311: while in £7. 238 
(év rive rovr’ B\acrev dvOpwrwyr) the e is 
long.’ (J.) 

4 ff. ‘But, though men are thus equal 
by origin, there is a great inequality in 
their fortunes.” (J.) Cf. Pind. Mem. 7. 
2 ff. dvev céOev (sc. HidevOvias), ov...éax0- 
bev | dyAabyuov “HBav. | avarvéoney & 
ovx dmavres éri ica: | elpyer 6€ méruw 
fuyév0’ Erepov érepa. Observe how the 
closing phrase re-echoes the first of the 
two preceding and contrasted clauses. 
This is a characteristic device of Sopho- 
clean style: see Jebb on O. 7. 338, Ant. 
465 ff.—Bdoke, with contemptuous or 
pitying tone: see on fr. 140. Here we 
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might render: ‘To some a doom of evil 
days is their meat.’ (Psalm 42. 3 my tears 
have been my meat day and night.)—On 
the ground that vv. 4—6 ought to corre- 
spond metrically with vv. 1—3 Nauck 
assumed that a lacuna existed after Sov- 
Aelas to be filled with such words as é&v 
avdats dddorpias or other metrical equi- 
valent. For the same reason he altered 
ésxev to écx’. So H. conjectured tovs 
5é dovAelg o<vvolkous | dpyahéas> fvyov 
éox’ dvdyxas after Bacchyl. 11. 72. 
Gleditsch (Cantica, p. 227), reading 
&oxos d\\ov €Bdacrev in v. 3, makes 
correspondence by continuing here juay 
<xai xparos>* &\dous dé Sovdelas xreé. 
But the sense is complete as the text 
stands, for dovAelas (dovAlas or dov¥dLov 
Blaydes) may well be an adjective quali- 
fying dvayxas; and the metrical assump- 
tion stands in need of justification. Tucker 
(C. R. XVII 191), who rewrites v. 2f. as 
kal warpds dpud (‘union’) mavras: a\Xos 
&oxos | ox €BXacrev d\Xov proposes érXev 
é& dvdykas in v. 6.—éoyev: the aor. is 
ingressive (‘seized’). See Jebb on PAzi. 
331. 
ai. renders as follows : 

‘We are one from father and mother, 
All human children of earth; 

Not one more high than another, 
Or lower babe at his birth: 

But the daily food of his living 
Is that which Destiny gave; 

And Weal or Woe is her giving, 
Or hardest yoke of the slave.’ 

The metre is prosodiac-enhoplic and the 
scheme as follows: 

=—-—_— we — _—- —-— ~~~ _-_ Se! — 

—_—— Ww = -—-_ — _—_— /! +e 

— ~~ —_-_ TS ~~ — = 

—- — wr -—- —-— ww —_ ww we = 

_—- — -— Eel —-—— Vw /~ 

—_~ ~~ — — 

The concluding phrase—an adoneus in 
place of a choriambus—is the same as 
in Az. 181 at the end of a similar system. 
The character of the rhythm resembles 
that of Zrach. 94 ff. For the metre 
generally see Blass, Bacchylides,? Pracf. 
p. XXXV sqq.; and for the colon 

—-=—- ww _—_w ~~ we — 

ib. p. XXXVIII (there is a good instance 
in Pind. fr. 102); J. W. White, Verse of 
Gk. Comedy, § 482. 
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592 

XOP. a\\a TOV TOAAOV KaAOV 
4 , > / 

Tis xdpis, el kaxdBovdos 
povtis exrpiibes TOV Eevaiwva TovTo? ; 
. . . . ° 

‘\ ‘\ > ry / tav yap avOparov Coav 
TOLKLAOMYTLOES ATaL 5 
THMATOV Tacas peTahhdooovaw wpais. 

592. & ¢povris éxrpive: Herwerden et Tucker: gpovris éxrpéper codd., ppovris 
éxotpéer Bergk, ppovris avrpéer Tlerwerden, éxarpévec ppovris Gleditsch. 
notam habet S | yap Bergk: 6’ codd. | gay Dindorf: {wav vel Sway codd. 
SM: wpas A 

592 Plut. aud. poet. 4 p. 21B dvtt- 
mapadnoe. mwo\ka T&v Lodoxdéous, wv... 
kat ‘a\Ad...4Aodrov’ (vv. I—3). Stob. 
flor. 98. 45 (=IV p. 837, 8 Hense) Zogo- 
kdéous Typet. ‘rav...wpas’ (vv. 4—6). 
Relying on the similarity of meaning as 
well as on the exact metrical correspon- 
dence of the two passages, Bergk con- 
jectured that vv. 1—3 were to be assigned 
to the Zerews, and were antistrophic to 
vv. 4—6. His view was accepted by Din- 

_dorf and Nauck, and the latter printed 
the lines as if they were consecutive, but 
with vv. 4—6 standing first. [Bergk’s 
original view was that ray ydap...wpats 
followed immediately after fvydv éoyxev 
dvdykas (fr. 591), and completed the 
strophe, and that da\A\d rév...rdodTov 
was the corresponding portion of the 
antistrophe.] It is difficult to see how 
the words d\\d...rAofrov, which should 
contain a qualification of or exception to 
what precedes, can properly follow a 
statement that human life is continually 
shifting to sorrow. If therefore the lines 
are continuous, I should prefer to suppose 
that vv. 4—6 came last, explaining the 
reason why unrighteous prosperity is pre- 
carious. The evidence is not conclusive 
that the two passages are closely con; 
nected, still less that they stood originally 
in immediate proximity to each other. 
Nevertheless, Bergk’s conjecture has a 
high degree of probability, and it is 
convenient to print the lines together in 
view of the similarity of their contents. 

The leading thought is that Wealth, 
although not necessarily an evil in itself, 
is always a source of danger leading to 
temptation. The reckless want of pru- 
dence which is natural to the over-rich 

4 chori 

6 wpais 

man gives their opportunity to the cunning 
agents of Destruction, who are waiting to 
overthrow his prosperity. The extract 
reads like a familiar echo of Aesch. Ag. 
392 ff. od yap ear &radéts | rrovTov mpds 
Képov dvdpi| Aaxticavtt péyav Aixas | 
Bwporv eis addveray. | Bidrar & & rédawa 
Ilec6&, | rpoBovdov mais a&@epros “Aras: 
see Headlam’s masterly exposition in. 
Cambridge Praelections, pp. 114—118. 
But the standpoint of the two poets is 
different: Sophocles moralizes in a tone 
of mournful resignation, Aeschylus with 
the fervour of an inspired preacher. 

1 ff. trav mwodkdav kadav tis xdpis: 
‘what delight is there in (his) high good 
fortune?’ So Eur. Med. 226 otxopar dé 
kal Biov| xdapuv mebeioa karOavety xpniw, 
and other examples quoted by Blaydes on 
Ar. Lys. 865. Cf. Aésch. Ag. 362 roddGv 
yap écOOv Thy dvynow eihounv.—For trod- 
Av Kad@v see on fr. 938.—KaxdBovdos 
dpovtis is the opposite of Badelas dpov- 
tidos swrnpiov in Aesch. Suppl. 412. Its 
manifestation is the Aeschylean épis: 
Eum. 536 SvoceBias péev bBpis réxos ws 
érvpws, | ex 8 dyelas | ppevOv 6 waow 
pidos | kal rodvevkros 6\Bos. The moving 
spirit is that of arrogant self-seeking: 
Pers. 826 pndé tis | bwepppovjcas rov 
mapovta daluova | d\d\wv épacbels SdABov 
éxxén wéyav. It is another aspect of the 
theme that ill-gotten gains are soon spent : 
see on Eur. Hel. 905, Headlam in Journ. 
Phil. Xxi11 275 f. The distraction of the 
mind is a sign of impending ruin: Aesch. 
Suppl. 116, Lys. 6. 22 xalroe r&s ob Oedv 
Tis Thy TOUTOU ywuunv dépOerpev; ‘The 
sentiment applies to the subject of the 
play. The guilt of Tereus towards Philo- 
mela, and the crime of the avenging 
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sisters, combined to ruin all three.’ (J.) 
—é€xtplipe: see cr. n. ‘Verse 6 shows 
that a molossus (- — —-) is required. (1) 
Bergk conj. éxkorpéer, which might be 
taken as in Ar. ud. 88 éxorpevor ws 
TaXLTTA TOUS TavTOU Tpdrous, ‘turn inside 
out,’ completely change. In //. 17. 58 
Bd@pov 7’ é&€orpeve, a wind wrests the 
tree from its place in the ground—zproots 
it. The metaphor of wfrooting would, 
however, be somewhat obscure here with- 

out further explanation. (2) Herwerden 
conj. avTpépet, “overthrow.” Cp. Aesch.. 
Pers. 163 f. uh péyas Saiuwv covicas oddas 
dvtpéyy modi | 6\Bov. But the presump- 
tion is that the genuine word began with 
éx.’ (J.) The best conjecture is Tucker’s 
éxtpiver (anticipated by Hlerwerden, Zxerc. 
Crit. p. 23), which I have adopted. Cf. 
O. 7. 428. The possible claim of éxrpé- 

wee (@ and wW confused: Cobet 4V.-Z. 
p. 782), which would be the easiest al- 
teration, must be rejected. éxrpémew is 
to turn aside, divert; and, even if the 
words would bear the meaning, the idea 
of diverting wealth which is the source 
of happiness to a harmful purpose is 
foreign to the thought. 
regarded as an instrument to be well or 
ill applied, but as a secure endowment 
which is imperilled by sinful conduct.— 
Tov evatwva mAodTov is wealth as the 
necessary condition of prosperity, 27 7z¢- 
self harmless: Aesch. Pers. 171 éort yap 
mrotrds y dueugyns, Ag. 477 Kplww & 
tipOovov 6\Bov. So we read in the case 
of Oedipus at the summit of his fortune 

_ of rot mdvr’ evdaiwovos bABov (O. 7. 
1198). © 

4 yap: see cr. n. It occasionally 
happens that dé has been substituted for 

Wealth is not- 
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yap, as here (Cobet, V. Z. p. 419); but 
the converse case is far more common 
(Headlam, Ox editing Aeschylus, p. 119). 

5 f. moutAopytibes Grar mater, 
‘lit. ‘* wily mischiefs of calamity.” The 
genitive is one of quality, or definition= 
rhyata pépovoa. The Homeric epithet 
of Odysseus is given to the drat, because 
these mischiefs are half-personified, as 
subtle tempters of men’s minds. Cf. v. 2.’ 
(J.) There are similar half-personifica- 
tions in Aesch. Ag. 765, Cho. 465 kai 
mapdmovgos adras| aiuardesoa maya. 
Stronger is Ag. 397 mMpoBovdov mais 
dgepros "Aras. For the gen. cf. Aesch. 
Cho. 584 deyudrwv dxn, Eur. Hel. 1055 
cwrnplas dKos.—macrats...dpais, Sat all 
seasons.’ ‘ Burges conj. atpais (‘‘ with 
ever-varying winds of fortune”): Lebrs, 
meTadAdooover popdats, which might be 
taken with rnudrwy: “with all forms of 
calamity.” I do not see the need of 
emendation.’ (J.) 

For the metre see on fr. 591. The 
scheme, which is repeated, is as follows: 

-—_-_- — _-_~_— = 

_—- SS - ~~ —S 

_- ~~ — — _—_ ~~ — —_-_ Se — = 

H. rendered, from Nauck’s text: 

‘For the Life of Man is the sport of 
sorrowful change; 

Dark treacherous Harms float round it, 
subtle and strange, 

And seek occasion against him at every 
hour of the day :— 

Yet with all his opulent blessings, where 
is his joy, 

If Care’s anxiety vex, her malice annoy, 
And mar his happiness, fretting his 

lauded riches away?’ 

593 

ov xpH Tor avlpdémwv péyav OhBov azro- 
Brépar- tavuddotov yap tvapéptos 

593. 

593 Porphyr. in Stob. flor. 105. 57 
(IV p. 944, 6 Hense) 7 Te yap alyepos, 
ws paciv adddoe Te kal IXovTapxos (fr. inc. 
147 Bernardakis), @cAowevOys Kai aredns 
mpos kaptoyoviay. 610 Kal Lopoxdys ev 
riot pnoly ‘ob xph...admoBadd\e.” For the 
words é riot Bergk proposed év Tnpet, 
and Bernardakis év Ilowuéor; but T. W. 
Allen has shown that év ti, é riot are 
regular formulae in later Greek with the 

1 sq. dv@pwrov Gleditsch | ér: BAéWac Gleditsch 

meaning ‘in some of his writings, in 
certain passages,’ etc.; see C. Q. II 216, 
111 286. Stob. flor. 98. 46 (=IV p. 837, 
12 Hense) év ratr@ (vid. fr. 592). ‘woe 
...€pme.’ Here again Bergk conjectured 
that the parallel extracts belonged to the 
same chorus. The considerations are 
much the same as in fr. 592, but Bergk’s 
case is weaker. ‘ 

1ff. The substantial thought is the 
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pvdrous Tis aiyeipov Bioray damoBddde. 

, > , \ > iy 9 

Cw@ou TLS avOpadtrov TO KAT AapLLap OT WS 
Y , % Ga ¥ > 
QOLoTa TOPOVV@V* TO 3) €Ss QupLloV aAlL- 

el Tuddov Eprre.. 
3 PiAXos Tis (PUANLTW Gleditsch, ris Bergk) scripsi: ée7ts codd. 

Wagner | duap Blaydes: juap codd. 

C1 

2 4 fon 
5 adiora G. Wolff: qédura codd. 

5 sq. Ta yap avpiov ws és Tupddv epee Gleditsch 

vanity of riches as measured by the frailty 
of human life : so Theogn. 725 f. ra yap 
Twepiwoia wavra | xphuar’ Exwv ovdels Ep- 
xeTat els’ Aldew, See also on Eur. Phoen. 
555.—atroPAéWar, which in classical Greek 
is usually accompanied by eds or mpés, ap- 
pears here to govern a single accusative. 
The word does not occur elsewhere in 
Sophocles. Blaydes conj. dvdp’ és rov 
for av@pwrewv. ‘The text is open to sus- 
picion, but it should be observed that the 
passive use of doSNéreoGar in Ar. Eccl. 
726, the verbal dwéBXerros in Eur. Hec. 
355, and the co-ordination with other 
transitive verbs in Dem. 19. 265 ov>x drrws 
.. KoAd fev Héiouv Tos Tara TovobyTas, aN’ 
améBrerov, éSpour, érluwr, dvdpas HyovvTo 
show that aoB\érev was tending to bear 
a transitive force. In late Greek the usage 
is well established: cf. Philostr. vzt. Apoll. 
5. 24 mpotovra Oew loa dréBderov. Lucian 
vit. auct. 10 otTw yap awoBéWorral ce kal 
dvdpetov UrodjWovra. <Anth. Pal. g. 283 
“Ades | al ‘Phvov mpoxoads éyyls dmoBhé- 
mere. But in Theophr. fr. 8 ae vertig. 8 
ideyyi@ar 6 kal of Ta UWnrAG Kal TA meydra 
kal daréroua dmoB\érovres the meaning is 
‘to look down from a height.’ Ifa change 
were required, mpés for or’ would be the 
simplest.—tavuddAolov xré.: ‘For short- 
lived as the leaves of the slender poplar 
a man sheds his life’ (J.). Some allusion 
to the /eaves of the poplar appears to be 
necessary, since the lines are only a par- © 
ticular application of the famous simile in 
Hom. Z 146. But, inasmuch as dmroBad- 
et requires a personal subject, I have 
preferred vidos Tis to PUAAOLoW (see cr. 
n.): tes is then collective, as in Az. 965 
(with J.’s note). J. was inclined either to 
read dv@pwov in v. 1 or to substitute tis 
kd@ow for doris; but the latter is open to 
the objection that the «A@ves do not perish 
every season. Duentzer omitted ydp and 
retained doris. With respect to the mean- 
ing of ravuddolov, J. writes: ‘//. 16. 767 

- raviprotdy Te Kpdvevav (‘* smooth-barked 
cornel-tree,” A. Lang). Leaf ad oc. says, 

“with ¢hzn bark.” He remarks that 
**thin” or ‘‘smooth” generally suit the 
compounds of rayv- indifferently, and are 
preferable to ‘‘long,” though this is the 
sense of ravads.’ But the traditional ex- 
planation of ravipdowos as =‘ with long- 
stretched bark,’ t.e. ‘of tall or slender 
growth’ (L. and S.) appears to be correct 
here. J. quotes Hom. 7 106 ofd re @UAXa 
MaKedvijs alyelporo, K 510 waxpal 7 alyecpot. 

4ff. ‘Leta man so live as to provide 
best for the happiness of each day; the 
event of the morrow ever comes unfore- 
seen.’ —{oor: see cr.n. The Ionic form 
occurs in Z£/. 157, and O. C. 1213, so that 
it seems unnecessary to change it.—For 
the collective tus with jussive verb cf. Eur. 
Helid. 827 (n.), Aesch. Zum. 549 mpos Ta45¢€ 
Tis ToKéwy céBas eb mporiwy...éoTw, Xen. 
Cyr. 3. 3.61 (Holden). The sentiment is 
similar to that of MWatth. 6. 34 wh obv pept- 
pvjonre els Thy avprov: nyap aliprov uepivh- 
oe €auTs apKerov TH Huépa H Kakla avrfs: 
cf. Eur. fr. 196 ri dir’ év OABW wh cade? 
BeBnkores | od SGuev ws HdicTa wh AvTrOv- 
pevor; Ler. 503 pixpa pév Ta Tod Biov, | 
rovroey 8 brws nédiora dSiarepdcere | ef 
neépas és vikra uh Avrovpevo. Wilamo- 
witz well illustrates by referring to the 
evOuuia of Democritus (fr. 189). Tr. fr. 
adesp. 95 maou d€ Ovynrois Bovhouat mapat- 
véoat | TovpHnucpov Shy hdéws.—For 6 
kat apap cf. Phzl. 1089 (Jebb’s n.).— 
d&Siora: see cr. n. For the principles 
governing the restoration of a for 7 in 
dramatic lyrics see Tucker’s Choephort, 
p. 246.—tvbddv is unseen, as in Trach. 
1104 Tupdjs bm’ drys (J.). H. quotes 
Pind. O/. 12. 9 trav dé wedddvTwv Terv- 
prwvra ppadal. Add Pyth. 10. 63 7a 8 
els €viauTov aTéKMapTOV Mpovojoat. 

H. renders: 
‘Never before thy view 

Let a man’s great Wealth be a star; 
For his days that flourish are few 

As the long-stemmed poplar’s are; 
As the tree that sheddeth in sorrow 

Her shaken leaves to the ground:— 
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Let a man live, being a man, 
With brief dispose for the day, 

As within that narrower span 
To enjoy what pleasure he may; 

For the path is blind of the morrow, 
And darkness wrappeth it round.’ 

ZTOPOKAEOYS 

The metrical scheme is: 
=—-— — ww O/H _-_ ~~ ~~ — —-——_— we — 

—_—_—_— Se —-— — ewe! _ Vee — 

—-—_ ww we a a 

For the hypercatalectic colon (v. 3) see 
on fr. 591. 

594 

aiyhn 

594 Hesych. 1 p. 70 alyAn: xAdav 
{aly\nxldwv cod.: corr. Scaliger). Zogo- 
kAjs Typet. [xeTw@v] cal rédn apa ’"Em- 
Xdpuy év Baxxats (fr. 20 K.). M. Schmidt, 
whom Nauck follows, was probably right 
in regarding xiTwy as an interpolation in- 
tended to replace the corrupt x/édwv. See 
also Bekk. anecd. p. 354, 17 aly\7...Kal 
xXALSwv 5é Tis ob rws Exadetro. Evior 6é pact: 
onmatve. Kal Tov mepirdd.ovy Kdcpmov # Tov 
(l. ra) dugidéa 4 aarr@s WéANOr. onuaiver 
dé Kal rhv wédnv 7 alydn, ws map’ ’Em- 
xdpum. This is derived from Pausanias 

the Atticist (ed. Schwabe, p.g5). Hesych. 
Zc. alyas’ augidéas, kal pédia 7a Trepl 
Thy ivw Tod apbrpov. There is enough 
here to show that aly\n could be used 
for a personal ornament, whether as 
made with shining metal or set with 
precious stones. Probably, but not ne- 
cessarily, an armlet is meant: Asius fr. 
13 K. dacdddeor S5€ xAdGves ap’ aul 
Bpaxloow joav. But this fragment should 
not be used to explain PAz/. 830, for which 
see C. R. XXVv 246. 

595 

Kepkioos dovy 

595 Arist. Zoet. 16 p. 1454 36 elén 
dé dvayvwploews, mpwrn mev | aTEXvoTaTy 
...2) Oia THY onpelwv...devrepac 5é ai zre- 
mompévat brd Too moinTov, 510 drexvor olov 
...€¥ TO Lopoxdéous Typet 4 Tod Kepkidos 
pwr. 

Tyrwhitt was the first to recognize that 
Kepk(So0s ghwvy are the actual words of 
Sophocles. For the circumstances see 
Introductory Note, and cf. Apollod. 3. 
194 % 0€ Upjvaca év wémW ypdupmara did 
TovTuww éunvuoe Upoxvy ras ldias cuudopdas. 
The tradition of Sophocles seems to be 
closely followed by Achill. Tat. 5.5 7 
yap Pioujras téxvn owrdcav etipnke 
puviv. wvpalver: yap mémdov dyyedov Kal 
70 Opdua mréxer Tals Kpdxars Kal pmetrac 

THY yAOTray 7% xelp, Kai Ilpdxvns rots 
dpOarpots Ta TaV wWTwY unvier Kal mpds 
avrhv a mémovOe TH kepxids Nadel. It 
should be observed that, whereas Apollo- 
dorus intimates that letters inwoven were 
the medium of information, Achilles (5. 3) 
describes a picture of the outrage as actu- 
ally embroidered on the robe. Moreover 
the latter represents Philomela as present 
while Procne examines the picture: that, 

-at any rate, cannot be Sophoclean. Note 
that KepxiSos practically=tdacua, and 
cf. Eur. Hec. 1153 xepxid’ "Héwvfs xepos | 
jvouv.—wvy was not intended to suggest 
the noise of the moving shuttle: see on 
fr. 890. 
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Pliny (z. 2. 18. 65 = Soph. fr. 600) states that the 77zptolemus 
was produced 145 years before the death of Alexander. Since 
Alexander died in 323 B.C. the date of the TZ7cptolemus is 
accordingly fixed as 468 B.c. If Pliny’s remark is to be construed 
strictly, the 77zptolemus was put on the stage in the year before 
the production of the Septem contra Thebas of Aeschylus. It has 
been observed that the fragments of the 77zptolemus recall the 
Prometheus Vinctus, not only by reason of the structure and com- 
pass of the speech in which Demeter despatched Triptolemus on 
his mission, but also by the appearance of the particular phrase 
addressed by Prometheus to lo. The date of the Prometheus is 
uncertain, and some recent authorities place it later than 468 B.C.? 
They do not seem to have noticed that, if the relevance of the 
Sophoclean fragments is admitted, there can be no question 
which of the two poets was the imitator. Although there is 
no good reason for discrediting Pliny’s evidence, Welcker* 
minimized its importance by interpreting it to mean only that 
the subject of Triptolemus was handled by Sophocles, who 
commenced to write for the stage in 468. For that year, in 
which Apsephion was archon, was famous as the occasion of the 
first appearance of Sophocles in the Dionysiac contest at the age 
of 28, when he was adjudged the first prize to the chagrin of 
Aeschylus’. There are, in any case, sufficient grounds for 
believing that the 7rzptolemus was an early work, belonging to a 
time when the author was still largely influenced by the manner 
of his great predecessor. We should not therefore be surprised 
to find in it a plot free from complicated action, together with an 
abundance of narrative and description. 

The scene of the play was almost certainly Eleusis. Tripto- 
lemus is an Eleusinian chieftain in Hom. 2. Dem. 153, which is 
the earliest mention of his name, and is one of those to whom 
the institution of the Eleusinian mysteries was entrusted (20. 474). 
But the Homeric hymn, in which Triptolemus only appears 
incidentally, was not the source of the play of Sophocles. 

The later authorities, who, of course, drew upon Attic 
sources, agree in representing Triptolemus as the favourite of 

1 See on fr. 597. 
2 Dieterich in Pauly-Wissowa I 1079, Sikes and Willson, /x/rod. P. XXXVIII; on 

the other side see Wecklein, Zzz/. p. 24, and Christ-Schmid, Gr. Zzt.° p. 297. 
3p: 310. 4 Plut. Cim. 8, Marm. Par. 56. 
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Demeter, who inspired him to invent the plough, and to teach 
men the art of agriculture. Cf. Verg. Georg. 1. 19 uncique puer 
monstrator aratrt. Callim. 2. Dem. 22 avixa Tpurrorepos ayabav 
édudaoKxetTo téyvav. The goddess also sent him forth from 
Eleusis in a magic chariot drawn by a pair of dragons}4, to 
traverse the earth, and to diffuse among mankind the blessings 
which had been first bestowed upon Attica. Cf. Ov. 77visz. 3. 8.2 
nunc ego Triptolemi cuperem conscendere currus, | misit in ignotam 
gut rude semen humum. Cornut. 28 P- 53, 22 TAUTHY (2.2. corn) 
dé pvbeverar omreipat dea THS oLKouperns 6 Tpemronepos 0 
"Edevoinos avaBi8acaons avTov emt TTEPOTOY SpaxovTay 6 OXN MA 
THS Anpnt pos. Himer. Or. 25. 3 tov ’EXevoiviov edn Sov apFnvat 
Aoyos mpos Anuntpos, va Thy vouada tTpatreCav HMEpous apeiyy 
mupots. For the distribution in this manner of nuepos Kxaptros 
throughout Greece see Pausan. 7. 18. 2, 8. 4. 1.. The orators were 
never weary of pointing out to their audience the distinction of 
Attica as the original home of agriculture’. 

But there was a wide-spread divergence of opinion concerning 
the identity of Triptolemus, as may be seen from the variant 
accounts given in Pausan. I. 14.2%. This shows that, though his 
civilizing mission was accepted as beyond question, the story of 
Triptolemus did not rest upon any dominant literary tradition. 
How then did Sophocles treat the subject? From the fragments 
themselves all that can be made out with certainty is that the 
play contained a description of the journey of Triptolemus over 
the earth in the chariot drawn by serpents. Frs. 597—-599, and 
possibly also frs. 600—604, belong to the speech of Demeter. 
Several of the words or phrases refer to crops, or articles of diet : 
see frs. 606—6104.. But we must look elsewhere for indications 
of the tragic conflict, which must somehow or other have been 
connected with the favour shown to Triptolemus. (1) Gruppe, 
Ariadne, p. 358, found it in the story of Lyncus, the Scythian 
king, who, as related by Ov. Met. 5. 642—661, attempted to put 
Triptolemus to death, in order to supplant him, and was subse- 
quently transformed into a lynx. (2) Petersen, in a review of 
Welcker, treated Charnabon (fr. 604 n.) as the chief opponent’. 
It is unnecessary to discuss these suggestions, in view of what 

* It is altogether improbable that this was an invention of Sophocles: see Gruppe, ~ 
5445- Philochorus evidently regarded it as belonging to ancient tradition, when he 
rationalized it as a ship of war (“HG I 388). 

2 e.g. Isocr. 4. 25. 3 See also Frazer’s note. 
4 No doubt most of these describe the diet of the peoples whom Triptolemus was 

to visit. 
° Nauck refers to a Hanover dissertation of Jul. Schonemann (1886), p. 118, as 

reviving this opinion. Knaack also thought that Charnabon appeared in the play 
(Jahrb. f. Philol. CXxxv [1887], p. 800). 
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will presently be said about Welcker’s theory. (3) Welcker 
found a clue to the chief subject of the tragedy in the concluding 
part of Hygin. fad. 147. The other authorities which contain 
the same story are Serv. Verg. Georg. 1. 19, schol. Stat. Theb. 2. 382, 
and Mythogr. Vat. 11 99. It is said that, after Triptolemus had 
returned from his journey, a king named Cepheus or Celeus 
sought to kill him through jealousy, but was compelled by 
Demeter to yield his kingdom to her favourite. Triptolemus is 
represented as the son of Eleusinus, and is declared to have 
founded a town called Eleusis after his father, who had insti- 
tuted in honour of Demeter the feast known as Thesmophoria. 
Welcker’s view was accepted by Preller (A/yth. I p. 636) and by 
H. W. Stoll in Roscher II 1028, but it involves the difficulty that if 
the drama included the departure of Triptolemus, as well as the 
successful issue of the conflict after his return, the unity of time 
was destroyed’. Welcker frankly admitted this, but claimed that 
the successful completion of the adventurous journey rather than 
its inception deserved to be represented, and that the foundation 
of the Eleusinia was subsequent to the spread of agriculture over 
the world by Triptolemus. He escaped from the dilemma by the 
assumptions that Triptolemus on his return himself described 
how he had been despatched on his mission by Demeter, and 
that the goddess was not represented on the stage at this period 
of the action. The expedient is hardly successful. I think that, 
if any one will examine frs. 597—599 without prejudice, he will 
hesitate to conclude that they are all taken from a speech of 
Triptolemus describing the nature of the commission which was 
assigned to him. Moreover, Welcker’s assumption contradicts 
the express statement of Dionysius of Halicarnassus (fr. 598), 
that Sophocles put Demeter on the stage giving directions to 
Triptolemus concerning the lands which he would have to 
traverse in spreading abroad the bounty of the goddess. It is 
unreasonable to reject the single piece of trustworthy evidence 
which bears on the plot in favour of a mere guess—for it is 
nothing more—that the conflict with Cepheus provided the 
climax of the action. So far from agreeing with Welcker that 
the departure of Triptolemus could not have formed the con- 
clusion of the play, I believe that the gift of corn was the main 
theme to which the rest of the action was subordinate. The 
momentous character of the commission entrusted to Triptolemus, 
and the lustre which it shed upon Attica in the eyes of posterity, 
combined to make his departure on a divinely ordered journey 
eminently suitable as the finale of a play in which the young 

1 This consequence was accepted by Ahrens, who compared the Lumenides of 
Aeschylus as a similar case. 

P. Il. 16 
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dramatist sought to celebrate the Eleusinian hero for the first 
time before a wider public. But that which chiefly needed 
explanation was the reason why Triptolemus had been so highly 
blessed. In order to discover an answer, we must return to the 
domestic history of Celeus, the Eleusinian, whose house was 
honoured by a visit from Demeter, when, disguised as an old 
woman, she was mourning for the loss of Persephone. In the 
Homeric hymn the daughters of Celeus found her at the ‘Maiden 
well, and introduced her as nurse to their infant brother 
Demophon. Metanira, the mother, was alarmed by the strange 
proceedings of the goddess, who stealthily by night bathed the 
child in the fire, in order to make him immortal. So she cried 
aloud in dismay; but Demeter was wroth with her, and put 
down the child. Before leaving the house, she revealed herself, 
and explained how the mother’s folly had frustrated her son’s 
happiness. This story was subsequently combined with the local 
tradition which made Triptolemus the minister of Demeter’s 
bounty. Thus in Ov. Fast. 4. 507—560 the child’s name has 
been changed to Triptolemus, and the goddess, when interrupted, 
promises that he shall be the first man to plough and sow,—as a 
compensation for the loss of his immortality.. In Hygin. fad. 
147 the facts are similar, but the father’s name, as we have seen, 
is different, and he is killed by the goddess in anger. There is 
good reason to suppose that this version goes back to Panyassis 
(EGF p. 263). The death of the father, who however is called 
Celeus, is mentioned also in Nonn. 19. 85, where Demeter con- 
soles Triptolemus and Metanira. But the death of Celeus 
seems to have occurred after the gift of corn, although the 

description is far from clear; and the story perhaps ran parallel 
to the legend of Icarius. In Apollod. 1. 31 f. the mother 
interrupts, as in the hymn, with the result that the child 
(Demophon) was consumed in the flames. Demeter then pro- 
vided the winged car for Triptolemus, the elder of Metanira’s 
children, and gave him wheat to sow over the whole world. It 
is obvious that, if Triptolemus was to be made the hero of a play, 
and the events which led to his mission were to be included in 
the scope of the action, the version preserved in Apollodorus 
was alone suitable for the purpose’. It is therefore suggested 
that the identification of Triptolemus with the elder son of 

- Metanira may have been taken from Sophocles, and that the 
earlier part of his play included the coming of Demeter to 
Eleusis, and the failure of her first attempt to reward the hospi- 
tality of Celeus. 

1 Hartung overlooked this when he supposed that in SRR Triptolemus was 
Demeter’s nurseling (p. 159). 
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Strabo 27 compares the play with the prologue to the Bacchae, 
as illustrating the carelessness in geographical matters of later 
writers as contrasted with Homer: 6 pév tov Acévucov ériovta 
ta €Ovn dpatav, 0 Sé tov Tpirtorewov THv KaTactretpoperny yhy, 
Ta péev ord Suctata auvartovew eéyyis, Ta be ouvEexi 
dvacTact. 

Brunck inferred that it was a satyr-play on the strength of 
frs. 606, 610, 611, but has found no one to agree with him. 

For fragments conjecturally assigned to this play see on 
frs. 804, 837, 844, 959, 1089, 1116. 

596 
Spakovre Oaipov auditri€ cidnddre 

596 dpdxovre Koen: dpdxovra Etym. M. | Oapov Rufus al.: 8 alpov Ziym. M. 

596 Ltym. M. p. 395, 11 tMocerOae 
yap Td Badnv SiaBaivew, cal wriyua 7d 
dudornua Tov Today. LopoxdAs Tpiwrodé- 
by ‘dpdxovra 5 alpov dudimNlé eiAnpédres 
(eiAnpére DV).’ aepiBadnv. Ruf. Ephes. 
p- 147, 4 (cf. p. 240f.) 7d dé weradd dcx éou 
kal wrooThuaros Kal unpod mrixd5a, Kal 
70 dtaBalvew diamdiocew * kal TO TepiBadnv 
dudimAlé. Lodoxd7js 5é cal éml Spaxdvrwy 
éwoinoe* ‘Oa:pdov...ciinpdte,’ worep av el 
Egy TweptBeBnxdre (BeBn Cd) rov Oaipdv. 
Rufus was a medical writer of the age of 
Trajan, from whom Pollux made consider- 
able excerpts in his second book: see 
Poll. 2. 172, where the same extract 
appears with unimportant variations. 
Schol. Ar. Ach. 217 @v0e@ kai 7d 
mepiBddnv duditrdit wapa Lopoxret ev 
Tprrro\duw (hence the same appears in 
Suid. s.vv. dwemdlEaro, repiBainv, rE, 
and Greg. Cor. p. 548). Hesych. 11 
P- 297 Oatpds: 6 dujkwy aro rod dvw 
pépous ws Kadrw aotpodeds THs Ovpas, 7 
&Ewv. Lopoxdys Tprrrorkéuw. Eustath. 
Zl. p. 914, 34 (Ael. Dion. fr. 391 Schw.) 
Oatpds 6 déwv mapa Dodoxdre?. Cf. Phot. 
ed. Reitz. p. 103, 10 duqdimN&: dudge- 
Badnv: 7do wepexduevov bd Tov Toda. 
TNE yap Td Bhua. 

The line describes the car drawn by © 
winged dragons or serpents, which 
Demeter gave to Triptolemus at the 
commencement of his journey. ‘It may 
be seen on a vase from Kertsch, figured 
in Baumeister’s Denkmdler, p. 1858. 
The two serpents have twined the middle 
parts of their bodies round the axle,— 
thus harnessing themselves to the chariot, 

in which is seated Triptolemus, his head 
wreathed with a white band, from which 
two yellow corn-ears stand up: in his left 
hand he holds a sceptre; with his right 
he holds out a shallow saucer, into which 
Demeter is pouring wine, as he departs.’ 
(J.) Frazer on Pausan. 7. 18, 3 (IV p. 142) 
gives a list of the references to Triptolemus 
and his car in ancient works of art (see 
also Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 569), and 
remarks: ‘Sometimes the car has wings 
attached to the wheels, but no serpents; 
sometimes it is drawn by serpents without 
wings; sometimes both the serpents and 
the wings are depicted attached to the 
car.’ The literary authorities speak of a 
car drawn by two’ winged serpents: 
Apollod. t. 32 digpov rrnvay SpaxdvTwr, 
Cornut. 28 p. 54, 1 wrepwrav dpaxdvTwv 
éxnua, schol. Aristid. 111 p. 54 Dind. 
dpua é& dpewv mrepwrev, Nonn. Dionys. 
13. 190 ff. Tpiarddexos...dippov éxrdvjevta 
bv’ Hépos qvioxedwv | orixTa hepecraxvuw 
éreudorie vOaTa Spaxdvrwy, Ov. Met. 5. 
642 geminos dea fertilis angues | curribus 
admovit frenisque coercutt ora. Fast. 
4. 497 frenatos curribus angues | tungit. 
The view that the magic car was an 
invention of Sophocles has no probability 
(see Introductory Note). Gruppe, p. 8072, 
thinks that serpents were associated with 
the sun, and that it was as a sun-god that 
Triptolemus rode in the winged car. 
O. Kern, Lleusiu. Beitr. Halle, 1909, 
p- 11, shows that Sophocles drew his 
description from the Eleusinian mystery- 
lay. 

4 Gaupéy here is clearly the axle, and the 

16—2 
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connexion between this meaning and that 
found in Hom. M 459 (iron pegs working 
in stone sockets, serving as hinges to a 
door, as explained by Leaf) appears in 
the explanation of Hesychius (/.¢.). It 
should, however, be mentioned that in 
Poll. 1. 253 @a:pol appears to be the 
name given to the side-boards which 
form part of the vreprepia or body of the 
car.—apourrl— is glossed by repiBadnv 
(see above), and here suggests that the 
serpents drew the car by holding the axle 
within their grip, that is to say, by coiling 
themselves round it (@omep dy ef &pn 
mepiBeBnkire tov Oapdv). The word 
means strictly ‘having the legs a-straddle’ 
(Achill. Tat. t. 1: Europa riding on the 
bull, od wepiBadnv ad\d\a Kara m)evpar), 
and is the exact equivalent of dugiBavr’ 
in Eur. Phoen. 1406 (n.), which ip prose 
would be wepiBdvre (repiBeBnxdbre). Cf. 
Archil. fr. 58 o} gitéw péyav orparnyov 
ovd€ dvaremd\tyuévov, which corresponds 
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to eb duaBds. The cognates of rrlccw 
are discussed by Cobet, V.Z. p. 135, who 
quotes Hesych. III p. "346 Ate amd 
Tv KuAWoMévwv Kal madadvTov, s6rav 
mwepiBavres Tots oxéheot KaTéxwow. 
Thus in the account of a wrestling- 
match in Heliod. 10. 32 dugiBaiver 
Tois woot Kal Tots KaTa Tavs BouBavas ra 
oxéhn katamelpas, 7.e. ‘pinning his legs 
by gripping them with his feet and the 
inside of his thighs.’ Strattis ff, 63,1 
729 K. 7a Ouyarpia | wept ri exavny 
dravTa TepiMeTNYMEVG.. 

There is little doubt that woocl 7rept- 
m)uxtots should be read in Theocr. 18. 8, 
of the maze of interlacing feet. See also 
Heyne on Hom. W120. The derivation 
of these words does not appear to be 
known, and Curtius refused to connect 
them with mdékw (CG. #. 165): Headlam 
pointed out that the senses of dtamNiooev, 
mE, mAtxas ‘the fork,’ correspond to - 
those of the Engl. sp/it (C. R. XVII 292). 

597 

ae 8 év dpevos d€dtowwe Tovs euovs Adyous 
597 

597 Schol. Pind. O/. to [it]. 1 Kal 
Lopoxrys év Tpirrortéum ‘ae 8 ev... 
Adyous.’ 

In Aesch. Prom. 815 the phrase is 
used by Prometheus, when instructing Io 
in the course her wanderings are to take: 
gol m p@T ov "Tot rodvdovoy mrdvny ppdow, | 
nV ey ypapou ov pyjmoow déXros ppevor. 
Hence it may be safely assumed that 
these are the words of Demeter addressed 
to Triptolemus. The whole of her speech, 
describing the wanderings of Triptolemus, 
seems to have been based upon the Pro- 
metheus of Aeschylus (Haigh, Tragic 

aé & év V: 00d’ ai A, Oés & év Scaliger, od & év Meineke, 608 & év Nauck 

Drama, p. 144): see the Introductory 
Note. Cf. Phz/. 1325 kai rabr’ érlorw, kal 
ypagpou dpevav tow. Trach. 682 waphxa 
Deouav ovdév, aGdN’ éowhdunr, | xadxijs 
érws Siovirrov éx déArouv ypapyv. Aesch. 
Cho. 448 To.air’ dxotwr év ppeclv ypaou, 
Eum. 275 Sedroypagy 6¢ wavr’ érwra 
gpevi. Suppl. 185 thw’ ern dedrov- 
pévouvs. Pind. Of 10. 2 mbt pevds 
éuas yéypamrrat.—The publication of 
Drachmann’s edition of the scholia has 
altered the data (see cr. n.), but Scaliger’s 
6és remains an attractive conjecture. 

598 
ta 0 e€dmicbe yxeipos és Ta Sefva 
Oivwrpia te Tada Kal TuponviKos 
KoMros Avyvotinn Te yn oe dé€erau 

598. 1 eis codd. 

598 Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1. 12 
paptupec 6€ pou TH NOyW Lodoxdys pev 
6 Tpayydorows év Tpirrodkéum dSpdmarc. 

2 Tuppyvixos codd. 

memolnra: yap a’rg Anuynrnp dddoxovea 
Tpimrrddvepov, donv xwpay dvayKxacOjnceras 
otelpwy tos dobetow wim’ abtis Kaprots 
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SeEeNOetv. puvnobetoa 5é THs Egou mpOrov 
*IraNias, 4 éorw dro dxpas *larvylas 
expt mopOuot XucedKxod, Kal pera TovTO 
THs avtikpY awaudvyn LZexedlas él Thy 
éomréptov “IraNiay av@is dvacrpémer Kal Ta 
Kéytcra «Tov olxolvTwy Thy mapdadov 
TauTnv €Ovav dieképxeTar, Thy dpxhy amo 
THs Oivwrpav olkjcews ronoauévyn. aré- 
xpn dé Tatra wdva NexOévTa THv lauBelwr, 
év ols pyoi ‘ra 5’ éfdmioe...déEer a,’ 

The extract is taken from the speech 
of Demeter to Triptolemus.—J. thus 
paraphrases Dionysius: ‘after mentioning | 
eastern Italy first—which extends from 
the Iapygian promontory to the Sicilian 
strait (zrop@u00)—she next touches on 
Sicily, which lies opposite; then she 
returns to Italy, taking the westerz coast, 
and enumerates the principal nations who 
dwell on that seaboard, beginning with 
the settlements of the Oenotri.’ 

1 td 8 é6miobe. ‘(1) Ellendt and 
L. and S. take this as=‘‘thereafter,” 
deinceps, as éEoriow is used in Od. 4. 35, 
and often in other poets. (2) It might 
also mean ‘‘to the west,” if Triptolemus 
is supposed to be moving down the east 
coast. But, as it ought to come next 
after the mention of Sicily, this seems 
less likely.” So J. writes, remarking in 
respect of yeipos és Ta Seba that 
‘Triptolemus may be supposed to have 
arrived in Sicily, and to be facing west- 
ward. The west coast of Italy would 
then be on his right.’ The supposition ap- 
pears arbitrary, and the explanation of 7a 
efémia0e open to grave doubt; for the 
close connexion with yeipos és Ta degud 
favours a local rather than a temporal 
meaning, and the run of the sentence 

_ suggests that it is the subject and not an 
adverbial accusative. Further, there is 
no evidence that émicw etc. can mean 
‘the west.’ On the contrary érlicda 
denotes the east in Cleomed. czrc. 
doctr. 1. 1. p. 12 émichia dé Ta pds 
Tm dvaTro\y: ard Toirwy yap émi Td 
éumpoobev mpdecow (sc. 6 kbouos): but this 
is a technical (Stoic) passage, which has 
little bearing on the interpretation of 
Sophocles. For these reasons I conclude 
that, although the words és ra deécd relate 
to xewpds (Theocr. 28. 18 refs éwi degia 
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xepos, Hom. 2. Herm, 153 xéduv éparny 
émr’ apiorepa xeipds éépywv), the latter is 
also to be connected with é&émic@e, and 
that this is established by fr. 534 éforlow 
xepos. So Bacchyl. 13. 10 7d map xepds 
of what is close at hand, and similar 
phrases, in which xepds expresses the 
local relation of the person in question, 
although the mention of the and as a 
separate member has no particular signifi- 
cance. Cf. two xelpa, ava xeipa, and 
so forth. The meaning is simply ‘the 
regions lying behind you on the right,’ 
and the words ra...deéia form the subject, 
to which Olvwrpia...yj is attributive. 
We are thus required to imagine 
Triptolemus as situated on the Italian 
side of the straits of Messina and looking 
towards Sicily: that this position was 
contemplated by the speaker is suggested 
by the words in which Dionysius refers 
to Sicily as ris dvrixpt (supra). 

2f. Oivetpla...racoa, ‘he is to traverse 
it from end to end. This name was 
given by the Greeks to the western sea- 
board of Italy from the straits as far 
north as the gulf of Paestum, thus 
including Bruttium and Lucania. The 
region north of Oenotria was called by 
the Greeks Ofzkia (Kiepert, Hellas, 
map 11): north of that came 7yrrhenza. 
The name ’IraNia was with the Greeks 
in the fifth century coextensive with 
Oenotria and Iapygia, but not with 
the whole peninsula (Bevan, p. 484).’ 
(J.) Ridgeway, Zarly Age of Greece, 
p- 259, gives reasons for holding that the 
Oenotrians of south Italy were Pelasgians. 
—Tvponvikds koAtros. ‘This must mean 
here the mare Etruscum, the sea off the 
coast of Latium and Etruria, as it 
represents the stage northwards from 
Oenotria to Liguria. The mare Tyr- 
rhenum, ordinarily so called, was off the 
coasts of Lucania and Bruttium.—Atyv- 
oruy te yy. The Alyves, a collective 
name for the dwellers in the Maritime 
Alps of north-west Italy. They were 
found also in ancient Corsica (Kiepert, 
Anc. Geo. § 204).’ (J.) For the Ligurians 
see Ridgeway, of. cit. p. 240, who 
identifies them with the Aborigines. 
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599 

xpyora. 8€ o évOevd adtis 
599 ais vulgo 

599 Schol. Soph. O.C. 504 xpiorat 
pb’ épevpetyv] xpeln (xph conj. Blaydes and 
Nauck needlessly) érra: xara svvaroiphy 
xphoTrar. dvri Tov xpeln éorat, Snrovrat 
dé ravrov T@ Sejoer: Kal év Tprmrordup 
‘xpharat 5é o° évbévd’ abtis.’ 

It is unnecessary to repeat here the 
facts collected in Jebb’s Appendix to 
O.C. 504 (p. 280), but it should be added 
that the truth of Ahrens’s view is now 
more generally recognized (Brugmann, 

Comp. Gr. 11 p. 488 E. tr.; Kuehner- 
Blass 11 222). Wilamowitz on Eur. 
Her. 311 advocated the restoration of 
xe in Eur. fr. 733 7d yap xpn (xpewv 
codd.) pettov 7 7d wh xpewy, and Diels 
prints ra xph édvra in Democritus (frs. 
174, 256). I cannot see the advantage of 
writing xpjora. No doubt xpjv was a 
unit, as éxpqv shows, but xpHorac cannot 
ever have been regarded as an ordinary 
future.—For atrus see on fr. 314, 227 f. 

600 

[et fortunatam LItaham frumento canere candrdo | 
600 Plin. x. h. 18. 65 hae fuere 

sententiae Alexandro Magno regnante, 
cum clarissima fuit Graecia atque in toto 
orbe terrarum potentissima, tta tamen ut 
ante mortem etus annis fere CXLV 
Sophocles poeta in fabula Triptolemo 
Jrumentum Italicum ante cuncta lauda- 
verit, ad verbum translata sententia ‘et 
Jortunatam...candido.’ 

The fertility of the Italian corn-lands, 
as compared with those of their own 
country, was well known to the Greeks. 
Polybius (2. 15) instances the cheapness 
of wheat in his own time as a proof of 
the abundance of corn grown in Italy; 
and Strabo (242) praises the productive- 

ness of Campania. The Athenians, who 
lived principally on imported corn (Dem. 
20. 31), proposed in the year 325-324 B.C. 
to found a colony on the shore of the 
Adriatic for the purpose of the corn-trade 
(CZA 11 809; Dittenberger, Sy//.? 153). 

No doubt evéaluova was the original of 
fortunatam: cf. Pausan. 1. 12. 1 rh Te 
*IraXlav diddoxovres, ws evdauovias évexa 

avr wdons etn THs ‘EXAddos. 
For Pliny’s reference to the production 

of the Zrzptolemus see Introductory Note. 
For the meaning of *Iradéa see on fr. 

598, 2; and for the cultivation of the 
vine there cf. Ant. 1119, Lucian navig. 
23. 

601 

"[\Aupis ‘your 
601 Hesych. 11 p. 356 "IAAupls yor7- 

dvi tov ’IdXupls yeved (yovéa cod.: corr. 
Musurus).  ypdgderar 5¢ kal yur}. 6 6é 
KadXiorparos yin: dvtt rot yq* xpavrac 
yap otrws. . Lopoxdys Tperrodéuy. M. 
Schmidt preferred to write ’[A\vupls yor * 
...yovéa, which is hardly intelligible. 
Musurus was surely right: so rptroomépy 
yov7 in Aesch. Pers. 820 is explained by 
schol. M as tpirn Trav peraryeverrépwy 
yeved. 

It is hazardous to guess at the context, 
but it is probably safe to infer that yovy 
had a concrete sense, perhaps that of 

produce. Illyria was famous for cattle 
rather than corn: see [Arist.] mir. ausc. 
128, quoted by Grote III p. 423. We 
cannot tell what moved Callistratus to 
support the variant yin; but it is sur- 
prising to find the authority of an early 
Alexandrian cited in favour of the fem. 
én, which since Elmsley’s note on Eur. 
fHclid. 839 has been always condemned 
as a late error. ‘yuvj was probably a 
mere blunder; and it is worthy of men- 
tion that yiva: and yovai are variants for 
the genuine war in Anz. 569. 
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602 

Kapynddvos d5€ kpdomed <Hv> aomdlopar 
602 

602 Schol. Eur. 7¥o. 221 rivés dacl 
kal tiv ‘Pauny cal riv Kapxnddva mpo 
(Schwartz: dé A) ris rpwrns d\uumiddos 
KTicOjvat. Lopoxdijs 5é€ éml t&v katpwv 
Tpimrronéuov olka Ojvac (SxioOa Schwartz, 
oixetcOac Wilamowitz) riv Kapxnddva, év 
ols pyoi ‘ Kapxnddvos...dcmdfopa.’ 

Cobet conjectured from xpdozedes the 
reading of cod. N [a copy of A, according 
to Schwartz] xpdomred a7’. B. domdgouat, 
but! it is very unlikely, as van Leeuwen 
remarked (de Soph. At. authentia, p. 38), 
that Sophocles in his earliest play divided 
a line between two speakers in this way. 
Blaydes, suspecting xpdomeda, suggested 
mdaykapma medi’ or the like. Hermann, 
followed by Ahrens, read rpoordrnv. It 
is to be regretted that the quotation breaks 
off so abruptly: why did Demeter, if she 
is the speaker, take occasion to greet the 
name of Carthage? Since the 77zptolemus 

qv add. Bergk: xpdomeda domafoua A 

was an early play, it must be remembered 
that the name of Carthage had become 
familiar to the Greeks at the end of the 
Persian wars in consequence of the simul- 
taneous struggle waged by their kinsmen 
in Sicily against the Punic invaders. The 
anachronism mentioned by the schol. need 
not trouble us: although the name does 
not occur elsewhere in tragedy, many be- 
lieve that Carthage is referred to in Eur. 
Phoen. 204. Eudoxus of Cnidos (c¢. 365 
B.C.) is quoted immediately before the 
above extract in connexion with the 
foundation of Carthage, but a century 
earlier Sophocles may well have treated 
the settlement as being of immemorial 
antiquity.—For kpdomed’ cf. Eur. fr. 381 
axedov map’ avtois Kkpacrédas Evpwrias, 
Suppl. 661 wpds kpacrésoc. orparomédov 
TETAYMEVOV. 

603 

othdiouv 

603 Proverb. cod. S (Paris. suppl. 
Gr. 676; L. Cohn Zu den Paroemtogr. 
in Breslauer philol. Abhandl. 11 2 p. 71) 
cirdiov eyuwv* LodoxrAys Tprrroréup 
mepl tis (1. yijs) &v AtBiy 7d oidqrov 
gpepovons. ot dé eldds Te THs AiBiys otd- 
guov. Hesych. Iv p. 30 oAdiov Aepwwr. 
LopoxAfs mepl (éri Meineke) yijs ev AcBiy 
To aiidiov hepotons xré. Prov. append. 
4. 70 (Paroem. 1 451) otAdiov eww * 
eidés Te THS AcBins oldAquor. 

H. points out that efdos here must surely 
mean a kind of plant, t.e. eldos ArBuKdv 
not eldos rijs AvBins. The text, he sug- 
gests, has either arisen from a var. lect. 
rept THs AcBins 7d clAguov pepodans, which 
has somehow or other attached itself in 
part to eldos, or else there is a lacuna, 
e.g. ot dé eldos <'Hpddoros 5€ uépos> rijs 
AcBins 7d ctrAdvor, for Herodotus (4. 169, 
192) uses 7d aiAquov of the district where 
the silphium grew. According to Theo- 

‘ phrastus (Hist. pl. 6. 3. 3) and Pliny (z. 
h. 5. 33) the region was 4000 stadia 
square. Leutsch, however, in rejecting 
Schott’s proposed addition of Bordyys, 
suggests that efdos is used in the sense of 

Leuwov 

spice (‘speciem odoratam, cuius generis 
erat silphium: sic enim proprie ra eléy 
recentioribus sunt usitata ’). 

What ofdduov (laserpicium =lac sirpi- 
cum ‘milk of silphium,’ or /aser piceum) 
really was has long been a matter of con- 
jecture. John Evelyn and Bentley (see his 
Correspondence, 11 p. 234 f.) thought it was 
the large umbelliferous plant of Persia and 
the East Indies (Ferula or Narthex asa- 
fJoetida): see Ellis on Catull. 7. 4, Sonnen- 
schein on Plaut. Rud. 630. It was largely 
used in Greek cookery and also as a 
medicine; and the demand for it was 
the principal reason of the prosperity of 
Cyrene, with which town it is always 
connected. The trade subsequently de- 
cayed, but for what reason is unknown 
(Neil on Ar. Zg. 893). Ridgeway (Zarly 
Age of Greece, pp. 223-228) suggests that 
aihprov is to be identified with the Ho- 
meric lotus-plant, the legend of which is 
the embodiment of a vague tradition that 
on the north coast of Africa fronting the 
Syrtis there grew a plant elsewhere un- 
known but possessing rare virtues. 
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604 
\ “ aA lal ¥ nA 

Kat XapvaBavros os Terav apxer Tavuv 

604 és I'erav Lobeck: 871 Tay bs ye cod. Haun., doris Trav wde cod. Vind. 

604 _ Herodian zepi pov. deg. p. 9, 30 
XapvaBav. Logoxdijs Tpirror€uw ‘ kal 
XapvaBavros...raviv.’ 

The text was restored and the relevancy 
of the quotation established by Lobeck, 
Aglaoph. p. 215, from Hygin. poet. astr. 
2. 14 hunc (Ophiuchum) complures 
Charnabonta dixerunt nomine Getarum 
resem, qut sunt in Mysia regione, futsse: 
gui eodem tempore regno est potitus quo 
primum semina frugum mortalibus tradita 
esse extstimantur, Ceres enim cum sua 
beneficta largiretur hominibus, Triptole- 
mum, cuius tpsa fuerat nutrix, in curru 
draconum collocatum...tussit omnium na- 
tionum agros circumeuntem semina partire 
...gul cum perventisset ad eum quem supra 
diximus Getarum regem, ab eo primum 
hospitaliter acceptus, deinde...insidits 
captus...pene perdiatt vitam. Charna- 
bontis enim tussu cum draco unus eorum 
esset tnterfectus...Ceres eo venisse et 
ereptum adolescenti currum dracone altero 

subiecto vreddidisse, regem...poena non 
mediocri affecisse narratur. Charnabon, 

who is a doublet of the Scythian Lyncus 
(Ov. Met. 5. 645) and of the Eleusinian 
Celeus or Cepheus (Hygin. fad. 147), is 
otherwise unknown;, but Carnabas is the 
name given by Eustath. //. p. 448, 8 to 
the Perrhaebian who took refuge at Zeleia 
in the Troad, after killing his father 
Triopas. Curiously enough Triopas is 
confused with Charnabon in a schol. on 
Ov. Met. 2. 138, and an extract quoted 
by Ellis on Ov. 26. 287. These two 
passages were pointed out by Knaack in 
Jahrb. f. Philol. cxxxv (1887) 318 f., but 
are not of any independent value in ex- 
plaining the tradition which Sophocles 
followed.—This is the earliest reference 
to the Getae: cf. Hdt. 4.93. The trans- 
ference of the Balkan tribe to Mysia may 
be connected with the flight of Carnabas 
to Zeleia. For migration between Thrace 
and Mysia see Macan on Hdt. 7. 20. 

605 

HrOev dé Aais Oadreva, tperBiorn Oedv. 
605 area Kuster: Onde... cod. | rpéoBis 7H cod.: corr. Musurus 

605 Hesych. I p. 455 dals* Zodo- 
KNjjs ‘7G 5€...0ev.’ 7 du’ Epdvwr edwxla. 
évioe O€ Tas Movoas. Tprrrod€uy. 

This line appears to describe one of the 
blessings which followed from the gift of 
Demeter, when it had been distributed 
by Triptolemus. There may have been 
a contrast with the wretched diet which 
prevailed before: see on fr. 606. 

The personification of Aats is literary 
rather than religious, as is shown by the 
adoption of the Homeric epithet (y 420 
etc.). Similar deifications of abstract 
ideas in Sophocles are Ile@# in fr. 865, 
Aouwds in O. 7. 27, Padua, daughter of 
’"EAmis, in O. 7. 157, and Ads “Opxos in 
O. C. 1767. The latter is taken from 

Hes. Theog. 231, and Gruppe, Gr. AZyth. 
p- 1068, points out that the theogonies 
had much to do with the growth of these 
abstract deities. mperBiorn here points 
to the same influence: cf. Hes. 7heog. 
363 mpecBvTara Kodpa, and for the word 
fr. 582. With Euripides the use of Oeds 
to describe abstract ideas has sunk almost 
to the level of a stylistic mannerism: see 
nn. on Soph. fr. 922, Eur. Hel. 559 f., 
Phoen. 506. For the personification of 
abstract ideas in general see Farnell, 
Cults of the Greek States, V Pp. 444. 

The commentator who referred to the 
Muses (77v Modcav Heinsius) was misled 
by @adrea, 
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606 

ovd 4 Tarawa Sodca taprynpod ydpou 

606 Pollux 6. 65 ydpos, ws Lodo- 
xfs ‘ovd’ %...ydpov.’ The name of the 
play is preserved by Athen. 67 C Zogox)jjs 
Tpimroreup: ‘rod rapixnpod ydpov.’ Cf. 
{ Herodian] Philetaer. (in Moeris ed. Pier- 
son, p. 437) 6 ydpos dpoevixds ‘ rdv ly Ovwv 
ydpov’ (Aesch. fr. 211) Kal ydpov tov ix- 
Overov ZopoxAns. If the context of these 
passages is examined, there is not much 
doubt that they are all ultimately deduced 
from the same lexicographical source; 
and, though the quotation of Pollux is 
the fullest, it is not unlikely that the 
words given by Athenaeus are correct. 
In that case Pollux or his immediate 
authority may have quoted loosely and 
without giving the true order of the 
words: the original may have been o0vd’ 
) Tddawa Tod Tapixnpod ydpou | Soda’. 
The common origin of the three sources 
renders improbable the view to which 
Headlam, Blaydes, and Mekler inclined, 
that Herodian’s ydpor rév ix @veov should 
be quoted as a fragment distinct from 
that preserved by Pollux and Athenaeus. 

The ®Aeratpos is a sorry abridgement 
which does not justify the attribution of 
ix@veros to Sophocles. It should be 
stated that Diintzer regarded doica as 
a corruption of rod. J. writes: ‘I should 
conj. dais: *‘nor the wretched feast on a 
preserve of salt fish” (when the gifts of 
Triptolemus have come, this will be the 
people’s portion no more).’ In that case 
dais would be ironical, like.the Bpaxeta 
dals of Menedemus (Lycophr. fr. 3, 7GF 
p- 818), who sometimes served raplx.ov to 
his guests. Meineke restored a trochaic 
tetrameter, ovdév % rddawa dotoa Tov 
tT. y-; Bergk an iambic trimeter, od &, 
) Tddawva, dds 7. y. Blomfield’s raX\auw’ 
adovoa Tapxnpod is meaningless.—yapov, 
a sort of caviare, made of brine and 
pickled fish. See the commentators on 
Hor. Sat. 2. 8. 46 garo de sucis piscts 
Zbert. Zahn in Pauly-Wissowa VII 841 ff. 
shows that there were many varieties of | 
yapos (garum), and that it was by no 
means exclusively a luxury. 

607 

apahhar 

607 Hesych. I. p. 138 dwadrar 
(duadda cod.: corr. Alberti from Zzym. 
M.)* Spdypara, Séoun (Séopar cod.) Trav 
doraxvwv. Lopoxd7js Tprtrodéuy. ELtym. 
M. p. 76, 46 Guardar: ra dpdywara ra 
Tov atrov. 

Demeter is naturally the goddess of 

the sheaves: hence the epithets duaddo- 
toxos Nonn. Dion. 31. 38, 45. 101, 48. 
678; duadrodépos Eustath. //. p. 1162, 
27, Nonn. Dion. 17. 153; "lovAw Semus 
ap. Athen. 618D, from lovdos gdh els 
Ayjuntpa Phot. dex. p. 109, 10, Poll, t. 
38, etc. 

608 

KUHN pedtvyns 

608 Harpocr. p. 125, 26 pedivy... 
éomplou éori omépua, kal dpoevixds héyouce’ 
OnruKGs 5é Dopoxdjjs Tperrodéup (rpurro- 
Aéuou ACG, rpirodéuou B) kv jn (uv hwov 
BCG) pedivys.’ Phot. Jex. p. 255, 25 
and Suid. s.v. wedlvn, which are abbrevi- 
ated from the same source: ZogoxAjjs méev 

yap kat ‘Hpddoros cal Revopav OndruKds 
elrov medivy. 

Millet was extensively grown as a 
cereal, at any rate in Thrace (Dem. 8. 
45). Nauck thought that kvypn was 
corrupt and proposed xvjxov, comparing 
Hesych. II p. 497 xvijxos...el06s Te orép- 
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Maros* kal mupds. But Campbell aptly 
refers to Theophr. Aést. plant. 9. 13. 5, 
and hesitates between the meanings ‘ the 
space between two knots in the stalk,’ 
and ‘the long rounded ear of the millet 
plant.’ I see no reason why the growth 
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of the plant should not be so described. 
Ellendt preposterously suggests that the 
second syllable of pedlyns was long: if 
the metre was iambic, why not xvjun 
<Te> perlyns? 

609 

dpivdnv aprov 
609 Athen. 110E dpivdov (dpvidou 

cod.: corr. Casaubon) 6 dprov wéurnrac 
Lodpokrjs év Tpirrodéum, Fro rod é& 
dpugns yevouévou 4 amd Tod év Al@oria 
ywopévov orépuaros, & értiv Buoov onodpy. 
Hesych. 111 p. 219 dpivinv: dprov mapa 
Alsioyr. Kal orépua mapamdjovov onoduyn 
(ctoayn cod.), brep Epovres otrovvra. 
tives 5é dpugav. 

These passages evidently go back to 
the same original: see also Bekk. anecd. 
p- 54, 1 (Phryn. praep. soph. p. 93, 7) 
dplvda* 7v of modXol dpugay Kadodow, and 
Pollux 6. 73 dépivdnv rwa dprov Aldlores, 
Tov €& dpiwdlou yryrduevor, 6 éort oméppa 
émixwpiov, Suoiov onodpy. 

Rice-growing is usually mentioned in 
connexion with India, but éptviys dpros. 
seems to have been introduced here 
rather as the food of the Aethiopians, 
to whom Triptolemus brought the gift 
of Demeter. Certainly rice was not 
a Greek food, although Chrysippus, a 
writer on cookery, included dpugiryns 
m\axods in a list of cakes (Athen. 647 D). 
Megasthenes ap. Athen. 153 E mentions 
boiled rice together with various kinds 
of dressed meats (?a sort of curry) as 
served up at an Indian banquet. In 
Hor. Sat. 2. 3. 155 tésanarium oryzae, 
‘ rice-tea,’ is, the diet of an invalid. 

610 

lal \ ‘ “ >Q° ; ¢ ‘\ 4 

Bpvrov de TOV KEPpAOaQaLov ovo volvy <TOTOV > 

610 005 iciv rordv Mekler: ov dveiy cod. 

610 Athen. 447 B rév dé xpl@iwov olvoy 
kal Bpdrév twes kadovow, ws Zopokdijs év 
Tpurrodéuw ‘ Bpirov...dveiv.? Kali ’Apxé- 
Aoxos (fr. 32)° ‘womwep <map’> atrh@ 
Bpirov 7 OpiE avnp | ) Ppvé EBpuse, cvBda 
3 mv rovevuérn.” pvnuoveter TOO mwHmaros 
Aloxdros év Auxovpyy (fr. 124) ‘kak Tav- 
& érwe Bpirov icxvatvwv (toxvaimov conj. 
Headlam in C.R. XVI 4342) xpivp | 
Kaceuvokoume. ToT év dvdpela oréyy.’ 
“EdAdvixos & év Kricest xal éx pegar, 
gnol, karackevaferac 7d Bpirov ypadwv 
woe (HHG 1 59)* ‘mivovar dé Bpirov &x 
Twwv pigdv, Kabdmep of Opaxes éx Tv 
kpi0dv.’ ‘“Exaraios & év devrépw mepin- 
yihoews elrwv rept AlyuTriwy ws apropayot 
elolv émipépeae (FHG 1 20)° ‘ras xpiOas 
és TO mua xatadéovow.’ év 5é TH Tis 
Evpwrns mrepiddm Llaiovds pyor mivew 
Bptrov amd rév KpiOdv Kal mrapaBinv aro 
Kéyxpou kai Kovucav. 

I have transcribed the passage of 

Athenaeus at length, as giving prac- 
tically all the available information con- 
cerning Spdror (-os). It will be seen that 
it is spoken of contemptuously as the 
drink of uncivilized or remote tribes; 
and Miss Harrison has noticed (/ro/.- 
p- 423) that it never appears as the 
national drink of Hellas even in primitive - 
times. In Aeschylus it is the drink 
of the savage Lycurgus, who opposed 
the worship of Dionysus; and H. con- 
jectured that the text represents a speech 
of Charnabon, the adversary of Triptole- 
mus. If so, he made use of the Greek 
contempt for barbarian beer-drinkers 
(Aesch. Suppl. 964) to oppose the claims 
of agriculture. I suppose that xepoatov 
means ‘muddy,’ z.e. coming from the 
earth and not maturing like the grape in 
the open air, for I can see no point in 
the ‘landsman’s beer’ (Hartung). But 
there is no similar use of xepoatos, unless 
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some support may be drawn from Tr. fr. 
adesp. 261 voris mpocaupifovca xepoalg 
Tpoxy, of rain falling into a dry rut: cf. 
Ant. 251 origdos dé yh Kal xXépcos. 
Knaack defended the word by quoting 
Julian’s well-known epigram: 7@ ce xen 
kahéew Anuyrprov, od Acévuaor, | rvpoyer Fj 
MaXXov Kal Bpduov od Bpdmov (Anth. Pal. 
g. 368). Herwerden suggested xpiOatov 
=xpiOwdv. The latter part of the line 
has been brilliantly emended by Mekler, 
and independently by Tucker (C. 2. XvIII 

251 

246), who suggested that the lost adjective 
may also have been yAuktv or ¢idor.. 
This conjecture is much to be preferred 
to M. Schmidt’s 016’ bnviavy, Knaack’s ob 
<gikov> mieiv, or the more recent pro- 
posal of Wecklein ovx Hddv mew. H., 
who accepted it, quoted in its support 
Anth. Pal. 9. 487 Bpwpard por xoipwv 
ouKifouévwy mpoéOnkas. 12. 197 ovav 
Bp@ua. Com. fr. adesp. 1205, 4 (111 606 K.) 
ad kal kvolv mewHow obxi Bpwoma. Eur. 
fr. 469 vouos dé NelWov’ ExBddrew Kvoly. 

611 

GTVVOaKwTOS OV TpamelodTaL KUALE. 

611 Pollux to. 79 riv & driOuevor 
KUdika év Tpirrodéum Lodoxdys dmvvdd- 
Kwrov wvouaceyv* ‘ dmruvidkwros...Kt0Q&.’ 
Hesych. I p. 267 druvddxwros* drvOuevos. 
LopoxA7s Tpurrodguw. Schol. Hom. A 634 
in Cramer anecd. Paris. 11 p. 16, 11 
mubunv éyerac Kal mivdat, S6ev Kal 
rapoyula rapa Bwxparer (Lopoxde? Cramer) 
‘druvddxwros...kuhté.’ Cf. Mantiss. pro- 
verb. 1. 22 (Paroem. 11 747). The line is 
also referred to by Ztym. M. p. 133, 50, 
Eustath. 7Z/. p. 870, 27. (Pausan. fr. 
289 Schw.) There is a more interesting 
allusion to it in Demetr. de edoc. § 114, 
who, without giving the author’s name, 
cites it as an example of _frigidity, with 
the interpretation : dvri rob drvOpevos éml 
Tpamé(ns KUNE ob TiOeTAL. TO yap mpayya 
opixpov dv ot déxerat GyKov Toaodrov 
AéEews. See Roberts, p. 232, who gives 
some English parallels, and refers for 
similar criticisms of Sophocles to de 
sublim. 33: 5 0 de lvdapos kal 6 Lopoxdijs 
OTe pev olov mdvra émipdéyouc. TH Popa, 
oBévvwra 8 ddéyws mwodddxis, Kal ir- 
Tovow atvxéorara, and to Dion. Hal. 
de vet. script. cens. 2. 11 Kai wodddKis x 
woo Tov meyéBous els SidKevov Kdutrov 

éxmimrwy, otov eis idwrikny mwavTdmrace 
TamrewdTynTa paibige ie 

Welcker’s (p. 308) defence of Sophocles 
is unconvincing: he suggests that the 
verse refers not to a trivial incident of 
ordinary life, but to the feasts of the 
initiated at the Eleusinian mysteries. We 
are, however, perhaps justified in re- 
calling that the play was probably an 
early one (see Introductory Note).—The 
wine-cooler, Yuxr7p, also called: dives, is 
thus described by Poll. 6. 99 od why exer 
muduéva, adr’ dorpayaNlokous, z.e. it was 
supported by little knobs. Cf. schol. 
Ar. Vesp. 618 Sivos 5€ éorw ayyetor... 
Baow ov« éxov add Katwhev brdrpoxor. 
Athen. 481 D classes xuuBia among cups 
mudpuéva un éxdvTwv. Homer's audlderov 
in Y 270 was sometimes explained as riv 
dmrv0wevov piddnv (Athen. 501 A). Nestor’s 
cup had two mv@yuéves (Hom. A 635): see 
the discussion in Athen. 488 E. Lucian 
Lextph. 13 has mworhpia evruvddkwra, 
which Mekler thinks may be a reminis- 
cence of Sophocles.—tpateLotrar: zs set 
on the table. Hence émirparefeuara of 
the various dishes served: see Athen. 
170 F. . 

612 

eis Gp0ov ppovetv 
612 Avithalt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 92, 1 

els dp0dv hpoveiv* avti rod Kadds ppoveiv. 
LodoxrHjs Tpmrrodéuw. Priscian zzst. 18. 
202 (II p. 305, 16 Herz) zd els dp0ov 
ppove ef eis ravtnv mpdbeow. Sallustius: 
‘in hunc modum disseruit’ pro ‘hoc modo. 

The use of els 6p66v and the like pre- 
cisely as equivalent to adverbs of manner 
is not common: cf. Zrach. 347 gwvet 
dixys és dp0dv. Jebb there quotes Thuc. 
6. 82 és (al. ws) 7d dxpiBes elwety, but a 
better parallel is Eur. Phoen. 1210 Todr’ 
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els tromrov elras. 
common with nouns: see the examples 
quoted on Eur. Hel. go4 és apraydas, 
and add Holden on Xen. Cyr. 8. 1. 33. 
The adverbial eds 6p0év can be traced to 
a local origin: O.7. 50 ordvres 7’ és 
ép0év, Eur. Or. 231 addis wm’ és dpOdv 
arioov, Suppl. 1229 wovov av we | és dp0dv 

The. use is more ~- 

ZOPOKAEOY2 

torn, Tro. 465 alper’ els dp0dv déuas, 
fr. 262 ds yap av opary | els dp0dv earn, 
fr. 382, 8 7 pév els dpOdv pla, | Nofal & 
ém’ abris Tpeis kareornpiyuevas | eiciv (the 
letter E). els xadév does not appear to 
be used except with 7xew (e.g. Plat. 
symp. 174 E) or some other verb of 
motion. 

613 

appar pov 

613 Hesych. I p. 339 ddpdduwvr: 
acvveros, auabys. LopoxdAjs Tpirrodréuy. 
appdouwy: aovveros. Bekk. anecd. p. 472, 
13 dppdopwr: agiveros. Zopoxdjs. 

The form ag¢pdduwv given by Hesychius 
is contrary to the alphabetical order, 
following immediately after dgpdxrous. 
It was therefore rightly corrected to 

ddpdcopev by Nauck, and H. points out 
that in Aesch. Pers. 420 several MSS 
have adgpadudvws. For the history of the 
variation in form see Brugmann, Com. 
Gr. Ip. 173 E. tr. For the meaning of 
the word cf. Aesch. Ag. 1400 reipacbé 
ov yuvarkds ws appacmovos. 

614 

EAKy 

614 Hesych. 11 p. 67 @xn: Adan. 
LogoxrAys Tprrroréuy. 

The purpose of the note was to call 
attention to the metaphorical use of €\kos, 
which would be more vigorous than in 
the case of the English ‘wound.’ ‘Sore’ 
or ‘stab’ would come nearer. Cf. Solon 
4. 17 Tovr’ HOn waon wore Epxerar EdXkos 

dpuxtov, which seems to be followed in 
Aesch. Ag. 645 moder mev Edxos ev, 7d 
Shucov ruxew. Pind. Pyth. 2. gt évéwakav 
€\-| Kos dduvapov é¢ mpdcbe xapdlia, | mplv 
boa povrlds pyriovra ruxetv. Soph. 
Ant. 652 th yap | yévorr’ av Edxos petfov 
} xaxds pidos; fr. 741. 

615 

“Eotia 

615 Philodem. de piet. p. 23 kal 
Zopoxrjs é€<v *Ivd>xw (fr. 290) ri 
viv w<ynré>pa Tav Oedv gn<oly>, ev 
Tperrodéup O€ kai “Kotiavy el<vat>. 

For the identification of Ge with Hestia 
cf. Eur. fr. 944 kal Taia muijrep: ‘Eoriav 
dé a” of copol | Bporév xadodow huéyny ev 
aidép, which is said to contain a reference 
to the teaching of Anaxagoras (Diels, 
Fragm. a. Vorsokratiker*®, 46 A 20%). At 
a later date the Stoics adopted the same 
view: see on fr. 1128, 7. So far as I can 
discover, there is no other early evidence 
of a connexion between the worship of 

the two goddesses, and it is interesting 
to find Sophocles taking notice of what 
appears to be a philosophical speculation 
based on the supposed etymology of 
Hestia. It should be added that the 
Pythagoreans called their central fire by 
the names ‘Eoria rod wavrés and pjrnp 
Gea: cf. Philolaus ap. Stob. ec/. 1. 22. 14 
p- 196, 18 W. See also Siiss in Pauly- 
Wissowa VIII 1295, who thinks it probable 
that the original identification was popular 
rather than philosophical, but admits that 
there is no evidence available to prove it. 
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616 

Cevynharns 
616 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 97, ploughman, or (2) acharioteer. If Hesych. 

33 Sevynddryns* Lopoxdys Tpirroddum.  /.c. belongs here, the reference must be 
Hesych. I p. 256 fevynAdrns* weraBdrys, to the car of Triptolemus: see Intro- 
hvloxos. ductory Note. The fem. fevyndarpis 

This word might mean either (1) @ occurs in fr. 878. 

617 
¥ 

lavva 

617 According to Hesych. 11 p. 338 pointed out that the appearance of the 
Sophocles used this word (or Idvva?) for word in this play shows that Triptolemus 
‘a Greek woman.’ See on fr. 56, where _ travelled to Asia Minor (Malten in Herm. 
the passage is set out. It has been XLV 547). 

TPQIAOS 

Troilus is mentioned by Homer as one of the sons whom 
Priam had lost, in a passage (2 257) where the epithet (armoyap- 
pns is taken to indicate his prowess as a warrior’. Proclus, in 
his abstract of the Cyprza (E GF p. 20), simply says that Achilles 
Tpwirov dovever. Apollodorus is somewhat more explicit (epzz. 
3. 32): wn Oappo’vtwy S& tév BapBapwr, “Ayirrdeds evedpevaas 
Tpwtrov év T@ Tod OvpBpaiov ’Arodr@vos iep@ govever. He is 
confirmed by schol. T Hom. 2 257, who refers to Sophocles as 
his authority: évredOev Yodoxrjs €v Tpwitw dnoiv avtov 
dxevOnvar bro AxtrArEws lrrous yupvalovta Tapa TO OvpSpaiov 
kai atoVaveiv. Welcker emended dyevOjvai to AoyyevOAvat on 
the strength of Eustath. //, p, 1348, 23 Tpwidov immioyapunyr, 
ov daclv immous év TH OupBpaiw yupvalovta Aoyyn Teceiv UT’ 
"AyirAréws. But évedpevoas in Apollodorus rather suggests 
AoxnOHvar?: cf. Dio Chrys. 11. 77 cat Tpwiros te ott ws am obuna Ket 
mais @v ets Kal Mynotwp Kal dddo1 TAEiovs. Hv yap 6’ AxirreEds 
évedpedoat Sewodtatos Kai vuxtos émiBécPar. Although the 
Trojans were already shut up in the city, it is clear that the 
Thymbraeum was outside the walls (Dio Chrys. I I. 78). _ Fr. 619 
shows that Sophocles agreed with the other authorities in repre- 

1 Schol. A (see Lehrs, 47.? 190 f.) contends that oi vewrepo based the story of 
Troilus é¢’ Yarmov Swxdpuevos on this epithet. Others think that the epithet is rather 
an allusion to a story already existing: Gruppe, p. 6721. 

2 The same correction has already been made by Maass. 
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senting Troilus as a mere stripling: see note zz loc. and add 
Callim. fr. 363, where he is introduced as an illustration of dwpos 
Qavatos. _ Vergil’s allusion (dew. 1. 474 parte alia fugiens 
amissis Trotlus armis, | tnfelix puer atque impar congressus 
Achilli, | fertur equts, etc.) certainly suggests that Troilus was 
killed in battle, while fighting against Achilles: cf. Sen. Ag. 785. 
On the other hand, in Sophocles he was surprised by Achilles 
while exercising his horses, and it would seem that his sister 
Polyxena had gone with him to fetch water from the spring (cf. 
fr. 621). The presence of Polyxena, who escaped, is inferred from 
artistic evidence alone: see Robert, Bz/d u. Lied, p. 16, Gruppe, 
p.672,. Troilus was accompanied by an attendant whom the 
Greeks regarded as the oriental counterpart of the ra:daywyos: 
see frs. 619, 6201. The scene was somewhere in the neighbour- 
hood of the temple of the Thymbraean Apollo, and Welcker 
thinks that the chorus consisted of priests or country folk. It is 
perhaps more likely that they were the attendants of Troilus or 
Polyxena. | 

With what motive then did Achilles waylay thie youthful 
Troilus? As an isolated incident of guerilla warfare, the death 
of Troilus might find its place in the epics, but does not seem to 
possess any dramatic value. Welcker meets the difficulty by 
conjecturing that the account of Lycophron (307—31 3) was 
founded on the play of Sophocles. There Troilus is beloved by 
Achilles, but infuriates him by rejecting his advances, and is 
slain at the altar of Apollo*, where he had taken refuge. 
Welcker does not suggest that in Sophocles Achilles pursued 
Troilus, because he was attracted by his beauty. Rather, he 
killed him in a skirmish, mistaking him for a full-grown warrior; 
but, when he saw the dead body, he was overcome with pity for 
the beautiful boy whom he had unwittingly slain. This is more 
‘fanciful than convincing. We can hardly draw any- inference 
from the appearance of the evvodyos, but it might be plausibly 
argued that the love-motive was known to Sophocles from the 
fact that Phrynichus (7G p. 723, PLG III 561) seems to have 
introduced Troilus in the character of épwpevos: Aapres S ext 
Toppupéars Tapyot Pos épwtos. It is curious that Sophocles 
himself is said to have quoted this passage, according to the 
anecdote in Athen. 604 A. On the other hand, there was a legend 
that Troy could not be taken, if Troilus reached the age of 
twenty*®. This was referred to by Menander in his Als é£azrarar, 

1 For the oriental view of eunuchs as trustworthy servants see Hdt. 8. 105, Xen. 
Cyr, i: 5. 60—64. 

here was a tradition that Apollo was Troilus’ father: Apollod. 3. 151. 
§ Mythogr. Vatic. 1.210 Trotlo dictum erat quod, st-ad annos XX pervenisset, 

Trota evertt non potutsset. 
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the original of Plautus’s Bacchides, where it is mentioned at 
v. 954; and there seems to be good reason for supposing that it 
was at least as old as the time of Sophocles’. If so, he was 
hardly likely to have neglected it, more especially as it provides 
an excellent explanation of the ambuscade which Achilles is said 
to have laid for Troilus. There is no room to speculate whether 
Achilles may have been swayed by conflicting motives, his duty 
to his country, and his love for Troilus; and it is equally idle to 
enquire how he was affected by the presence of Polyxena’. 

It should be,.mentioned that Strattis wrote a comedy 
entitled Zyvoz/us (1° 723 K.),.and that this is supposed by some 
critics to have been a parody of Sophocles’ play. Meineke even 
suggested (Ast. crit. p. 233) that a line of Strattis, 4 uno, d 
mat Znvos, és tavtov porns (schol. Ar. Vesp. 1346), was borrowed 
from Sophocles. Headlam suspected that in the line (fr. 42) 
quoted by Athen. 76E épivdov odv tw’ avths mAnaiov | vevonkas 
évta; there was an allusion to the épuveds of Hom. Z 433, A 167. 

Ahrens was inclined to doubt whether Achilles appeared in 
the play at all, and thought that a considerable portion of it was 
occupied with the lamentations for the death of Troilus, and the 
description of his burial. But it is difficult to agree with a view 
which robs the story of its chief dramatic motive. 

618 

eynuev ws eynuev adOdyyous yapous, 
™) TavTonopp@ O€ridt cuprdakels OTE. 

618. 2 ravroudpdw Heath: rovroudpdy D, ravtapsppy BV 

618 Schol. Pind. Mem. 3. 60 epi dé 
Ths merauoppwcews avrijs (sc. Oéridos) xal 
Lodoxryjs gdynow & Tpwilw ‘ &éynuer... 
TOTE.” 

1 éynpev os eynpev is a euphemism 
designed to avoid speaking of the marriage 
as fraught with evil consequences. Cf. 
Eur. 7ro. 630 d\wAev ws d\wdev (Andro- 
mache of Polyxena’s death), and see n. 
on Eur. Hel. 718. So 0.7. 1376 adn’ 
réxvev Or’ Sis Av éepluepos, | BAacroic’ 
Srrws €Bdacre, rpochevooey enol, O. C. 336, 
Trach.1234 wuntpl wev Oaveiv wovy | ueral- 
tios gol 8 adds ws exes éxew, Eur. 7A. 
649 ldod, yéynOd o ws yéyn® opay, Téxvov. 
—addyyous ydpous. ‘This has never 

1 See Gruppe, p. 672. 

been explained; and Ellendt adopts a 
conjecture d@@évouvs, explaining it as 
“unenviable.” I believe that ap@dyyous 
refers to the shapes of animals (serpent 
and lion) into which Thetis metamor- 
phosed herself in her struggle with her 
suitor Peleus. See Soph. fr. 150 (Peleus 
speaks) rls ydp we 6x 00s odK érerrdret; | 
héwy Spdxwv re, wOp, Biwp (Cp. Pind. 
Nem. 4. 62 ff.). This reference in ap@déy- 
yous is brought out both by wavtopdpd@ 
and by ovprAaxels. The latter does not 
mean simply ‘‘united with her,” but 
“wrestling with her’—as Peleus is 
depicted on a red-figured vase in the 
Berlin Museum, by Peithinos (figured 

2 See p. 163. 
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in Baumeister, p. 1797). Cp. Her. 3. 78 
guutrakévros 6é TwBpiew to Mayy, 
‘‘when Gobryas had grappled with him.” 
Translate, then: ‘*‘ His was an ill-omened 
bride, and bereft of speech, when he 
wrestled of yore with Thetis of many 
shapes.” Other interpretations are: 
(1) apOdyyous=addrovs (L. and S.), 
‘‘unutterable.” (2) ap@dyyous refers to 
the sea-goddess as not speaking with 
human speech, but only as gods speak: 
Cp. Od. 5. 334 (Ino) 7 rplv wer env Bporos 
avdnecoa, | viv & ards év medayero. 
Gedy & Eupope Tins.’ (J.) Jebb’s view 
may perhaps be supported by Eur. 77. 
671 Kaira TO Onpi@des &POoyydv 7° 
épu, Hipp. 646 &pOoyya & avrais cvy- 
karoulyew 5axy | Onp@v, passages tend- 
ing to show that the word &P%oyyos 
would readily suggest @npia. The force of 
the epithet is then transferred, asin 0vara 
isropla (‘the record of mortality’) Azz¢h. 
Pal. 7. 49, and other instances discussed 
by Headlam in C.2. xvi 437f. See also 
Wecklein on Eur. Jed. 1010 ddéns 
evayyédou, for the freedom with which 
the idiom is employed in tragedy. . But 
a better explanation is suggested by the 
Cretan folk-lore story recorded by Bernh. 
Schmidt, Volksleben der Neugriechen, 
p- 116. The Nereids danced to the 
music of a young peasant from Sgouro- 
kephali, who fell in love with one of 
them. On the advice of an old woman, 

he seized her by the hair, and held her 
fast till cock-crow, though she changed 
to a dog, a serpent; a camel, and fire. 
Then she followed him home, and bore a 
son to him, but sever exchanged a single 
word with her husband. The husband 
pretended to throw the child into the 
oven, when the mother cried out ‘Leave 
go of my child, dog!’, seized her child, 
and vanished. ‘The parts are reversed 
here, but the coincidence with the story 
of Peleus and Thetis is remarkable. The 
spell which binds the Nereid to her mortal 
spouse is broken by her speech. I am 
indebted to Mekler for first calling my 
attention to Schmidt’s explanation of 
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apOdyyous, which he has recently repeated 
and reinforced in Veue Jahro. f. kl. Altert. 
XXVII (1911) 648ff. It should, how- 
ever, be observed that in the older story » 
it was the cry of Peleus that caused 
Thetis to depart (fr. 151 n.), so that the 
taboo must have been somewhat different. 
The illustrations from Greek art which 
depict the metamorphoses of Thetis are 
quoted by Frazer on Pausan. 5. 18. 5 
(111 p. 614) memolnra dé Kal Oéris 
mdp0evos, KauBaverac dé adrhs II ndevs, 
kal dwd THs xelpos THs Oéridos- dpis émi 
tov IIndkéa éor dpudv, who partly 
abstracts the Cretan story quoted above, 
and gives other parallels from modern 
folk-lore. See also P. Gardner in Journ. 
Phil. vit 216, and other authorities 
referred to by Gruppe, Gr. JZjth. 
Pp. 117), p- 663, ,- The current opinion 
is that this story is not derived from the 
epics; but was a popular version pye- 
served by oral tradition, as contrasted 
with the heroic legend—to be traced to 
the Cyfria and Hesiod’s éri@adamov els 
IIn\éa kal Gér.w—according to which the 
marriage was arranged in a council of 
the gods and graced by their presence: 
see especially Reitzenstein, Herm. xxxv 

ff : 

2 cuptrakels is doubly significant, 
being at once a vox amatoria, and a 
technical term in the wrestling ring. 
The metaphorical application of madalew 
and the like is best known to us from 
Aesch. Ag. 1205 GAN’ qv wahaorhs Kdpr’ 
éuol mvéwy xapw. Cf. fr. 941, 13, Achill. 
Tat. 5. 3 Opgé 6 Typeds evipavto Pirounr@ 
twaaiwy madnv ’Adpodiciav...€v dykadas 
eixe THY Piroundrav 6 Typeds, Exwv mpds 
éauTov ws évnv Td cua Kal odlyyw év 
xpp Tv guuTAOKHY. For cupumrdoxh 
cf. 76. 1. g (of lovers’ mutual glances) 
Kawh yap ort owuaTwy cuuTroKh. There 
is the same play 2d. 2. 38. So Lucian 
Asin. 9 cupt€éxov TQ avTaywriocTH, Where 
the whole passage is full of metaphors 
from the palaestra: hence uéonv \aBdvr’ 
in Ar. Ach. 274. 
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619 

TOV avdpoTraida SeomoTny amaheoa. 

619 decrdrnv G (compendio), coniecerat Blomfield : decmérns BCP | dradece(v) 

CQ 
619 Schol. Pind. Pyth. 2. 121 Bovral 

6é mpecBirepar| olov, vnép Thy vedrynra 
Bovretn* Kal DopoxAyjs ei Tov Tpwidrov- 
‘rov...dmw@Aeoa,’ maida pev Thy HrLKlay, 
dvdpa 5€ r@ Ppovjwart. Hesych.1 p. 189 
dvdpdrais* dvdpovmevos Hdn Tws* 7 avdpds 
dpdvnow exovres. Lopoxdis Tpwihy. In 
Hesychius ais should undoubtedly be 
read for mws, and éxwv mats probably for 
éxovres; and the words are so printed by 
Blomfield on Aesch. 7hed. p. 156, but 
whether by his own conjecture or not 
does not appear. He was also justified 
in restoring deomérny for deordrgs (cr. n.), 
for the words are appropriate to the 
character of the maidaywyés, on whom 
see Introductory Note. We may take it 
that Troilus is referred to as dvdpémacda ; 
he is generally described as a boy: cf. 

Dio Chrys. 11. 77 Tpwiros re otrws 
amoOvycKke. mais wy ért, Quint. 4+ 431 
eloért vids | vyida, VAT aX O17 LY Ouas ere 
kouplfovra, Ay £14. 191 obx éxOés mais 
joba...€x0és Tpwitos wr. Verg. Aen. 
1.475 tufelix puer. Hor. Carm. 2. 9. 15 
tmpubem Trowlon. 

The word dv8pérats signifies a lad on 
the verge of manhood, and is synonymous 
with dvritrais, which it is sometimes used 
to explain: see on fr. 564. Aeschylus 
used it in his description of Partheno- 
paeus: 7'heb. 520 BAdornua KadXlirpwpor 
dvdpémais dvjp. ‘Tzetzes (on Lycophr. 
1345 dAKy véavdpos eUmpe@éoTaros “yévous) 
refers to the passage in Aeschylus thus: 
meTéppace 7d Aloxuevov ° dv yap dvd po- 
mada pnow Aloxvdos, ovTos véavdpov, ws 
Twapappagwy, Néyet. 

620 

/, ‘\ ¥ \ > 4, > > 4 

oKddpn yap dpxes Bacwris éxtéuvovo’ euovs 

620 Pollux to. 165 éigous 5é dvopa 
Zouxev elvac BapBapixov 7 oKahpt}, Logo- 
kdéous elrévros év Tpwity ‘ oxadug... 
épovs.” 

Welcker supposed that these words 
were spoken by the madaywyds of 
Troilus: see Introd. Note. In order to 
avoid the reference to Hecuba, Bergk 
read oxa\u7, but this was clearly a case of 

_on Eur. Hel. 1125, Helid. 949. 

gut facit per alium facit per se, which as 
a grammatical principle I have illustrated 

Add 
Xen. Ages. 1. 35, Andoc. 1. 20, 58. 
Blaydes conj. éxrérunk’ éuobs or éxrérunké 
pov. The accent of oxauy was corrected | 
by Dindorf from. Arcad. p. 110, 2 
(Chandler, § 132). 

621 

MpOs vapa Kal KpyVvala Ywpovpev TroTd. 

621 vapa kal M: 

621 Liym. M. p. 597, 45 vapdy, 7d 
bypov ... ZopoxAyjs Tpwihw ‘ wpds... ord.’ 
The same extract with unimportant 
variations is found in Ztym. Gud. p. 409, 
1 (cf. p. 627, 10) and in Orion p. Ifo, I. 
Etym. M. continues: otrw Piddéevos. Kal 
icws H cuviPea Tpévaca TO a els € Néyer 
vepov.. Orion adds an important par- 
ticular, which determines the source of 
the quotation, that the information is 

P, Il. 

vapa dé plerique codd. 

drawn from Philoxenus év 7@ mept povo- 
guAKdBwrv pnudrwr. This work, which 
is known from several quotations (see 
Lobeck, Paralip. p. 69), was written by 
Philoxenus of Alexandria, a grammarian 
contemporary with Varro, and is one of 
the chief sources to which the Byzantine 
Etymologica are ultimately traceable 
(Reitzenstein in Pauly-Wissowa VI 809). 

vapd. The word strictly means ‘flow- 

| 
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ing’: cf. Aesch. fr. 347 vapais te Alpxns, 
which Photius explains by pevorixfs. For 
the root cf. “Ivaxe varop fr. 270. The 
article in Phrynichus (xxiv Ruth. [p. 42 
Lob.] vynpdv téwp unédauds, adr\a mpédc- 
gparov, dxpaipvés) shows that he considered 
vnpos to be a by-form of veapds, whereas 
it is connected with Nypevds and Nypris, 
and survives in the modern Greek vepés. 
No doubt, as Rutherford observes, it 
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persisted in local dialects, although it 
had disappeared from literature ; and his 
inference is confirmed by the remark in 
the Ltymologicum Magnum.—xal: see 
cr. n. The corruption is due to the 
confusion of the tachygraphic symbols 
for 6€ and xal.—xpnvaiov wordy, of a 
spring, occurs in P&zl. 21. See also 
Trach. t4 Kkpovvot dteppalvovro xpnvatov 
Worov. 

622 

katapBvdots yhaivats 

622 Hesych. Il p. 432 xkarapBvdous 
xAalvars (karapBvro xAalvas cod.: corr. 
Musurus)* modnpecw, wore kal éml Tas 
apBiras xahacOa. Lopokdr7js Tpwiw. Cf. 
p- 385 Kxa@dpBudros xdavis* modjpyns Ews 
TOv apBvd\av (4BdrAwv cod.). 

Amelung (in Pauly-Wissowa III 2337) 
compares the Homeric epithets weyadn 
—& 521, and éxradin K 134 (see however 
Leaf 27 /oc.), as indicating that the xAatva, 

which might be worn double, was often 
of considerable size. It should be added 
that the dépua Aéovros mentioned in K 24, 
178, which was worn as a xAatva by 
Agamemnon and Diomedes, is described 
as todnvexés. In the absence of context 
we cannot tell whether any more special 
allusion—e.g. to an oriental dress—was 
intended. 

623 

TAHPN PaTYadicLaTov 

623 Suid. s.v, éuacxaricOn* Zddo- 
KkAjs €v Tpwitw mrjpn pacxadtoudtwv 
elpnxe Tov pwacxadiouoy Kal év “Héxrpa 
éuacxaricbn. The word éuacxaric6n is 
omitted by Bernhardy on the authority 
of three Mss. The text of Suidas is 
obviously corrupt. Nauck suggests the 
insertion of xatl after elpnxe, in which 
case we should have to assume that two 
fragments were cited from the 7Z7ozlus, 
one as above, and the other tov pacxa- 
Auoudv. This is not very plausible ; but 
it is still less likely that the words should 
be reshuffled as Bernhardy proposes, 
elpnxe 5€ Tov pacxadtopov LDopokAys év 
Tpwitw Aéywr wrAhpn pmacxadioudTwr, 
though that probably gives the general 
sense. Harles in Fabric. 27267. Gr. U 
p- xvi quoted from Siebenkees’s papers 
the following note: ‘ Electra et Troilus 
citantur in Msc. Angelicae Bibliothecae, 
pacxadicOjon mworé;’ but the clue does 
not appear to have been followed up. 
Nauck thinks that the passage referred 
to is.to be found in Apostol. 11. 4 
(Paroem. I 516) pwacxyadiobnon ore... 

ag’ ob OH Kal wacxaNiouata mpoonydpev- 
gav avTa (sc. Ta mdpia) Kal DopoxNfs év 
"Hréxtpa cal Tpwity. Rohde, Psyche, 
I* p. 324, conjectured rév rpdxndov for 
Tov pacxadioudv, and this is perhaps 
the most satisfactory solution. 

The ancient evidence relating to ma- 
oxahiouds has been so fully discussed 
by Jebb in his note and Appendix 
on El. 444f. bp’ js Oavev dirimos WOTeE 
dvopevys | éuacxadiobn, that it is unneces- 
sary to recapitulate it here. It may how- 
ever be remarked that the similar customs 
existing among savage tribes, as collected 
by Tylor, Primitive Culture*, 1 p. 451 ff., 
are conclusive to show that the real 
motive for the mutilation was fear of 
the ghost of a slain enemy. Kaibel on 
El. ic. called attention to the strange- 
ness of the assertion that the severed 
parts were strung together and fastened 
to the arm-pits, and holds that this cannot 
have been the origin of the zame wacxa- 
Niouds. We should rather understand 
pacxarlfew as ‘to cut off the arm as far 
as the wacxddy,’ with the purpose of 
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rendering the murdered man, or rather 
his ghost, which would inherit his bodily 
defects, powerless to execute revenge ; 
afterwards it was generalized so as to 
apply to the other members. See also 
Wilamowitz on Aesch. Cho. p. 201. 
Rohde, however, argued forcibly in 
favour of the explanation of Aristophanes 
that the wépia, known as pacxaNicuara, 
were strung together, suspended round 
the neck, carried under the arm-pits, and 
fastened across the back (Psyche+, 1 pp. 
322—326). The whole matter is discussed 
by Kittridge in 4/P v1 151. The words 
wore Sucmevyns seem to imply that mutila- 
tion of the dead bodies of their enemies 
was an ordinary Greek custom. We 
must suppose that Sophocles intended 
to reproduce the manners of the heroic 
age, for which he had sufficient justifica- 
tion in Hom. 2180, X 371. Certainly 
he cannot be taken to represent the 
feelings of his contemporaries: such at 
least is the inference to be drawn from 
Hdt. 9. 79, where Pausanias repudiates 

259 

a proposal to impale the corpse of Mar- 
donius with the words: ‘Such things are 
fitter for barbarians than for Greeks, and 
odious even in them.’ To the same 
effect Moschion fr. 3 (77G p. 813) Kevov 
OavdvTos avdpos aixifew oxidv* | fGvras 
koddfew, ot Oavdvras edoeBés. Even as 
a punishment for the living mutilation is 
rarely mentioned in Greek literature, and 
nearly always with abhorrence. The 
cases of Melanthius (Hom. x 475) and 
Deiphobus (Verg. Ae. 6. 496) are excep- 
tional.- Elsewhere it is attributed to a 
mythical ogre like Echetus (Hom. ¢ 85), 
to Xerxes as a punishment inflicted on 
the Thracians (Aelian var. hist. 5. 11), 
and threatened to the Athenians (Aristid. 
I 128), to the savage Scythians (Athen. 
524.E), to the Colchian Aeetes in his 
threats against the Argonauts (Apoll. 
Rhod. 3. 378), or to the inhumanity of 
the tyrants (Plat. Gorg. 473c). Of 
especial significance is Aesch. Zum. 
186 ff., where oriental usages are referred 
to. Cf. fr. 528. 

624 

€havovtar OpiE 

624 Hesych. il p. 57 éAatodrac Opiz- 
LogpoxA7js Towikw. *Apicrapxos putaiverat, 
Bédrvov dé Namrpiverac. 

The advantage of oil to the growth of 
the hair was recognized : Plat. Prot. 334 B 
TO éaov...tTais Opiéiv modkemiwrarov Tals 
tov ddd\wv Saw wri Tals Tod dvOpwrov, 
tats b€ Tod dvOpwrov dpwyiv Kal Tw dd\rw 
owuart. But the excessive use of it and 
the elaborate adornment of the hair was 
condemned as a sign of oriental tpv¢7, or 
of effeminacy. So should be interpreted 

Hom. A 385 xépar dyad, addressed to 
Paris. Cf. Verg. Aen. 12. 99 sSemivirt 
Phrygis (sc. corpus loricamque), et foedare 
in pulvere crinis | vibratos calido ferro 
murrague madentis. Cic. Sest. 18° (of 
Gabinius) unuguentis adfluens, calamis 
strata coma. Juv. 13. 165 (of the 
Germans) madido torquentem cornua 
cirro. From the comment of Aristarchus 
Hartung drew the extraordinary infer- 
ence that Troilus was dragged through 
the mud, and that éXaovc@a is ironical. 

625 
, 

ApLao ETAL 
625 Hesych. I p. 141 dudoera ard 

THs apnoews, olovel cpater (opdéac cod.). 
LopokAfs Tpwidw (rpoirw cod.). 

The word has been suspected, and 
M. Schmidt thought that the original 
was aiudooera or dutooera, and that 
the gloss was added after the corruption 
had taken place. What then became of 
the original gloss? No inference can be 
drawn from the fact that the word occurs 
out of its alphabetical order, between 

duBaow and duBaldnv. Possibly the 
Doric form (dujoetat conj. Blaydes) has 
stimulated the doubt; for the metaphor 
was familiar enough: see on fr. 724, 4, 
and the passages quoted by Jebb on Anz. 
602. Add Philostr. her. 3. 32 Alas 8 6 
péyas Tous pmév TH WAHON dtroxrelvovras 
Oepioras ayetro péya ovdéy adudvras, 
Pausan. 8. 7. 7 Guedre Oé dpa 6 daluwy 
kal TO yévos 7d Kacodvdpov kax@s éfau7- 
oe. : 

17—2 
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626 

ATETKY) 

626 

626 Hesych.1 p. 235 dwéoxn* rdfov 
dmréokn* vor 6 yuna OnKkys (OjKats cod. : 
corr. M. Schmidt) rééa. Zogoxr7js Tpwlrw 
(rpHAw cod.). Bekk. anecd. p. 422, 33 
améoxn’ yuuva Onkns Téa. 

M. Schmidt conjectured that the words 
of Sophocles were 76& dmeoxy, and that 
darecxys was an adjective formed from 
méoxos. This rare word can be shown 
to have meant (1) a sheep-skin: Hesych. 
III p. 325 = Phot. dex. p. 425, 27 weoKxéwy* 
depudrwyv. Suid. s.v. wéoxos* dépua, Kw- 

dmréoxn codd.: corr. M. Schmidt 

duov. Etym. M. p. 665, 50 méoKos* 
onualver kuplws 7rd Tod mwpoBdrov dépya 
(cf. 2b. p. 68, 213 p. 257, 47). (2) The 
peel or rind of a fruit: schol. Nic. Zher. 
549 méoxos dé Tov pdovdv Tis Bordvys 
qyow 7d déros Pyolv, 6 wachoas éréOynKe 
7@ Tpavpart. It might therefore have 
been applied to a bow-case. méoKos 
was derived by metathesis from oxérw 
(Etym. M.), so that dwecxhs = aoKéractos 
(Lobeck, Path. Hi. 1 512). 

627 
» 

Qi LO TOS 

627 Hesych. I p. 242 dmoros: 
dmapdmioros, aeons. Looxdr7s Tpwirw. 

amurros in the sense of disobedient 
occurs in Aesch. Zheb. 827 Bovdai 8 
dmisto. Aatov, 1b. 1021 @xovo’ driorov 
Tivs’ dvapxlav mode, Eur. 2. 7. 1476 
boris KXUwY arioTos, obK dpOGs Ppovel. 
For dmureiv see on fr. 32. Nauck pre- 
fers to write drewros* arapdmeoros with 
Bernardus, rightly as regards the gloss. 

But there is no evidence to support the 
spelling d@meoros, and it is fanciful to 
insist on the distinction. In Aesch. 
Theb. 861, where the verbal force is 
strongly marked, PiAwy d&revoro is given 
by most modern texts; and eJmewra is 
well-supported in 4z. 151. Tucker on 
Ar. Ran. 505 sensibly remarks that we 
are not in a position to settle such 
questions. 

628 
»” 

aoas 

628 Hesych. I p. 297 doas* BAdWas" 
€BrayWas. LopokrAyjs Tpwihw. Nauck pro- 
posed to delete €8\awas: the less likely 
alternative would be to read doas and 
omit BAdwas. Perhaps, however, there 

has been a conflation of two distinct 
glosses. The only other evidence for 
this Homeric word in tragedy is Bekk. 
anecd. Pp. 450, 33 doa* BrAdWac’ ovrws 
Aloxtnros (fr. 417). 

629 
5 4 

ao O\OLKOV 

629 Hesych. I p. 301 doddorxov (do6d- 
duxov cod.) juepov, mpoonvés, ob BdpBapov. 
Zogokrjs Tpwirw. . 

Did the word refer to Troilus himself? 
As it is neuter, it may have agreed with 

e.g. ARua. obdotKos occurs in Anacreon 
(fr. 79): koluoov & & Led oddokov POdbyyor, 
and developed much in the same way as 
BdpBapos and d&ypakos. 
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630 

EpKY 
630 Hesych. II p. 192 &pxn* dda. 

LopoxrAys Tpwirw. 
There is no doubt that da is here 

used of defensive armour: so Hom. A 137 
bitpns @ av épdpew Epuua xpods, Epxos 

axévtwy. Theocr. 25. 278 xal dupedéuny 
medéecow | Epxos évvadlov rapecixpoos 
iwxmoto (Heracles is speaking of the 
lion’s skin). 

631 

631 According to Hesych. 11 p. 338 
s.v. "lavva this word was employed by 
Soph. as BdpBapov Opjvnua. We are 

» reminded of Aristophanes’ allusion to 

ae 
Lat 

the Persae: Ran. 1029 6 xopos 5 ebdds 
Tw xElp’ wo EvyKpovoas elev lavot. In 
Ar. Eccl. 1179, Lys. 1292 lat appears as 
a wild exclamation of delight. 

632 
a: £ 

LN LOS 

632 Hesych. II p. 349 éjos...ddd\a 
kal Opjvov cnualver, ws LopoxrHs Tpwiw 
kal “Iwv Evpuridats (fr. 12 p. 734 N.), ws 
aidwov, iddeuos. In the omitted words 
Hesych. explains that éj.os was an epithet 
of Apollo: cf. O.7. 154, 1096. But it 

is also an epithet of Bo etc. when used 
for a cry of lamentation. So Eur. Phoen. © 
1036 ff. inujvov Body, | inujuov médos | dAXos 
GAN érwréruge | Siadoxais ava wrddw, El. 
1210. It must not be inferred from the 
gloss that Soph. used éjvos as a noun. 

633 

peédXet 

633 Schol. Plat. rep. 566 D (ri 8 od 
wédrew ;) wéANet* Eorxe, Paiverar, Soxe?, ws 
viv’ mapa 5€ Logoxret Tpwitw péver. 
Hesych. 111 p. 88 wéAAer* palverar, Zorxe, 
Soxet* 7 méver. 

These are puzzling statements, but we 
should hardly reject them as incredible. 
The intention is to quote from Sophocles 
an instance of wéAAex with a sense entirely 
different from that in the repudiic, and 
capable of being represented by méve. 
Now, in the sense of ae/aying or holding 
pack wé\X\w and wévw almost coincide, as 
may be seen ¢.g. in Hom. I 318 ton potpa 

boévovTt, Kal el wdda Tis wodreuifa. We 
might therefore guess that the passage in 
the Zrozlus was parallel to Phil. 1256 
GNNG Kapé Tor | Tadrdv 746’ SWy Spdvra 
kov séAXovr’ ert, or El. 318 Hiovros F 
éXNovros; The objection would be that 
the regular gloss for méAAw in this sense 
is Bpadvvw: see schol. L on Z. cc., and 
Phot., Suid., Ztym. M. etc. However, 
schol. rec. on Aesch. Prom. 654 gives 
dvaBddXy in explanation of wédAdes, and 
the choice of wévee here may have been 
influenced by the particular context. 

634 
dpomayyar. 

634 Claudius Casilo rapa rots ’Arrixots phropat (nrovmeva quoted on fr. 183. 
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635 
TAKOOEPUNOTHS 

635 Photius /ex. p- 497, 3 caKodep- 
plrns (caxodepunrns Bachm. anecd. 1 361, 
Q)- LopoxrAHs Tpwlry.. of pév roy dgu, 
ot 6€ oxeéd\nka <tov> (add. Bachm. 
anecd.) Ta Sépwata SrecOlovra.  apmewov 
5é rov émi T@ Sépuware yadkdv ExovTa, rap’ 
écov Ta odxn émixadxa. Cf. Hesych. Iv 
Pp. 4 caxodepmoarys: bpw odKos Exorra. 
ot d€ oxddAnka, wap’ dcov Sepysoris ovTos. 
Bé\rvov 6é Tov xadkotv éexovta dépya 
voeiv.... At this point Palmerius intro- 
duced words which are misplaced in the 
MS of Hesychius: woel é\eye xadkodep- 
puoThs’ Ta yap odxkn émixadka éye 
(Aéyerae conj. M. Schmidt). 

See on fr. 449. It will be observed 
that the note in Photius supports the 
view there taken, that Aristarchus and 
Didymus interpreted depunorys correctly. 
There can be no doubt that M. Schmidt 
was right (Didym. p. 21) in identifying 
Oepunorys and calx« ]kodepunorys, although 
Stephanus, whom L. and S. follow, held 
that they were entirely distinct. Schmidt 
interprets the word, on the analogy of 
caxkorypa, as ‘qui hirtum pellem co- 
medit’; but I prefer the form with 
gako-, understanding ‘ devouring the hide 

of the shield ’ (cf. 5épua xeNauwdv in Z 117). 
The activity of the grub would be ap- 
propriate to the sentiment which has 
been illustrated in connexion with fr. 286. 

The tradition of the note in Hesychius 
has suffered confusion: I suggest that we 
should read < ol wév > dw cdxos Ec Olovra. 
This would bring it into agreement with 
Photius, and relieve Aristarchus from any 
suspicion of having supported the view 
that is recommended in the latter part of 
the note: Fritzsche and Reitzenstein (fr. 
449 n.) even thought that Aristarchus 
supposed Soph. to refer to a serpent 
painted ona shield (reading é@xov). . 
Schmidt says: ‘ Didymus aperte Aristarchi 
interpretationem amplexus est. nam 
quod Aristarchus odxos dixerat, xadxoiv 
dépua esse monstrat.’ This appears to 
me open to serious question, and to be 
inconsistent with the testimony of Photius. 
I take the view introduced by duewov 
(BéAriov) to be due to some later gram- 
marian who was puzzled by the word, 
and had forgotten the early prevalence 
of leather shields. See now B. Keil in 
Herm. XVIII 103. 

TYMTIANIZTAI 

Nauck says, ‘de argumento non constat.’ Most critics, 
however, have accepted Welcker’s inference that the Tuwramorai 
was concerned with the legend of Phineus, even if they have not 
gone so far as he did in identifying it with one of the two plays 
named after him. Fr. 645 proves that the second marriage of 
Phineus was mentioned by Sophocles in this play, although of 
course this might have been an incidental allusion, like that in 
the Antigone (966 ff.). But it is remarkable that of the other eight 
fragments remaining two clearly relate to the ancestry of 
Phineus (637, 643), and that one of these, which contains a pro- 
noun of the first person plural, mentions the Sarpedonian cave, 
to which Orithyia was carried by Boreas. It seems unlikely 
that these facts are to be attributed entirely to accident. 
Possibly Cleopatra was the speaker of fr. 6371, but there is 

1 Or, as Hiller v. Gaertringen (p. 59) prefers, the pronoun may refer to the sons of 
Orithyia. vey ; 
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nothing else in -the fragments which gives any clue to the 
probable action of the play. For the various possibilities see 
Introductory Note to the Phzneus. 

The title undoubtedly describes the chorus, and was applied 
to the devotees of Dionysus or Cybele. Cf. Eur. Bacch, 58 
(Dionysus speaks) aiperGe TATLXOPU év Tore. Dpvyov | TUptrava, 
‘Péas te pntpos eua Y eipnuata. tvytava (Dict. Ant. 11 914) 
were small drums, in the form of (1) a tambourine, or (2) a kettle- 
drum. They were covered with hides (Eur. Hel. 1347 ruzrava... 
Bupootevy), and were beaten with the hand. Because the beating 
of timbrels is occasionally spoken of with a certain degree of 
contempt (Ar. Zys. 388, Dem. 18. 284), it does not follow that 
Boeckh (77. Gr. princ. p. 129) and Hermann (de Aesch. Niobe, 
p. 4) were justified in concluding that this was a satyr-play. But, 
if the Thracian Salmydessus was the scene of the play, a chorus of 
Bacchic devotees would not be out of place. For the connexion 
of Dionysus with Thrace see the evidence collected by Kern in 
Pauly-Wissowa V I1o1If., and cf. Hdt. 5. 7, Eur. Hee. 1267. The 
title is clearly suggestive of foreign ritual: cf. Apul. de deo Socr. 
14 p. 22, 8 Aegyptia numina gaudent plangoribus, Graeca chorets, 
barbara autem strepitu cymbalistarum et tympanistarum et 
choraularum. 

636 

pev per, Ti TOVTOU Xa ppa petlov av AdBous 
Tov ‘7s erupavoavra Ka? vd oreyn 
TuKVAS aKodoat WaKdSos evoovon ppevi ; 

636. 1 ¢ei ged om. Stob., roré post AdBos addito 
T® SMA | xa@’ bd oréyy Meineke (Cur. crit. 1813, p. 39): 
bro oréyn Cic., kal créyns tro Heath 

636 Stob. flor. 59. 12 (IV p. 402, Akominatos (Archbishop of Athens 
13 Hense) Zogoxdéovs Tuuranorey (rav cc. 1200 A.D.) I p. 27, 13 ged ged, ri 
mwavictav M). ‘ri rovrov...ppevl.’ v. ris rod Kar’ avrdv Blov AdBou Tis perfor ; 
quoted without the name of either poet appears to refer to this line; and he 

2 rod gnomol. Frobenii : 
kal bao oréyn Stob., kav 

or a by Plut. prvooem. vit. Timol. 
p. 235 (=p. 255, formerly treated as 
age "Paull 1). Part of v. 2 and v. 3 
are quoted .by Cic. Att. 2. 7. 4 cupio 
istorum naufragia ex terra intuert ; cupio, 
ut ait tuus amicus Sophocles, ‘kav bro... 

ppevi.’ 
1 See cr. n. It seems more likely 

that woré was a later addition after dei 
geb had disappeared than that Valckenaer 
(diair. P- 194) was right in accepting 
Stobaeus’ text with rode for rovrov. 
Papageorgius points out that Michael 

may have become acquainted with it 
through a source independent of Plutarch. 
—eb, ‘ah!’, admirantis, as in Eur. 
Helid. 535, Phoen. 1740, and often. 

2f. The general sentiment is that of 
Zenob. 3. 95 (Paroem. 1 81) é&dvrns 
Nevoow Tobmov Kaxov &AdXov ~xovra, who 
refers for éEdyrns to Plat. Phaedr. 244 EB; 
and in its application to seafaring, which 
is implied by yijs émriufatoavra, is best 
illustrated by the famous lines of Lucretius 
(2. tf.): suave mari magno turbantibus 
aequora ventis | e terra magnum alterius 
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spectarelaborem. Archipp. fr. 43 (1 688 K.) 
ws HOv Thy Oddatray ard Ths vis dpav, | w 
Marep, éotl uh wréovTa wndayod. Hor. 
Epist. 1. 11. 10 Neptunum procul e terra 
spectare furentem. For the following 
words they quote Tibull. 1. 1. 45 ff. 
quam tuvat immites ventos audire cuban- 
tem | et dominam tenero continuisse sinu | 
aut, gelidas hibernus aguas cum fuderit 
Auster, | securum somnos imbre tu- 
vante segui. See especially the simile 
in Ap. Rhod. 2. 1085 ff. ws & omére 
Kpovidns muxwiw édénxe xddagav | éx 
vepéwv ava 7 dorv kal olxia, rol & bd 
Totow | évvadrar kbvaBov reyéwy trep 
elcatovres | nvTar aknhy, érel od ode 
xatéd\NaBe xeluaros won | drpopdtws, dda 
mpl éxaptivayvto pé\abpov.—For Kara, 
which is nothing but a strengthened era, 

following a participle, cf. Ar. Lys. 560 
bray. domld éxwv cal Topydva tis Ker’ 
wvijrat Kopaxivous, Eg. 391 aA’ Suws 
otros Towolros ay amuvra Tov Biov | Kd7’ 
dynp dokev elvar, Plat. Corg. 457 B éav 
5é pyropixds yevduevds Tus Kata TavTy TH 
Suvdper kal TH Téxvy ddixy, Blaydes on 
Ar. Nub. 624. H., who quotes Av. 674 
aN’ womwep God vn AV drorévavra xp7 | 
amo Ths Kepadfs 7d éupa Kae’? otrw 
gpirety, and Ael. zat. an. 6. 64, holds that 
this idiomatic use of x@ra expresses a 
rapid transition to the sequel, sometimes 
unexpected, of the previous action. He 
well compares Catull. 31. 7 0 guid solutis 
est beatius curtis, | cum mens onus reponit, 
ac peregrino | labore fesst venimus larem 
ad nostrum | desideratogue acguiescimus 

ZOPOKAEOYS 

lecto, where the last clause has the same 
effect. Starkie. on Vesp. 49 collects the 
examples in Aristophanes, but I cannot 
follow him in attributing the idiom to 
anacoluthon. For the corruption of KAIO 
see Cobet, V. Z. p. 1or. Blomfield’s con- 
jecture érufaical re is thus unnecessary. 
— amvkvys xré., ‘to hear the patter of the 
rain-drops with slumbering sense.’ P. 
Shorey in Class. Phil. Vv 83 ff. argues | 
that ev8otocy dpevi is only a convenient 
periphrasis for a modal adverb, ‘ sleepily,’ 
so to speak. He has collected lists of 
similar datives accompanied by adjectives 
and participles (so wux7, Kapdia, vow, 
dung, youn, xepl, modi, rpdry, THX, Bly, 
Téxvy and many others) with the object 
of showing that little or no stress is laid 
on the noun, and that its appearance is 
merely a stylistic artifice. He has done 
good service in noticing the tendency, 
but it is extremely difficult to estimate 
exactly the subtlety of intention which 
may have been present to various writers 
at different times. Each case must be 
judged on its own merits, and here at 
any rate I do not feel that @pevi is otiose : 
cf. Aesch, Ag. 287 Bptgovons ppevds. 

H. renders : 
Ah, what joy 

Can out-joy this—to reach the land— 
and then, 

Safe-lodged, with happy drowsing sense 
to hear 

The raindrops pattering on the roof 
outside ! 

637 

npecs © ev avtpo.s, ev0a Lapmydav weérpa 

637 dyvrpous Bergk: dorpos cod. 

637 Herodian zm. mov. deg. p. g, II 
Laprniuv Tapwrnddvos, etre 6 Hows, etre 7 
mwérpa, elre ) aKTH, elre } ViTOS* ws Tapa 
LDodoxde?...€v Tuuranorats ‘ huets...wéTpa.’ 

For the Sarpedon promontory see on 
fr. 46. That however must be distin- 
guished from the wild spot to which 
Boreas carried off Orithyia : Apoll. Rhod. 
I. 213 ésxaTin Opyknys Svoxepépov...xal 
pu Aywv Exabev, Daprndovinvy 66 wérpny | 
kXeiovow. The scholiast on this passage 
quotes Simonides (PZG 111 382) and 
Pherecydes (7HG 1 97) as authorities 

for the legend. Cf. Anz. 983 ryderdpots 
6’ év dvrpots tpadn Ovéd\\acow ev Ta- 
Tpwats | Bopeds autos SpOdrodos bwrép 
mdyov. Jebb there points out that the 
cave of Boreas was far to the north in 
Mt Haemus. Add Callim. 4. Del. 62 
8 pév wédov Areiporo | nuevos dynrjjs 
kopupas ere Ophixos Atuov | Oodpos” Apys, 
gudrakh dé atv erect, Tw Sé of tw | 
éerrduvxov Bopéao rapa oméos nodlfovro. 
—For the confusion of dévrpov and déorpov 
Blaydes refers to Eur. fr. 755 (schol. Ar. 
Ran. 1328). 
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638 

Kodxos te Xaddatos te kai Ldpwv €Ovos 

638 Steph. Byz. p. 680, 14 Xaddatox 
...€lol 6€ kal Xaddatoe €0vos rrAnolov rijs 
Kodxidos. ZopoxdA7js Tummravicrais*K ddxos 
...€Ovos.” 

These peoples are grouped together 
as inhabitants of the farthest east. 
Originally Chaldaea was the name of a 
strip of coast-land to the north-west of 
the Persian Gulf; but by the majority of 
classical writers it was used as syno- 

nymous with Assyria: see Baumstark in 
Pauly-Wissowa III 2044. Dittenberger 
in Hermes XLII 212 remarks that this is 
the earliest example of Xwvpos in place of 
Zvpios. He holds that the shortened form 
arose from the compound Aeuxdécvupos (cf. 
immomérauos: immos mordmos, etc.), and 
thinks there may be some significance in 
the fact that this passage refers to the 
northern Syrians. 

639 
adynmov 

639 Hesych. I p. 44 ddnuor’ ov« 
évdnuov ovTa. LodoxAHs Tuyravicrais. 

aSypos, which is not recorded else- 
where, was apparently synonymous with 
dmédnuos. For similar doublets see on 

fr. 558. If &nuos expressed nothing more 
than a temporary absence from home, 
analogy does not support the usage. We 
should rather expect it to be applied to an 
exile, like drodts and dvéoruos. 

640 

[ kopilerar | 
640 Hesych. Il p. 510 Kopiferac: 

voulferat, Aéyerat. Smep éoriv 4 Tuuran- 
orplats. Kock (1 806) assigns this to the 
Typramoral (or Typravicrpia) of Auto- 
crates, and there is nothing to determine 
whether he is right as against those who 
have claimed it for Sophocles. Kock’s 
only ground for making the attribu- 
tion is that, inasmuch as the title 
Tupraviorpa: is more appropriate than 
Tuumranoral to the fragment (fr. 1) quoted 
by Ael. zat. an. 12. 9, it is likely to be 
the true title of Autocrates’ play. In the 
fragment referred to (fr. 1, 3f.), where 
it is clear that something has fallen out, 
H. would read kotga mnddcar <odoiv 
Kkavacelovoat> Kxduav, quoting Ar. Lys. 
1308—18, Eur. Bacch. 240. 7 has 
been corrected to év (Musurus): but this 
would introduce an unusual formula of 
quotation, and it is obvious that the 
whole gloss is corrupt. I infer from 
H.’s notes that he thought the original 
was something like <éoTi> xavoudferac’ 
<éorl xal> voulferac 7 éyerar. Strep 
éor., ze. ‘is thought or called what it 
really is,’ where name and nature corre- 

spond. He finds the earliest occurrence 
of this thought in Aesch. Pers. 657 Oeou7- 
otwp & éxtxrAjoxero Ilépcats, Peoujorwp 
5°’ écxev, and adds the following list of 
illustrations: Eur. Jom 309 Tod Geot 
KéxAnuae SoddAos elu 7’, @ evn, Dio 
Chrys. 56. 5 mdvres yap ovrot, ods od 
viv dvoudgers, Bacidets ExadodrTo kal Hoar, 
38. 19 Tavra év Tots Kaxots TdrTera Kal 
otrws <ws> xe Kal vevomora kal 
kadeirat xkaxd, Phot. efist. 239 evoeBips 
mera TOU elvar Kai édvoudgerar, Xen. mem. 
I. T. 20 of ris Ay Kal Néywv Kai mpdrrwy 
ely Te Kal voulforro evceBéotaTos, Cyr. I. 
2. 3 é&épxovrat Tyvixaira els Tovs “yepat- 
Tépous évras Te Kal kadoumévous, Aristaen. 
2.12 ort 5€ kal Tov Tpdrov kal rodvoua 
Aewoudxn, Lucian de dea Syr. 1 xadéerac 
5é‘Iph, cal gor iph ris Hpns, paras. 44 
rov ’Axidd\éa, Gomwep eddxker Te Kal qv 7d 
cua yevvadraros, Alciphr. 3. 44 Tavrns 
(sc. réxns) 6 TUXaY NOds ore Kal voulferat, 
Plut. drut. rat. ut. 7 p. QQOA 7H Mev yap 
yAGrra...yvepov éorl re Kal éyerat, 
Epict. man. 15 délws Oetol re joav Kal 
éhéyovro, Cic. Aft. 1. 15. 1 praeter 
ceteros didé\Anves et sumus et habemur. 
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641 

GQVETOS 

. 641 Hesych. 1 p. 197 dverGs* dva- 
TeTadhwevws. Lopokdryjs Tuyrarorais. 
Phavorinus corrected the explanation to 
dvarerauévws, and so the gloss is printed 
by the editors of Hesych. and Soph., 
regardless of the fact that dver@s ought 
to mean exactly the opposite of dvarera- 
wévws. Tucker (C. &. XVIII 431) pro- 
posed drev@s, and the same correction 
was made independently by Housman 
(C.Q. Iv 117). I should prefer to read 
dvaremrauévws in the sense of ‘openly, 
frankly,’ for dvamerdvyym is a common 
word in scholiastic Greek. There is no 

other certain instance of the word dveras 
(or perhaps rather dvérws, as Housman, 
and before him Lobeck, Paradip. p. 481, 
preferred); but Lobeck (Phryn. p. 70) 
was probably right in restoring it in 
Hesych. I p. 313 drer@s* dpovtiorws, 
In the new papyrus of the 4etia of 
Callimachus (Ox. Pap. VII p. 26) at 
v. 39 the Ms seems to have 7 8 dveras 
wav éxdd\upev éros, but this is obviously 
impossible and has been variously 
emended : see the remarks of Platt (C. Q. 
Iv 112), who proposes kdavexddupev, and 
Housman (/.c.). 

642 
5 4 

aVTLOT Pepa 

642 Hesych. I p. 215 dvrictpépw: 
avraki®. LopoxrAns Tupmrarvicrats, 

The only recorded meaning of dvraéd 
is ‘to reguzre an equivalent,’ which does 
not suit dvtuetpépw. The usage of the 
simple verb might justify us in supposing 
that it also meant ‘to make (or deem) equi- 
valent’; and-in that sense it might have 
been used to explain dvrisrpépw (Abyor) = 
‘to retort,’ since dvragé& could hardly be 

intransitive. But I believe the true read- 
ing is dvriéo®, and that Soph. used dvti- 
otpépew for ‘to be opposed to’ or ‘to 
correspond to.’ The idea that dvrigoos 
was solely Ionic and poetical is probably 
incorrect. It was a technical trade term 
with carpenters and masons; and there 
is plenty of evidence of its survival in 
Hellenistic and Byzantine times. 

643 
dpaKavios 

643 Liym. M. p. 287, 14 and Suid. 
s.v. Spdxavros. LogoxrAjs Tumravorats. 
érel ) ’AOnva Soxet wap’ avrats atNloa 
tov dpdxovra tais Kéxpowos @vyarpdow: 
H Ore cwvavArtfovrat Kara TO eikds Kéxpome 
Gvre Sipvet: 7 Gre cuvavdrAlferar pla T@ ev 
TH axporbde: SpdxovTi, mpoonuepevovoa TH 
Gem. Hesych. I p. 534 dpdxavdos: érevdy 
doxet  “AOnv& map’ avrois atNiom Tov 
Spdxovra. LogpoxAs Tuumanorais’ 7 dre 
ouvéorn Kéxpomt. 

_ The first explanation of this obscure 
word refers to the story of Erichthonius, 
whom Athena was said to have enclosed 
in a chest immediately after his birth, 
and to have entrusted to the guardianship 
of the three daughters of Cecrops. She 

charged them strictly that they should on 
no account open the chest. Nevertheless, 
impelled by curiosity, one or more of the 
three sisters, Aglauros, Pandrosos, and 
Herse, examined the box, and saw the 
child with one or two (according to others) 
serpents coiled around him. According 
to one account, the offenders were killed 
by the serpent; but others said that they 
were visited with frenzy in consequence 
of their disobedience to the goddess, and 
threw themselves down the rock of the 
Acropolis. _ The chief authorities are 
Eur. /om 21 ff., 271 ff; Ov. Met. 2. 
552 ff.; Apollod. 3. 189. The second 
explanation mentions the association of 
his daughters with Cecrops, for whom 
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cf. Ar. Vesp. 438 & Kéxpow jpws dvak, 
Ta mpds mod@v Apaxovridn. According to 
the third view, one of the sisters served 
the goddess as attendant on her sacred 
serpent which. lived on the Acropolis : 
for the oixoupds dd¢is see Hat. 8, 41, Ar. 
Lys. 758. Frazer (on Pausan. 1. 18. 2) 
holds that Erichthonius was originally a 
personification of this serpent. 

From the above evidence modern 
authorities (Jessen in Pauly-Wissowa v 
1646, Gruppe Gr. Myth. p. 808) draw 
the inference that Spdkavdos was a title 
of Athena. The more natural conclusion 
is that it was employed as an epithet of 
the daughters of Cecrops or of one of 
them. But the word itself, which does 
not recur, is mysterious. It was inter- 
preted as dpaxovr-avos, and Lobeck 
(Paral. p. 48, Phryn. p. 669) compares 
it with Nedrapdos, yuvaumariys, ’Arayerts, 
and the like. See also the examples of 
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metaplasm in -n- stems given by Brug- 
mann, Comp. Gr. 11 p. 27 E. tr. But 
the compound ‘ snake-dwelling’ can with 
difficulty be forced to bear the meaning 
‘living with a snake’; and we may sus- 
pect that the traditional explanations 
have grown out of the popular derivation 
of an obsolete word. Crusius, however, 
suggests (in Roscher I 1200) that the 
second part of the compound ‘is to be 
explained by the association of sacred 
serpents with particular caves or hollows, 
and refers to Asclepius Aulonius (Pausan. 
4. 36. 7), and Aulis, the name of one of 
the Praxidicae (Suid. s.v.). dpdxavdos 
would then be an epithet of the guardian 
snake itself. It is worth notice that an 
allusion to Erichthonius would be natural 
in the Zympanistae, if the fortunes of 
Phineus were its subject ; for Orithyia, 
the mother of Cleopatra, was the daughter 
of Erechtheus (Az/. 981 f.). 

644 
Ehupou 

644 Athen. 176 F, for which see on fr. 450. 

645 
[Dweds KidoPdav (Idaiav) éeréynpev. | 

645 Schol. Soph. Ant. 981 mera dé 
rov KXeordrpas Odvarov émréynue (sc. 
Phineus) "Idalay riv Aapddvov, xara dé 
Twas Hidodéay rhv Kdduov ddedgijy, 7s 
kal avrds LodoxAfs uvnuovever év Tup- 
Twavicrais’ yris €& émiBoudfs TUPAdoaTA 
<rovs> THs KXeordrpas maidas év tady 
Kadetpiev, ws bé twes haow bre Karewev- 
caro avTav are bh meipacdvrwy adrny ép’ 
ols dmrarndels 6 Peds audorépous TuPpdot * 
tatra dé ioropet “Amoddbdwpos ev TH 
BiBdwobjKy (3- 206)* Tiwes d€ icropotow 
8rt weptoicay thy KyXebwarpay 6 Pweds 
exBéBAnxev kal rhv “Ldalay éréynuev, H dé 
épytabetoa Tovs EauTis érupwoev Taidas. 

This passage is so important that it 
requires to be set out at length; but it is 
impossible to determine on the evidence 
which it affords taken by itself how much 
of the story and which version of it were 
included in the Zympanzstae. For the 
difficult questions involved see Intro- 
ductory Note to the Phineus (p. 313). 
Here it is enough to point out that the 
scholiast refers to three different versions 
of the blinding of the Phineidae, according 

to which the agent in the savage deed 
was either (1) the stepmother Idaea (or 
Idothea), (2) Phineus, or (3) Cleopatra. 
The first two are repeated in schol. Ap. 
Rhod. 1. 211. According to schol. 
Apoll. Rhod. 2. 178 (fr. 704) Sophocles 
adopted (2). But in the Aztigone (973— 
978) he clearly follows (1), not only in 
describing the outrage as inflicted by the 
stepmother, but also in referring to the 
imprisonment of the sons. Moreover, if 
Jebb is right in inferring that the fate of 
Cleopatra was the subject of the com- 
parison made in the Antigone, the poet 
has there in part introduced the version 
of (3); for according to (1) and (2) [wera 
dé rov KyXeordrpas Odvarov] Cleopatra 
was already dead. 

The schol. appears to say that Idothea 
was the name of the stepmother in the 
Tympanistae; but, as there is definite 
evidence that Sophocles elsewhere if not 
here called her Idaea (see on fr. 704), 
G. Wolff's suggestion that 7s goes back 
to ’Idaiay has met with some favour. 
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TYNAAPEQS 

Until quite recently only a single quotation (fr. 646) was 
referred to the title Zyudareus. Welcker accordingly conjectured 
(p. 216) that Tyndareus was a character in the A/etes, to which 
play the lines should be attributed. Ribbeck (p. 268) took a 
similar view, but preferred to assign the fragment to the 
Hermione; and Bernhardy (Gr. Litt? I. 2 p. 334) thought that 
the lines bore the stamp of a later period and should be regarded 
as the work of the younger Sophocles. Now that a second 
quotation has come to light in the newly-discovered Photius 
(fr. 647), the probability of error is proportionately diminished. 
Wilamowitz', however, still thinks that Bernhardy’s judgment of 
fr. 646 was correct, and Hense suggests that the real Zynudareus 
fragment and the lemma to which the words quoted belong have 
been lost from the text of Stobaeus. 

Tyndareus is not a character whose own fortunes are likely 
to have been made the subject of a play; for there is nothing 
dramatic in the story of his banishment, as related by Pausan. 3. 
1. 4, and Apollod. 3. 124 f. He rather became notorious owing 
to the evil deeds of his daughters: Eur. Or. 540 éym d€ TdAXa 
paxapios Tépux’ avnp, | wAnv és Ouyatépas: TodTO 8 ovK evdat- 
povo. This passage suggests that fr. 646 refers to a time when 
the prosperity of Tyndareus was impaired in consequence of the 
sorrows of his descendants, and the allusion to old age in fr. 647 
points in the same direction. One legend made him the 
accuser of Orestes in his trial at Athens (Apollod. efz¢. 6. 25)%. 

Tyndareus was the title of a tragedy by Nicomachus, for 
whom see Haigh, Zvagzc Drama, p. 469. 

646 

ov Xpy ToT ev TpadooorTos 6\Bioar TUYAS 
avopos, Tpiv avT@ tavTedkas On Bios 
duextrepabn Kal TehkeuTHon Spdpov. 

646. 3 dvexrepaby Nauck: dvexmepavOy codd. | dpduov H.: Blov codd. 

646 Stob. flor. 105. 3 (IV p. 928, 5  Aclid. 865 rov edruxetv Soxodvra wih fndodr, 
Hense) Lodoxdéous Tuvddpews. ‘od xpyn mplv dy | Oavdv7’ lin Tis’ ws Epjuepa TUXAL, 
...740€,’ For the genuineness of the where seen. for the famous saw of Solon: 
fragment see Introductory Note. see also Jebb on O. 7. 1529. For the 
1—6 No one must be pronounced instability of wealth see on fr. 106. 

happy before his death: so insecure is 2f. Btlos with Blov following has 
human fortune. To the same effect Eur. naturally been suspected: hence Blom- 

1 Sitzungsb. Berl. Akad. 1907 p. 6. 
2 See also Introductory Note to EZrigone, 1 p. 173. 
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> \ “A ~ > , 4 ev yap Bpayet xabeike Kad yo ypdvm 
a@dpmoutov o\Bov daipmovos KQaKOU O0CLS, 5 

6Tav peraoty Kal Deois Soxyn Tdde. 
4 kodvyw S, kal dd\lyw M, Kav dd\lyw A, Kod paxp@ coni. Bergk, Kddyw mévy 

Meineke, xwAlyou xpévov Enger, fort. caddy 
codd.: corr. Gesner 

field proposed xpévos, Bergk wérpos, and 
F. W. Schmidt rpifSos. But it is more 
likely that Bloy is faulty, and H.’s con- 
jecture Spépov is the best remedy that has 
been suggested. He quotes in support 
of it fr. 856, schol. Ar. Lys. 601 orépavos 
ws Tov Biov dinywricpévors, Epicrates fr. 3, 
18 (11 283 K.) émei dé dd\txov rots éreow 
H5n Tpéxer, Paul 2 Zim. 4.7, Act. Apost. 
20. 24, 13. 25. Earlier suggestions were 
TedevTnoas pav7 (Schneidewin), reXeuvr yon 
kad@s (Heimsoeth), redeurjcavr’ idys 
(Meineke): the last-named scholar sub- 
sequently gave the preference to ravTeds 
Hn Blov...redevrnOy xpdvos.—I adopt 
Nauck’s SvexmrepaOy, as the change is in- 
considerable, and dvexrepav Blov occurs 
in Eur. Supp. 954. It should be observed 
also that mepadv is used in the parallel 
passages O. 7. 1529, Eur. Andr. 102.— 
For the subjunctive after mplv without av 
see Jebb on PAil. or 

4 év Bpaxe?...nadAlyw xpdvm is open 
to obvious objection, and, if written by 
Sophocles, belongs to one of his least 
happy moments. Dindorf quotes Euseb. 
dem. ev. 3 p. 89 A oi &v GAlyw Kal Bpaxe? 
Xpivwy Thy wacay teprdpapovpmevor oixoupé- 
vnv, but the authority of Eusebius is not 
convincing. Lucian igri. 33 ddcyo- 
xpoviov Kat Bpaxeias dors, as F. W. 
Schmidt justly remarks, does not defend 
the text. The same critic argues in 
favour of the adoption of KaAiyw Trévy, 
quoting O.C. 1341 Bpaxet obv dyxw kal 
xpovw (where évw has some MS support), 
and pgdlws xal raxv and similar combina- 
tions in late authors. Perhaps however 
we might read ca\éyw ‘incalculable’: the 
word was used by Soph. (fr. 262), and 
for the sense I would compare Thuc. 6. 
46, where the comparative is to be ex- 
plained according to the n. on Eur. 
Hclid. 110, ‘incalculable rather than not.’ 
—For the use of the preposition év in 
such phrases see Jebb on O. C. 88. 

5f. Exception has been taken to two 
points in these lines: (1) 8ées is altered 
to wévos by F. W. Schmidt, and to PAdvos 
by Herzer (riots conj. Blaydes) ; (2) Nauck 
(dndex, p. X111) thought that v. 6 did not 

5 wav mXotTrov vel rav mXovTrov 

cohere with the preceding words, and 
that it must have been wrongly attached 
to the present fragment. Taking the 
latter criticism first, I understand xaxds 
daiuwv as the subject of peraery, applied 
here, as in Plat. ref. 5538, to that which 
comes into being as the result of change. 
The form of expression is familiar to 
tragedy: cf. Aesch. Pers. 161 ef re wh 
Saiuwy madras viv peOdornke oTpaTe, 
tb. 944 Saluwv yap 88 ad | yerdrpomos 
ém’ éuol (where Paley rightly explains 
av), Theb. 693 émret daluwv | Ajuaros ab 
Tpotaia xpovia metad- | Aakrds tows av 
Oa, Eur. Alc. g12 mweramlmrovros dat- 
poovos, 7ro. 102 weTaBadropmévov daluovos. 
It is not always easy to seize the exact 
force of daiuwy, which was rapidly 
moving towards the impersonal sense: 
see on fr. 653. But Salpovos kakot 
Sdots here is not merely ‘ the dispensation 
of a cruel fate.’ In these words we can 
hardly fail to see the expression of a 
belief in the subjection to the control 
of a mysterious and destructive power, 
which is sometimes imagined as_per- 
meating its victim (cf. xaxodaimovady: so 
I should incline to explain dz. 1214 
dvetrat otuyep@ Saluorv.), but more often 
as assailing him from without (O. 7. 1301 
tls 6 mndjnoas | pelfova daiuwy Tov paxi- 
otwy | mpds on Svadaiuove polpa; Pers. 
356 nptev pév, @ Séorowa, Tod mavrds 
kaxod | pavels adddorwp 7 Kaxds daluwv 
mobév). I will only add that the well- 
known line of Menander (fr. 550, Il! 
167 K. daavre daluwv avdpt cupmaplora- 
tat | evOds yevouévw) does not imply that 
every one is always guided by an un- 
changeable daiuwv. The influences to 
which we are exposed are various, and 
even if Z/. 916 rots avrotot ra | obdx 
abros del daiudvwv mapacrare? is not to’ 
be taken in the fullest sense (see Kaibel’s 
n.), it points to the existence of a popular 
belief to that effect. The Stoics took 
account of current opinion, when they 
incorporated this doctrine in their system: 
cf. Plut. gu. Rom. 51 p. 277 A KaOdmep 
ol wept Xpvo.rmov olovra pirdcopor Patra 
daiwdvia mepwooreiv, ols of Oeot Snulos 
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xpavra Kal Ko\acrais érl-rovs dvoatous 
kal ddlixous dvOpwmmous. If these considera- 
tions are recognized, there is the less 
difficulty in déc1s (see O. 7. 1518, fr. 964, 
Aesch. Pers. 1042); for if any doubt is 
felt as to the agency imputed to it, it will 

LTOPOKAEOY= 

be dispelled by a reference to Eur. Hipp. 
1433 f. (quoted on fr. 665), and that the 
gifts of the ‘ gods’ may be evil is con- 
stantly laid down (Headlam, Ox editing 
Aeschylus, p. 89).—tTd8e refers to the © 
action of KaGetye. 

647 
apBrudae 8 opp’ vr0 yypas. 

647 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 89, 20 dpu- 
Prvdaet* Dopoxd7js Tuvddpew* ‘auBrvpact 
ees VHPWS.” 

apPAvdaeiv, not elsewhere recorded, is 
a poetical variant for duBAvwrrew, which 
was preferred by Attic writers to dp- 

Bruwirety, according to Harpocr. p. 14, 
18n. Pollux 2. 51 similarly states that 
auBrvwTTwv is better than duBdAvwIdés, 
which is mownrikwrepov. Cf. fr. 1001. 
Wilamowitz, doubting the existence of 
such a verb, proposed duSrvdaés. 

TYPQ A -AND B 

In Hom. 8 120 Tyro is mentioned as one of the evadoxa- 
pides “Ayatai, who belonged to an earlier generation. In A 235 
Odysseus includes her in the list of famous women in the under- 
world, whose spirits he questioned, as they came to drink the 
blood from the trench. Tyro was the daughter of Salmoneus 
and the wife of Cretheus his brother. Being enamoured of the 
Thessalian! river-god Enipeus, she used to pay frequent visits 
to the bank of the stream. Here Poseidon wooed her in the 
likeness of Enipeus, and begat by her Pelias and Neleus, who 
both became mighty chieftains, Pelias in Iolcus, and Neleus in 
Pylos. And to Cretheus Tyro bore Aeson, Pheres, and Amy- 
thaon. Lucian (dal. mar. 13) uses the Homeric account without 
adding anything to it; but it scarcely contains the elements of 
a dramatic story. According to Apollod. 1. go—g2, Tyro, the 
daughter of Salmoneus and Alcidice, while she was being 
brought up in the house of Cretheus, her paternal uncle, became 
enamoured of Enipeus. The sequel fell out as in Homer; but, 
when Tyro’s twins were born, she concealed the birth, and ex- 
posed them. A herd of horses passed by, and a mare trod on 
one of the infants, leaving a livid mark on its face. The herds- 
man reared the children, giving to the injured child the name 
Pelias (from zredcdvds), and to the other that of Neleus. When 

1 There is nothing in Homer connecting Tyro with the Elean Enipeus: for the 
other view see Strabo 356. The Thessalian Enipeus is specified in Prop. £. 13. 21, 
3- 19. 13. 
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they grew up, they discovered their mother, and put to death 
her stepmother Sidero, by whom Tyro had been ill-treated. 
Sidero had escaped from them to the sanctuary of Hera, but 
Pelias, who subsequently continued to slight the power of the 
goddess, cut her down at the altar. The scene is still Thessaly, 
as is proved by the constant connexion of Cretheus with Iolcus*. 
Diodorus (4. 68), who eliminates all the romantic details, locates 
the intrigue with Poseidon in Elis at a time subsequent to the 
death of Salmoneus, and makes the marriage with Cretheus 
later still. Schol. Hom. K 334 and Eustathius (Od. p. 1681, 52) 
add to the story of Pelias’ disfigurement that the other child was 
suckled by a bitch who had lost her puppies. Aelian (v.%. 12. 45) 
says that Pelias was reared by a mare. The circumstances of 
the children’s exposure and their subsequent recognition recall 
the legend of Romulus and Remus; and Trieber (4. Aus. XLII 
569 ff.) held that Sophocles was the ultimate source from which 
Diocles of Peparethos derived the details of the Roman myth®. 

From this rather scanty material* we are left to deduce the 
plot of Sophocles with such assistance as is provided by certain 
external evidence relating to the play. From schol. Eur. Ov. 1691 
we learn that the recognition took place in the concluding scene 
(cata TO TéXos). Further, Aristotle (poet. 16. 1454> 25) states 
that it was effected by means of the cradle in which the babies 
were exposed. This incident was the subject of a jesting allusion 
in the Lyszstrata of Aristophanes (fr.657). The result of Tyro’s 
ill-treatment by Sidero was made visible to the spectators by the 
actor’s mask: Pollux 4.141 (among the examples of ta éxoxeva 
mpocwma) Tupa® medrdvi Tas Taperds Tapa Yodokdel...TovTo & 
ITO THs pntputds Lwonpods wAnyais* wérovbev. Her disfigure- 
ment contrasted markedly with the cream-white complexion, 
which had earned for her the name of Tyro: see on fr. 648. 
Similarly the effect of fr.659 is much more striking when we 
recall that her hair was one of the chief ornaments of Tyro’s 
beauty. Hom. 8 119, referred to above, may be merely formal, 
but such is hardly the case with Pind. Pyzh. 4. 136 Tupots épa- 
olTAoKamov. 

‘We cannot suppose that the tragedies of Astydamas (Suid.) 
and Carcinus (7GF p. 799) had much effect upon the tradition, 

1 Apollod. 1. 96, 107. The version of Apollodorus is clearly an unsuccessful 
conflation of two different stories. rtpepouévy wapa Kpnéet is an attempt to reconcile 
the tradition that Tyro was wife of Cretheus with the essential requirement ‘of the 
story that she was persecuted by her stepmother. 

* See also Schwartz in Pauly-Wissowa V 797. 
3 Nothing of importance is added by Libanius or Nonnus ap. Westermann, 

Mythogr. pp- 369, 384. 
* There is no necessity to follow Nauck in reading rAnyeica. 
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and, in view of the dearth of literary evidence, Welcker not 
unreasonably illustrated Sophocles by | the help of a Cyzicene 
epigram : A.P. 3.9 €v T@ © Iledias Kal Nyevs eANehatevvTat, 
ol Tocevddévos aides, € ex Beopav THY éauTo@v bnTépa pvopevor, Nv 
T™panv 0 TaTNp bev Laruoveds dia THY POopav édnoev* 7 O€ wN- 
Tpula avis Ldnpo Tas Bacavous auTH émréTELvev.— 

pn Tupa . TPUXOL cov éTt omeipnua, XwOnpol, 
Larpovel yeveTa TOS UVToTaccopévay’ 

ovKETL yap Sovrw@cer ev EpKecwy, eyyVOL KevTTwY 
Nnréa xai Lediav tovede xabefouévovs'. 

Engelmann’, however, repudiated the relevance to Sophocles of 
this epigram ; and relied on archaeological evidence to prove that 
the recognition by Tyro of her sons took place near a fountain 
to which she had been sent to fetch water. Even if he is wrong, 
Welcker’s explanation of fr. 660 as referring to Tyro’s prison- 
house is highly improbable. It is much more likely that it 
describes an ill-omened incident’, which interrupted the progress 
of a festal banquet. Possibly the same feast is referred to in 
fr. 666, from which Welcker inferred that Salmoneus entertained 
the two sons on their arrival. 

New evidence has recently come to light, which bears on the 
circumstances of the recognition; for we can hardly doubt that 
Menand. Efztr. 108—116 refers to the Zyro of Sophocles: 

teBéacar Tpay@dous, 010 6T1, 
Kal Tatra KAaTEXELS TavTa. Nyréa Twa 
IleXiav 7 exetvous evpe mpea Burns avnp 
aim onos, EXO olay eyo vov dupOepav: 
as 6 joOer’ avtovds dvtas avTod KpeiTTovas, 
Aéyer TO Tpayu, @S EUpEV, WS aveElreETO* 
eSwxe 8 avtots mnptovov Yopiruaror, 
cE ov palortes 7 aT a. Ta Kal? avTovs capas 
éyévovto Baotnels of TOT OvTES aiTroXoL. 

Here there are two facts which appear to be at variance with the 
rest of our information: (1) aézrodos contradicts Apollodorus, and 
appears to exclude the etymological explanation of the name 

Pelias. In this respect we may well prefer Menander to Apollo- 
dorus, for there is nothing to show that the latter drew upon a 
tragic source. (2) mnpidvov yywpiopatwv seems to exclude re- 
cognition by means of the oxadyn. The statements previously 
quoted concerning the oxadn are such as we cannot reject; but 
it is not necessarily inconsistent with them to suppose that the 

1 Stadtmueller’s text. Wilamowitz (ap. Engelmann, p. 50 n.) proposed Aetioow 
in v. 3. : 

2 Arch. Studien, p. 40 ff. 
3 So also Engelmann, p. 46, and Hartung, p. 74. 
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foster-father of the youths, when parting with them, gave them 
the crepundia which he had found in the exadyn for the purpose 
of establishing their rank. Observe that the change of condition 
is Menander’s point, and the cxagn might well have appeared an 
inadequate token of their origin. 

Engelmann seems to be justified in inferring from Aristophanes 
that Poseidon appeared at the end of the play as Oeds amo unyavis. 
His appearance was necessary to the complete vindication of 
Tyro; for we must suppose that Salmoneus had acquiesced in 
the cruelty of Sidero in consequence of the disgrace which had 
befallen his daughter’. Further, Engelmann is certainly right 
in maintaining that Salmoneus was still alive, though frs. 664 
and 665 might be otherwise explained than with reference to 
the discovery of his error. But the power of a stepmother over 
the children of her husband’s former wife ceases of necessity 
when their father dies. For similar reasons we ought to con- 
clude that Tyro was not already the wife of Cretheus, when 
she was seduced by Poseidon. Here at least we may follow 
Diodorus, with whom Sophocles probably also agreed in making 
Elis the scene of the action» The confused narrative of Apollo- 
dorus seems to have been influenced by a desire to adhere to the 
Thessalian Enipeus, although he did not venture to assert that 
Salmoneus and Sidero were living in Thessaly. The marriage 
with Cretheus must therefore have been subsequent -to the re- 
habilitation of Tyro, and Engelmann plausibly suggests that 
Poseidon ordered Salmoneus to betroth his daughter to his 
younger brother. 

So far we have attempted to form some notion of the scope 
and progress of the play composed on the theme of the sorrows 
which befell Tyro as the result of her union with Poseidon. We 
should expect it to contain an exposition of Tyro’s unhappiness 
and Sidero’s cruelty, the arrival of the young men, their meeting 
with Salmoneus, their recognition of their mother, the punishment 
of Sidero, and the final appearance of Poseidon. But there is 

conclusive evidence that Sophocles wrote two plays bearing this 
title. What then was the subject of the second play? Welcker 
had no hesitation in holding that it was nothing but a revised 
edition of the first, and Dindorf agreed with him. Engelmann 
has recently revived a suggestion formerly made by Hartung® 
that the subject of the second Zyvo is to be found in Hygin. 
Jab. 60 (cf. 7b. 239, 254), which has already been abstracted in 
the Introductory Note to the Szsyphus, and, in order to fill the 
lacuna in the text, he supposes that Sisyphus avenged himself 

1 See A. P. 3. 9 (supra). 2 Cf. fr. 649, 39. o Dpe-77 

P. IL 18 
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by persuading Salmoneus to imitate Zeus. Another possibility 
is that the tragedy comprised the earlier history of Tyro, and 
the circumstances of her betrayal. In that case fr. 653 would 
be appropriate to the concealment of Tyro’s lot, echoing the 
command of Poseidon in > 251 viv & épxev mpos ddpma: Kai 
iaveo pnd dvounvys. Neither Welcker’s explanation that the 
words were spoken by one of the sons in the recognition-scene, 
nor Engelmann’s that Salmoneus asked that his mistake should 
not be published, seems to be entirely satisfactory. But on the 
general question Nauck’s verdict is hardly to be gainsaid: 
‘differentiam (fabularum) rimari nunc non licet.’ 

Ribbeck! thinks that the anonymous Velez carmen was 
largely concerned with this subject. 

- The Zyro was probably produced not long before the Aves 
(fr. 654). 

648 

hevKov avTnv @O émaidevoev yaha 

648 

wo Welcker: 66’ codd., od« Brunck 

648 Erotian gloss. Hippocr. p. 108, 6 
madelav viv Thy madotpoplav. bbe Kai 
DopowdAjs ev IleXia Pol: ‘revxdv adbrHy 
88° éraldevce yada.’ ‘Since no Iledlas of 
Soph. is mentioned elsewhere, Boettiger 
conjectured that it was another name for 
the ‘Pigoréuor, and Hermann that it was 
an error for év IIn\ez. But a detail is 
recorded which points elsewhere: Pelias 
was the son of Tyro, who derived her 
name from her complexion, white as the 
proverbial cheese: Diod. exc. 6. 7. 5 
6 Daruwveds éoxe Ovyarépa Tupw, 7res 
dia THY NevKdTynTa Kal Tiv Tod gwmaTOS 
pmarakdryTa TavTHs THS mpoonyopias Té- 
revye. Since Pelias was Tyro’s son, it 
is likely that Tyro is referred to in the 
fragment ; and év IleAig presumably means 
év Tupot (a or B’), for in that tragedy her 
iron-hearted stepmother, Sidero, was 
put to death by Pelias.’ (H.) Add schol. 

od Nevkov Welcker, AevKdv (AevKiv Cobet) yap Brunck, AvKevov olim Nauck | 

Hom. A 235 Tavrnv érwvipuws otrw Kadei- 
bal paci bia THY NevKérnTa. The editors 
of Propertius fail to point out the signi- 
ficance of the epithet in candida Tyro 
(2. 28. 51). This explanation is unques- 
tionably right, but was anticipated by 
Engelmann (p. 49) for exactly the same 
reasons.—For éma(Sevorev as the equiva- 
lent of @@pefev cf. Hesych. II p. 254 
madevew* Ttpépew, madotpopety. Cobet 
(Anem. 1X 84) quoted Nausicrates fr. 2, 
II 295 K. ai EavOoxpGres as krvdew Alf~w- 
vixos | wacGv dploras év rémos madeverat, 
and Juvenal’s (15. 70) ¢erra malos homines 
nunc educat atqgue pusillos. Tupd was 
thus a fem. hypocoristic like ‘Twa, ’A@ps, 
and Eidw: Bekk. anecd. p. 857, 9, Eur. 
ffel. 11m. Especially to the point is the 
name MiATw, which was given to Aspasia 
when still a child, because her complexion 
resembled the rose: Aelian var. hzst. 12.1. 

1 Rom. Trag. p. 620. 
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649 
fr. (a) col. i io |ropets 

le xpop’ amar 

fr. (b) |Cocar | 
| | 6 equa viKTEpos 

|pev ovd av eis EXou Tvdas 10 
|. vgrov déuas 

- U_TOTMOS 

fr. (c) |rev 
| mafos | 15 
|ppevov 

‘| tlolpovve 

frs. (a) and (c) col. ii 
Res sy Soe 's 95s ..|rov xapuv doBovpl |p. 
cat 7 rs ous ous ep|. . |reraypl € va 
aTrow au LY Beal: .. +]. TEs Adyous 20 

6pais y dpa @ déomolwa....... 

649 These scraps of papyrus from 
the wrappings of a mummy were pub- 
lished by Grenfell and Hunt in A7zbeh 
Papyri, 1 p. 17, and dated approximately 
at B.C. 280—240. Blass ascribed the 
fragments to the Zyro of Sophocles on 
the following grounds: (1) The mention 
of the Alpheus in v. 39 agrees with the 
fact that Elis was the adopted country 
of Salmoneus, father of Tyro. Cf. Eur. 
fr, 14 6s 7 ém’ ’Adpetod poais | Geot wavels 
épprve Daruwveds Prdya. See also the 
Introd. Note at p. 273. (2) The horrible 
dream referred to in v. 37 (cf. v. 9) fits 
certain extant fragments of the 7Zyro 
{especially frs. 660, 661); but this is a 
very lame argument, as may be seen by 
a reference to the passages in question. 
(3) The prayer in v. 52 f., addressed to 
Poseidon, is entirely appropriate to the 

|. para 

sons of Tyro. If it were possible to 
read the word before dpwyév as IleXlas, 
as Blass suggested, this argument would 
be decisive ; but the editors state that the 
letters as are very doubtful, and that there 
is barely room for ant. Weil (Journ. 
des Savans, 1906, p. 513) admits the 
force of the last argument, and sees no 
objection to the attribution. The pro- 
jection of vy. 23, 26 and 41 to the left 
perhaps points to a change of speakers. 
At any rate vv. 26, 27 are clearly question 
and answer. 

I have added breathings and accents 
where the word intended is free from 
doubt. 

2 might refer to the subject of fr. 648. 
9 Cf. v. 37. 
20 paxéa at once suggests itself, but 

it is difficult to go further. 

18—2 
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oteiyew Otpuve. . 
. . pet Pupavos eu ghia 
dppow acovo at TO. [os 

Ty EVTOS olK@v |. Jor. bok. tate | 

ZOPOKAEOY2 

25 

evvous 6€ Kal Tac elo opaus rrey{ Onrpi jas 
OPO Ts esas }da . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

cae ee ee 

- PATE TH MATL 
ies Seesis Memeo ovear aNyEwav Tal 

|p Gp povov de [ 
.. |v te Kai Kakor | 

.| . ovas rocor|, 
3° 

ei kat Save ypy A ott ex pal ¢ 
fe eee pr avTOV ev pepor| 

in eh My KEVOU XL 

fr, (d) ack i 

(Jp. oh 35 

[4 ae xapiver ms Be... .J.o[ 
[po |Bos tus aura Seige tT EVVUX OP Tava 

3a) He | a . 

Nay yap no. ae 
GN EK KAKOV eV 

23 @vpevos: it is perhaps significant 
that this word occurs twice in Sophocles 
(Z7. 328, O. 7. 1242), but not in Aeschy- 
lus or Euripides. 

26 evOnrpias: cf. Eur. Hipp. 805 
Onoed, waperme cGv kaxGv wevOjTpia. For 
the formation cf. frs. 98, 99 @nddorpia, 
MacedT pra. Trach, 922 ebvarpray (beside 
etvjreipa : see on fr. to40). Aesch. Cho. 
755 Padpiyrpa. The termination oc- 
curred also in words of everyday speech : 
cf, e.g. Ar. Ran. 114, 411.—The descrip- 
tion clearly refers to the chorus, and 
disposes of Welcker’s guess (p. 315) that 
it was composed of men from Salmone 
(Strabo 356). 

28 Perhaps \vcovcay adyewav wabay 
(O. 7. 1530). 

.|. vee Tawe Kowevel TaOE 
Kad|\pouv ém *Addevod mdpor 

Fy RE Lal Sia ie Weert Ge. 40 

32 ¢ Kal, ‘even supposing that,’ is 
practically equivalent to «ai e; for kat 
does not qualify @avety alone. See Jebb 
on O. 7. 305, Wyse on Isae. 5. 25. 

37 Seiya evvvxov: cf. Zl. 410 éK 
deiuards Tou vuxrépou, doxety éuol. Aesch. 
Cho. 523 &k 7 dveipdrwv | kal vuKTe- 
wrdYyKTwv Sedrwy werahuévn, where 
the meaning of the adj. seems to be 
determined by this passage. Eur. Fee.. 
69 Tl mor alpopmacr évyvxos otrw deluacc 
pacuacu ; 

39 The use of running waters to. 
purge the evil influences contracted from 
dreams is attested by Aesch. fers. 201, 
Ar. Ran. 1340, and perhaps by Pers. 
2. 16. 
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Kovous dépew eyard’ er[ 

fr. (e) Eat hi ait 

. 9 deomol, 45 

|kaxae od yonod 

|ayar dduppal 
Owv tpvyxev | 
+ ie ae 

fr. (f) 

5o 

. wow ai petou 
a as d.pwyov Tarépa hiooopalt podety | 

.|. vTa tratdas re xl 

TU Reo! 

vea tpos . [ 
Bees | 

44 It may be assumed that Tyro is 
speaking to her son, and protesting that 
she has learnt to tolerate her ill-usage. 
Cf. Eur. Med. 449 xovpws pepoton Kpeo- 
cévev Bovredvuata. tb. 1018 Kovdws pépew 
xph Ovynrov dvTa cuudopas. 

48 These scraps are the latter halves 
of lines, so that the probable restoration 

[- 
l. 
[avlaxra wovtov pyrpl THS Ted 

[. 

lL: - Pe eeies OvUK beol 55 
va er evder oe kup. . [ | 

ehucrol. bo Say Fees  |rpvxos[ 

is Tov dyav ddupudrwy or Tots... .BOUpUaoW. 
Cf. Eur. Alc. 797 Thy dyav NUrnv, Or. 
708, frs. 54, 573. Soph. Amt. 1251 
nT d&yav ovyh, 2. 1256. —For the next 
fae Mekler suggested trav mpdabe wadrddv 
To. maa Tpvyer TSE. 

52 For the suggestion to read IleNas 
see above. 

650 

beia vooos 

650 decay vijcos cod.: 

650 Hesych. II p. 303 Geavy vijcos* 7 
€x Ae00, Bela. Looxdijs rupola (z.e. Tupot a’) 
porod. This is a good instance of the 
corruption which the text of Hesychius 
has suffered ; for it so happens that the 
original can be restored almost with 
certainty. ‘The first step was taken by 
Soping, who saw that vijoos required 

corr. Soping et Dindorf 

correction to véeos; this was accepted 
by Dindorf (in 7hesaur. IV 275 D), who 
introduced @ela as the necessary conse- 
quence. Nauck, admitting that @ceavy 
was intolerable, hesitated to adopt @ela ; 
but it can hardly be doubted that -v7 was 
due to dittography, after végos had be- 
come vigos; for few will incline to M. 
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Schmidt’s Oela avy vdcos. It should be 
mentioned that the lemma comes between 
Géaua and Peav@orat, so that the corrup- 
tion was antecedent to the present alpha- 
betical order. @eta in the gloss is probably 
derived from a correction of the corrupt 
lemma, just as po:rod represents letters 
suprascript to Tvpo: the name of the 
play was restored by Musurus. 

The use of Oetos=‘heaven-sent’ is 
more frequent in Soph. than in the other 
tragedians, and @ela védcos occurs in Az. 
186, Ant. 421 (vdcouvs Tas Henddrovs in 
fr. 680 is a synonym: Eur. fr. 292 vdco 
6¢ Ovnrev...at & éx Oedy mdpeow). Cf. 
Ai. 612 Oela pavia Evvavdos, Phil. 192 
Oeia ydp...xal Ta waOnuara Keiva mpos 
avrov...€méBn, 20. 1326 éx Oelas roxys, 
fr. 196, O.C. 1585 (so Hdt. 1. 126, 5. 92: 
the essential contradiction involved in 
this phrase has been pointed out by 
Wilamowitz on Eur. Her, 1228 ra OeGy 

ZOPOKAEOYS 

ye mrwpuata), Phil. 1039 Kévrpov Oeiov. 
The last-quoted passage recalls Aesch. 
Prom. 709 Oela waorvyt, with which H. 
compared Eumelus fr. 10 (ZGF p. 192) 
BendadTw dé édavydmevos udoriye Tov Bedy 
éorevie Tipwphoacba.—of Lycurgus, 
These examples are enough to show 
that in Eur. fr. 841 ala? 760’ 4dn Oeiov 
avOpwros xakdv Nauck was not well 
advised in commending F. W. Schmidt’s 
conjecture 760’ 45n dewdv. Cf. fr. 585. 

It remains to be proved that Dindorf’s 
correction is justified by the usage of the 
ancient interpreters. Similar examples 
are Hesych. II p. 304 @ets wor (from Hom. 
B 56)' ék @e00 wo, schol. Az. 186 foxe 
yap elvar Dela vioos, Bela dé H ex Oeod 
karacknyaca els adrév, schol. Phil. 192 
éx OeGy ydp, ws oluat, Tatra mérovbev 

kal 76 waOos bréuewev kara BovrAnow Oedv 
xré., schol. rec. Prom. 709 @Oela] €x Tov 
Avds. 

651 

ex 6b EXxOnpa 
651 éyOiua cod, 

651 Hesych. 11 p. 247 é&xOima* 
puonuata.  Logoxryjs Tuvpavvos (Tupot 
Pierson, Tvpot a Nauck). Alberti wished 
to restore éx@7uara, but Kuester was pro- 
bably right in preferring @x@nua* wlonua, 
in view of the occurrence of this gloss in 
Phot. /ex. p. 45, 21 and Suid. s.v. 

- It is probable that €x@npa was used of 

a person, like pionua (£7. 289, Aesch. 
Eum. 73, Theb. 169) and or’ynyua (Eur. 
Or. 480). For the neuter verbal so 
applied see Tucker on Cho. 15. Another 
similar formation is orépynua Trach. 
1138. oOnua* tiv jdovqv Eupolis fr. 
131 (I 292 K.) is altogether anomalous. 

652 

KAPTOMAVYS 

652 Hesych. II p. 415 Kaprouaris * 
els Kdpov éfuBpitovoa. LopoxdAs Tupirrdw 
(corrected by Nauck to Tupot a : Dindorf 

at 

suggests Tupot B’ z.e. devrépg, or Tpwirw). 
For eis xépov Blaydes proposed 7 xapry, 
but the meaning of the text seems satis- 
factory; for kaptopavys should signify 
‘luxuriant, with a superfluity of pro- 
duce.’ Analogous are bAouavis, broua- 
veiv: Theophr. caus. fi. 3. 1. 5 6 6 
Gépuos dkapmros ylverat kabdep iNouavav 
kal €fvuBpifwv, Clem. Alex. Paed. p. 138 
KadvAopavel yap un KAadevouevn H Autredos. 
‘Proprie dicitur de terra ac segete, in 
primis de vite, quae per luxuriam et 

fecunditatem nv profert, .id est, erdas 
stirpesque frugibus nocentes’ ; Wyttenbach 
on Plut. de aud. poet. p. 15 F, who 
illustrates the metaphorical use of the 
word in late Greek. Hippocrates ap. 
Stob. flor. 74. 40 is worth quoting: aA’ 
Suws xpnger yur cwppovigovros* exer yap 
gvoe Kal TO axddacrov év éauTy, Srrep el 
uh Kal?’ Huépny émixdrroro, ws Ta dévdpea 
KkaOv\ouavet. Similar is the use of puvAXo- 
paveiv : see Jebb on Az. 143 f. rov immopave 
Aew@va (p. 219). The last explanation 
given by the schol. on Az. 143 illustrates 
this gloss; # Tov dyav meunvdra (sc. det- 
eva) kal dvOodvra Kal évuBpifovra (éfuBpi- 
fovra Toup) TH xAby dud wAHOOs. 
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653 

BN ometpe Todos TOY TapdvTa Saipova: 
ovyapevos yap é€ote OpnveicOa tpérwv. 

653. 

653 Stob. for. tog. 2 (IV p- 993, Io 
Hense) Lopoxhéous ‘Tupobs B’ (so MA: 
Tupods om. S). ‘uh ometpe...rpérwv.’ 

1 omeipe: spread abroad. The meta- 
phor isnot common: elsewhere we find 
only Z/. 642 omelpyn paralay Bdiw eis 
mwacav modu, Eur. fr. 846 ws 6 mwreloros 
éomaprat Adyos, Xen. Cyr. 5. 2. 30 6 
Adyos rohds 4dn Egrapra, none of which 
is so strong as the present passage. Cf. 
Theodect. fr. 16 (7'GF p. 806) modvaomephs 
oyun. In Plut. Pyth. or 1 p. 394E 
omelpovres Ndvyous Kal Oepifovres the same 
metaphor is differently applied without 
the notion of scattering being introduced. 
Cf. Verg. Aen. 12. 228 rumoresque serit 
varios. Campbell strangely says: ‘ozel- 
pew seems to be used here in the sense 
of évédareioPa, ‘‘to revile at large.” 
moAnois, sc. meow, ‘with many words,” 
instrumental dative.’ The meaning is 
clearly parallel to Menander fr. 605 (III 
183 K.)° av dvv7 pbvos pépew, | Kal ph 
’arlinrov THv TUXNY ToNKots Toys. F. W. 

- Schmidt (see cr. n.) is over-subtle in 
objecting to the dative, which is as much 
in place to express the interest of the 
hearers as eis c. acc. elsewhere to define 
the area of extension.— Observe how 
completely Sa(yev has sunk to the level 
of t¥xn, and cf, Eur. Alc. 561 ras ody 
éxpumtes Tov mapdvta daiuova, Andr. 973 
éuas Aéywr TUxas | Kal Tov mapdvTa Saiuor’. 
See also Jebb on Phz/. t100. It seems 
likely therefore that the editors make 
too much of Z/. 1306 ob yap ay Karas | 
vanpetolny Te mapovrt daluovt, which 
simply expresses ‘to use my _ present 
fortune.’ This use of daiuwy is said to 
be characteristic of the drama and especi- 
ally of Sophocles; for, although not un- 
known in lyric, it is very rare (Pind. 
Isthm. 7. 42 Ovaoxopev yap duds aravtes* | 
daluwy 6 dicos). But the notion that the 
sense of ‘apportioner’ ‘God’ is secondary, 
and that daluwy originally signified fortune - 
is altogether perverse (Gruppe, p. 9914). 
See further Usener, Gdtternamen, p. 293; 
Eur. Phoen. 1653 n. 

2 mpérewv is personalized as usual— 

1 wu oretp’ és dAXous F. W. Schmidt 2 mpérwyv B: rpérov SMA 

‘it is fitting that it should be mourned in 
silence.’ See Sidgwick’s excellent article 
in C.R. Ul 147, and cf. O.7. 9 émel 
mpérwv pus rpo Tavde hwreiv, Aesch. 
Ag. 1063 (Tov Oedv) ovdév mpoojKort’ év 
ybous mapacrareiv. 

H. writes: ‘It was one of the cardinal 
Greek maxims, not to publish your mis- 
fortunes lest your enemies should have 
you in derision. Such is the saying 
attributed by Demetrius Phalereus in 
Stob. flor. 3.79 (Diels, Vorsokr,® 11 p. 217; 
21) to Periander: dvorvxav xpimre, iva 
wh Tovs €xOpovs etppdvys. [See frs. 81, 
83 (nn.).] The same idea is implied by 
the fear of affording ground of exultation 
to enemies (Hom. I'51, Z 82, K 192, 
W 342, Aesch. Ag. 1270), Most of the 
passages to this effect are quoted by 
Stobaeus flor. 109 ; I may add a fragment 
of Archilochus (fr. 10, in schol. Aesch, 
Prom. 643 as emended) KptrTwpev 8 
dvinpa Moceddwvos dvaxros | dGpa, Hom, 
o 142 T@ un Tls ToTeE moray avnp abeul- 
attos en, | dN’ 6 ye oryn SGpa Gedy exor 
érrt didotev, Aeschylus the Alexandrian 
(fr. 1, Nauck, p, 824) ris 8 @or’ dv dyKn 
duotuxeivy év mreloow, | é&dov cwray Kav 
oxdrw Kptwrew Tdde; and a tragic frag- 
ment (Nauck, p. 936) which appears to 
be an expression of the same idea: Stob. 
ecl, 1. 3. 43 p. 60, 7 W. dotis Neyer kaxady 
ppovav ovyy oréver, The subject of that 
chapter is the certain retribution of God’s 
Justice, and the anthologist must some- 
how or other have been deceived by a 
false reading, when he included a line 
which is entirely irrelevant to his pur- 
pose. The true sense was restored by 
F. W. Schmidt: 87s vy’ éxer kak’, eb 
gppovav avyn oréyer: and oréyer may be 
right ; but we see from this fragment of 
Sophocles that it is not necessary. I 
would rather read, doris & &xer kak’, eb 
ppovav ayn oréver,—' But he that suffers, | 
TT he be wise, laments in secrecy.”’ Then 
he renders the present lines : 
‘Spread not before the world your present 

case } 
’Twere best to be lamented silently,’ 
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654 
>. iw a ¥ , ¥ Tis Opvis ovTos e€edpov yopay exwr; 

654 Schol. Ar. Av. 275 (vy AV 
érepos Sra xovros eedpov xawpav exwr) 
€x THS Lopoxdéovs devrépas Tupoits apxy 
(€x rod Lopoxdédous apxy V)* ‘ris...exwv.’ 
ws el ele xpoidy. e@fedpov dé mapndda- 
yuevnv. Lopoxdjs ‘ovK eedpos GAN év- 
Toros avnp’ (Phil. 211). The note has 
been quoted in full, because the com- 
mentators are not agreed as to the point 
of the parody. It is clear that a double 
meaning of éedpos is involved, and I think 
that for Aristophanes the schol. is right in 
interpreting wapy\A\aypéryy, 7.¢. strange, 
abnormal (Holden on Plut. Them. 24, 2). 
For this sense of @edpos cf. Arist. rhet. 
3. 3. 14067 35 obrws eedpov tiv ris 
MoxOnplas brepBorjv. Ar. means: ‘ Here’s 
another odd-looking customer !’ Rogers, 
rendering ‘ witha foreign aspect,’ explains 
in his note that the proper meaning is 
‘belonging to a foreign land.’ Now 
Suidas, who, as is well known, borrows 
from the Aristophanic scholia, has the 
gloss in this form: @£edpos* éedpov xpéav 
éxwv. Touréot. wapnd\d\ayuévynv. I believe 
that Ar. actually wrote xpéay and that it 
has been corrupted in our texts to xwpar: 
the knowledge that @edpov ywpay was in 
fact parodied of course assisted the cor- 
ruption. [Blaydes also favoured this 
view, and Hall and Geldart, I find, have 
printed xpéay.] This makes everything 
plain sailing, except the obscurity of 
dpxj. ‘Welcker (p. 316) and others (as 
Dindorf) suppose that apy was not part 
of the verse, but belonged to the words 
introducing it: éx rs DB. devrépas Tupobs 
apx7 (‘‘ opening passage”). Nauck thinks 
that 4px7% is corrupted, perhaps from &Opex, 
and represents the first word of the verse. 

On the other hand, he ejects dpyis.’ (J.) 
Nauck’s view is not convincing, and I 
prefer to suppose that dpxy7 belonged to 
the introductory words, and that the 
quotation was taken from the opening 
scene of the play. To make this clearer 
Blaydes suggests the addition of 4s 7 
before dpx7. It should be added that 
in a mutilated passage of the so-called 
Philetaerus of Herodian (Moeris ed. 
Pierson, p. 435) @fedpos...kal wh eorw 
Tas wy els Huds &edpov ydpar...év Dartvipors 
the last words were emended by Pierson 
to &&. xwpav éxwv* Logoxd7js év Tupot B’. 
L. Cohn in 2A, Mus, XLII 413 published 
the same passage from Cod. Vat. 2226: 
éEedpos 6 pucomwdvnpos* Kal wy €oTw Tis wy 
els Huds tkeSpov ywpav Exwv. Lopoxdijs 
catvpos, and emended it to @edpos dpyes* 
6 movnpds Kal pw) alows ay els Huds’ 
* &edpov xwpav Exwv’ Dopoxd7js Ba (Sevrépa) 
Tupot. Bergk’s view that this was a dif- 
ferent passage from that quoted by the 
scholiast on Aristophanes is untenable. 

The meaning of Sophocles was: ‘What 
is this bird in an ill-omened quarter?’ 
See Hesych. II p. 117 e&edpov* rov ovx 
alc.ov olwvdv, ovK ebOerov Spy, odK ev 
déovTe Thy &dpay éxovra, Phryn. praep. 
soph. p. 71, 17 de B. &edpov ro dzraictov 
kal éw rijs vevourcuevns Edpas. For the 
technical sense of @6pa in augury cf. Eur. 
Her. 596 dpvw & idwv rw’ obk év aicious 
édpais, where Wilamowitz has an excellent 
note. Add Ael. at. an. 3.9 ot Te pas 
épvidwy kal wrjoers mapaguAdrrortes, and 
other passages quoted by Blomfield on 
Aesch. Prom. 501.—For dpvis J. refers 
to his n. on Amt. 1021. 

055 
eppynvoBockds 

655 Phot. /ex. p.17, 7 éppnvoBockds* 
6 mpoBaroBookéds, év Tupot 8B’ Dopoxdéovs’ 
tows ard Tod apir. 
éppnvoBookds* 6 mpoBaroBookéds, év Tupot 
8’ LopoxAfs. Hesych. I p. 278 dpnvo- 
Bookés* mpoBaroBookds. ZogpoxdHs Tupot 
B’ (rvpolkw cod.). ypdgerar dé éppnvo- 
Bookéds, dud. re TOU € Kai T&v Svo p. zbid. 

Etym. M. p. 377, 22 . 

p. 276 dpevoBooxéds* mpoBaroBockés. 
Eustath. 7/7. p. 799, 37 apnvoBookds 6 
mpoBaroBockds xara Ilavodmay (fr. 69 
Schwabe), é« pépous SydadyH (2.e. apy 
stands to mpéBarov as pépos to 6dor: cf. 
amd pépous). év 6€ dvwrium pnropiK@ 
Aekix@ Kal épevoBooxds 6 avrds Péperat 
dia Tod €. 
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The existence of the nom. dp%v corre- 
sponding to the gen. dprés is now securely 
established by the evidence of an Attic 
inscription belonging to the first half of 
the fifth cent. B.c.: see Meisterhans?, 
p- 142; Brugmann, 
p- 349 E. tr. We need not therefore 
discredit the existence of a genitive 
dpjvos as well as dpvdés, which is attested 
by Ziym. M. p. 140. 54: apyy, Td érirh- * 
decoy eis evxtv mpbBarov’ Kal KXlvera 
api, aphvos* €& ov To dpvdés KaTa ovyKoTHy. 
kal droBodky Tob a pyy* olov moddppnves 
tmodvBotrat (Hom. I 154). That it should 
be transferred to the o- declension in 
composition is in accordance with analogy: 
see on fr. 643. Consequently there would 
be no difficulty in accounting for dapyvo- 
Bocxés. But the evidence given above, 
which is too strong to be resisted, in- 

Comp. Gr. I1- 
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dicates that the grammarians found éppy- 
voBooxéds in the text of Sophocles, and 
interpreted it by means of the form dphv 
with which they were acquainted. No 
other evidence in support of a form 
*opnv (or *épnv) is quoted; but it may 
have been drawn from the Ionic dialect 
(Smyth, § 134). Philologers must deter- 
mine whether the double p is correct and 
the phonetic relation to dpjv and rodvppnv. 
A similar vowel variation occurs in épp7- 
gopeiy: appnpopeiv (Meisterhans*, p. 15). 
The derivation of that word is quite un- 
certain: for a possible explanation see 
Giles in C.F. 11 222. It is evident 
that no countenance should be given to 
Wagner’s dpvoBooxéds or Bergk’s pnvo- 
Booxés. Nauck rightly withdrew his 
earlier suggestions épnuoBookds and épeu- 
poBoockds. See also on fr. 509. 

656 

[ pvOp0s “Avaxpedvretos. | 
656 Schol. Aesch. Prom. 130 (undév 

PoBnOis’ pirla yap nde rats) 6 puvOmds 
*Avaxpedvretés éore KexNaouévos mpds Td 
Opnvyntixdv. émedhunoe yap TH ’ATTiKT 
Kpiriov ép&v Kal npéoOn (jpdoOn m) Niav 
Tots “édeot TOD Tpayikod (the text is clearly 
mutilated : the sense required is given by 
Weil’s uéXeow adtod 6 rpayixds, except 
that the sequel points to the plural). 
éxp@vro 5é avrots obx év mavrl rémw, adn 
év Tots Opnvytikois, ws Kal LomoxAHs Tupot 
B’ (so M: trnpot om. B’ RV). @ore dé 
Tatra Suowa Tw ‘odd ab ww’ édoers weOdorT’ 
otxad’ daeNOety’ (Anacr. fr. 56). 

The information is useful and important. 
Anacreon was a guest at the court of 
Hipparchus ¢. 520 B.c., and his friend- 
ship with Critias is acknowledged by 
Plat. Charm. 157. There can be no 

doubt, therefore, that the scholiast in- 
tended to put on record the influence 
exerted by Anacreon on the subsequent 
metres of the tragedians. Crusius in 
Pauly-Wissowa I 2042 thinks that he is 
right in assigning to this source the in- 
troduction of ionics into the oldest 
tragedies, and refers to Phryn. frs. 6 
and 14. The quotation from Anacreon 
illustrates the appearance of the colon 
Se ee preceding the ionic dimeter: 
in Aeschylus it is followed by two dva- 
k\@peva. In spite of the evidence of the 
scholia, Schroeder refuses to recognize 
the presence of ionics in Aesch. Prom. 
Z.c.: see his analysis (Aesch. Cant. p. 38 f.). 
For similar ionics in Sophocles with dva- 
kAwueva, introduced by an iambic dimeter, 
see Phil, 1174—1181. 

057 
[Tup® Ta TéKva els 

657 Schol. Ar. Zys. 138 sq. (ovx 
éros ad’ judy eiow al rpaywotat. | ovdev 
yap éouev trv Iocedav kal oxy.) els 
Tv Lodoxdéovs 5é Tupw raidra cvvteiver 
éxOeioay Ta Téxva els oxdgnv (so R fer 
compendium, as Bergler had conjectured: 
els xan vulgo, év oxdg@y Nauck). ovdév 
éopev, el un cvvovordfew Kal Tikrev. oyap 
Tlocedév eulyn try Tupot kal éyévynoe 

aoKxadyy €&€Oyxer. | 
Ny éa cal IleNlav. 

For the oxdgdy in which the children 
were exposed, and by means of which the 
recognition was ultimately effected, see 
Introductory Note. Nauck points out 
that v. 139 is a parody of certain words 
in the Zyrvo which are not quoted, and 
suggests that they are to be found in 
fr. 945, 2 (n.). 
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658 

avTn O€ maxLuds €or @s Kexpnpern 
Tapas TLOnpw Kal Popovaa ToVvoma. 

658. 2 «cidjnpw cod. A* et schol.: 
schol. Arist. 

658 Arist. rez. 2, 22. 140017 &AXos 
(sc. réros) dro Tod dvdpuaTos, olov ws 6 Dodo- 
K\fjs ‘capds...Tobvoua.’ Schol. 27 Joc. fol. 
47° 16 ad pyolv 6 Bid {wv (ralfwy conj. Her- 
werden) mpos Thy Didnpw ‘abrn...robvoua.’ 
Eustath, //, p. 158, 24.KaTa Thy mapot- 
puagouevnv Ludnpw Opacetav éxelvyv yu- 
vaixa popetvy 70 olxetov bvoua. Eustath. 
Od. p. 1940, SY. bri 6€ kal Opacirnyros 
AdAnMG €or 6 0 gidnpos, dor’ Apworo- 
rédns év TH Kar’ avrov pyropiKy paevos 
yuvaika Opacetav rhv Ludynpw 75 olKkelov 
pope bvoma. 

The reference is to Sidero, the step- 
mother and oppressor of Tyro: see In- 
troductory Note. There has naturally 
been a tendency to connect her name 
with her cruelty: Hom. X 491 4 yap col 
ye atdnpeos év ppeci Ovuds, Starkie on Ar. 
Ach. 491. Hence Cobet, perceiving that 
the connexion is not warranted by the 
traditional text, proposed to substitute 
ws KekAnueévn...2vdnpw kal ppovotca. This 
is ingenious, and at first sight plausible, 
although ¢povety rotvouwa would require 
justification. But Cobet does not notice 

Zdypw Aristotelis codd. plerique | Pépovea 

that paxtos makes his changes unneces- 
sary, and that the integrity of the text is 
supported by the evidence of Eustathius, 
who declares that Sidero is represented 
not as cruel but as brave or fierce. Tr. 
therefore: ‘as indeed a wielder of the 
sword, whose name she bears.’ The 
application is just as natural as in the 
cases of the Huguenot Bras de Fer and 
Cromwell’s Zronsides; nor ought we to 
deny it to Sophocles, because the other 
is the more usual. In AZ. 430ff. the hero 
derives his name from aiat, although, as 
Jebb points out, it was popularly connected 
with aleréds. For the word-play on the 
proper name see on fr. 965, Lobeck on 
Ai. 430, and Cope on Arist. rhet. /.¢. 
F. W Schmidt seeks to improve the 
passage by writing ws cal ypwuévy | apd- 
Bws cdjpw, but capds, like 6p0Gs, érduws 
etc. (for which see on fr. 965), marks the 
etymology.—For the confusion of gopety 
and pépe see on fr. 930. Here at least 
gopotca has superior authority, and in 
O. °C. 60 Nauck substituted qgopotc: for 
pépovot. 

659 

KouNS dé TevO0s hayyava ma hou dikny, 
nts ovvaptacbetoa BovKddwr vio 

659. 2 fvwapracdetoa malit Nauck 

659 Aelian maz. an. 11. 18 Ondrevav 
5¢ immov és adpodicia NuTTHOATAaY mavU 
opodpa mado padiws éorw, ws ’Apioro- 
Tédys (h.a. 6. 18. 572 8) Advert, el Tus 
avTAs dmoKxelpee Tas KaTa TOD TévovToS 
tplxas: aidetrac yap, kal ovK draxrei, 
kal maverat THs UBpews Kal Tov oKLpTh- 
paros Tod moddov, Katndjcaca éml TH 
alcxvvyn* tovTd To. Kal Lopoxdys. aivir- 
rerat év TH Tupot [rw Spdpati]. e- 
moinrat dé of atrn Néyouga, kal ad éyer 

TavTd éoTW* ‘ ouns...poBnr.’ I have 
bracketed the words 7@ dpdmart: so 
Hercher in the Paris ed. of 1858, but 
he subsequently changed his mind. Cf. 
toid. 2. 10 paddoTra Sé Kouwoa imros 
aBpstardv ré éort kal Opumrixwrarov. 
dripdter yodv dvaBivat Tos dvous avraHy, 
immw 6é€ yauoupévn noerat, kal éavrhy 
akvot Trav pweylorwv. Sep oty cuveddres 
of Bovrémevor Hutdvous chise yevéobat, 
amoOpicavres THs tmmov Thy xalrynv exh 

“> 
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4, 8 > ¢ , > 4 \ pavdpais €v immetaiow aypia yxept 
Bépos OepicOn EavOov adyevor amo, 
oracbeioa 5 és NelwOva ToTapiwy ToTav 5 

3 pudvipacow codd.: corr. Brunck 5 omacbeica codd.: crabeica Hartung, 
agpefeioa Heath, xipoaca Brunck, r\aeioa Reiske, ordcovoa Hermann | és \eywova 
scripsi : év Neyueve codd. 

kal ws érvxev, elra wévrot Tovs dvous érd- 
youow' 4 O€ bmopéver Tov adotov Hdn 
yauérnv, mparov aidovuévyn. Kai Logo- 
KAjs 5é €orxe meuvncPa Tov mdGovs. Plut. 
amat. 9 p. 754A 6 6€ svoTé\Awy Ti yu- 
vaika,..duods €oTt Tois dmoKelpovo. Tas 
immous elra mpos motapudv 7 Aluvny 
dvyouvct’ kabopGoar yap éxdorny Thy 
elxkéva Ths GWews dxkaXrdF xal &pmop- 
pov, adiévat Ta Ppvdyuara Néyerar kal 
mpocdéxerOar Tas Tav dvev émiBdcers. 
Xen. de re eg. 5.8 ai yap dyedatae tov 
immuv odxX dpmolws drouévover Tods Svous 
émi TH dxela ews dv Koudow: od évexa Kal 
dmoxelpovot mpos TH dxelavy tas tmmous 
amavres oi dvoBarodyres. Columella 6. 35 
vara quidem sed et haec est equarum nota 
rabies, ut cum in agua imaginem suam 
viderint, amore tnani capiantur, et per 
hunc oblitae pabult, tabe cupidints inter- 
cant. etus vesaniae signa sunt cum per 
pascua veluti extimulatae concursant, 
subinde ut circumspicientes requirere ac 
desiderare aliquid videantur. mentis 
error discutitur si deducas ad aquam. 
tunc demum speculatae deformitatem 
suam, pristinae imaginis abolent me- 
moriam. 

The passage from Plutarch shows that 
the two extracts from Aelian do not refer 
to two separate occasions on which a 
mare’s mane is to be cut, but that mule- 
breeding is always the purpose in view. 
Columella’s account is unintelligible as 
it stands. 

2 Bovkddrgav is generalized of herds- 
men: so in Homer T 221 rod rpioxidvan 
immo. €\os Kata BovKodéovto. See n. on 

- Eur. Phoen. 28 imroBovxédor, and Postgate 
in C.Q. 11 295, and cf. fr. 1057. 

3 dypia xepl, according to Shorey 
(Class. Phil. V 90) is practically equiva- 
lent to dypiws. So drape? xepl in £7, 
1377, as he points out, is glossed by 
Aurap&s, cuvex@s. Here, however, xepi 
is clearly instrumental. See also on fr. 
636. 

4 pos Gepioby. The metaphor is 
expressly associated with dmré0pica (a7o- 
Oepig{w) in Eur. Hel. 1188, Or. 128: Oplé 
and 6épos have no etymological connexion. 

men’s purpose. 

Cf. Callim. 2. Del. 298 Oépos rd mp@rov 
iovAwy.—For the subj. without dy in a 
relative clause of general assumption see 
Goodw. § 540, O.C. 395 (J.’s n.), frs. 680, 
2, 682, 3, 808, 837, 841, 929. 

5f. are corrupt as given in the Mss, 
and have not hitherto been satisfactorily 
emended. The passage of Plutarch (see 
above) determines one condition to which 
any reconstruction of v. 5 must conform, 
namely, that the filly’s presence on the 
bank of the stream is part of the herds- 

oracGeioa is suitable in 
itself (Xen. eg. 7. 1), but cannot stand 
with év Neyudvt. I propose to substitute 
és Aetpa@va: ev and els are sometimes 
confused (Bast in Schaefer’s Greg. Cor. 
Pp- 429, 726) and exude would be a 
necessary consequence of the misreading. 
émi Neu@va would also be possible (Bast, 
p- 742; Cobet, V.L. p. 281 f.), but is 
condemned by the rhythm. Of the con- 
jectures which assume that the fault lies 
with omrac@etoa the best is Hartung’s 
arabeioa, suggested independently by 
Powell (C.2. X1x 230) and Paley (4./.P. 
111 128). H. mooted the possibility of 
oracbetca being used for cracapévn (see 
on fr. 837), ‘quaffing the water.’ He 
quotes Phaedr. 12 ad fontem cervus, cum 
bibisset, restitit, | et in liquorevidtt effigient 
suam, but this solution does not commend 
itself. Weil adopted Hermann’s o7d- 
govoa, with vypdv for bard and xkovpds in 
v. 7 as the object of %éy. Blaydes con- 
jectured orapiw mor@, with avydcao’ 
tdwp inv. 6. J. held that, if the text is 
sound, rorév is governed by b7é in v. 6; 
but, apart from the difficulty of avyacGeica, 
any such solution is excluded, as soon as 
we perceive that the herdsmen’s intention 
to bring the mare to the water must be 
clearly indicated.—troraplwyv motav: the 
genitive is descriptive, as we speak of a 
water-meadow : cf. oAplov reuwv fr. 603. 
For the sense cf. PAz/. 1454 Nvupa 7’ 
évudpor Aetmwviddes, Eur. Bacch. 1051 
dyxos dudixpnuvor, tdacr did Bpoxov, Hipp. 
77f. Neudv’,..Aldws dé rorapulacor knever 
dpdcos. The presence of running water 
was essential to the pasture-lands: Eur. 
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idy oKLas etdwAov avTavyes TUT@ 
Koupais diriwos Svareruhpevys $5Bnv. 
ped, KaV GVOLKTLPHOV TLS oixriperé vu 

> 4 TINTTOVTaV aioxyvvyow ola patverar 
tevOovoa Kat Khatovoa THv tapos PdoByv. 10 

6 dvravyés TUT scripsi : 
trd Haupt, avyacGeio’ tiwp Wecklein 

avyacbeio’ bro codd., a’-yacGetcd mov Meineke, alxiaOeio’ 
7 ariwos Wakefield | dcareriAuévns PbBnv 

scripsi (SuareriAuevnvy pd8nv Brunck, diarercAuévyn PbBnv Ellendt): dcareriduévys (Sta-. 
TeTi\pévy cod. Reg.) pédBys codd. 
Brunck 

Phoen. 659 vduar’ évvdpa Kai’ péeOpa 
xAogpa.—oKids e’Swdov, where oxids is 
genitive of definition, occurs also in 
Aesch. Ag. 830,.Chaeremon fr. 14, 15 
(7GF p. 786).—édvravyts titw. There 
is no evidence, notwithstanding L. and S., 
that a’yd¢w in classical Greek ever meant 
anything but ¢o see, gaze at; so that, even 
if twé could be explained, the rendering 
of avyagGeio’ as ‘mirrored’ would require 
justification. Hence the emendation of 
Wecklein (see cr. n.), with which avya- 
a0eio’? would be deponent like depxbels 
(fr. 837 n.). The sense thus obtained, 
‘gazing at the water,’ is tame and (after 
Wéyn) redundant, and a reference to the 
reflexion of the i Image seems to be re- 
quired. For this the regular words were 
dvravyety and its cognates, and I have 
accordingly restored dvravyés rim: 
Philostr. zmag. 1. 22 (of Narcissus) éx- 
tur@cdv oe TO bdwp, olov eldes avd, ovK 
ois@a. The loss of the first syllable of 
ANTAYITEC might have been the 
starting-point of the error. I ought to 
mention that Hartung proposed the im- 
possible av-yats évrumov, but rérw occurred 
to me independently. H. was inclined to 
read v7év for bd, but it does not appear 
how he rendered av-yacOeia’, 

7 StarervApévns is strictly ‘separated 
by plucking,’ with the same eae 5c 
force as diacmav, diaréwvew. L. and S.’s 
rendering ‘to pluck bare’ is misleading. 
The part. agrees with oxiés and the acc. 
6Bnv (see cr. n.) is idiomatic: see nn. 
on Eur. Phoen. 267, 1403. It would be 
over-subtle to suppose that dvareriAmévns 
depends directly on eldwdov (sc. éauTns). 
The termination of @d8nv was assimilated 
to the preceding word by a common error 
(cf. fr. 503, 3). 

Sf. Nauck says that these lines are 
‘in libris graviter corrupti,’ but, as J. 
remarks, it is difficult to see why. —kKay 
dvorxrippav mis olktipaé viv: cf. O. 7. 

8 oixreipece vulgo 1O ri mapos xdjv 

1296 roodrov olov kal orvyodvr’ émrotxti- 
gat. At. 924 ws Kal map’ éxOpots détos 
Opjvwv Tuxeiv.—aloyivyow appears to 
be the reading of the Mss, and it is better 
not to interfere with it. The evidence 
reported by Meisterhans*, p. 120 f., esta- 
blishes that up to 420 B.C. on inscriptions 
the prevalent form of the dat. plural after 
consonants was -not (occasionally -yo), 
which after 420 B.c. was superseded by 
-ais. Whatever the history of -aca (after 
consonants), it is clearly, so far as Attic 
and Ionic are concerned, a later form: 
see Weir-Smyth, /onic Dialect, 8§ 450— 
453- Wilamowitz (Zz. gr. Tr. p. 127) 
concludes that no rule can be laid down 
for Soph. and Eur. in this respect, 
although Aesch. probably wrote -yat, 
Where the Mss preserve traces of the 
older forms, it seems unreasonable not 
to follow them, remembering that in all 
probability Sophocles himself was incon- 
sistent. See also Tucker on Aesch. The. 
447.—ola follows oikripeve with the sense 
of 67t roaira: see n. on Soph. Az. 51of. 
in J.’s abridged edition. Eur. Hel. 74 
Geoi a’, Scov piunu’ exes | ‘EXévys, aro- 
mrvceay (n.). Kuehner-Gerth § 551, 9.— 
For patverar Enger suggested auBdvverat, 
Weil mtperar, and Herwerden dvaiverat; 
but uaivec@ar may be as well applied to 
extreme dejection (Aesch. 7hed. 952) as 
to the corresponding elation (Z/. 1153). 

10 dBnv. Brunck’s x\cdyy (recently 
revived independently by Weil, and 
approved by Nauck and Blaydes) is an 
undoubted improvement, but its proba- 
bility is not so great as to warrant us in 
restoring it to the text. Cf. A/. 52. 

J., with the Ms text in vv. 5—-7, trans- 
lated as follows: ‘ And it is mine to mourn 
for my hair, like a filly, which, seized by 
herdsmen, has its yellow mane shorn from 
its neck in the stable by a rough hand; 
and then, dragged forward on the plain, 
sees the image of its shadow where it is 
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mirrored in the waters of the river, when 
its hair has been cruelly ravaged by the 
shears. Ah! even a hard heart would 
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pity the creature, as it cowers in shame, 
to see how it rages in mourning and grief 
for the adornment that it has lost.’ 

660 

TpooTHvar pweornv 
tpamelav audi otra Kal Kapyynoia 

660. 2 aira Macrob.: ctria ra Athen, 

660 Athen. 475 A (illustrating the 
use of the word xapxjovov) Lopoxdjs 5é 
Tupot ‘mpoorivar...capxjoia,’ mpds TH 
Tpdregavy paicxwv mpoced\ndvbévac ods 
Spdxovras kal yevéoOar epi rd otria Kal 
Ta Kapxnow. Macrob. Saturn. 5. 21. 6 
Sophocles in fabula quae inscribitur Tyro 
‘rpos THN: AEIMI (xpos rivde wor 
Jan) TPATTEZA dudi...xapxjora.’ 

On what occasion did the serpents ap- 
pear? Welcker (see Introductory Note) 
supposed that these lines came from a 
description of Tyro’s prison-house ; but 
the words rather suggest a festal celebra- 
tion, and it may be conjectured that the 
entertainment given by Salmoneus to 
Neleus and Pelias was interrupted in the 
manner described. The portent bears 
some resemblance to the appearance of 
the serpent in Hom. B 308 ff., but there 
is a much closer parallel in the circum- 
stances of the sacrifice in honour of An- 
chises as related by Verg. Aen. 5. 84 ff. 
See especially v. go ff.: zie (sc. anguis) 
agmine longo | tandem inter pateras et 
levia pocula serpens | libavitque dapes, 
rursusque innoxtus imo | successit tumulo, 
et depasta altaria liquit. There too the 
cups from which Aeneas had poured the 
libations are described as carchesia (v.77). 

A similar occurrence which happened 
to Tib. Gracchus in Lucania during the 
Second Punic War was regarded as a 
presage of misfortune: ad exta sacrificio 
perpetrato angues duo ex occulto adlapst 
adedere tocur conspectique repente ex oculis 
abterunt (Liv. 25. = cf. Val. Max. 1. 
6. 8). Add Ov. Fast. 2. 711 ecce, nefas 
visu, mediis altartbus anguts | exit, et 
exstinctis ignibus exta raptt (Liv. 1. 56). 

1 mpooryvar ought to mean ‘ap- 
proached,’ as is indicated by Athenaeus’ 
paraphrase, but that the verb could bear 
this meaning and be followed by an acc. 
of the place visited is not generally 

credited. Jebb on Z/. 1378 % oe moda 
59 | ag’ wv Exorme Aurapel mpotorny xepl 
held that the two passages afforded each 
other mutual support in establishing the 
meaning ‘to present oneself at a place’ 
or ‘before a person.’ But I think that 
Kaibel’s criticism is justified, viz. that, 
even if rpoorjvac could in ritual language 
accommodate itself to the construction of 
ixerevw, it would not follow that it could 
be applied to any voluntary entrance, nor 
is it credible that the serpents presented 
themselves as ixéras. In his text of 
Athenaeus Kaibel prints Bergk’s rpoorrf- 
vat, without altogether approving it; but 
to think of winged serpents is an un- 
warrantable strain on the imagination. 
Schweighauser’s mpogorfva is less open 
to obvious objection, and has the support 
of Aesch. Pers. 206 Bwuov mpocésrny. 
Nevertheless the notion of the serpents 
‘taking up their position before the table’ 
is unsuitable, and contrasts unfavourably 
with Vergil’s lapsusgue per aras (v. 86) 
and Livy’s ad exta adlapsi. Surely the 
simplest remedy is mpogBiva, a sugges- 
tion which has been anticipated by 
Hartung and Wagner. It would bear 
the appropriate meaning ‘mounted the 
table,’ for which see Headlam in Tek 
XXX 309 f. 

2 Kapxyo.a. According to the autho- 
rity of Callixenus of Rhodes (c. 220 B.c.) 
quoted by Athen. 474 (FAG i 65), 
the xapxjovov was lengthy in form, 
slightly contracted towards the middle, 
with two handles reaching from top to 
bottom. It was suitable to a royal feast : 
see Dict. Ant. 1 363b. 

There is no reason to suppose that this 
fr. refers to a dream, as was suggested by 
Grenfell and Hunt (fr. 649 n.): see 
Mekler in Aursians Jahresb. CXLVII 
104. 
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661 

TOAN €v Kakotot Ovpos evvyOeis dpa. 
661 Stob. flor. 20. 29 (III p. 544, 14 

Hense) Zopoxdys év Tupot (év rip S, év 
Tépw [vel -pw] MA). ‘7 dXX’...6p¢.’ 

It is strange that nearly all the critics 
—-Wagner seems to be the only exception 
—should have missed the meaning of the 
line, more particularly as the chapter of 
Stobaeus in which it is quoted is entitled 
wept opyis, and all the quotations relate 
to the same _ subject. Nevertheless, 
Ellendt says ‘videtur guasi habctantem, 
noctes diesque in malis agentem significare’ 
(a mind dedded in misery), and Campbell 
renders: ‘A soul in misery sees much 
asleep.’ The same misconception appears 
in Herzer’s conjecture évfevxdels, which 
Nauck thinks it worth while to cite 
(Index, p. X11). H. rightly prefers: 
‘Passion in suffering lulled to rest sees 
much,’ comparing O. C. 592 Oupos 5 év 
kakots ob Evudopor, fr. 589. 3, Eur. fr. 
1078 dvipdv rd46’ éorlvy éviikwy Te Kal 
copay, | kav Tots Kaxoiot uh TeOupdoOau 
Oeots. With evvnGels cf. Apoll. Rhod. 3. 

[000 €el xOAov etvace Mivws, Opp. Cyn. 
2. 626 add’ 0b Gs Padbwv xbdov etvace, 
Nonn. Dion. 13. 276 dymos etvhoas 
mpotepov xb\ov apray vixns. The meta- 
phor suggested by the verb is that of ‘a 
wave of passion’: so Aesch. Cho. 182 
kAvdwviov xoA\js, Hum. 835 Kxolwa Keawvov 
Kiparos mixkpov pévos, Prom. 206 thy 5 
arépauvov cropécas épynv (with Blomfield’s 
note), Eur. Helid. 702 Aqua pev ovtrw 
otépvvot xpévos. Suid. s.v. Acoyévns... 
akovoas Toivuy 6 Acoyévns Tabra, Tov mev 
Oupdv (desire) kareordpecer. 

The general sense may be illustrated 
by Menand. fr. 573 (111 175 K.) airy 
(sc. 6pyh) Kparet viv, dy dé puxpdy mapa- 
kudony|KaTéoWerat re waddXovr els TO cup- 
gépov, Eur. fr. 760 wm yap épyis mas 
dvnp sopwrepos, Arist. fr. 660 womep 6 
kamvos émcddKvew Tas Wes ovK €@ BdéErreLY 
TO Kelwevoy év Tots trociv, otrws 6 Oupds 
éraipouevos TH ANoyto uw EwLoKkoTel Kal 
TO ouuBynodmevov é€& a’rod dromoy ovK 
agin. TH Svavola mpodaBetv. 

662 

, 2 ¥ \ / > »¥ 

pnTw bey elayns, Tpw Te\evTHOAYT Ons. 

662 péyav Stobaei codd. SMA et Cic. nonnulli 

662 Stob. flor. 105. 21 (IV p. 934, 4 
.Hense) ZogoxrAyjs év Tupot. ‘ujrw... 
Yéys.’ The line is quoted without the 
name of author or play in Miller, Zé. 
de litt. gr. p. 381 pahrw...ldys. éml tov 
OavpafovTwy Tovs TH meydda brioxvoupe- 
vous’ ov yap éoTt mplv amobavévta dys, 
GAG mpl els rédXos ayarydvr’ toys, uy 
Oavudons Tov peydda Kavxwpevoy ; and 
also by Cic. Aft. 4. 8a. 1, schol. B Hom. 
0 5 (H mwapoula ‘ unrw...tdns’ Hyour wh 
Oavudons Tov péya émayyedbmevor), Joh. 
Chumnos efzst. 5 (in Boissonade, anecd. 
NOV. P.215) KaTa THY Tapoimlay ‘uHTw... 
tons,’ adda Kai els rédXos OHrovdev dav 
dyayévrTa Tov Tayaba pduevor. 

With the words divorced from their 
context it is impossible to determine 
whether teAevtyoavr’ is neut. acc. plur. 
or masc. acc. sing. But, so far as con- 
cerns the isolated line, the former view, 

which is strongly recommended by 
Tyrrell on Cic. /.c., is much the more 
attractive: ‘don’t cry till you’re out of 
the wood.’ It is also the more likely 
for two reasons: (1) uéya elzety is more 
suitable as applied to the speaker’s own 
actions than to those of another ; see Az. 
386 pndév péy’ eins and the instances 
quoted by Jebb on ZZ. 830 unéev péy’ 
avions, Aesch. 7heb. 552, Ant. 127, 1350, 
Ar. Ran. 835; (2) the line would more 
easily have become proverbial, if its 
meaning were self-contained. It is not 
certain that there is a reference to this 
passage in Plat. Soph. 238 A, where the 
Eleatic Stranger deprecates premature 
boasting: téXos yodv ay droplas 6 dyos 
éxo..—uyjrw wey’ elryns* ert yap, @ 
Makdple, ort, Kal TatTd ye TaY dropiov 
h meylorn kal mpwrn. The same point 
without any close verbal resemblance is 
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made in Gregor. Naz. 11 p. 6B pndév 
yey? elrys cvvTéuws advOpwiros wr, and 
p- 157D pndév péy’ elrys evrdody mpo 
meiguatos. Plutarch (veg. et imp. apoph. 
p- 184 B) relates how, when Eumenes was 
reported dead and his brother Attalus 
had married his wife, Eumenes, returning 
to Pergamus, saluted his brother in the 
usual manner and whispered in his ear: 
LH oredde yhuac mpiv TeXeuTHoavT’ dys. 
Here the point of the parody lies in the 
special application of reXevrjcav7’ idys, 
and the fact that the participle can be 
treated as masc. sing. does not exclude 
the possibility that it was neut. plur. in 
the original. When the line stood by 
itself, it was natural that it should be 
connected with the famous precept of 
Solon (cf. fr. 646 n.), and that reXevr7- 
cavt’ should be interpreted accordingly. 
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Hence the corruption in the mss of 
Stobaeus and Cicero (see cr. n.). Ellendt 
was influenced by the same consideration, 
but evidently found it difficult to make 
up his mind. The grammarian whose 
explanation is given in Miller’s codex 
clearly knew the passage only as a quota- 
tion: he rightly refused to take reXeur7- 
gavTa as dmodavévtTa, but, seeing the 
difficulty of combining uynmrw péy’ elarys 
with his interpretation of reXevrjcavTa 
as eis Téhos ayaryovra, he was reduced to 
the desperate expedient of supposing that 
‘don’t boast’ was equivalent to ‘don’t 
admire the boaster.2 F. W. Schmidt 
escaped from this dilemma by reading 
mpi TreXeuTHoas TUXyS, but it does not 
seem likely that the text is corrupt.— 
For wptv followed by the subj. without 
dv see on fr. 646, 2. 

663 
ad 4 ‘\ , 4 

TLKTOVOL Yap TOL KAL VOTOUS dvo Jupiar. 

663 Stob. for. 99. 19 (IV p. 860, 
1 Hense) Zogoxdéovs Tupois (so MA, 
Tupods om. S). ‘rixrovot...dvcOvuia.’ Cf. 
Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 89, 19 dvc6v- 
pla* LopoxrAys Tupot. 2 

Tot indicates that the saying was 
familiar: cf. Eur. fr. 1o71 dma: yap 
avOpwmoo. Tikrovow vdcovs, Philemon 
fr. 106 (II 512 K.) dia AVTny Kal pavia 
yap ylyverat | roddoto., Kal voojuar’ odk 
idoiyua, Antiphanes fr. 107 (11 54 K.) 
amav To \uToby éorw avOpamTw vocos. In 
Eur. Hipp. 159 the chorus conjecture 
that such may be the case with Phaedra: 
Ura 0 brép wmabéwy ebvaia Séderar Wuxav ; 

SvoOupla (treated inadequately in L. 
and S.) tends to express not so much 

a single emotion as the state of mind in- 
duced by frequent disappointment: see 
£il, 218, Eur. fr. 822, Theophr. fr. 120 
(ap. Athen. 463C) mapauvOetrac yap 6 
olvos Kal THv Tov yihpws dvoOuulay, the 
depresston of old age. In the Stoic 
system dvoOuula is an eldos of vay (ér’ 
additw 7 dvoxwHTw), and consequently 
belongs to the 7d@n (Sto. vet. fr. 111 414, 
420 Arn.). Here the plural emphasizes 
the recurrence of the md@os, and it is 
worth observing that the Stoics regarded 
the continuance of certain emotions as 
producing conditions analogous to bodily 
sickness, which were accordingly de- 
scribed as voojuara and appwornuara : 
see especially Cic. Zzsc. 4. 23—25. 

664. 

ynpas dwWdaoKe mavTa Kat xpovov TpLBy. 
664 Stob. for. 115. 8 (IV p. ro21, 

14 Hense) Zogoxdéovs Tupots (so MA, 
Tupots om. S). ‘ yijpas...7p18%.’ 

H. renders: ‘Age teaches all, and 
time’s experience. The sentiment is 
akin to the well-known saw BovAal ye- 
povrwr, for which see on fr. 260. Cf. 
Aesch. Prom. 1013 a\N éxdiddoxer ravi? 
6 ynpacKxwy xpdévos, Eur. fr. 291 6 yap 

xpoves dldayua mowidrarov, Antiphon 
6. 2 6 xpévos yap kal 7 é€umepia Ta wh 
Kah@s éxovra diddoxe rods avOpwrovs.— 
Xpévov TprBr is not merely the lapse of 
time regarded objectively, although this 
would be sufficient to explain Avr. 1078, 
if it stood alone, but the effect upon us 
of its passage. This comes out clearly 
in Plat. rep. 493 B katapaddy re ratra 
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mdvra gvvovcia Te Kal xpovov TpLBy, and 
is implied in the use of rpi8% for delay, 
as well as in the meaning of d:arpiBy. 
ane is a good example in Moschion 
fr. 6, 18 (p. 814 Nauck), which is parti- 
cularly relevant here: émel 5° 6 rixrwy 
mwavTa Kal Tpépwv xpdvos| tov Ovnrov 
Mrrolwoev Eutradw Blov, | el7’ obv pépruvay 
Thy IIpounbéws rdpa | ett’ ody avdykny etre 
TH MaKpG TpLBy | adriv wapacxey Thy 
ptow d6aoKadov, where ‘long experience’ 
is the obvious meaning. It might seem 
hardly worth while to call attention to 
this point, had not a failure to observe 
it given unnecessary difficulty to some of 
the commentators on Aesch. Ag. 471 (see 
for instance Wecklein’s note). In fact, 
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Aeschylus’ powerful phrase mahwruxet 
TpiBa Biov might be paraphrased prosaic- 
ally as ‘experience of misfortune’: the 
man of mere fortune cannot stand against ~ 
the wearing influence of reverse when its 
turn comes. This is, I suppose, what 
Kennedy meant by his ‘luck-reversing 
brunt: of life,’ and is not far removed 
from Headlam’s view, although the latter 
presses still further the meaning of rpiB7. 
A. Gennadius proposed ypela for yjpas, 
quoting Archytas ap. Plut. fr. xxi. 6 
xpew wavr’ édidaée, and Nauck (p. XXIV) 
inclined to 7o\na (for mavra), after Solon 
fr. 18 etc.; but the text does not seem to 
require amendment. 

665 
a > e A ¥ > 4 , 

dkwv © apaptav ovtis avOpdétav Kakds. 

666 Stob. for. 46. 6 (IV p. 119, 18 
Hense) _Zopoxhéous Tupot (Tupé S, rupe 
M). ‘dkwyv...kaxds.’ 

The thought was a common- place : 
Trach. 727 aX’ audi tots cpadetot Bn 7g 
exovalas | opyn mémetpa, O. C.977 was av 
76 y’ dKov mparyp’ av elkdrws Wéyous; Phil. 
1318 boa 8 éxovolotw éyxewrat BAA Bats | 
..TovTas ovTe ovyyvauny exew | Sixacdy 
dorw xré. . Eur. Aipp. 1433 axwv yap 
Wreods uv' dvOpwdmo.or Sé | OeSv SiddvT wv 
elxds éfauapravew, Tr. fr. adesp. 80 elzep 
yap ov5€ Tots Kax@s dedpaxdow | dkouciws 
dtxavov els dpyhv meceiv, Thuc. 3. 40 Evy- 
yvapov 5 éctl 7d dkovcvov, Dem. 18. 274 
eijuapré Tis dkwv' ovyyvwounv avti ris 
Tinwplas ToUTW. Sen. Herc. Oet. 886 haut 

est nocens quicum@que non sponte est nocens. 
Such moral judgements may seem trivial 
to us, but were fresh and vital in a com- 
munity where accidental homicide might 
be visited with a year’s exile. All the 
more startling was Socrates’ pronounce- 
ment in the face of common opinion that 
ovdels éxcv mrovnpds; and this he was pre- 
pared to défend by the still more remark- 
able paradox that a voluntary wrong is 
better than an involuntary. See Plat. 
Hipp. min. 371 E—372 D, where Socrates 
formulates his position: ot BAdmrovres 
TOUS dv Opwrous Kal adixodvres kal Wevdd- 
evo Kal éfamar ares kal amapravovres 
é€xdvTes, GAG uN a&KovTes, FeNeRes elvat 
(sc. palvovrat) 7 of &kovres. 

666 
, 4 > / 

OLTOLOL TAYXOPTOLO LV e€evilopev 

‘666 ciroww: Porson: 

666 Athen. 99 F (in the course of a 
discussion on the use of xopragew) Lodo- 
KNfs Te ev Tupot ‘oiroot...ébevigouer.’ 

This line is supposed to refer to the 
entertainment offered by Salmoneus to 
Pelias and Neleus on their arrival. 
TayXoptrorty: it does not seem pos- 

sible to determine whether this word is 
merely the equivalent of mavroios, or 
whether it retains any of the contemptuous 

ot rotor A 

significance which clearly attached to 
x6pros and xoprdgw as applied to human 
food. For xépros cf. Hippon. fr. 20 cixa 
mérpia Tpwyev | Kal KpiOwov KddduKa, Sov- 
Nuov xb6prov, and for the verb Plat. rep. 
586A Booknudrwr Sixny kaTw del BAérovTeEs 
kal xexupétes els ynv kal eis tpamwéfas 
Béockxovra xoprafduevo. The speaker in 
Athenaeus, who is asked why he substi- 
tuted yopracOjvac for Koper Ojvar, adduces 
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a number of instances from comic poets 
of the application of the verb to men. 
The limitation is significant; and, so far 
as we can tell, if Sophocles used the 
adjective of human food without any de- 
preciatory sense, such an employment was 
exceptional. But in later Greek yoprd- 
§ecPa loses its innuendo, and is generally 
equivalent to éurAnoOFvat, ‘to be filled’ 
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with food. Cf. Epict. diss. 1..9. 19 dray 
XopracOjre ohuepov, KaOjRTHe KNdovTes Tepl 
THs avprov whdev paynre. Matth. ev. 5.6 
Makdproe of mewavres cal dupavres rHv 
Otxacoovvnv, Ort ad’trol xopracOjcovra. 
On the other hand, Plutarch in gz. 
conv. 1. 2. 2 p. 6168 is influenced by the 
Platonic usage. 

667 

XOP. oddav 8 év todvmd\nfia wéderau 
228) ke, oe > , . N y¥ > 9 , ouT am evyevéewv éoOdds ovT ayxpeiwv 

Tro Niav Kakds: Bpotav Sé miardv ovder. 

667. 1 Chori notam apponit S | 7oA\@v suspectum 3 7o Nay codd.: 6 
Alay Grotius, rdw Meineke, det Wecklein, rovuradw J. | Bporaéy J. (Bpordr...ovdevi 
Blaydes): Bpor@ codd. 

667 Stob. flor. 87.3 (IV p. 715, 10 
Hense) Zopoxdjjs Tupot. ‘aodAGv...ovdév.’ 
The general sentiment, that birth is no 
criterion of merit, is thus expressed by 
Eur. £/. 370: %6n yap eldov dvipa yev- 
vatov marpods | Td wndev dvTa, xpnoTa T éx 
kax@v. There is a note of pessimism, 
such as often characterizes him, in the 
version of Sophocles. Cf. also Anz. 37 
deléers taxa | clr’ evyevns wépuxas elt’ 
€oO\Gv KaKh. 

1 modXov is generally suspected. Thus 
Herwerden proposed od odd with écOdév 
in v. 2 and xaxéy in v. 3; Blaydes, od ravu 
or Bporév; Mekler, r6Xewv; Nauck (/7- 
dex, p. xiii) ka@v. The last is the best 
suggestion that has been made, but the 
uncertainty of the metre makes conjecture 
hazardous. J. writes: ‘I incline to think 
that this first verse may be sound. ‘The 
redundancy of ro\A@v...modvTAnGig has a 
cumulative emphasis, like that of 27. 851 
TavovpTy Tauunvy Toddov | dewav orvy- 
vav 7 aidv.’ But the fact that roAdGr is 
here unqualified makes it difficult to be- 
lieve in its genuineness.—rodvTrAnOiig, 
multitude, does not occur elsewhere in 
tragedy; but we have raym)\n@ia (which 
Blomfield wished to introduce here) in 
fr. 373, and dvdpord7ea in Aesch. Pers. 
238. Dindorf (in Zzhes. s.v.) remarked 
that roAvrAnGelg might stand here, so far 
as metre is concerned. 

2f. axpelwv, as corresponding to ev- 

P. Il. 

yevéwv, is an instance of the political 
application of moral terms. From the 
aristocratic point of view of axpeio. are 
the rabble: Hdt. 3. 81 (the advocate & 
oligarchy speaks) éuidou yap axpytou ovdév 
éore dovveTwtepov ode UBpicrédrepov. In 
Thuc. 2. 40 Pericles, representing the de- 
mocracy, neatly turned the tables on the 
leisured classes, who accepted the word 
ampdyuwv as a compliment, by retorting: 
Tov pndev twvde (sc. Tv TodiTiKGy) peré- 
XovrTa ovK ampdryyova add’ axpeEtov voulfo- 
pev. See Neil’s excellent discussion of 
political nomenclature in his edition of 
the Zguites, pp. 202—209, where how- 
ever, in dealing with dxpetos at p. 208, 
he does not mention its application to 
the masses.—té6 Alav is undoubtedly 
corrupt. Jacobs conjectured od7’ dxpeiwy 
dro Nav, but Alav is unsatisfactory in any 
case: other suggestions are mentioned 
in the cr. n. J. writes: ‘I would read 
Tovptadty, ‘ contrariwise.” The similar 
rhythms in the latter parts of vv. 2 and 3 
indicate that these two verses were in the 
same measure. Todmmradw restores this 
metrical agreement.’ The metrical con- 
ditions are very uncertain: see below.— 
Bporav. J.’s conjecture was accepted by 
H. The former quotes O. 7. 1195 Bporay 
ovdev paxaplfw, and his view is simpler 
and better than Herwerden’s proposal to 
read o7opq. 

The metre is doubtful. As the text 

19 
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stands, vv. 1, 2 appear to be Aeolic poly- 
schematist trimeters, akin to the Asclepiad, 
and the first acephalous. The nearest 
parallel I can find is in Pind. /sthm. 8. 5. 
See J. W. White in C. Q. 111 296. The 
third line, if wadw (e.g.) is accepted, 

ZOPOKAEOYS 

would be an iambic trimeter catalectic. 
The scheme is then: 

668 

Atovicov Tov Tavpopayov 
668 Schol. Ar. Ran. 357 (undé Kpa- 

rivov Tod Tavpopdyou yAWTTns Baxxel’ éTe- 
A€éo On) [= Suid. s.v. ravpopd-yor]elpnrar dé 
mapa Td Dopoxdéouvs €x Tupois * Acovicov 
Tov tavpopayou.’ Cf. Phot. /ex. p. 571, 
13 (Ztym. M. p. 747, 49, Suid. Zc.) 
Travpopdyov: Tov Ardvucov Lodoxdjs év 
Tupot. Hesych. Iv p. 133 Tavpopayos: 6 
Acéyvoos. 

The epithet of Dionysus was transferred 
to Cratinus by Aristophanes for reasons 
which may be conjectured with more or 
less certainty: see Tucker zz Joc. In 
regard to Dionysus himself, there is suffi- 
cient evidence that a bull was a customary 
sacrifice tohim. At Cynaetha in Arcadia 
yery winter a bull was selected from the 
fd, and carried to the sanctuary of 
Dionysus to be sacrificed (Pausan. 8. 19. 
2). At Tenedos a new-born calf was 
shod in cothurni, and then sacrificed to 
Dionysus; but the sacrificing priest who 
used the axe was pelted with stones and 
fled to the sea (Ael. Azst. an. 12. 34). 
The axe used ina similar sacrifice at Iulis 
in Ceos was called by Simonides (fr. 172) 

Bovdévos Oeparwyv of Dionysus (Athen, 
456 D, E). At Athens on the occasion 
of the Great Dionysia the Ephebi offered 
a bull to the god, after leading it in pro- 
cession round the city (C7G 1157). But 
the epithet may relate to the god not so 
much as the recipient of a regular and 
formal sacrifice, but rather as sharing the 
orgies of his worshippers, in whose per- 
sons he becomes incarnate, when they 
seek to establish a divine communion by 
devouring the raw flesh of the sacred 
animal: see Eur. Bacch. 737 ff., fr. 472, 
12; and for discussions bearing on the 
significance of these rites Robertson Smith 
in Lncycl. Brit.2 xxi 137; J. G. Frazer, 
G.B? 11 p. 165; Miss J. E. Harrison, 
Proleg. p. 482 ff. Hence Phot. Zc. is 
justified in adding the explanation @u7- 
ornv, which other evidence ascribes to the 
god as a title (Gruppe, p. 732; Rohde, 
Psyche*, 11 p. 15;), and schol. V on Ar. 
Z.c. adds explicitly dd rod cupBalvovros 
Tats Baxxas’ diéorwv yap Bods kal nabrov 
wud Kxpéa. For Dionysus as a bull-god 
see also on fr. 959. 

669 

nveyKov 

669 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 98, 11 
nveykov' é€ml mpwrov mposwmov. Lopoxdjjs 
Tupo?, ’Apicropdvns Oecuopopias (742). 

In Ar. Zhesm. 742 jveykor is immedi- 
ately followed by nveyxas ob; and Cobet 
(V.L. p. 2 f.) concluded that jveyxa and 
ela are equally illegitimate in Attic, and 
that éveyxov and évéyxas are the products 
of alate age. On the other hand, Ruther- 
ford’s modified statement (Mew Phryn. 
p- 220), derived from Veitch, that ‘in the 
indicative and imperative the forms in 
alpha were used in Attic, except when the 
requirements of metre or a wish to avoid 
hiatus suggested qveyxov and éveyxKov’ 
(? €veyxe), requires correction in view of 

the facts recorded by Meisterhans*, p. 183. 
The latter shows that jveyxov is the older 
form, and quotes éveyxérw from inscrip- 
tions of the fifth century and amjveyKor 
from shortly after 403 B.C. On the other 
hand, évéyxas is the only recorded form of 
the participle. In the first person singular 
nveyxoy is more frequent, and, so far as 
our evidence goes and excluding com- 
pounds, more Attic than jvey«a (£7. 13, 
Eur. Joz 38). The Atticist tradition (Ael. 
Dion. fr. 156 Schw., Phryn. pracp. soph. 
p- 73, 1 de’ B.) recognized jveyxov and 
nveyka as equally legitimate, so that the 
purpose of the Avztiatzécist is obscure. 
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YBPIz 

Nothing is known which will explain this title, but the per- 
sonification recalls M@uos and "Epus. It chould however be 
mentioned that Hybris was the mother of Pan, according to the 
MS reading of Apollod. 1. 22, and Tzetz. Lycophr. 772. The 
birth of Pan would of course be an event suitable to be recorded 
in a satyr-play. 

670 

AnOnv te THY TavT@V amreoTepnuerny 
Kodnv avavoov 

670. 1 rh may row Blaydes: Thy wavT SMA, kal rhv marr’ Gesner, Thy amravr’ 
Wagner, TH Th WaT’ Gomperz, rie (vel rexeiy coll. Hes. 77 heog. 227) tThv wavr’ Bue- 
cheler, 7’ éxeu (vel 7’ dyex) rHv wavr’ Hense 

670 Stob. flor. 26. 3 (III P- 610, 4 
Hense) Zopox)eous “TBpews aaTipou (so 

' MA: gartpov om. S, caripwv Meineke. 
But Hense defends the singular by quoting 
Demetr. de eloc. 169 év caripw xal év 
Kwpmodias...€mel caTupov ypayer avTl Tpa- 
ywolas. See also H. Richards in C. 2. 
XIV 205;). ‘AHOnv...dvavdov.’ 

1 Any: a rare personification, al- 
though in Hes. Zheog. 227 A7jOn is the 
daughter of “Epis. In Eur. Or. 213 @ wér- 
via AnOn Tov Kaxdv, ws ef gop | kat rotor 
dvoruxodew evxrala Peds, she is conceived 
differently. —mdvrwy is the best correction 
of mdv7’ for two reasons. (1) When the 
chief idea is that of separation from an 
object and not the wrongful act of another, 
to be without something rather than Zo have 

something kept back from oneself, the 
genitive follows amoorepeto#a in prefer- 
ence to the accusative. Eur. Her. 137 
‘EAAds @ Evupaxous | olovs olovs d\écaca 
Tovcd’ amoorepjon is only an apparent 
exception, for rovode is governed by 6Xé- 
gacga. And here, to use the language of 
Aristotle, Lethe is regarded as ared7s 
rather than wernpwudvn: de anim. 3. I. 
425° 9 maca dpa ai alcOjoes éxovra brd 
TOV wn aTEX@v nde Temnpwuévwv. Cf. 
Anon. téxvn 13 (Gomperz, Apologe der 
Heilskunst, P- 62) inrpxh.. amEesTEpnuevn 
re ldetv OWer, 9 Ta TWavTa wavTes ikaywrarws 
op@ot. (2) The corruption is in this way 
most easily accounted for, since ravTwv 
would have been written zrap?. 

2 Blaydes conj. dvavdév 7’. 

671 

eobiew €0édav tov dé\dhaka 

671 Athen. 657A déAdaxa 5 dpce- 
wix@s elpynke...Lopoxdys “TBper ‘ éoOierv... 
dé\gaka.’ 

There are obvious metrical considera- 
tions in favour of Dindorf’s conjecture 
6é\ev. Nauck withdrew his earlier view 

that €@é\wv éo@iew should be read.—In 
an earlier book (p. 375 A) Athenaeus had 
argued that, as connected with déAdqus 
and ddeA¢és, the word is strictly feminine ; 
but the masc. occurs as early as Epichar- 
mus (fr. 100 K.). 

19-—2 
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YAPO*OPOI 

_ Welcker inferred (p. 286) from the corresponding title of 
Aeschylus Lepuérn 7) “TSpodopo. (TGF p. 73) that the subject 
was the birth of Dionysus as related in Hygin. fad. 179 and 
elsewhere. The conclusion is very doubtful, although some 
might see a slight confirmation in fr. 674. E. A. I. Ahrens 
held that the vdpodopo. in Aeschylus were the women who 
attend the mother in child-birth, and bathe the new-born child. 
See also E. Maass, de Aesch. Suppl. (1890), p. 10. 

672 

dyos “Akeotaliovow éuBeBas 7dda 

672 Phot. /ex. p. 366, 13 dxos ’Axeo- 
catos* éddxouvy al Zixedixal ulovor elvac 
orovdatar* 4 yap ”"Akeooa ZuKedixyh dds. 
LogpoxAys ‘Tdpopdpors. But the line of 
Sophocles, which should have followed, 
has found its way to the wrong place: 
2b, p. 305, 1 Sxavov’ dev 7} domis Kparet- 
Trai TH xeupl* ‘dxors "Axecralowow éuBeBaws 
mwéda.’ é€uBeBws is preserved by cod. A of 
Suid. s.v. éxavov, which reproduces Phot. 
Hesych. I p. 96 dxeorator dxor* LeKedixa 
éxhwara. (The words déyerar dé kal 6x7- 
para Dicedcka ard mérews Dixedlas are also 
wrongly placed under the lemma dxegrai 
ppéves EcOA\@v.) Hesych. III p. 249 dxos 
’Axeoraios (4xéoraiscod.)* émel ai Dexedckal 
jutovor. orovdato.. jv dé ’Axéorn dds 
Zuerias. Steph. Byz. p. 59,9 ‘Axéorn’ 
mods DukeAlas...7d €Ovixdv ’Akeoraios. 

Sxots, of a single car, is an instance of 
pluralis maiestatis, probably with refer- 
ence to its composite structure: cf. £7. 
727 Bapxalos dxo.s, and see Gildersleeve, 
§ 52, Kuehner-Gerth, § 348. 3, Anm. 2.— 
*Axeotatourw: Acesta is an old variant 

for the name of the town called Egesta by 
Thuc., Aegesta by Diodorus and Strabo, 
and Segesta by the Romans, which is 
situated in the north-west corner of Sicily. 
Vergil treats it as a Trojan settlement, 
named in honour of the semi-Trojan 
Acestes (known also as Aegestes or 
Aegestus): den. 5. 715 urbem appella- 
bunt permisso nomine Acestam.—The 
allusion may be to a mule-car (d7jv7), 
as contrasted with apua, since Sicily was 
regarded as the home of the former: Pind. 
fr. 106 (quoted by J.) dpua OnBaiov: add’ 
dro Tas dyaoxdprov | Zixedlas Synua 
dardadoev wareverv, Critias fr. 2 Diels efra 
& dxos Lexehds Kader Sardvy Te kparioros. 
For Sicilian horses see fr. 162 and Jebb 
on O.C. 312.—épBeBos 68a: with foot 
trmly planted. Cf. Eur. Phoen. 172 és 
dpua evKov hrviocrpopel BeBws, and see 
the commentators on 7p. 1189. For 
the acc. see my nn. on Eur. Ze/. 526, 
Hiclid. 168, and other evidence collected 
by Blaydes on Ar. Zcc/. 161. 

673 

TodvKowov “Apdutpitav 

673 Schol. Soph. Am. 1 7d d€ Kowdv 
6 LopokAjs swex@s érl rob adedpod ridy- 
ow olov kal év rais ‘Tdpopdpas réraxev 
‘modvKkowov ’Audurpirav’ avti Tod moXv- 
adeXpov. Hesych. II p. 503 xowds... 

adekpds.  LopoxrAjs “Avreydvy... Kal év 
‘Tdpopdpors ‘mrodvKowov (cod. rodtKwvov 
[Nauck’s modv’cwuov is probably a mis- 
print]) ’Au@urpirnr.’ 

Amphitrite is called ‘many-sistered,’ as 
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being one of the Nereids: see Apollod. 
I. tr. Her sisters are the éxardumodes 
Nupgdes of O.C. 718. The other passages 
in Sophocles which the scholiast had in 
mind as justifying his interpretation of 
kowvds by ddedpds are: O.7. 261 Kowdv Te 
matiwy koly’ div, el xelvw yévos | un dvord- 
xnoev, qv dv éxmeguxbra, O.C. 535 Kowal 
ve warpods ddeXpeal, and perhaps Axz. 
202 70éAnce 8 aluaros Kowod macacba. 

293 

The meaning is not established in Pindar, 
as might be inferred from-L. and S.— 
The unusual force of the compound 
epithet led Seyffert to conjecture zodv- 
korov. ‘One may suspect that Sophocles 
said.. -TohuKdpov’ ’Audirpiray, the epithet 
of the sea in Solon, Empedocles and a 
fragment in Suidas trohvabpovos Gardoons: 
cf. Hom. y g1, « 60.’ Headlam in C.R. 
XVIII 243. Blaydes conj. rodv«nrov. 

674 

674 Schol. Soph. Phz/. 1199 éore 
Mévro. NaBeiv Kal Bpovras avi tod Bpov- 
thoas (Nauck conj. Bpovrnris), ka@dzrep 
kal év ‘Tdpopdpors Tov Acévucov etre Baxxav 
dvri rod Baxxeurdv (Baxxevryy Blaydes). 

Apart from its association with the 
names of birds (arravyds etc.), the termina- 
tion -Gs,when used to form common nouns, 
was a vulgarism expressive of contempt: 
cf. xeoas, Tpecas, Yaxadas (Starkie on Ar. 
Ach. 1150). Katagpayds is attributed to 
Aeschylus (fr. 428, Phryn. p. 433 Lobeck). 
Neil(on Ar. £g.534 Kovvas) holds that the 

Bakyas 

to proper names. It is clear that dimi- 
nutives were so formed, as they often 
appear beside the full name, and Blass 
(Gramm. neut. Gr. p. 71) has collected 
several examples from the language of 
the New Testament. Lobeck pointed 
out that the present notice indicates that 
the suffix was not entirely colloquial; 
and the name Menas, formally given to 
a Spartan in Thuc. 5. 19, shows that 
Athenian usage was not necessarily simi- 
lar to that of the other Greeks. But we 
cannot trace the associations of Baxxds. 

force of the suffix was similar, as applied 

PAIAKE 

According to Welcker?, this play was a sequel to the WVaz- 
sicaa, containing the entrance of Odysseus into the palace of 
Alcinous, the narrative of his previous history, and his dismissal 
to continue his journey. Consequently he assigned to this play 
frs. 861 and 965, which Brunck, followed by Dindorf (frs. 407, 
408), included in the fragments of the Vzp¢ra®. Welcker thought 
that the words cai Bopas aptvuara (fr. 675) were part of Odys- 
seus’ narrative, but it is at least as likely that they refer to the 
Phaeacians (n.). 

Ellendt (s.v. dptvw), partly on the strength of fr. 1122, held 
that the Phaeactans was undoubtedly a satyr-play. 
_ The evidence as to the plot and general character of the play 
is too slight to warrant discussion; and it is not even certain that 

eX, p- 231f. | 
2 He added Tr. fr. adesp. 165, which he understood to refer to Circe, but, though 

the name of Sophocles (fr. 1062) precedes it in Eustathius, meres is nothing else to show 
that the fragment belongs to him. 
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Welcker was right in finding its source in the Odyssey. For all 
we know, it may have comprised the adventures of the Argonauts 
in Phaeacia, as described by Apoll. Rhod. 4.982—1222, when the 
Colchians overtook them and demanded the surrender of Medea, 
and, after Alcinous had promised to give her up in. case of her 
not being actually married to Jason, Arete hurried on the mar- 
riage in order to prevent this result. Again, since Pollux 9, 106 
refers to “Opypos é€v Baia€s when speaking of Nausicaa playing 
ball, it is just possible that the Daiaxes of Sophocles was an 
alternative title for his Vauszcaa. We might then compare 
fr. 675 with Hom. € 76, 209, 246. But the existence of the 
recorded alternative I]Xvvtpsat makes this improbable. 

675 
\ “A b] , kat Bopas aptvpara 

675 Athen. 67 F ér dpripara etipnrar 
mapa Lopoxne? ‘kat Bopas dprvuara.’ The 
quotation is assigned to the Phaeaces on 
account of Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 82, 
32 dptipatra* ovx Hdvopuata. Zopoxdjjs 
@alaé, which at any rate shows that the 
word dpréuara occurred in this play, as 
also in frs. 328, 709. 

The Phaeacians (Hom. 6 248 alel & 

nut dals re pity, Hor. Ep. 1. 2. 27 
Sruges consumere nati) were naturally 
skilled in condiments. Campbell strangely 
misunderstands the Antiatticzst, when he 
speaks of 7évoua as the later Greek equi- 
valent of dptupa. The Atticists con- 
demned dprvw and its derivatives (Moeris, 
p- 198, 9 nddvac’Arrixol, dpricac” E\XAnves); 
and Sophocles is cited to confute them. 

676 

ATOTHNUHVAL 

676 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 83, 
21 admoocnpnvar® avTi Tov bnA@oat. Lodo- 
KAjs Palak, 

The word dtroonpatvey in the sense 
of 5y\ofv became common in later Greek, 
as Plutarch’s usage shows (v. Wyttenbach’s 

Index). But the Atticists were wrong if 
they condemned the word itself as post- 
classical. Thuc. 4. 27 and Plat. Zuthyd. 
276 B would be enough to prove the con- 
trary, even if the present evidence were 
wanting. 

PAIAPA 

Welcker held that the plot of the Phaedra, which in its 
principal features seems to have resembled the Azppolytus of 
Euripides, agreed in detail with the account of Asclepiades 
preserved in schol. V Hom. A 321 (FHG Ill 305). According 
to him, Theseus, after marrying the daughter of Minos, desired 
to protect his son Hippolytus from possible injury at the hands 
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of his stepmother, and consequently sent him to exercise the 
sovereignty at Troezen which he himself had inherited through 
Aethra. Phaedra, who had fallen in love with Hippolytus, built 
a temple to Aphrodite at Athens, and on her subsequent arrival 
at Troezen endeavoured to move Hippolytus to compliance, 
When he repulsed her overtures, she was alarmed and invented 
a counter-charge against him, accusing him to Theseus of having 
assailed her honour. Theseus believed her, and prayed to 
Poseidon that, by destroying Hippolytus, he would accomplish 
in his favour one of the three wishes which he had promised to 
fulfil for him. While Hippolytus was exercising his chariot on 
the shore, a bull came out of the sea, and the scared horses 
overturned the car and dragged Hippolytus to destruction. 
Phaedra, when her slander was exposed, hanged herself. The 
principal points in which this story differs from the extant play 
of Euripides are (1) the shamelessness of Phaedra’s direct over- 
tures ; and (2) the suicide of Phaedra after the detection of her 
treachery. Apollod. ezt. 1. 18, 19 agrees in regard to both 
points, but makes no mention of Troezen. Diod. 4. 62 makes 
Phaedra return from Troezen to Athens and there give informa- 
tion to Theseus. In other respects his story is rationalized : 
the influence of Poseidon has disappeared, the fatal accident 
to Hippolytus was the consequence of his mental agitation, and 
Phaedra’s suicide was due to the fear of detection. Pausan. 1, 
22. 2, who, though professing to give the Troezenian legend, 
clearly depends on Euripides, gives as Theseus’s reason for the 
sending away of Hippolytus his desire to prevent any rivalry 
from arising between him and the children who might be born 
to Phaedra. 

But, although the currency of certain variations in the details 
of the story is established by these authorities, there is nothing 
to connect them with Sophocles. When Welcker suggests that 
the presentation of Phaedra by Sophocles differed entirely from 
the portrait with which we are familiar, that is probable enough ; 
but in assigning to the Sophoclean Phaedra a shameless hardness 
of character he is speculating without any evidence to support 
him. Hence his view was rightly rejected by Leo (Ods. in Senec. 
p. 174) and Kalkmann (de Hipp. Eur. p. 47). On the other 
hand, it is certain that in the HWippolytus xadvTTopevos of 
Euripides the character of Phaedra was represented in a much 
more odious light than in the revised play (7GF p. 491). Hence 
it has been suggested that the versions of Ovid (Her. 4) and of 
Seneca in his Phaedra, in which the same features appear, were 
derived wholly or in part from the ‘ImoAvtos KkaduTropevos 
(see Wilamowitz, Anal, Eur. p. 209, and Herm. XV 483). 
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It must be admitted that we know little or nothing concerning 
the Phaedra of Sophocles which helps us to discover its character, 
It is, however, certain that in the course of the play Theseus 
returned from his unfortunate expedition to the underworld (see 
frs. 686, 687 with the nn.); and it is remarkable that the order of 
events is the same in Ovid (v. 109) and in Seneca (vv. 98, 225, 
843). But it would be unsafe to infer further identity! of treat- 
ment from that coincidence, for Euripides in his earlier play may 
have represented the absence of Theseus as due to the same 
cause (fr. 443). Kalkmann (4c. p. 44) was perhaps justified in 
concluding from Ar. Ran. 1043 ff. that Sophocles’ portrait of 
Phaedra must have been at least free from grosser traits ; and, 
if that is so, her infatuation may have been excused as the 
consequence of her husband’s desertion, who had abandoned 
her to assist his friend in a hopeless expedition. Similar 
suggestions have been made by R. Wagner, Efzt. Vat. p. 143, 
and Gruppe, p. 606,, as well as by Ilberg in Roscher III 2223, 
who thinks that Sophocles’ play in point of date came between 
the two plays of Euripides. On the other hand, Wilamowitz is 
confident that the Phaedra of Sophocles was subsequent to the 
extant Hzppolytus, and that its principal purpose was to reinstate 
the reputation of the heroine. He argues (Eur. Hipp. p. 57) that 
fr. 682 is part of a polemic directed against the Euripidean 
standpoint, that fr. 683 perhaps refers to the political debate 
in the Supplices, and that the expedition to the underworld was 
reintroduced into the story with the specific object explained 
above. | 

1 Weil, Sept tragédies a’ Euripide, p. 6, thinks the lines unsuitable to the supposed 
occasion, on the ground that Theseus had fortunately escaped from peril. But, though 
his life had been saved by Heracles, his own expedition was a disastrous failure. 
However this may be, in the extant A/7pfolytus the absence of Theseus is differently 
accounted for (792), and the whole scheme of his residence at Troezen (34) is incon- 
sistent with the undertaking of an expedition to the underworld. Observing that 
Seneca laid the scene of action at Athens, we are entitled to infer that a play which 
introduced the return from Hades would agree also with Seneca in the matter of 
locality. The inference is valid for Sophocles, but is obviously less cogent in regard 
to the xadurréuevos. No weight can be assigned to the reading of the Mss in the 
Argument of Aristophanes: 4 oxnvh Tod dpduaros év O7Bats Keira. This patent 
blunder is usually corrected to év Tpogju. Schwartz however emended : év <Tporgqve 
kal ob kaOdrep Tod mporépov év> ’AOjvas, and Murray accepts év "A@jvas, thinking 
that it may apply to the earlier play. Eitrem’s conclusions on these points (Pauly- 
Wissowa VIII 1865) are much too positive. Wilamowitz made much of his contention 
that in the ca\vmréuevos Theseus escaped from Hades by means of the second of the 
three wishes which Poseidon had promised to fulfil. The only solid support for his 
argument is the statement of schol. Eur. 7p. 887, which says nothing at all about 
Euripides. 
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677 
> X / ¥ lal , 

ov yap Sixavov avdpa yevvatoyv dpévas 
Téptew, omov ye wn Sika Tép era. 

677. 2 ébrov ye uh Schneidewin: érov wh cal Stobaeus, 8rov ye Orion, dmrov Ta 
uh Blaydes | réprera: Orion 

677 Stob. flor. 17. 2 (III p. 490, 1 
Hense) Zogoxréovs Paldpa (MA: rod 
avrot pa...S). ‘ov...répwerar.’ Also in 
Orion flor. 6. 7 p. 49, 15, with the lemma 
éx THs Paldpas. 

1f. The words are obviously suitable 
to Hippolytus.—opévas should be taken 
with téprev. It would be unnecessary 
to point this out, if Ellendt had not 
quoted the passage as if ¢@pévas qualified 
yevvatov. phy or, as distributed in its 
functions, péves, is often the central 
consciousness not yet distinguished as 
reason, will, or sensation: cf. fr. 636. 3 
evdovcn ppevi. Here we should accord- 
ingly render by heart or mind, without 

importing a specific reference to the 
senses. Cf. Ant. 315 6 Spay o’ ang Tas 
ppévas ra 8 wr’ éyw, Eur. Jon 1180 ws 
Oaccov €XOwo’ ol5’ és Hdovas ppevv, Tro. 
635 ws cou Téepyv EuBare gppevl. réprew 
gpéva occurs in Eur. Or. 1176, Aelid. 
663, 939.-—ye is normal in a relative 
clause with causal implication: see on 
fr. 84, and cf. Eur. Or. 544 éyw Tot mpos 
cé deywatvw déyew, | Sov ye mé\AwW oT 
Tt Aumjcew Pppéva.—réperar is better 
than répmera: ‘where his joy is like to 
be shameful.’ For the gnomic force of 
the future tense see Gildersleeve, Greek 
Syntax, § 258; and for the fut. midd. 
with passive sense cf. Azt. 691. 

678 
5 4, 4 

QITEMTUC EV Aoyous 

678 Hesych. I p. 234 drénruce 
Néyous* admrewtEatro Tos Néyous, avTi Tod 
dmectpagn. Zopoxrys Paldpg. Phryn. 
pracp. soph. p. 49, 12 de B. (Bekk. 
anecd. p. 28, 8) dmomrica: Néyous* aop- 
piyar kal un mpocéo Oat. 

The same phrase for rejection is found 
in Aesch. Aum. 303 add’ amomrves 
Néyous : cf. Eur. 7. A. 874 w&s; dwérrvo’, 
@ yeparé, “Pov ob yap ev dpovets. But 

with Euripides the metaphor is losing its 
force: in Hel. 664 dmémrvca pév éyov, 
otov olov écolcoua: the verb is simply ‘I 
loathe.’ Hence dmémrvoa (‘Far be it 
from me!’) as an emphatic formula by 
which the speaker dissociates himself 
from a thought suggested to him: Hee. 
1276, Hipp. 614, Z. ZT. 1161. | The re- 
ference was almost certainly to Hippo- 
lytus. 

679 

ovyyvete Kavacxerbe ovydoa: Td yap 
yuvaréiy aicxpov ovv yuvaika Set oréyeu. 

- 679. 2 oiv yuvaixa Set Meineke: odv yuvaki de? A, év yuvarkl Set S, év yuvacki 

xpn M 

679 Stob. for. 74. 16 (IV p. 575, 14 
Hense) Dooxdjs év Paldpa. ‘ovyyvwre 
.  OTEVEW.” 

For the general sense cf. Eur. Andr. 
955 cuyyvword mév vuv col Tad’, ANN’ Suws 

xpewv | Koomely yuvaixas Tas yuvarkelas 
vécovs. The reading of A would mean, 
‘you should help a woman to conceal a 
woman’s shame’: see ¢.g. Xen. anad. 3. 
2. 31 qv Wndhlonobe rTov...évrvyxdvovra 
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ov To dpxovtTe Koddfew. But we want 
rather, ‘ you as a woman should help me 
to conceal a woman’s shame.’ Hence 
J. rightly adopted Meineke’s conjecture, 
comparing for the adverbial use of ov 
Ant. 85 xpupij 6é xetOe, olv & atrws eye, 
and 726. 432 abv 6é viv | Onpdped’ evOus. 
Add Az. 959, 1288, £7. 299, 746 (unless 
év should be read there). Tucker, in 
C. Rk. XVIII 246, supports the same 
suggestion, apparently without being 
aware that it had been anticipated. J. 
was disposed to make a distinction be- 
tween the adverbial use of prepositions 
and their so-called tmesis: see his nn. 
on 0.7. 27, El. 299, Ant. t107. The 
distinction is not always easy to maintain, 
and the term ‘tmesis,’ if strictly under- 
stood, is historically misleading : Monro, 
H.G. § 176. No doubt, however, in 
consequence of the increase in the num- 
ber of compound verbs since the time of 
Homer, the tragic poets were consciously 
archaizing when they separated the pre- 
position: see Wilamowitz on Eur. Her. 
53. It should be added that usually in 

ZOPOKAEOY2 

Sophocles the prep. is placed at the 
beginning of the clause (Kuehner-Gerth, 
§ 445, 6: but cf. fr. 796). The substitution 
of yuvacxi was a natural error (see on fr. 
659, 5), and év and ovy are constantly 
confounded (fr. 724, Cobet, V.Z. p. 199, 
Coll. Crit. p. 293).—‘Nauck formerly 
conj. ed yuvatka det oréyew. He now 
reads, after Vitelli and F. W. Schmidt, 
det yuvaix’ dei oréyew (quite unwarrant- 
ably). R. Ellis prefers év yuvatki de? 
oréyew, ‘‘in the case of a woman”: but 
this seems weak here, where ovz/y women 
are in question, Worst of all is Cobet’s 
Thy yuvaika det oréyew.’ (J.) Add that 
Grotius adopted év yuvaél, and Ellendt 
ov yuvakl det oréyev. P. Schroeder 
proposed ovyytvatxka. H. conj. oryaoar 
(or ovyeon?) in v. 1, following Nauck, 
as I suppose, ih v. 2: this is as if the 
speaker’s silence were alone in question. 
—For oréyew cf. Zrach. 596, and for 
dvdoxerGe oryaoat Az. 75 ot aty avétea; 
Gomperz quotes Eur. fr. 683 cool dé 
ovykpimrovow olkelas BAdBas. 

680 

alaxyn per, @ 
poTtav mol 

a 3Q> aK Ky 4 yuvatkes, ovd av els dvyou 
« n 7, ‘ > 4 oe , @ Kat Zevs ehopynoyn Kaka 

vooovs 8 avayKn tas Denddarovs hépew. 

680. 2 édopujon SM, épopujoo A 

680 Stob. flor. 108, 53 (IV p. 970, 
g Hense) Zopoxrdéous Paldpa. ‘alex... 
péperv.’ 

1 pév. The Greeks saw a contrast 
everywhere, and sometimes overdid it: 
so here there is no real opposition be- 
tween the pév- and 6é-clauses, but the 
dé-clause corroborates the wév-clause. 
‘Since heaven-sent disgrace cannot be 
avoided, we must bear it.’ See also 
Jebb on Az, 622 ff. Holzner, quoting 
such passages as Aesch. fr. 362 oir’ év 
aréyn Tis nuevos map éoria | pevyer Tt 
MaGdov Tov Tempwuevov popov, and Eur. 
Hclid. 615 popoyua 8 otre puyeiv Oéus, 
proposed to substitute a xpy for atoxn. 
But the context probably warranted the 
mention of disgrace, to avoid which was 
Phaedra’s special concern in Eur. Hipp. 
405 ff., 498 ff. . 

2 Brunck was not justified in reading 

@ ye (@ wep Dobree, ofo. Hermann), for 
kat after the relative is entirely idiomatic. 
It marks the ‘statement of the relative 
clause as corresponding to, sometimes 
actually as limiting, that of the main 
sentence: see ¢g. Dem. 5. 16 kal yap 
at cuppaxlac Trodrov éxovo. Tov TpdTor, 
av Kai ppovriceaey dv tis. This simple 
use of xat has also troubled the editors 
in Hom. A 249.—é€popprijoy, zmiserit. 
This use of the verb does not occur else- 
where in tragedy, but is Homeric (T' 165) 
and Ionic: see Lexx. For the omission 
of dv see on fr. 659, 4. Cf. O. C. 252 ob 
yap los dv dbpav Bporay, | dots dy, el 
Oeds diya, | éxpuye Sivaro. 

3 vocovs, generally of mental distrac- 
tion. See on fr. 650. Probably the 
passion of love is intended here, as in 
Trach. 445.—For the general sentiment 
see on frs. 585, 964. 
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681 
\ > > a , > > A A TO 8 evTvxoUvTa TavT apiOunoa, Bpotar 
> ¥ a Y + , Y OUK EOTLY OUTOS OYTW EUpHoELS Eva. 

681, 

681 Stob. flor. 105. 39 (IV P- 939, 
12 Hense) Zopoxhéous Paldpg. ‘7d 0 
evTuxobvTa...éva.’ The extract is toed 
altogether by S. 

' The critics are not of much assistance 
in elucidating this difficult fragment. 
Nauck says : ‘ de restituendo loco despero: 
sed v. 1 pro dpOuety verbo potius épevvav 
requiro.’ But that leads nowhere. Cobet 
(Coll. Crit. p. 198), after making the bad 
conjecture dvevrvxovvra, adds: ‘reliqua 
non expedio.’ Grotius, who restored rév 
& edrvxobvra and dpiOujoas, has, I think, 
followed a false scent, which has misled 
many (rév edrvxoivra Papageorgius, ov 
&’ edtvxoidvra Enger, rods 5 edruxodvras 
Wecklein, rav edrvxotvra mdvras aépjoas 
F. W. Schmidt). Others have found fault 
with otros (évTrws Gesner—a doubtful 

_ word for Sophocles [Wilamowitz on Eur. 
Her. 611: see however his Eur. ip. 
p- 57, where he approves the conjecture, 
holding the play to be late]; ofxkos—or 
6p08s with Bporér in v. 1—F. W. Schmidt). 
J. writes: ‘On the whole I would read 
Tov 8 evrvxodvra (with Grotius) and 
explain thus: ‘‘But as for the fortunate 
man,—when thou hast reckoned up all 
things, there is not one mortal whom 
thou wilt find (to be such).”’ The article 
may be explained by the position of rdv 
& evrvxovvra at the beginning of the 
sentence—denoting that o edrvxdar is the 
object of the search. Cp. Her. 1. 32 
otros éxelvos Tov od §nréets, 6 ddBtos 
KekAjoba. adéids éort.’ He might have 
quoted O. 7. 449 Tov dvdpa rotrov, dv 
mddac fnreis...curds éorw évOdde: but 
neither the treatment of of7os nor the 
combination of mdvr’ dpiOujoas is satis- 
factory. As an alternative, J. recon- 
stituted the first line as ra 8 @0 0)’ éxovra 
rdvr apiOujoa Bporév, ‘one who can 
count (as his own) a@// good things.’ 
Tucker (C. &. XVII 191) proposed Ta 8 
evTuxXoDVTa TavT apLOuncas, ...o§ mpogdvT’ 
éveupnoets éva. Headlam, without dis- 
cussing the difficulty of the first line, 
thought the second should be ovx eorw 
ov (or % or ovK &00’ brov) roidv Tw’ (or 
ToovTov) evpjces eva (J. P. XX 305). 
Holzner re-wrote as follows: ov« éoriw 

1 70 8 edruxoivra M: To 8 edruxetv A 2 éva codd.: fort. évdév 

otros mpdyyuar’ aOpjoas Bpordv | dy edTu- 
xodvr amavr’ épevpjoeas dei, but was 
afterwards contented with a milder 
remedy Tov edruxobvra, mavr’ apiOunoas, 
del,..Bpor@v (Philol. LV 566). Papa- 
basileios conjectured mof 6’ edruxotvrTa 
wavr av aOpnoats Bpordv; Blaydes 
finally preferred: dvr’ edruxodvrTa wav 
dpilunoas yévos | obx éotw ovdels byTw’ 
evpnoes BpoTar. 

I think it will hardly be disputed that 
the general sentiment is the same as that 
of Eur. fr. 45 wor’ otris dvdpév eis 
amwavr evdamovet, and fr. 661 ovKx éorw 
doris wavr dvnp evdamove? (quoted by 
Cobet). Cf. Bacchyl. 5. 53 od ydp Tis 
émtxOoviwy | rdvra vy’ evdaluwy épv, Pind. 
Neni.7.55 Tux 8 ev’ ddvvaror | evda:uoviav 
dmacay avedouevov. Surely Heath and 
Musgrave were right in Eur. /oz 382, 
where they restored éa 6 av etruy7... 
Biov. Pausan. 8. 24. 14 dvdpa 5€ cunqopov 
del oTdvTa é€xTds...00K éoTw brws Suvynod- 
meOa ékevpetv. That is to say, wavr’ 
must be construed with edrvxovvra. On 
the other hand, the form of the main 
sentence is an echo of Hom. ¢ 201 ovx 
&a0’ ovros dvnp Suepos Bporéds, ode yéevnrat, | 
bs xev...tkntat, and 7 437 ovK @0’ ovTos 
avinp ove? éoerau obde yévnrat, | bs Kev, 
éroice, so that otros looks forward. If 
these premisses be granted, I believe that 
the reading of M may be translated thus: 
‘As for counting a man happy in all 
respects, there lives not that mortal 
whom you will discover such—no! not 
one. The introductory infinitive with 
the article is thus parallel to Trach. 545 
To 8 ad Evvorkety THS dmod ris dv yurh | 
dvvairo ; and the leaning of Sophocles to 
such constructions is well known. I feel, 
however, some doubt about éva, and, but 
for the existence of such passages as Eur. 
LHelid. 328 &va yap év ronXots tows | etpors 
av doris éotl uh Xelpwv marpos, Astyd. fr. 8 
(7GF p. 780) év éxardy éorw ebpety avdp’ 
&va, should have more confidence in pro- 
posing évév, which would give additional 
support to the introductory infinitive. 
For aprOpr oar cf. A. P. 9. 262 HplOuour 
more wavres Aptorodixny k\urémada. 
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682 

OvUT@ YUVALKOS aosey 3 ay petlov KaKOv 
KaKnS avnp KTHOALT ay ovoe addppovos 
kpetacov' tafav § exactos av TUXn deyet. 

682. 1 otro F. W. Schmidt 

682 Stob. for. 69. 14 (IV p. 527, 15 
Hense) ZopoxArs Paldpa. ‘ obrw...déyet.’ 

The earliest occurrence of this piece of 
proverbial philosophy i is in Hes. Op. 700 
ov uev yap Tt yuvards d avnp Anger’ Gwe ov | 
Ths ayabfjs, THs 5 atre Kaxijs od plyior 
&A\Xo, whose words are closely followed 
by Semonid. fr. 6 yuvatxos obdév xpi’ 
avnp Antgeras | EoOAFs duewvor, ovdé plycov 
kaxjs. Cf. also Eur. fr. 494 Tis mév 
Kkakhs KadKiov ovdév ylyvera | yuvarkds, 
éOdjjs 5° ovdév eis brepBodhv | wépur’ 
Gpuewov* duapépovar 8 ai dices. 

1 ovrw may be inferential (=ztague), 
a rare usage, which occurs in Sophocles 
perhaps only at Ant. 677 otrws duwré 
éorl Trois Koououpévas. F. W. Schmidt, 
and independently Gomperz, proposed 
otro, which is accepted by Nauck. But, 
though oirw seems unnatural, it is rash 
to alter it in the absence of the context. 
In Aesch. Suppl. 779 Schuetz proposed 
otro. in the place of an inferential obrw: 
but he has not succeeded in convincing 
the editors. See also on Eur. He/. 810. 
Wilamowitz (Eur. //g. p. §7) quotes 
Eur. Jox 400, which is not an instance, 
and Suppl. 917, which i§ doubtful. He 
argues that the speaker is summing up 

683 

3 peifov Kpeiscov primitus S: corr. St 

the result of the previous discussion, and 
deprecating the universal hatred of women 
preached by Euripides in the Hippolytus. 

2 a dv: Nauck conjectured 
Apgar’ dv, on account of the passages 
in Hesiod and Semonides (supra). But 
in such cases the general tendency is to 
paraphrase the thought without repro- 
ducing the actual words. 

3 maQdy...kéyer: each man gives his 
opinion according to his own experience. 
mwa0wv holds the place of emphasis, since 
the thought is intended to echo Hes. Of. 
218 mada dé re vimios &yvw (Hom. P 32 
pexOév O€ Te vimios &yvw): see also Blom- 
field on Aesch. 4g. 170 (187). The 
words wy TOXD have been needlessly 
suspected : av rixy (Sc. ra0uv) Campbell, 
eldws av éyou or av dixyn Aéyou Blaydes, 
018’ ws eb A€yw Herwerden. They point 
to the conception of marriage as a lottery, 
with Fortune as sole arbitress: cf. pseud.- 
Epich. (fr. 35 p. 265 Lorenz) TO O€ yapeiv 
Buouby éoTt TH Tpls €E 7) TpEts KUBous | dard 
Tixns Barely xré., Eur. fr. 1056 ocuppopa 
5’ ds av rixy | sexis yuvakds, evruxe & 
éoO\js Tuxwv. For the subj. without dv 
see on fr. 659, 4 

ov dp ToT av yevour av aocpahys moXs, 
ev 4 Ta peev dikava Kal Ta cappova 
Adydnv TATEUT OL, KaTos & avnp aBaov 
Tavoupya xepow Kevtpa Kyndever TOW. 

683. 
corr. m. pr.), dopadis méders M 

1 yévowr’ av Stob. S, yévorro A | dopadets modes Stob. S (dopadhs médis 
4 xepolv schol. Luc. : xepoty Stob. SMA | xévrpa 

Stob.: €pya schol. Luc. | «ndevou schol. Luc. EVO. 

683 Stob. flor. 43. 5 (Iv P- 2% 7 
Hense) Zogpoxréovs Paldpa. ‘ov yap.. 
médw.’ Schol. Lucian. p. 199, 21 Rabe 
hak marioas.. .ws Kal év Tpaywila Zogo- 
KNjjs ‘ov ydap...mdduy.’ 

1-4 ‘Translate: ‘‘That city can 
never attain to safety, in which justice 
and virtue are trampled under heel; while 
a babbler directs the state, with the goad 
of mischief in his hands.” The wordy 
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demagogue is likened to a reckless driver. 
The tavotpya kévrpa are the evil incen- 
tives which he applies to the citizens.’ (J.) 
The figure is not so completely worked 
out that we should think of the dfuos as 
a team urged by a malicious charioteer 
to trample under foot his more scrupulous 
opponents. So Theogn. 846 Adé ériBa 
Onuw Kevedbppom, Timre S5é KévTpy | dé&ét, 
kal SevyAnv dicrdogov adudiriber, but So- 
phocles appears to follow Solon fr. 36 
(Arist. Ath. pol. 12. 4) xévrpov & &Xos 
ws éyw AaBar, | Kaxoppadiys Te Kal Pido- 
KThww avyp, | obk av Katréoxe Shmor. 
Whether in using xévrpa he implied 
anything more than a symbol of power, 
—or, in other words, whether he was 
consciously suggesting the mental in- 
centives by which the demagogue sways 
his hearers,—must remain uncertain, al- 
though the word xévrpov often bears the 
latter meaning (e.g. in Aesch. Zum. 430). 
It is curious that xévyrpa occurs, though 
with a different application, in the similar 
context of Eur. Suppl. 240 ff. of 5 ovk 

301 

éxovres...€s Tods Exovras Kévrp’ adidcw 
Kaka, | yAwooas tovnp&y mpocratav py- 
Aovpmevor. Wilamowitz assumes a direct 
reference to this passage: see Intro- 
ductory Note.—For v. 1 Nauck quotes 
Eur. Suppl. 447 was obv ér’ av. yévour’ av 
loxupa mods; Ar. Av. 829 xal ws dy ru 
yévar’ dy edraxros és; See on Hel. 77. 
—dopadrys. Neil (Ar. Z. p. 203) re- 
marks that this word may have a political 
significance as= ‘ conservative,’ and gives 
several clear instances in Thucydides.— 
AdySnv maretrat, as elsewhere, of moral 
transgression: Tucker on Aesch, Cho. 
640.—kaTtiW0s, ‘garrulous. (Ant. 756 
nh Kwrirré we, do not try to cajole me.) 
Theognis 295 kwrity dvOpHrw ovyav 
xXarerwrarov dxOos.’? (J.)—xepol: see 
cr.n. ‘Perhaps xepoty ravoidpya xévrpa.’ 
(J.) xepclv mavotpyos, Blaydes. — xy- 
Seve. wéAwv. Herwerden conj. xndeudv 
médet, to avoid the awkwardness of wé\uw 
after v. 1. But the idiom is the same as 
that explained by Jebb on O. C. 424. 

684. 

Epws yap avdpas ov povous émépyerat 
ovo av yuvaikas, adda Kal Dedv ava 
Wuxas Tapdooe: Kati TovTOV EpxeTau’ 

684. 8 rapdoce Clem.: xapdoce Stob. | kamtrévtwv cod. M Stobaei 

684 Stob. flor. 63. 25 (IV p. 440, 16 
Hense) Zogoxdéous Paldpa (so MA, rod 
avrod Paldpac S [The extract follows 
Trach. 441 ff.]). ‘&pws yap...éyxNverau.’ 
vv. I—3 are quoted by Clem. Alex. 
strom. 6 p. 745, and attributed by him 
to Euripides: “Avaxpéovros yap rounsavros 
(fr. 65) “Epwra yap rov aBpov pédArropmat... 
Evpurtons ypdder “Epws...éoxerar.” Nauck 
consequently assumed that the error lay 
with Stobaeus, and remarked that the 
style clearly betrayed the hand of Euri- 
pides. There is no definite peculiarity 
of diction which can be used as evidence ; 
and here, as in fr. 941, Nauck was in- 
fluenced rather by the reflective tone 
than by considerations of vocabulary and 
structure. Such impressions are often 
illusory; and, if the external evidence 
is examined alone, it appears somewhat 
more probable that Clement (or his 
source) erred in naming Euripides, than 
that the anthologist blundered in the 

name of the play as well as in that of the 
author. Elter and Hense both think that 
Stobaeus was right, and the latter adds 
that the style is not remarkable in a late 
play. Musgrave took the view that the 
first three lines belonged to Euripides, 
and the last two to Sophocles. 

For the general sense cf. fr. 941, g—15 
with the nn., and observe that @edv dvw 
echoes év Oeots dyw in v. 12. 

1 émépxerat, ‘attacks,’ as in Hom. 
h. Pan. 33 Odde yap 100s wypos ered Oaw | 
viudyn éutAokduwp Apvoros pidérynte meyh- 
vat. 

3 See cr. n. xapdooe, though pre- 
ferred by Nauck and Dindorf, requires 
justification, as used to describe the action 
of love; or, if it is interpreted ‘ moves to 
anger,’ one might expect the allusion 
to be made more definite. tapdoo is 
applied to the divisions caused by the 
passion of love in Axt. 794, and Aristo- 
phon fr. 11, 11 280 K. (Love was banished 
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Q , > B) , 3909 ~¢€ \ , 
KQL TOVO ATTELPYELV ovo Oo TAYKPAaTYHS obever 

Zevs, aN wmeixer kat Pétwv eyKdiverau. . 5 

5 xov 0é\wv coni. Herwerden 

by the gods) érdparre kdxelvovs yap 
éuBdd\d\wv ordow. Here however it 
rather denotes the turmoil set up within 
the breast by the invasion of love: cf. 
Eur. Hipp. 969 bray rapaty Kvrpis ie 
sav ppéva. Thus it is ‘to agitate,’ 
applied to that which causes emotion in 
general: cf. Eur. Bacch. 1322) and 
(perhaps) fr. 1079, 4 

5 Seecr.n. Herwerden’s cod 0é\wv 
is at first sight attractive, and removes 
the logical inconsequence of a willing 

submission to restraint. Musgrave had 
previously conjectured yeA@y as ‘elegan- 
tius.” But 0éAwv is well-adapted to the 
easy sway of Love: cf. fr. 941, 15 Atos 
Tupavvet mAevudvwv dvev dopds, | dvev 
o.dnpov. It would be over-subtle to 
suppose that the poet by the use of 
6é\wv attempted to reconcile the omni- 
potence of Zeus with his subjection to 
Love, much as the Stoics recommended 
a free acceptance of Necessity (Cleanth. 
fr. gi n.). 

685 

GN eiot pntpi maides ayKxupar Biov. 

685 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 18, 19 (Bekk. 
anecd. p. 338, 16) &yKxupac- ex MeTapopas 
ai dogddeca. Lodokdjs. ‘adX’...Blov.’ 
Hesych. I p. 24 @yxupac* petadopixads al 
doparea. Lopoxrys Paldpa. Suid. s.v. 
xartdow Thy lepay dyKkupay* dyKupa pera- 
gpopixas ard Tav vndv h doparea, ws 
Zopokrijs év @Paldpa Kal EHvpirldns év 

‘ExaBy (79). 
An anchor was a symbol of security, 

and, inasmuch as anchors were often 
used to ride out a storm, also of hope. 
The former idea is prominent in O.C. 148 
kaml ouxpots méyas wpuovr, Eur. fr. 866 

noe wor tpopds, | mjrnp, ddedp7, Suwls, 
dyxupa oréyns (?), and may be so here. 
But there is generally combined with it 
that of hope for the future: Eur. ed. 
277 (n.) dyxupa & 7 mov Tas TUxXas wyet 

povn, | whow od’ mee xré., Heliod. 4 
19 Xapixrerd wor Blos jr, dais kal Biadorh 
Tov yévous: Xapixrea wovn rapawvxy Kal 
ws eletv dyxupa. Neil on Zg. 1244 seems 
to hesitate unnecessarily over the identi- 
fication of ém’ édmldos éxeicOa. It is no 
doubt true that éxefo@ar éwi (c. gen.) 
might be attached to anything to which 
a shipwrecked sailor could cling, such as 
a spar or a raft, but the normal phrase is 
én’ dyxipas. The familiarity of the meta- 
phor is indicated by Dem. 56. 44 und éxt 
dvoiy ayKipaw dpue adbrovs éadre, ‘don’t 
let them have two strings to their bow.’ 
Blaydes on Ar. Lys. 31 has collected a 

. number of more or less relevant exam- 

ples. 
Welcker thought that the Nurse was 

speaking to Phaedra in remonstrance. 

686 

elns ap’ ovoe ys evep @yov Oavadv; 
<@H.> ov yap mpo potpas y TVyn Budlerau. 

686. 2 Thesei nomen add. Nauck 

686 Stob. ec. 1. 5. 13 p. 77, 4 W. 
Lopoxdjs Paldpa (so F, but P omits the 
lemma). ‘ &ns...Bvagferas.’ 

This fragment is of considerable im- 
portance, as showing that during part of 
the action Theseus was absent on his 

= 

expedition with Pirithous to the nether 
world: see Introductory Note. Observe 
the correspondence of the situation with 
Ov. Her. 4. 109 tempore abest, aberitque 
diu Neptunius heros: | illum Pirithot de- 
inet ora sut. 
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1 &ysdp: ‘so you are alive, not dead 
and gone, as we thought?’ The imper- 
fects are practically equivalent to presents, 
expressing a sudden appreciation of the 
real state of affairs: see on fr. 577, I. 
—The pleonastic repetition of the idea in 
negative form lends emphasis: cf. Eur. 
Phoen. 596, 906. 

2 po polpas: ‘fate’ is viewed as a 
fixed term, not to be disturbed by fortune. 
Hom. T 336. But Antigone dies, mpiv 
por wotpay e&jxeww Blov (Ant. 896). Isocr. 
Ir. 8 6 6é (sc. Busiris) pd polpas rods 
favras dwwddvev._ For the verb cf. Eur. 
Alc. 147 wempwuévn yap huépa Biigera.. 

{In his first edition Nauck included 
this fragment among the adesfota,on the 
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ground of the omission of the lemma in 
the Paris Ms. But he accepted as genuine 
(fr. 611) certain lines which appear to be 
ascribed to our play by Stob. ec/. 1. 5. 
1r p. 76, 11 (v. Wachsmuth zz Joc.) 
mwepuno.’ Aagpuxta re | undea mavtodaray 
Bovrav dédauavrivas | ipatverar xepkiow 
aloa. It has, however, been clearly 
shown by Wilamowitz, /sy/los von Epi- 
dauros, p. 16, that they ought to be joined 
to the lyrical fragment (PZG ul 733, 
fr. adesp. 140) which in Stobaeus divides 
them from the present fragment of Sopho- 
cles. And this view was accepted by 
Nauck in his second edition (p. xx), 
where he also recognized Sophocies as 
the author of the iambics. ] 

687 
¥ 2 RR oe ars | , , 
EOaweEev Ovpa f& wTa KUAAaLYwWY KATH. 

687 éora érovpavarixvO\dvvwy kal 76 cod.: corr. Hemsterhuis, Brunck, Filler 

687 Hesych. 11 p. 551 xvddalvywr 
(kuNalywy cod.) Kkarw. Lopoxdys Paldpa. 
Ta OTa KaTaBarwv, dmrep (drep Dind., 
nmwep Nauck) of calvovres <xives> trovod- 
ow. ‘é&orat...kal 76.’ 

The corrupt words of the quotation 
were emended to éoa.vev obpay @ra...KaTw 
by Hemsterhuis (@cawv’ ér’ odpdy Jensius). 
Brunck went a step further with écacvev 
(écawvé yw” Blaydes) odpg raéra, modified 
with raére by Herwerden and pw’ dre by 
E. Hiller. On the other hand, Nauck 
accepted Naber’s v@ra with Brunck’s 
écawev ovpgG. But, as J. remarks, ora 
(or wre) is clearly right, as is shown not 
only by the gloss in Hesych., but by 
Hom. p 302 ovpy mév p’ 6 y eonve kal 
ovata KaBBadev dugw, which Sophocles 
probably had in his mind. J. adds: ‘If 
écawev ovpg mw’ be read, cp. for the acc. 
Ar. Eg. 1030 kiva KépBepor... | ds xépxw 

calvwv o, 6rérav Seurvys, xré. I do not 
understand how écaw’ ém’ ovpav, which 
Dind. accepted, can be defended (‘‘he 
made a waggling movement fowards the 
tail,” L. Campbell).’ 

Leo, with whom Nauck agrees, con- 
jectured that the allusion is to Cerberus. 
In that case, Theseus is describing his 
descent to Hades, and it is perhaps some 
confirmation of this view that Horace, 
speaking of the descent of Orpheus (C. 
2. 13. 33), Says: guéd mirum, uli illis 
carminibus stupens | dimittit atras belua 
centiceps | aures? Cf. Hes. Theog. 770 
(of Cerberus) és pév lévras | caiver duds 
ovp7 Te Kal ovacw duporépao | é&eOeiv 
& ov« abris €4 wadkity. Welcker with less 
probability supposed that the reference 
was to a hound of Hippolytus. — For 
Kate = downwards, cl. Ant. 527 pidddedpa 
katw Saxpu’ elBouévn. 

688 

deddddes hovai 

688 deddddes cod. Leid.: deAXae vulgo 

688 Liym. M. p. 19, 53 dedda* 
svoTpopy dvéuov...kai deArat Pwval, mapa 
Zopoxre? ev Daidpg. 

It may be taken as certain that the 
meaning is ‘storm-swift voices,’ for the 

- onwards. 

constant association of deAXa is with the 
idea of speed: Eur. Bacch. 873 wxvipd- 
pos aéAXats. So aeANOrovs from Homer 

Cf. O. 7. 466 dedadwr trrwr, 
O.C. 1081 aeANala werecds. It should be 
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added that the grammarians regularly in- 
terpret the metaphorical use of dedAds, 
deANbrous, by means of the gloss raxvs 
without mentioning any other. Hence 
we ‘may exclude Campbell’s alternative 
version ‘voices of the storm,’ and Valc- 
kenaer’s attempt to bring the phrase 
into line with 7x@ xOdvos in Eur. Hipp. 
1201. Welcker guessed that gwvat was 

ZOPOKAEOYS 

the rumour coming to Theseus of the 
death of Phaedra; but we cannot even 
tell whether there is so much as an allu- 
sion to the proverbial swiftness of Fame, 
for which cf. Hom. w 412 "Ogca 8 dp’ 
dyyedos Wka KaTa wrddw @xETO TaYTH. | 
Blaydes conjectured ¢jvat, on the strength 
of O.C. 1081 quoted above. 

689 
¥ 

ayos 

689 Hesych. 1 p. 30 dyos: ayia, 
Ovoia (Ovelas cod.). Lopoxr7ys Paldpg. Cf. 
Bekk. anecd. p. 330, 31 dyos* Kar’ dvti- 
gpacw (fr. 116) 7d pioos...onmaiver dé Kal 
ayvicpa Kal Ovolav. 

The double meaning of dyogs is often 
affirmed: Suid. s.v. is practically iden- 
tical with Bekk. amecd. Eustath. JZ. 
P- 1357, 59 TO TOD aryous dimddonpor. 
Etym. M. p. 12, 26 ayos onuatve: dbo, 76 
Te Kadapov, direp Kuplws* Kal 7d purapér, 
kata avrippacwv. Schol. Soph. O. 7. 656 
dyos yap 7 lepdv oéBas...xar’ edpnuromov 
b€ kal Ta pudopara ayn Aéyerat, but of the 
former meaning he can give no better 
example than dyn mw’ éxet (Hom. ® 221). 
Schol. O.C. 1526 xadapd: onualver yap 
kal 7d dyos ToOro. Anthropologists (e.g. 

Frazer, G.B.? 11 p.304; Pausan.1V p.138) 
have made it easy for us to understand how 
a word with similar associations to those of 
the savage ‘taboo’ might be used equally 
well for objects of reverence and abhor- 
rence: see on fr.253. Thus, whatever is 
consecrated to a god may be dyos, but 
there is no other extant example of this 
sense except Anz. 775, a passage which 
seems to require that rogodrov should be 
made correlative to éaws rather than to 
ws. Curtius, who referred the meanings 
to two separate roots, wished to write 
ayos in Ant. /.c. But it is hard to believe 
in the entire dissociation of éyos (= uiaopua) 
from ayvés; and the evidence, such as it 
is, favours the retention of the smooth 
breathing. 

690 

AKNETTOL 

690 Hesych. I p. 99 dkAerTo* ov 
mapanoyirouevor, dnOels. Lopoxd7s Pai- 
dpq (-ats cod.). 

The meaning of the verbal adj. corre- 
sponds to the use of xdér7w ‘to speak 
falsely ’ in Az. 189 KAémrover pious, Phil. 
57 760’ od>xl KAerréov, whereas in £/. 56 
the verb is employed somewhat differently 
(=‘to deceive’). Parallel also is Eur, 
Hel. 1277 Kdérrew vopsma, where see 

note. To the illustrations there quoted 
add Plut. 7zmol. 17 kX\émrrwv Thy cvppa- 
xlav, Arat. 10 khéar Ta Wpdypara, cont. 
pracc. 19 p. 140 D ovdevi yap Oedy lepa 
kretroueva Kal NavOdvovTa Oparar Kexapt- 
omévws bd yuvaikés. It is‘assumed that 
the word was attached to some such noun 
as Aéyot, and that the verbal is not ‘ active.’ 
Tucker on Aesch. Cho. 853 apparently 
analyses otherwise. 

691 
5 / 

AVTOMOAWS 

691 Hesych. 1 p. 328 avrouddws* 
mpodoTiK@s. LogoxAyjs Paldpg. The gloss 
avTtouddws* mpodorik&s, but without the 
addition ZopoxAjs Paldpg, occurs also in 
Bekk. anecd. p. 466, 7, and in Suid. s.v. 

In the latter it is followed by kal airo- 
porfoa éort ro mpododvar Tovs idious Kré. 
On these facts Nauck bases the unwar- 
rantable conjecture that the words Zogo- 
KAfs Paldpa have accidentally attached 
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themselves to the wrong gloss in He- 
sychius, and that they really belong to 
avrématda (fr. 1029). 

avTopodos and its cognates seem not 
to occur in literature before Herodotus. 
During the Peloponnesian War the word 
acquired a special significance at Athens 
owing to the wholesale desertion of the 
slave population (Ar. £g. 21 ff., Thue. 7. - 
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27). The verb is applied to turncoats in 
Aeschin. 3.75 ov cuuperamlrre Tols avro- 
Modovow é€v TH wodtelg. Here possibly 
the reference was to the betrayal of 
Phaedra’s secret without her consent, 
just as in Eur. App. 591 ff. the Chorus 
say to Phaedra when the Nurse’s attempt 
fails: mpodédoca, pida...mpddoros éx pirwv. 

692 

anbedés 
692 Hesych.1 p. 347 avepés* adpédr- 

TioTov. LDopoxd7ys Paldpg. Bekk. anecd. 
p- 476, 1 dwepéss adpiyticrov. oit'rw 
Lopokhjs. 

This isolated word, together with the 
gloss immediately following (dpegéwv * 
duedGv), appears to be connected with 
pégas (Wédos) and Pindar’s Wegnvds or 
wepevvds (Vem. 3. 71). The common 

term may perhaps be found in Horace’s 
atra cura and Pindar’s uédavav kapdlav 
(fr. 123), Cf. Hesych. I1 p. 438 xara- 
pége...é00° bre 5é kal ro ppovtifew obrws 
Agyousw. 7. IV p. 309 Peper’ Sédocxer, 
évrpémet, Aurel, Ppovrifer. There is also 
an obscure Wédew (2dd. p. 307) glossed by 
évtpérew, ppovtigew. Cf. Ht. Gud. p. 574, 
45 wédw 7d AuTS, 

: 693 
padus 

693 Hesych. Ill p. 135 ma@dus* 6 
duabys. DopokNajs b€ Paidpa weuwrvouery, 
TApEelpevn. 

Nauck supposed that peuwdvouévn was 
the word attributed to Sophocles, and 
naturally felt some distrust of the tradi- 
tion. The same view is assumed by 
Ellendt, and seems to have been inherited 
from Brunck. But it is more probable 
that po@Avs is the lemma to which the 

whole gloss belongs, and that it was used 
by Sophocles as a feminine adjective, being 
thus equivalent to weuwrvopévn, 2.e. Tapet- 
wévn. For the meaning see schol. Nic. 
Ther. 32 padus 5€ Bpadds cal vwOhs 7 
Moryepos* 7) vwxeAdns Kal dmaNds, 0 yeynpa- 
Kas gus kal wddus Balywy. Observe that 
M. Schmidt corrects Cyrill. 63 to uadus* 
6 peuwrvopévos, which favours the view 
taken above. 

POIQTIAES 

The subject of this play is unknown, as Welcker’s identifica- 
tion with the Peleus has been shown (p. 142) to be untenable. 
Aristotle (Joet. 18. 1456 1) cited the PAthzotzdes as an example 
of a tragedy of character. The title warrants us in assuming 
(1) that the action of the play took place at Phthia, and (2) 
that the female interest was prominent. These conditions do 
not fit Campbell’s guess that the subject was the education of 
Achilles. But it is not easy to find an appropriate story. 

P. Ue 20 
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Perhaps the most likely solution is that Phthiotides was an 
alternative title to the Hermione’. In that case fr. 695 might 
be referred to Peleus and Phoenix, whom Hyginus (fad. 257) 
includes in a list of examples of mutual friendship. Fr. 696 
might be connected with the parricidal impulse to which Phoenix 
confesses in Hom. I 458— 461; but I should prefer to explain it 
in reference to the claim made by Neoptolemus against Apollo 
that he should pay the penalty for the death of Achilles: see 
Eur. Andr. 53, 1108, Or. 1657. Then watpoxrovos dixn would 
be a ‘trial for slaying the father of another, just as in Eur. O7. 
193 Electra calls Clytaemnestra matpogovou patpos, and in Soph. 
Trach. 1125 Heracles describes Deianira to Hyllus as tratpo- 
Povtou pntpos. 

Ahrens conjectured that the subject-matter was taken from 
the earlier adventures of Peleus, as related by Apollod. 3. 163 ff., 
and particularly from the tragic incidents which followed his 
marriage to Antigone the daughter of Eurytion. 

694 

véos mépukas' moka Kal pabew oe Set, 
\ / > b] “~ \ / 4 

kal 7OAN akovoa. Kal SiddoKer Oar paKpa. 

694 Stob. ec/. 11 31. 16, p. 204, 18 W. 
Lodoxréouvs POwridwy (powwrd L: corr. 
Gaisford). ‘véos...uaxpd.’ The extract 
is immediately followed by the line dei 
Tt Bovrouv Xphotmov mpocpavOdvew (Tr. fr. 
adesp. 516a), but Nauck rightly recog- 
nized that it was an independent quota- 
tion to which the lemma had been lost. 
It does in fact illustrate a different senti- 
ment, that of Solon fr. 17 ynpdoxw 9° del 
mo\N\d SidacKdmevos. 

For the thought cf. Menand. mon. 373 
véos TepuKws TOAAG XpnoTa udvOave, 

1 wmodAd xré. The asyndeton is nor- 
mal, since the second clause expresses a 
consequence of the first: see Kuehner- 
Gerth, 11 342, 5a.—kal should not be 
altered (roc or 6% Blaydes): the order of 
the words shows conclusively that it does 
not mean ‘both,’ but merely gives a slight 

emphasis to the following words (= ‘e’en’). 
There is a similar instance in PAz/. 13 
un kal wd0n mw qKovTa Kaxxéw 7d Tar | 
obdio ua. 

2 paxpd. So we might speak of 
‘wide’ studies, where the student’s in- 
vestigations have extended to many 
branches of learning. For uaxpdés used 
otherwise than of extension in space or 
time cf. Az. 825 airnoouat 6€é 0” ob waxpdv 
yépas Naxetv, Trach. 1217 xapww Bpaxetav 
mpos waKpots dANos Otdovs. It is specially 
attached to 6dfos, rdovrTos, etc. (Pind., 
Soph., Arist.). There is no reason to 
suppose that the word is corrupt, and 
Meineke’s waxpdv (=adiu) is no improve- 
ment. Still less do we require Blaydes’s 
copa. 

Vater guessed that Andromache was 
speaking to her son Molossus. 

1 This suggestion has previously been made by Vater (Vewe Jahrb. f. Philol. Suppl. 
Bd. xvil 180), who also explained fr. 696 as I do. He added that the words are 
such as might have been spoken by Orestes in reference to Aegisthus. Ahrens thought 
that Antigone was speaking of Peleus, who had slain her father Eurytion by accident 
(Apollod. 3. 163). 
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695 

yépev yépovta Tadaywyjow o éeya. 
695 Aul. Gell. 13. 19. 3 sed etiam 

tlle versus non minus notus *yépwv...éy0’ 
et in tragoedta Sophoclé scriptus est, cui 
titulus est POubribes (pidorides codd. : 
corr. Casaubon), e¢ iz Bacchis Euripidi 

(193). 

For wat8aywyoé as applied to the old 
see on fr. 487. The possibility of coin- 
cidence is somewhat greater here than in 
the case of fr. 14 (n.); or the line in the 
Bacchae may have been a conscious echo 
of Sophocles. 

696 

KEKAHT av avT@ 
1 TATPOKTOVOS ee 

696. 2 xexd\y7’ Cobet: xék\nr’ vulg. 

696 Bekk. anecd. p. 128, 5 6 dv 
otvdecuos ouvTdooerat ... (sc. evKTLKOtS) 
mapakemévors Kal brepouvTeNKots. Lodo- 
KAjs POuwriow 6 h...ab7@.’ 

The form xex\q7’ has been restored by 
Cobet (V.Z, p. 224) with general ap- 
proval, as the context indicates that the 
grammarian was dealing with the opta- 
tive. For the form cf. Phil. 119, Jebb 
on O.7. 49; and for the accent Chandler, 
§ 786. 8 KnV KaXety is used of the pre- 
sident of the court (@ecuobérns, &pxwr, 
or as the case may be): Ar. Vesp. 1441 
Ews dv rhv Sikny dpxwv kady, Blaydes on 
Nub. 780. The force of the perfect opta- 
tive with dv may be given thus: ‘he 
would find himself in court (with his 
case called on) on a trial for homicide.’ 
Observe that, in the absence of context, 

we cannot tell whether the trial in ques- 
tion was in the past or in the future from 
the standpoint of the speaker: it is only 
the ‘ascertainment of the completed ac- 
tion’ which lies in the future (Gildersleeve, 
§§ 288, 440).—tmatpoxtévos S{xyn. The 
present passage might be used to show 
that unrpoxrévous ayoévas in Eur. 770. 363 
refers to the trial of Orestes (dixnv aiuaros 
sntpoxrévov Or. 1649), and not, as it ap- 
pears generally to be taken, to the murder 
itself. There is no ground for writing rar- 
poxrovos here, as suggested by Ellendt and 
preferred by Blaydes, as if the sense were 
‘concerning a slain father.’ See n. on fr. 
11,and particularly Elmsleyon Eur. Bacch. 
139, who pointed out that these adjec- 
tives have an active force. For the refer- 
ence of the words see Introductory Note. 

PIAOKTHTH2 O EN TPOIAI 

There cannot be much doubt that the leading events recorded 
in the Philoctetes at Troy were the healing of Philoctetes, and his 
slaying of Paris. 
of the story of which we have any knowledge. 

The ZLzttle [iad contained the earliest version 

The abstract of 
Proclus (EGF p. 36) runs thus : peta tavta ‘Odvacers oxneas 
“EXevov AapBaver, Kat Xpyoavros repl THS drdoOrEews TOUTOU Ato- 
Bons €K Arjpvou DirroxryTHv avayel. tadels dé ovToS vm Ma- 
xdovos Kal pwovowaynoas "AdeEavdp xteiver* Kal Tov vexpov UTO 

20-—2 
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Meverdou Kxataixicbévta avedouevor Oartovow oi Tpdes. The 
death of Paris, the original offender, which Philoctetes alone was 
destined to achieve, was the climax towards which the action of 
the play was directed. There is nothing in the extant fragments 
which gives any clue concerning the development of the plot, 

The events in question are summarized in the prophetic 
speech of Heracles in Phz/. 1423 ff.: €X@@v ¢ ody TOS avdpi mpds TO 
Tpwixov | roducpa, Tp@Tov pév vooov Twavon Avypas, | apeTH Te 
TpOTos exxplOels otpatevpaTos | Ildpiy pév, 05 TOVS aiTLos KaKOV 
égu, | Tofovce Tois ewoicr vorgiets Biov, | wépoers te Tpotav xKreé. 
Further on (v. 1437) he promises: éy@ 0 "AckdAnmuody | twavotipa 
Tmépryw ons vorou pos “Idsov. . This raises a difficulty, because in 
v. 1333 Neoptolemus had assured Philoctetes, on the authority 
of Helenus, that the sons of Asclepius would effect his cure. It 
has not been satisfactorily explained why Sophocles allowed an 
inconsistency, of which he must have been aware, to appear after 
so short an interval. It is therefore idle to speculate whether 
the writer of this play, like most of the later authorities, followed 
the Lzttle [iad in ascribing to Machaon the performance of the 
cure, or whether he agreed with the minority? in preferring 
Podalirius, 7 

Dindorf prints with the fragments of this play (fr. 632) two 
lines which are twice quoted by Plutarch (az seni set ger. resp. 9 
p. 789 A, Solon 20) as addressed to Philoctetes : 

tis © av ce vipdn, Tis 5€ mapVevos véa 
déEait av; ed yovv ws yapeiv Exes, Tadas. 

Hermann first assigned these lines to the present play, which 
he strangely thought was satyric. They had previously been 
ascribed to Euripides; but Matthiae took a different line, in 
referring them to the Philoctetes of Strattis (III 609 K.). Her- 
werden argued that the lines must be tragic, on the ground that 
in comedy the vocative of taXas is always tadav (Exerc. Crit. 
p. 87). It is not clear that the criterion applies, but in the 
present state of our knowledge Nauck is right in classing the 
fragment with the tragic adespota (fr. 10); for it is either tragic, 
or paratragoedic. 

Blaydes (on Soph. P&z/. 357) thought that the line ov mais 
"AylArNEws, GAN’ exeivos avTos «i (Tr. fr. adesp. 363) might have 
been taken from the Phzloctetes at Troy. But, if Sophoclean at 
all, it is more relevant to the plot of the Scyrzans. 

1 See e.g. schol. Pind. Pyth. 1. 109, Prop. 2. 1. 59. 
2 Apollod. efit. 5. 8 (Machaon has already been killed by Penthesilea). Qu. 9. 

461 ff. (Machaon was one of the victims of Eurypylus, 6. 392ff.; the arrival of Philoc- 
tetes is much later than in the Zz¢t/e Ziad). 
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697 

dopns pov ows pry BapvvOjnoceré pou 

697 Priscian. /zst. 18. 169 (II p. 284, 
7) ‘Bapivouat tovrov’ Kal ‘imdb rovTov’ Kal 
‘rouTw.’ Lopoxdys év Piroxriry Toe &v 
Tpoia ‘dopmijs...uov,’ dvri rod brd rijs 
éouns. 

The Paris cod. 7499 (O) has udévoy ws 
for wou Saws, whence Porson conjectured 
Lévoy Orws. But to this the rhythm is an 
insuperable objection. Dindorf proposed 
é6ouns 8mrws mwov...rov, Campbell dopijs 
dmws to, E. A. I. Ahrens pév ody ws. 
It seems most likely, however, that Pris- 
cian’s authority shifted the order of the 
words in order to enforce his grammatical 
point by putting dcpjs first: thus, the 
original may have been érws <dé> wi 
BapuvOjcec0é pov | doujs. The gram- 
marian’s remark is illustrated by P22. 
890 wh BapyvOdow Kaxg | doun mpd Tod 
déovros. For the so-called causal geni- 
tive in Sophocles, appearing especially 
after verbs which express anger, pity, 

wonder, and the like, cf. Azt. 1177 rarpl 
unvicas pévov, El. 920 Tis dvolas ws o’ 
érotxtipw, 26. 1027 (nX@ oe Tov vod, rijs 

* dé detNias orvyw, O.7. 48 (cé) owrijpa 
Kvnfer Tis wdpos mpoOuulas, Az. 1117 Tod 
5é cod Wéodov | ovx dv orpadelny, Trach, 
287 Ovuara | péén warpwy Zvi rijs ado- 
gews. The construction is less remark- 
able, where the genitive is—partly at any 
rate—supported by a noun: see Az, 41, 
Trach. 269, O.T. 697, Phil. 327, 751; 
1308. Yet (e.g.) in AZ. lc. xdAw Bapur- 
Geis Trav ’AxiAAelwy SrAwv it is clear that 
émdwy is at least as much affected by 
BapuvOels as by xbAw. Delbriick, Vergl. 
Synt. § 89, treats some of these genitives 
as ablatival in origin, but it is very hard 
to draw the line between the genitive 
and ablative which probably fell together. 
Blaydes’s proposal to read écup is un- 
critical. 

698 

aX’ eof 6 Bavatos dotoOos iatpos voowr. 

698 Stob. flor. 120. 7 (IV p. 1080, 
15 Hense) Zodoxdéous Pidoxryrov. ‘ad’ 
..voowv. The name of the play is omitted 
by S, and depends on the authority of A, 
as M leaves out the extract altogether. 

AoteGos, ‘at the last’ (for the form see 
Eur. Hel. 1597). Cf. O.C. 1220 6 & 
émlxoupos icoréeoTos, |” Aidos Ste potp’ 
dvupévatos | ddupos dxopos dvarépnve, | 
Odvaros és TeXevrdv. This fine point 
is lost if Nauck’s A@oros is adopted. For 
the general sense cf. Aesch. fr. 255 
Odvare maidy, wh mw arindons pmodetv: | 
Mévos yap el od TeV dynkéoTwY KaKkér | 
tarpés, ddyos 5 ovdév amrerac vexpod, 
Eur. Hipp. 1373 Kal mor Odvaros matav 
No, Helid. 595 TO yap Oavety | kax&v 
Méyiorov papuaxov voulferat (n.). Diphil. 
fr. 88, I1 570 K. ov &or Blos ds ovdxi 
KéKTynTAL KaKd*...ToUTwWY 6 Odvaros Kadd- 

wep larpds pavels | avérauce rods éxovras. 
In Zrach. 1209 Heracles implores Hyllus 
to put an end to his sufferings: av &w 
manwviov | kal podvov laripa tay éuav 
kax@v. HH, refers to Com. fr. adesp. 116 
111 429 K. (Plut. mor. 1108) elr’ ei weév 
H6no0’ bre rowdrov tov Blov, | dv ovK 
éBlwoe, Sv Sinurixnoev dv, | 6 Odvaros 
ov etkatpos* ef 5° nveyxev av (so H. for 
ad) | ovros 6 Blos Tt Tav dvnkéoTwr, tows | 
6 Odvaros avrés cod yéyovey edvovoTepos. 
Cf. Max. Tyr. 13. 5 ‘w @dvare maidy”’ 
ef pév Tatra éyers dd\AaTTémevos KaKdv 
kako, ovK dmodéxouat rhs evxfs: el dé 
yet T@ OvTe Tov Odvarov madva elvac Kal 
dmadd\akThv Kako kal dmrdjhoTou Kal voce- 
pov Opéuparos, hryet KaNa@s* exou Kai kdde 
Tov masava. A parallel Welsh proverb is 
quoted by Rhys Roberts in C.2. Xv 361. 
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699 
Ben Body avavia Kal+ paxTypia 

699 

699 Hesych. Ill p. 420 paxrnplows 
kévTpotow* avril Tov Tais Kwmras, did Td 
parrecOar (so M. Schmidt for dpdrre- 
gOat). Kat év Piroxryrn TH év Thole 
‘ wédrn...paxThpia,’ avtl rod Wopwdn kal 
AopvBwin. Nauck seems to be justified . 
in his inference that the words paxrnplois 
Kévtpooww came from another play of 
Sophocles. | 

‘ Uttering harsh and discordant cries.’ 
Cf. Az. 976 (Tevxpov) Bodvros drns ro 
éricxotov wédos. The words are exactly 
appropriate to describe the shrieks of 
pain with which Philoctetes disturbed 

én Musurus: wéd cod. | dvavda Bergk: dvavda cod., dvavda vulgo 

the Greeks (Phz/. g dypias | karetx’ del 
wav orpardmedsov Svapnulas, | Bo@v, ore- 
vagwv). I have no doubt, therefore, that 
Boov is a participle, although Hartung, 
Campbell, and Jebb (on 4z. 976) agree 
in taking it as the gen. plur. of Bots.— 
péAn dvavda, unmusical strains, is an 
oxymoron like xk@®uov dvavAérarov Eur. 
Phoen. 791 (n.); but dvavAos there has 
special reference to the flute, whereas 
here its application is generalized, as is 
sometimes the case with odvavdeos and 
duavros. Cf. Tr. fr. adesp. 93 méAn 
wdpavria KaxpérnTra KipBada. 

700 

dpaKovta 

7OO Hesych. I p. 534 Spdxovra* ro 
Knpix.ov (knpvxecov has been proposed, 
but there is evidence that xypixiov was 
an alternative form in late Greek). Zogo- 
KAjs PiroxT HT 7p. 

This appears to be the earliest reference 
in literature to the snake as a constituent 
emblem of the xnpixecov (pd8dos). The 
current representation in art shows two 
snakes facing each other on either side 
of the central stem: see Dict. Ant. 1 
322b. Cf. schol. Thuc. 1. 53 xnpdxcdv 
éote EVov dpOdv Exov Exarépwhev So Specs 
mwepiremAeyuevous Kal avTLTposwrous pos 
GAAHAous Keyuévous. Serv. auct. Aen. 8. 
138 caduceum Mercurio ideo assignatur, 
guod fide media hostes in amicitiam con- 
ducat, quae virga ideo serpentibus tlligata 
est. But this form was a later develop- 
ment, and the three forks (rpirérndov 

Hom. 4. Herm. 530) have been held to 
point to an original use of the staff asa 
divining-rod (Preller-Robert, G7. AZyth. 
I p. 412). The sriake was a symbol of 
the underworld: J. E. Harrison, Pro/leg. 
p- 46. It has been assumed that a refer- 
ence to Hermes is implied here. But, in- 
asmuch as there is evidence that, at any 
rate in Hellenistic times, a snake was 
represented as surrounding the staff of 
Asclepius (Gruppe, Gr. AZyth. p. 1444, 
Thraemer in Pauly-Wissowa II 1682), 
and as Heracles had promised that As- 
clepius should come to Troy and heal 
Philoctetes (P27. 1437), it is tempting 
to think of him in this connexion. This 
inference is perhaps confirmed by the 
next fr., in which “‘Epuata would be sur- 
plusage in the description of a staff actu- 
ally carried by Hermes. 

701 
Kal paBdos ws KypuKos ‘Eppaia dimou 
dpakovtos aupixpavos. 

701 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. ror, 21 quotes 
Eur. Her. 1274 for dudlxpavos dpa, and 
continues: <a> polxpavos paBdos* Lodo- 
KAjs Piroxtjry* ‘kal...dulxpavos.’ Cf. 
Hesych. I p. 162 dudixpavov* dudorépw- 
dev éxov kepadds, which is supposed to 
be a reference to Eur. /.c. 

For the xnpvixevov see on fr. 7oo. But 
that fragment is probably not to be iden- 
tified with this, if for no other reason, 
because Hesych. would not have taken 
dpdxovra as the lemma in citing the pre- 
sent passage. 
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702 

dpvoTayn oTdXov 

7O2 Hesych. I p. 538 dpvorayi o76- 
Nov (OpvotrayhjaroXor cod.)* rdv maaaador. 
LopoxAjs PiroxryTy. Eustath. Od. p.1726, 
16 kali dpvorayns orddos 6 Spiuvos mac- 
gados* orddovs yap, gaclv, éeyov Ta 
dmetvoméva (admrotvouéva Stallb., leg. drw- 
Evouéva), dia 7d cuverradOa. 

Blaydes is sceptical, wishing either to 
read tv\ov, or to correct the explanation 
by introducing the ordinary sense of ‘a 
fleet.’ This is light-hearted criticism ; 
for the genuineness of our authorities is 
supported by the obvious resemblance in 
shape between a wooden peg and the 
bows of a boat, in which latter sense 

orédos is used by Aesch. fers. 411 and 
elsewhere. And the Medicean scholia 
on Aesch. /.c, show that such was exactly 
the point of view taken by the ancient 
grammarians: o7TédXov] To éuBorov éye* 
arddov dé Néyet rap’ dcor els 6&0 cuverrah- 
pévat eioiv: otrws yap éXeyov orddov Ta 
dmrwtuuueva.—rov éuBorov mapa To eis d&d 
ouveorddOat. Hesych. Iv p. 81 o7dXos... 
kal 6 THs vews EuBoros Aéyerat, Td eis dE 
ouvecTadpévov (cuveorpaumévor cod.: corr. 
Blomfield). Schol. Ap. Rhod. 1. 1089 
ardédos dé Néyerar Td E&éxov amd Tis rrv- 
xns Kal difKov dxpe THs mpwpas Evdor. 

703 

nha 
7O3 Hesych. 11 p. 257 (m\@* paka- 

plfw. Zodoxdyjs Piroxryry év Tpolg. 
This is the ordinary gloss: see schol. 

Ai. 552 Kal viv ce waxapliiw dri wuKxpds wv 
Kré.—nrodv] waxapifew. Schol. Eur. Or. 
1673 (MdrA@] waxapifw. Schol. 74. 521 ovdé 
ge §NdO] SyrA@ 7d paxapi~w, évradda dé 

aAAnAos Tpdrov Twa Td éraweiv Kal TO 
bakapifev, odk dxvet KauBdvew Td erepov 
dvti tod érépov. The last note is a good 
example of the narrowness of scholiastic 
methods. Suid. s.v. (mde. paxapifw, 
quoting Ar. 7hesm. 175, Ach. 1008, Zq. 
837, Vesp. 1450. 

avril Tov éraw®. émrel yap mrXno.dfovow 

®INEYS> A AND B 

The story of Phineus and his sons, so far as it is given by 
Sophocles himself in the Axtigone (Q66—987), is as follows. 
Phineus dwelt at Salmydessus in Thrace, on the west coast of 
the Euxine, and close to the Bosporus. His first wife was 
Cleopatra, the daughter of Boreas, but she either died? or was 
put away and imprisoned. Phineus married again; and the 

1 Jebb (on v. 966) thinks that the intention of the poet was to compare Antigone 
with Cleopatra, and that the imprisonment of the latter is implied in 986. The point 
is doubtful; and the schol. certainly thought otherwise, as appears from his allusion 
to the death of Cleopatra and from the words rs KXeordrpas matdas év rapy 
ka@Qetpéev. There was however a version which made Cleopatra survive, as we 
shall see. 
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cruel stepmother! dealt a blinding wound to Cleopatra’s two 
sons, using her shuttle as a dagger to strike them in the eyes. 
So their high lineage did not avail to save them from a miserable 
doom. 

Sophocles does not give the reason of the stepmother’s cruelty, 
but this is supplied by other authorities. It is a story of a well- 
known type. The stepmother, whose name is variously recorded, 
chagrined, we may suppose, at a repulse by one of them, accused 
her stepsons to their father of attempting to violate her. Phineus 
believed her accusation, and blinded them, but was himself 
afflicted with blindness as a punishment either by Zeus, or, ac- 
cording to Apollodorus, by the Argonauts, who were sailing 
along the coast with Boreas in their company. See Apollod. 
3. 200, Hygin. fad. 19, schol. Ov. Jb. 265, 2717. 

Asclepiades*, who gives to the stepmother the name Eurytia, 
states that Zeus offered to Phineus the alternative of death or 
blindness. Phineus chose the latter, and the sun-god, incensed 
in consequence, afflicted him yet further by sending the Harpies 
to persecute him. We thus pass to the later history of Phineus, 
which is familiar from the Avgonautica of Apollonius (2. 178 ff.). 
Here the Argonauts appear as the rescuers of Phineus, not, as in 
Apollodorus, as his punishers. Phineus had been punished with 
blindness and the unremitting persecution of the Harpies because 
of an act of impiety: endowed with powers of divination, he had 
revealed more of the future than was lawful‘. He welcomed the 
Argonauts and promised to show them the means whereby they 
might pass through the Symplegades, and so reach Colchis, if 
only they would deliver him from the plague of the Harpies. 
Accordingly, Calais and Zetes, the sons of Boreas, attacked the 
Harpies, and drove them away as far as the-Strophades islands, | 
where they desisted from the pursuit. 

Sophocles wrote two plays entitled Phzveus ; and, if we turn 
to the fragments which have been preserved, we find clear traces 

1 Her name is not given. Sophocles called her Idothea in the Z7ympanistae 
(fr. 645), but Idaea in a play which is not named (fr. 704). Cf. Ov. Rem. Am. 454. 

2 The story has been traced back to Hesiod (fr. 54) through Serv. Verg. Aen. 
3. 209. 

’ Schol. Hom. « 69 (FHG i 302). The schol. Ap. Rh. 2. 1/8—181 (Ztym. 
gen. ap. Reitzenstein, /ud. lect. acad. Rost. 1891/92) makes the alternatives the 
possession of the art of divination coupled with blindness on the one hand, and a 
short life in normal condition on the other. On Phineus choosing the former Apollo 
was incensed and maimed him. This particular version is absurd, since Apollo’s 
action involves no further punishment. Nevertheless something of the kind was 
related by Hesiod in the Cata/ogi (fr. 52), which was undoubtedly the ultimate literary 
source bearing on the connexion of Phineus with the Argonauts (Sittig in Pauly- 
Wissowa VII 2424). 

* Hes. fr. 151 made his crime consist in showing the way to Phrixus; and there 
are other variants. 
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of the later history of Phineus in frs. 709, 713 and 714, which 
seem to refer to the attacks of the Harpies, and in fr. 712, which 
describes the emaciated condition of Phineus himself. On the 
other hand, frs. 715 and 710 undoubtedly refer to the blinding 
of the Phineidae. Fr. 710, which testifies to the cure of the two 
sons by Asclepius, is corroborated by the parallel statement of 
Phylarchus (fr. 17, “HG 1 338)!, who adds that it was his in- 
tention to gratify Cleopatra. From A.P. 3. 4 it appears that, 
according to one version of the story, the Phineidae ultimately 
put their stepmother to death, in order to avenge their mother’s 
wrongs, and that Cleopatra survived, and was present to rejoice 
in the act of justice? Diodorus (4. 43, 44), in a rationalized 
narrative, confirms the final victory of Cleopatra and her sons, 
whom he supposes to have been rescued by the Argonauts. 

We are justified in concluding from these facts that the two 
plays of Sophocles were concerned with the history of Idaea’s 
cruelty and the punishment of Phineus respectively; and that 
the first play ended with the rescue of the Phineidae and the 
execution of their vengeance, and the second with the release 
of Phineus from the Harpies.. To speculate further on the 
details, as for example whether Cleopatra shared in her sons’ 
triumph, seems unprofitable. 

Welcker? treated the account of Asclepiades* as furnishing 
the basis of the plot, and held that the Phzmeus was produced 
in a revised edition, which he identified with the 7ympanzstae. 
His theory was approved by Dindorf, but may now be regarded 
as obsolete, in so far as it limits the activity of Sophocles to the 
composition and revision of a single play. G. Wolff in P&zdol. 
XXVIII 343 f. identified the 7ypanistae with the earlier Phzneus, 
the plot of which was to be found in schol. Azz. 980 and schol. 
Ap. Rhod. 2. 178. He avoided the difficulty arising from the 
name Idothea, which is said to have been given to the step- 
mother in the 7ympanistae, by supposing that in fr. 645 the 
words xara Sé Tivas...adedpyv are parenthetic, and that %s> refers 
to Idaea. But the natural interpretation of the scholium rather 
points toa contrast between Kai adtos Yopoxds and Kara tivas. 
I think, however, that Wolff was right in refusing to attach much 

1 Bakhuyzen, de parodia, p. 185, wrongly refers this to the healing of Phineus, 
notwithstanding the evidence of Phylarchus. 

2 untpurav KXtrios kal xdAvrévoos IloAvuAdns | xrelvovor Ppvylyv, parpos bwrép ode- 
Tépas. | KXevordrpn 6 émi roiow dyddd\era, 4 opw éreidev | Tay Divdws yauerav 
Sauvapévnv dolws. Idaea is called a Phrygian, as the daughter of Dardanus. Her 
barbarian origin explains her cruelty: Diodorus makes her a Scythian, just as 
Sophocles — Idothea a Phoenician (fr. 645). 

p- 329 ff. 
4 Jessen rightly regards it asa conflation: it is now established that Asclepiades 

did not preserve the plots of single plays. See Pauly-Wissowa II 1628. 
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importance to the disagreement of the schol. Ap. Rhod. 2. 178, 
to which may now be added Etym. gen. cod. Vat. (fr. 705), with 
fr. 645 as well as with Soph. Azz. 973, in respect to the state- 
ment that the blinding of his sons was the act of Phineus 
himself. For by giving credit to the slander of his wife, and 
delivering his sons into her power, Phineus made _ himself 
responsible for her cruelty. 

Wolff's view of the second Phimeus was the same as that 
which has been taken above’, and he made a good point in 
suggesting that Sophocles may have found occasion to exhibit 
the chastening effect of suffering upon the character of Phineus, 
just as Oedipus changes in the interval between the two plays 
which bear his name. Jessen? held that in the first Phzmeus 
Phineus himself blinded his sons at the instigation of Idaea, 
and that their sight was subsequently restored by Asclepius. 
On the other hand, he believes that the 7ympanistae was a 
distinct play, though dealing with the same material. Here 
Idothea blinded her stepsons with xepxides, and threw them 
into a dungeon, after Cleopatra’s death. The sequel related 
the punishment of Phineus by the Argonauts, to whom the 
mention of Colchis in fr. 638 points. Boreas was with them, 
and was the speaker of fr. 637. Jessen’s view is deserving of 
approval in so far as it is the only one which does not go 
beyond or strain the evidence; but the result—a double treat- 
ment of the same story in different plays*—does not commend 
itself as probable. It must be admitted that, with the evidence 
at our disposal, the problem of the Zympanzstae is insoluble. 

Aeschylus wrote a Phineus, produced with the Persae in 
472 B.C., which is known to have referred to the Harpies (7GF 
p. 83). Aesch. Hum. 50 also shows that the Harpies were 
represented in contemporary art‘. Aristotle has a mysterious 
allusion to an otherwise unknown play entitled Divetdar: poet. 
16. 1455° 10 Kal 7) (dvayvopicss) év Tots Pivetdars, iSoboat yap 
TOV TOTrOV cwvedoyicavTo THY elmapmeéevnv OTL év TOUT@ eipapTo 

aTroVavety avtais, cat yap é€etéOncav évtadda, There is nothing 
in the extant versions of the legend of Phineus which helps to 

1 So also Ribbeck, p. 540, and Jessen in Roscher III 2361, so that this result 
appears to be well settled. The original form of the story, in which Phineus was 
punished for disobedience to the gods, was entirely distinct from that of his treatment 
of his sons. This is shown by the conflicting réles of the Argonauts. 

2 Roscher III 2362. 
3 It will be observed that the effect is much the same as that of Welcker’s revised 

edition. Hiller v. Gaertingen, p. 59 ff., had taken a similar view, holding that Apollo- 
dorus reproduced the substance of the first Phimeus, and that in the 7ympanistae 
Idothea blinded and imprisoned the Phineidae. 

+ For the extant archaeological evidence see Gruppe, p. 5705; Frau, Pausan. 
Ill p. 612. 
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explain this. Nor can anything be made of the fragments 
attributed to the Phinidae of Accius. However, it is clear 
that the blinding of the Phineidae was a favourite incident of 
the tragic stage. Thus Timocles in the Avovvervatoveas (Il 453 
K. ) perhaps i in reference to Sophocles’ play: Tovs yap Tpay@oovs 
Tp@Tov, et Bovrel, cxoTrer | Ws @PEdNODGL TravTas...d6hOarwla TIS, 
etal Duvetdar tudrot. 

704 
[ernpwOn tas owers 6 Dweds Oru Tovs Ex Kdeomrdtpas viods 

eTupiwoev, teiabeis SuaBodats *Idaias. | 

704 Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 2. 178 
érnpwOn dé ras byes 6 Piveds KaTa pev 
évious b7d To0 HXlov, da 7d roddv xpdvov 
airfica: madrov fv H Bdérew* Kara de 
évious, ru émeBovdevoe Ilepoet. Lopoxdijs 
dé, drt Tovs éx KXeorrdrpas viods érépAwoev 
“OapOov (Ilap0éviov H. Keil from schol. 
on v. 140) kal KpduBov (KdpauBw Hol- 
stenius) meiels diaBodais “Idalas rijs 
avTav pntpuras. 

If we may press these words to their 
full extent, Sophocles is made to repre- 
sent the blinding of Phineus as a punish- 

ment for his own act in blinding his 
sons at the instigation of Idaea. See 
Introductory Note. The names of the 
sons are elsewhere given as Plexippus 
and Pandion (Apollod. 3. 200, schol. 
Soph. Azz. 981), Terymbas and Aspon- 
dus (schol. Soph. Azz. 981), Crambus 
and Parthenius (schol. Apoll. Rhod. 2. 
140), Bithynus and Mariandynus (Zzym. 
gen.: cf. FHG wl 594), and Polidector 
and Polidophus (schol. Ov. Jd. 271). 
Welcker and Bergk substituted Oreithyius 
for Oarthus here. 

795 

[ernpabn 6 Buiveds ore Ta tdia Téxva avether. | 

705 Ltym. gen. cod. Vat. (Reitzen- 
stein, Jud. lect. acad. Rost. a. 1891/92 
Pp. 15) Dopoxdjjs dé ev wei (Pwetdacs 
corr. Reitzenstein) rnpwOjvar abrov gna 
(adrév gacw cod.) ért ra t6ia Téxva avel- 
dev. 

There is no other evidence of a form 
of the story in which Phineus killed his 
sons; and since in the PAznmeus the sons 

recovered their sight: (fr. 710), Reitzen- 
stein substituted Bivetdars (Arist. poet. 16. 
1455* 10) for Pive?. But there is nothing 
to connect Sophocles with that title; and 
the text is probably a loosely abbreviated 
statement to the effect that Phineus was 
punished for the blinding of his sons; 
or, in other words, it is an echo of 
fr. 704. 

706 

XEpolvy apirayo.s 

7O6 Schol. Hom. H 76 (Oxyrhynch. 
Pap.Vill p.105, 35) 76 apmaryos, évOev éxhh- 
Owev Aisxtros év Piet apraryor XEpotr, 
kal DopoxAys év Puived a xepolv apwdyors. 

This quotation, illustrating the use of 
dptayos, is taken from a long note on 

bdptupos treated as typical of a certain 
class of rapwruua, t.¢. those which con- 
vert an original genitive into a new nomi- 
native. The rapwvuua themselves are one 
of the seven classes into which Dionysius 
Thrax (§ 14) divided derivative (rapdyw- 
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ya) (rpwrérvma) nouns, and are so called 
as having no common characteristic (un- 
like rarpwvumkd, xrnrixd etc.) other than 
the fact of their derivation from a noun- 
stem (Bekk. anecd. p. 858, 9 ff.). For 
the transference of other stems into the 
o- declension, which is a common feature 
of most Indo-European languages, see 
Brugmann, Comp. Gr. I1 p. 110 E. tr. 
The word aprayos had hitherto been 
known only from schol. Dorv. Ar. Plut. 
800 and Arcad. p. 102, 9. 

ZOO KAEOYS 

The reference both in Aesch. and Soph. 
must surely be to the Harpies: cf. Apoll. 
Rhod. 2. 188 “Aprucat orduaros xeipav 7” 
ard yaudnrnow | cuvexéws npwaforv. It 
should be remembered that the most an- 
cient archaeological evidence represents 
the Harpies not as birds, but as winged 
women: see Gruppe, p. 847), and Sittig 
in Pauly-Wissowa VII 2422. Even Vergil, 
who definitely describes them as volucres, 
speaks of uncae manus (Aen. 3. 217). - 

797 

ovd av TO Boomédpevoy ev YKvVOais vdwp 

707 Steph. Byz. p. 179, 7 Béoropos 
...70 €0vixov Boamédpios...Lopoxdjs 5° &v 
Givet rpaoty dia SupOdyyou Thy mpd rédous 
gnoi 7d xryrikdv (KUpiov cod.: corr. Gave- 
lius) ‘008’ ayv...tdwp.? The quotation 
without the name of the play appears 
also in Etym. M. cod. Voss. p. 590E 
Gaisf. 

For the form cf. ’Eg¢éoeca fr. 97. In 
Ant. 969 Boorépiac axral, z.e. the Thra- 
cian Bosporus, occurs with reference to 
the story of the Phineidae; but here the 
words év Zxv@ais appear to indicate the 
Cimmerian Bosporus, for which cf. Aesch. 
Prom. 759. 

708 

5 4 4 

ax adKevTa TpuvTava 

708 Hesych. I p. 342 daxdAxevra 
TpUTava’ Ta Ppvyia mupeta. LDopoxNijs 
Pivet devrépw (pnvet Bw cod.). Ppiya 
has not been explained, but Bergk’s con- 
jecture ¢pvyava would be a change for 
the worse. It is possible that the word 
points to some ceremonial lighting of a 
sacred fire not otherwise recorded, just 
as the fire of the Vestal Virgins was re- 
kindled every year on the 1st March by 
the same primitive method: see Warde 
Fowler, Roman Festivals, p. 1475+ 

The allusion is to the ‘ fire-drill,’ to 

adopt the name chosen by Tylor to de- 
scribe the contrivance whereby a stick 
roughly pointed is twirled between the 
hands in a hole scooped in a flat piece of 
soft wood, till fire is produced.—-rvpeta 
is the general name given to the imple- 
ments required, which are distinguished 
as Tpvmavoy and oropevs (or éoxapa). Cf. 
Apoll. Rhod. 1. 1184 rol & dui rupjia 

dweverxov, where the schol. gives the best 
existing account of the process. The in- 
vention of it was ascribed to Hermes: 
Hom. 4. Herm. tog—111. Cf. Phil. 
296. Since the ordinary rpvravov was 
fashioned of metal, we should recognize 
here an instance of oxymoron parallel to 
Aesch. Cho. 493 médats 5’ dxadkevros 
€OnpevOns, r47ep—Agamemnon entrapped 
by Clytaemnestra. Eur. fr. 595 aldois 
axarkevToow efevxrac wédats. To the 
same class belong Eur. Ov. 621 @ws 
ipnye dy’ avngaicrw mupli—of Aegis- 
thus, Aesch. Prom. 829 Znvis axparyeis 
kivas—of the griffins, 2. 905 olorpov 
&pdis dmrvpos. Arist. poet. 21. 1457” 30, 
referring to this form of qualified meta- 
phor (rpocayopetoavta 7b adXéTpLov dzro- 
pica Tov olkeiwy TL), chooses as an ima- 
ginary example the description of a shield 
as @iddy douvos. 
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799 

ApTUPACL 
709 Hesych. I p. 293 dprvpace* Tots 

mpos Thv Ovalav edrpemifouevors. Logoxd7js 
Pwet Be (2.2. devrépw, as conjectured by 

@ 

Schow for the cod. Pipe). 
‘See on fr. 675. There seems no ground 

for suspicion, but Blaydes conjectures 
dpyuwact in the sense of xardpyuacr. It 

is suggested that the context contained a 
description of the preparations for a sacri- 
ficial feast, which was interrupted by the 
appearance of the Harpies: Apoll. Rhod. 
2. 184 ovd€ ydvuoOa | ela drretperloiowy 
édvelagi, daca oi alel | Oéopara mevdd- 
Mevoe mwepwwatérar olkad’ ayecpor, 

710 

avTt yap Tuphov 

eCoppararar Kal Neha puvTau Kopas, 
"Ack\nTLov TaLt@vos EvpEVvOUS TUYMD. 

710 Ar. Plut.634—636 ‘dvrl...rvxav.’ 
Schol. rec. on v. 635 (z.¢. as reported ori- 
ginally in the Aldine ed.) says: éx Pwéws 
Zopoxdéous 6 arixos. Schol. V on v. 636 
says: dvti Tov eveveordtov. Taira dé éx 
Tod Divéws Dogoxdéovs ~daBev, Aelian 
hist, an. 17. 20, quoting from Aristotle’s 
account of the white swallow, which, if 
its eyes are stabbed out, becomes blind 
for the moment, adds: pera raira dé 
éEwuparwrat Kai AeXdwmrpvvrac 
képas xal é€& bmrapxis dpa, ws éxeivds 
onc. 

It is strange that Nauck has omitted 
to refer to Aelian. His evidence is im- 
portant, as showing that v. 2 was a fami- 
liar quotation; and, although he does not 
refer to his source, the citation makes it 
more likely that Sophocles was the author 
of the line. For, if it had been a jest 
of Aristophanes, a parody of Sophocles 
rather than an actual transcript of his 
words, the inherent absurdity of the 
quotation would have made it less suit- 
able for Aelian’s purpose. Anyhow, 
Nauck was clearly right in withdrawing 
from the position which he took up in 
his first edition, that only v. 636 of the 
Plutus belongs to Sophocles. Cobet 
made the just remark ‘ Scholia in Codd. 
non ad certum versum adscribi’ (Cod/. 
Crit. p. 199); and their evidence here 
is not sufficient to determine exactly the 
limits of the quotation (or parody). 
Hence I have added the words avri yap 
‘tupdov, which, whether Sophoclean or 

not, are necessary for the completion of 
the period. Unfortunately, the whole 
context in Aristophanes is paratragoedic, 
so that we are deprived of the usual in- 
dications which enable his tragic quota- 
tions to be fixed. There is a further 
element of obscurity in schol. V’s dvri 
Tov evdmeveordrov, which Blaydes more 
suo desires to emend. It would not be 
legitimate to deduce from this comment 
that Sophocles wrote ’AcxAnmi0d mwardvos 
eUueveoTarov, and that Aristophanes for 
his own purposes cut down his original. 
We conclude that, though Aristophanes 
may have abbreviated or adapted the 
tragic text, he has not blurred or trans- 
formed its essential features. It is fair 
to add that from Pollux 2. 59 xal éfwu- 
parao dat gnow ’Apioropdvns Tov Ildovrov 
év ’AoxAnmiod it might be argued that 
é£oupaTovc@a was not taken from Sopho- 
cles. But that is purely negative evidence 
which should not be allowed to displace 
the positive considerations pointing the 
other way. 

That the general sense relates to the 
healing of the Phineidae and not to that 
of Phineus himself is proved by Phylar- 
chus ap. Sext. Emp. math. 1. 262 (fr. 17, 
FHG 1 337) PirAapxos bé & rH evvdry 
(-AoxAnmedy Kexepavv dobar déyet) dua TO 
Tovs Pwéws viovs TuprwOévras amroKkara- 
OTHTAL, Xapes dmevov avTav TH _baytpl KXeo- 
WaT pa Th "Hpex Oéws (Ovyarp.dy add. Stern- 
bach, unless 77 amd is read). See also 
Introductory Note. 
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1 dvtl...rupdov, if from Sophocles, 
would be parallel to O.7. 454 Tugdds yap 
éx Sedopxéros | kal rrwxds avtt movalov, 
Ai. 1020 dofdos Adyourw avr’ édevOépou 
paveis. 

2 €wppdrwrar: so metaphorically in 
Aesch. Prom. 514 gdoywrd onpara | 
éfwupdrwoa, mpsobev dvT’ émdpyeua 
(where it should be observed that ésdp- 
yyeuos is a medical term: see fr. 233). 
Philo 1 p. 455 M. kal ro Bpaxv’rarov 
aperhs...Ta Téws meuwukdra kal Tupra éFwp- 
parwoe. Buta difficulty is imported from 
Eur. fr. 541 jets 5€ ILoAvBou maid’ épet- 
cavtes Tédw | EEouparoduev Kal didAdupeEv 
xdpas, where éfouparotv=to deprive of 
vight. Hence several critics, from Byzan- 
tine times onwards (see scholl.), have 
supposed that Aristophanes intended to 
direct attention to a ridiculous ambiguity 
of language, holding that AeAdumpuvrac 
also covered a reference to the disease 
AevKwua. This is quite unjustifiable; for 
the usage of éxBpovrav, éxxnptooew, éx- 
moxGety, é€auiirAGoOa, eEavOeciv, éFemre- 
dobry, é£emddecv, éEomNi few, éLorxetv, €Eowvetv, 
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éévypaivey (although it is not intended to 
suggest that they all stand on the same 
footing) shows that there was a tendency 
for verbs compounded with é« to develope 
a particular sense denoting expulsion by 
the side of their ordinary meaning in 
which the preposition bears a slightly in- 
tensive force.—AcAdparpuvtat: cf. Aesch. 
Eum. 104 evdovoa yap pphvy Gupmaciv 
Naum pvveTat. 

3 Tatdvos. may, as well as macdy 
and ma:jwv, is one of the regular émtxdH- 
gets of Asclepius: see Bergk in PZG 11 
245, and the references given by Gruppe, 
Gr. Myth. p. 1455 f., and Thraemer in 
Pauly-Wissowa II 1677. In C.R. xxv 
246 I have pointed out that there is a 
reference to Asclepius in Phd. 832.— 
edpsevods is predicative in accordance with 
a common idiom ; for the participle which 
might have been expected (z.¢. 6vros here) 
is often omitted. Cf. O.C. 1482 évaiclou 
dé got tuxoyu. Eur. Zro. 734 abry 7’ 
"Axai@v mpevmevertépuv tixas. Hel. 
1300 (n.). See also Holden on Plut. 
Dem. 14, 3. 

711 

Bréfapa Kékhytai y ws <avydiov midha>. 

711 yj 8 A | dvndlov rida Crusius: kamndelov Opa Pollux 

711° =~Pollux 7. 193 7o 6€ Tév Kam?- 
Awy €pyacrhpiov Kamndetov eipjxaciw oi 
KwuwdodiddoKxaro, Kal TO Kwewdovmevov 
év Lodpoxdéous Pivet* ‘ BAEpapa KéxAyTal 
y ws Kamndelov Odpar’ (Com. fr. adesp. 
493, 111 500 K.). 

Several critics have perceived that 
kamnAelouv Ovpar was substituted by the 
parodist for the actual words of Sopho- 
cles, and that the general sense of the 
original was ‘his eyes are closed as fast 
as the gates of Hades.’ Thus Gomperz 
conjectured B. x. ravdpds ws “Avdov mia, 
and F. W. Schmidt B. xékAyrai vy’ ws 
av7Adwoe wUAaL |“ Acdov. Better than these, 
however, is the proposal of Crusius (see 
cr. n.), which is derived from Zenob. 4. 
86 (Paroem. 1 246) és Kuvécapyes, és 
dvndtov midas: érl T&v duolwv Kal abrat, 
z.¢. émi Tav eis adtvaTa dvaBaddoudrwr. 
Cf. Arsen. 200 eis Kuvécapyes, els avnlous 
mudas: elpnrat éml trav UBpe Kal apais 
Xpwmevwv. 

The point of the comparison would 

then be that Hades is a warder who 
never lets his prisoners escape: Theogn. 
709 kvavéas Te wUdas TapapelWera, aire 
Oavivtew | Yuxas elpyovow Kkalmrep avawwo- 
Mévas, Prop. 4.11.2 panditur ad nullas 
Zanua nigra preces ; | cum semel infernas 
intrarunt funera leges, | non exorato stant 
adamante viae. Hence the entrance is 
firmly secured ([Plat.] Axioch. 371 B Ta 
dé mpomunda ris els ILNovTwvos 6000 o1dn- 
pots KNel@pots Kal KAevoly wxvpwrat), and 
the traveller who arrives must knock in 
order to procure admission (Theocr. 2. 
160). Note that Lucr. 5. 373 implies 
that the gate of death was proverbially 
kept closed. Nevertheless, admission 
was readily granted: the counterpart of 
Hades mvAdprns is Hades modvidypwr, 
monvéevos (Aesch. Suppl. 163), mavdoxeds 
(Lycophr. 655); and it is rather in the 
latter character that he resembles an inn- 
keeper. Iambl. vit. Pyth. p. 196 rods Ta 
wadjuara Kamnrevovras Kal Tas wWuxas 
ws mavdoxeiov Ovpas dvolyovras maytl Te 
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mpoc.ovTt Tav avOpwrwyv., But the humour 
of the parody depended chiefly on the 
similarity of sound, and Sophocles can 
hardly have written ws modvéevor widau 
after the pattern of O.C. 1570. The 
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parodist ludicrously substituted an open 
for a shut door, although of course a be- 
lated guest might arrive to find the tavern 
closed: Ar. Lys. 426 1rot 5 ad od Bdérets, | 
ovdév trovv adr 7 Karndelov cKxoTer ; 

712 

veKpos, TapLxos Eioopay AiyvmTLos 
712 post vexpés interpunxerunt Jacobs, Dobree 

712 Athen. 119 c (on the word 
Tapixos) LopokAyjs 7 év Piet: ‘vexpés... 
Aiytrrvos.’ 

It may be inferred with a high degree 
of probability that these words are a 
description of Phineus, as he appeared 
to the Argonauts, in the state of ema- 
ciation to which he was reduced by the 
persecutions of the Harpies: cf. Apoll. 
Rhod. 2. 197 dpOw6eis 5’ ediv70ev, dxnprov 
hor’ bveipov, | Baxrpw oxnmriuevos pixvots 
twoolv He Ovpage |...rivy 5é of aboradéos 
xpws | éoxAjKet, pwvol 6é oly daTéa podvov 
éepyov. The credit of having first per- 
ceived this belongs to F. Jacobs (Ada‘zt. 
Animadv,. in Athen. p. 83), who also 
quotes for the metaphor Sophron fr. 54 K. 
TO yap amexOduevov yipas aué pmapaivoy 

rapixevet. Add Aesch. Cho. 295 kaxds 
TaptxevdevTa wraupOdprw wopw.—The re- 
ference to the Egyptian mummies was 
no doubt prompted by a recollection of 
Herod. 2. 86—go, and may therefore be 
added to the list of cases where Sopho- 
cles can be shown to have been influenced 
by Herodotus: see on fr. 29. Moreover, 
Herodotus uses the word tdptxos of a 
corpse: g. 120 (Protesilaus) kal reOvews 
kal tapixos wv. Add Aelian mat. anim. 
13. 21 dAéyet Anudorparos év Tavdypa 
Oedoacba Trdpixov Tpitwva, Tzetz. Chil. 
II 33 (of Cleopatra’s corpse) Kai mpds 
Thy Pwunv rapixos oréd\d\eTar xdpw Oéas 
(Benndorf in Festschrift Th. Gomperz, 
Pp. 405). 

713 

QTEVWTLO AV 

713 Hesych. I p. 233 drevwricay* 
améotpeyav Ta vOTa. ZogoxrAyjs Pwei 

(g@v”"” cod.). 
_ L.and S. wrongly quote this fragment 
as an instance of the transitive usage 
(=fugare). But the gloss of Hesych. 
clearly indicates ¢erga vertere as the 
meaning: so the simple verb in 0.7. 

193 (“Apea) madicovrov Spdunua vwrioa 
(where the scholl. give both views), and 
Eur. Andr. 1141 pos gvyhy évworioay. 
Cf. Suid. vwrifw* Ta vera weractpédw. 

One may guess that the flight of the 
Harpies was described: Apoll. Rhod. 2. 
270 ai & dw’ durp | wdvra xataBpdéacac 
brép mévrowo pépovTo | THe mapéé. 

714 
KATAPPAKTAL 

714 Hesych. Il p. 432 Karapdxrys* 
éxeTés, plat. Kal 6 detds. Zodokd7rs 
Aaoxéwyrt (fr. 377). Kat raprulas év 
@ivn. The last words were corrected 
by Musurus to xai ras aprulas év dwei. 
Bakhuyzen with less probability suggested 
kal ) aprua Aloxvdos Puwet, 

For the word katappdxrys see on fr. 
377. Its sutitability as applied to the 
Harpies may be judged from Apoll, 
Rhod. 2. 187 adda did vepéwy adyw 
téXas alocovea |“Aprua, tid. 267 al & 
dap nur’ dedrat adevkées, 7) cTEpoTral ws, | 
ampoparo. vepéwv eEddhuevar EroevovTo. 
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715 

Knplapa 

715 Hesych. 11 p. 477 xyploua (xy- 
ptwua Salmasius) * authque (7 Anun conj. 
Dindorf). éore yap 70 Knplov, @ (6v cod.) 
mpocekdger Tovs 6fOadpovs Tav Puverdarv. 

Nauck includes the fr. here, accepting 
the view of Perger and Dobree. I have 
followed him with hesitation; for there 
was a well-known ivetéac of uncertain 

and the subject was a favourite (Timocles 
fr. 6, 13 11 453 K.). If the view taken 
in the Introductory Note is right, it be- 
longs to Pweds a.—The rheum which 
has gathered in the empty eye-sockets is 
compared to honey in the cell of the 
honeycomb. M. Schmidt would have 
preferred kyjpwua* ouijua, but xyplov is 

authorship (Arist. foet, 16. 1455° 10), ~ against this. 

716 

paoTaKkas 

716 Eustath. Od. p. 1496, 53 (Ael. 5€ pnow drt Kara “AuBpaxudras pdorat 
Paus. fr. 253 Schw.) év @é Pnropik@ eEtK@ 
epnvTa Kal padorakes * ai axpldes. Kal 
NéyeTat KeloOat TovTo mapa Lodoxdel ev 
Piet. Phot. /ex. p. 248, 18 pdoraxas* 
Tas axplias. Looks. 

For further evidence of this meaning 
see tym. M. p. 216, 9 mdoraé Kadetrat, 
Tapa To pacds0ar* Nixavdpos (7her. 802) 
mdorakt o.roBdpw évadtyxios. KXelrapxos 

kadeirat } axpls. [This is the Clitarchus 
whose work‘on yA@ooa is often quoted 
by Athenaeus: see Susemihl, 11 191 f.] 
But the passage is confused by abbre- 
viation; for in Nicander also udoraé is 
a locust (iyouv dxpldi TH orropdyw spuora 
xré. schol.). The comparison of the 
Harpies to locusts is apt (Sittig in Pauly- 
Wissowa VII 2427). 

717 

Omavrov 

717 Cyrill. cod. Messan, (Reitzen- 
stein, Jud. lect. acad. Rost. a. 1890/91 
Pp: 5) uavrov* Oudxorrov, av-yKocTov, dmo0 

For the word cf. fr. 24, 5 and Hesych. 
there quoted. Phot. lex. p. 331, 5 duav- 
ov’ Oudkolror. 

<atArfouevov >. DopoxrAys Puivee. 

POINI= 

The play which Euripides composed under this title was 
widely known, and is the subject of a familiar allusion in Ar, 
Ach. 421: it must, therefore, have been produced before 425 B.C. 
ve is definitely ascertained that the subject is outlined in Apollod, 

175 Doing o “Apvytopos...vmo Tod TAT pos étruprwdn Kata- 
oe POopav Poias THS Tou TAT pos TANAAKNS. IInrevs 
d€ avTov T pos Xeipwva Komicas, ur éxelvou GepamevOévta Tas 
deus Bacihéa xatéotnce AodoTwyv. Echoes of the Euripidean 

* 
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story appear in A.P. 3. 3 “AdKiuédn Evvduevvov ’Apvvtopa taidos 
épvxet, | Doivixos 8 €OéXer Travoar yoXov yevérou....cetvos 8 ad 
Soriots Wubupicpaciy HYOeTO Kovpa, | nye 5 és OfOarpods Aaumrdda 
maooreTiv, and in Prop. 2. 1. 60 Phoenicts Chiron lumina 
Phillyrides (sc. sanavit). | 

We have already seen’ that Welcker postulated an entirely 
different argument for the Sophoclean Phoenzx, and have given 
reasons for rejecting his theory*®. It is in any case more probable 
that Sophocles—whether he preceded or followed Euripides—in 
selecting Phoenix for the title-réle of a play, was occupied rather 
with the pathetic history recounted in the ninth book of the 
Iliad, than with an entirely subordinate incident in his later 
life. Moreover, fr. 720 is naturally interpreted as a reference 
to Phthia. The story as related by Homer comprised certain 
primitive elements which Euripides avoided (schol. A Hom. 
I 453 avapudpryntov eicayes Tov tpwa év te Poivixr); but it 
would be rash to infer from tots tparyixois in schol. A Hom. 
I 448 that Sophocles and Euripides were agreed. Nor can we 
lay stress on the plural in Suid. s.v. érndvyafovtat: of & obv 
mept mAreloTov TiOéuevoe TA Tod Poivixos, KaXAVVOVTES Apa TO 
Kakov avTod kal émndvydlovtes, A\Xws hadi TodTO yevécBar. 
Epict. diss. 1. 28. 32 probably refers to the Phoenzx of Euripides; 
but if wider scope were allowed to the mention of the tragic hero 
as the victim of a false judgement, the allusion would be con- 
sistent with the view which has been advocated above. 

718 - 
4 »* Us , , Kvvapos akavla mavta mrAnOver yonv 

718 Athen. 70A xwdpa. ravrny Zo- 
poxdrjs év Kodxion (fr. 348) xuvdpay Kander, 
év dé Poivixe ‘ xivapos...yinv.’ Eustath. 
Od. p. 1822, 17 amo Kuvos héyerau ourTe- 
Geicbat rapa Dopoxe? kai} xivapos dxavGa, 

Kal kuvdpa, 
Later on (7o C) Athenaeus introduces 

the comment of Didymus on Kvvapos 
dkav0a in Sophocles : unrore, pnol, Thy 
kuvooBarov (‘dog-thorn ’) Aéyer dia Td 
adxavOades kal rpaxd elvac Td purdv: Kal 
yap ) Ilv@ia EvNlyny Kiva adro eirev, Kal 
6 Aoxpos xpnopmov NaBwv exe? wodtv olKi fev 
Strov dv bd Evdlyns Kvvds SnxXOH, KaTapv- 
XOeis Thy Kviunv vd KuvosBdTou éxTieE 

Thv wok. We have no better authority 
to follow for the meaning. Athenaeus 
states that in his time xwdpa rather than 
kuvdpa was the current form (71 A), and 
Galen de alim. facult. 2. 51 treats the 
spelling xuvdpa as an affectation (pev-yorres 
To ouvndés). But it seems that xwdpa was 
the name given to the artichoke at the 
time when Athenaeus wrote, and Schweig- 
hauser infers that he confused it with 
kuvdpa, which was an entirely different 
plant.—kvvapos was an adj., which 
Sophocles treated as having either two 
or three terminations; but Hecataeus 
(FHG 1 12) and Scylax or Polemon 

1 See Introductory Note to the Do/opes, 1 p. 119. 
2 Wagner, Hiper Vat. p. 224, also differs from Welcker as to the subject of the 

Phoenix. 

Pett. 2I 
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(fr. 92 Preller) are quoted by Athenaeus 
as employing dkav@a xuvapa. 

mAnPve. Dindorf in his Lex. Soph. 
conjectured wAn@vvec in accordance with 
the view that wAn@vvw is the transitive 
form of w\7Odw. But in his edition he 
made no sign, and the lexicons strangely 
quote this fragment as an example of 
wAnO0w used intransitively. It is still 
open to question whether a valid distinc- 

ZOPOKAEOY2 

tion can be drawn between mA7O0w and 
mAnOvver in this respect; see the edd. on 
Aesch. Suppl. 612. In Hdt. 2. 93 most 
critics keep the reading of the Mss : émreay 
dé wANOver Oar dpxntat 6 Neidos. mAnOivw 
and m\7Ovw are often confused: Jebb on 
O. C. 377 (cr.n.), Theophr. c. Ad. 1. 19. 5, 
Plut. mor. 1005 F. So i@vvovras (intrans.) 
was corrected in Ap. Rhod. 1. 323. 

719 
4 

UTOOTACLS 

719 Socrates hést. eccl. 3.7 p. 176 B 
Eipynvatos 6 ypayparixds év Tw KaTa oToL- 
xelov ’ArzixicTy Kal BapBapov amroKadel Thy 
Adi unde yap wapd riot TOv tadadv 
elpjoOa. ef dé mov Kai eUpnrat, uh Tadra 
onuatver éd’ av viv mapadauBdverac: 
Tapa pev yap Lopokret ev ry Polvixe 
évédpay onuatvew Thv brboraciv, mapa de 
Mevavipw (fr. 462, 10, Ill 132 K.) ra 
kapeveevwata. This is copied by Jul. 
Poll. hést. phys. p. 376. For Julios 
Polydeukes, a late Byzantine chronicler, 
see Krumbacher, Geschichte d. Byz. Lit- 
zeratur, p. 135. Irenaeus, the pupil of 
Heliodorus, was a grammarian who be- 

longed to the latter part of the first 
century A.D. He was the earliest of the 
Atticists, and is frequently referred to as 
6’Arrixuorys. Hence the error in Socrates’ 
quotation, which appears to be drawn from 
the book epi drrixuouod: see Cohn in 
Pauly-Wissowa V 2122. 

Irenaeus declared that tmréeracts in 
the philosophical sense was unknown to 
Attic writers. No other instance of 2é- 
oraots as ‘ambush’ is quoted; but we 
may compare Eur. Andr. 1114 Tw 6é 
Evpnpys dp’ bperorHKer Ndxos | Sdgvy oKia- 
oOeis, Hdt. 8. gt Alywirac broordytes év 
T@ TopOug. 

72.0 

popBas 
720 Eustath. Z/. p. 1088, 35 popBas 

yuvh, wapa Lopokre?, haciv, év Polvixe 7 
moots mpocouthovoa Tpopys xdpw. The 
source of Eustathius was Suetonius zrepi 
Pracpnucdy : see Miller, Wélanges, p. 414, 
and Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa VI 1477. 

Prostitutes are compared to cattle 
browsing on the public land: cf. Pind. 

fr. 122 popBddwv kopaiv dyéd\av éxardy- 
yuov. So we should explain Theogn. 
861 ff. of me Piro mpodidoicr, Kal ovK 
€OéNovat te dodvar | dvdpdv pawopévwn 
GAN’ eye avroudrn | éorepin 7’ emu Kal 
6pOpin abris oes: see Hiller-Crusius, 
Anthol. Lyr. p. XXX1. Pollux 7. 203 
kal popBadas 6’ dy tas mopvas héyors. 

PPI=O2 

The story of Phrixus has already been discussed in connexion 
with the Athamas (I p. 1), and any attempt to reconstruct the 
plot of the Przxus must take into account the results of that 
investigation., The internal evidence is insignificant, and general 
probability can alone decide the issue. Urlichs conjectured that 
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the Phrixus related to the fortunes of the hero subsequent to his 
arrival in Colchis. But Welcker’s reply (p. 317) is conclusive, 
that the tradition records no adventure of Phrixus in that country 
which could have formed the plot of a tragedy. Welcker himself 
found the substance of the plot in Hygin. poet. astron. 2. 20 Crethea 
autem habuisse Demodicen uxorem, quam alit Biadicen dixerunt 

. hance autem Phrixi, Athamantis filit, corpore inductam in amo- 
rem tnctdtsse: neque ab ¢o, ut stbht copiam faceret, impetrare 
potuisse: ttaque necessario coactam criminari eum ad Crethea 
coepisse, quod diceret, ab eo vim sibt paene adlatam, et horum 
similta mulierum consuetudine dixisse. quo facto Crethea, ut 
uxoris amantem et regem decebat, permotum ut de co supplicium 
sumeret persuasisse. Nubem autem intervenisse et ereptum 
Phrixum...ipsum autem (2.e. Phrixus, after dedicating the fleece 
of the ram at Colchis) a Mercurio ad Athamantem esse reductum 
quit patri etus satisfecerit eum innocentia confisum profugisse. 
Another version made Demodice the step-mother of Phrixus, 
and this, as I have endeavoured to show in Class. Rev. XXII 
255, is referred to by Pind. Pyth. 4. 161 déppa TE Kpwod Baév- 
parhov ayew, | T@ ToT éx ToVvToV cawOn | Ex Te waTpvlads aDéwv 
Beréwv. The scholiast on Pindar comments as follows: éxaxoOn 
yap. Sua THY pnTpyiav épacGeioay avTov Kal emeBourevOn. TAavTHY 

. 6€ 0 pev Iivdapos év Upmvois Anpodixny, ‘Imaias 5é Vopyémuv: 
Lopoxrns Sé ev “APdwavts Nehérnv: Pepexvdns Oemioto. Un- 
fortunately, the scholiast, so far from elucidating the problem, 
adds to the confusion by his statement that Sophocles in the 
Athamas called the step-mother Nephele. This can hardly 
be anything but a blunder, and was perhaps abbreviated from a 
statement which made the union with Nephele: subsequent to 
the marriage with Ino. Such was in fact the account given 
by Philostephanus (fr. 37, 7G 111 34), who related that Nephele 
left her husband, finding that he was still intriguing with Ino, 
and that Ino was then restored to her former position. Escher 
{in Pauly-Wissowa II 1931) preferred to explain that Nephele’s 
name is given as that of the prime contriver of the mischief, 
2.2. of the sacrifice of Athamas. However that may be, the 
statement of the scholiast does not in any way assist the con- 
clusion that the Demodice-story was the central incident in the 
Phrixus. Welcker’s conjecture is thus little more than a guess, 
but he is justified in remarking (p. 319) that Phrixus was 
probably the leading character in the play which bears his 
name, and that the proposed plot agrees well enough with that 
assumption. There is however another possible solution which 
must not be overlooked, viz. that the PArixus contained the 
earlier part of the story of Ino’s plot up to the time of the 

2i—-2 
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escape of the two children, whereas the Azhamas, as has already 
been suggested (I p. 2), narrated the subsequent punishment of 
their father. On the other hand, Ahrens thought that the 
Phrixus contained the concluding part of the story given by 
Hyginus, that is to say, the return of Phrixus to his native 
land and the establishment of his innocence. 

Ribbeck (Rém. Trag. p. 526), who wrongly concludes that 
the story of Demodice was a late copy of that of Phaedra and 
Hippolytus, and cannot therefore be attributed to Sophocles, 
is driven to suggest that the Phrixus was a satyr-play. 

721 
9 , wn lal 4 

dpa KekevOov THadE yHs TpoaoTias 

721 Steph. Byz. p. 140,:1 dorv... hardly warranted in suspecting a corrup- 
mpodorios. olrw yap Kal To OnduKdv evdpl- tion of the text. At the same time, it 
oKeTal, mpoacrla yi, év Ppl&» Dopoxdéous 
‘ pia... mpoacrias.’ 

The words as quoted are unintelligible. 
Ellendt’s attempt to join Spta KeAedOov (as 
if recta viae), making ys depend on the 
combined notion, with the sense ‘via 
recte ducens per regiones urbi finitimas’ 
cannot be approved ; for the sense given 
to dpia is improbable, and tragic usage 
requires that it should be joined to yjs 
(Eur. Her. 82, Zro. 375). Hartung con- 
jectured 7’ éXevon for xeAevOou, but we are 

must be admitted that it is not easy to 
frame a context which will quite satis- 
factorily account for xeXevov. For the 
completion of the sense something like 
dua pakpGs mep® seems to be demanded. 
But in that case, unless there is a lacuna 
in the quotation (e.g. dpia KehevOov < did 
pakpas adiypuévos | rape’ Axarav > Tio- 
de xré.), we should be obliged to assume © 
a hyperbaton: see on Eur. He/. 719, 
Hclid. 160, Phoen. 1318. 

722 

Kuvndov e&érpa€éav « kvulovpevov 

722 LEtym. Gud. p. 330, 43 Kvvf@... 
€& ov KalTd kvugnOuds...kal radww LopokA7s 
Ppi~w (so cod. Paris. in Anecd. Paris. Iv 
Pp. 73> 32: pligw cod. Gud.) ‘ kuynddv 
éfémrpatay xKvugduevoy (kvigovmevov cod. 
Paris.).’ 

The text is obviously corrupt, and the 
following corrections have been proposed : 
(1) Dobree, éordpagay. This is modified 
by Blaydes to éomdpagé vw. (2) Blom- 
field, éféxpaéav ws kvuf@mevor. (3) Tucker’s 
ééémpaéd viv, ‘I finished him off’ (C.2. 
XVII 191), was anticipated by Papabasi- 
leios. (4) Wagner, é&jpaid wv. Of these 
Blomfield’s has met with most favour. 
J. remarks that éxxpdgw denotes a sound 

very different from xvufeicAar; but Kvv- 
(nOuds was used of a dog sguealing from 
pain () Tav Kuv@y bdrAaKh dduptikH Suid., 
who has also xvufédmevov: orévorvra), or 

howling for his master (Ael. zat. an. 1. 
8), and Hdt. 2. 2 uses xvugjuara for the 
inarticulate cries of babies. It does not 
therefore seem impossible that it should 
be used of a shrill cry.—kvvy86v is formed 
like imndév, ravpyndév, and other adverbs 
quoted by Blaydes on Ar. Mud. 4ot. 
Blomfield argued that in Phot. ex. p. 187, 
3 kivBn* mdolov etdos. ZodokdAys. Kuvy- 
ddv: ws kUwy, the name ZogoxAys should 
be transposed so as to follow xéwv: but 
see on fr. 127.—kvulovpevov. xKvufdowar, 
which also occurs, is more in accordance 
with analogy (cf. BAnxdoum, pnKxdoua, 
Bpvxdoua, etc.); but xvuféouae is sup- 
ported by the best Mss in O.C. 1571 and 
Ar. Vesp.977. (J.) Wilamowitz, Zext- 
geschichte d. Bukoliker, p. 20, rejects xvu- 
feto@a in Theocritus. 
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723 

apehys 

723 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 83, 23 
agedjs. Loghoxd7s Ppl—w. 

adedrjs. Dindorf in 7hes. 2625 C says 
of this word: ‘ Frequentant recentiores 
vocabulum a prosa Atticorum, ut videtur, 
alienum.’ The fact was observed by the 
Atticists of the second century A.D,, and 
it may be assumed that the Axntzadticist 
maintained by his reference to Sophocles 
that the word was current in Attic. One 
would suppose that it was employed in 
the sense which it usually bears in later 
Greek, that of szmple, artless, naif; for, 
though no early instance of this meaning 

is quoted, it seems to be implied by the 
stylistic use, which appears in Aristotle 
(rhet. 3. 9.140918). So also dpéAeva of 
artistic handiwork in Antiph. fr. 163, 11 
77K. It is remarkable that the earliest 
example Theogn. 1211 uy mw adgpedds tral- 
fovea dirous dévvage roxjas illustrates the 
bad sense shameléss, brazen: cf. A.P. 5. 
41, Aristid. 11 116 (Plato is blamed for 
attacking Miltiades and others in the 
Gorgias) kal tadr’ apedd@s ot'rws Kal dvet- 
pévws. For ancient criticism on the word 
see the schol. on Ar. Zg. 527, from which 

Suidas made extracts. 

PPYTED 

Welcker! had no hesitation in coming to the conclusion that 
the Phryges of Sophocles was to be compared with the Dpuryes 7 
“Extopos Avtpa of Aeschylus, and that the subject of both plays 
was the visit made by Priam to the tent-of Achilles in order to 
ransom the body of Hector, which is described in the last book 
of the //zad. He was to some extent influenced by schol. Aesch. 
Prom. 452 ciwma@ot yap Tapa Tois Troimtais ta-tpdcwta 7) Oe 
avOddeav, as “Axirrevs év Tots Ppv&l Lodoxréovs: but the state- 
ment in the Life of Aeschylus (p. 3, 11=467, 25 W.), together 
with Ar, Raz. 911 and the schol., prove that Ménage was right 
in regarding the mention of Sophocles as an error. When the 
evidence for Sophocles’ play consisted of a single quotation, 
there was some reason for Bergk’s opinion? that the title should 
be eliminated altogether; and Wecklein* also conjectured that 
fr. 724 ought to be assigned to Aeschylus. But the recent 
discovery of a new fragment (725) alters the conditions of the 
problem, although it is far from certain that the plot of Sophocles’ 
“play was the same as that of its Aeschylean namesake‘. 

} ps 135. 
2 Rh. Mus. XXXV 254: his purpose was to show that Sophocles and Euripides 

deliberately avoided the subjects contained in the //ad. 
3 Sitzungsb. k. b. Akad. 1891, p. 363. 
4 See p. 192. For the views of Blass and Reitzenstein see below. It has also 

been suggested that the titles Pp’yes and IIpiauos should be identified: see p. 160. 
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Welcker and Hermann held that the Hectoris Lutra of Ennius 
was adapted, not from Aeschylus but from the Phryges of 
Sophocles ; but it is extremely unlikely that in the case sup- 
posed Ennius would have altered the title’. 

724, 
TOUS evyevels yap. Kkayabovs, @ @ Tat, pidret 
“Apys évaipew* ou de ™ yoooy Opaceis 

A 

evyovTes aTas exTOs clot TOV KAKOV" 
"Apns yap ovdev Tov Kakav otilera. 

724. 2 évaipew B (cod. Paris. 1985) m. sec.: 
schol.. 7. | Awrigerac C. Keil et Conington: 

724 Stob. flor. 8. 5 (111 P- 341, 10 
Hense) Zopoxhéous Ppvyav* ‘ rods ebrye- 
vets...Xoyigera.’? v. 4 is quoted without 
name of poet or play by schol. Hom. B 
833. 

The general sentiment, summed up in 
the last line belongs to proverbial hilo- 
sophy: Anacreon fr. IOI Kaprepds jy To- 
Aéwous Tipdxptros, ob 76d¢ caua: |”Apns 8 
ovK ayabav deiderac adda KaK av, Aesch. 
fr. 100 add’ “Apns dire? | del Ta AMOTA 
wdvra TavOpmrwv (rdv7’ aravOlfev Kidd) 
orparov, Eur. fr. 728 pire? Tou moeos ov 
mdvrov TuxelV, | écOAGr Se Xalper wrodua- 
ow veavidy, | kaxovds dé yuoet, Soph. Phil. 
436 mddenos obdér’ dvSp’ Exeay | alpe? rovy- 
pov, adAAd Tods xpyorod’s del. See also 

fr. 554. 
2 Walckesase proposed dvaipety, but 

this is another instance (see cr. n.) of the 
confusion of év with atv, for which see on 

stract noun used distributively see Gilder- 
sleeve, § 45.—For tav KAKO, which is 
certainly waka in view of its repeti- 
tion, Nauck wished to substitute rnudrwr, 

For the plural of the ab- © 

cuvalpew SMA 4 ovdéva 
hoylfera: Stob., Aniferac schol. Z/, 

—no doubt with a mind to Aesch. Prom. 
279 dois mnudtwv tw moda éxe, Eur. 
Hipp. 1293 wharos tw 3bda rods dré- 
xets. The words éxrés eiot Tév xaxdv 
are intended to recall the proverb é&w 
mod dda (schol. Aesch. Cho. 693) 5 
but it does not follow that anudrwr is 
required: see 4. 88, Phil. 1260, Helid. 
109 (n.). Buecheler also conj. Tav pax Gr, 
pe see on fr. 314, 350, and on Eur. Hel. 

74+ 
4 dertiterat is doubtless right. As 

contrasted with duay (4. P. 9. 362 ‘BAAd- 
dos duwwy dyauov ordxuv, Hor. C. 4. 14. 
31 primosgue et extremos metendo stravit 
humumy) or Oepigew (Aesch. Suppl. 646), 
the verb Awrifeor#at implies selection: see 
on Eur. Hel. 1593. Nauck quotes En- 
nius’ flos delibatus populi (35 3, M.). Add 
Eur. Suppl. 449 Grav tis ws eumdvos 
hpwod ordxuv | Tomas dpaipy Katrodwrifn 
véous. Blass in RA. Mus. LXI 272 sug- 
gested that the lines might have been 
spoken by Priam to Paris with reference 
to the death of Hector. Welcker as- 
sumed that they were addressed to 
Achilles. 

725 

ov Anger’, ov mavoer Ge Tova de TOUS yapous 

o ere oy AV ULEVALODVTES ; ; 

725 Phot. 
<d>vupevaodr * 
...dvupevacovvres;’ 

ed. Reitz. p. 4151, 7 
Zopoxrys Ppvéiv: ‘ov 

Reitzenstein conjectured that the 
speaker was Cassandra, and that she was 
alluding to the ceremonies connected 

1 Skutsch in Pauly-Wissowa v 2593. 
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with the marriage of Paris and Helen. 
Blass, however, who held that the play 
related to a much later period in the 
story (see on fr. 724), assigned the frag- 
ment to a messenger who announced the 
death of Achilles by the hands of Paris 
and Deiphobus. He supposed accord- 
ingly that the wedding was that of 
Achilles and Polyxena, referring to 
Hygin. fad. 110. According to some 
authorities, a meeting was arranged be- 
tween Priam and Achilles to take place 
in the grove of the Thymbraean Apollo 
for the negotiation of the marriage; and 
on that occasion Achilles was waylaid 
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(Escher in Pauly-Wissowa I 239). Blass 
treated the metre as trochaic tetrameter, 
but the absence of the caesura at the end 
of the second dipody (Jebb on Phz/. 1402) 
is a fatal objection to this view, as has 
been pointed out by Mekler (Aursians 
Jahresh. CXLVI1 114). The latter prefers 
to suppose that the syllable -a:- is short- 
ened in dvupevatouvtes, for which see on 
fr. 956, 3. It is perhaps better to assume 
that a word (e.g. @dais) has dropped out 
between yduous and dvupevaoiyres. The 
verb dvuyevaody is otherwise unknown, 
but may be compared with avupveiv, 
dveupnuctv, avaBoay, avaxopetew, etc, 

XPYZH2 

Naeke (Opusc. I p. 91) was the first who perceived that the 
plot of this play was to be found in Hygin. fad. 120,121. After 
relating the story of Orestes and Iphigenia according to the ver- 
sion of Euripides in his /phigenia in Tauris, the mythographer 
adds (at the end of fad. 120) that Iphigenia succeeded in carrying 

off the image, and, setting sail with Orestes.and Pylades, was 
borne by a favourable wind to the island Sminthe, the home 
of Chryses, priest of Apollo. The title Sminthius (Smintheus) 
was especially connected with the worship of Apollo at Chrysa, 
a town in the Troad (see on frs. 40, 384); but Strabo (605) de- 
clared that it was to be found at several other places in the west 
of Asia Minor, and in the islands off the coast. Whether by 
‘the island Sminthe’ is meant the island Chryse to the east of 
Lemnos', and whether in any case the name is taken from 
Sophocles we cannot tell. After referring to the events con- 
nected with Chryses and Chryseis, as related in the first book 
of the //zad, Hyginus (fad. 121) proceeds with the sequel of 
their history. When Agamemnon restored Chryseis, she was 
already pregnant, but denied that she was with child by Aga- 
memnon; and, after the birth of a son to whom also the name 
of Chryses was given, declared that Apollo was his father. This 
younger Chryses was grown to manhood at the time when I phi- 

-genia, pursued by Thoas, arrived at the island. Thoas demanded 
the surrender of the fugitives, and Chryses was disposed to comply 
with the request, when his mother Chryseis?, learning that Iphi- 
genia and Orestes were the children of Agamemnon, divulged to 

1 Ribbeck thinks that Sminthe represents Tenedos: see on fr. 726. 
* I follow M. Schmidt’s text of Hyginus: according to the Ms it was the elder 

Chryses. 
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her son the true story of his birth. Thereupon Chryses assisted 
his newly-found brother Orestes to kill Thoas, after which the 
image of Artemis was safely conveyed to Mycenae. 

Pacuvius also wrote a play with the title CZryses, which Naeke 
supposed to be an adaptation of Sophocles. He is followed by 
Welcker, Nauck, and Ribbeck; but Wilamowitz preferred to 
suppose that Pacuvius made use of a post-Euripidean drama 
dealing with the story of Iphigenia’. In any case, the fragments 
of Pacuvius would be but of little assistance for the elucidation 
of Sophocles’ plot; and the question is further complicated by 
the doubt whether some.of the most significant belong to the 
Chryses or to some other play”. 

According to a tradition preserved in late authorities*, the 
name of Chryses was connected with the foundation of Chryso- 
polis on the Bithynian coast of the Bosporus opposite to 
Byzantium. After the death of Agamemnon Chryses fled from 
the machinations of Clytaemnestra, and went in search of Iphi- 
genia; but died at the place afterwards known as Chrysopolis, 
where he was buried. Wilamowitz‘ believes that this legend 
was adopted by Sophocles, and denies that the story recorded 
by Hyginus can have been employed in the play. His reason 
is to be found in the conviction that the plot of the /phigenza 
zn Tauris was invented by Euripides, and cannot therefore have 
been known to Sophocles at the time of the production of the 
Chryses (before 414 B.C.°). 

It is a remarkable fact that two, if not three®, of the five 
extant fragments appear to be comic in intention. This strongly 
favours the inference that the Chryses was a satyr-play, and the 
story of Hyginus was obviously capable of comic treatment. 
On the other hand, not only did Pacuvius adapt Sophocles 
elsewhere, but no other play than the Chryses is known which 
could have served as the model of the Pacuvian tragedy. 

O. Rossbach’ referred to this play a mutilated papyrus 
fragment published by Grenfell and Hunt in New Class. Frag- 
ments 11 (Oxford, 1897), P 3; which he restored as weudy dé 
DoiBos iryayev ce pavtéa,—an address of Agamemnon to Calchas 
(Hom. A 106). This is a very remote possibility. 

1 Herm. XViIl 257- 
2 Tr. Rom. Frag.* p. 143 ff.; see also Reid on Cic. Lael. 24. Ribbeck claims for 

the Chryses, in preference to the Dudorestes, the famous scene in which Orestes and 
Pylades disputed over their identity, in order that each might save the other from 
imminent death. The conclusion is supported by Non. s.v. opfino (Pacuv. ror R.). 

3 Hesychius of Miletus (6th cent. A.D.): see MHG iv 148. Cf. Eiym. M. 

4 1c. 256. 5 Fr. 727. § Frs. 728, 729, and 726. 
7 Berl. ph. Wochenschr. 1899, 1630 ff. 
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726 

® tp@pa oiBHs “Eoria, Kdveus TAOe ; 

726 Schol. V Ar. Vesp. 846 rq yap 
 ‘Eorig ras dmapxas €00s jv mroeioOa. Kal 

Logokdys év Xpton 6 mpg@pa...rdde ;’ 
(with éort for ‘Eoria). Schol. Pind. Vem. 
It. 5 Kal LopokAfs ‘wo mpwpa oiBijs “E- 
orla.’ 

At every sacrifice the first offering, or 
libation, was made to Hestia: Plat. Crat. 
401 D 70 1pd wdvrwr Gedy TH ‘Horia rpwry 
mpodvew. There is good authority for the 
statement that she was also honoured last, 
but it is not clear whether this was the 
case at every meal or only on the occasion 
of a sacrifice: Hom. 4. 29. 4 od yap drep 
god | eiNativar Ovynroicw, wv’ ob mparn 
muuary te | ‘Horin apxomevos orévde pe- 
Aindéa olvoy, Cornut. 28, p. 53 Lang, xa0od 
kav rais Ovolas oi “EXAnves ard rpwrns TE 
avris Hpxovro kai eis éoxarny avriy Katé- 
mavov. But the first offering is the more 
frequently mentioned, so that a4¢’ ‘Eorias 
dpxec0ar became proverbial for ‘to begin 
at the beginning,’ or ‘to start aright’ 
(Plat. Crat. 401 B, Euthyphr. 3 a, Eur. 
fr. 781, 35 ‘Eorias 0’ &50s,| dg’ 7s ye 
coppwrv mas dv dpxecPat Gédo, Dio Chrys. 

It. 56 Uorepov iyyavdxrouv éml Tois te- 
mpayuevors, €kov ad’ ‘Korias kwrvew). See 
further Gruppe, Gr. AZyth., p. 14054, 
Siiss in Pauly-Wissowa VIII 1272 ff.— 
mpopa. The form of expression, which 
strikes us as quaint, illustrates the pre- 
valence of sea-faring metaphors at Athens 
(fvyév, KAviwr, Karéxerv, Uperuévos, ofpros 
etc.). Cf. Aesch. Suppl. 1000 év mpdury 
gpevis, Ag. 245 orduaros Kaddurpypov. 
In Eur. 770. 103 wndé mpoclotw mpwpav 
Bidrov | mpos Kiya mréovoa trixaow I 
think that Bidrov should be taken with 
kiua rather than with mp@par, but the 
figure is in any case remarkable.—For 
kAves Papageorgius reads k\vors ; perhaps 
rightly, since the line seems more likely to 
be a prayer than an indignant question. 

Ribbeck thinks that the mention of 
Hestia suggests the identification of 
Sminthe with Tenedos: see Pind. Wem. 
11. 1 ff. Perhaps, he adds, the fugitives 
took refuge at heraltar. Welcker thought 
the words were an exclamation by the 
younger Chryses on learning the truth. 

727 

pakédrAn Znvos eEavactpady 

727 Schol. Ar. Av. 1240 rotro gyal 
mapa TO Lopikdevov ev Xpiay (so Fritzsche 
on Ar. Thesm. 300 : xpvo7 codd. ) ‘ waxédAXy 
.. .€Eavactpapy.’ 
The words of Aristophanes (érws py 

gov yévos tavwdeOpov | Ards waxédAn wav 
dvacrpéyy Alxy) are an intentionally ab- 
surd perversion of this passage, where 
however we do not know what the sub- 
ject to éfavacrpapy was, and of Aesch. 
Ag. 530 Tpolay karackdpavta Tot dixngpd- 
pov | Atds paxédXy, TH KaTelpyacras édov. 
—pakedAa, an agricultural implement, 
which may best be rendered matrock and 
probably resembled a pick rather than a 
spade (Suid. Phot. glossed by dixeA\a 
‘fork,’ schol. Aesch. ord6n), was used 
for breaking up the ground: Hom. ® 259, 
Apoll. Rhod. 4. 1533. But the verb 

points to the demolition of buildings : 
cf. Aesch. Pers. 813 daimdvwv 8 idpi- 
para | mpdppiia pipdnv cEavéorparra Ba- 
@pwv.—I have followed Nauck in accept- 
ing Fritzsche’s év Xp’sy. Dindorf (fr. 
767) retains the vulg. xpvoy, but it is 
not easy to explain the epithet. Itistrue 
that the gods’ possessions are commonly 
labelled as golden (cf. O.C. 1051 xpucéa 
kAys, and epithets like xpvojmos and 
XpuvendAdKaros); but it seems inept to 
extend this fancy to wdxed\da. Ellendt 
suggests alternatively that the thunder- 
bolt is meant: ‘/udmen coruscum cum 
ligonis dentibus comparatum.’ But its 
representations in art do not make it 
likely that the xepavyos would have been 
figured as waiKedda. 
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728 
“ x » an A Ape 

TOLOUTOS WV apfeve TODOE TOU KPews 

728 dpiee cod. O: dpte RV, dpkers Ald., dpters od} Brunck 

728 Schol. Ar. Raz. 191 Kpedv, ws 
’"Aplorapxos pyoly éml Trav Twudrwv dap- 
BdvecOat wodddxts, Kal mapa Tw Dopoxde? 
év Xpton ‘ roovros...xpéws.’ 

Tovdse Tov Kpéws is generally assumed 
on the authority of Aristarchus to be a 
periphrasis for the pronoun éod (or pos- 
sibly éxetvou). The only extant parallels 
are Ar, Eq. 421 & dekrarov Kpéas, and 
tb. 457 @ yevuixwrarov Kxpéas. Observe 
however that the words may have borne 
a stronger meaning ‘master of this my 
flesh.’ But in neither case is it credible 
that xpéas would have been used, if the 
quotation was taken from a_ tragedy. 
Outside the Cyclops, xpéas is only applied 
to human flesh in reference to the banquet 
of Thyestes. It is possible, therefore, 
and perhaps not unlikely that the Chryses 
was a Satyric play. Brunck cut the knot 

by reading év Kpice:, supposing that the 
reference was to the promise of Helen to 
Paris, and he was followed by Ellendt. 
Welcker and Ribbeck assigned the speech 
to a barbarian, Welcker to Chryses and 
Ribbeck to Thoas ; but barbarians do not 
speak so, unless they are represented as 
comic characters. The parallel instances 
of odpé quoted by Welcker, and the peri- 
phrastic use of cma, déuas, and Kdpa 
referred to by Blaydes do not solve the 
difficulty. —In favour of Brunck’s dpégeus 
ov, which he would make interrogative, 
Blaydes quotes Ar. £9. 1307 ob O77’ €uo0 
y ap&ee mor’, Lys. 631 GN éuod pev ov 
Tupavvevcouo’, Eur. Her. 258 dd’ ovK 
éuod ot deoméces xalpwv mworé. This is 
an attractive conjecture, but in such a 
doubtful context we cannot condemn 
dipéeve. 

729 

éyo piav pev e€rovbila tpixa 
729 

729 Apollon. lex. Hom. p. 91, 34 
lov@ddos...Tas yap THY Tpix@v pias ldvOous 
Aéyer Lopokrjs ev Xptoyn ‘ éyw...rplyas.’ 

~ Hesych. 11 p. 126 é&tovbifw [éfovdifw] 
tpixa* €xdldwur. torr. yap lovOos pita 
Tpixav 7 <Td> brepéxov (vrepéxwv cod.). 

The meaning of éfov@(fw is hardly 
doubtful: it denotes the first sprouting 
of the beard on the chin. Cf. Suid. 
tovOos* 4 mpwrn Expvois T&V Tpixav, awd 
Tov iévac kal dvOetv. LEtym. M. p. 473, 
17. Schol. Hom. & 50 YovOar dé étavOn- 
Mara dkudgovros gwuatos. Td vmrepéxov 

in Hesych. is ‘that which rises from the 

pilav wev] wéXacvav Lehrs | rplya Hesych. : Tptxas Apollon. 

surface’: cf. Phryn. praep. Soph. P- 77 
17 de B. lovdos* 4 ért rob mpoowmou dua 
TH TOV TpLxXdv éexpice Tv TpwTwYr ywo- 
wévn oldnots. If play is right, there is 
reason to doubt whether the tone is 
serious, and this might bear on the in- 
terpretation of fr. 728. Otherwise, there 
is much to be said for Lehrs’s péAavav. 
Wagner’s Big pév is unintelligible. Bergk 
(PZLG iI 711) retains tpixas with plav 
Mév, interpreting the latter as ‘one by 
one’ like wiay play fr. 201. But rpixas 
is probably a mere blunder. 

730 

éoxapa 

730 Ammon. ed. Valck. p. 34 rapa 
d€ Hvpiridy éoxdpa avri rod Bwuod Keira 
év Ieobéver (fr. 628) ‘unroogpaye? Te 
datudvev én’ écxdpas’ cal Lomoxd7ys év 
Xpioy. Eustath. Od. p. 1564, 32 Zodo- 

KAjs O€ kal dvrTi Bwuod oidey éoxdpar. 
The distinction between Bwuds and é- 

oxdpa has already been discussed in the 
note on fr. 38. 
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